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Vice Chancellor, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University

Honourable Minister of Education, Professor G L Peiris, the Chief Guest, Keynote Speaker, Secretary to the Ministry of Education, Professor Kapila Perera, Secretary to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Admiral Prof. Jayanath Colombage, Deputy Vice Chancellor (Def & Admin) Brig. Nanda Hathurusinghe, Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) Prof. Jayantha Ariyarathe, Deans of the respective Faculties, Directors of Centres, Academics, Senior Military Officers, Administrative Staff, Students and all distinguished guests who are connected with us in the cyber space.

First and foremost, let me very warmly welcome our chief guest, Hon Professor GL Peiris, Minister of Education for very kindly accepting our invitation and for gracing this occasion as the chief guest of this inaugural session of our international research conference 2020.

Sir, we consider your presence here this morning, as one of the most renowned scholars the country has ever produced in the field of Law, as a great honour to KDU. Let me also warmly welcome our keynote speaker, Prof Kapila Perera, Secretary to the Ministry of Education, who is having a very close affinity with KDU as an illustrious member of our alumni association.

Then I also welcome Admiral Professor Jayanath Colombage, Secretary to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and other distinguished guests and invitees participating on line as well. KDU, from its inception, was instrumental in handing down the core values of security to the development paradigm in Sri Lanka.

This year’s theme ‘Holistic Approach to National Growth and Security” highlights the importance of maintaining a harmonious blend in security and development in all national projects. As you are aware, this year’s conference is taking place amidst very challenging circumstances, so much so that, it becomes a landmark event of KDU in terms of its resolution to ensure the continuity of events at KDU even under the most trying circumstances. And this conference is also significant because the year 2020 marks 40 years of existence of KDU since its inception in 1980.

KDU, initially established as a tri-service academy known then as KDA or Kotelawala Defence Academy, marked a significant diversion in 2008 with its renaming as General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University. Since then, with the guidance and vision of His Excellency the President Gotabaya Rajapakse, as the then Secretary to the Ministry of Defence and the Chairman of our Board of Management, KDU kept a giant leap forward to become a fully-fledged university with nine academic faculties and a University Hospital with state-of-the-art facilities. With this phenomenal change, KDU began expanding its horizon to provide its high-quality higher educational opportunities to civilian students, thereby reducing the burden on other state universities of the country in supplying for the higher educational demand in the country. Today, the University is ready to march forward steadfastly contributing to the national needs combining the national security domain with higher educational needs of the country.
Ladies and gentlemen, KDU international research conference has been attracting local and foreign presenters, participants and more importantly renowned scholars and professionals of the highest caliber both locally and internationally. However, in this year, the global pandemic situation has restricted having them physically present at KDU. But many of our invitees will join us online to enrich the deliberations through this novel experience of having the conference on a virtual platform.

I reckon that this is a blessing in disguise for us to travel on uncharted paths for new discoveries. KDU IRC has been instrumental in establishing and strengthening the much-needed research culture not only at KDU but also in the whole country.

We have been attracting papers from almost all universities, from many research institutions and other organizations representing even Batticaloa and Jaffna, which I reckon is a very encouraging sign. And the impact of the growing research culture was evident during the first breakout of Covid-19 earlier this year, where our staff and students were researching day and night for creating various products and inventions of our own to help the fight against Corona. So, it is heartening to note that in this year’s conference, there are many research papers reaching the conference secretariat, which involve the student community of our nine faculties.

Therefore, we are proud that we have created a platform for emerging researchers and scientists for showcasing their research outcomes at KDU research conference. And it is our fervent belief that inculcating and fostering the research culture and enhancing the quality and quantity of research in various disciplines in the country can raise the resilience levels of society and the nation as a whole.

This year’s conference has attracted six hundred and fifty plus paper submissions, which I believe is a very clear indication of the right enthusiasm growing in the country towards research, particularly in development and security domains. So we are proud as a university to be able to stand up resolutely to fulfill the needs of the nation, especially at a time when such efforts are very much needed. I believe the efforts of security-based education aiming at strengthening national development should be more cooperative in the future and KDU has always facilitated any research efforts that strengthens the national security of our nation. We urge the academic community of Sri Lanka to join hands with us in all our future endeavours to support the nation especially through productive research in diverse disciplines.

The organizers of the KDU international research conference intend to set the tone to initiate more collaborative research at national and global levels. This research conference is an ideal platform to make connections. I hope that authors of KDU and various other local and international universities will take the opportunity to interact and develop friendly relationships, establish networks and to explore win-win situations.

I wish all the very best for the presenters and hope you will enjoy every moment of this academic fusion taking place on two whole days.

Finally, let me once again welcome our chief guest and the keynote speaker on behalf of all KDU staff. I wish that presenters and participants would have all the courage to continue their pursuits with determination to link up with the international community and work towards national growth and development through their research.

Thank you.
Chief Guest’s Speech

Prof. GL Peiris

Honourable Minister of Education, Government of Sri Lanka

Major General Milinda Peiris, Vice Chancellor of the Sir John Kotelawala Defence University of Sri Lanka, Admiral Professor Jayanath Colombage, Secretary to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Professor Kapila Perera, Secretary to the Ministry of Education, Deputy Vice Chancellors, Deans of Faculties, Heads of Department, members of the staff and students of this university, friends well wishers, ladies and gentlemen. I am delighted to be present with you on this occasion for the 13th International Research Conference. I am no stranger to these surroundings. I have been consistently associated with your work during the progress of your university until you have reached the stature that we all are proud of at this time. There is no doubt that with the nine fully-fledged faculties that you already have and your plans further to expand this university particularly bearing in mind the priorities of this country at this moment. I am particularly happy about your plans for the establishment of a Faculty of Criminal Justice. I think that is certainly an area that is worthy of focus and attention. So you have always assessed, evaluated very accurately the needs and priorities of our country in the field of Higher Education. And you have been very quick to respond to those needs. That innovative approach is much to be admired. And these are among the reasons why I have particular pleasure in joining you in these deliberations. There is one another matter that I would like to mention. It is this that you are having this conference for the 13th consecutive time. It is our experience in this country that many good things are planned and inaugurated. It is much more difficult to follow through. So the fact that you have been able to do this without interruptions for 13 years adding to your expertise as you go alone improving and expanding towards what you are attempting. It is greatly to be admired the sense of perseverance and determination that is greatly required in this country at this moment and your performance is an inspiring example of what we all need to carry the country forward to even greater heights.

Now the theme that you have chosen for this 13th International Conference is extremely appropriate from many points of view. You have heard representation from many countries as Major General Milinda Peiris, Vice Chancellor explained a moment ago. You are holding this conference in exceedingly challenging circumstances. Again you have been to adapt to difficult circumstances. You are resorting to modern technology to include and involve foreign participants in these deliberations even though they are unable to present with us physically on this occasion. The topic that you have chosen is the holistic approach to national growth and security. I think that is extremely relevant to present day needs in Sri Lanka today. The first point I would like to make is that there is an intimate connection between national growth and security. It is fanciful to talk of any kind of national growth without the assurance of security. Security is a necessary and indispensable foundation. Without security it is impossible to achieve growth in any sector of the economy. The celebrated Political Scientist the late Professor Harold Laski of the London School of Economics said that the basic duty of a state is to provide security for its people. That is the ultimate reason for the existence of the nation state. The theory of the Social
Contract which has been developed by writers like Lock and Rousseau emphasizes the fact that the public have given the authority to state principally for the reason to create conditions in which life can go on in an orderly and frank manner so that the citizens of that state can realize their fullest potential as human beings, develop themselves and develop the community in which they live. In order to do this the essential condition is security. Without it nothing at all can be accomplished. Now we have seen empirical evidence of this in the recent past of our country through the 30-year conflict with the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam. It was impossible to attract substantial investment into this country. Every facet of Sri Lanka’s economy suffered grievously during that period. How can you attract investors into a country which has been thrown asunder by a ferocious war? Investment, international trade all this was affected by the ongoing conflict. I would also like to make a reference to the concept of reconciliation which became very relevant and important after the end of the war in 2009. There was then naturally the feeling that we have to leave the pain and anguish of the war behind us. We have to emphasize unity and the solidarity and bring together all the people of our cherished land irrespective of caste, creed, ethnic or religious identity to emphasize the oneness of the nation. That was the pith and substance of the concept of reconciliation. But it all went wrong during the Yahapalana administration of 2015 to 2019. And it is worth examining in an objective spirit the reasons why that endeavour failed so miserably. I think the basic reason is that the authorities at that time forgot the sentiments, the feelings and aspirations of the majority community. Reconciliation of course bases emphasis on minority aspirations to make them comfortable, to convey to them in definite terms the impression, the conviction that they are very much part of the country. They belong, the sense of belonging so that confidence should be imparted to minorities, and at the same time, it is absolutely necessary to carry the majority community with you. If you lead them behind if you engender in the lines of the majority community that they are not important, they can be sidelined, they do not matter, such an exercise in reconciliation is doomed to failure as empirical experience in those 4 years convincingly demonstrated. What happened during that period? I think the most alarming spectacle that we are seeing in this country today is evidence that is transpiring in daily basis before the Presidential Commission that is going into the catastrophic phenomenon of the Easter Sunday Attack. Evidence has been given by one witness after another, the Inspector General of Police, the Secretary to President, the Secretary of Defence, all these people. Their evidence emphasizes the total breakdown of this security apparatus in the country. It is not mere debilitation or weakening of security apparatus it was total collapse of it. There was no security apparatus functioning in this country at all in any realistic sense. So it led to the loss of 265 valuable lives of this country and crippling of many other citizens of our land. Why did this happen?

When the present President, His Excellency Gotabaya Rajapaksa was Secretary to the Ministry of Defense, there was a very close collaboration between the intelligence arm and immigration. Whenever an application was made by a foreign preacher somebody who wants to come and teach in this country, when visa was requested a very thorough background check was done. As Admiral Professor Jayanath Colombage would bear witness the antecedent of the person applying for the visa was thoroughly examined. And if there was anything unsavory in the past of that person, if he has been involved in any activity which led to
disharmony among communities, then the immigration authority in close consultation with the intelligence arm would turn down such a request for visa in this country. That whole apparatus was consciously and deliberately dismantled. It did not happen unwittingly or inadvertently. It was deliberate government policy. So intelligence personnel were made to feel that they were in embarrassment. The less that heard from them, the less they were seen the better. That was the environment which prevailed at that time.

Surely, if you are talking of national growth and security, the first thing to ensure is that funds that are coming from abroad had to be brought into the country through proper channels. We have in this country such an established conduit. The conduit is the External Resources Department of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka. Of course resources are welcome. But they must come through the External Resources Department. We must know the source, the origin of these funds and where are these funds coming from? We must know the purpose for which these resources are going to be applied, who is going to manage these resources? There must be an auditor accounts. All of these were dispensed. You had a situation where a university was built. What is the purpose for a university to come up in Kattankudy. The facilities, the buildings that are constructed, they are better than the buildings that you have here at the Kotelawala Defence University. They are superior to the quality of the infrastructure in the universities of Colombo and Peradeniya. If you go to Kattankudy blindfolded if the blindfold is taken off when you get there, you will feel that you were in the Middle East. The Palmyra trees, the architecture the overall environment. The sums of money involved are colossal. There is no exposure, visibility or accountability. It is that brought about a situation that culminated in the total collapse of this security establishment. Madrasas can be all over the country. There are no Sunday Schools. They are providing many of them on daily basis. Nobody examines the curricula. There is no regulatory mechanism at all. So the seeds of racial hatred are sown by those institutions. Of course there must be freedom with regard to imparting instruction. But clearly there must be some supervision, some control, some regulation. That was totally lacking. So the country then paid the supreme price for the neglect of security in pursuit of narrow and partient and political objectives to placate aggressive minorities, not law abiding members of minority communities, but people who were intent on the destruction of the very social fabric of the country. So that was our sad experience.

This is true not only within the country, but also in the conduct of our foreign relations. What happened there? Sri Lanka is unique among the nations of this world in committing to a resolution in 2015 in the UN Human Rights Council. Sri Lanka became a co-sponsor of a resolution in condemning its own armed forces accusing its armed forces of the gravest crimes under international law and under the international humanitarian law because the preamble to resolution 13/1 of the 1st of September 2015 acknowledged with appreciation the report of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. And the High Commissioner’s report makes the most damaging allegations against the armed forces of this country. And the government of Sri Lanka endorsed all of them and called for a thorough investigation at the international level. The resolution gave responsibility to the Human Rights Council and to the Commissioner for Human Rights to keep Sri Lanka under constant review. So here was a government which consciously, voluntarily, deliberately submitted the country to adjudication and assessment in respect of its armed forces to international tribunals.
where justice considered the inanity of what happened. There were pledges given. In resolution 13/1 and 34/1 which are clearly contrary to the highest law of this country, the constitution of Sri Lanka operating para 6 of the first resolution 13/1 recommended that foreign judges of Commonwealth and other foreign judges should be entrusted with the task of judging our armed forces and of course, members of the civilian population. This is not possible under Sri Lanka’s constitution because foreigners cannot exercise judicial power in respect of our citizens. And then the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Prince Hussein publicly conceded that in respect no other country has a Human Rights Council based in Geneva adopted so intrusive approach – so intrusive, interfering directly with domestic policy in that country. To what extent did this go? The resolutions involved matters which are clearly within the domain of the Sri Lanka’s parliament not the business of foreigners. It called for constitutional reform. It called for devolution of greater powers to provincial councils. It called for thorough overhaul of Sri Lanka’s armed forces and the police. It called for the repeal of the prevention of terrorism Act and its replacement by alternative legislation. Members of the SRLan armed forces and the SRLan police force were to be subjected to special criteria when they applied to join UN Peacekeeping forces abroad and even to enroll for programmes of training. So this is the extent to which national dignity and pride was compromised in order to placate foreign interests whose aims and objectives were incompatible with the well-being of this nation.

So this attitude which destroyed the very foundations of our national security manifested itself both in respect to domestic policy and the conduct of country’s foreign relations during that period 2015 to 2019. In such a situation you cannot possibly have national growth. You cannot have economic advancement because security has broken down entirely.

Just one another point I want to make before I conclude, and that is the reference to militarization in the current political discourse. Non-governmental organizations and elements of the opposition as well as some prejudiced and biased foreign commentators are finding fault with the role of the military in the conduct of national affairs in Sri Lanka at this time. But no objective observer of the SRLan scene can doubt the fact. When it came to the control of COVID-19, this country could not possibly have achieved what it did without the vigorous involvement and cooperation of the armed forces, particularly the intelligence arm. We were able to control the pandemic because the armed forces were able to identify those who have been infected, first the immediate circle and then the outer periphery. That is still being done, yesterday today it is being done. And the role of the armed forces is indispensable. Without them the situation would be far worse than it is. Why is there this kind of hostile attitude towards armed forces? I think people who subscribe to that point of view failed to distinguish between the culture of east and west in this regard. Cultural attitudes, assumptions and values are in critical significance in this area. The attitude in this country, the attitude of the public, of ordinary people, to the armed forces is not what prevails in some western countries. The armed forces are not looked upon with fear. They are not regarded as instruments of oppression. On the contrary, after the war ended in 2009, it is in effect the armed forces, they got involved very intimately, very vigorously in uplifting the social conditions in the people affected in areas. They built houses. They made water available. They played a role in restoration of agriculture. And I know personally because I have seen in
my own eyes that armed forces of this country even helped in the constructions of latrines, of toilets in that part of the country. These are not regular functions of the armed forces. But because of the culture of our country the social morals the value system based upon empathy and compassion which is the hallmark of Sri Lanka’s culture. That was the nature of the role that was performed by the Sri Lankan military. It is this fundamental fact that is not taken into account. In critiques of the present scene who find fault with the armed forces forget their involvement in national activity on broader scale.

So these are some of the remarks that I would like to make to you on this occasion. I am very happy that you are having this 13th International Research Conference. I am very happy that you have chosen a topic that is extremely appropriate. You have chosen a more relevant topic for this time. As the Minister of Education also with the responsibility for higher education in this country, I am very proud of the achievements of your institution, what you have been able to accomplish within so brief a time span. The needs of higher education in this country are very urgent when more people are clamouring for access to higher education, in our ministry, with the active system of Professor Kapila Perera who is rendering a yeoman service in that regard, we are trying to bridge the gap between education and employment opportunity. We are talking to the major Chambers of Commerce they provide the jobs in the private sector to ascertain from them the employment opportunities that will be available in their institutions during next three or four years, what are the skills which we are looking for? Because they are telling me it is not that we do not have jobs to offer. We have jobs. But when we interview people we find that they don’t have the skills which we want in our institutions. So we don’t want to enhance a reservoir of angry and frustrated young people. We want to ensure that there is a correlation between the education that is imparted in our institutions and the skills for which there is an identifiable demand in the market place. So these are some of the adventures that we have embarked upon. We are also looking critically at our curricula which are obsolete and anachronistic. They have not been revisited for a very long period. There must be in line with the needs of our society methods of teaching. There is far too much emphasis on rote learning in memory that students have required to commit their notes to memory, retain in the memory and reproduce it at the examination that is antithetic of the education. Education comes from Latin words ‘educate’ which is draw out not to force in vast volume of actual material into mind of the students. So purpose of the education is to develop the analytical and the critical faculty of the student to encourage him or her to think for himself or herself and apply that volume of knowledge to face the challenges of life. So in the midst of all of this, in confronting the formidable challenges, I am very confident that your institution, Sir John Kotelawala Defence University will render an invaluable service. So I congratulate to you on your achievements of the past and I wish you well for the future. I know that you will continue to do your country proud. And I thank you sincerely for the honour that you have bestowed upon me by inviting me as the Chief Guest for these deliberations.

Thank you
Keynote Speech

Prof. Kapila Perera

Secretary, Ministry of Education, Government of Sri Lanka

Ayubowan! Wanakkam! Assalamu Alaikum! The Vice Chancellor of General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University, Major General Milinda Peiris, the Chief Guest today, my honorable Minister, Ministry of Education, honorable Professor G.L. Peiris, Deputy Vice Chancellors, Deans of the Faculties, Heads of the departments, the Secretary to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Professor Admiral Jayanath Colombage, all the foreign participants who are joining this 13th International Research Conference at KDU, all the presenters, moderators, session chairs and all the distinguished invitees. Thank you very much for inviting me to deliver the Keynote Speech under the theme 'Holistic Approach to National Growth and Security.' I am indeed honored and privileged to be here having witnessed the very first one 13 years ago, and it happened to be General Milinda Peiris who was the Vice Chancellor then as Major General and we witnessed the presence of the Chief Guest as the Ministry of Higher Education, Ministry of Research and Technology.

I would like to start with this quote from the Chief Guest, "We do not want to have a reservoir of angry uncontented people." I was one who had gone through in 1971, of course not in the country in 1988 -1989 and then in then 1983 as a university student, and many times during my academic career where there were disruptions to education, holding back the desire to fulfill or acquire knowledge with my colleagues, peers and the rest of the people due to the lack of security. I know how I felt then as a student. I think I was in grade 4 in 1971, and then in 1983 in my second year at this very same premises, the education of ours were disrupted. And the feeling of those delays due to the lack of security, and the Chief Guest elaborated in deep sense of comprehension how security is important for the national growth. If I look at what is this traditional approach that is often based on defensive security policies as we had during my time at different ages. We had always defensive security policies. However, the persistence of strong security measures generates insecure feelings. I hope you agree with me. If there are strong security measures that generate insecure feeling as it reveals the presence of threats. So these are some of the things that people quote. Then again the democracy, well-being and freedom are some of the elements that we feel that we reduce this feeling of insecurity by reducing both threats and activities that we feel. Even if you take a house if you feel this insecureness due to lack of security this might not allow you to think, generate analytical skills. You are always worried about the security. How to provide security to your children and for yourself? And then it hinders and it slows down entire process of nurturing, acquiring knowledge. And then that it is halting the growth. so you start from the small households or individuals then if you take as a whole family, a village, a township and then provinces as a country, it basically retards the national growth. So, therefore, we need to have this thinking of holistic approach to national growth and as you and I understand there are necessary and essential conditions when we learn mathematics for certain things. The Chief Guest emphasized repeatedly the essential elements and in our academic mathematics there are sufficient and necessary
conditions or essential conditions for forming mathematical theories there are certain things. Likewise, it is essential to have security for national growth.

When it comes to economics, always and even for decades, the GDP strongly criticizes the measure of development. Still the role of economic systems neglecting the goal of global capabilities and expansion holds this economic growth or national growth. But the concession of development based on the glorification of individual success and the pushed capital accumulation hardly allows reducing insecurity and increasing freedom. So security becomes an individual good and relies upon ineffective defensive policies that we have practiced in the past unlike in the present. So development, well-being, security and freedom are strictly interrelated. Individual capabilities imply collective capabilities. Even in free market economies often human needs such as food, housing, employment, health care, family policies, fresh water, security and safety can be put in a market under regulation or collective governance, and those things even the Chief Guest highlighted. The need for water, need for food, how the security--food security and water security ensure the getting this national security when you combine all these types of security the national growth under war conditions. So these goods are often under political debate as they are critical for development and social cohesion. The more they are shared among the large part of the population the less we experience social conflict and political instability. Security hardly is achievable individually. It is the result of more holistic thinking. Individual security and freedom implies the security and freedom of all. As I mentioned before these are interrelated. And if you look at or if you study research and in future research all these studies can help in understanding human capabilities and pathways towards collective security and enhance development. So instances of participation in definition of security needs would make citizens able to feel at the center of development goals. So therefore, unlike in the past where we did not think holistically and the interrelations between the security and the national growth. Then we will fail. Even the theories in the literature highlights this one.

As far as Sri Lanka is concerned the contemporary security concerns that we face as an Indian Ocean country are broader and more complex, that need not be elaborated, than any state in our history. This will continue to exist. We can’t say that this will stop today, tomorrow, next year or in ten years’ time because the geopolitics and the race for the arms business and economic development, all these things will continue to grow, sometimes exponentially. So therefore, national security cannot be neglected and cannot be just let it go as the Chief Guest mentioned, even in a fraction of a second, it is very important. Otherwise there won’t be any growth. As the Secretary to the Education, in the present context the role played by ensuring a secure environment for the student to go and sit the examination. They are not in a position to concentrate on answering the questions if the place is not secure. So if we are not able to hold the exams and continue to postpone, then we cannot achieve and we cannot predict national growth. So in this context the role played by the national security is to be commended as the Ministry of Education. I know personally the quick response to ensure secure examination centers for all of us for the future of Sri Lanka. Under these conditions even the identification of COVID origin in the recent past, you have to have peace of mind to concentrate on everything. That is basically if you only think of one place, one
center out of 2,646 examination centers, then there will be lack of security in different centers. So therefore, you have to think holistically. Only the one aspect of securing one place will not enable for us to continue this one and therefore the results will come in future in terms of national growth. So the range that concerns arise from threats to system that allows society to control intergroup and interpersonal conflict to more recently reorganized concerns associated with threats to social and economic systems. Once these events start to influence the policy and the economy of a country with a national resilience, that country will perish. One way of addressing this emerging situation is by promoting more and more research and development.

KDU, boasting with diverse nine faculties and through two new faculties to come, the Faculty of Criminal Law and the Faculty of Technology, is going to expand and provide opportunities and platforms for you to think, ponder in a military environment and inviting day-scholars giving the signal that is very important for you to mix each other understand the role of the military or security for the civilians, 22 million people in this country, how important the national security and the training in a military set up to achieve the common goal of national growth. So the KDU is at the forefront of researching the development and security related problems holistically. A holistic approach is needed to understand contemporary complex situations and circumstances. University education could inculcate co-values of security and development such as human dignity, integrity, democratic participation, sustainable development, economic equity, mutual understanding and respect and equality of opportunity. The three flags that are behind bring all three forces together, thanks to the KDA then, and how important this mutual understanding in the war was understood and it helped to coordinate things in a better manner. You trained officer cadets together and they understand the security roles in the air, at sea, on land. I am sure that it could have been the catalyst then. Now you bring the third aspect the day-scholars. So this is holistic thinking. Like I started at the beginning it was not there then. We had three academies that did not know each other, but how had it come during the time when the national security was at risk. So ultimately the beneficiary is national growth. The honorable Minister, the Cheif Guest mentioned how difficult it was for Sri Lanka to attract foreign direct investments. As I think Minister of Enterprise Development, Foreign Minister, Foreign Secretary. If you don't have security and thrust, nobody would come. But when you train together military and civilians with hand and hand, it would provide an ideal platform. The importance of civil-military relations and how KDU is instrumental in developing the above mentioned areas is to be commended. By promoting civil-military relations through education, a country could raise the resilience levels, like I mentioned, of communities. Honorable Minister spoke at length and elaborated that you have to have a strong commitment and the political will to ensure the security of this country. If these elements, instruments fail, the first thing that is going to effect is the education of the future generations. Even for me, the Oxford graduate, Rohdes scholar, I am a pupil. And this has provided opportunities and the responsibility to the government to ensure the security. So all spheres of activity will simultaneously grow ultimately culminating in national growth.

These are the few thoughts that I have to share with you. I would like to extend my gratitude on behalf of the Ministry of
Education for having me and inviting me to deliver the Keynote address and set the platform for the next two day deliberations. And I wish all the success in the deliberations and creating more networks and have future directions for years to come in this context of national security that you have chosen today. Whatever that you are going to do, base national security at the forefront. So divided we lose together we win. And I wish all the very best and thank you very much for all the participants and the people who have submitted papers, presenters, moderators, and session chairs. You are plying a very important role in this context of national security and the national growth.

Thank you very much!
Vote of Thanks

Dr. L Pradeep Kalansooriya

Conference Chair, 13th International Research Conference, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University

It is with deep appreciation and gratitude that I present this vote of thanks on behalf of the organizing committee of the 13th International Research Conference of the General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University.

First of all, I convey my heartiest thanks to Professor G.L. Peiris the Minister of Education, a distinguished academic who spared his valuable time with us on this occasion. Sir, your gracious presence amidst busy schedules is truly an encouragement and it certainly added the glamour and value to this important event.

Professor Kapila Perera, the Secretary to the ministry of Education, also a distinguishable academic and a senior military officer is a proud product from our own institute. Sir, I greatly appreciate your willingness without any hesitation to be our Keynote speaker today.

I would also like to take this opportunity to extend my appreciation and gratitude to the Vice Chancellor, Maj. General Milinda Peiris for all his guidance and assistance provided throughout the event and this event wouldn’t have been a reality and a great success without your courageous leadership under the current challenging situation today.

I would be falling my duties if I don’t mention the exceptional support and assistance provided by the two Deputy Vice Chancellors who were there behind the team guiding us through a difficult time. I also would like to thank the Deans of all the faculties who shared the responsibilities and guided their staff amidst their very busy schedules.

This year’s conference has attracted six hundred and fifty plus paper submissions, which is a very clear indication of the right enthusiasm growing in the country towards research, particularly in development and security domains. I take this opportunity to thanks all authors share their studies on National Growth and Security in our conference. I also greatly appreciate our panel of reviewers on the valuable time spent to review this large number of papers. I’m sure that your valuable resnses would tremendously supports to authors on enhancing their research studies.

Ladies and Gentlemen, as you witnessed, this was a new experience in the new normal, after the present pandemic, and therefore it was huge challenge to organize, coordinate and conduct research conference of this magnitude on virtual platform enabling a wider participation of both local and foreign participants. I thank all our participants attending the conference online despite numerous difficulties encountered due to the present situation.

Further, it is with great pleasure that I acknowledge the tremendous support and assistance provided by academic staff of all the faculties with all the Heads of Departments going beyond their regular duties to make this event a success. Similarly, I take this opportunity to appreciate the contribution of the administrative and non-academic staff whose commitment was essentially required in achieving the overall success.

Our sponsors, the financial support given by our Platinum Sponsors, People’s Bank and
Bank of Ceylon and Co-sponsor, Abans Private Limited is highly appreciated.

Last but not least the officer cadets and day scholars who formed a very virtual component of the organizing teams in every sphere and I believe that it was a great learning experience and exposure which would help them tremendously in similar undertakings in the future.

Finally, I have no doubt that all of those attending the two days seminar will make the best use of the opportunity to enhance their horizons and establish new bonds and networking while sharing their own knowledge and experience in a friendly learning environment.

In conclusion, let me take this opportunity to profusely thank my co secretaries, who stood alongside me throughout extending unexplainable support and assistance with exceptional commitment.

Thank you so much. I wish you good luck and all the best.
Plenary Session
Session Summary

Session Chair: Prof. Sanath Dhammika

Rapporteur: Ms. Krishanthi Anandawansa

The plenary session of the Faculty of Management, Social Sciences and Humanities (FMSH) was conducted under the sub-theme ‘National Growth and Security towards Social and Human Capital Development’. The session was chaired by Prof. Sanath Dhammika, Prof. of Human Resource Management (HRM) at the Department of HRM, University of Kelaniya. Distinguished speakers of the plenary session were Prof. Harshana Rambukwella, Director of Postgraduate Institute of English, Open University of Sri Lanka; Dr. Vagisha Gunasekara, Senior Lecturer, Department of Social Studies, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Open University of Sri Lanka; and Mr. D. Upali De Soyza, Additional Managing Director (Rtd), Sri Lanka Ports Authority.

The first speech was conducted by Prof. Rambukwella under the title ‘The Social Sciences and Humanities in an Era of Technological Change’. The speaker initiated by highlighting the importance of how the Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) should face both the challenge of technological change and technology in our lives, and how critical responses should be fashioned towards technology. The speaker mentioned how with the advent of print knowledge became widely accessible, de-mystifying and democratizing it, enabling mass literacy. This ‘print capital’, according to Benedict Anderson, paved way for the development of the ‘Nation State’, where a sense of belonging was instilled on the mass by means of the print, and this gathered people under a nation state. Anderson further explains how ‘time’, initially governed by agricultural capital, religious traditions or rainfall, is abstractedly represented by the clock in Modernity, and is an ‘empty homogenous time’. Prof. K.N.O. Dharmadasa explains how ‘print capitalism’ has played a major role in nationalism in Sri Lanka. Walter Benjamin explains how original art and cultural objects lose their authentic value in the face of their mass reproduction. Kithsiri Malalgoda explained the impact of technology on how Buddhism adapted to Modernity, where print played a significant role in the modernization of Buddhism in Sri Lanka. These were paradigm shifts in how society responded to technology, where scholars in the late 19th century and early 20th century in the SSH stood out of technology and had a critical and philosophical approach on how it affected society.

Today, in contrast, societies are shaped by technology and human beings try to meddle with the forces of nature that they do not necessarily understand, while technology is adopted and adapted to suit; it is part of the SSH. Hence, the discourse nowadays is not to cautiously engage in critical discourse with technology, but to rather look at the lack of technological skills amongst undergraduates, which negatively impacts on their employability. So the disciplines are increasingly conditioned by technology, and the fundamental notions of the value of education and the social power of disciplinary knowledge have changed.

Technology today unarguably is the dominant discourse, and the SSH disciplines have limited utility value, and graduates in these disciplines are a problem; they have low employability and limited ‘market value’.
Rather than engaging in a philosophical critique of technology, educators in the SSH are worried about the ‘technological deficit’ in their graduates. The situation aggravates due to deficiencies in the Sri Lankan schooling system, which is deficient in computer literacy, though the situation is changing to some extent. So the SSH are looking for ways to integrate technology: Economics uses technology for sophisticated econometric modelling techniques and language studies uses machine language interfaces. Thematic digital concentrations (i.e. the digital Humanities) have come to address the perceived ‘technological deficit’ in the SSH. These are positive and necessary developments.

However, the focus on technology seems to deprive certain factors that are critical to the SSH, which need to be retained. More robust intellectual response; the ‘critical mirror’ that was in the historical perspective to understand technology in a more nuanced manner, is required. In the rush to embrace technocratic approach, this historical approach is undermined. Today, Meta data is gathered unknowingly, so technology is shaping human lives in insidious ways, where we are not fully in control; our physical whereabouts and likings can be tracked. This is both positive and negative. Instead of asking these critical questions about technology, we are drawn towards technology’s aura.

In conclusion, the speaker highlighted that today's society is saturated with notions of productivity, where the vision of the SSH are in danger of becoming impoverished, with the excessive focus on practical benefits that technology can do for these disciplines. However, in being so, we are losing the fundamental critical insights that the SSH disciplines provide. The value of these disciplines lies in their philosophical depth and in the possibility of creating revolutionary ideals that go beyond looking at technology’s use value. Being merely tech savvy might endanger the true potential of the SSH. Good tech is useful, important and necessary, but the SSH need to train students to critically reflect on the use, abuse, value and impact of technology on society, so that technological innovations can be human-centred. However advanced technology may be, critical human beings are required. Thus, technology’s challenge for the SSH is not becoming increasingly tech savvy, but philosophically critical of it, so that we can harness it better.

The second plenary speaker, Dr. Vagisha Gunasekara spoke under the title ‘Corporatization of the University and Implications for the Humanities and Social Sciences’. Initiating her speech, the speaker stated that the Liberal Arts provide balance and perspective, where it strengthens overview, broadens foundations, teaches to communicate clearly and be problem solvers, develops critical thinking skills and creativity, creates engaged citizens and thinkers, and reinforces cultural and ethical responsibilities and values; it is essential for a well-rounded education. Despite this, there is gradual marginalization of the Arts in Sri Lanka and in the world.

Global shifts in education privilege STEM subjects over the Liberal Arts, and academic communities must be reflective and critical about the challenges faced by the Sri Lankan university system to offer opportunities for Arts students to become innovative and contribute to the knowledge economy. There is also need to converse on corporatization of the university, which interacts and fuses with institutions, people, dysfunctionalities and the culture in Higher Education (HE).
institutions. Global shift towards innovation and technological development, rapid changes in global economy, and World Bank (WB) attempts to find a 'one-size-fits-all' solution to world education shortcomings, prefer focus on STEM subjects.

HE’s priority to improve Arts and SSH graduate employability emphasizes on developing undergraduate skills i.e. teamwork, entrepreneurship, good communication, IT and English language skills. Neo-liberalism also marks the most recent trend on the focus on skills and trade. D. B. Johnston explains how WB political agendas reformed universities in the 1990s, which reduced public investment and altered their finances and management, resulting in academics steering towards the market. Michael Gibbens, Counsellor of the WB, affirms the urgency of the new university paradigm and states its main mission should be to serve the economy. This emphasizes a highly ideological management, with a new perspective of using HR to maximize efficiency; an entrepreneurial outlook. Propelling efficiency in an inefficient system transforms university administrators to managers who 'tick the boxes' and merely fill numbers of outputs in strategic plans. Corporatization fuses with existing 'baggage', and has its own challenges. For holistic approach towards national growth and security, criticisms of the present system must be addressed and one must have generic awareness. University academics in SSH do not search for new knowledge, and have low intellectual contribution and research output. There is also the unemployed Arts graduates’ problem. The basis of such a criticism is in the perceived mismatch between education and employment, an idea that initially surfaced following the 1971 youth insurrection, and since the early 1990s, WB intervention in Sri Lankan HE sector provides loan scheme projects whose objective is to improve quality and relevance in HE. There is a need to review the reasons for low intellectual output in Arts Faculties with new elements of corporatization.

The politicization of Sri Lankan universities has been detrimental to the quality of education, autonomy and academic freedom. While literatures and languages can be taught in the vernacular, for advanced intellectual work in these subjects, one has to engage with international literature. Politicization of university administration also affects university education. What makes matters worse is the replacement of Liberal Arts with professional and vocational training in light of making education relevant to demands of society. Education with utilitarian objectives undermines its non-instrumental role. Academics’ fractional politics, ideological camps and hierarchies affect universities too. Sri Lankan academia lacks professionalism in relating to those in different ideological camps. Their career-oriented, self-advancement behaviour may not coincide with achieving academic excellence, teaching or research, and merit-based academic appointments is marred by favouritism, political patronage, internal politics, and political party affiliations.

Arts students too have limitations, since they mostly just want a degree and lack engagement. The present student generation is a product of mass education, with a belief that education is mainly for employment, and their attitudes are also shaped by increasing consumerist approach towards education, resulting in shallow knowledge in subject matter and poor civic consciousness. The crisis is HE is multi-dimensional, complex and has much political continuity. Despite all this, there is the need to make education relevant, to serve the knowledge economy and make undergraduates skilled for employment.
The solution seems to be technology, but modest solutions are available. Proper training in Liberal Arts are known to be able to provide students with intellectual skills in critical thinking, analytical ability, logical and complex reasoning, and ability to conceptualize and apply knowledge to new situations. It is not the subject matter, but how it is taught and teaching oneself the skills on how to learn. In terms of application of knowledge, one needs to be creative in thinking, and assignments can be given to deliberate on independent thinking. New pedagogies with student-centred learning and reflex-oriented education can be attempted under mass education. The best that can be done is to give the mass individual the basic skills to reflect and skilfully judge any task at hand.

The third plenary speaker, Mr. D. Upali De Soyza’s speech was on ‘Seaport and Logistics Sector Contribution towards Social and Human Capital Development in Sri Lanka’. The speaker initiated that national growth, security and Social and Human Capital Development Index (HCDI) are inter-related aspects. Social development is improving every individual in society. This involves Per capita income, mortality and life expectancy rates, and access to water and education. The Social Development Index (SDI) is high in countries like Norway and Sweden. However, in the South Asian context, Sri Lanka is in a better (71st place) compared to China, India and Bangladesh. Does the SDI indicate that we are civilized enough in society?

HCDI involves the globalizing, economic and professional potential of citizens in the country. The question is where we are in terms of knowledge, skills, experiences, views and attitudes as people of the country. We do not lack in competencies but in attitudes, in relation to soft skills. You cannot achieve what you want in the corporate field without ‘people skills’, which is most what is essentially required in the field. Emotional intelligence, networking, inter-personal skills and communication skills, all go together with social development. ‘The higher you go, the firm your feet need to be’- we need to be practical, without which you cannot make your contribution at corporate level. In terms of the HCDI, Sri Lanka is in the 74th place and this is something we can be happy about. In the policy framework ‘Empowered Sri Lankans’, we have 4 goals: raising per capita income, creating 1 billion jobs, increasing Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) to 5 billion a year, and doubling exports to 20 billion. To achieve these goals, Sri Lanka needs to be socially and economically developed. So we need to have economic growth to invest in this sense. Sri Lanka is bound to face a lot of economic problems in future because of the impact on tourism due to COVID-19. An article today mentions that Sri Lanka has been selected as the second best attractive country to visit.

The Vision of the Sri Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA) corporate plan indicates to achieve the status of broad and maritime and logistics, while the Mission states the need to provide world-class facilities and logistics services for national, economic development. This is a challenge, especially in the present COVID-19 pandemic situation, and one needs to look at the capacity of infrastructure, modern data and ICT to achieve these goals, which are inter-related. It is possible to request gateways and Colombo International terminal to promote Colombo. In terms of handling volumes, the SLPA is in 23rd place by handling 7.2 million traders in 2019. This is quite a positive in terms of the country’s development. The road to FDI is crucial and we need to start with a culture of respecting each other and improving our social development. All these would lead to HCD.
The SLPA has improved its quality and as a strategy is going to have public sector participants. In terms of FDI, we need to learn to work and tolerate others and other races when working. The improvements we have in technology contribute to the HCD. Sri Lanka is in a good position in terms of volume handled by ports and needs to have a good Performance Index. For this purpose, a post-COVID system with the assistance of Sri Lanka Customs has been initiated. For all this to be a reality Sri Lanka must have better HCD, and for this, more investment is needed. The trade arm of SLPA has co-operation with other institutions like Colombo International Nautical Engineering College (CINEC), where programmes are conducted to develop the knowledge, skills and practical aspects of employees. Practicality is very important. Even when students graduate from university and enter corporate sector, mere technical skills is insufficient. If Sri Lanka needs to achieve empowerment goals, its younger generation must have emotional intelligence, networking and team-work abilities, and communication and presentation skills. They need to be socially and mechanically intelligent at the same time.

Following the Q & A session, the Chairperson Prof. Sanath Dhammika, summed up essentials in each speaker’s presentation. In addition, he mentioned the need for further research to find out if technology affects society or vice versa, and that it is a good research opportunity for young researchers in KDU. He further stated that Social Capital Development (SCD) in HRM is a part of institutional development, and linking SCD research with development can contribute to the academic community or country at large. In terms of the role of Liberal Arts in the development of Human Capital, the Chairperson stated that we need to have graduates who have the knowledge required, skills and attitudes. He stated that education should not be totally commercialized, and should be looked at broadly with a view to creating a ‘total human’. In relation to the third speaker’s presentation, the Chairperson reinstated the requirement for ‘practical personnel’ more than those knowledgeable in theory.

In conclusion, the Chairperson raised the issue whether Human and Social Capital lead to national growth and security or vice versa. However, he mentioned that Human and Social Capital do play a significant role in the social and economic growth of a country. Development and security can be perceived at three levels- individual, organizational and national. One needs to also think if ‘security’ and ‘safety’ are synonymous or not, and if each term is the construct of the other. ‘Safety’ is part of ‘security’, especially at individual and organizational level, whereas ‘security’ is more in relation to the national level. The relationship between the three levels needs to be studied for HCD and national growth. The Chairperson’s final words were that one of the new things to be considered in terms of ‘security’ is the notion of privacy and other related dimensions i.e. psychological and social aspects, where there is minimal research especially in terms of ‘psychological security’.
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Abstract: Teachers who play an important role in developing knowledge, attitudes and skills of youth can be considered as the pillars of nation in any country. The effect of teacher’s job satisfaction is directly interrelated with the quality and productivity of the job and it is responsible for the organizational and emotional feelings of the teachers which leads to a worker-friendly atmosphere. The objective of this study was to examine the job satisfaction of the graduate teachers working in the secondary schools in North Central Province. Seven hundred secondary school graduate teachers were taken from both Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa districts as the sample of the research. While the random sampling method was used to select the sample, used a questionnaire as the tool to collect data. SPSS 21 version has been used to analyze the collected data. Applied One Way ANOVA to compare job satisfaction according to service experience period and the nature of first degree qualification. Research findings showed that the secondary school teachers were satisfied slightly with student relationship and their promotion but not satisfied on salary. There was a significant difference in job satisfaction between the service experience and the degree program they had followed: Education, Aesthetic, Art, Commerce, Science and Mathematics. Finally, it can be concluded that it is important to implement measures to increase the job satisfaction of the graduate teachers by the relevant authorities to reap the maximum harvest from the education as expect by the government, educational administrators and principals.
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Introduction

The teacher has a great responsibility to stabilize students’ national goals and common skills. In order to carry out this procedure, they should have a sound knowledge in syllabus and the teaching and learning process. It is also mandatory to seek the support and the guidance of the relevant educational authorities. The teacher has a great responsibility to overcome this problem. Above all, the teacher needs physical and mental fitness. Rajkatoch (2012) states that if the teacher has a fair administration system, a study area, a promotion process, an evaluation process and a satisfactory salary, they will do their best. Morgan (1986) states that employees are the people who want to lead a healthy life and stay energetic. The teacher is that kind of employee. He wants to live an overall healthy life. He prefers to be energetic at his school. Therefore, it is important to know whether the teachers are satisfied with the schools.

The teacher is a valuable human resource. Nyamubi (2016) notes that the teacher is the heart of the classroom. It is true that the teacher is the backbone of the education system. A satisfied teacher can provide a high value education to the society. It can produce future leaders and a valuable generation. The teacher is the key to change in schools and
resources. Jothi and Sharma (2009) reveal that highly trained teachers can provide better education. Moreover, Bolin (2008) noted that quality learning and teaching procedures rely on high teaching behavior, subject-related knowledge, and expert teaching skills. Teacher satisfaction leads to a quality teaching and learning process.

The present system of education gives priority to the graduate teacher. The reason is that secondary education depends on the teaching of graduate teachers. Olulub (2008) notes that teachers play a major role in educating secondary students. Therefore, they should be highly concerned about their job satisfaction. Witt (2007) suggests that workplace productivity and quality depend on such factors. Education providers and the Ministry of Education should be able to identify the gap between the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of professionals and take steps to make their workplace satisfactory. Sacco (2002) states that the quality of teaching and learning practices and teacher sustainability also influence the development of a satisfactory education system. This statement can be corroborated by Christodolidis and Papiano (2007). They say that the education system cannot be developed with a dissatisfied teacher.

Teachers can avoid dissatisfaction and enhance their satisfaction with teaching. They can look for factors to improve their job satisfaction and help them to target their job satisfaction. This study may be useful for those interested in making suggestions to make the teaching profession more satisfactory. Satisfaction and dissatisfaction depend on the workplace. Others, including Baderhorst (2008), say that if the teacher is not satisfied with their profession, it can lead to their absence, their aggressive behavior, and their resignation. This can lead to negative education. Pinder (2008) further states that teachers who are dissatisfied with their profession can expect only negative emotions, frustrations, anger, dissatisfaction, and unproductive outcomes.

Dissatisfaction affects the teacher, the workplace, and the education system. The Principal who is the Education Manager and Administrative Officer of the school can eliminate dissatisfaction and create a satisfactory workplace. Satisfaction and effectiveness are influenced by a quality teaching and learning process. Job satisfaction directly affects teachers’ physical and mental fitness. Peltzer (2009) and others in South African studies have shown that job stress, job dissatisfaction and depression can be adversely affected by high blood pressure, gastrointestinal injury, asthma, and stress. Misuse of tobacco and alcohol can also be a side effect. Au & Ho (2006) reveals that teachers with low job satisfaction tend to suffer from anxiety, repentance, and stress, whereas teachers with high job satisfaction do not suffer from stress. The main objective of this study was to examine the job satisfaction of graduate teachers working in secondary schools in the North Central Province. The following null hypotheses are examined for this study.

**Objectives**

The present study intends to achieve the following objectives:

To explore the job satisfaction of secondary school graduate teachers.

To compare the level of job satisfaction of service experience of secondary school graduate teachers.

To compare the level of job satisfaction of the nature of first degree qualification of secondary school graduate teachers.

**Null Hypotheses**

**Ho1:** There is no significant difference between the job satisfaction and service experience of secondary school graduate teachers.
**Ho2:** There is no significant difference between the job satisfaction level and the nature of first degree qualification of secondary school graduate teachers.

**Methodology**

The study used survey research design. This study involved in the population of teachers in Sri Lanka. The target population was teachers in two districts namely Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa in the North Central Sri Lanka. A total of 700 teachers including 450 from Anuradhapura District, 250 from Polonnaruwa district selected for this study. Table 1 shows the number of graduate teachers who joined the repository depending on the length of service and the nature of the first degree. According to table 1, the service experience period was divided into four sections and seven graduates were involved depending on the nature of the degree.

Table 1 The scattering nature of the graduate teachers involved in the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Period</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - 10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - 20</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>49.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 - 30</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Researcher designed a survey questionnaire to collect data from graduate teachers. The quantitative data from the questionnaire survey was analyzed using through software ‘Statistical Package for Social Sciences’ (SPSS) version-21. One Way ANOVA was applied for the examination of job satisfaction level of service experience and nature of first degree Qualification.

**Results**

**Ho1:** There is no significant difference between the job satisfaction level and service experience of secondary school graduate teachers.

Result of ANOVA that was implemented with the purpose of testing whether there are meaningful impact of service experience on job satisfaction are given in table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Source of Variables</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>13.321</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.440</td>
<td>25.038</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>123.436</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>.177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>136.758</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2.599</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.866</td>
<td>8.018</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>75.199</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>.108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>77.797</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>1.999</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.666</td>
<td>4.635</td>
<td>.003*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>100.030</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>.144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>102.029</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2.200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.733</td>
<td>4.050</td>
<td>.007*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 The ANOVA results by service experience
According to table 2, there is a significant difference between the job satisfaction level and service experience of secondary school graduate teachers. Hence, the null hypothesis, "There is no significant difference of job satisfaction between the job satisfaction level and service experience of secondary school graduate teachers" is rejected and alternate hypothesis accepted. As well as there is a meaningful difference between averages in terms of Salary, Leave, Seminar, Promotion, Principal Leadership, Parents Interpersonal relationship and Student Interpersonal relationship variables. But there is no difference between averages in terms of Internal Supervision, External Supervision and Staff Interpersonal relationship variables.

**Ho2:** There is no significant difference between the job satisfaction level and nature of first degree qualification of secondary school graduate teachers.

Result of ANOVA that was implemented with the purpose of testing to find whether there are meaningful impacts of Nature of first degree Qualification on job satisfaction are given in table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Source of Variables</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>9.701</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.940</td>
<td>10.597</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>127.057</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>136.758</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>13.484</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.697</td>
<td>29.100</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>64.314</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>77.797</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2.711</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>3.789</td>
<td>.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>99.318</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>102.029</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>15.862</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.172</td>
<td>19.589</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>112.397</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>128.259</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>16.074</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.215</td>
<td>10.909</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Leadership</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>204.523</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.295</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>220.597</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>11.050</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.210</td>
<td>24.799</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Supervision</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>61.845</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>72.894</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>13.045</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.609</td>
<td>20.162</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Supervision</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>89.804</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>102.849</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>15.242</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.048</td>
<td>20.722</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents Inter. Rel.</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>102.091</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.147</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>117.333</td>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>35.221</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.044</td>
<td>59.349</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Inter. Rel.</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>82.373</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>.119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to table 2, there is a difference between the job satisfaction level and nature of first degree qualification of secondary school graduate teachers. Hence, the null hypothesis, “There is no significant difference of job satisfaction between the job satisfaction level and nature of first degree qualification of secondary school graduate teachers” is rejected and alternate hypothesis is accepted. As well as there is a meaningful difference between averages in terms of Salary, Leave, Seminar, Promotion, Principal Leadership, Parents Interpersonal relationship, Student Interpersonal relationship and Staff Interpersonal relationship variables.

**Discussion**

Service experience has impact on job satisfaction of secondary school graduate teachers. It means that job satisfaction of graduate teachers did increase or decrease with the service experience. Confirming these findings, Mertler (2002), who studied the job satisfaction of middle- and high-school teachers in the United States, pointed out that job satisfaction was lower in mid-service than in early hired teachers. Crossman and Harris (2006), who conducted a study of secondary school teachers’ job satisfaction in United Kingdom, further confirmed that there is a relationship between work experience and job satisfaction. But a study of teacher job satisfaction in South Carolina, USA, by Tillman and Tillman (2008) showed that there was no correlation between work experience and job satisfaction. The same idea was confirmed by a Nigerian study by Akiri and Ogborugbo (2009). As well as there is meaningful difference between averages in terms of Salary, Leave, Seminar, Promotion, Principal Leadership, Parents Interpersonal relationship and Student Interpersonal relationship variables. It means that graduate teachers work with different job satisfaction levels with their service experience between averages in terms of Salary, Leave, Seminar, Promotion, Principal Leadership, Parents Interpersonal relationship and Student Interpersonal relationship variables. However there is no difference between averages of Internal Supervision, External Supervision and Staff Interpersonal relationship variables.

Nature of first degree qualification has impact on job satisfaction of secondary school of teachers. It means that job satisfaction of graduate teachers did increase or decrease with the nature of first degree qualification. These results also verify the study conducted by Turner (2007) who did a research on urban middle school teachers in state of Carolina, United States, It verifies the results of Badenhorst et al. (2008) research study on the job satisfaction of Urban Secondary school teachers in Namibia. Ting (1997) and Panditharathne (2013) concluded that the level of education of teachers does not affect
job satisfaction. But their study by Akiri and Ogborugbo (2009) found that there was a negative relationship between education level and job satisfaction. But Akhtar and Ali (2009) stated that job satisfaction is proportional to the level of education. As well as there is a meaningful difference between averages in terms of Salary, Leave, Seminar, Promotion, Principal Leadership, Internal Supervision, External Supervision, Parents Interpersonal relationship, Student Interpersonal relationship and Staff Interpersonal relationship variables. It means that graduate teachers working with their qualification of nature of first degree did show any significant difference in their job satisfaction.

**Conclusion**

This study was conducted to examine and compare variables of job satisfaction in secondary school graduate teachers in North Central Province. The findings of this research show that there is a difference between the job satisfaction level of service experience and the nature of first degree qualification of secondary school graduate teachers. When considering each variable, there is a meaningful difference between averages in terms of Salary, Leave, Seminar, Promotion, Principal Leadership, Parents Interpersonal relationship and Student Interpersonal relationship variables on service experience. As well as there is a meaningful difference between averages in terms of Salary, Leave, Seminar, Promotion, Principal Leadership, Internal Supervision, External Supervision, Parents Interpersonal relationship, Student Interpersonal relationship and Staff Interpersonal relationship variables on service experience.

To continue the teaching learning process in a better way the school practices on teachers’ job satisfaction should be improved. Job satisfaction of teachers can raise the quality of education and raise the socio-economic, political and educational quality of Sri Lanka. Therefore the following recommendations are forwarded to school principals, education officers and to the government government.

- The government should provide a sufficient salary to retain the graduates who enter the teaching profession.
- Educational administrators should make teacher promotions on time.
- Teacher trainee programs should be organized and implemented in a productive manner.
- Programs should be implemented to improve the parents and staff interpersonal relationship with the principal.
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Abstract: After 30-year of war, the UNHRC advised Sri Lanka to adopt the resolution 30/1 in 2015 to promote reconciliation, accountability and protect human rights. Sri Lanka co-sponsored it and implemented domestic mechanisms and national policies for achieving performance. The researcher identified full implementation of resolution is hindered by internal content and priorities national interest, as research problem. Identifying the challenges of implementing and recognized outcomes of resolution 30/1 is objective of the research. The research was done using the research onion model and Interpretivism philosophy and deductive method for building arguments. The research was conducted with two strategies, case study and other as archival research and mono method qualitative data for building arguments. Used Neo-Realism, Transitional Justice, Restorative Justice, Reconciliation and Human Rights for creating theoretical framework. However, some recommendations were fully or partially implemented without future directions, the progress under the resolution 30/1 showed absence of effective solutions for victims and witness protection and lack of confidence building measures among pluralist communities. Effectiveness of Sri Lankan reconciliation process was questioned after the Easter Sunday attack. On that fact created new cycles of violence and ethnic polarization. And government's absence in implementing credible solution for human rights violation in war and post-war contexts. Silent grievances of victims remained unresolved within society and without a focus on victim-centric approach. Such implementation incompetent to address root causes of the ethnic conflict with no clarity for dealing with the past or avoid cultural impunity. Deep seated anger remains among victims, offenders and community, as the government favoured domestic interest than international interferences.
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Introduction

The Sri Lankan civil war ended in 2009 with a unilateral war victory. After that Sri Lanka struggled on establishing possible post war reconciliation process according to the domestic legislation arena. According to the Sri Lankan context reconciliation processes, goals, concepts and policies, institutional mechanisms are created by government's own national perspective. But continuously United Nations (UN) put their pressure toward Sri Lanka to establish impartial investigation in investigating final stage of war related crimes. In 2010, the Rajapaksa regime appointed the Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation Commission (LLRC) as a domestic mechanism for investigating these issues. Based on these documents UNHRC adopted several resolutions against Sri Lanka as resolutions 11/1 in 2009, 19/2 in 2012, 22/1 in 2013 and 25/1 in 2014 considering to promote reconciliation and accountability in Sri Lanka. These resolutions continuously highlighted implementing the constructive recommendations suggested by LLRC. Therefore, the international parties recognized there were gaps between the international norms and practice in the domestic implementation of transitional justice process. Nonetheless, the Rajapaksa regime avoided
international pressure and criticized it as external interference to Sri Lankan reconciliation process. In 2015, UNHRC published the report of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) investigation on Sri Lanka (Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) Investigation on Sri Lanka (OISL Report)) which was a human rights investigation report of Sri Lanka. However, investigators had no access to Sri Lanka as the Sri Lankan government rejected the investigation and upcoming special rapporteurs in coming to Sri Lanka.

But in 2015 with the change in regime motives were created to implement international mechanisms toward transitional justice. The 2015 presidential election results clearly showed community needs for a political solution in addressing grievances. Based on the OISL report the UNHRC adopted another resolution named as 30/1 to promote reconciliation, accountability and human rights in Sri Lanka in 2015. The new good governance government already co-sponsored to resolution 30/1 and its turning point to implement transitional justice process according to the international norms; its time-bound implementation process with the engagement of national and international disciplines toward comprehensive reconciliation.

Resolution 30/1 included commitments under some thematic areas, Such as, transitional justice and reconciliation, rights and rules of law, security and demilitarization, power sharing and international engagement (Verite Research, 2019, p.1). Through that UNHRC expected to implement international level best practises for reconciliation and accountability. The government implemented comprehensive transitional justice action plan according to resolution 30/1 implementations, this included establishment of accountability mechanisms, truth-seeking, reparation programmes and institutional reforms (Human Rights Council, 2017, p.3). Other than that, the government established several ad-hoc multi-layered institutional bodies such as Secretariat for Coordinating Reconciliation Mechanisms (SCRM), The Office for National Unity and Reconciliation (ONUR), The Ministry of National Integration and Reconciliation Multiplicities Heterogeneous Reform of Transitional Justice and Reconciliation in Sri Lanka. One of the most credible blooming in national consultation on reconciliation was established through the Consultation Task Force (CTF). 11 members from the civil society were appointed by the Prime Minister to the CTF in January 2016 (CTF Report, 2016, p.1). For this national initiative with a holistic approach, CTF consulted national level respective key sectors such as military, families of the disappeared, religious, women's groups, professional, media organizations and others. CTF coordinated the consultation through civil society, public meetings, and written submissions and focused on group discussion, not limited to email and post. In addition, Sri Lanka welcomed international special rapporteurs to Sri Lanka in investigating specific areas as steps. These high profile visits provided recommendations used to improve national reconciliation initiatives and Sri Lanka tried to adopt these international standards. This was the first time international rapporteurs were allowed to visit Sri Lanka.

Resolution 30/1 expected to create centre-periphery relations and involvement of all people, community, public and private sector and government. Therefore, after several attempts the government implemented Office of Missing Persons (OMP) under the Office on Missing Persons Act No. 14 of 2016 and established Office of Reparations according to the Act of Office of Reparations No. 34 of 2018 as mechanisms for reconciliation (Verite Research, 2019, p.5). Otherwise, through resolution UNHRC expected to create political solution for victims in achieving lasting peace. Therefore, as a legislative implementation the government signed and ratified the International Convention of the protection of
all persons from Enforced Disappearances in 2016, enacted Enforced Disappearance Act No.5 of 2018 and criminalized enforced disappearances according to international standards. (Verite Research, 2019, p.7).

Otherwise, Sri Lanka issued Certificate of Absence for registration of deaths. It created more demands from families of those that disappeared. These thematic areas and implementations directly deal with human rights, accountability and reconciliation in Sri Lanka. Government of Sri Lanka implemented its commitment according to their national legislations. Some progress is completed mentioned above, however, some are partially completed and most commitments were never implemented. Resolution 30/1 specifically highlighted repeal Prevention of Terrorism Act. Therefore, government proposed Counter-Terrorism Bill for replacing the Prevention of Terrorism Act. But the bill was totally challenged in the Supreme Court, as the Supreme Court recognized that this bill was completely inconsistent with the Constitution (Verite Research, 2019, p.5). The resolution 30/1 highlighted political solution for Sri Lankan conflict such as, taking necessary Constitutional reform for political settlement and implementing the 13th amendment to the Constitution (Human Rights Council, 2015, p.5). Through this the UNHRC expected to divide power among provincial council and operate it effectively. Therefore, government tried to implement a new Constitution in Sri Lanka to avoid these legislative barriers. As an extension of it the government enacted the Provincial Council Elections (Amendment) Act No. 17 in 2017 (Verite Research, 2019, p.7). It already introduced changes of election system in Provincial Council. Otherwise established Provincial Council Delimitation Committee according to Act investigation about it power of Provincial Council. In 2018, the committee handed over their report to the Parliament. However, the Parliament rejected this report and recommendation. Parliament speaker Karu Jayasuriya appointed committee for reviewed that Delimitation Committee's

Report but implementations are not effectively implemented because of poor progress in 2018 (Verite Research, 2019, p.7). Therefore, government was unable to implement political solution for ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka to address deep roots in the real question.

Research Problem

Researcher identified full implementation of resolution 30/1 is hindered by internal content and priorities of national interest as problem statement.

Research Objective

Identify the challenges of implementing and recognized strategic outcomes of resolution 30/1 in context of Sri Lanka.

Methodology

The research was designed according to the Research Onion Model. This study used Interpretivism research philosophy to articulate data analyses and logically used deductive research method for building arguments for approaching a research problem. As strategies of research, the researcher implemented two strategies as case study and archival research, in addition to, research time horizon based on cross-sectional approach. The researcher mainly utilizes primary and secondary source of data with mono method qualitative approach as research method.

Researcher mainly focused on the theory of Neo-Realism to create theoretical framework and the concepts of Transitional Justice, Reconciliation, Restorative Justice and Human Rights to create conceptual framework.

Results

I am disappointed to learn that on the eve of the interactive dialogue on the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights’ Report on Sri Lanka in the UN Human Right Council, the government of Sri Lanka is resorting to yet another delaying tactic to
escape… implementation of Resolution 30/1. – Navi Pillay- (Tamil Guardian, 2019).

Bloomfield (2006) emphasized reconciliation process as a long-term, deep and broad process (Bloomfield, 2006, p.7-8). The process of reconciliation cannot be implemented within a single day. It had to gradually increase. Sri Lanka achieved both negative peace and no war situation. But it does not mean that they achieved lasting positive peace. Because the government wanted to address hidden social grievances toward achieving durable peace. Therefore, Sri Lanka wanted to re-establish advance political, social, economic, cultural and physiological developments in war-affected pluralist society. UNHRC adopted several resolutions against Sri Lanka since 2009. But Sri Lanka as an independent sovereign state, recognized that commitments as unnecessary interference toward Sri Lanka. Therefore, Rajapaksa regime rejected it and implemented a domestic mechanism towards reconciliation. However, any state action or behaviour can be criticized under the state interest for their survival as a main actor in the world arena. This situation can be identified as a key point which justifies actions by reasoning from state.

Under that pre-circumstance UNHRC implemented resolution 30/1 toward Sri Lanka and the government under Maithripala Sirisena co-sponsored to it to create a more effective reconciliation process. But the question which was raised was that the government failed to fulfil their promises. Since most of the commitments made by the government was still unachieved, partially no-progress or poor progress. The resolution 30/1 created international norms through victim-centric approach toward war-affected society. Sri Lanka implemented domestic progress aspects of resolution 30/1. But when it applied to the Sri Lankan context several conceptual, systematic and practical barriers occurred within the progress. Resolution 30/1 and CTF report mainly considered establishing institutional arrangements which included OMP, Office of Reparations, Commission for Truth, Justice, Reconciliation, Non-Recurrence and special judicial mechanism with participation of foreign judges. Nevertheless, the government was unable to establish these mechanisms effectively as they mentioned.

The OMP was established in 2018 with several commitments. But there were logistical issues raised as disappeared person’s families still awaited a positive solution (Human Rights Watch, 2019). Therefore, it was lack of credible progress. Office of Reparations Act was enacted and Prime Minister appointed five members for it. But after that, no further progress was made relating to the Office of Reparations. Other than that, former Prime Minister submitted a cabinet memorandum for establishing a Commission for Truth, Justice, Reconciliation and Non-Recurrence. However, cabinet did not approve this proposal (Verite Research, 2019, p.3). Else, there was no further progress in establishing the judicial mechanism with foreign judges for investigating serious violations under International Humanitarian Law (IHL) and International Human Rights Law (IHRL). Several arguments were escalated against these recommendations. The Sri Lankan Bar Association President opposed to the adopting of foreign judges and recognized it was an insult to the judiciary when government invited foreign judges (Groudviews, 2017). But South Asian Centre for Legal Studies Niran Ankell focused on some constitutional approach towards using foreign judges, since the constitution specifically mentioned not to requested judge’s nationality to be a judge in Sri Lanka and only required is for an oath (Groudviews, 2017). But when Sri Lanka has possibility to implement a hybrid court it can be recognized as a confidence-building measurement among people, because victims will feel an independent judicial procedure within it. But in 2016, former Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena, in a BBC interview highlighted that Sri Lanka did not want foreign judges to investigate into allegations of war crimes. Furthermore, highlighted it as follows,
I will never agree to international involvement in this matter... we have more than enough specialists, experts and knowledgeable people in our country to solve our internal issues... This investigation should be internal and indigenous, without violating the law of the country and I believe in the judicial system and other relevant authorities in this regard. The international community need not worry about matters of state interest... we will certainly reach our target but it’s a process (Ameen, 2016).

According to Neo-Realist perspective, above statement highlighted that specific point such as "state interest". Therefore, avoiding international involvement and pressures on Sri Lanka recognized state interests for their domestic implementation. International organization can implement several rules and regulation according to their specific mandate. But under the anarchical situation of the world arena the state has authority or ability to accept these mandates or not, as the state will always act according to their national interest.

Otherwise, one of main issue was people had lack of understanding of reconciliation. When the CTF called inquiries from zonal areas people did not have a sense of what CTF was doing (Haniffa, 2018, p.5). Therefore, ethnic based community felt that reconciliation had a biased progress towards ethnicity. Therefore, people did not have better faith and understanding of reconciliation in Sri Lanka. The government failed in progress toward addressing these issues, as within the weak political situation the government showed lack of commitments to the implementation of reconciliation with accountability.

Other than that, government’s progress towards rights and rules of law for reconciliation is unwilling to address the root causes of the social polarization. Because Sri Lanka signed and ratified The Convention on Enforced Disappearances and enacted Enforced Disappearance Act No. 5 of 2018 and criminalized enforced disappearance (Verite Research, 2019, p.4). But this ratification was ineffective by not accepting the individual complaint procedures (Nain, 2018). It already banned individual victims to file complaints to the committee. Otherwise, Report of UN High Commissioner continously highlighted in 2017 and 2018 investigation of attacks on journalist, human rights defenders, religious minority, civil society and serious human rights violation of IHL and IHRL under the emblematic cases.

The government inquired about these human rights violations, minority related violent cases and those with lack of effective progress. Other than that domestic mechanism for reconciliation LLRC report also highlighted that the development of a vision of a shared future requires the involvement of the whole society (Human Rights Council, 2015, p.7). Therefore, government suffered from unwillingness to address culture of impunity for these serious human rights and IHL. Those situations created lack of trust among minorities and less commitment on building confidence building measures by government.

The Report of High Commissioner emphasized that the trust of victims and society can only be built by addressing their grievances with respect to victim protection, militarization, land occupation and security legislation (Human Rights Council, 2017, p.8). Therefore, government adopted Victims and Witness Authority to protect rights of victims and witness but it is not fully functional effectively. Furthermore, still there were occupied lands by military. According to the SCRM statistics 46,320 acres of state land and 5831 acres of private land are released. As at 31 December 2018, 30,187 acres (25, 946 state land and 4241 private land) were still occupied by the military (SCRM, 2019, as cited in Verite Research, 2019, p.6).

The, government has failed to form strong confidence building measures regarding these lands. Failure of demilitarization of land directly affects resettlement of internally
displaced persons. It’s continuously growing mistrust among people and feel mind of militarization. Therefore, government has yet again failed to address grievances of war affected people.

There was political solution for grievances of Tamil community by resolution 30/1 and CTF recommended to fully implement the 13th amendment to the constitution and constitutional reform. Former Prime Minister Ranil Wickramasinghe appointed a committee for drafting a new constitution, but it failed without any progress. Government implemented Provincial Council Elections (Amendment) Act No.17 of 2017 for a changed election system and appointed Provincial Councils Election Committee for investigating it. But upon handing over the report to the parliament it was rejected. However, end of the 2019 six Provincial Council’s elections were spoiled and expired their term period (Verite Research, 2019, p.7).

Therefore, according to all these failures in the reconciliation process in Sri Lanka it can be recognized that the former government was unable to implement strong institutional process toward achieving successful reconciliation. There were contradictions between emphasized points to the international community and local implementations. Therefore, the government's domestic implementations process had not achieved into an expected level. They co-sponsored to the resolution and continuously participated in UNHRC meetings. But unable to create a credible transitional justice process relative to the pluralist society.

The Easter Attack created polarization of Sri Lanka according to religion and ethnicity. The previous government failed to prevent the attack when they already received the information about the attack. Therefore, people lost their faith in the previous government about their safety and national security. According to this dilemma a deep sense of insecurity occurred among citizens with doubts on good governance democratic values. This situation was similar to the aftermath of the 9/11 attack in America. Because the situation created deep insecurities among the majority ethnic communities about democracy values and emerged new tension among ethnic communities in multi-ethnic societies (Uyangoda, 2019).

Therefore, Gotabaya Rajapaksa launched his election manifesto based on national security platform. The Majority Sinhalese was impressed on the idea of national security and replaced the government with a strong leader who has the capacity of protecting citizens (Uyangoda, 2019). According to the Neo-Realist perspective national security is a prime national interest than other objectives. Under those circumstances in November 2019 another regime change happened with the elected new seventh President Gotabaya Rajapaksa who was the former Defence Secretary, who played a leading role in the civil war in 2009. However, the election results clearly highlighted ethnic division between majority Sinhalese and Tamil minority in the country.

Under that circumstance resolution 30/1 implementation toward reconciliation and its progress was questioned, as the newly appointed government speak against implementation of resolution 30/1, 34/1 and 40/1 in several times. Otherwise, they questioned constitutional reformed adopted by former government.

According to all these criticisms the government decided to withdraw co-sponsorship to the resolution 30/1, 34/1 and 40/1 and recognized it as against the Sri Lankan constitution which is the supreme law of the country and sovereignty and dignity of Sri Lanka. Therefore, Minister of Foreign Affairs Dinesh Gunawardena formally informed government decision at the council.

Minister of Foreign Affairs Dinesh Gunawardena highlighted in his interview with The Sunday Morning that previous
government’s method of implementation was opposed to Sri Lankan context. He further argued that, any government cannot be impeached any provisions of the Constitution or cannot be acted undemocratically. Other than to that, democratically elected parliament has no right to sought on going against own country on false, baseless figures on hearsay figures. Therefore Resolution has no validity. It was overwhelming view of people of Sri Lanka and the Parliament (Gunsekara, 2020).

On the other hand, there were possible action which can be taken by the government for any parliament referencing or Cabinet approval toward bind of resolution 30/1 and former President also expressed that he was not consulted on the adopted resolution 30/1. Therefore, as dualism followed country Sri Lanka have legitimate rights on withdrawing the resolution 30/1 which was not properly implemented. However, current resolution’s expiration in March 2021. That session will more important on deciding Sri Lanka’s future affairs. Because some contested can be occurred towards Sri Lanka. But, the America withdrew their membership from UNHRC as the partner who proposed the adopted resolution against Sri Lanka. Therefore, there were another question of legitimacy to continue resolution within Sri Lanka with their action against Sri Lankan Army Commander.

According to all these current situations still there were no any further investigation or re-adopted resolution toward Sri Lanka from UNHRC and domestic implementation toward continued transitional justice process in Sri Lanka. But Dinesh Gunawardena delivered his speech on implantation of future domestic mechanism for transitional justice in Sri Lanka with the reference of LLRC, Paranagama and Ugalagama commission reports and other domestic reports (Colombo Telegraph, 2020). In addition, Sri Lanka already mentioned that government continuously engaged with the international community as independent national state.

Discussion and Conclusion

However, all these data foundations and analysis point out what the researcher found conversely, that the full implementation of resolution 30/1 is hindered by internal content. Some recommendations were completed but without future direction, some recommendation was partially implemented and totally not implemented. Therefore, the progress under the resolution 30/1 lacks an effective solution for victims and witness protection and also adds to the lack of confidence in building measures among pluralist communities in Sri Lanka. After the Easter Sunday Attack, a question arose on the effectiveness of Sri Lankan reconciliation process. It caused rebuilding new cycles of violence and ethnic polarization. Therefore the government unsuccessful on implemented credible solutions for human rights violation in war and post-war context in Sri Lanka.

According to all this observations, the researcher found that international organizations can adopt any mandate or recommendations toward country. But under the anarchical situation still state is able to protect their national security and consider it as their prime national interest. As dualist country in the time period from 2009 to 2020 under the three regime in Sri Lanka specifically showed achieved domestic interest than fulfilled international norms. When resolution 30/1 adopted, government unable to implement it according to the international norms and recommendation. Because government favoured to domestic interest than the international interferences.

Reconciliation is a process of achieving a goal of lasting peace. Therefore, author’s recommendations towards improvements of transitional justice process in Sri Lanka as follows, 1. The idea of reconciliation must reach every community without considering borders of religion, ethnic or other marginalization, 2. Apply psychological and practical reconciliation procedures and break re-
emerged cycle of violence through including theoretical knowledge for school syllabus as a long-step, 3. Create strong path for confidence building measures among victims and witness. 4. Reconciliation processes have to be equal to all citizens. No racism or ethnicity should be considered. 5. Establish the rule of law and make investigation against the violation of IHL and IHRL from both sides and punish responsible persons without any political interferences. 6. Sri Lanka must have adopted new progress toward reconciliation with the reference to the domestic reports such as CTF Report, LLRC, Paralagama Report and etc.
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Abstract: Although Customer Relationship Management is an existing and well-known concept, Social Customer Relationship Management is a newly emerged concept that has been identified with social media. In existing literature, the significance of the Social Customer Relationship Management has been explained. In global and Sri Lankan context, there is a dearth of studies that explain the impact of the social customer relationship management (SCRM) / CRM 2.0 on customer engagement in fast-food industry. To fill this gap, this study is carried out to examine the impact of the social customer relationship management (SCRM) / CRM 2.0 on customer engagement in fast-food industry in Sri Lanka with special reference to the Colombo District in the Western province. The objectives of this study are to analyze the impact of social customer relationship management (SCRM) on customer engagement of fast-food industry in Sri Lanka; to suggest the ways of increasing the customer engagement of the fast-food industry in Sri Lanka. Initially 150 questionnaires were distributed to gather data from respondents. This study was carried out as a quantitative research, and the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21 was used to analyze the data. The research model was checked using Reliability analysis, Descriptive analysis, and Correlation and Regression analysis. Results of the study revealed that there is a significant relationship between social customer relationship management and customer engagement. The main limitation is that the sample is collected from a limited section of the society. Human phenomena changed occasionally due to many reasons.
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Introduction

With the concepts of globalization and the urbanization, people food habits and the life styles had been changed. They have shifted from the traditional and healthy meal styles to fast foods. Fast food can be defined as the most emerging food item in the world (Xiao, Yang and Iqbal, 2017). Fast food industry players need to maintain a better relationship with its target customers. The reason is there are quite similarities in between the products and the prices. The major target should be to attract new customers and maintain the customer base. Therefore, the different applications relationship management (CRM) play a crucial role towards the success of the fast-food industry (Zailani, Omar and Kopong, 2011).

Both local and foreign franchises companies in Sri Lanka to conduct the businesses (Sivarajah, Irani and Weerakkody, 2015). After the end of the civil war in Sri Lanka 2009, more market opportunities were opened. It is as an important market for most of the international and the domestic businesses. During last ten years there was an increment of the numbers of casual dining restaurants (CDR), fine dining, and quick service restaurant (QSR) outlets in Sri Lanka.
Different forms of fast-food companies are in Sri Lanka. Some of them are franchises, retail shops, super markets, restaurants and hotels. In the past time few people only considered about their food habits. After realizing that the fast food will be caused for non-communicable diseases some of the people moved and changed their food habits. Still it is available there in the Sri Lanka community because of the food preferences, busy life styles and taste (Weerasekara, Withanachchi, Ginigaddara and Ploeger, 2018). The coverage of the study will cover the Sri Lankan fast food context. Apart from selecting all the other provinces, Western province is selected.

Because of the todays business world competition, cost, customers, information will be considered as an important factor. Because of the cost of the businesses, with the help of the internet and the social media vendors try to use Social Customer Relationship Management. It will be sophisticate for the vendors to access for more information with less cost. For the success and the retention of the business, Social Customer Relationship Strategy is essential with the applicable techniques. Not only one department but the whole organization should be responsible to maintain and implement that (Permson, 2020).

Here are so many ways to manage the relationships with customers. Today most of the fast-food businesses use internet and the social media to interact with the customers. Some of the authors noted that consumer engagement is an elusive construct, and that researchers and marketers needed to better define, conceptualize, and operationalize this measure of relationship strength (Schultz and Peltier, 2013). By using the internet and the social media usage the vendors of fast-food industries can interact with many more customers, can use attractive images, videos, sound clips, fonts etc. Instantly customers can see all the information of food items, outlets, vendors, places etc. Vendors of fast-food industry can use both internet and the social media as a tool for customer engagement and as a promotional tool. This study investigates how the Social customer relationship management (SCRM) will effect on the customer engagement of fast food industry in Sri Lanka. It analyzes the ways that the internet and the social media usage will effect on the customer engagement of Social customer relationship management (CRM) in fast food industry in Sri Lanka.

A. Research objectives
To analyze the impact of social customer relationship management (SCRM) on customer engagement of fast-food industry in Sri Lanka.
To suggest the ways of increasing the customer engagement of fast-food industry in Sri Lanka.

B. Research question
This study investigates how the Social customer relationship management (SCRM) effects on the customer engagement of fast-food industry in Sri Lanka.

C. Scope of the study
For this study Western province, Colombo district is considered. The nature of the fast-food industry is the reason for this selection. 150 randomly selected samples checked through a questionnaire. Statistical Package for Social Science 23.0 version is used to analyze the data.

Literature Review
A. Social Customer Relationship Management
For an organization, Social customer relationship management is an essential element to manage and facilitate the customer related performance. Social customer relationship management is the organization capability to efficiently
integrate and convert the social media marketing into acceptable customer relationships outcome (Kim and Wang, 2018). Social customer relationship management effects positively on customer linking capability with the brand and it is resulting for high performance of customers. It will directly lead for high level of financial performance of the business (Diffley, McCole and Carvajal-Trujillo, 2018). For a business or for a brand customer loyalty is a vital for its future growth (Aldaihani and Ali, 2018). One of the studies found that Social customer relationship management positively effects on fast food restaurants but the customer engagement through the social networking sites and the preferences may be varied (Li, Kim and Choi, 2019). Social customer relationship management effects on the customer engagement. Social customer relationship management compiled with two main factors known as Social media usage and Customer knowledge.

B. Customer knowledge

Through the social media customer knowledge can be gathered and it is a valuable asset for the organization (He et al., 2019). Most of the organizations manage customer knowledge in a proper way because it will lead to build up a value network (Bagheri, Kusters and Trienekens, 2019).

C. Customer Engagement

The intensity of customer participation and the relationship the organizational activities and its performance initiated by either the customer’s party or the organization’s party (Vivek, Beatty and Morgan, 2012). Normally the variations of the customer experience effects on the with customer satisfaction and the emotional attachment, then it will be an impact for the customer engagement. Customers do engage with their preferred fast-food brand/s once the value is sufficient that they expect (Itani, Kassar and Loureiro, 2019). Customer engagement influences on word of mouth and brand loyalty.

D. Fast food industry

Within the global scenario fast food consumption has become a new trend. Because of the globalization and the busy schedules people have converted and changed their food consumption patterns. Fast food industry is the most emerging food category in the world (Downarain, Ramkisson and Mavondo, 2018). In Sri Lanka, majority from the young generation around 54% consume fast foods and from the total amount of monthly income 37.8% amount spend on the food items (Mishra, Casual Dining and QSR Sector Grows in Sri Lanka, 2016). Most of the Sri Lankans try to get Rotti, Rolls, Patties, Pastries, Wade, Cutlets as the fast-food items. Because of the fast-food industry, the traditional Sri Lankan food behaviors transform towards another destination (Weerasekara et al., 2018).

Methodology and Experimental Design

The goal of this study is to analyze the ways of improving Social Customer Relationship Management (SCRM) and study how it will effect on the engagement of customers in fast food industry in Sri Lanka as a quantitative research. For the data collection tool Likert Scale questionnaires were distributed. It contains overall 17 questions. Some of the questions evaluate the effect of customer engagement and some of the questions evaluate the Social Customer Relationship Management. Some of the questions measure the demographic variables of the customers of fast-food industry in Sri Lanka.

The population of the study, it is hard to define since each and every person consume at least one type of fast-food item. Therefore, for the convenience, convenience sampling method used as a non-probability sampling technique. The sample of the study is based on 150 respondents (Customers) and the results were analyzed using the IBM
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 21 version.

For this study, a conceptual model is used to test the hypothesis and it captures the generic knowledge from different sources and support for the complex situations (Farsari, 2012). The major purpose of the conceptual framework is to blend the relevant knowledge from different sources and show how the implementation can be done to the Social customer relationship management in the fast-food industry in Sri Lanka. After analyzing lot of key theories and literature reviews this model is developed by the author by considering some of the affected areas. According to this conceptual model, only two variables are there. Social customer relationship management (SCRM) is the independent variable and it effects on the customer engagement which is our dependent variable. Customer engagement can lead for many outcomes such as brand loyalty, trust, satisfaction, word of mouth, commitment etc. This model is developed by the researcher with the help of model described in the study of (Dewnarain, Ramkissoon and Mavondo, 2018)

The hypothesis of this study would be,

H1- There is a significance relationship between Social customer relationship management (SCRM) and the Customer Engagement in the fast-food industry in Sri Lanka.

Results

Within this, researcher discussed about the internal consistency and the reliability of the variables before it is operationalized using the Cronbach's Alpha method. Results are given by the table 4.1.

A. Internal Consistency of the items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>No of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social media usage</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Knowledge</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Engagement</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to this reliability analysis all the Cronbach's values are more than 0.6. That is mean there is an internal consistency between the variables. The researcher used Likert scale questions to measure that.

B. Level of Social customer relationship management and Customer Engagement

Researcher analyzed the responses of the study with related to the Social customer relationship management and Customer Engagement by using Descriptive statistics. Mean, Standard deviation, Coefficient of Skewness have been used. Results are included in Table 4.2.

According to the descriptive statistics, all the mean values variables are in between strongly agreed and neutral level. This mean all the responses are in a moderate level. Highest deviation is there in 0.7 in customer knowledge. It means Customer knowledge has comparatively higher variance. Minimum variance is there in customer engagement and the value of standard deviation is 0.4. All the coefficient of Skewness is there in between +1 and -1. This says data are normally distributed. Absolute values of kurtosis are lesser than the three times of
Standard Error of Kurtosis. It shows again that the data are normally distributed. Therefore, parametric techniques can be applied for the study.

Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Media Usage</th>
<th>Customer Knowledge</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>150</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Misses</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Std. Error of Kurtosis</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>1.383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.497</td>
<td>.545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Error of Kurtosis</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics

C. Relationship between Social Customer Relationship and Customer Engagement

Relationship between the Social customer relationship management and Customer Engagement has been analyzed by using the Pearson Correlation analysis. This is a bivariate and parametric technique. Individually the relationship between the variables has been determined. Results are shown in the table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Relationship between Social Customer Relationship and Customer Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Media Usage</th>
<th>Customer Engagement</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>150</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.775**</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Knowledge</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.692**</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Engagement</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the correlation analysis, all the probabilities are highly significant between the customer engagement as dependent variable and the Social customer relationship management independent variables. All the correlation values are positive. All the values are close to 0.7. It means Social Media Usage and Customer Knowledge have a strong association with the customer engagement.

D. Factors influence on Customer engagement

Effect of individual factors on customer engagement has been realized using regression model. Researcher applied Classical Linear model to test this. Model summary is given below.

Model Summary

Table 4.4 Model summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of Estimate</th>
<th>Durbin-Watson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.2007</td>
<td>1.715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effect of individual factors on customer engagement has been realized using regression model. Researcher applied Classical Linear model to test this. Model summary is given below.

The multiple correlation is 0.798 and it says there is a strong association between the independent variables and the dependent variables. Rsquare value is 0.637 and it mean 63% of the customer engagement of fast food industry covered by this model. Since the value is more than 60%, the model is nicely fitted with the theory. Adjusted R Square indicates again 63% of the dependent variable is covered by the model. Durbin Watson value is 1.715 means it is there in between 1.5 and 2.5. Therefore, independent residuals are there and the model is accepted.
Table 4.5 Regression ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>22,943</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11,472</td>
<td>129.294</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>19,548</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>42,491</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Probability of F statistics of the regression ANOVA is highly significant as the P value is 0.000. This means that the model is jointly significant. All the independent factors jointly influence on customer engagement.

Table 4.6 Individual Effect Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-107</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media Usage</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>.573</td>
<td>8.020</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Knowledge</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>.277</td>
<td>3.871</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Probabilities of Social Media Usage and the Customer Knowledge are highly significant with positive beta values. There probabilities are less than 0.01. This says that they significantly influence positively on Customer Engagement of fast food industry.

![Figure 02 - Residuals Behavior](image)

In the scatter plot standardized residuals are plotted against standardized predicted values. Residuals are distributed without having any systematic pattern as the residuals do not have the funnel shape. This is representing that variance of residuals are constant and no heteroscedasticity problem.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

According to the study there is a positive impact of social customer relationship management on customer engagement of Fast food industry in Sri Lanka. The model that has developed through the study was nicely fitted. There are sub variables of the independent variable “Social Customer Relationship Management” and those are social media usage and the customer knowledge while having only one dependent variable “customer engagement”. Today like a trend most of the people use social media. Vendors are there to convert the behavior of customers into effective sales.

Vendors and the businesses can use social customer relationship management as a new aspect of customer relationship marketing. It is a new method of building the long-term relationship with customers with less cost. There is no any scope of selecting customers. Throughout this model it implies social customer relationship management has a great effect on customer engagement and for the fast food industry players can use it with a less cost. Since the competitors are there in the industry, easily customers can move from one competitor to another one. People social habits are changed due to the vital increment of the technology and cultural driven aspects have been neglected (Jiabao Lina, March 2019). For the firms, maintain a last long client relationship is quite a critical factor (Nima Heiratia, January 2019). Therefore, vendors need to adapt with the newest technology and it will tend to increase more sales. All the hypothesizes are proved through the model.

For the convenience to carry on this study, convenience sampling method is applied. Because of this the results can be biased. Sample is limited to the 150 respondents for the easiness to conduct the study.
Occasionally it is difficult to understand the human phenomena. Since this is limited to a specific geographical boundary it covered a limited scope.
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Abstract: Increasing awareness on environmental issues among customers’ demands businesses to become more environmentally friendly. Due to dependency on natural environment in service co-creation hotel sector is also influenced by this trend. Therefore, this study investigates the impact of green attributes of hotels on re-visit intention of customers and the role played by customers’ environmental consciousness on this relationship. A sample of 271 customers drawn using convenient sampling technique was used in data analysis based on Structural Equation Modelling. It was revealed that green attributes of hotels have a direct positive impact on re-visit intention of customers where this relationship is moderated by customers’ environmental consciousness. Accordingly, findings provide valuable input to hotels in designing their service package to retain and attract more customers.
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Introduction

Human concern towards environmentally sustainability has initiated subsequent to industrialization as a consequences of discharging harmful effluents to the nature by industrial players (Kirk 1995) and the output of industries, create problems for human health and sustainability (Mensah 2007). Consequently, interest by global community and consumers on these issues at present has led to a green concern among industries (Ramayah et al. 2010). Subsequently, eco-friendly products and services have gained tremendous relevance in response to escalated sensitivity on environmental sustainability (Guptha et al. 2019).

Environmental sustainability is a fundamental fact for tourism competitiveness, especially on long-term perspective (Hu and Wall 2005). Tourism is an industry which has been considered as relatively green with the exception of its transportation and land development implications, as a result of this it has only recently become an area of concern (Font and Tribe 2001). Green concern of customers does not only influence manufacturing or construction industry, but also the service industry where the hotel sector occupies a prominent role (Awang et al. 2008). Among the various components of tourism industry, hotel sector is the most harmful sector which attribute 75 percent of its environment effect to disproportionate consumption of non-durable goods, water, and energy. At the same time, hotel sector is the potential victim of climate change (Hsiao et al. 2014; Kasimu et al. 2012).

Consequently, the hotel sector is being pressed by customers, non-profit organizations, and environmental regulators to become more environmentally friendly due to the significant amount of wastage created by daily activities (Lynes and Dregde 2006). Consequent to application of more environmental rules and regulations addition to increase in customer environmental concern, hotel visitors are increasingly looking for eco-friendly hotels.
over traditional hotels (Died and Font 2010; Manakotla and Jauhari 2007). Therefore, most of the hotels are attempting to promote and engage environment friendly practices and programs (Karlsson abd Dolnicar 2016).

In the similar vein, environmentally friendly activities of the tourists give significant effect on their intention to choose a green hotel. Those who are actively involved in environmentally friendly activities seem to seek deeper interactions with green hotels (Noor and Kumar 2014). Further, most of the studies have investigated the impact of green attributes of hotels on behavioral intention (Eirini and Antonia 2014; Leaniz et al. 2017; Verma et al. 2019). However, customer motives, values, attitudes, emotions or sense of responsibility towards the environment influence on customer behavior. If hotels do not value or accept green practices, they will not bother to visit again. Importantly, Leaniz et al. (2017) have proposed to investigate, how internal factors like customer motives, values, attitudes, emotions or sense of responsibility towards environment impact the relationship between green attributes of hotels and re-visit intention of customers. Accordingly, based on the extant literature it is apparent that there is a positive impact of green attributes of hotels on customer re-visit intention. However, the role played by environmental consciousness which are internal factors like customer motives, value, attitudes, emotions or sense of responsibility has not been investigated so far. Therefore, the two main research questions of this paper are as follows

RQ1. What is the impact of green attributes of hotels on re-visit intention of customers?

RQ2. Does customer environmental consciousness influence the relationship between green attributes of hotels and re-visit intention of customers in Sri Lanka?

**Literature Review**

**A. Green Attributes of Hotels**

During the last few decades hotels have been making significant amount of investment to identify the concern of visitors towards environment issues (Tang 2015). At the same time, hotel sector is influenced by legitimation to undertake externally different measures, highlighting facing actions, seeking marketing and image benefits from being seen to respond to demand of society (Font et al. 2016). For instance, implementation of ISO 14001, eco management, and audit programs are recently adopted by green management approaches (Voracek 2016). Therefore, the management who are in hotel sector have established an aim of building hotels capable of the 3Rs (recycle, reuse, and reduce) with depletion of global resources and increasing concern for environmental issues and ecological conservation (Lee and Cheng 2018). Hotel sector has been applying environmental sustainability practices, starting to consider environmental issues of the service delivery process (Han et al. 2018).

Green hotels have applied a number of environmentally friendly programs in several operational areas including food and beverage services, conferences, meeting services, guest rooms, housekeeping, and laundry (Darnall and Sides 2008; Ogbeide 2012). Kim et al. (2012) have suggested the removal of unnecessary amenities, water levels adjusted for short loads of laundry, limited water use while cleaning, investigation of the feasibility of reusing water for washing, reduced use of insecticides, and using plants that are locally adapted are the best environmentally friendly practices. In other words, green hotels refer to lodging that offers various environmental friendly principles and programmers such as reducing waste, improving towel use frequency, installing low-flow shower heads, using energy-efficient lights, minimizing energy consumption, and adopting recycling
practices (Yadav et al. 2019). There are many new areas which have also emerged recently. Some of them are biodiversity conservation, environmental education, air pollution, eco-friendly design, product innovation and passive design (Jamaludin and Yusof 2013).

### B. Re-Visit Intention of Customers

Customer re-visit intention centers around the ability of customers to do a certain activity again or visit certain destination again (Weng et al. 2012). It can be defined as the probability and likelihood of a consumer to give priority to green products over conventional products in their purchase decisions (Rashid 2009). Re-visit intention is considered as an extension of customer satisfaction. Re-visit intention can be defined as probability of repeat purchasing and it is viewed as the heart of loyalty (Um et al. 2006). Han et al. (2010) have defined re-visit intention using three dimensions, willingness of the customer of visiting a green hotel, attempt in positive word of mouth behavior, and likelihood to pay premium for the green products. Customers’ ability and willingness to make sacrifices for the environmental sustainability lead to enhance customer intention to re-visit green hotel (Thogerse 2000).

### C. Customer Environmental Consciousness

The concept of customer environmental consciousness is a psychological factor which is related to the ability of customers to involve in pro-environmental behaviors (Zeley and Schultz 2000). Customer environmental consciousness refers to the degree to which consumers are aware about environmental issues, and at the same time they are willing to make an attempt to solve or indicate the likelihood to contribute individually to their solution (e.g. stay in an environmentally certified hotel) (Hu et al. 2010). Generally, customer environmental consciousness is customer emotional reactions such as dislikes, uncertainties, and compassion towards the environmental issues. It is an evaluation of own behavior if individual or behavior of others, attitude toward own behavior of individual or behavior of others with consequences for the environmental (Schlegelmilch et al. 1996).

### D. Impact of Green Attributes of Hotels on Re-Visit Intention of Customers

Today, many customer realize that purchasing behavior can affect the environmental sustainability directly (Lee et al. 2010). Thus, customers intention to visit hotels which compromise green practices can be considered as a behavior that is derived from the intention of customers to protect the nature (Stern 2000). These visitors always would like to prioritize green hotels over conventional hotels (Laroche et al. 2001). Han et al. (2018) have revealed that there is a positive relationship between green practices implemented by hotels and the behavior intention of customers.

Environmental concern and environmentally friendly attitudes of visitors positively affect consumers’ re-visit intention towards green hotels (Manaktola and Jauhari 2007; Han et al. 2009). Customers with positive environmental attitudes tend to purchase green products (Mohamed et al. 2014). Visitors’ attitudes towards the environmental sustainability is certainly influenced by the green programs adopted by hotels (Verma et al. 2019). Most of the time, consumers who are concerned about environment and sustainability issues, are always motivated to take steps to minimize those sustainability issues (Leonidou et al. 2010). Individuals who are more conscious towards environmental sustainability like to participate in eco-friendly customer behavior. Customers who have a high degree of environmental concern have more favorable attitude towards visiting green hotels (Verma et al. 2019). Visitors with positive environmental behavior favorably attempt to visit green hotels. Finally, eco-
friendly attitudes of hotel consumers positively affect their intention to visit green hotels and their likelihood to pay premium for green products (Verma et al. 2019).

According to the S-O-R framework, specific environmental signals (Stimuli) directly affect a person's cognitive and affective states (Organism). Based on the S-O-R framework, hotel visitors feel environmental cues which are located at green hotels and visitors consume green attributes which are included in the service package of hotel. Those environmental cues and green attributes can cause a positive attitudes towards green hotels. Subsequently, increased positive behavioral repose towards green hotel leading to re-visit intention of customers.

Accordingly, based on the empirical findings and S-O-R framework it can be argued that a set of cues in the green environment that create more attention about the green service package proposed by hotels is expected to create re-visit behavior from customers. Therefore, this paper proposes the following hypothesis.

H1: There is positive impact of green attributes of hotels on re-visit intention of customers in Sri Lanka.

E. Moderating Effect of Customer Environment Consciousness

Leaniz et al. (2017) have revealed how internal factors like customer motives, values, attitudes, emotions or sense of responsibility that are not already tested, impact proposed relationship. According to the appraisal theory in psychology emotions are extracted from our evaluations of events that cues specific reactions in different people. Essentially, our appraisal of a situation causes an emotional, or affective, response that is going to be based on that appraisal (Leaniz et al. 2017).

According to the appraisal theory and environmental consciousness definition it can be argued that, elements of environmental consciousness are above internal factors like customer motives, value, attitudes, emotions or sense of responsibility.

Therefore, based on the empirical findings and appraisal theory, it can be argued that there is an impact of customer environmental consciousness on the relationship between green attributes of hotels and re-visit intention of customers. Therefore, this paper proposes the following hypothesis.

H2: Customer environmental consciousness moderate impact of green attributes of hotel on re-visit intention of customers in Sri Lanka.

![Figure 1. Conceptual framework](image)

**Methodology**

Research design contains objectives derive from research questions, source of collecting data, and ethical issues. It reflects the reason why the researcher is using particular research design and whether he has thought carefully about design (Saunders et al. 2011). According to the philosophical stance, this study follows positivism philosophy. As per the classification of the research purpose, this study belongs to the category of explanatory studies. This category establishes causal relationship between variables. Within this study the relationship between green attributes of hotels and re-visit intention of customers is investigated (Saunders et al. 2011). This study follows deductive research approach. It is a kind of a
dominant approach for natural sciences and it involves the development of theory which is reasoned to a rigorous test (Saunders et al. 2011). This study has carried out as a cross sectional study.

The aim of this study is to examine the impact of green attributes of hotels on the re-visit intention of customers in Sri Lanka. Therefore, customers who visit star class hotels in Sri Lanka are the members of study population. There is no sample framework because couldn’t find exact list of visitors who visits green hotels in Sri Lanka. Therefore, convenience sampling which is a non-probability sampling technique, was adapted. It involves selecting haphazardly cases which are the easiest to get from the sample (Saunders et al., 2011). Strategy of inquiry of this study is survey method. Data collecting instrument is a structured questionnaire which is developed based on a rigorous literature review. The questionnaire distributed through online method to identified individuals who have already visited star class hotels in Sri Lanka. The items were evaluated on 5-point Likert scale ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". The unit of analysis of this study is individual consumer who visit green hotels.

Results

Collected data was fed into SPSS 21.0 version for cleaning process. Missing value analysis and outlier detection steps attempted to clean the data set (Hair et al. 2009). For this purpose, 271 questionnaires which were obtained from primary screening were used. Within this study, 10 outliers were identified and removed from data set. Remaining 261 usable responses were forwarded to the next step of data analysis process. Data were tested for four parametric assumptions, normally distribution, linearity, multicollinearity, and homoscedasticity. Satisfied four assumptions revealed that data are ready for further analysis (Field 2009). Reliability can be defined as the degree to which study variables are consistent in what it is intended to measure (Hair et al. 2009). Cronbach's alpha is most widely used to measure reliability (Hair et al. 2009). The Cronbach's alpha of the measures were all comfortably above lower limits of acceptability that is greater than 0.6 (Sekaran and Bougie 2014). In this study, all measures were above 0.6, thus ensured that they are highly reliable. Next exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was performed to investigate the underlying dimensions of the green attributes of hotels, customer re-visit intention and customer environmental consciousness and thereby ensured unidimensionality.

Two step approach of Anderson and Gerbing (1988) was adopted to develop the measurement and structural models using AMOS software. First, measurement model was examined using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to investigate adequacy. Consequently, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with was developed to measure model fitness and to test hypotheses. Once the measurement model is correctly established, structural equation model is estimated to provide a vital understanding towards empirical measures of the relationship between variables and constructs which have already represent by the measurement model (Hair et al., 2009).

Table 1 displays model fit indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute</th>
<th>Incremental Parsimony</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIMIN/DF</td>
<td>GFI AG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Results of the hypotheses testing on direct paths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Result on Hypotheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1: There is positive impact of green attributes of hotels on re-visit</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intention of customers in Sri Lanka.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of structured equation modeling showed green attributes of hotels had a significant influence on customer re-visit intention and hence H1 was supported.

Table 3. Results of the hypotheses testing on moderation effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Result on</th>
<th>Result on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2: Customer environmental consciousness moderate impact of green attributes of hotel on re-visit intention of customers in Sri Lanka.</td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of structured equation modeling showed customer environmental consciousness had a significant influence on the relationship between green attributes of hotels and re-visit intention of customers in Sri Lanka. Therefore, these findings answer second research question.

Discussion and Conclusion

A. Discussion

Visitors’ perception towards green practices play a main role in terms of choosing hotel. Further, it is confirmed that eco-friendly practices are powerful elements as other main hotel factors, such as quality of service package, infrastructure (Leaniz et al. 2017). Noor and Kumar (2014) have revealed that there is a positive relationship between hotels’ green practices and behavioral intention. Eco-friendly attributes of hotels positively impact perceived values and attitudes of visitors and that significantly affects visitor intention to visit green hotels again (Trang et al. 2019). Attitudes of consumers towards enhancing environmental sustainability impact hotels by including two types of consumer behaviors which are purchasing and revisit intention (Kwok et al. 2016). Accordingly, based on the empirical findings and findings in previous section it can be argued that green attributes of hotels create more attention about the green service package which proposed by hotels. It will lead to create re-visit behavior from customers. Therefore, these findings answer first research question.

B. Managerial Implications

The proposed framework concedes with managerial implications. There is a positive relationship between green attributes of hotels and re-visit intention of customer within the literature. However, there is no attempt to investigate the impact of customer environmental consciousness. Therefore, the proposed framework contributes to fill the empirical gap which already exists. Findings of this study indicate that customer environmental consciousness had a significant influence on the
relationship between green attributes of hotels and re-visit intention of customers in Sri Lanka. Consequently, hotel managers should try to indicate their green attributes, green practices and green programs more through hotel web site or social media. It will create awareness about the sustainability practices of the hotel among environmental conscious customers. Top managers and owners of the Sri Lankan hotel industry can implement strategies to increase re-visit intention of the customers by identifying which green attributes are more powerful.

C. Limitations and Future Research Directions
This study has some limitations which suggest direction for future research. It focused only on hotels in the Sri Lankan context. There is a need for future research to empirically observe the effects of green attributes on re-visit intention of customers in other services to improve generalizability. In this study, only guests of five-star and four-star hotels in Sri Lanka are chosen as the target population. It is suggested that various segments of hotels in Sri Lanka should be included to get more accurate results in terms of investigating green hotel attributes in the Sri Lankan context. There is no attempt to investigate influence of green certificates as an independent variable on consumer decision making patterns and customer re-visit intention. Thereby, it is suggested to investigate the role of green certificates.

D. Conclusion
Modern customers are more concerned about environmental sustainability within their purchasing decisions. It has been empirically validated that there is a positive relationship between green attributes of hotels and customer re-visit intention. At the same time, there is an empirically gap which as to how customer environmental consciousness intensifies the above established relationship. This paper proposed a conceptual framework to identify what role customer environmental consciousness plays as a moderator. Findings of this framework provide important contribution to hotel managers in designing the service package of their hotel.
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to explore how Sri Lankan bilingual students in public sector middle schools use their two languages – Sinhalese and English – to support learning of Mathematics in small groups with their counterparts who use Sinhalese only. The sample consisted of randomly selected 45 bilinguals and 45 monolinguals from three public schools in Colombo in Sri Lanka. The average age of the sample was 12 to 14 years. Over a two-month period, 8 forty-minute lessons from bilingual mathematics classrooms were video-recorded and later transcribed for analysis. In the presentation of findings, three practices in the language usage which emerged are discussed, i.e. (1) using academic vocabulary, (2) invention of new terms, (3) word-for-word translation. In the study, one example was chosen to represent each practice with some of its situated effects. In the discussion, the first two examples contribute to the idea that the students' experience of language difficulties, whether real or presumed, contributes to creating opportunities that can be beneficial to learning mathematics. The third example, which focuses on learning mathematics in the medium of English points to some contrasting findings. Unlike many other studies found in this field, locally or internationally, which report difficulties and obstacles that arise in learning and teaching due to bilingualism in middle school classrooms, a change of focus via the conceptualization of language in the form of thinking and doing is emphasized in this study especially for learning and teaching mathematics in the context of bilingual classrooms in Sri Lankan public schools.
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Introduction

The main aim of this study was to explore how Sri Lankan bilingual students use Sinhalese and English languages to support the learning of mathematics in small activity groups, while interacting with their monolingual Sinhalese students in the same group work.

In many parts of the world, mathematics teaching and learning are carried on in languages other than the students' native or dominant languages. However, studies in the field of mathematics teaching have acknowledged greatly the impact of the language of instruction in the development of teaching and learning practices (Adler, 2001; Barwell, 2012; Jorgensen, 2010). Many studies in the field of bilingualism show advantages of bilingual education (Clarkson, 2007; Chval & Khisty, 2009). This study attempts to offer a positivistic view of bilingualism from the point of view of its relationship with the creation of opportunities that are beneficial to mathematics learning in Sri Lankan middle school context. Considering the studies in the field of bilingual education that have explored advantages of bilingualism (Ni Riordain & O’ Donoghue, 2009; Parvanehnezhad & Clarkson, 2008) utilizing small group activities, this study also used small group work assigned to the middle school students in the bilingual mathematics classrooms in the chosen three schools.
Pimm (1987) stated in his research findings that the language is one of the most important areas for research in the field of mathematics education. Expanding his views about bilingual education, Morgan (2007) argued that studying academic language in mathematics supports multilingualism and in many occasions multilingualism supports studying mathematics. Moschkovich (2002) investigated the experience gained by the Latin students in US School system in learning mathematics in the medium of English in bilingual classrooms. She has observed code switching often made by the students mixing both Latin and English to communicate with their teacher of mathematics in the classroom. Moschkovich gave evidence to support that code switching also plays a vital role in learning mathematics in bilingual classrooms when the students find the medium of instruction becomes a barrier to keep focus on the subject content. From the social perspective, the possibilities for mathematics learning opportunities may be influenced by the individual behaviour while they interact in the bilingual classroom. Yackel et al. (1991) states that when the students work together in bilingual classrooms and try to communicate with the peers in his or her second language, many learning opportunities arise naturally for both monolinguals and bilinguals to verbalize their different thinking, explain or justify the solutions they offer, and ask for some clarifications when needed (p. 401).

Therefore, it is reasonably important to examine the use of the bilinguals’ languages and their impact on learning opportunities in the bilingual mathematics classrooms.

**Methodology**

The main research question addressed in the present study was: How do Sri Lankan bilingual students use their two languages, Sinhalese and English, in small group activities in mathematics? and how is it associated with the creation of new learning opportunities for the students?

Over a two month period 8 lessons from mathematics bilingual classrooms in the selected three schools were video recorded. They were later transcribed and analysed in line with the research questions. Three excerpts, each from one school, were elaborated for the study purpose. The three schools were purposefully selected considering the easy access to the researcher. The sample of students, 30 from each school (15 bilinguals and 15 monolinguals), were randomly chosen out of the numbers in bilingual and monolingual mathematics classrooms and further grouped in to three mixed classrooms in the three schools for the study purpose based on the consent of the students, their parents, teachers, School heads and the Ministry of Education prior to the administration of the pre planned lessons. Each lesson consumed 40 minutes, i.e. one school period in the respective school. Lessons were planned ahead targeting six small groups of five students in one classroom. The entire classroom was video recorded at the beginning of the study focusing a camera on the group with the selected bilingual students whose recording was later transcribed for analysis. The topics of the lessons varied according to the school term requirements and the preferences of the teachers in charge. All the mathematics teachers motivated the students in groups to participate actively in the study, solve the given tasks in their groups and finally to report their work to the class.

Figure 2. A photograph showing a group work in the School 1.
Source: Researcher’s collection of photos
Results

For each of the three examples of practice of the students in the study, two stages are analysed, giving identification to the language practice while describing mathematics learning opportunities. The first two examples show how the knowledge of English (the second language of the learner) is contributing to comprehend the question in the group activity. The creation of new learning opportunity of mathematics is facilitated when monolinguals, facing either real or presumed second language difficulties, keep their focus on mathematics in their group discussion. The difficulty in understanding the second language - English- is observed to be facilitating mathematical reasoning that was started in the native language – Sinhalese- in the first two examples.

The Excerpt 1 in the study shows how one monolingual student (Sudesh) discusses a mathematical problem about odd and even numbers with his bilingual peers (Randeep and Vinuk). The interaction helps the monolingual student to understand the meanings of the terms ‘odd’ and ‘even’ at the of the interaction which is considered as learning academic vocabulary (odd and even) taking the second language as resource.

**The Excerpt 1**

**Sudesh:** පෙර ඇවත්තේ මීයා විශේෂ වාස්තු පිළිබඳ? (What did you write here for this 4x+3x?)

**Randeep:** මෙය මෙම දීරශ්ක දෙමැනේ (I wrote an odd number)

**Sudesh:** පෙර ඇවත්තේ මීයා විශේෂ විශේෂය? (No, I asked what did you write?)

**Randeep:** මෙම තුළ මීයා විශේෂ මෙම දීර්ශ්ක දෙමැනේ (See, I wrote this odd number).

**Sudesh:** පෙර ඇවත්තේ මීයා විශේෂ විශේෂය? (’Odd’.... Doesn’t it mean ‘amuthui’?...)

**Vinuk:** මෙම මෙම විශේෂ විශේෂ විශේෂය. මෙම විශේෂ 3y+2y පිළිබඳ 2,4,6 පිළිබඳ. මෙම විශේෂ 7. මෙම පිළිබඳ පිළිබඳ. මෙම පිළිබඳ විශේෂය? මෙම විශේෂය (No, I have also written an odd number. Odd means not even. Even are 2, 4, 6 like that. But here it is 7. So it is an odd number. What have you written? Show me.)

**Sudesh:** පෙර ඇවත්තේ මීයා විශේෂ විශේෂය (I understand...odd means *oththe*).

The Excerpt 2 of the study shows how two monolingual students (Roshan and Maneesh) discuss an algebraic expression with a bilingual peer (Dilum) in their group work facilitating the monolingual student to comprehend a new term, ‘Consecutive’.

**The Excerpt 2**

**Dilum:** 3y+(3y+y)+(3y+2y)… කොහොම් පෙර ඇවත්තේ මීයා විශේෂ විශේෂ? මෙම විශේෂ 2,4,6 පිළිබඳ (3y+(3y+y)+(3y+2y)…) Adding two or three consecutive numbers...see it is easy!)

**Roshan:** පෙර ඇවත්තේ මීයා විශේෂ විශේෂ? (How can that happen?)

**Dilum:** මෙම විශේෂ මෙම විශේෂ විශේෂ විශේෂ? කොහොම් පෙර ඇවත්තේ මීයා විශේෂ විශේෂ? මෙම විශේෂ 1+1, 2+1 පිළිබඳ 2.5+3.5.. මෙම විශේෂ විශේෂ? කොහොම්
simple, it’s just like you add 1 to another number…just like 1+1, 2+1 or 2.5+3.5..got it? They are consecutive numbers look.)

Roshan: Do you know what we call for ‘parimithiya’?

Hiran: Yes. It is perimeter.

Samantha: Do you know what we call for ‘parimithiya’?

Hiran: The distance from here to here.

Samantha: That means the outer boundary of a body or figure.

Dilum: Sometimes we take the sum of all the sides.

Hiran: (may be you are right)

Samantha: Then the ‘re-diuse’ should be the ‘araya’.

Hiran: Right, do you know the formula for the perimeter?

Samantha: Yes, we use 2 ∑πr to find out the perimeter.

Discussion and Conclusion

The Excerpt 3 which showed how one monolingual student (Sudesh) discussed a mathematical problem of odd and even numbers with his bilingual peers (Randeep and Vinuk) is an instance that proves the interaction helps the monolingual students to improve academic vocabulary. As Huguet (2007) revealed, some monolingual speakers choose academic vocabulary in the way that makes their native language look more distant to the second language linguistically. In the Excerpt 1, Sudesh does not first identify the mathematical term ‘odd’ as an academic vocabulary. Instead, he asks if it meant ‘strange’ (‘amuthui’ in Sinhalese). However, at the end, the
monolingual, Sudesh, came to understand the meanings of the terms 'odd' and 'even' at the end of the interaction which is considered as learning academic vocabulary taking the second language as resource. The concern they have with specific vocabulary supports developing the arithmetic meaning for mathematical problems they come across.

The Excerpt 2 that shows how two monolingual students (Roshan and Maneesh) discussed an algebraic expression with a bilingual peer (Dilum) in their group work is an instance that supports the finding that bilingual classrooms facilitate the monolingual students to invent new terms. In the example, two monolinguals comprehend the meaning of the term 'consecutive' and add it as a new term in to their vocabulary.

The Excerpt 3 is an example that shows how monolinguals’ interaction with the bilinguals in group work is supported by word-for-word translations. In the example, the student (Samantha) interacts with a bilingual peer (Hiran) and discusses about the perimeter and radius of objects. Samantha, the monolingual, translates the terms, perimeter and radius, in to Sinhalese to conceptualize those mathematical concepts.

When the terms are translated from one language to another in the process of communication in mathematical lessons, second language does not support as resource for learning new vocabulary because the focus on the second language is kept away from its focus on mathematics. However, the language practice of the monolinguals of word-to-word translation could be observed in many instances throughout this study. The practice was equally common in almost all three schools.

In the present study, the focus was on linking language learning opportunities with the language practices in the bilingual classrooms rather than the opportunities of language learning. It also focused on academic and technical vocabulary in mathematics. The first two examples given in the results support the view that some language barriers contribute to generating learning opportunities in bilingual mathematics classrooms as long as the focus of the discussion is not directly related to language. The third example presented here is an instance where the students find it difficult to keep their focus on mathematics as it is interrupted by word-to-word translation. As Cobb et al., (2003) have suggested, some systematic research on learning opportunities of mathematics should be carried on in the bilingual classroom settings to find out how linguistically diverse students are supported with better learning opportunities.
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Abstract: Mobile Money Transaction (MMT) is an innovative technology, which is freshly introduced by several business entities in Sri Lanka. Though this service is useful and relatively easy, an initial study revealed that it is not popular among the community as an e-banking service. With this background, the study was conducted to detect the factors affecting public intention towards MMT in Sri Lanka and to recognise the most influencing factor on public intention towards MMT. With the theoretical support of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), five independent variables were developed namely, awareness, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived risk and perceived trust, while public intention was identified as the dependent variable. The survey questionnaire was developed after a pilot testing with 18 undergraduates and 170 responses were collected through a web-based questionnaire. The collected data were analysed with the use of SPSS software, and all the data preparation techniques such as normality, linearity, validity, reliability and multi-collinearity were conducted. According to the multiple regression analysis, it was revealed that Perceived Ease of Use and Awareness have no impact on dependent variable, whereas all the other three independent variables showed a significant impact. Also, the perceived risk was identified as the critical factor on consumer intention towards MMT. As implications of the study, mobile service providers need to take measures to minimise the associated risk of MMT in order to make MMT more popular among people.
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Introduction

Mobile technology has a major opportunity to become an important service in economic arena of developing countries, because most of the people are using mobiles to accomplish monetary activities in their daily activities, such as money transferring, money receiving and payment activities. Banks and mobile service providers already established mobile money platforms for consumers to do monetary activities, like deposit money and transfer money through digital account. It is a competitive opportunity to millions of unbanked people in all over the world (IOM;UNFPA, 2014). There are now 411 million worldwide mobile money accounts. In addition, mobile money is available in 85% of countries where there is no access to a formal financial institution for the vast majority of the population. This is an exceptional accomplishment, showing the power of digital, underpinned by the important role played by mobile network operators in the development of this market (GSMA, 2016).

The number of mobile money providers in 93 countries grew to 271 in 2015. In addition, according to World Bank data on global financial inclusion, mobile money services are available in 85% of countries where there are less than 20% of citizens
with an account at a financial institution (World Bank, 2015). Mobile money has evolved to offer options to save and borrow money, supporting people in handling financial risks and household surprises, more than a creative and open resource for transactions. Though microfinance has its origins in the late 1970s. (Grameen bank, 1970).

One of mobile money’s most pronounced impact has been that millions of individuals and companies who have never had access to credit can now create a transaction history, borrow money, and pay it back via their mobile phone. There were 52 live mobile credit services allowed by money in 2016, up from seven in 2011 (Genga, 2016). Mobile cash has redefined the economics of the poor by exploiting broad-based agent networks, inexpensive feature phones and mobile network access to reach mass audiences in a financially sustainable manner (GSMA, 2016).

Telecommunication industry have an important role in country’s economy. In Sri Lanka has a small market in telecommunication industry. There are four service providers are serving mobile services in Sri Lanka. These are Dialog, Mobitel, Airtel and Hutch. These service providers are struggling to keep their market share by increasing new customers. Mobile service providers are introducing new products into the market to attract new customers. E-channeling, e-shopping, e-learning and mobile money transactions are very significant technologies in Sri Lanka (Dissanayake, Hewagamage, Ramberg, & Wickramanayake, 2014). Traditionally people use money notes to financial transactions but later credit cards and automated teller machines replaced to old banking methods. Mobile phone operators put more effort to introduce new services to their customers. Surveys, softwares, Advertising and Marketing activities use to introduce new services. Awareness and interest of the customers are important to success new innovations (Biemans, Griffin, & Moenaert, 2016).

Mobile phones introduce new and rapidly growing methods of facilitating financial transactions and transfers for those included in or removed from structured monetary systems (Porteous, 2006). Mobile money transaction technology creates opportunity to operate a mobile instrument such as a mobile phone to start, control and ratify a monetary arrangement (Kaufmann & R.J., 2007).

**Research Issue**

Mobile network providing companies have introduced a money transferring method using mobile phones which is similar to a bank account. Since this service is new to the customers, there is a challenge to attract the target population and there will be many reasons for this situation. The researchers conducted an Exploratory Research on usage of mobile money in Sri Lanka. As a result of that, the findings indicated that the MMT is not much established as much as mobile banking. So, this research will be conducting to observe the reasons for the poor expansion of MMT and identify the most influencing factor to adopt mobile money transactions in Sri Lanka.

Previous researchers have provided an in depth understanding of the factors that affect consumer attitude and intention towards mobile money transactions in relationship with mobile banking and internet banking (Colombage & Priyangika, 2011). Sandaruwans et al., (2018) have provided a conference paper regarding on the “Factors affecting the mobile money transactions in Colombo district Sri Lanka”. But the researchers haven’t considered about the perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness variables which can be affected to the behavioral intention of consumers. This research will consider about perceived ease of use and usefulness along with other variables. By observing those researches, we identified that the mobile money transactions happen without banks are not much considered. We are conducting this research to observe
the public intention towards MMT and reasons for their intensity to use it in Sri Lanka. The research questions are as follows;

1. What is the relationship between Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Risk and Perceived Trust and Awareness towards Public Intention on MMT in Sri Lanka?

2. What is the most influencing factor to establish mobile money transferring in Sri Lanka?

The research aims at investigating the effectiveness of factors related to consumer intention on mobile money transferring method in Sri Lanka and to recognize the most influencing factor among them.

**Literature Review**

Generally mobile money can describe as an electronic technology which process monetary transactions through mobile phones. Mobile money services can be categorized in three ways. Those are “mobile banking”, “mobile payments” and “mobile transfer. Every developed state which developed in every area use mobile banking but developing countries do not have much intention on mobile banking. Other monetary activities operating through mobile are mostly used in non-developed countries with people who don’t have banking access. Main services of MMT are mobile payment and mobile transfer. The mobile money account is registered for the mobile number of the particular user. This electronically operable account can be recognized as a “mobile wallet”, and it is secured by a personal identification number (PIN) and the account can credit or debit instantly through this digital service. Mobile phone users should engage with the small merchant outlets to deposit money into their mobile account. Telecommunication Company should provide small mobile recharge outlets in each area to cover all consumers. Local mobile agent centers can convert cash into mobile money as well as mobile money to cash through transmitting activity with the mobile telecommunication company. The electronic mobile account is controlled by mobile service operator according to standard value. (IOM, UNFPA, 2014).

The rapid development of electronic payment technology requirements, in particular by mentioning internet contribution as a key commercial channel and potentially exciting potential has not yet been fully exploited. Previously, consumers did not know the internet and saw it only as a means of gathering information. But now, consumers are accepting this channel for their purchasing decisions and transactions. The increase mobility needs of customers when the payment of transactions has created the need for a new payment instrument that makes transactions easier and more convenient (Ondrus & Pigneur, 2006).

Consumers must have knowledge to make payments by using mobile. Companies targeting to mobile money transactions but most of the people haven’t trust on the mobile payments because consumers should have learning activities to launch mobile money transactions among the future consumers and merchants (Arvidsson, 2014). In Europe electronic payments were more significant because of the advantage of electronic form of mass payments than the cash payments. If cash payments are replaced by the electronic payments may be around or even more than 0.3 percent of annually GDP economic profit can gain for a society (Danmarks national bank, 2011).

With the use of TAM, we can identify age as an important variable to explain the use of new technologies (Sun & Zhang, 2006). Number of researches has an inverse relationship with the importance of age and new methods (Morris, Venkatesh, & Ackerman, 2005). However, the age-appropriate study on technology acceptance has found that age has been negatively associated with the self-efficacy of the Internet, but has not affected the
perceived ease of use, perceived utility, and intent to participate in online community websites. Higher age and lower income people have more interest towards the mobile payment services (Arvidsson, 2014). The value of the product or service has positive relationship with a network externality because the user increases the total number of individual products or services sold and used (Economides, 1996).

Mobile technologies are changing economically life of developing countries. Many people use handsets for a variety of financial transactions, such as receiving and sending money. In fact, mobile money is already having in banks and mobile network operators to provide money transferring services for unbanked consumers as digital money. Mobile financial services are known as, “mobile money”. Mobile money transactions (MMT) make change life of the people who are living in the developing countries because of ability to pay electronically and access easily to financial services. Unbanked people can use mobile phone as a bank account to deposit money, transfer money and withdraw money. People can use mobile systems to make utility bill payments and make payments in merchant shops (IOM, UNFPA, 2014).

The research framework we have considered is based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA).

A. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is a theory of information systems that models how users adopt and use technology. The model suggests that a number of factors when presenting a new technology to users will influence their decision as to how and when to use them. Davis et al (1989) introduced TAM and it considers the acceptability of a new creation and looks for the ways that makes the product accepted. TAM identifies perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEU) deciding user behavior (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshow, 1989). Over the years, TAM has received significant empirical support through validation, applications, and replication to predict the use of information systems. TAM has proven to be a useful theoretical model for understanding and explaining user behavior in the implementation of information systems (Legiris, Imgham, & Collerete, 2003).

B. Theory of Reasoned Action

In the TRA, the behavioral intention, which largely determines the actual behavior, is an additive function of two variables: attitudes (positive or negative behavioral evaluation) and subjective norms (perceived influences, etc.). In general, an increase in attitudes and subjective norms leads to a stronger intention to achieve behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Fishbein and Ajzen (1995) suggested that a person's actual behavior may be determined by analyzing their prior intention and beliefs that the person would have for the given behavior. By definition, a person's intention before taking on real behavior is considered a behavioral intention. This was used as a measure of his intention to show behavior.

Methodology

The conceptual framework developed for the study is depicted in Figure 1. According to the conceptual framework which was developed in the previous chapter, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived trust, perceived risk and awareness will be the independent variables and the intention can be identified as the dependent variable. The research will be discussed under following hypothesizes.

H1: Consumer awareness positively impacts on the consumer intention to use MMT.
H2: Perceived usefulness positively impact on the consumer intention to use MMT.
H3: Perceived Ease of Use positively impact on the consumer intention to use MMT.
H4: Perceived Risk negatively impact on the consumer intention to use MMT.
H5: Perceived Trust positively impact on the consumer intention to use MMT.

Results

All the mobile consumers of Sri Lanka are obtained as the population of the research. Brink, (2001) defines a sample as "part or fraction of a whole, or a subset of a larger set, selected by the researcher to participate in a research project. A sample consists of a selected group of the elements or units from a defined population". Therefore, the population was selected through convenience sampling and 162 respondents were obtained as the sample. The sample of population is consisting of undergraduates, government and private sector employees.

Table 1: Reliability Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>N of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>0.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>0.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risk</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived trust</td>
<td>0.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>0.706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

A correlation coefficient is the value or unique number who builds a relationship between the two variables examined. The correlation coefficient value can be varied among positive and negative which shows the direction of relationships (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Usually “r” is used to represent the Correlation coefficient and the value should lie between -1 and +1.

Table 2: Correlation Coefficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Do not reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

According to the Table 2, Pearson correlation coefficient is greater than 0.4 in
most of the hypotheses above. So that it can be concluded that H1, H2, H3, and H5 have weak positive relationships while H4 is having a moderate positive relationship. Significance value is also can be used as a measure to take a decision regarding the hypotheses when the significance is less than 0.05 can be highly accepted. Therefore all the H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 hypothesis can be considered as reliable significance. So that as it mentioned in the above table H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 will be identified properly correlated.

Multicollinearity is discussed when there’s an exact or nearly exact relationship between two or more input variables (Hawking & Pendleton, 1983). The Variation Inflation Factor (VIF) can be used to identify whether there is any multicollinearity effect for the explanatory variables of the research.

Table 3: Multicollinearity Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>1.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risk</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>2.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Trust</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>1.803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>2.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>1.247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

Usually a value greater than 0.1 is suitable for the tolerance of variables and “0” level of tolerance is a special occasion where it is defined as Perfect multicollinearity. Also the tolerance level of “1” indicates zero multicollinearity. VIF should have a value less than 10 (Field, 2005). According to the Table 3, all the tolerance values for the variables are greater than 0.1 and VIF values are less than 10. So there is no multicollinearity among the variables.

Regression is the method that can interpret the relationship between given variables. Multiple regression method can be used to find the relationship between independent variables.

Table 4: Model Summery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>.363</td>
<td>.343</td>
<td>.568</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Awareness, Perceived Risk, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Trust, Perceived Ease of U

According to the Table 4, Awareness, Perceived risk, Perceived usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Trust can be identified as the independent variables and Intention as the dependent variable.

In the Model Summery table, R value is 0.603 and it indicates a positive linear relationship with dependent variables. R square (R²) value should between 0 and 1, it interprets the proportion of explained variance. When the R square value is higher, the relationship is strongly proved. Adjusted R square is considered as the modified version of R square. Adjusted R square value also can interpret several predictors in the model. The value of Adjusted R square is 0.343 and it also can indicate as a percentage. It show that 34.3% total variance of user intention can be explained by the independent variables. When the standard error of the estimate value is small, it indicates that the sample represent the significant quantity of the population. The standard error of the estimate value of the model summery table is 0.568 and it shows that the sample (170) can represent the population which we considered in the research.
Table 5: ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.Regression</td>
<td>28.692</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.738</td>
<td>17.814</td>
<td>0.000b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>50.253</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>.322</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78.944</td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent variable : Intention

b. Predictors: (Constant), Awareness, Perceived Risk, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Trust, Perceived Ease of Use

ANOVA table represent the F value is equal to 17.814 and P value or the significant value is less than 0.05 in the 95% of confidence level. It shows that overall regression model is significant.

Table 6: Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though the variable of perceived risk was assumed as a negatively affecting factor on consumer intention towards MMT, it resulted a positive effect on public intention towards MMT. (as the questions are developed to get the idea of consumers when the risk towards MMT is mitigated). So, when the perceived risk is mitigated, consumer intention towards MMT is increasing. Therefore, the variables of perceived risk, perceived trust and perceived usefulness are affecting positively on consumer intention towards MMT while perceived ease of use and awareness does not affect.

Discussion

Five hypothesis which were proposed based on the conceptual framework are discussed with the help of data analyzing methods and their results. The research model was found significant in the data analyzing chapter as it scored 0.000 in the
test. Also, the most affected independent variable will be indicated in this chapter according their R² values. So in this chapter researchers have discussed that the extent to which the independent variables of perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived trust, perceived risk and awareness have impacted on the independent variable of intention based on research data.

**H1: Consumer Awareness positively impact on the consumer Intention to use MMT.**

The significance value should take a value lesser than 0.05 (p<0.05) with the confidence level of 95% to have a linear relationship among dependent and independent variables. Though the confidence level of the Awareness is 95%, its significance value is 0.729 which is greater than 0.05. Therefore, it can be stated that the consumer Awareness does not have a positive impact on consumer Intention towards MMT which is opposite to what we assumed initially. So according to the research data, study implies that the Awareness about the MMT among mobile service consumers in Sri Lanka is not an impact to their Intention to use MMT.

**H2: Perceived Usefulness positively impact on the consumer Intention to use MMT.**

The significance value should be less than 0.05 (p<0.05) with the confidence level of 95% to have the linear relationship among variables. So, it can be interpreted that the perceived usefulness has a positive impact on the intention. Further discussing the results, it shows that the "R square" value which is 0.203 has 20.3% for the intention to use MMT. So, this is the 3rd most affected independent variable to dependent variable of Intention which depicts that the Perceived Usefulness on MMT can create a positive impact on mobile service consumers to motivate them to use MMT.

**H3: Perceived Ease of Use positively impact on consumer Intention to use MMT.**

Considering the significance value and confidence level of PEOU, it has a 95% confidence level while having 0.456 significance level which is greater than the required significance margin of 0.05. Therefore, the variable PEOU does not have an impact on the consumer Intention. So, the initial hypothesis made about PEOU is not correct. Therefore, the research study reveals that the easiness of MMT does not affect the mobile service consumers to adapt MMT.

**H4: Perceived Risk negatively impact on consumer Intention to use MMT.**

Though the variable of perceived risk was assumed as a negatively affecting factor on consumer intention towards MMT, it resulted a positive effect on public intention towards MMT. (as the questions are developed to get the idea of consumers when the risk towards MMT is mitigated). So, when the perceived risk is mitigated, consumer intention towards MMT is increasing. Also according to the correlation coefficient table (table 2), H4 is having a moderate positive relationship while other hypotheses are having weak positive relationships. In the coefficient table (table 6), there are positive values for the perceived risk variable. So, it can be identified that the perceived risk is having an positive impact to the independent variable of Intention.

The significance value for the variable of perceived risk is 0.003 and the confidence level is 95% which create a linear relationship with the independent variable of consumer Intention. According to the "R square" values, perceived risk is having the highest value of 0.278 which effects consumer Intention by 27.8%. So, this is the highest affected variable to the consumer Intention towards using MMT. Therefore, the research study implies that perceived risk is a highly considerable factor concerned by mobile service users in adapting MMT.
H5: Perceived Trust positively impact on consumer Intention to use MMT.

As mentioned previously, a variable should have satisfied a 95% confidence level and a significance level lesser than 0.05 to have a linear relationship with the independent variable. Perceived Trust is having a confidence level of 95% and a significance level of 0.044, therefore Perceived Trust also having a multiple relationship on consumer Intention. As the $R^2$ value of the perceived Trust is 0.239, it affects the dependent variable in 23.9% amount and it is the second most affected variable on MMT according to the research study.

Conclusion

I. What is the relationship between Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Risk and Perceived Trust and Awareness towards Public Intention on MMT in Sri Lanka?

When considering the factors affecting public intention on MMT in Sri Lanka, there were various factors including perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived risk, perceived trust, awareness and etc. Research analysis expressed that there is no relationship between awareness and perceived ease of use to the consumer intention on MMT. It emphasizes that, a considerable amount Sri Lankan mobile consumers are aware of their MMT service provided by their mobile service providers and it does not affect their intention to start consuming MMT. Simply that, though the consumers are aware about MMT, they don't tend to use that service. Likewise, the same situation with the variable of PEOU where there is no relationship with consumer Intention. It means that, though the mobile service users are able to ease their transactions in means of MMT, they are not interested in adapting the service. So, the study reveals that there is no use of advertising about the MMT services to the mobile service consumers in aim of increasing the awareness.

Considering on the analyzed results of remaining variables, Perceived Risk is the most affecting variable on Perceived Intention. It means that, the most of the mobile service consumers are having Risk issues about the MMT services. Therefore, the mobile service providers should take measures to minimize these risk issues on their MMT services or assure their subscribers that there are no risks in dealing with MMT.

Perceived Trust is the second most affected factor on consumer Intention. It conveys that the mobile service consumers have considerable Trust issues about this service even they consumed their mobile packages. Though there is a relationship between perceived usefulness and intention, the mobile service providers should take more actions to make the consumers aware about the usefulness of this service.

So according to the finalized data research study has concluded that from the considered variables, Perceived Risk, Perceived Trust and Perceived Usefulness are the only factors affected on consumer Intention towards MMT.

II. What is the most influencing factor to adapt mobile money transferring in Sri Lanka?

According to the finalized research data and conclusions, it is very clear to understand that the variable of Perceived Risk has the largest impact on the consumer Intention towards MMT. It means that the most of the mobile service users are afraid of registering on this service as they believe that there's a risk, they possess in means of privacy and security.

Therefore, the mobile service providing companies should take measures to minimize these Risk issues their customers feel about MMT as no one would like to risk their private information and money. Mobile service consumers will choose MMT
if they feel much confident about their privacy and security.
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Abstract: With the increasing use of information & communication technologies, and the popularity of various social media applications, incidents of cyberbullying have also increased. A number of studies have been conducted in the recent years to investigate how various social factors influence one’s vulnerability to cyberbullying. This paper reviews the existing literature and develops a conceptual framework on critical social factors predicting cyberbullying victimization. Such a framework would be immensely useful for governments and policymakers as it gives a comprehensive view and understanding of the critical predictors of cyberbullying. Such an understanding is important for devising a holistic approach to addressing cyberbullying through potential victim empowerment and placement of early preventive measures. The conceptual framework developed in this paper identifies family background, school climate and peer relationships as critical social factors for cyberbullying victimization.
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Introduction

A. Background

During the past decade, social networking, instant messaging, and blogs have developed into more prominent tools for social interactions over telephonic or face-to-face interactions, beginning with Myspace and Yahoo chat rooms and progressing, to the now popular Facebook, whatsapp and various other web platforms (Kowalski, Limber, & Agatston, 2012).

This new and rapidly growing form of communication has given way to a new form of bullying in the 21st century called cyberbullying. Hinduja and Patchin (2009) define cyberbullying as “willful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers, cell phones, and other electronic devices”. According to Belsey (2004) "cyberbullying involves the use of information and communication technologies to support deliberate, repeated and hostile behavior by an individual or group that is intended to harm others".

Cyberbullying forms a subset of online harassment and covers a wide range of conduct such as trickery, outing, trolling, catfishing, online impersonation, exclusion, flaming, denigration etc. Recent research has shown that among various forms of harassment that take place in cyberspace, a substantial number of persons are victims of cyberbullying, which leads to a wider realization that cyberbullying is becoming a serious problem (Cross, 2008; Thompson, Smith, & Goldsmith, 2008). For instance, “The Pew Internet and American Life Project on Cyberbullying” conducted in 2006, using a sample of 935 teens age 12 to 17 years-old and their parents living in continental United States, found that one out of three teens have been cyberbullied in the past year (Lenhart, 2007). These findings signify the
importance of carrying out a thorough examination of cyberbullying victimization enquiring into the root causes of it.

B. Research Objective

This article enquires into the social antecedents (risk factors) of cyberbullying victimization and discusses how certain socio environmental factors such as family background, school climate and peer relationships etc. influence a person being more vulnerable to cyberbullying victimization.

Social Factors which Predict Cyberbullying Victimization

Human behavior is shaped by the complex interactions in multiple contexts including the individual, family, peer, and school environments (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Accordingly, through a comprehensive review of literature, this part of the article aims to extend the body of research on cyberbullying victimization by determining how victimization is predicted by a person's social surrounding.

A. The impact of family background

Family is viewed as one setting embedded within broader societal and cultural settings, all of which influence the shaping of an individual's development (Marrett et al., 2018). Grusec et al. (2014) suggest that the family background of a person has an important bearing on his/her development.

It has been shown that the most important prerequisite of a child's survival is his or her connection with the parents. This connection serves many functions, but there is increasing evidence that the qualities of such early relationships influences the way a child's brain develops, particularly the part of the brain that involves physiological, emotional and behavioral self-regulation (Newman, Sivaratnam & Komiti, 2015; Swain et al., 2007).

Similarly, in the context of cyberbullying victimization, negative family dynamics and parental characteristics serve as risk factors (Buelga et al., 2015). Thus, this part of the study aims to assess the role of five family background related strain elements, namely, Lack of parental support and poor parent-child communication; Family conflict; Deprived socio-economic status and deprived employment situation; and Parental educational level as possible predictors of cyberbullying victimization.

1). Lack of parental support and poor parent-child communication

Certain studies have explored the association between parenting and cyberbullying victimization. Initial research has found that cyberbully-victims experienced less parental monitoring and reported poorer emotional bonds with their parents than children who have not experienced cyberbullying (Ybarra et al., 2007; Ybarra & Mitchell, 2004; Eroğlu & Peker, 2011). Wang et al. (2009) have assessed parental support in relation to cyberbullying using four measures: (a) whether parents provided help when needed, (b) were loving, (c) understood children's problems, and (d) were able to make them feel better when upset. The authors found that most of those who were cyberbullied had a family history with a significantly less parental support.

Additionally, it was found that both the cyber and traditional victims of bullying more often reported having authoritarian or neglectful parents. (Conor, 2016; Dilmaç and Aydoan, 2010). Authoritarian parenting includes imposing strict rules in an obedience-valued environment; for instance, authoritarian parents commonly use corporal punishment in order to modify their child's behavior (Baumrind, 1966). Studies by Baldry and Farrington...
(2000) and Wang et al. (2009) show that increased parental pressure will predict significantly higher rates of cyberbullying victimization. Similarly, Dehue et al. (2012) who examined the relationship between cyberbullying victims and parenting characteristics, reported victims of cyberbullying having parents who were less responsive to their needs, but were also more demanding.

A study by Bornstein & Bornstein (2014) shows that authoritarian parenting style minimize opportunities for children to learn to cope with stress. According to them, too much control and demandingness may limit children's opportunities to make decisions for themselves or to make their needs known to their parents. Furthermore, authoritarian parents were found to display low level of engagement and trust toward their children. They most often discourage open communication and make strict control of a child’s behaviour (Hoskins, 2014). According to Nijhof and Engels (2007), the authoritarian parenting style is related with the lower level of ability and self-confidence to employ coping mechanisms among adolescents and thus restricts a child to explore his/her capabilities and social interactions, eventually resulting in the child’s dependence on parental guidance and direction. Hence, it can be argued that these inherent features are the reason which makes a person brought up in an authoritarian parenting environment more vulnerable to cyberbullying victimization.

Similarly, parent-child communication also has been one of the most studied dynamic variables and there is a fairly high degree of agreement between the researchers that it is one of the most important variables influencing cyberbullying victimization. On the one hand, Boniel-Nissim and Sasson (2018) found that a poor parent–child communication was associated with cyberbullying victimization. Larrañaga et al. (2016) also found that a poor quality of family communication, avoidant, not open, and with difficulties in general, is related to a greater probability of becoming a cyberbullying victim. These finding coincides with the results of the research by Shapka et al. (2010) who point to the importance of communication-based parent-child relations; accordingly, a child revealing or disclosing information about his/her online behavior to his or her parents or to a family member was found to have a negative correlation with cyberbullying victimization. On the other hand, both positive mother–child communication and father–child communication were associated with lower risks of cybervictimization (Boniel-Nissim and Sasson, 2018). These results agree with the previous findings of the research conducted by Doty et al. (2017), who found that parent–child communication offered direct protection for students, thus reducing the likelihood of them being cyberbullied.

As aforesaid, lack of family support, parental care and parent child communication is evidently a predictor of cyberbullying victimization. This is because the relationship and communication that exist within a family play a key role in an individual’s socialization as it is the main the way in which he/she learns to interact with others (Bavelas & Segal, 1982; Checkland, 1999). Parent–child relations are among the most important protecting factors against unfavorable circumstances for children (Wallen & Rubin, 1997). Effective parent–child communication parental support help adolescents to develop the necessary problem-solving skills (Noller, 1995) and enables them to deal more effectively with the problems and challenges they face. Such communication is therefore more likely to encourage the development of positive self-
concepts. Studies indicate that positive parent-child communication is associated with less compulsive Internet use (Van den Eijnden, Spijkerman, Vermulst, van Rooij & Engels, 2010). Further on, positive communication with parents constitutes a protective factor against the development of psychological problems; specifically, positive parent-adolescent communication has been associated with higher levels of adolescent psychological well-being (Lam, Shek, Tang & Lee, 2003).

2) Family conflict

A negative family climate, where there are frequent conflicts among the family member specially between parents where they argue about the same things over and over, have serious arguments, or often insult or yell at each other (Hemphill et al., 2014), has been positively related to cyberbullying victimization (Cava, Musitu, & Murgui, 2007; Lereya et al., 2013; Martínez-Ferrer, Moreno, Amador, & Orford, 2011, Buelga et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018). In a study by Marret and Choo (2017) using students from randomly selected public secondary schools in the state of Negeri Sembilan, Malasia (using a sample of 1487 students between 15 years and 16 years of age) found out that students who experienced high levels of parental conflict were twice as more likely to be cyber-victims. Shams et al. (2017) discovered that children who had witnessed violence between their parents were more likely to show cyberbullying behavior. However, Le et al. (2017) found that witnessing violence between their parents was a significant predictor of cyberbullying perpetration, but not in case of victimization.

Frequent and intense conflicts or fighting between parents has a negative impact on children’s sense of safety and security which affects their relationships with their parents and with others. Parental conflict violent, intense or poorly resolved, that focuses on children is also linked to adjustment problems, particularly when children blame themselves for their parents’ problems. Accordingly, in families where there is a high level of conflict and animosity between parents, children are at a greater risk of developing emotional, social and behavioral problems, as well as difficulties with concentration and educational achievement (Harold, 2013; Castro & Priegue, 2019). Children who are placed in the middle of their parents’ dispute (by either parent) are more likely to be angry, stressed, depressed or anxious, and have poorer relationships with their parents than children who are not used in this way, and thereby create individual who have more vulnerable to get victimized to cyberbullying (Buelga, Ferrer & Cava, 2017; Cross et al., 2015). Hence it is evident that the aforementioned behavioral and emotional problems which are triggered by family conflict, ultimately result creating an individual who will become an easy prey of cyberbullying victimization.

‘Good quality parenting’, or parenting that provides structure, warmth, emotional support and positive reinforcement in contrast to a family with constant fighting and irreconcilable arguments, has been found to reduce the aforesaid impacts of conflict (Chen & Liu, 2012). Thus, providing children with an environment in which they feel physically and psychologically safe is critically important for their wellbeing and must be given high priority as a measure against cyber victimization.

3) Deprived socio-economic status and poor employment situation

Regarding parental employment situation and economic status, Bevilacqua et al. (2017) found that a low socio-economic status was associated with a greater risk of being a cyberbullying victim. In addition, Jansen et al., (2012) found that children
belonging to low-income families experienced cyber bullying more than those from moderate-income families. Chen et al. (2018) have also found low family income and father's unemployment to be associated with cyber-victimization. To the contrary, Uludasdemir and Kucuk (2018) found no relationship between parental employment situations and cyberbullying victimization. Shaheen et al. (2018) also stated that the parents' job did not have an impact on the adolescents' cyber victimization experience. However as mentioned above, despite of a few studies, socio-economic status and lower employment situation of the family, to a greater extent, is shown to have a positive link with cyberbullying victimization.

It has been found that this is mainly due to the fact that socio-economic status of the family and parental employment situation is a powerful predictor of many facets of a child’s personality. These facets of personality may encompass elements such as cognitive ability, risk preferences, and resilience etc. (Huisman et al, 2010).

For an instance, children and adolescents with a lower cognitive ability or those who lack the mental capability that basically involves the ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and learn from experience etc. have a lower resilience to adverse circumstances than children and adolescents with greater cognitive ability (Gottfredson, 1997). Studies have disclosed that the reason for this might be the fact that the individuals with a greater cognitive ability are more successful in finding solutions for stressful situations or learn more quickly how to avoid them and to regain functioning—to ‘rebound or recoil’—in the face of adversity than those who do not possess that ability (Decker et al, 2015; Huisman et al., 2010).

Moreover, deprived parental employment status and low parental socio-economic position is also believed to be an important risk factor for the development of both personality and internalized problems in the child. Internalized problems which are associated with a group of emotional symptoms of an individual reveals more prevalent effortful control of behavior, feelings of sadness, low self-esteem, behavioral inhibition, and fears (Novak and Mihić, 2018). Previous studies reveal that this is because it reflects exposure to a disadvantageous social environment during important developmental phases in the early life course. Such disadvantaged environments may be characterized by economic hardship, heightened levels of stress, poor parenting, and child abuse within the family, or by neighborhood factors such as poor housing, substance abuse and delinquency (Huisman et al., 2010; Burger et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2019). In the light of the above substantial evidence as provided by former studies, it can be suggested that these outcomes which is a direct result of having a deprived employment and socio-economic status lead to an increased vulnerability to cyberbullying victimization.

4) Parental educational level

Furthermore, in relation to the parents’ education level, there are different findings in the existing literature. Cakir et al. (2016) discovered that students with parents possessing a low level of education were more likely to be cyber victims. However, in the study conducted by Chen et al. (2018) only the mother’s low level of education was associated with cyberbullying victimization. In Soydas and Ucanok's (2014) study, they find that the daughters of the mothers whose education level is low are more often vulnerable to cyberbullying. Further it has been shown that students whose mothers do not have or drop out
high school education have more cyberbullying victimization behaviors compared to the students whose mothers have high school education or completed higher education (Eroglu et al., 2015). Conversely, some other studies report that parents with a high level of education increased the likelihood of cyberbullying victimization (Uludasdemir and Kucuk, 2018; Laftman, Modin and Ostberg, 2013).

Parental knowledge and awareness of online bullying is also associated with parental educational level. To be more specific, higher the parents’ educational level, greater the parents’ willingness to be informed of the safer use of new technologies by their children and to adopt a proper parenting style. Specifically, this provides guidance for parents as a first step to know the risks that children may be faced with. Likewise, parents should learn about the nature and forms that cyberbullying take place, as well as the resources, materials and organizations where they can find help to deal with cyberbullying (Navarro & Serna, 2015). Thus, it can be said that parental lack of awareness as to these aspects can also form a risk factor for cyberbullying victimization.

Accordingly, despite of a very few research findings, there is a considerable consensus amongst most of the available literature on the positive association between parents with a lower educational level and the risk of being cyberbullied.

B. School climate

It is increasingly recognized that school climate—the quality and character of school life—affects children’s development, learning and achievement. School climate includes the norms, goals, values, interpersonal relationships, teaching, learning and leadership practices, and organizational structures that comprise school life (National School Climate Council, 2007). There is evidence that school factors, such as poor school climate (students’ sense of belonging to school and respect for and fair treatment of students by school staff), are associated with greater rates of cyberbullying victimization (Williams & Guerra, 2007). Sourander et al. (2010) incorporated measures of school environment in their research, finding that cyberbully victims felt significantly less safe at school, and were more likely to report that their teachers did not care about them. Kowalski et al. (2014) also observed that it is possible that negative school climate could increase the vulnerability to cyber victimization among the schools’ students.

On the other hand, Williams and Guerra (2007) found that positive school affiliation and a perception of the climate as trusting, fair and pleasant had protective impacts for both cyber harassment, violence and bullying (Calmaestra-Villen, 2011; Cappadocia, 2009; Taiariol, 2010; Kowalski et al., 2014).

The following is explanatory of what makes a negative school climate increase the vulnerability to cyberbullying victimization: When a child is being educated in such a surrounding there is a high probability that he or she won’t be immune to cyberbullying victimization. This is mainly due to the fact that inhospitable school surroundings do not cater to the creation of an individual who is socially, mentally and physically active, since it lacks a climate related to connectedness, belongingness, safety, school spirit and good morale (Hinduja, 2013). Moreover, non-supportive school climate thwarts any attempt made by an individual to develop his/her cognitive skills, problem solving skills, skills about group life including learning to express and integrate their own feelings etc. (Berzoff et al., 2016) which ultimately creates an individual child who lacks the
ability to fight against cyberbullying because he has not learnt the basic skills of life from the school, the next place after family, which ought to enable all children to find positive pathways to adulthood. Thus, the facts mentioned above suggest that, a person who studies or who emerges from a school setting which is non-supportive, such a person has a tendency to be more vulnerable to cyberbullying victimization since such school environment act as a barrier for the development of one’s intellectual, interpersonal and social skills.

C. Peer relationships

Bukowski, Hoza, & Boivin (1994) states that having high quality friendships have been shown to offer support and feelings of connectedness and security and also to act as a buffer against negative impact that result from cyberbullying victimization experiences. However, it should also be noted that reduced and unhealthy peer support or loneliness emerges as a predictor of cyber harassment victimization in children and youth (Pavri, 2015).

Although findings on online harassment victimization and peer relationships are limited, victims of cyberbullying have been found to rate their friendships they had before victimization as being less trusting, caring, and helpful (Williams & Guerra, 2007). One study that focused on 12–17-year-old cyberbullying victims showed that among other factors less support friends was a significant predictor of being negatively affected by cyberbullying. (Ortega, Elipe & Monks, 2012).

Children rejected by peers and without friends have been also considered at risk for victimization and also it has been suggested that being socially isolated could be a risk factor (Hodges et al., 1997; Hodges & Perry, 1999; Schwartz, McFadyen-Ketchum, Dodge, Pettit, & Bates, 1999). As shown above, although there is a visible connection between having poor peer relationships and increased susceptibility to cyber bullying victimization, further research need to be carried out in this regard since most of the available literature focus on the area of peer support being a protective factor which can be used to remedy the negative impact of cyber bullying victimization rather than focusing on poor peer relationships as a predictor of cyber victimization.

Conclusion and Implications

A. Conceptual framework

This study examined how various components of the society (e.g.: parents, school, peers etc.) act as predictors of cyber harassment victimization by taking into consideration selected literature on the subject. Findings from this study indicate how factors such as lack of parental support, conflicts within the family, struggle for employment of the parents and educational level of parents contribute towards exposure to victimization whereas the risk is no less depending on one’s school climate and peer relations and the amalgamation of these parameters can be indicated in a conceptual map as follows.

![Figure 1: Social Level Predictors of Cyberbullying Victimization](image-url)
B. Implications for governments and policy makers

The above analysis reveals that negative family background, weak peer relationships and negative school climate have significant positive correlations with cyberbullying victimization, implying the fact that in order to change the ongoing pattern of cyberbullying victimization, the transformation should start from within the society.

Accordingly, schools could make use of the above findings to create a favorable school climate where there is a supportive and close relationship between the school and its students and equip the school with necessary techniques to make the school staff and its students ready to face this form of victimization by incorporating those into the school curriculum and by training the school staff to handle such situations etc. Moreover, as evident form the above review children learning through interactions with parents provide the foundation for later literacy and life learning process. Thus, it is also suggested that parents can utilize the above findings as an opportunity to talk and interact with their children and to strengthen the bond and understanding between them, as the relationship of a parent to a child – the emotional quality of their interaction, the experiences they share, the adult’s beliefs about the child’s capabilities – helps motivate young children’s cognitive development and inspire their self-confidence.

Moreover, the abovementioned correlation between various social factors and cyberbullying victimization can be utilized by governments and policymakers in formulating a mechanism through which cyberbullying victimization can be remedied. This includes empowering individuals who are potential targets of cyberbullying and implementing early preventive measures which include social involvement, in conjunction with the traditional approach centered on technical remedies and deterrence of the perpetrator by imposing penalizing provisions.

The above findings contribute to a better understanding of the cyberbullying phenomenon, thus, opening up new directions for the analysis of antecedents and predictors of victimization in cyberspace, eventually creating a society immune to cyberbullying.
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Abstract: The continued growth of technological advancements and improved Internet comprehension has converted the nature of day-to-day customer activities, and most offline operations have moved to online operations. In this context, electronic-commerce transactions in Sri Lanka are expected to continue to grow in the near future. The aim of the study is to investigate the factors affecting young consumers’ online purchase intention in Sri Lanka. The study will consider online purchase intention of young consumers with special reference to undergraduates of KDU in Sri Lanka. The research is based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Perceived Risk Theory and the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) which are commonly used theories in the research field of online purchase intention. The research explores how the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived risk, subjective norms and attitude towards the behaviour affect the online purchase intention of young consumers. In terms of research methodology, this study follows the quantitative approach, and the necessary data for the execution of the study were gathered through questionnaires distributed around 400 young consumers in KDU. Further, the study employed regression analysis. The researchers found that perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived risk, subjective norms and attitudes towards behaviour have significant influence with positive effect on online purchase intention of young consumers in Sri Lanka.
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Introduction

Over the last two decades, the Internet has been developing rapidly with an appropriate digital economy driven by the global development of information technology. With these technological developments, many business organizations use these facilities to enhance and promote their image of goods and services using websites (Osman, Yin-Fah & Choo, 2010). Nowadays almost everyone has been given the opportunity to access the internet and conduct their day to day tasks with the use of the internet and new technologies.

Many internet and web users use these technologies for online shopping. Shopping came into practice thousands of years ago. In the old days, there was very little population for a village, and it was not a very profitable business for them. So, people use to sell their good in weekly fairs. All sellers gather to one place with their selling items and sell them to others for the desired price. But with the development of technology people wanted to do things very easily. They wanted to buy things when they want as soon as possible. So, the supermarkets were taken place in the world. But it wasn’t enough for the people with the rapid development of the internet and technologies. They wanted their basic necessities to their doorstep instead of going out and buy things. Because of the busy life schedule of people, their life is becoming more and more complicated day by day. Due to these reasons, sellers seek to use technology for their selling techniques and with the help of the internet, online shopping was invented by web developers. Unlike traditional shopping, it is very easy to use the internet to buy internet users day
to-day family needs and it can be done by just in a few seconds with their fingertip touch.

When it comes to online shopping, transactions make over the Internet. This task is primarily cognitive activity. Consumers do their shopping on their computer or hand-held devices rather than having to prepare and drive to several shopping malls. Not only busy businessmen but also housewives who always at their home use online shopping nowadays. In online shopping behavior consistency includes consumer behavior and shopping habits (Vellido et al., 2000). In addition, lifestyle compatibility can reflect on the consumer opinion of those who purchase goods online (Goldsmith and Bridges, 2000). Online shopping has been around in this world for more than 30 years, but it has become known to the general public in the last decade. There are two major E-Business styles. They are business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-customer (B2C). Under B2B, it is established that a particular company operates digital networks with its vendors, distributors, and other stakeholders. On the other hand, B2C deals with the sale of products and services through electronic networks to customers. Although the general public is familiar with B2C, B2B plays a major revenue role.

According to the latest statistics, Sri Lanka’s Internet penetration improved by 30% during 2016, and Online users grew by up to 6.1 million, particularly due to the availability of multiple link options such as smartphone options, broadband options and dial-up options. This has a tremendous impact on Sri Lankan’s life. And also because of this, several online activities have increased public media and especially e-commerce activities (Colombo Digital Marketers, 2017). In addition to these things, according to a recent comprehensive report published by Kayamu, in Sri Lanka, online transactions are likely to grow by more than 72% in the near future (Khan, 2017). This research is targeted to investigate the factors affecting to young consumer’s online purchase intention of undergraduates in Sri Lanka.

**Problem Statement**

Nowadays online purchasing has become more popular among young consumers even in Sri Lanka. Awareness of computer tools and techniques has raised among young generation not only in urban areas but also in rural areas. They are attractive advances in computer technologies such as e-commerce and e-businesses with the advancement of education systems, there is a automatically a high demand for the purchase and use of new products it made it easier to obtain product data and client can buy the product after receiving product reviews and feedback and also due to the busy life with the competition of studying, young consumers tend to shop in a relaxed way for their own comfort (Sharma, 2013).

When it comes to online purchasing intention among young consumers, there are many factors affecting for online purchase intention such as perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived risk, attitude towards the behavior and subjective norms according to previous studies in world. Therefore, considering these background researchers tend to investigate that, how can these factors affect for young consumers online purchase intention in Sri Lanka.

**Research Objectives**

The primary objective of this research is to investigate whether perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived Risk, Attitude toward behavior and Subjective norm will make an influence on the online purchase intention of the young consumers.

**Literature Review**

A. **Introduction**

The purpose of the literature review is to investigate the factors that influence intention of young customers when purchasing online shopping. There exist a number of models and theories to determine the customers’ intention

B. **Theoretical Background**

1) Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
TAM, developed by Davis (1986), is an adoption of TRA specifically designed to model the acceptance of information systems by users. The purpose of TAM is to provide a general description of the determinants of computer acceptance that can clarify user behavior across a wide range of end-user computing technologies and user communities, while at the same time being theoretically justified (Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1989). There are two determinants in the Technology Acceptance Model, namely perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. At first, the TAM is unique to the use of the information system to implement the principles of ease of use and usefulness. In contrast, the TAM is more parsimonious and it is more applicable in the different applications of the information system (Keyan, 2011).

2) Perceived Risk Theory

Arrow (1950), Humphreys and Kenderdine (1979) and Taylor (1975) highlights Perceived risk “represents an uncertain, probabilistic potential future outlay”. Perceived risk generally means the disagreement among the consumers have before purchasing a product or a service. Perceived risk could be considered naturally subjective and could vary from person to person and time to time (Bhasin, 2019). Customers often discuss with experts, family or friends about the product when buying products with a higher perceived risk and then make their choice. A common belief is that a majority of buyers tend to prefer products with high perceived risks–which already has a good review (Bhasin, 2019).

3) Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)

The theory of reasoned action (TRA) is intended to explain the connection within human action between attitudes and behaviors. This theory was introduced by Fishbein and Ajzen. The theory states that voluntary behavior of a person could be predicted by that person’s attitude relating to a particular behavior combined with view point of the surrounding personal on the fact that person should or should not conduct a particular act. With the model generated by the TRA, behavioral intention which defines the true behavior, is an additive function of attitudes and subjective norms. Attitudes include both negative and positive behavioral outcomes while subjective norms describe the applicable effects arising from the surrounding people. Attitudes and social norms could be changed to improve the chances of actual execution of the actions considered (Nguyen et al., 2018).

C. Empirical Literature

1) Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Usefulness (PU), representing a person’s strong belief in the use of technology, will be helpful in increasing efficiency (Kim, 2012). Perceived usefulness relates to the result of the online purchase experience. Detailed information, availability and speed, as well as the accessibility and easy to make orders, have often been listed as the major advantages of online shopping. For Internet users who have experience and busy during regular shopping times, the speed and accessibility of shopping can be actually useful advantages (Cho and Sagynov, 2015).

2) Perceived ease of use

Perceived ease of use (EOU) relates to the degree to which the potential consumer intends the target process to be effortless (Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1989). when Applying the definition to context of online purchase, ease of use relates to consumers’ expectations that buying through the Internet will implicate a minimal effort. Although perceived usefulness relates to consumers’ expectations of the end result of online purchase experience, perceived ease of use relates to their expectations of the method leading to a concluding online shopping outcome.

3) Perceived Risk

Perceived risk is associated to a consumer’s perceived value and the degree of risk when making a specific purchase decision (Cox and Rich, 1964). A buyer would take into account the variety risks associated with a purchase before purchasing that product. The types of risks are classified as
perceived or anticipated risks (Moshrefjavadi et al., 2012). Research suggests that customers typically prefer to buy goods which doesn’t require physical inspection using electronic commerce (Peterson et al., 1997). In general, as lower the perceived risk of experience could be guaranteed for the buyer through brick-and-mortar store for the product purchase it would be the general preference.

4) Attitude towards the Behavior

Attitude is the favorable or unfavorable feeling of a person to perform a particular behavior. Such principles are called values of conduct. When he or she positively judges it, a person may plan to follow a certain action. Attitudes of a person are closely related to the confidence of an individual for the acquired results of behavioral achievements (behavioral beliefs), which are classified by self-assessment of the consequences (evaluations of results). This proves that attitude could over define beliefs of a person to provide positive or negative outcome for the result resulted by a behaviour.

5) Subjective Norms

Subjective Norms are considered to be a result of perceptions that the action is accepted or disapproved by individuals. Subjective norms are generally established by a considered set of beliefs. Established social effect in general would be characterized by the effect of surrounding individuals, which leads to adapt to their interests and acceptance. Even if the action may not be endorsed or authorized by an individual, pre-established social manipulation results pressure on an individual to agree upon the community social norms.

D. Conceptual Framework

As shown in figure 1 the conceptual framework has five independent variables which are known as Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived risk, subjective norms and attitude towards the behavior and one dependent variable known as online purchase intention. the variables are based on three major theories known as perceived risk theory, TRA and TAM.

According to the conceptual framework researcher has come up with five hypotheses.

H1: Perceived usefulness influences the online purchase intention of young consumers.
H2: Perceived ease of use influences the online purchase intention of young consumers.
H3: Perceived risk influences the online purchase intention of young consumers.
H4: Attitude towards the behavior influences the online purchase intention of young consumers.
H5: Subjective norms influences the online purchase intention of young consumers.

Data Collection

This research conducted by using quantitative method. The study is a descriptive prevalence study also known as cross-sectional analysis, related to
quantitative method. The research is based on deductive approach which is concerned with building up hypotheses relevant to a prevalent theory, and then constructing a research strategy to measure the hypotheses (Research-Methodology, 2019). Technology Acceptance Model, Theory of reasoned Action and Perceived Risk Theory are the theories which have based on the research approach. The sampling frame used in this study was distributed to undergraduate students representing the Ratmalana Branch of General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University in Sri Lanka. The sample of the study was distributed among 351 out of 4009 undergraduates. In this study stratified random sampling method was identified as the most preferable. The survey will be conducted by using questionnaire as data collection method. The questionnaire is generally based on three major theories used in the study. There are seven sections which examine each conception model in the questionnaire.

Data Analysis
A. Reliability
The researchers tested the reliability of each concept and confirmed that the measurements consistently reflected the measured structure based on the data collected (Hair, et al., 2009). The Research article state that Flynn, et al. (1994) if the value is higher than or equal to 0.6, it means that the collected data is accurate and appropriate.

Table 1: Reliability Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Cronbach's alpha</th>
<th>N of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risk</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes towards Behavior</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norms</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Purchase Intention</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Normality
If the Skewness and kurtosis values are less than three times their standard error values, Hair et al. (2009) assumes that the variables are normally distributed. For Skewness, the agreed value should be within -1 to + 1 and for Kurtosis, meaning that the variables are normally distributed should be within -3 to + 3 (Hair, et al., 2009).

Table 2: Normality Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Std. Error of Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Std. Error of Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>-.395</td>
<td>.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use</td>
<td>-.093</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>-.625</td>
<td>.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risk</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>-.375</td>
<td>.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude towards the Behavior</td>
<td>.529</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.194</td>
<td>.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norms</td>
<td>.246</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.210</td>
<td>.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Purchase Intention</td>
<td>.662</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.745</td>
<td>.267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Linearity
In this study linearity was tested between online purchase intention and five variables. Here online purchase intention is the dependent variable while other five variables are independent variables. When considering the significance values all relationships show an accepted significance level.

Table 3: Linearity Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>R square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU and OPI</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>44.449</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEU and OPI</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>29.306</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR and OPI</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>40.340</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB and OPI</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>159.827</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN and OPI</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>98.651</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors
D. Validity

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test can be used to determine the validity and typically KMO should be between 0-1. If the value of the KMO is closer to 1 indicates that the data collected is appropriate (Kim and Mueller, 1978). According to the table, the results of the study’s KMO test are intermediate so that it can be considered as scientifically valid data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: KMO test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

E. Multicollinearity

The tolerance value must usually be greater than 0.1 and if the tolerance level is “0” it indicates a complete multicollinearity while the tolerance value ”1” does not mean multicollinearity. According to Field (2005), VIF should be less than 10. When considering the above tables, all tolerance levels are higher than 0.1 and all predictor variable VIF values are less than 10. It indicates that there is no multicollinearity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Multicollinearity Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes towards Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

F. Correlation

Pearson’s coefficient of correlation is usually used to determine the correlation as a tool. The coefficient(r) should range from -1 to + 1 for a proper correlated relationship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Correlation Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

In all of the above hypotheses the coefficient for correlation of Pearson is greater than 0.2. So, it can be assumed that there are strong positive relationships between H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5. Significance value can also be used as a measure to take a hypothesis decision when the meaning (p) is less than 0.05 is highly acceptable. All the hypotheses are below 0.01 can be considered reliable significance (p<0.05). So, as mentioned in table H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 above, accurate relationship will be established.

G. Regression

Regression is a mathematical method used to analyze variables relationships. The research article (Baron et al. 1986) state that the regression analysis should be performed in three stages, taking into account three linear regressions. Firstly, analyzed the linear relationship between independent variables and Online Purchase Intention. Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Risk, Attitudes towards Behavior and Subjective Norms consider as independent variables which represent the Online Purchase Indention. The following tables were generated to analyze the linear regression by using SPSS.
a. Predictors: (constant), Subjective Norms, Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Risk, Attitudes towards the Behavior, Perceived Usefulness.

According to the above table the R value has a positive relationship with the dependent variable of Online Purchase Intention due to R value is 0.572. R square suggested the ratio of the stated variance from 0 to 1 as a percentage. The modified R square, which is 0.327 is statistically significant and indicates that the difference between Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Risk, Attitudes towards Behavior and Subjective Norms defines 32.7% of the variance in online reputation. The standard error of the estimate is 0.453 and it suggest the sample size of 351 represent the young consumers in Sri Lanka.

Table 8: ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Square</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>30.288</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.058</td>
<td>28.681</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>68.853</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>99.142</td>
<td>331</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

a. Dependent Variable: Online Purchase Intention
b. Predictors: (Constant), Subjective Norms, Perceived Risk, Perceived Ease of Use, Attitudes towards Behavior, Perceived Usefulness

According to the above table it can be observed that the overall regression model is significant where F = 28.681 and p<0.05 under 95% of confidence level. So that it can be concluded that the linear regression in the above case is significant. The next output of regression analysis is the following table which depicts the standardized beta coefficient which the researchers can use it to determine the relative importance of independent variables on the dependent variable.

Table 9: Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.779</td>
<td>.229</td>
<td>3.402</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>.156</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.178</td>
<td>2.807</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.108</td>
<td>2.013</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>.162</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>.174</td>
<td>3.512</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB</td>
<td>.296</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.241</td>
<td>3.999</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>.333</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>5.822</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

The researchers derived following formula by using the beta coefficient.

Regression equation.

\[ Y = a + (PU) + (PE) + (PR) + (ATP) + (SN) + \varepsilon \]

Y - Online Purchase Intention
PU - Perceived Usefulness
PE - Perceived Ease of Use
PR - Perceived Risk
ATP - Attitudes towards Behavior
SN - Subjective Norms
\( \varepsilon \) - Error term

According to the regression equation if Online Purchase Intention increase by one unit while another factor is constant when the Perceived Usefulness would be increase by 0.178 units, Perceived Ease of Use would be increase by 0.108 units, Perceived Risk would be increase by 0.174 units, Attitudes Towards Behavior would be increase by 0.241 units and Subjective Norms would be increase by 0.386 units on average.

Conclusion

This study specifically examined the factors that influence Online Purchase Intentions from a technical point of view and the researchers used variables in a TAM model, TRA model and Perceived Risk model to explain the factors that influence Online Purchase Intentions. The Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Risk, Attitudes Towards Behavior and Subjective Norms were the variables which were used as factors...
during this research and after the study the researchers verified that all above factors have a significant impact to Online Purchase Intention of undergraduates.

As a summery, the findings confirm that the Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Attitudes Towards Behavior, Subjective Norms and Perceived Risk have a positive impact to Online Purchase Intention in Sri Lanka. According to our findings Attitude towards Behavior and Subjective norms are two variables which have highly affected to online purchase intention of young consumers'. Further Subjective norms is the highly influenced factor or the variable than Attitude towards Behavior.

At the same time the researchers provide that the Attitude towards Behavior and Subjective norms have an impact to online purchase intention. Therefore, that information useful to the government of Sri Lanka before taken a decision related to the online businesses. Also, it is useful for web retailers for their business transactions. Web retailers can use a variety of mechanism to create a positive Attitude of trust in the mind of consumers. Thus, affecting more consumers to the web stores. Although the Perceived Risk is one of the major factors influencing the purchase intention, web designers should pay particular attention to this factor when selling their products and services. If online retailers can plan their organizational layout and merchandise with well-organized content, it will improve their consumers' Online Purchase Intention.

As recommendations, the result of this study could be served as a foundation for further research about online purchase as a new strategy beyond Traditional media marketing tools. In Sri Lanka there are different internet penetrations in each province and it may affect for consumers’ online purchase intention. The process is used by most of the people regarding of the gender, age and region a considerable sample size should be used for an effective representative of the entire study population chosen from different young consumers rather than choosing undergraduates only. In addition, demographic factors could be further investigated such as specifying into different ranges to observe the impact of these factors on online purchase intention. Further, in the present study it is only used quantitative data because of the convenience. If the qualitative data also used it would be more effectively. According to the technological development the features of platforms are changing day by day. Future researchers can improve this study through the influence of technological development.

A number of limitations and direction for future research are to be noted in the study. The data were collected from just one particular University in Sri Lanka. Study can be further affected to other universities and comparative study based on various provinces. The study was based on quantitative data and further research may be carried out embedding qualitative data gathered through interviews and focused group discussions for indeapth analysis.
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Consumer Preference Towards Own Brands with Special Reference to Own Brands of Cargills & Keells Supermarkets

Jayamina Senanayake, Chamindu Nawaruwan, Sathira Heshan, Sandeepa Herath and Lahiru Gunathilake

Abstract: The supermarkets in Sri Lanka operate in an oligopolistic market in which the players have head to head competition. In order to win such competition, several supermarkets introduced their own brands, which are available at relatively cheaper rates than those of branded products. With this background, the study was carried out to examine the consumer preference towards such own brands introduced by Cargills & Keells Supermarkets in Sri Lanka. When developing the conceptual framework, brand equity model was used and the study explored how the brand image, brand trust, brand awareness, brand loyalty, brand association and perceived quality impact on the consumer preference towards own brands. The data was gathered through questionnaires distributed around 250 consumers in the western province. As per the correlation and multiple regression analysis, it was found that, brand image, brand trust, brand awareness, brand loyalty, brand association and perceived quality have a significant influence on consumer preference towards own brands. Hence, in order to place them ahead in competition, supermarkets should invest on their own brands while developing their product portfolio further.

Keywords: Brand equity, Consumer preference, Own brands

Introduction

It is very essential for brand managers and the own brand manufactures to have a clear and a wide understanding of the customers’ expectations, likes, dislike, motivations and inclinations that drive a customer to purchase a new product (Yang & Tsou, 2017). In the modern world marketing plays a very competitive role. Simply it is like a battle field fighting for a new company to attract new customers. If any country has strong retail sector that can be identified as the most important factor that affect to economy of the country. In the modern world retail sector has become a necessity for a society (Wanninayake & Randiwela, 2017). In Sri Lanka, supermarket concept was developed with the departmental store namely of Cargills and millers. Firstly, the supermarkets started in 1980s and expanded from 2000 onwards. At the present supermarket is at the growing stage in the business life cycle (Ratnayake, 2014). Mostly around 600 supermarket outlets are around the country with influencing Cargill’s food city and keels super as the main supermarket chain. After considering the major supermarkets where sub supermarkets could be seen as well. Sentra, Kings super, Arpico, sun up, park and shop, crystal and prince super and there can be seen a lot of single owner self-service and also retail supermarkets are running throughout the country (Gunewardene & Alihussain, 2018). In recent years retailing market has risen rapidly with comparison to above mentioned supermarkets. Major supermarket chain has improved as a result of mushrooming food and grocery items. With the passage of five year time it was observed private supermarkets have grown/ escalated throughout the country and the it spreaded to the urban areas. This has been mainly due to the desire of the
retail customers and the changing of the lifestyle. And also it creates a new social circle of wealthy people in outstation areas. When considering the western province Supermarkets have already been established where as private supermarket owners are risky. (Essays, 2018). At the present Situation, Sri Lankan Supermarket industry can be identified as an oligopolistic market. And also, there is competition which named as "head to head" competition. Therefore, most of the supermarket use several strategies to win the market share such as low-cost method and product differentiate. Further they have introduced their own brands (Keels K-Choice, Cargills My-Choice) for their consumers by giving names by those products.

**Problem Statement**

At the present supermarkets already introduced their own brands to the market under new brand name. Building a brand among consumers can be identified as a complicated task and it takes considerable time. At the present Sri Lankan supermarket culture has been rapidly growing over the past year (Anon, 2019). And also there can be identified huge competition among the existing supermarkets. Therefore building an own brand in this culture is not an easy task. And also it is a difficult task to creating a brand memorable and in superior in qualities (Lee & Back, 2010). When we consider about the recent culture of the supermarkets, they were already able to introduce their own brands to the market under new brand name.

When considering the Sri Lankan supermarket culture, Cargills and Keells which can be considered as most popular supermarkets among the Sri Lankans have introduced their own brands in a successful manner. They have introduced wide range of products through the My-Choice (by Cargills) and K-Choice (by Keells).

Therefore, considering these background researchers tend to investigate into what is the current consumer preference towards own brands developed by the supermarkets and investigate what are the factors that affect to the consumer preference towards own brands of Sri Lankan supermarkets.

**Research Objectives**

In this study researchers identified both primary and secondary objectives. On primary objective this study can be identified as to identify current state and attitude to the Supermarket own brands by consumers. Secondary Objectives of this study was to examine how brand image, brand trust, brand awareness, brand loyalty, brand association and perceived quality impact on consumer preference towards own brands and to identify the main factor that affects to the consumer preference towards own brands of Sri Lankan supermarkets.

**Literature Review**

**A. Introduction**

Literature review is an important fundamental point in researchers view point. Writing an effective review creates a solid foundation for advancing facilitate development, knowledge of theory and also uncover areas where research is required (Webster & Watson, 2002).

**B. Empirical Literature**

1) Branding

Branding can be identified as a marketing technique in which a company generates a name, design or symbol that is simply recognizable as belonging to the company/organization. Branding is significant because not only it gives a memorable impression or an intention on consumers, but also it allows consumers to know what to expect from the company (Yohn, 2014). From hereafter this study will consider about Aaker's brand equity (Aaker, 1996) model by using some independent variables such as Brand image, Brand awareness, Brand trust, Brand loyalty, Brand association and Perceived quality of supermarket own brand. Dependent variable is consumer preference this chapter shows how it will be towards supermarket own brands.
2) Impact of brand image to the consumer preference

A common strategy is used to strengthen a brand image is creating brand trust between consumer and the company. Brand trust provides a greater lens through which to examine and assess consumer's behavioral responses about the own brand. Similarly, consumer's brand affect plays an important role between company and consumer relationship. Brand image can be identified as the secondary perception generated of the brand association. Indicates consumer perception about the total personality of the brand it may influenced satisfaction, perceived value, willingness to pay, support intentions and recommendation of the brand (Beverland, 2009). Further, Marketers create tangible aspect of the brand through advertisements or other source of information and most importantly imposing unique selling intention of the product. When it comes to supermarket own brands strong brand image can lead to high brand equity. Imposing the product's unique selling proposal most importantly. Strong brand image can result in high brand equity when it comes to supermarket own brands.

3) Impact of brand trust on the consumer preference.

Normally brand is liable to the customers to accomplish their expectations. Brand trust is a significant term in branding that helps customers being loyal to the brand. Without the trustworthy on brand customer can’t enter in loyalty set. To manufacture a trust, it’s significant for the Consumer to take and evaluate the data from the item. Organizations can create passionate trust on the off chance that they can demonstrate that the brand is just for the customers and meet their expected expectations (Moorman & all, 1993).

4) Impact of brand awareness to the consumer preference.

Brand awareness is the degree of consumer acknowledgment of an item by the name. Making brand awareness is an important to advance another item or restoring a more established brand. In a perfect world, awareness of the brand may incorporate a few characteristics that recognize the item from that challenge (Mahmutovic, 2018). Products and services which are maintaining a high level of brand awareness are likely to produce more sales of that market. Consumers confronted with preferences are more likely to buy a good branded name product than a brand which is not familiar. Brand recall, promotions, affordability, brand recognition and familiarity and likings of certain brand can be evaluated by these variables well awareness of the own brand promotions and campaigns easy recognition of the brand familiarity of the supermarket own brands and competitively affordable than the other brands (Miller, 2015).

5) Impact of brand loyalty to the consumer preference

Brand loyalty can be shown as the tendency of consumers to continuously purchase one brand’s products over another. Consumer personal conduct standards uncover that consumers will keep on purchasing items from an organization that has embraced a depend relationship. Loyalty is very important to businesses as it leads to continues purchases by consumers, higher revenues, and customer quotations (Aaker, 1996).

When focusing on supermarkets own branding those product colours, ways of displaying products, features, ease of recognizing those products, smell of the product and the condition of the product can be identified as aesthetic consumer response to the brand loyalty. Brand loyalty consciously or unconsciously influences how people feel about the product. Here supermarket marketers should identify the niche market to provide wider customer satisfaction bringing constant innovations to ensure that customers will repeatedly purchase the products (Malik, et al., 2013).

6) Impact of brand association to the consumer preference.

Brand association can be identified as an interaction which buyer forms in his/her mind with the brand. Brand association does not imply benefits, but these are more
intangible in nature. The customers form association are mainly created on the expected perception they have about the product or service (Finkle, 2019). Brand association can be identified in positive or negative. Most of the brands wants to subordinate itself with something positive. Supermarket own brands also like same as that although they grew under the super market brand this brand wants to be unique. Positive brand associations are succeeded when the product’s brand shows durable, reliable and desirable. The consumers must be assured that the brand possess the features and attributes satisfying their needs. This will drive to customers having a positive intention about the product. And also, Positive brand association helps an organization to gain goodwill and block the entrance of the competitors to the market (Aaker, 1996).

7) Impact of perceived quality to the consumer preference

Brand quality customers discernment about the item and administrations quality. It is the impression of the customer made by the organizations through the publicizing exposures, and the other web based life expect to buy the item (Kazmi, n.d.). Normally there is an attitude by the customer about product quality and its features provided to them such a performance and reliability of the product. The promises that are made by the branded product to meet the expectations of the customers (Zeithaml, 1988). Mainly there are two phases of the quality objective and perceived quality. According to (Cook & Thompson, 2000) objective quality has no validity and valuations of the quality. Present day retailers can source items at low costs because of their bigger measure of sales while a large portion of the quick moving consumer merchandise they sell are dependent upon most extreme retail costs which get down the value contrast with customary retailers. We believe customers will bit by bit organize comfort and quality over cost in the midst of rising pay levels, which likewise looks good for present day basic grocery retail and supermarket own brands reputation, saving that can gain from buying those products the feeling of secureness will help them to growth of the own brands (Julien & Damian, 2018).

8) Consumer Preference for the own brands.

Consumer preference is outlined because the subjective tastes of individual shoppers, measured by their satisfaction with those things when they have purchased them. This satisfaction is usually called as utility. Consumer worth is determined by however consumer utility can be compared between totally different things. It is an attribute of customer satisfaction about own brand and it is loyalty (Weedmark, 2018). Social factors, satisfaction and reputation of supermarket own brand make customers preference better towards the other brands of same products. Own brand products are only available in in their own super market consumers will attract to those preferred items make customers satisfaction (Lee, et al., 2016).

C. Conceptual Framework

![Figure 1: Conceptual Framework](Source: Authors)

As shown in figure 1 the conceptual framework has six independent variables and one dependent variable. Those variables are mainly based on brand equity model and two separate concepts (brand image and brand trust). This conceptual framework is used to indicate the relationship exist within the variables in the study.

According to the above conceptual framework research will be discussed under six hypotheses.
H1a: Brand Image has a positive impact on the consumer preference towards supermarket own brands.
H1b: Brand Trust has a positive impact on the consumer preference towards supermarket own brands.
H1c: Brand Awareness has a positive impact on the consumer preference towards supermarket own brands.
H1d: Brand Loyalty has a positive impact on the consumer preference towards supermarket own brands.
H1e: Brand Association has a positive impact on the consumer preference towards supermarket own brands.
H1f: Perceived Quality has a positive impact on the consumer preference towards supermarket own brands.

Data Collection

In this study researchers have used quantitative method and the study is a cross-sectional analysis. And also research is based on deductive approach which is concerned with building up hypotheses which is relevant to an existing theory and measure the hypotheses. In this study researchers used brand equity model and two separate concepts to illustrate the topic. The sampling frame used in this study was distributed to consumers who use the supermarket own brands representing the western province, Sri Lanka. The sample of the study was distributed among 250 consumers who prefer the supermarket own brands. And also researchers used Convenient and judgmental sampling techniques have been used under non-probabilistic sampling because there can’t be identified all the supermarket users in the western province (Saunders, et al., 2012). The survey will be conducted by using questionnaire as data collection method. The questionnaire is generally based on three major theories used in the study. There are nine sections which examine each conception model in the questionnaire.

Data Analysis

A. Reliability

Reliability indicates that data used for further analysis is measured effectively and efficiently. Based on the data researches have collected, reliability was tested on every concept to make sure that all the measures are continuously reflecting the construct that is measuring (Hair, et al., 2009). According to (Taber, 2017) Cronbach’s Alpha is the statistical tool used to identify the reliability of a study. Generally, if the Cronbach’s Alpha value is within 0.6-0.7 that indicates an accepted level of reliability. If the value is 0.8 or greater it is a very good level. However, values greater than 0.95 are not in a good standard (Hulin, et al., 2001). According to this study all the dependent and independent variables exist the accepted level of 0.6. It indicates that data analysis was measured effectively and efficiently.

B. Normality

If the Skewness and kurtosis values are less than three times their standard error values, Hair et al. (2009) assumes that the variables are normally distributed. For Skewness, the agreed value should be within -1 to +1 and for Kurtosis, meaning that the variables are normally distributed should be within -3 to +3 (Hair, et al., 2009). In this research all the skewness and kurtosis values are in the accepted level. Therefore it can be concluded that all the variables are normally distributed.

C. Linearity

In this study linearity was tested between Consumer Preference and six variables including Brand Image, Brand Trust, Brand Awareness, Brand Loyalty, Brand Association, and Perceived Quality respectively. In here Consumer Preference is the dependent variable while other six variables are independent variables. In this study linearity was tested between the below mentioned variables.

In this study $R^2$ value for brand image and consumer preference is shown as 0.155 which implied that 15.5% of variation in brand image according to the findings. And also all the other variables namely brand trust, brand awareness, brand loyalty, brand association, perceived quality with consumer preference shows 0.336 (33.6%), 0.185 (18.5%), 0.348 (34.8%), 0.410 (41%) and 0.395 (39.5%) variations
respectively. Furthermore, when taking into account significance values all relationships show an accepted significance level.

D. Validity

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test can be used to determine the validity and, in the meantime, KMO should lie between 0-1. According to the (Kim & Mueller, 1978) if the KMO value is closer to 1 means, data which collected is acceptable. The value 0.90 in KMO test display excellent while 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 and 0.5 are define as meritorious, middling, mediocre and miserable respectively.

According to this study, results of KMO test is meritorious and it can be considered as data set which used for this study is scientifically valid.

E. Multicollinearity Test

According to (Hawking & Pendleton, 1983), an incident where there is an absolute or nearly exact linear relationship among two or more input variables is known as multicollinearity. According to the findings the tolerance value should be greater than 0.1. If the tolerance value becomes “1”, it indicates no multicollinearity and if the tolerance level is “0” it indicates perfect multicollinearity. With reference to (Hair & all, 1995) stated that, “10” as the maximum level of VIF value but according to (Ringle & all, 2015), it is stated that “5” as the maximum level of VIF. When considering the above table (4.5) all the tolerance value is greater than 0.1 and also all the VIF values of all the variables are less than 10 which indicate that there is no multicollinearity. According to the findings of this study all the Tolerance values and VIF values are greater than 0.1 and all the VIF values are less than 10. Therefore it can be mentioned that there is no multicollinearity.

F. Correlation

Correlation is used as a statistical technique by the researchers to measure how accurate two data sets are related and associated. Pearson's correlation coefficient is generally used to as a measurement to determine the correlation. If there is a coefficient (r) range between -1 to +1 it is considered as a proper correlated relation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Pearson's Correlation</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

According to the above hypotheses the coefficient for correlation of Pearson is greater than 0.2. So, it can be assumed that there are strong positive relationships between all the hypotheses. Significance value also can be identified as an indicator that can be used to measure the hypothesis. If the significance value is less than 0.05 (P<0.05) the hypothesis are highly acceptable. And also if the hypotheses are below 0.01 it can be considered as a reliable significance. Therefore above mentioned table, shows that there is an accurate relationship between the hypotheses which were established.

G. Regression

Regression can be identified as a mathematical method that used to analyze relationships among the variables. According to the (Baron & Kenny, 1986), regression analysis should be performed under three stages. Here linear relationship between independent variables and consumer preference (dependent variable) has been analyzed. Here Brand Image, Brand Trust, Brand Awareness, Brand Loyalty, Brand Association and Perceived Quality consider as the independent variables which represent the Consumer
Preference towards own brands. The following tables were generated to analyze the linear regression by using SPSS.

Table 2: Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.732a</td>
<td>.536</td>
<td>.523</td>
<td>.324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

Predictors : (Constant), Perceived Quality, Brand Image, Brand Awareness, Brand Trust, Brand Loyalty, Brand Association.

According to the Model Summary table R value indicates a positive linear relationship with the dependent variable because it is a positive value which is 0.732. R square stated that the proportion of explained variance between 0-1, it can be shown as a percentage. If it is a higher value, association is well proved. With reference to the above table R value is 0.732 and it shows that there is a positive moderate linear relationship. When considering the Adjusted R2 it has a value of 0.523, which indicates that 52% of the variance of consumer preference can be determined by the changes of Brand Image, Brand Trust, Brand Awareness, Brand Loyalty, Brand Association, and Perceived Quality. And also, value of the standard error is also minimum which concludes that the deviation of mean in western province supermarket is less deviated.

Table 3: ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Square</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>24.452</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.075</td>
<td>38.773</td>
<td>.000b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>21.127</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>45.579</td>
<td>207</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

According to the above table it can be concluded that the overall regression model is significant where F=38.773 and p<0.05 under 95% of confidence level. Therefore, by looking at the overall significance level given in the ANOVA table which is .000 it can be concluded that this study is statistically significant.

Table 4: Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.679</td>
<td>.264</td>
<td>2.571</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>2.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>.194</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.171</td>
<td>2.422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>-.289</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>-.249</td>
<td>-3.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL</td>
<td>.133</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.149</td>
<td>1.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAS</td>
<td>.379</td>
<td>.086</td>
<td>.387</td>
<td>4.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ</td>
<td>.222</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.231</td>
<td>3.194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

According to the beta values in the above table the equation can be derived which it indicates, a change of one unit in Brand image results a change of 0.160 units in consumer preference keeping other variables constant. Also, a change of one unit in Brand trust result a change of 0.171 units in consumer preference while other variables are constant. A change of one unit in Brand Awareness, Brand Trust, Brand Loyalty, Brand Association, and Perceived Quality results a change of 0.231 units in consumer preference while other variables are constant. A change of one unit in Brand Loyalty, Brand Awareness, Brand Trust, Brand Association results a change of 0.149 units in consumer preference while other variables are constant. A change of one unit in Brand Association results a change of 0.387 units in consumer preference while other variables are constant. A change of one unit in perceived quality results a change of 0.231 units in consumer preference while other variables are constant. But when considering the beta value of Brand Awareness, it has shown as β=-2.249. A change of one unit in brand awareness results a decrease of -2.249
units in consumer preference while all the other variables are constant.

The equation can be derived as follows.

\[ \text{Consumer preference} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 + \beta_2 + \beta_3 + \beta_4 + \beta_5 + \beta_6 \]

2.571 (Constant Value) + 0.160 (Brand Image) + 0.171 (Brand Trust) - 0.249 (Brand Awareness) + 0.149 (Brand Loyalty) + 0.387 (Brand Association) + 0.231 (Perceived Quality)

**Conclusion**

In Sri Lanka own brands by supermarkets can be identified as a new trend. There are large number of supermarkets in Sri Lanka and only few supermarkets have introduced their own brands. In this research we could identify own brands by supermarkets improving the efficiency of consumer decision making by offering equivalent quality products at affordable prices. Therefore, consumers who use supermarket own brands are increasing respectively. And also it is much important to identify the attitude and the state of the customers in order to maintain a sustainable supermarket own brand that is because the willingness to purchase a product by a customer arise from his/her attitude. Also the state of the customer widely influence to the supermarket own brands if the supermarket own brands are produced targeting the customer with a good or medium state or stability it will arise a success in the supermarket own brands and wise versa if the supermarktes targets the lower state customers it will result in the deployment in the supermarket own brands. According to Aker's brand equity theory model the attitude and the state of the customers must be at a high or a moderate level in order to increase the brand image, brand trust, brand awareness, brand loyalty, brand association and perceived quality. According to the findings of the researches the state and the attitude of the customers were at acceptable level in brand image, brand trust, brand association, perceived quality. The level of attitude and state of the customers should be improved in brand awareness. That can be mainly done through advertisements, promotion campaigns, etc.

This whole study based on Aaker's brand equity model so the chosen factors are from that model Brand image, Brand trust, Brand awareness, Brand loyalty, Brand association and Perceived quality as independent factors that affect to the consumer preference towards own brands of Sri Lankan supermarkets. Study conduct to measure the overall impact of the elements of brand equity model as above mentioned from that analysed data proven brand image, brand trust, brand awareness, brand loyalty, brand association and perceived quality has a positive impact towards consumer preference of own brands in Sri Lankan supermarkets.

Overall brand equity significantly influenced on consumer brand preference and purchase intention and that is together with brand association. As above mention positive impact like brand extensions, contribution to the brand, advertisements and attitudes on consumer preference like satisfaction, reputation of the brand, perceptions, recommendations and innovations paying premiums and extend purchases from that. Based on Aaker's brand equity model this study results suggest that the brand association create the brand image and brand equity in brand management and by increasing advertisements of own brand product and influence buyers attitudes about own brands, doing continuous innovations doing promotions during purchasing like premium prize awarding can enhance more the brand association towards consumer preference. Finally, with the analysed data and the literature review the researchers have proven only brand association highly affect to the consumer preference towards own brands of Sri Lankan supermarkets.
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Abstract: Sri Lanka is currently facing a problem with achieving its tax revenue targets. The government can collect tax money from citizens, either through enforcement or by letting them contribute voluntarily. However, the tax authority should take a firm decision to choose between enforcement of power of the revenue body or to develop mutual trust between the tax authority and the relevant parties of the society in the process of collecting tax. The objective of the study is to empirically examine the influence of power and trust on enforced tax compliance and that of voluntary tax cooperation. A survey was conducted from January 1, 2020, to January 31, 2020 to collect data, and 408 Small Medium Taxpayers responded. Simple Regression analysis was used to interpret and analyze the data. All hypotheses are accepted and proved that there are positive relationships between power, trust, voluntary compliance, and enforced compliance. The findings suggest that by improving trust and voluntary compliance, an efficient tax compliance could be developed.

Keywords: Tax compliance, Trust, Power, SMEs

Introduction

The taxpayers’ willingness to pay or not to pay due tax depends on their personal views of taxation (Hariyadi & Bayu, 2013). Kirchler (2007) highlights that people’s attitudes, thinking, and behavioral patterns are more affected by what they feel more than what it is and identify two tax compliance situations, namely enforced and voluntary. In a voluntary compliance nature, people fulfill their primary obligations without any involvement of the tax authority, while in the enforced compliance culture, the authority collects tax from people forcefully.

After ending the thirty years of civil war, Sri Lanka is looking for a rapid economic growth targeting doubling per capita income. The tax system of Sri Lanka has not been able to generate sufficient tax revenue. Hence, there exists a dire need for an effective and efficient tax collection system to increase government revenue (Central Bank, 2018). Like in most developing countries, only about 20 percent of the tax revenue is collected through direct tax, and 80 percent is generated through indirect tax. It is noted that in 2019, total revenue (tax and non-tax revenue) as a percentage of GDP has declined (Central Bank, 2019).

The OECD (2019) admits that tax compliance is an outcome of the complex behavior of an individual and, therefore, requires studying and analyze the compliance issues from a different point of view. Further, the observations of OECD (2014) confirmed that the level of tax contribution of Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) to the government revenue collection is deficient. Combining the factors considered in economics and psychology models, Kirchler (2007) developed the Slipery-Slope Framework to determine the Taxpayer’s behavior in the tax field with the influence of factors, power of authority, and trust in authority. Empirical research is conducted to explore
how power and trust as determinants of influencing tax compliance behaviour but the research findings vary according to the target populations and the geographic locations of the survey. Therefore, this study aims to contribute by empirically testing the power of authority and trust in the tax regime as determinants of SME taxpayers’ compliance behavior in Sri Lanka. Furthermore, the researchers intend to identify the compliance pattern in Sri Lanka in terms of voluntary and enforced.

**Literature Review and Hypothesis**

**A. Slippery-Slope Framework (SSF)**

According to Kirchler et al. (2008), the belief and understanding of individuals and social groups on tax authorities create mutual trust between the two parties, the authorities, and taxpayers, and the well-developed collaboration between the tax collector and Taxpayer builds up a synergistic tax climate. In a cooperative tax climate, the authorities believe that taxpayers pay their due taxes accurately and honestly. Therefore, they compel to treat taxpayers in a friendly manner with respect. In turn, the Taxpayer's repose trust that authorities utilize their tax money transparently and provide excellent services for the citizens in the state. Thus, they automatically compel themselves to pay their due taxes on time. Explaining the power of authorities, Kirchler et al., (2008) say that too much power leads to mutual distrust between the revenue authorities and taxpayers, which creates a hostile environment. In such a scenario, the authorities act on the assumption that taxpayers evade taxes whenever they have a chance to do so. Therefore, the authorities use substantial audits and severe punishment to coerce tax payments. Such unpleasant situations could demoralize the attitude of honest taxpayers to react negatively by hiding and evading tax and cheating the tax authority (Kirchler, 2007).

The SSF discusses two types of tax compliance behavior. One is voluntary compliance behavior, and the other one is forced compliance behavior. These behaviors depend on the "power of the authorities" and the "trust that individuals have in the authorities." Voluntary compliance depends on trust in the authorities, which is mainly built up by perceptions of fairness and social norms. If a taxpayer does not pay taxes voluntarily, tax authorities use deterrence power and enforce citizens to pay tax with fines.

Under the antagonistic atmosphere, there grows mistrust between the relationship of taxpayers and tax authorities, known as the "cops and robbers" (Kirchler, et al., 2008). Tax authorities feel that taxpayers are always trying to evade paying taxes, and as a result, they find a way to punish them. From a synergistic climate, another relationship is created, namely "service and customers." Taxpayers and tax authorities work together in such an environment trusting each other. The tax authorities place their trust on taxpayers to pay taxes honestly. Taxpayers concurrently feel that the tax authorities treat them with courtesy and respect, and this process makes taxpayers pay fees voluntarily (Kirchler, et al., 2008). The SSF, illustrated in Figure 1, explains the potential interaction between trust and power in tax compliance (Kirchler, 2007).

![Figure 1. Slippery-Slope Framework](Source: Muehlbacher & Kirchler (2010, p. 608))
Trust refers to the relationship between taxpayers and tax authorities based on the belief that the taxpayers have on the tax officials and policymakers. If taxpayers have a high level of confidence in tax authority and policymakers, then tax compliance is perceived to have increased (Kastlunger, et al., 2013). Similarly, if the power of authorities increases, then tax payments are expected to increase as well (Kirchler, et al., 2008).

B. Tax Compliance

Jackson & Milliron (1986) describe tax compliance as the reporting of all incomes and payment of all taxes according to the laws. They believe that tax compliance should happen without any force. Agreeing with this, Palil & Mustapha (2011) noted, tax compliance is a person's attitude of filing the tax returns and declaring all taxable income accurately, within the stipulated period without having any follow-up actions from the authority. Highlighting the importance of the tax compliance Ming-Ling, et al., (2005) say, a taxpayer submitting a tax return every year and following the required payment time frames according to the existing law is tax compliance. Loo & Ho (2005), explaining the tax compliance behaviour say that the degree of honesty and sufficient tax knowledge will change the tax compliance pattern of the taxpayers. They further mention the adjustability to time schedules, accuracy, and proper record-keeping practices to complete the tax returns are also essential to creating a favorable compliance environment among taxpayers. According to Kirchler (2007), taxpayers' willingness to comply with tax laws, declaring the correct income, claiming the proper deductions, relief, and rebates, and paying all taxes on time is tax compliance.

However, Terkper (2003) studied the reasons for the poor performance of SME and found that many SME taxpayers do not register and pay tax voluntarily. Also, those who have registered often fail to keep adequate records, neglect to file tax returns, and settle their tax liabilities promptly.

C. Power of Authority

The power of taxation cannot be defined solely by persuading people to comply with their tax obligations, but also as to who has the potential to set the rules through policymaking. The tax authorities use the power delegated to them and control taxpayers' behavior. The controlling power or enforcement power applies to the tools of penalty and tax audit to increase compliance.

When there is a "cops and robbers" relationship between taxpayers and tax collectors, it creates a hostile climate situation in the tax field (Muehlbacher, et al., 2011). People make mistakes, but at least they would get one chance to correct the error and learn a lesson for the rest of their life. If not, the hostile environment and the fear of the people to revenue authority persuade them to switch for possible alternatives such as bribe officers, use political contacts, and threaten tax officials at a personal level to evade or hide tax. The response of Taxpayers towards the legitimate and coercive power implemented by the government and the tax regime is considered as the power of authority in this study.

D. Trust in Authority

When taxpayers have faith with the tax authority, they are willing to comply according to the actions taken by the tax authority, with the confidence of their rights and interests will not be abused (Mayer, et al., 1995). When the level of Taxpayer's trust in tax authorities goes up, they willingly compel to accord (Faizal, et al, 2017). The objective of tax authorities is
to provide services to taxpayers that facilitate compliance according to the law. Findings from prior research show that trust in tax authorities is positively related to tax compliance (Torgler & Schneider, 2007).

When taxpayers do not trust the tax administration, it will be one of the reasons to increase the non-compliance rate (Murphy, et al, 2016). Collecting taxes in a fair system, without any discrimination and spending such revenues for the development of the country encourage taxpayers to concur in the process of revenue generation. Besides, Uslaner & Brown (2005) found that inequality is the most vital determinant of trust; therefore, people are more willing to pay tax when they feel that the tax system and tax authority are treating them equally. Also, treating taxpayers with trust and respect produces a more cooperative setup, improve compliance (Murphy & Tyler, 2008). Develop confidence within citizens in a transparent approach, and to emphasize the perceived fairness would improve tax collection (Wahlund, 1992). In line with the argument OECD (2010) noted that taxpayers treated as trustworthy would be more likely to repay this respect with voluntary compliance. Rothstein (2000) argues that two conditions need to be fulfilled within taxpayers' minds to build up the confidence of why pay tax. People need to believe that other taxpayers are paying their tax shares to the state, and tax authorities must ensure that the fees invested in the public welfare projects rather than filling the hands of tax administrators or other government officials. Therefore, both interpersonal trust and institutional trust are essential to ensure cooperation between taxpayers and collectors. Abdulsalam, et al. (2015) found that voluntary compliance is high when the authorities are trustworthy. Another point that when there is no trust between both parties, that creates a forced compliance situation in the tax system.

In developing countries, tax authorities often show little confidence in taxpayers and use deterrent actions to solve all problems related to tax non-compliance. The enforced compliance environment, Kirchler, et al., (2008), explains as "cops and robbers" relationships between taxpayers and the tax authority. In a similar culture, taxpayers often try to hide due to tax but behave with fear and uncertainty. On the contrary, tax officials always suspect the taxpaying community, attempts to chase them until the discovery of a dispute in the declared tax return and the documents submitted. Collecting tax money in a "cops and robbers" culture is costly, time-consuming, full of conflicts, and unpleasant for both parties.

Another fact that corruption of the tax authority and tax officials damage taxpayers' trust in tax authority and decreases tax compliance (Torgler & Schneider, 2007). A systematic, transparent, and fair tax structure increases the faith in the government and reduces illegal tax activities. When the government spends tax money to make citizens satisfied, and develop their trust about the state, increase the tax compliance rate. This study considered the belief in authority with the Taxpayer's image of the transparency and the accountability of the government and tax regime.

E. Enforced Tax Compliance

The tax authority has two different powers to collect money from taxpayers, legitimate power and coercive power (Kirchler, et al., 2008). The legal power means reduce tax misconduct of taxpayers, using the power delegated through tax legislation by tax officers. The coercive power of authority permits tax collectors to detect and punish unlawful acts, like tax evasion and producing of wrong information. Then the
tax officers can punish taxpayers by imposing penalties, issuing additional assessments, issuing seizure notices to banks and the immigration Department, and taking prosecution action to collect default tax from taxpayers.

F. Voluntary Tax Compliance

Research on taxation focuses not only on enforcement strategies like audits and fines but also on trust-related strategies like social norms and fairness as determinants of tax compliance. As emphasized by Kirchler (2007), the individual motivation for cooperation or evasion varies across the Taxpayer's trust in a different set of actors in the field of tax. Further, he is of the view that faith is the foundation of civic commitment. A study done by (Hauptman, et al., 2015) found that national and social norms are a significant factor of voluntary tax compliance. Modern tax systems rely heavily on voluntary compliance for revenue collection. Voluntary compliance means that each Taxpayer expected to prepare and file returns; pay liable tax on due dates without any involvement from the tax authority or government. The study conducted Lubua (2014) based on SMEs of Tanzania observed the factors of Taxpayer's awareness of tax laws, business experience, frequency of visiting tax officers influenced voluntary compliance. When there is a voluntary compliance situation, the cost incurred with revenue collection is meager and efficient. Therefore, most of the states around the world work extensively to improve their taxation approaches focusing on voluntary tax compliance systems.

However, the decisiveness of tax compliance is directly connected with the nation of the country indirectly bridging with many other economic and psychosocial factors. Under a voluntary compliance situation, the Taxpayer does not need to be coerced or forced into paying taxes, and he does not see tax payment as a burden on him; instead, he sees it as a duty he owes to the government. Voluntary compliance is, therefore, an essential determinant in tax administration and helps in achieving higher tax revenue at a lower cost.

G. Hypothesis Development

There is a question of why some are paying taxes, while others do not pay. The answer is some are aware of the responsibility of a citizen, and some do not have any faith in the authority. If the taxpayers have high trust in the tax system and the government, they pay their fair share to the government coffers without any force being applied (Kirchler, 2007). A hypothesis developed to study the relationship between the Taxpayer's trust in authority and voluntary compliance pattern as follows:

**H1: Taxpayer's trust in revenue authority is positively related to the voluntary tax compliance behavior of SME taxpayers in Sri Lanka**

In a voluntary compliance culture, tax officers respect and trust taxpayers; treat them with dignity (Kirchler, 2007). The authority accepts what the Taxpayer declared in the tax return as accurate. In the absence of audit or additional queries by the tax authority, it would make the taxpayer content with the existing tax system. Simultaneously, the government utilizes peoples' money; in a transparent, fair, and efficient manner that would encourage the people to join hands with the tax system. The hypothesis developed to study the relationship between voluntary compliance and total tax compliance as follows;

**H2: Voluntary tax compliance is positively related to tax compliance behavior of SME taxpayers in Sri Lanka**

Tax officers can use the power assigned to them to collect taxes efficiently and
effectively. If the officers identify tax evaders, they will attempt to charge them for not complying with tax regulations; thus, officers tend to use coercive methods such as penalty and audit to collect due taxes from evaders (Kirchler, et al., 2008). A hypothesis was developed as below to study the relationship between the power of authority and enforced tax compliance behaviour.

**H3: Power of tax authority is positively related to enforced tax compliance behavior of SME taxpayers in Sri Lanka**

According to SSF assumptions (Kirchler, 2007), the higher the power used by tax authority increases tax compliance and, at the same time, tends to decrease the volume of honest taxpayer contributions. Such an impression imparted by the tax authority could distract the relationship of the genuine Taxpayer and the authority since it creates an atmosphere to change their mindset (Taxpayer). Treating them as untrustworthy taxpayers would have an ultimate effect on the efforts of the authority when the Taxpayer is emotionally perturbed. The below hypothesis was suggested to study the relationship between enforced compliance and tax compliance,

**H4: Power of tax authority is positively related to enforced tax compliance behavior of SME taxpayers of Sri Lanka**

**Methodology**

The quantitative research approach has been utilized in this study. The Primary Data required to test the hypotheses obtained through a questionnaire applied to all the SME taxpayers, registered at the Inland Revenue Sri Lanka, as at 31.12.2019. Thirty-two thousand one hundred seventeen (32,117) taxpayers are covering all-island, and they have been categorized under six subgroups, namely agriculture, services, manufacturing, trading, and constructions. The questionnaire used in this study has been adapted from the previous reviews about SSF to reflect the Sri Lankan situation.

Based on the hypothesis, the conceptual framework of the study is as follows;

![Figure 2. Hypothetical Framework](image)

Source: Developed based on previous research

### 3.1 Sample Selection

From the registered SME taxpayers of Inland Revenue as of December 31, 2019, under the Medium Corporate category, a sample of 408 respondents was randomly selected based on Yamane’s (1967) sample selection formula. The survey conducted from January 1, 2020, to January 31, 2020, and the five hundred questionnaire forms were sent by mail to the business addresses of SME taxpayers expecting to reach the required number of four hundred of a sample.

### 3.2 Measurement Instrument

Participation in the study was voluntary and assured that their answers would be kept confidential. There were twenty-eight (28) questions in the survey form relating to the variables measured in this study. The questionnaire consists of two parts. Section A of the questionnaire was on the demographic characteristics of the respondents, while Section B of the questionnaire developed to test the research hypothesis. The respondents’ perceptions for the questions were measured using a 5-point Likert scale, in
which the level of agreement spread from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree.

When designing the survey form, the medium of language was a factor to be concerned to be very much. Sri Lanka is a multi-ethnic, multi-religious country, and people speak several languages. Since the respondents of the survey comprise different ethnic groups, the questionnaire was designed in three main languages used in Sri Lanka; Sinhala, Tamil, and English. At the time of addressing and posting the survey forms, the medium was selected based on the available taxpayer profile data at Inland Revenue. The profile database was developed with the information submitted by the Taxpayer at the time of registration. Keeping participants comfortable and easy to understand the survey questions and motivate them to respond actively was the focus.

**Research Results and Analysis**

The Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was conducted to examine whether the questionnaire also consists of a single factor. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity were used to verify the suitability of the data set is for factor analysis. In this study, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy value was 0.924 (p<0.001 Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity). Therefore, these groups of data sets were statistically significant, and factor analysis is appropriate for these groups of data sets.

According to the eigenvalues, seventeen items emerged with an eigenvalue above 1 in all samples, and the initial eigenvalues percentage of variances were less than 41.2%. However, the difference between the eigenvalue of the first component and the following components is so massive (7.415), and all the eigenvalues were in the positive range that implied all the items in good condition.

The average factor loadings were 0.563 (range 0.30 – 0.81), and all item loadings easily exceeded the critical value of 0.30, indicate that all the items fit well with the other items in their components in this sample.

The next measure is to evaluate the construct reliability, and the Cronbach’s Alpha value measures it. The rule of thumb for Cronbach’s Alpha is that it should be 0.6 or higher than 0.6 (Hair, et al., 2014). Jayasinghe-Mudalige, et al., (2013, p. 7), confirming this argument and say that Cronbach’s Alpha value should be 0.6 or higher, but 0.7 or higher means that reliability is very good with internal consistency. In this study, the influence of the variables of trust, power, voluntary compliance, and enforced compliance on overall tax compliance of the SME taxpayer was studied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>0.705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary Compliance</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforced Compliance</td>
<td>0.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Compliance</td>
<td>0.601</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total Cronbach’s Alpha value was 0.886, and the rest of the construct reliability is illustrated in Table 2. The internal consistency of the questionnaire was good, and it can, therefore, conclude as it is a reliable instrument. Since the Cronbach’s Alpha value of all constructs is more significant than 0.6 so that it can be supposed that indicators were consistent in measuring the construct.

Also, to measure the strengths and directions of the linear relationships between pairs of variables as mentioned above under the research framework was
measured using the Pearson Correlation. The Pearson Correlation is a statistical technique that shows how strongly two variables are related to each other or the degree of association between the two variables. There was a strong, positive correlation between all the compared variables, which was statistically significant. Table 3 below explains the correlation between power and trust, voluntary and enforced compliance as well as tax compliance.

Table 2. Results of the Hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>P-values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 - Accepted</td>
<td>T / VC</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>15.941</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 - Accepted</td>
<td>VC / TC</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>17.118</td>
<td>0.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 - Accepted</td>
<td>P / EC</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>18.543</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 - Accepted</td>
<td>EC / TC</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>11.181</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where, T = Trust; VC = Voluntary Compliance; TC = Tax Compliance; EC = Enforced Compliance; P = Power

Hypothesis 1: Results in Table 3 revealed that there is a significant relationship between the Taxpayer's trust in revenue authority and voluntary tax compliance behaviour ($\beta = 0.399, t = 15.941, p < 0.000$). This association further confirms the value of ($r = 0.620$). Therefore, $H_1$ is accepted and similar to the findings of (Kirchler, 2007). According to the Sri Lankan scenario, there is a significant relationship between the Taxpayer's trust and voluntary compliance. When the Taxpayer aptly realizes that he is part of the citizenry that utilizes the infrastructure facilities provided by the state for the common good and the welfare of the people, he becomes aware of the efforts of the government to offer such benefits. As a person who received privileges of free education, he feels that his hard-earned money has a direct link to the government's involvement in these benefits, he inevitably explores the avenues of income generation by the state. His spontaneous reactions would be to subscribe to the government's efforts; hence, the only way he could discharge this duty is through the voluntary payment of taxes. There he becomes part and parcel of the strategic development of the country.

Hypothesis 2: Results in Table 3 revealed that there is a significant relationship between the Taxpayer's voluntary tax compliance behaviour and the total tax compliance ($\beta = 0.452, t = 17.118, p < 0.000$). This association further confirms the value of ($r = 0.647$). Therefore, $H_2$ is accepted, and it is in line with the findings of (Kirchler, 2007). Voluntary compliance is a salient feature as far as the Sri Lankan SME taxpayers are concerned. The positive relationship between voluntary tax compliance and the total tax compliance correspondently increases the tax payment. Such a scenario reduces administrative and legal ambiguities.

Hypothesis 3: Results in Table 3 explained that there is a significant relationship between the power of revenue authority and the enforced tax compliance culture ($\beta = 0.333, t = 18.543, p < 0.000$). This association further confirms the value of ($r = 0.677$). Therefore, $H_3$ is accepted and similar to the findings of (Kirchler, et al., 2008). There is ample evidence that has been found to prove that there is a positive relationship between the power of authority and enforced tax compliance. Enforce tax compliance always increases government revenue. However, it appears...
to be cumbersome for the tax officers who are armed with legitimate power to discharge their duties in an unfriendly environment.

**Hypothesis 4:** According to the results in Table 3, it is revealed that there is a significant relationship between the power of revenue authority and the enforced tax compliance behaviour ($\beta = 0.518, t = 11.181, p < 0.000$). This association further confirms the value of $(r = 0.485)$. Therefore, $H_1$ is accepted and similar to the findings of (Kirchler, 2007). Enforced tax compliance has a direct effect on tax compliance. In the Sri Lankan context, neglect of compliance brings in several implications such as harassments, unnecessary correspondents, waste of time, stress, fear, and more than anything; it would create an indelible stigma among the business community and the society in general. This will compel most of the tax evaders to fall in line with tax compliance. The hostile atmosphere tends to reverse the relationship between the Taxpayer and the tax regime. The fear that a taxpayer is blacklisted causes pain of mind forcing him to avoid such situations. In another related sequence, the Taxpayer keeps confidential information close to his heart as a measure to prevent them from being leaked out to even his kith and kin and other business associates. All four hypothetical situations have been significant, and the study further envisages to explore the tendency of the Taxpayer’s tax compliance behavior vis-à-vis voluntary or enforced.

This study aims to identify the tax compliance pattern among the SME taxpayers in Sri Lanka. According to table 4 below, when the enforced tax compliance is increased by 1, correspondingly, the total compliance results in an increase by 0.2, while the voluntary compliance is increased by 1, the total compliance tends to increase by 0.7. Hence, these results show that there is a marked improvement in voluntary tax compliance though it poses a very pertinent question of whether voluntary compliance in Sri Lanka is genuine. This argument is based on low revenue collection for the government coffers. Further inquiry shows that voluntary compliance is linked to the risk the taxpayers facing owing to the legal framework of the tax authority. Question number 48 of the survey signifies that 390 respondents out of 408 survey sample have been answered in the affirmative, stating that they either "agree" or "strongly agree" with the query. The question that has a bearing on these answers is as, "I pay tax, though I would prefer not to pay any taxes," which indirectly sounds that the voluntary compliance of SME taxpayers is accurate or not. The determination of the preceding is that voluntary compliance is far from being genuine.

**Table 3. Regression Path Coefficient – The Dynamic Relationship**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>$t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constan t)</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>2.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforced Compliance</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary Compliance</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

The research findings confirm the main assumptions of Slippery-Slope Framework by Kircher in 2007. All four hypotheses are significant and proved that there are positive relationships between power,
trust, voluntary compliance, and enforced compliance. Further, this study reveals that the theory in SSF also can be applied to the Sri Lankan context.

The study has several limitations that can affect the results. The study only considered the SME taxpayers in Sri Lanka. As there are large taxpayers as well as Pay-As-You-Earn taxpayers in the revenue contributing group, it is an important fact to understand their tax compliance behavior. Also, all dimensions of trust and power, such as perceived trust and coercive power does not cover in the research. Still, this study gives the insight to explore more on the influence of faith in authority and power of tax authority on tax compliance patterns such as voluntary and enforced. Besides, further research could be conducted considering the demographic factors of the respondents and the business nature wise.

The tax compliance system should be designed to encourage and attract SME taxpayers. The SME taxpayer's revenue contribution is essential in the economic development of the country. The findings of the study show that a mix of both voluntary and enforced tax compliance behaviour exist among SME taxpayers in Sri Lanka. Nevertheless, increasing the Taxpayer's faith and trust in the authority will cause to increase in voluntary compliance patterns among SME taxpayers. The government and tax policymakers should pay their attention to this area.

Policymakers should review the existing laws and the weightage carried out by tax law, which creates an unhealthy environment as far as Taxpayer is concerned. Also, the academicians should have ideas of the coercive methods used and implemented by the tax officers to collect required revenue for the state. The SME taxpayer’s perception towards the accountability of government and the tax regime should be adequately addressed to create a better tax culture that will inevitably place the SME taxpayer in a comfort zone caused to increase revenue collection of the country.
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Abstract: Increase in the female employees and their contribution towards traditional sectors and hierarchical administrative level to operational level is the new trend in the world. This is becoming regular in Sri Lanka as well. According to the Sri Lankan Census and Statistics reports, they consider that the male employment in apparel industries in Sri Lanka is lower than the female employment, and the major share of the Sri Lanka’s apparel industry work is provided by female workers. This research was carried out to examine the portion of male employees in Sri Lanka engaged in the apparel industry, to identify the reasons for decrease of male employees in the apparel industry and to propose corrective actions that can be taken to empower and engage male employees in the apparel industry. In order to achieve those objectives, the researchers used the KSA Learning theory as the primary theory. Knowledge, skills, attitudes are the three main variables of the theory, and the job suitability is taken as the Mediating variable to prove the conceptual model, the researcher used significant value testing of reliability, validity, regression and coefficients. The hypotheses were proven with significance. The research study was based on the deductive approach and the quantitative analysis method was used. Data were collected through a structured questionnaire based on a sample of 175. The implications of the study benefit apparel companies, potential employees specifically males, and HR policy regulators.
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Introduction

Problem Statement

When scrutinizing about how Sri Lankan men in young adulthood, the research detected that the men in youth is now leaning into unemployment or employed in to a job which is not permanent or reputed by the society and they relinquish their academics on top. And the youth is now tending to engage in illicit deeds such as drug abusing, loitering and also some of them become a victim of men trafficking by abyss.

The research which has done previously depicts that the Sri Lankan women and men who are employed in apparel industry work in a range of factories. The majority of women employment in the textile and garment industries and the men employment is lacking there. The most of previous researches are done to empower women and most of them are divulging on the impacts on women and women empowerment in the various industries.

Sri Lanka has also done many researches based on women employment but there are few Number of researches that have done on this topic as there are very rare number of researches have done in Sri Lanka an empowerment of men in apparel industry, this research is mainly focus on men empowerment in apparel industry. In the apparel industry not only very sporadic contribution of men can be seen. The Problem is that, in the apparel industry
there are more than 350,000 employees both men and women are toiling in the apparel industry. From that much toilers the majority is women employment and the contribution of male employment is low in the apparel industry collating to women employment in apparel industry and the research is aiming to fill that gap by recruiting men into apparel industry who are not working, who are engaging in the illicit work in the abyss and the ones who are doing unsafe, unaccepted and uninsured jobs.

Research gap

The majority of the researches and reports related to this area inspected the elements that spread diverse subject related occurrences in regards to the topics like, how women are empowering in apparel sector in Sri Lanka and increasing of the employment base of the women in apparel industry.

Somehow the certain amounts of researches focus on the gender imbalance in employment sector of the apparel industry. But they are not considering about the main role of men empowerment. As an example, The Gender Imbalances in the Export Oriented Garment Industry in Bangladesh which research made in Bangladesh that explained the how the employment of women in export-oriented industries exploits the “comparative advantages of their disadvantages”. (Pratima Paul Majumder, 2000)

All the findings state only about employment and empowerment in women but none of them are not filling the gap of how male employees engage in industries like apparel industry or empowering males in the apparel industry. Therefore, the purpose of this research report is to search on the solutions to empower men in the apparel industry by recruiting males who are not engaging in a permanent, legal, and safe insured jobs and the males who are seeking for a job in apparel industry. Also the changes in literacy levels, working environments, social status differences factors among the men are and how it has affected to the research.

Significance

The researches opt for do this research “The impact of men empowerment in apparel industry” under the section of OB related areas such as organizational culture, personality, leadership’. To carry out the further proceedings of the research the researcher chose KSA theory as researchers’ foremost theory and Hofstede’s Cultural Dimension theory, Employee Engagement theory and Herzberg’s theory of motivation as research’s external theories.

1. Theoretical: KSA theory was developed by Benjamin Bloom in the 1950’s and he was a behaviourist and founding father of competency-based learning, posited three “domains” of learning that have since become theory.

2. Practical: The three levels of managers operational, tactical and strategic level. However, the men in the apparel industry can be employed in either level. The already existing managers can practically understand the needs of new employees and how they should be empowered.

Research Questions

The 3 examined research questions will be what are the quantities of male employees in Sri Lanka engage in the apparel industry, what the reasons for decrement of male employees in the apparel industry and what are the corrective actions to empower and engage male employees into the apparel industry?

Objectives of the study

This research is mainly focussing on understanding the quantities of male employees in Sri Lanka, identify the
reasons for decrement of male employees in the apparel industry, and to suggest the corrective actions to empower and engage male employees into the apparel industry.

Scope of the Study

The textiles and apparel industry is an ancient one. The industry experienced relatively slow development and a lack of progress until the industrial revolution, when production of textiles and apparel was significantly altered by technology, including the cotton gin and pedal-powered sewing machines. The apparel side of the industry is still primarily done with human labour (humans operating sewing machines, etc.).

The wearing of attire is only a human trademark and is a component of most human social orders; however, it isn’t known precisely when different people groups started wearing clothes. Anthropologists believe that animal skins and vegetation were adapted into coverings as protection from cold, heat and rain, especially as humans migrated to new climates. Textiles can be felt or spun fibres made into yarn and subsequently netted, looped, knit or woven to make fabrics, which appeared in the Middle East during the late Stone Age. (Wikipedia 2019)

Apparel industry has been the Sri Lanka's largest gross export earner since 1986 and accounted for more than 52% of total export earnings of the country. Sri Lanka as a garment export has shown signs of improvement in many respects yet even at present, the quota system covers more than 52% of the country’s apparel exports. Besides dependence on the quota system, there are weaknesses in the domestic industrial and export structure, labour markets, rigidities and strong competition in international markets. (Dheerasinghe, 2009)

Employment is a relationship between two parties, usually based on a contract where work is paid for, where one party, which may be a corporation, for profit, not-for-profit organization, co-operative or other entity is the employer and the other is the employee. (Employment, 2019)

Figure 1.1 Participation rates of unemployment in World
Source: Unemployment rate male, 2019

Figure 1.1 shows the participation rates of unemployment male labour force in entire world that in 1991 it was 4.242%. It reached its peak in 2003 and it was 5.654% and in 2018 it was 4.651%. (Unemployment, male 2019)

Figure 1.2 The participation rates of employment in Sri Lanka
Source: Unemployment rate male, 2019

In the figure 1.2 shows the male unemployment labour force in 1991 it was 10.219% and it was diminished in to 2.973% in 2018. (Unemployment, male, 2019)

"Empowerment" is elucidated as A management practice of sharing information, rewards, and power with employees so that they can take initiative and make decisions to solve problems and improve service and performance and it is based on the idea that giving employees
skills, resources, authority, opportunity, motivation, as well holding them responsible and accountable for outcomes of their actions. (empowerment, 2019)

In the apparel industry women are dominating in the percentages as per the one of the main companies in the apparel industry in Sri Lanka the MAS Holdings state that “With over 70% of their team being female, they provide women with a safe and secure work environment where women can thrive in their careers and personal lives. Women empowerment at MAS begins with capacity building on multiple levels. (Women go beyond 2019).

When researching about men empowerment in apparel industry it is not enough only to reckon at apparel industry and for that we have to observe other industries too. Research should compare it with other industries. Also to get a brief idea on how men proliferate in other industries and to acquire knowledge on how men’s’ taste varies on selecting a job.

The correlates and consequences of psychological empowerment among a group of 612 which includes 129-men and 483-women technically skilled, professional and managerial hospital employees. (Christine S. Koberg, 1999)

In the IT sector year-on-year increase in women managers are outstripped by the expand in the numbers of men working in programming/software and web development roles (17.4% and 20.3% respectively). Although the medium-term trend shows female numbers increasing in IT professional roles, the numbers of men working in these roles are increasing at a faster rate, so the female proportion of the IT professional workforce is still only 16.2% in 2018, (Workforce Statistics, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sri Lanka%</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


According to the table 1.1 spread of employed population by main industry & gender second quarter 2013 as per the Sri Lanka Labour Force Survey. The highest percentage of men is in the service sector accounting for 43.8% of the labour force, while men in agriculture and industry account for 29.5% and 26.7%, respectively. (Sri Lanka Labour Force Survey, 2013)

In the transport sector here in Sri Lanka men representation is more than 97% in a country where 49% of its population is men. (Karunaratne, 2019)

After observing the whole background not only the apparel but also other industries the researcher found out that some of those industries are dominating by women employment and some of them are dominating by men also. But in every industry man are also employing. In this research researchers are mainly focussing on the empowerment of men in the apparel industry in Sri Lanka.

Literature Review

A. Background

Research study predominantly emphasis on the cultural factor of the organizational behaviour study, with the assists of Knowledge, Skills and Attitude Learning theory (KSA Learning theory). Study approached the impact of men empowerment on the apparel industry, with the consideration of increasing men
labour participation and empowerment of the apparel sector in Western Province Sri Lanka. In the past few decades Sri Lanka has rapidly changed their traditional agriculture-based economy to the industrial economy. New technologies, products, applications, concepts, so on and so forth, are emerging faster than ever in nearly all industries from the world market to local market. Due to these changes happening in the world, Sri Lanka also became a follower of the industrial economy.

Sri Lankan apparel industry largely emerged from the late 1970s, with the huge labour attraction. Most illiterate young individuals fasten with this industry, resulting in building new trade zones around the country. Not only in the Sri Lankan market, it is widely spreading around the world market with some major contenders like Brandix Apparel Ltd, MAS Intimates (Pvt) Ltd, Hirdramani International Exports Ltd so on. (Jayawardhana, 2016) Sri Lankan attire manufacturers & suppliers are supposed worldwide for manufacturing high quality moral fashion attire trusty by the long-lasting international fashion brands. Worn by quality aware customers everywhere around the globe, products belonging to these international brands are sourced and made in Sri Lanka as the South Asia’s fashion and supply hub and international attire visionary.

Sri Lankan apparel industry is one of the most vital and dynamic contributors for Sri Lanka’s economy. The industry has obtained a long period of time for its growth levels over the past four decades. The apparel industry of Sri Lanka bears 40% of the total exports and 52% of industrial products exports. (EDB, 2019) According to the figure (2.1) globally, the labour force participation rate for male and female aged 15 and over continues its long termly decreasing and it stands at 61.1% in 2018, down by 1.5% points over the past decade. The deterioration in women’s participation rate has been slower than that of men, resulting in a slight narrowing of the gender gap. (International Labour Organization, 2018)

![Figure 2.1 Labour Force participation rate](image)

When it comes to the apparel sector, in the whole world women participation is relatively higher than contrast of the men participation for that sector. There are several reasons for it. However, the particular reasons are also being differ with each developing and developed countries, society levels as well. Considering women in the labour force and employment are generally lower than those of men and women are not comparable internationally, reflecting that demographic, social, legitimate systems, and cultural trends and norms. (International Labour Organization, 2019) Therefore, most companies are interested in researching the complications related to the industry, because it gives support to improve the quality of the performance of the company.

B. Men Employment in Sri Lanka

In Sri Lankan situations most of the young male individuals left their education in lower grades and joined to earn money from different activities which are illegal in sometimes. One of the major challenges that lift the economic and social prospects of Sri Lanka is increasing the women participation and closing the gender gap on
the total Labour force by overcoming social and cultural barriers. (Statistics, 2017)

Table 2.1 Distribution of the recruitments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total No.</th>
<th>Female %</th>
<th>Male %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1,226,395</td>
<td>460,487</td>
<td>765,98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1,187,956</td>
<td>515,273</td>
<td>672,683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017*</td>
<td>881,411</td>
<td>378,143</td>
<td>503,268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey (Table 2.1) that was conducted by the Department of Census and Statistics in Sri Lanka, throughout the duration of 2015 to mid of 2017, percentage of female hiring increased sharply from 37.5 to 42.9 % by 5%. The gap of recruiting males and females was about 25% in 2015 and it was narrowed down to 15% in mid of 2017. These statistics are real evidence that the collaborating men employment rate is being low in Sri Lanka.

There are several reasons that can be identified for decreasing the level of men labour participating in Sri Lanka such as drug addicted youth, influence of the social media, foreign job market, increasing the rate of taxi drivers, increasing the rate of underemployment etc. Among all those situations, the worst scenario is rapidly increasing the number of taxi drivers (three-wheel drivers) who are below age 18.

C. Defining Empowerment

Empowerment can be defined in a number of ways. A management practice of sharing information, rewards, and power with employees so that they can take initiative and make decisions to solve problems and improve service and performance. Empowerment is based on the idea that giving employees skills, resources, authority, opportunity, motivation, as well holding them responsible and accountable for outcomes of their actions, will contribute to their competence and satisfaction. (Business Dictionary, 2019)

D. Men Empowerment in Apparel industry

There are respectable variations in women's access to the labour market across the countries at totally different stages of development. The gap in participation rates between male and females are narrowing in developing and developed countries. (International Labour Organization, 2018) While both men and women are affected by the challenges in the industry, female labourers tend to be more vulnerable to these risks than male labourers. (ICRW, 2017) However the modern apparel sector has always been dominated by women labour force than the males in every country in the world.

In Sri Lanka, year 2016 there were 13 free trade zones island wide with 134,956 employees, from them 70% were female workers. (Marcus, 2016) Gender-specific issues also are potent in encouraging garment employers to use additional females than men in their companies. These are some of the explanations that they give; females are additional patient and nimble at operating, ladies are additional manageable than men, females are less mobile and fewer probably to hitch a trade unions and they will do higher in stitching as a result of this job coinciding with their traditional jobs. (Pratima Paul-Majumder, 2000) In the meantime,
organizations should have to pay proper attention to the encouraging young energetic unemployed male group who are wasting their precious time and money on useless things such as drugs, social media etc.

E. Theoretical framework

Research study mainly focuses on three basic influences which are knowledge, Skills and Attitudes that are related to the KSA Learning theory which is the central theory of this research. Furthermore, it develops with the assists of theories as Hofstede's cultural dimension theory and Employee engagement theory.

1) KSA Learning Theory

KSA learning theory was developed by Benjamin Bloom in the 1950's and he was a behaviourist and founding father of competency-based learning theory, posited three" domains" of learning which are Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes that have since become theory. Those have become the main variables of this research as under mentioned.

Knowledge; According to the theory knowledge can describe as conditions of being aware of something. (Bloom's Taxonomy of Learning Domains, 2019) Also can be recognized as a cognitive or mental abilities used to retain and process information. The psychological or thinking area incorporates certainties. Knowledge comprises facts, information, and skills acquired through experience or education. Questionnaires of the research are specially considered on the respondent's educational level, knowledge of the IT, level of the English knowledge etc.

Skills; Skills can simply define as physical abilities that used to perform activities or tasks. This research mainly based on the particular individual's interpersonal skills relate to the apparel industry and the Oral and written communication skills etc. also skills as observation, problem solving, creative thinking are assists to the different kinds of jobs in the apparel industry.

Attitude; Attitudes can depict feelings or emotions about someone or something. According to this research, attitude variable that indicates the behavioural attitudes of the particular target respondents which holds the important part among other variables. (Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Domains, 2019) Research based on a simple questionnaire that covers some attitudes of men's behaviour on Sri Lankan society.

F. Job Suitability

Suitable job in the apparel industry is the mediating variable of the research study. Questionnaires are covering the areas of respondent's current job situation with asking some questions about current job satisfaction, salaries, job type and so on. Also questionnaires cover the respondent’s decision about if he is selected to an apparel industry job vacancy, which department is most suited for his qualifications and the respondent’s interest for each department.

Methodology

This empirical study carried on organizational efforts towards to discover Organizational Behaviour related areas such as organizational culture, personality, leadership. This study sought to explore and identify the impact of men empowerment of apparel industry and to be conscious about why men employment is lagging in apparel industry. Data collection and analyse may do with the unambiguous questionnaires. Mainly this research based on the deductive approach that on going with the theory and hypothesis are developed and tested due to the positivism and also positivism approach that employee empirical
methods to make extensive use of quantitative analysis.

The study involves predominantly on the review of the literature on the KSA Learning theory and furthermore Hofstede's theory of cultural dimension Employee Engagement Theory and Herzberg's Theory of motivation. This research defines the study type of descriptive, correlations, experimental and sub type of research question, hypothesis, independent and dependent variables and statistical analysis plan. The research design is the framework that has been created to seek an answer to research questions.

The target population of the study comprised the aged 18+ men who are not in Sri Lankan apparel industry including the employed and unemployed males, who are in the society. The sampling technique of this research is Purposive sampling technique which is categorized under the non-probabilistic sampling method. In the pilot study the researches collected 20 responses from 20 questionnaires. The behaviour of respondents which located to the area of Ratmalana which is a main industrial city in Western province. The researches have replaced some questions due to the negative impact on the values of the research and the convenience of the research. And with that the researches collected the main study of 175 responses from 175 questionnaires which include open ended and close ended questions which consist of Likert type questions respectively. The behaviours of respondents which located to the whole area of western province. To validate the conceptual framework of KSA and its impact on men empowerment in the Sri Lankan apparel industry.

Data collection tools such as both primary data and secondary data had collected for this study. Questionnaires were used in this study to collect required primary data. Both Sinhala and English structured questionnaires distributed among the selected sampling frame of 175 males who are aged above 18 in the society which includes employed and not employed males in western province. For the secondary data we referred data that collected by means of extensive literature study that includes the research data bases (Research gate, Google scholar), research papers, newspaper articles, books and referred industrial reports as well. For the research data analysis techniques are regression, reliability, frequencies, correlations and etc. and the data analysing was done with the data collection tool which is the software of SPSS version 23. The Sobel test was done by the Sobel Test calculating website.

A. Conceptual Framework and Hypothesis

![Figure 3.1 Conceptual Framework](source: KDU IRC 2020)

H1: Knowledge has an effect on suitable job in the apparel industry
H2: Skills has an effect on suitable job in the apparel industry
H3: Attitudes has an effect on suitable job in the apparel industry
H4: Suitable job in the apparel industry mediates the relationship of Knowledge, Skills, Attitudes on the men empowerment.
Data Analysis

A. Preparation of data for analysis

The pilot study was based on 20 survey Questionnaire responses. Frequencies of each variable are normally distributed among the 20 responses. Also the results of the pilot study are valid through the reliability and the validity analysis in SPSS version 23 (Nie, Bent & Hull, 1970). However, some questions were removed due to those questions did not tap the exact motive of the research study, appropriately data cleaning was done.

Through the survey the authors received 175 questionnaires. In addition, 0 outliers were found from the SPSS box-plot analysis. The researchers found no missing data while analysing the data by using the SPSS in this research study. A scale was developed to measure men empowerment.

B. Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive modelling methods such as maps and bar graphs are used to evaluate solutions to the general questions and statistical problems. Assumptions and statements are based on that descriptive statistics which are including three independent variables (Knowledge, Skills, Attitudes), mediating variable (Job suitability) and the depending variable (Men Empowerment in apparel industry). Referring to questionnaire, question no. (8.5) the study discussed the frequency of men respondent acceptance of the offer from the apparel industry.

C. Inferential Statistics

1) Normality:

In the case of skewness, the agreed values should be within-1 to +1 and in the case of kurtosis between-3 to +3 for the normal distribution of the variables (Hair, et al., 2009). The researchers tested the normality of the data and the Skewness and Kurtosis values of each variable including their standard errors using SPSS are given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>MV</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-.214</td>
<td>-.227</td>
<td>-.227</td>
<td>.129</td>
<td>.329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Error of Skewness</td>
<td>.184</td>
<td>.184</td>
<td>.184</td>
<td>.184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>-1.269</td>
<td>-.520</td>
<td>-1.269</td>
<td>-.520</td>
<td>-.551</td>
<td>-.133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Error of Kurtosis</td>
<td>.365</td>
<td>.365</td>
<td>.365</td>
<td>.365</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the study findings, both parameters are of an acceptable level of skewness and kurtosis. The details are therefore assumed to be distributed approximately normally.

2) Multicollinearity:

The tolerance value must usually be greater than 0.1 and if the tolerance is 0 then a perfect multicollinearity is shown, while the tolerance 1 does not display multicollinearity and the VIF should not exceed 10, Field (2005) has indicated.

All the tolerances of the variables are higher than 0.1 and when considering the all VIF values, they are less than 10, which show that all the values are reach to the perfect level.
3) Reliability:

Alpha is the statistical tool of evaluating the reliability of a sample by Cronbach, et al. (1994), which if that value is greater than or equal to 0.6 it says that the data collected were fairly reliable and appropriate, according to Flynn, et al. (1994).

According to Cronbach, the variable of Knowledge of the current study is accurate but the other variables which are Skills, Attitudes, Suitable job and the Men Empowerment is not accurate (less accurate) because of their negative response of attitudes and the skills towards the sewing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.3 Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV 1 Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV 2 Skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV 3 Attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV suitable job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV Men Empowerment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Construct Validity:

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) can be used to determine the validity of the sample and KMO must usually be between 0 and 1. If the KMO is equal to 1 the data is appropriate (Kim and Mueller, 1978).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.4 Validity (KMO and Bartlett’s Test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source: KDU IRC 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.601</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the study findings, KMO value is 0.6 so that it can be recognized as a scientifically valid data set.

5) Correlation:

The Pearson’s correlation coefficient must vary from -1 to +1 for a good correlated relationship. The correlation coefficients in the current study are shown in the table 4.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.5 Correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: KDU IRC 2020

Pearson correlation is positive for H1 (0.454) and thereby the Hypothesis H1 is accepted. The significance is 0.000. The Pearson correlation is positive for H2 (0.374) and thereby the Hypothesis H2 is accepted. The significance is 0.000. Pearson correlation is negative for H3 (-0.077). Pearson correlation is positive for H4 (0.026) and thereby the Hypothesis H4 is accepted and the significance level is 0.728. So H1 and H2 are perfectly significant and the H3 and H4 hypotheses are normally significant in the data set.

6) Regression:

According to Baron et al. (1986), regression analysis must take three linear regressions into the consideration in three steps as described by methodology in the current conceptual framework, in which a mediating factor is proposed.
According to the table no 4.9 it can be observed that the overall regression model is significant where F=2.112 and p<0.05 under 95% of confidence level. So that it can be concluded that the linear regression in the above case is significant.

According to the beta values in the below table following equation can be derived which it states, a change of one unit in knowledge results a change of .136 units in the Men Empowerment keeping other variables constant and so on with the other variables.

The reported p-values are drawn from the unit normal distribution under the assumption of a two-tailed z-test of the hypothesis that the mediated effect equal 0 in the population. +/- 1.96 are the critical values of the test ratio which contain the central 95% of the unit normal distribution.

### Discussion and Findings

#### A. Achievement of the Research Objectives

1) **Understanding the portion of male employees engages in the Sri Lankan apparel industry.**

The population of the males’ portion is 2,993,000. The unemployed rate of males in 2017 is 2.9% in every sector in Sri Lanka. (Statistics D. o., 2018) It is 12.5% in Sewing and machine operating on male recruitment (Statistics D. o., Sri Lanka Labor Demand Survey, 2017). Above findings depicts that the portion of male employees engage in apparel industry is very low.

2) **The reasons for decrease of male employees in the apparel industry:**

Identified that sewing skills of males are very low and the knowledge about the
apparel industry is very low in the society. No idea about having lot more jobs other than sewing which can be done by the males also. Another reason is that the negative attitudes towards the apparel industry which leads to the decrement of male employment.

3) The corrective actions to empower and engage male employees into the apparel industry:

Males who are educated up to G.C.E. Advanced level and completed their tertiary education can be employed in the Administrative/ Strategic level and the Executory/Tactical level. The ones who are have not completed their education up to Advanced level can be employed in the Operative / First-line level employees. Males can be employing according to the skills of sewing, machine operating, driving and various other skills.

Conclusion and Recommendation

A. Implications

1) Methodological Implications:

After the analyses based on the responses of the respondents the researchers understand the theory is influence and the improvement can be applied to industries which are similar to apparel industry. The hypothesis which was made by the researchers is been proven to males of western province in the Sri Lanka.

2) Managerial Implications:

Sri Lankan males are now tending to addicted to drugs and they are becoming victims of the abyss and most of males are involving in these illegal activities due to their unemployment. If these people can be categorized according to their skills and their desires in the jobs in the apparel industry men can be empowered in the apparel industry. Future perspectives can help potential managers of male gender to collectively connect knowledge, skills and attitudes when seeking job-related incentives and higher responsibilities.

B. Limitations of the study

The mediating variable the researchers produced does not recognized in the KSA learning theory therefore the mediating variable which is the suitable job in the apparel industry is limited only to this research. After the survey collected the researches did not investigate further on so the changes of perception are limited in this research. This research the sample is limited to the size of 175 and the sampling technique is non-probabilistic to capture the purpose of the study group therefore this research cannot easily generalize to the other study settings.

C. Recommendation to further research

For the future researches this can be placed comparative into the other industries such as Agriculture, IT-BPO, Logistics and transport with quantitative study and at different levels of men empowerment can be done. And this research should be pay more attention on deeply explaining each factor by using qualitative analysis methods such as interviews or focus groups. In terms of the sample size, a small sample of 175 respondents is not adequate in most of the instance. Usually researchers are taken 300 respondent sample for get the more accuracy in research. This can be carry on from western province region to a considerable sample size should be used for an effective representative of the entire study population chosen from different provinces rather than choosing one province only. Simply researcher is recommending to get larger sample size in future researches based on this study.
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Abstract: According to the survey conducted by National IT-BPM Workforce in 2019, it was found that there is a gap between demand and supply of ICT graduates in Sri Lanka. Furthermore, there is a gap between the demand and supply of skills due to the fact that top skills demanded by employers and top skills offered by training organizations are not aligned at present. Primary data for the study were collected from the sample through expert interviews and questionnaires. The sample (N=400) consists of employers, academics, and alumni. Secondary data were collected from the curriculum of ICT programmes, Subject Benchmark Statement (SBS) on IT, Sri Lanka Qualifications Framework (SLQF) and ACM guidelines for Bachelor’s degrees in IT. The main objective of the study is to develop an employability model to generate work-ready ICT graduates while reducing the skill mismatch. According to the proposed employability model, components of the curriculum must align with the student-centred teaching and learning methods, programme learning outcomes and SLQF learning outcomes to develop graduate attributes which will be useful to generate work-ready graduates irrespective of the discipline. Most importantly, the Internal Quality Assurance Unit (IQAU) of the HEIs and Management of the HEIs have a great responsibility towards implementing the above-proposed model to generate work-ready ICT graduates in Sri Lanka. As a result, the gap between demand for and supply of ICT graduates and the skill mismatch can be reduced.
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Introduction

Demand and Supply gap of ICT graduates of Sri Lanka in 2019 is shown in figure 1 (NATIONAL IT-BPM WORKFORCE SURVEY, 2019). It shows that the demand exceeds the supply in a significant margin of 12,140. However, high demand for ICT workforce can be considered as a healthy sign of growth in the industry and should be welcome even though the supply is low. The main concern of the industry is not the numbers of supply alone but in terms of the quality of supply.

Furthermore, there is a gap between demand and supply of skills. Table 1 shows that top skills demanded and top skills offered are not aligned in a consistent order of priority. Hence, the main objective of the study is to develop an employability model to generate work-ready ICT graduates in
Sri Lanka while reducing the skill mismatch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of skill</th>
<th>Skills in demand</th>
<th>Skills in demand</th>
<th>Mismatch of Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Less supplied skills in demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Skills</td>
<td>Business analysis &amp; process Engineering</td>
<td>Systems Design</td>
<td>• Business analysis &amp; process engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Database design &amp; administration</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>• Customer service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hardware engineering &amp; maintenance</td>
<td>Systems Analysis</td>
<td>• Systems / Application support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>Network design</td>
<td>• System application testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System analysis</td>
<td>Database design and admin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Network implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systems/Application support</td>
<td>Internet and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project management</td>
<td>Hardware engineering and maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network implementation</td>
<td>Systems Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System design</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System application testing</td>
<td>Project Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Soft Skills   | Communication Skills | Communication Skills | | |
|               | Team work | Team working | | |
|               | Interpersonal Skills | Creative thinking Skills | | |
|               | Creative thinking skills | Interpersonal Skills | | |
|               | Professional ethics | professional ethics | | |
|               | Proficiency in English language | Proficiency in English language | | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Skills</th>
<th>SQL Server</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>MS Windows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS Windows</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>My SQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Oracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>Visual Basic</td>
<td>.NET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NET</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>C#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>SQL Server</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C#</td>
<td>PHP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NATIONAL IT - BPM WORKFORCE SURVEY 2019
Research Methods

To identification of the tools are the most important factor in developing an employability model for Higher Education Institutes to generate work-ready graduates. Primary data collected from expert interviews and questionnaires from the sample. The sample (N=400) consists of employers, academics and alumni. Secondary data collected from, curriculum of ICT programs, subject benchmark statement on IT, Sri Lanka Qualifications and the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the IEEE Computer Society (IEEE-CS) guidelines for Bachelor’s degrees in IT.

The curriculum is an academic content and sequence of courses of the total learning experience of the student. A curriculum signifies a continuous evolution of the respective study programs. According to Ralph Tyler (2004), there are four (4) fundamental questions that were considered to develop a curriculum. The following table indicates the fundamental questions and answers for those questions (Arroyo & García Garduño, 2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>ANSWERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What kind of individual/employee do we need?</td>
<td>What educational purpose shall the curriculum serve?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What kind of individual/employee do we need?</td>
<td>What kind of individual/employee do we need?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do they learn?</td>
<td>What experiences should the institution and its faculty provide to meet these expressed purposes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do they learn?</td>
<td>What do they learn?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do they learn?</td>
<td>How can this experience be organized most effectively?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do we assess the learning outcomes?</td>
<td>How can one best determine the purposes and attainment of the curriculum?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do we assess the learning outcomes?</td>
<td>Evaluation is the last step of the curriculum model.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comprehensive evaluation can be done using a variety of evaluation techniques. Through the evaluation process it can be decide whether or not the goals of the curriculum and objectives of instruction have been met.
Subject Benchmark Statement (SBS) in IT of the University Grants Commission (UGC) clearly indicated that the IT graduate should try to develop generic skills as well as subject-specific skills (Subject Benchmark Statement, 2010).

The Sri Lanka Qualification Framework (SLQF) is a globally standardized structure for all of Sri Lanka's offered higher education qualifications (Sri Lanka Qualification Framework, 2016). The SLQF refers to all public as well as private higher education institutions (HEIs), which provide post-secondary education. It helps to understand qualifications and assess a qualification's relative worth. This encourages learners to make educated decisions about the skills they want to obtain. The SLQF comprises twelve (12) levels, and comprehensively describes the descriptors of each of these levels. Since the amount of learning is included in the SLQF, there is also the number of credits that the students can earn for each certification.

Results and Discussion

Based on the analyzed primary data indicated that graduates must acquire meaningful work knowledge, demonstrated good working skills with the right attitudes at the workplace. Nevertheless, there were still areas for continual improvement to ensure graduates were well-prepared for practicum, further soft skill development and to improve the quality of their project and minor modifications to be done for the existing curriculum to match with the current market demand.

SLQF level descriptors describe the nature of the study and the academic standards expected of graduates in respect of particular qualifications (Sri Lanka Qualification Framework, 2016). They provide a picture of what graduates might reasonably be expected to know, do, and understand at the end of their program of study.

SBS is used as reference points in the design, delivery, and review of academic programs. They provide general guidance for articulating the learning outcomes associated with the program but are not intended to represent a national curriculum in a subject or to prescribe set approaches to teaching, learning, or assessment. Instead, they allow for flexibility and innovation in program design within a framework agreed by the subject community.

The K-SAM model is considered an integrated model. Thus, each learning outcome identified under the attributes of a particular level may not be confined to a single domain within the K-SAM model. For example, communication skills (i.e. a learning outcome) are not considered only as a skill (i.e. a single domain of the K-SAM model). The SLQF recognizes a given learning outcome as a blend of more than one domain (in most cases all the domains) in the K-SAM model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>What the qualification holders know?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td>What the qualification holders can do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes, Values, Professionalism and Vision for life</td>
<td>How the qualification holders think and behave?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind-set and Paradigm</td>
<td>How the qualification holders perceive the world?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SLQF Booklet
For each qualification, the generic outcomes and attributes signify the expected capabilities from qualification holders defined in terms of the four main domains of learning: knowledge, skills, attitudes, and mindset characterized as the ‘K-SAM model’. This is exactly expected by the employer from the fresh graduates.

The curriculum of the degree program plays a vital role in employability. Contents, Teaching/Learning Methods, and Assessment Methods are the main components of the curriculum in any discipline. According to the SBS in IT, Information Technology is an integrative discipline. It combines together the IT knowledge areas of databases, human-computer interaction, networking, programming, and web systems. Concrete backgrounds in each of these areas enable graduates to solve all types of computing and informational problems, regardless of their origin.

There are twelve (12) learning outcomes defined in the SLQF as being of national significance have been adapted to fit each level of qualification as level descriptors. Categorizing the learning results according to the key components of K-SAM. Any of the widely used student-centered teaching and learning approaches recommended for the learning outcomes. The learner is expected to meet or demonstrate that certain learning outcomes have been achieved. Therefore, the assessment of the outcomes of learning by effective and appropriate assessment methods is essential in the process of the qualification framework.

A core consists of all essential areas that must be included in any IT undergraduate degree program that can be identified (Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programmes in IT, 2017). Core areas in a degree program are IT fundamentals, Programming fundamentals, Computer fundamentals, Operating systems, IT systems, Web systems, Networking, Databases, Human-computer interaction, Professional communication, Information assurance & security, and Professional ethics. In addition to the above key areas, a successful IT graduate needs many skills in Mathematics, Scientific Method, and Familiarity with Application Domains and Communication Skills areas as well. Other than knowledge areas there must be projects including teamwork, professional communications (reports and presentations), design, implementation, and testing.

According to the proposed employability model, components of the curriculum must align with the student-centred teaching and learning methods, program learning outcomes, SLQF learning outcomes to develop graduate attributes which will be useful to generate work-ready graduates irrespective of the discipline.

![Figure 2. Proposed Employability Model](source: Author Constructed)
Conclusions

According to Yorke & Knight (2006), employability is a set of skills, understanding, and personal attributes that make graduates more likely to gain employment, and be successful in their chosen occupations, which benefits themselves, the workforce, and the economy (Dean & Mansour, 2016).

Hence, it is a fact that the content of the degree program must follow the core areas defined in the ACM guidelines. In addition, teaching/learning methods, and assessment methods must comply with the mentioned student-centered methods. Furthermore, each and every course outcomes map with the program learning outcomes and twelve (12) SLQF learning outcomes. Finally, those twelve (12) outcomes map with the graduate attributes which were considered as the employability indicators (KSAM Model). Additionally, the program outcomes consist of key skills: intellectual skills, practical skills, numeric skills, IT skills, communication skills, teamwork, and interpersonal skills and professional development & self-management skills.

Furthermore, the HEIs must consider the component of the curriculum and skills related to the ICT, when the proposed employability model will be used to generate work-ready ICT graduates

Most importantly, the Internal Quality Assurance Unit (IQAU) of the HEIs and Administrative Staff of the HEIs have a great responsibility towards implementing the above-proposed model to generate work-ready ICT graduates in Sri Lanka. As a result, can reduce the gap between demand for and supply of ICT graduates and skill mismatch.
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Abstract: Eliminating the apprehension of public speaking is vital for law undergraduates to perform well as future attorneys and other legal professionals. A descriptive cross-sectional study assessed Public Speaking Anxiety (PSA) among all the (n=140) second-year law undergraduates who followed the compulsory Public Speaking module in KDU, Sri-Lanka. A pre-tested, self-administered questionnaire followed by the Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA) scale developed by McCroskey was used for data collection. Data was analysed using descriptive statistics, t-test, and one-way ANOVA in SPSS 23.0. All the participants had a 'low' level of PSA. The majority (90.9%; n=100) had the previous experience of performing in front of an audience, and 60% (n=66) were involved in extra-curricular activities related to public speaking. However, the majority (75.5%; n=83) had not followed any course related to public speaking. The mean of the PRPSA score of the students who had participated in extra-curricular activities related to public speaking was significantly different from that of the ones who had not (P=0.030). Tukey post hoc test on a one-way ANOVA revealed that the students who had participated in debating had a significant mean difference in PRPSA score with the students who had taken part in Toastmasters (P=0.000) and with those who had not participated in any activity related to public speaking (P=0.000).

Previous exposure and having a compulsory course module on public speaking were identified as the critical elements in reducing the PSA among the law undergraduates. It would lead to the transformation of self-confidence and ultimately, a positive transformation in their professionalism and personality.

Keywords: Public speaking anxiety, Law undergraduates, University education, Communication apprehension

Introduction

Public Speaking Anxiety (PSA) is identified in the DSM-5 (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; American Psychiatric Association) as a social anxiety disorder (APA, 2013). It is also named as Glassophobia, and identified as a state of nervousness or distress triggered by the expectation of something threatening. Further, PSA is classified as one of the prevailing social phobias among the modern generation (Herath, 2019). It is reported as prevalent in 15% to 30% of the general population (Pull, 2012). Up to 10% of those say that their PSA results in an intrusion with daily activities, including work and education (Heeren et al., 2013; Stein et al., 1996). Regardless of being knowledgeable in their field of specialisation, many professionals struggle due to poor public speaking skills. Even professionals involved in business and politics may also undergo stressful
conditions due to the fear of public speaking. For certain individuals, the fear of public speaking has become a threat to achieving success in their career. Further, society has an underestimation on them as they fail to create a strong impression among the public.

Fear of public speaking can lead to various physiological changes in the speaker such as experiencing dryness of mouth, increasing the level of blood pressure, asymmetrical breathing, reddening of the face and perspiring due to the feeling of embarrassment (Kushner, 2004). People who experience speaking anxiety, get confused very quickly and they may feel anxious and uncomfortable even when they are in front of a small crowd. They may experience a weakness in their body due to the stressful condition. The very thought of giving a speech in front of the public may bring them a sense of discomfort and nervousness (Furmark, 2002). The symptoms of Glassophobia can be classified into three: physical, verbal, and non-verbal. The individuals with Public speaking anxiety may undergo physical symptoms such as acute hearing, raised heartbeat, dilated pupils, enhanced sweating, increased oxygen intake, spasm of upper back muscles and neck rigidity. They will also experience verbal symptoms such as tense and shaking voice and vocalised pauses and non-verbal symptoms like disturbed body language (Furmark, 2002).

Studies reveal that females have a high prevalence of social phobia than males (Kessler et al., 1994; McLean et al., 2011).

Communication Apprehension, which weakens the competency and the disposition to speak in public, can be treated with three approaches, such as systematic desensitisation, cognitive restructuring, and competence/skill-building. The above approaches are classified as the most effective techniques in maximising the students’ performance. Systematic desensitisation comprises in a determination to engage, repetitively, in the same apprehension-causing exercise or event in order to reduce its newness and intensify the comfort with that activity (Colbeck, 2011). This is an gradual exposure for the fear occurring stimuli that leads to a decrease in the stress levels with the aid of the relaxation techniques. The mechanism of cognitive restructuring aims at directing the individuals with high levels of Communication Apprehension to an instructor who will identify the weaknesses of the participants’ and rebuild and replace them with positive motivation (Stein, 2009). Skills training serves as one of the fundamental approaches utilised in the universities in public speaking programmes. This approach strengthens the students’ confidence in public speaking as they gain the assistance of their instructors in enhancing their skills of public speaking. The main focus of this approach is to reduce the public speaking anxiety through competence/ skill-building approach. An experimental study which has surveyed this method has proven a reduction in the level of PRPSA (Colbeck, 2011).

It has become a common practice among many young students that they try to escape from the instances where they are expected to do a presentation or deliver a speech. Further, they have a high tendency of avoiding social gatherings. Studies have revealed that language speaking courses play an influential role in reducing the level of speakers’ anxiety and create positive reinforcement in the level of performance (Scovel, 2006). Further, recent survey studies highlighted that the incidence of PSA among university students is parallel to that of the general population (Tejwani et al., 2016). Since this is a significant barrier in achieving one's personal and professional goals, the university undergraduates must be trained to...
overcome the fear of public speaking before they become professionals (Raja, 2017). As a result of this high incidence of public speaking fear, and in light of its clinical implications, the need for brief and precise measurement of this construct is critical (Heeren et al., 2013).

A positive, pre-speech self-talk experience is also identified as a very effective mechanism in assessing the influence of anxiety on student performance in various disciplines. The research studies highlight the significance of providing the students with an opportunity to narrate aloud a self-affirming statement in unison before they deliver the relevant presentation or speech. This will have a profound effect on reducing the anxiety of the students in public speaking. Nevertheless, the recurrent use of the recited positive affirmation practice over numerous instances in the same course module and academic semester did not result in a noteworthy additional decrease in performance anxiety over classes in which only one speech or presentation was performed during the term (Shadinger et al., 2020).

Psychological distress has been categorised as an influential element in the student's transition and success. Many university students across all the academic disciplines undergo different levels of anxiety and distress in their interpersonal, social and performance situations, and that serves as a strong barrier into their competency in achieving success in their higher education. Hence the Performance Anxiety, Public Speaking Anxiety, Stage Fear and Communication Apprehension are the most common types of anxieties experienced by the University Undergraduates (Martin-Lynch et al., 2016).

In general, the public speaking anxiety is a common issue that many Law undergraduates, as well as aspiring Law students, struggle with. A Lawyer is expected not only to interact with clients but also to deliver the arguments persuasively and constructively before the court. When the students master the art of public speaking during their university education, this may lead to a transformation in their self-confidence. Therefore, eliminating the fear of public speaking is of crucial importance to Law undergraduates since it may threaten the confidence in their future as attorneys. Hence, improving the public speaking skills of Law undergraduates is a key to have a promising legal career and a source of empowerment (Brown, 2015). However, there are only a few studies conducted in Sri-Lanka regarding the PSA among the Law undergraduates. Therefore, the study aimed at assessing the PSA among the second-year Law undergraduates who follow compulsory public speaking module in General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University, Sri-Lanka.

**Literature Review**

The fear of public speaking is even more dreadful than their fear of death for some individuals. However, the psychologists identify this as one of the irrational fears which can easily be eliminated through constructive intervention. Many researches have highlighted the need to include the public speaking modules into the curriculum right from School to Higher education at universities (Raja, 2017). A study revealed that the students who get exposed to the training on public speaking before they enter the world of professionalism are more likely to be competent and confident than those who had no prior exposure (Akin and Kunzman, 1974).

A study was conducted in Japan to assess the efficiency of a skills-based program as a mechanism in decreasing the PSA. The
study population comprised of twenty-five college sophomores who were subjected to a methodical approach for developing a presentation that was theoretically associated with approaches in reducing Communication Apprehension. The students were provided with the opportunity to conduct four presentations. The performance was evaluated and graded by the teacher and the colleagues. Results of the study shown that the experimental group reported a significant decrease in the level of public speaking anxiety than the control group of 86 students (Priby et al., 2001).

Another study was conducted in Midwestern university to determine the impact of a basic-level speech course on students’ CA. The McCroskey's Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA) questionnaire was used in both pre- and post-test. The pre-test was conducted during the first two weeks of the course to assess their level of anxiety in public speaking while a post-test was conducted at the end of the course to assess their level of improvement. The study population comprised of 324 students at Midwestern University. The results have shown a significant decrease in the level of CA after completion of the speech course (Colbeck, 2011).

An experimental study conducted in Sri-Lanka among the third year undergraduates who follow compulsory module on public Speaking at Uva Wellassa University revealed that the students who had a high level of anxiety in public speaking (64%) at the beginning of the module, were able to reduce their anxiety to 5% at the end of the module. The level of anxiety was measured using the questionnaire of Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA) developed by McCroskey. This highlights the significance of having a separate course module on public speaking for university undergraduates (Herath, 2019).

**Methodology**

The study was conducted as a descriptive cross-sectional study among all the (N=140) second-year Law undergraduates who study compulsory Public Speaking module in General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University, Sri-Lanka. Self-administered questionnaires were hand-delivered among the participants once the informed written consent was taken. A self-administered questionnaire consisted of an assessment of socio-demographic data followed by the Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA) scale was used for data collection. Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA) scale is a 34-item developed by McCroskey, J. C. (McCroskey, 1970) which is an excellent measure of public speaking anxiety. Cronbach’s alpha of PRPSA scale ranges from 0.84 to 0.94 (Mörtberg et al., 2018), which proves that the scale is very reliable. The severity of the PSA is categorised in PRPSA under three levels (High = > 131, Low = < 98 and Moderate = 98-131) and the response to each item was scaled in a Likert scale (1- Strongly Disagree, 2-Disagree, 3-Neutral, 4-Agree, 5-Strongly Agree).

The questionnaire was piloted among ten second-year law undergraduates to evaluate cultural appropriateness and comprehension, and they were excluded from the study population. Data was analysed using SPSS 23.0, including the descriptive statistics, independent sample t-test and Turkey Post hoc test on one-way ANOVA.

**Results**

The response rate of the participants was 78.57%(n=110), and the mean (±SD) age of the participants was 21.58(±3.567) years. Majority of them were females (59.1 %; n=65), and the native language of most of
the participants was Sinhalese (91.8%; n=101). Many of them (90.9%; n=100) had the experience of presenting an item in front of an audience, and 60% (n=66) have involved in the extra-curricular activities related to public speaking such as Toastmaster (30%; n=330), Debating (28.2%; n=31) and Model United Nations (MUN) (1.8%; n=02). However, most of the participants (75.5%; n=83) have not followed any courses related to public speaking.

Table 1. Socio-Demographic Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographic Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Mean 21.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mode 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD 3.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male 40.9%(n=45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 59.1%(n=65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Language</td>
<td>Sinhala 91.8%(n=101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English 4.5%(n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tamil 3.6%(n=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had the experience</td>
<td>Yes 90.9%(n=100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-curricular</td>
<td>No 9.1%(n=10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of activities</td>
<td>Toastmaster 30.0%(n=33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involved</td>
<td>Debating 28.2%(n=31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MUN 1.8%(n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nothing 40%(n=44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followed courses</td>
<td>Yes 24.5%(n=27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No 75.5%(n=83)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the participants had a 'low' level of PSA, and the mean score was 40.35 (±19.09). There was no significant mean difference in PRPSA score between the two genders (P=0.058), and the mean of the PRPSA score was significantly different between the students who have participated in extra-curricular activities related to public speaking and the ones who have not (P=0.030). One-Way ANOVA suggested that there is a statistically significant difference in the mean PRPSA score between the types of extra-curricular activities that the participants have taken part related to public speaking (P=0.000). The students who have done debating had a significant mean difference in PRPSA score with the students who have taken part in Toastmaster (P=0.000) and those who have not participated in any activities related to public speaking (P=0.000). However, the students who have taken part in MUN had no significant mean difference in PRPSA score with the students who have done Debating (P=0.999), Toastmaster (P=0.246) and those who have not participated in any activities related to public speaking (P=0.408).

Table 2. Multiple Comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) type of activity</th>
<th>(J) type of activity</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Done nothing</td>
<td>Debating</td>
<td>-20.090*</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toastmaster</td>
<td>3.917</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MUN</td>
<td>-18.477</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debating</td>
<td>Done nothing</td>
<td>20.090*</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toastmaster</td>
<td>24.007*</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MUN</td>
<td>1.613</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toastmaster</td>
<td>Done nothing</td>
<td>-3.917</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Debating</td>
<td>-24.007*</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MUN</td>
<td>-22.394</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

This descriptive cross-sectional study was aimed to assess PSA among all the second-year Law undergraduates who follow a compulsory public speaking module in KDU, Sri Lanka. The study revealed that all the participants had a low level of PSA. A similar study conducted in medical undergraduates in Pakistan found that the majority of the study population had a moderate PRPSA level (Khan et al., 2015). Further, there was a significant difference between the gender and PRPSA level, which was not found in the present study. Further, a similar experimental study conducted in Sri Lanka among the 3rd year undergraduates who follow compulsory module on public speaking at Uva Wellassa university revealed that the students who had a high level of anxiety in public speaking (64%) at the beginning of the module, were able to reduce their anxiety to 5% at the end of the module. This highlights the significance of including a specific module on public speaking into the curriculum of the university undergraduates (Herath, 2019).

In this study, majority of the participants have had the previous experience on presenting an item in front of an audience, and 60% (n=66) have involved in the extracurricular activities related to public speaking. Moreover, PRPSA score was significantly different between the students who have participated in extracurricular activities on public speaking and the ones who have not. The previous experience and the mandatory course module on public speaking should be the reason behind the low PSA among the study population. Further, many researchers have highlighted the need for including Public speaking modules into the curriculum higher education. Another study revealed that the students who had exposure to public speaking are more likely to be competent and confident than those who had no prior exposure (Akin and Kunzman, 1974). Further, exposure to virtual environments and the use of cognitive-behavioural self-help programs delivered on the Internet would reduce the PSA (Pull, 2012).

Conclusion

The study was conducted to identify the PSA among the second-year law undergraduates who followed the compulsory Public Speaking module in KDU, Sri Lanka. It was revealed that the PSA level among all the participants was ‘low’. Previous exposure to extra-curricular activities related to public speaking and having a compulsory course module on public speaking are critical elements in reducing the PSA among the Law undergraduates. This would lead to the transformation of their self-confidence, speaking style, intonation pattern and ultimately, a constructive alteration in their professionalism and personality.
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Abstract: Information has become a vital and valuable asset to an organization. In the banking sector, employees should have a better knowledge about the security of the information system since they are always exposed to very confidential and sensitive information. Thus, the awareness on information security has become a major area that should be focused on by the employees as well as the management of the banking industry. The objective of this research is to evaluate the awareness of the employees on information security in the banking sector in Sri Lanka. This study is based on Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q). A questionnaire was developed based on relevant literature for collecting data in the study. Regression analysis was carried out using SPSS to analyze the collected data. It was concluded that all the factors in HAIS-Q are predictors of employee information security awareness (R²= 0.984). Although all the variables have affected positively on the awareness on information security in the banking sector, the variables of Password Management, Email Use, Internet Use and Incident Reporting have a positive and significant impact on the awareness of employees on Information Security. Especially the Password Management significantly impacted on the awareness of information security. The employers should identify the importance of password management, Email Use, Internet Use and Incident Reporting when they structure training activities for employees in the banking industry.
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Introduction

With the globalization, Information Security Awareness (ISA) has become a key concept in information security. Contrary, attackers also concern more about enhancing their capabilities by developing various novel attack methods. When they got a chance, they targeted to intend information system and effectively exploit corporate network and infrastructure through individual human behaviour. Therefore, cybersecurity has become a business problem that should concern by Chief Information system officers in every organization. The objective of ISA is to allow every employee to inform that they are vulnerable in providing opportunities for attackers to threaten the organization’s corporate system and infrastructure and when they have an idea about this issue. Employees can change their behaviours to mitigate those risks and threats.

The ISA is typically focused on two aspects; understanding and compliance. According to the Kruger & Kearney, (2006) understanding means how far employees in the organization recognize the value and vitality of information security, the levels are information security appropriate to the company and what extent they have known the individual security responsibility. The other aspect; compliance is a level of commitment that concerned with information security plans, directions and strategies as per demonstrated by the
agreement (Siponen, 2001). Accordingly, ISA can be explained as employee's understanding of the companies Information Security strategies and measures and their perspective towards having to adherence to them.

Not only technological reasons but also the behaviour of computer users impact on issues of Information security (Furnell, et al., 2006, Herath & Rao, 2009, Vroom & Von Solms, 2004). Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q) is a well-known instrument which was developed to assess the employee's information security awareness.

In the banking sector, employees should have more knowledge about the information system security since they always exposed to very confidential and sensitive information. Therefore, awareness of the information systems in an organization and its security has become a major area that should be focused by employees as well as management of the organization. The study will use the Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q) as a model to evaluate the information security awareness of employees who are working in the banking sector in Sri Lanka.

The primary objective of this research is to evaluate the information security awareness of employees in the banking sector in Sri Lanka.

**Literature Review**

Information security is identified as the protection of the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the data that is stored in a computerized environment (Kruger, 2006). Along with the other business assets information requires protection to make sure that the information is available in a confidential situation along with its integrity is preserved where it is necessary (Microsoft, 1999). There are various types of threats that can happen in information security. They are such as fraud, drafts, viruses, social engineering risks on protecting information etc; (Microsoft, 1999). These threats along with the careless human errors that can happen in the security controls may lead to major financial and reputational damages to the organization which can impact in the long-run. The controls need to be done along with the organizational security goals and objectives to minimize the risk that can happen.

Information security is identified as a critical and complex task and it is not just using user names and passwords as a measure of security. For many years, information security programs are more focused towards technical solutions such as firewalls, anti-virus programs, access controls etc. than in human element. Information security mainly focuses in maintain confidentiality, integrity and availability of information for the organization to perform its business operations smoothly without interruption (Kruger & Kearney, 2006). Confidentiality is defined as the protection of data and information without exposure to unauthorized parties (Mcleod & Schell, 2008). Integrity is the accurate representation of data information between the parties that disclosed them while the availability of information means provide authorized people to access relevant data as they want and when they want. Human behaviour is very important when considering the information security awareness that the employee obtains and it is not entirely depending on technical solutions (Cox, et al., 2001). In 2018, Kruger and Kearney developed a model based on social psychology field for determining information security awareness through different factors; knowledge, attitude and behaviour (KAB) and the refined version of KAB model is HAIS-Q employee...
information security awareness component.

Knowledge: Knowledge can be defined as all information that an individual owns about a specific field. Through the empirical review of literature that was performed the researcher has identified models, instrument and then variables for the study to accomplish the research objective of study (Alexander & Jetton, 2000). Knowledge compromise three forms; declarative, or knowing what, procedural, or knowing how, and conditional, or knowing when and why.

Attitude: Attitude can be defined as mental and neural readiness which direct individual's all activities (Allport, 1967).

Behaviour: According to most psychologists, Behaviour is an observable action. The fundamental definition of behaviour is how people or group of people responds to a certain set of conditions.

The information security awareness is measured through HAIS-Q model which consists 63 items that are categorized into 7 types; Password management, Email use, Internet use, Social media use, Mobile devices, Information handling and Incident reporting.

The original development of HAIS-Q model was inspired to gain the understanding of employee information security awareness who are working in the government sector, Australia (Parsons, et al., 2014). The main conclusion that derived through the discussions held with senior managers of the Australian government is that the security breaches commonly happened due to the human errors along with their ignorance. This finding was the basic question that motivated for the development of HAIS-Q (Parsons, et al., 2014). Many researchers have used this model as the conceptual framework in their studies and many have tested the validity and reliability of the model (Straub, et al., 2004). HAIS-Q model can be used as a reliable measure of information security awareness (McCormac, et al., 2016).

Information is identified as the newest currency in the current business and corporate world where the value of the business rise and falls depending on how, when, where and by whom it is been used and type of medium that is been used. Depending on the way it is used there is a risk and an opportunity in using information security. In simple terms, a user is a person who is dealing initially with the information that is related to the organization. The information security management of the organization is based on the human factor and also on the processes that are related to the organization.

Importance in creating a security culture within the organization setting arise when the human dimension of the information security is considered to be one of the weakest points. Therefore, the creation of information security culture in the organization is important in effective security management.
Methodology

The developed conceptual framework is illustrated in Figure 01. Seven independent variables were derived from the Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q), which are password management, e-mail use, internet use, social networking site use, incident reporting, mobile computing and information handling. The dependent variable of the study is employee information security awareness. Table 01 depicts the sub-areas of the selected focus areas. The Likert scale questionnaire was developed by covering all the variables of the study.

The target population of the study is all employees who work at a private bank in Sri Lanka. The sample from the above population was selected through random sampling technique. The sample size for the study is determined through the table developed by Krejcie and Morgan to fulfil the existing gap of not having a proper representative statistical sample table. Therefore, 357 employees were selected as the sample for the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus area</th>
<th>Sub-areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Password management</td>
<td>Locking workstations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Password sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choosing a good password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email use</td>
<td>Forwarding emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opening attachments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT department level of responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet use</td>
<td>Installing unauthorized software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessing dubious websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inappropriate use of internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social networking site</td>
<td>Amount of work time spent on SNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SNS) use</td>
<td>Consequences of SNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Posting about work on SNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident reporting</td>
<td>Reporting suspicious individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reporting bad behaviour by colleagues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reporting all security incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile computing</td>
<td>Physically securing personal electronic devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sending sensitive information via mobile networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Checking work email via free network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Result and Analysis

The descriptive analysis was illustrated as shown in Table 02. The mean value of all the variables is greater than the average and it indicates that all the factors can be affected by information security awareness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Password Management</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Use</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Use</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media Use</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Devices Use</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Handling</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident Reporting</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Security Aware.</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.584</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The skewness and kurtosis values for all seven independent and dependent variables are in between -1.96 and +1.96 as shown in Table 03. It can be argued that data for both two variables are normally distributed.

Table 03. The measure of Divergence from Normality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Password Management</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.438</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Use</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.662</td>
<td>1.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Use</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.425</td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media Use</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.511</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Devices Use</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.405</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Handling</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.465</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident Reporting</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.524</td>
<td>0.423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Security Aware.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.082</td>
<td>0.839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 04. Model Summary for the predictors of information security awareness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>R Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.992a</td>
<td>.984</td>
<td>.983</td>
<td>.07939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Predictors: (Constant)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 05. Coefficients for predictors of information security awareness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-.137</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password</td>
<td>.548</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Use</td>
<td>.207</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Use</td>
<td>.173</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 04, illustrates the $R^2$ of the variable which means that 98.4% of the variance in information security awareness can be predicted from independent variables that are derived from Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire which are password management, e-mail use, internet use, social networking site use, incident reporting, mobile computing and information handling.

The Coefficient table (Table 05) for factors of Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire and Information Security Awareness provides p values of all seven independent variables. Since all values are less than 0.05 it can be concluded than all seven variables are predictors of Information Security Awareness of the employees in the private bank in Sri Lanka.

Out of all seven sub-variables of Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire, password management is the most influential factor when predicting the information security awareness of the employees in the banking sector.

The linear model for the multiple regression equals to,

$$Y=0.548X_1 + 0.207X_2 + 0.173X_3 + 0.018X_4 + 0.084X_5 + 0.043X_6 + 0.034X_7 - 0.137$$

Where,

- $Y$: Information Security Awareness
- $X_1$: Password Management
- $X_2$: Email Use
- $X_3$: Internet Use
- $X_4$: Social Media Use
- $X_5$: Mobile Devices Use
- $X_6$: Information Handling
- $X_7$: Incident Reporting

### Conclusion

The study was conducted to examine the association between seven independent variables that were derived from the Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q) and information security awareness of employees who are working in the banks in Sri Lanka. Through the descriptive analysis, the researcher was able to find out email use strategies used by the employees in the banks are the most commonly used aspect by them out of seven factors related with Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q) while other six studied factors play an equal amount of involvement is information security awareness.

Three types of independent variables; Social Media Use, Mobile Devices Use and Information Handling had a positive but moderate impact on the Information Security Awareness of employees in the banks.

Other four independent variables; Password Management, Email Use, Internet Use and Incident Reporting had a positive and strong impact on the Information Security Awareness of employees.

Password Management is the most influenced independent variable derived from the Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q) towards the dependent variable of employee information security awareness in the selected organization.

All factors derived from Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q) are better predictors of employee information security awareness in the private bank in Sri Lanka.

### A. Recommendations

The number of researchers has been carried out to prove the validity and reliability of the Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-
Q) (Straub, et al., 2004 & Mccormac, et al., 2016). Hence, employee awareness on information security has become a major strength for all types of organization, findings of the study have more practical consequences. Since employees in the banking industry are working with very confidential information related to customers and the bank itself, they should follow a proper strategy with the security of information which they possess.

By administrating the HAIS questionnaire, an organization can determine the level of the awareness that employees have toward each factor such as password management, e-mail use, internet use, social networking site use, incident reporting, mobile computing and information handling. When a bank needs to perform training for employees on information security awareness, they can use this questionnaire before the study to identify the baseline of employee information security awareness and then after conducting the training they can measure the success of the training program through providing this questionnaire for employees and on the other hand, management can identify the areas that need to improve.
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Abstract: The action or practices of taking someone else's work or idea and passing it off as one's own is called plagiarism. This study aimed to assess knowledge, attitudes, and practices on Plagiarism, among law undergraduates of Kotelawala Defence University (KDU). An online questionnaire that consisted of four parts; socio-demographic data, knowledge, attitudes and practices on plagiarism was used for data collection, from among randomly selected 105 students in all four batches. The mean (±SD) age of the participants was 22.08 (±2.86) years, and the majority of them were females (58.1%; n=61). The majority (80%, n= 84) of the participants knew about "plagiarism", and out of them, 80% (n=68) have learnt it through university lecturers. Further, 79.0% (n=83) were aware of the plagiarism checking software, which is available at KDU. The majority (84.8%; n=89) of the participants have realised that plagiarism is unprofessional and many (76.2%; n=80) have accepted that the plagiarism should be a punishable offence. Moreover, 91.4% (n=96) have believed that the level of English Language proficiency influences on practicing plagiarism. Among the participants, 24.8%, 20% and 10.5% were using Turnitin, Plagiarism Checker X and Grammarly software respectively to detect plagiarism. However, 57.1% (n=60) have stated that they submit assignments for their academic institute without checking plagiarism. An online system which indicates the level of plagiarism in the initial stage of assignment submission should be introduced to the students. Further, the knowledge on plagiarism should be enhanced through compulsory course modules and interactive workshops on summarising and paraphrasing techniques.

Keywords: Plagiarism, Law undergraduates

Introduction

Plagiarism is "the action or practices of taking someone else's work, idea, etc. and passing it off as one's own; literary theft" in the Oxford Dictionary (Stevenson, 2010). Plagiarism may occur at any stage of planning, including research writing or publication (Kumar et al., 2014). According to The World Association of Medical Editors (WAME), plagiarism has been defined as "use of others' published and unpublished ideas or words (or other intellectual property) without attribution or permission, and presenting them as new and original rather than derived from an existing source" (Das and Panjabi, 2011).

Plagiarism is classified into four main categories based on the context in which it occurs. If someone is submitting someone else's words in his/her name without even acknowledging him/her publicly, it is called as Verbatim Plagiarism. This is commonly seen in the introduction and discussion part of a manuscript. The mosaic plagiarism happens when someone involves in the act of copy-pasting by
mixing one’s own words with another author's ideas and opinions. Paraphrasing is a restatement of someone else’s ideas on your own words. Changing a few words of the original sentences does not make it your writing. To avoid plagiarism, the content should be accurately referenced (Dhammi and Ul Haq, 2016).

Self-plagiarism is considered as intellectual stealing and involves dishonesty, and it does not contribute to scientific work. Roig (2002) provided the classification of self-plagiarism and categorised it into four types (i.e. Duplicate publication, augmented publication, segmented publication, and text recycling). When an author publishes a similar manuscript (same data, results, and discussion) in two different journals, it is considered as a duplicate publication. According to the Committee On Publication Ethics (COPE) guidelines, it is considered as an offence and editor can take any action against the author and it is referred to as that the author adds additional data into his/her previous published work by changing title, modifying objectives of the study and changing results. A plagiarism detecting software cannot detect this because the word patterns are changed. It is not considered strictly as for plagiarism, and the editor would yet accept it under three situations. When two or more papers have been derived from one research project, it is called segmented publication. It is not easy to detect salami sliced papers, and generally, reviewers are pointing out the matter. Text recycling happens when the author uses large portions of his/ her already published text in his/her new manuscript and it can be tested by plagiarism checking software and can be controlled according to the COPE guidelines (Dhammi and Ul Haq, 2016).

If an author copies entire research papers or ideas from the internet by not giving acknowledgement for the original author, is called as cyber-plagiarism. Suppose someone copies an image and a video without requesting the permission or by not providing the citation that would be called as image plagiarism (Dhammi and Ul Haq, 2016).

Before submitting any document for a journal, the authors must check the level of plagiarism. The reviewers of those articles also should have a practice of using plagiarism detection tools in order to avoid the practice of plagiarism. Once the editor of the journal receives the reviewed articles, he/she should recheck it for plagiarism using a powerful plagiarism detection tool before finalising the publication material (Kumar et al., 2014).

Systematic detection of plagiarism will be encouraged by plagiarism detection tools (Kim, 2013). Most of the Plagiarism detecting software like iThenticate, Viper, Turnitin do not detect plagiarism and would test the similarity index. Similarity index considers the total percentage of matched words that a system finds for a submission. This similarity index would also detect common words like E-mail IDs, phone numbers, address of academic affiliation, etc., even if it is presented in an article by the same authors (Khan, 2011).

The students who work on plagiarism would use the availability and accessibility of the internet to detect plagiarism. Therefore, appropriate punishment should be implemented for the committers if detected (Kenny, 2007). It is stated that the plagiarism is named as one of the three great misconducts of research and the other two misconducts are named as fabrication and falsification by the US Office for Research Integrity (ORI) (Godlee, 2007). Plagiarism can be started from simple dishonesty, and it can be extended up to the highest level, and therefore the penalty for that misconduct would be the same. The penalties would be ranged from
formal actions (i.e. apology letters) to criminal charges (i.e. suspension) (Kumar et al., 2014).

**Literature Review**

A research study conducted in Pakistan among graduate and postgraduate students in private and public universities found that the awareness and the practices on plagiarism were low among them. Majority of the population was not even aware of what the plagiarism is, and they have admitted that they practised plagiarism intentionally (Ramzan et al., 2012).

A cross-sectional study carried out at Hawler Medical University in Erbil to assess the prevalence of plagiarism among 400 medical and nursing students using a questionnaire found that plagiarism among the participants was 54.3%. The prevalence of the male students was found higher than that of females (54.9% Vs 53.8%; \( P = 0.820 \)), and the practice of plagiarism among medical students was higher than the nursing students (58.9% Vs 43.3%; \( P = 0.004 \)). About 28% of the students were aware of the legal penalties of plagiarism, while 34.8% of the students were not aware. According to the results, the most common reasons for practising plagiarism were laziness, easiness of the procedure, confusion and the stress on meeting up with deadlines (Ismail, 2018).

In Australia, a study carried out to describe the awareness of university policies concerning academic honesty, attitudes to plagiarism and on cheating practices among pharmacy graduates and postgraduates reported that the plagiarism was commonly practised and they have not considered that as serious misconduct (Ryan et al., 2009).

A study carried out in Sri Lanka intending to investigate the concerns of plagiarism among 181 students in the University of Moratuwa claimed that the students do not have complete knowledge regarding plagiarism. The lack of awareness was the most common factor for practising plagiarism among the eight factors identified (Kodikara and Kumara, 2015).

Though the studies conducted on knowledge, attitudes, and practices on plagiarism among the university students around the world is so high, it is less commonly reported in the Sri Lankan context. The results of this study will be beneficial in upgrading the rules and regulations on plagiarism in the University system in Sri Lanka. By considering all these reasons, this study was conducted to assess knowledge, attitudes and practices among all the intakes of Law undergraduates, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University, Sri Lanka.

**Methodology**

A sample of 105 law undergraduates was selected from a stratified random sampling method. A pre-tested questionnaire was used to obtain data. The questionnaire in English was circulated among the participants through an online platform. The consent for attending the study was also taken online from the participants, once the purpose and the objectives were explained through an online statement before the questionnaire. A pilot study was conducted among ten University undergraduates to determine the difficulty level of the items, ease of understanding of concepts in the items, any discomfort when responding, and the appropriate length of the instrument before the data collection. The students who have taken part in the pilot study were excluded from the main study.

The questionnaire consisted of four main sections. 'Section A' composed of questions regarding demographic information. 'Section B', 'Section C' and 'Section D' were composed of knowledge, attitudes, and
practices regarding plagiarism among the participants, respectively. Descriptive statistics were performed in SPSS 23.0 version, in order to obtain results based on the study objectives.

Results

Socio-Demographic Data

According to the results, the mean (±SD) age of the participants was 22.08 (±2.86) years, and the majority of them were females (58.1%; n=61). Most of the participants were first-year undergraduates (42.9%; n=45) while the majority (53.3%; n=56) of the participants had 'A' passes for the English language in GCE (A/L) (Table 01).

Table 01 – Socio-Demographic Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>22.08/±2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>41.9 % (n=44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>58.1 % (n=61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>42.9% (n=45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>15.2% (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>22.9% (n=24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forth</td>
<td>19% (n=20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The highest grade obtained for English in GCE (A/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>53.3% (n=56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>29.5% (n=31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>16.2 % (n=17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1% (n=1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowledge on Plagiarism

When the knowledge on plagiarism among participants is concerned, it was noticed that majority (80%, n= 84) of the participants had the pre-knowledge on the term "Plagiarism", and 64.8% (n=68) have got to know about plagiarism through university lecturers. Most of the participants who were not aware of the term "Plagiarism" were from the first year (Figure 01). Most of the participants knew that their academic institution follows the rules and regulations to prevent plagiarism (98.1%; n=103). Many participants (77.1%; n=81) were aware of legal penalties for practising plagiarism at their institute. Further, 79.0% (n=83) were aware that plagiarism checking software is available in their institute. The majority (67.6%; n=71) had the belief that their knowledge on "in-text citation" and "referencing methods" is satisfactory (Table 02).

Table 02 – Knowledge of participants on plagiarism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you known the meaning of the term &quot;plagiarism&quot; before?</td>
<td>Yes 80% (n=84) No 20 % (n=21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How did you get to know about plagiarism?</td>
<td>From the University lecturers 64.8% (n=68) From books 3.8% (n=4) From the internet 14.3% (n=15) Other sources 17.1% (n=18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Do you know that your academic institution takes the necessary actions to prevent plagiarism?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>98.1% (n=103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.9% (n=2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are you aware of the legal penalties for practising plagiarism in your institute?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>77.1% (n=81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>22.9% (n=24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are you aware of the plagiarism detecting software?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>87.6% (n=92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>12.4% (n=13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are you aware of the software available in your institute for checking plagiarism?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>79.0% (n=83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>21.0% (n=22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you have adequate knowledge of "in-text citation" and "referencing methods"?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>67.6% (n=71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>32.4% (n=34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority (91.4%; n=96) of the study population have believed that the level of English Language proficiency influences on practising plagiarism among the university undergraduates (Table 03).

### Table 03 – Attitudes of participants on plagiarism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you believe that the plagiarism is unprofessional and unethical?</td>
<td>Yes 84.8% (n=89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 15.2% (n=16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you believe that the plagiarism should be a punishable offence at your institute?</td>
<td>Yes 76.2% (n=80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 23.8% (n=25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What sort of punishment would you prefer for that student?</td>
<td>Terminatio n of the study programme 2.9% (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the relevant module as &quot;Fail.&quot; 21.0% (n=22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the particular component as &quot;Fail&quot; 22.9% (n=24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow resubmission with deducting marks for the component 1.9% (n=2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attitudes on Plagiarism**

When considering the attitudes of the participants, the majority (84.8%; n=89) of the participants realised that the plagiarism is unprofessional and unethical and the majority (76.2%; n=80) of the participants have accepted that the plagiarism should be a punishable offence at their institute. However, the majority (23.8%; n=25) of the participants believed that the students detected with plagiarism should be given a chance to re-submit the assignments without reduction of marks.
Practices on Plagiarism

When the practices on plagiarism are concerned, the majority (57.1%; n=60) of the undergraduates have accepted that they submit assignments for their academic institute without checking plagiarism. The participants who practice plagiarism have admitted that reusing passages from their previously submitted work is the most common type of plagiarism (15.2%; n=16). Further, the most attributing factor for the practice of plagiarism was busy schedule and heavy workload (27.6%; n=29). It was found that 57.1% (n=60) of the participants were having a plagiarism detecting software in their personal computers. Among those participants, 24.8%, 20% and 10.5% were using Turnitin, Plagiarism Checker X and Grammarly software, respectively to detect plagiarism on their own (Table 04).

Table 04 – Practices of participants on plagiarism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you submit assignments in your academic institute without checking &quot;Plagiarism&quot;?</td>
<td>Yes 57.1% (n=60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No 42.9% (n=45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Yes, what is the type of plagiarism you practice?</td>
<td>Presenting an entire text by someone else as your work 1.9% (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rephrasing someone else’s ideas without citation 7.6% (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directly copying a passage of text without citation 2.9% (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combining texts and ideas from different sources without citation 8.6% (n=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reusing passages an idea from your own previously submitted work 15.2% (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not relevant 63.8% (n=67)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, what is the most attributing factor for this practice?  
Busy schedule and heavy workload 27.6% (n=29)  
Ease of plagiarising and laziness 1% (n=1)  
Pressure to meet the deadline 12.4% (n=13)  
Lack of serious consequences 1.9% (n=2)  
Follow what my peers do 1.9% (n=2)  
Not relevant 55.2% (n=58)

Are you using any software to avoid plagiarism?  
Yes 57.1% (n=60)  
No 42.9% (n=45)

If Yes, what is the software that you use to detect the plagiarism? (You can select more than one answer)  
Turnitin 24.8% (n=26)  
Plagiarism Checker X 20.0% (n=21)  
Cross Check 1% (n=1)  
Ithenticate.com 1% (n=1)  
Grammarly.com 10.5% (n=11)  
Not relevant 41.9% (n=44)
**Discussion**

This study was aimed at evaluating the knowledge, attitudes and practices on plagiarism among law undergraduates. It was found that the majority of the participants have known the meaning of the term "Plagiarism". Most participants who were not aware of the term "Plagiarism" were from the first year. Further, it was noted that most of the participants have known about the plagiarism from the university lecturers as they were informed about the ethics of plagiarism as a part of their curriculum. Therefore, it was highlighted that it is necessary to provide the students with a thorough knowledge of what plagiarism is from their first year. Similar studies conducted elsewhere on the awareness of plagiarism among university undergraduates revealed that majority had pre-knowledge regarding the term plagiarism (Kumar and Mohindra, 2019; Memon and Mavrinac, 2020) while some studies have revealed on a deficient level of awareness on the term plagiarism (Ramzan et al., 2012).

Students should possess a sound understanding on how to avoid plagiarism as well as why they should avoid it (Macdonald & Carroll, 2006). However, it was good to know that most of the participants were aware of the necessary actions taken by the institute to prevent plagiarism and about the legal penalties uplifted by the institute on plagiarism. Moreover, they were aware of the plagiarism checking software available in their institute. Majority of the participants from a similar study have revealed that their University does not provide access to plagiarism detection software (Memon and Mavrinac, 2020). Further, it was noted that the majority of the participants have accepted that the plagiarism is unprofessional and unethical as many have recommended that it should be a punishable offence at their institute. This emphasises that the study group has good attitudes towards avoiding plagiarism.

Most of the participants in the present study were aware of the term plagiarism, and they have also considered plagiarism as unethical and a misconduct. However, it was noted that even if they have the tools to check plagiarism among themselves and in the institute, the majority submit assignments for their academic institute without checking plagiarism. Moreover, the students have believed that their busy schedule and heavy workload as the main reasons for practising plagiarism. A similar study revealed that the majority of the undergraduates tend to practice plagiarism because of lack of time (Memon and Mavrinac, 2020). Therefore, it seems that it is necessary to plan for improving time management skills and coping strategies of stress in order to enhance academic motivation and reduce malpractices among the study participants.

There are other mechanisms that can be utilized to motivate the students in preventing plagiarism. As an initial strategy it is necessary to design assignments which would demand for an amalgamation of reading material rather than summarisation. The second strategy is a prior explanation of the students about the gravity of plagiarism as ethical misconduct. The third strategy is to provide
comprehensive knowledge on plagiarism and allocate more time to help the students complete their assignments focused on avoiding plagiarism. The fourth strategy is to offer students with explicit instruction on appropriate paraphrasing (Prohaska, 2012). However, A learning management system where the assignments undergo a mandatory plagiarism check at the initial stage of assignment submission would prevent plagiarism in the study population. Moreover, the knowledge and positive attitudes on plagiarism should be enhanced through compulsory course modules and interactive workshops on academic writing.

**Conclusion**

Plagiarism is classified as a serious breach of academic integrity that depreciates the value of original and honest scholarly work. The study revealed that the majority of the participants had the awareness on what plagiarism is, the legal concerns of the institute on plagiarism, and the availability of means to check plagiarism by themselves and at the institute. Further, as future law professionals, the participants have had good ethical attitudes on plagiarism. However, it was found that many undergraduates do not practice on plagiarism well despite the availability of Plagiarism checking software at their institute.

It was recommended to educate undergraduates how to use, interpret the reports generated by the Turnitin which is available at the institute. A learning management system where the assignments undergo a mandatory plagiarism check at the initial stage of assignment submission should be introduced to the study population. Hence, a preventative, education-based approach will be highly benefited for the Law undergraduates, which would lead to produce more ethical law professionals.
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Influence of Socio-economic Imbalance in ELL with Special Reference to Kalkudah Education Zone, Batticaloa, Sri Lanka
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Abstract: English language is the first lingua franca, and English Language Learning (ELL) is an essential one for everyone around the world. If anyone wants to continue her/his further education, she/he needs English language proficiency. The impact of globalization and economic development has made English the ‘language of opportunity’ and a vital means of improving prospects for well-paid employment too. High proficiency in English is seen to be essential for socio-economic development of Sri Lanka, and English Language is a compulsory subject in Sri Lankan school education system. This paper reveals the influence of socio-economic imbalance in English Language learning with special reference to Kalkudah Education Zone, Batticaloa, in Sri Lanka. Sri Lankan system of school education categorises schools, and only 1AB schools are taken for this survey. The samplings were selected randomly from grade 8, 9, and 10 since these are the grades leading to G.C.E. (O/L) examination. Data were collected to examine the correlation between the economic status of the parents and the ELL. The data were analyzed scientifically and empirically. The results indicate that fathers’ occupation has a slight influence on the students’ marks in the English language, but mothers’ occupation is not indicated to have an influence on the same. However, the results indicate that the methodology adopted by influences more on the students’ English language learning. The paper recommends the Educational Authorities to enhance knowledge and skills of the teachers of English constantly for the improvement of ELL of students in Sri Lankan schools.
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Introduction

Learning language is always a fascinating process. But it becomes a fearful one as well; when a language is forcefully imposed to someone where that language is not the learners mother tongue, then the part of learning process also becomes tough which leads to a fearful process. This is applicable in one’s mother tongue also. “Mother tongue, primary language, native tongue/language, etc. are some of the names given to first language” (Sinha et al., 2009). Speaking (more appropriately in the vernacular) is always an easy task whereas when it comes to a learning process, then the job becomes an unwanted one. Further, teaching a foreign language is another “heavy” task to any teacher whose mother tongue is not the teaching language. According to Muriel Saville-Troike and Karen Barto (2016) the human success of leaning a new language appears all the more remarkable when she/he considers a shortened list of the areas of knowledge where all the first or second language learner should obtain/acquire at the different levels of linguistics (21).

English language becomes inevitably the global language, and, further, the language for furthering. The word furthering contains many meanings such as education...
(both secondary and higher), world of work, communicating with the other group of people who do not know the speaker's language, etc. Thus, English language learning/teaching is now becoming a global need, which makes a higher demand among the global economy. This above scenario is also applicable in the Sri Lankan context as well – being a part of the globe. The English language, though one of the official languages in Sri Lanka, is the second language for many Sri Lankans, except a negligible per centum of its citizens. The Government of Sri Lanka realized the truth – to make the English language essential had taken many steps at the dawn of the 20th Century. Therefore, the Government of Sri Lanka had established the National Education Commission under the National Education Commission Act 19 of 1991 which comprises eminent educationists including university academics. The task of the Commission is to recommend suitable educational policies and practices to His Excellency the President. Later the Commission was extended by the establishment of the Presidential Task Force on General Education which had submitted its recommendations known as General Education Reforms of 1997. One of the main recommendations of the said Reforms was to restart English language education which was the root for the introduction of General English in the General Certificate of English (Advanced Level) from 1998.

Therefore, English language learning/teaching in Sri Lanka too experiences the pros and cons of the said learning/teaching. English Language as a Second Language begins from the schools, particularly from kinder gardens but becomes a compulsory subject from Grade 3 to G.C.E (A/L). Later this learning/teaching English Language as a Second Language becomes mandatory in the higher education as well whereas the respective university decides the frequency of learning/teaching on it.

**The School Education System in Sri Lanka**

The schools in Sri Lanka have been categorized as National Schools and Provincial Schools. Among the nine provinces in Sri Lanka, each province has National schools and these National Schools are monitored and aided by the Central Government. The Provincial Schools are categorized into four types viz. 1AB schools, 1C schools, Type II and type III. The grades are scheduled as follows:

- **1C** – Schools with G.C.E (A/L) with only Arts and Commerce streams.
- **Type II** – Schools having up to grade 11 only.
- **Type III** – Schools having up to grade 08 only.

The age limits of the Sri Lankan education system according to grades are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>Age limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Classes</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>6–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Secondary Classes</td>
<td>6–9</td>
<td>11–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Secondary Classes</td>
<td>10–11</td>
<td>15–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Certificate of Education in Advanced Level Classes</td>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>17-18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Effect of Socio-Economic Factors in Learning L2**

Sri Lanka is a developing country and socio-economics is one of the major factors affecting the learning/teaching process.
This is usually common in many developing countries, though many countries give free education to its citizens, as in the case of Sri Lanka. A study on the effect of socio-economic factor on learning by Graetz (1995) says that children who come from under-privileged socio-economic background perform lower than that of the children who come from socio-economic privileged background. Further, Hardy’s (2006) extends term ‘socio-economic’ to ‘socio-cultural’ that affects the learning process of a child as poverty, parents’ educational background and their income level which are basically come under their occupational level, and harmful cultural practices. However, Hardy states that poverty is the core factor that affects the learning process of the children, mainly in the developing countries (45 – 50). Though English language learning is compulsory to all the school children and free of cost in Sri Lanka, difficulties arise in many ways in learning/teaching process. Basically, the problem arises due to lack of trained English teachers and teachers do not want teach rural areas whereas many schools are located in the rural areas.

**Research Problem**

The parents’ occupation which is highly connected with the economy of the family that leads to the socio-economic pattern of the family and finally that affects English Language learning.

**Research Question**

There is a correlation between the socio-economic status of the family and English Language Learning of the children.

**Objectives**

The objectives of the research are to find out;

a) The relation between the socio-economic status of the family and the students’ performance in English Language Learning,

b) How the income of the parents supports ELL of their children,

c) How the educational level of the parents supports their children’s ELL, and

d) Recommend the authority to make the status of the ELL equal by teaching, if there is a correlation.

**Hypothesis**

1. Association between father’s occupation and student marks

$H_0$: Father’s occupation does not have an effect on student marks

$H_1$: Father’s occupation has an effect on student marks

The independent variable (father’s occupation) was measured in nominal scale whereas the dependent variable (student marks) was measured in continuous scale. Therefore, One-way Analysis of variance test was carried out to test the hypothesis.

2. Association between mother’s occupation and student marks

$H_0$: Mother’s occupation does not have an effect on student marks

$H_1$: Mother’s occupation has an effect on student marks

The independent variable (mother’s occupation) was measured in nominal scale whereas the dependent variable (student marks) was measured in continuous scale. Therefore, One-way Analysis of variance test was carried out to test the hypothesis.

**Literature Survey**

Many literature has been done and advocated on English language learning/teaching as a second language process, and how economy is influencing on it.

Muñoz (2008) states that there is a strong link between socio-economic status and
the students’ achievement level that the students from different social background have access to different kinds of schools such as government and private and attending different kinds of target language related extracurricular exposure such as attending participating language related performances (drama, poetry, essay writing, etc.) private tuition classes, using different learning resources, etc. (578 – 595). Further, the socio-economic of the students affects more than that of the expected learning L2, it affects other matters of the child as well. Fan (2011) argues; “socio-economic status not only affects the outcomes of the language learning but also it has a strong influence on motivation to learn, students’ self-related beliefs, and self-regulations” (157-175).

It is also noteworthy that the socio-economic of the parents’ have an effect on socialization of the students which affects the L2 learning process. Holmes (1992) articulates that the difference between women and men on their interaction could be the result of their respective social interactions, which in broader terms determined as socialization and acculturation patterns (330). This above statement is further strengthen by Janaca Cryder (2016) quoting Oaks; “In the pre-modern era, SES may have been based on physical strength, intelligence, and/or choice of parents (a quip worthy of considerable thought). In the modern era, wealth, income, educational attainment, and occupational prestige have been defensible indicators of SES.” Whatever the achievements of the students’, the brilliance of her/him, the socio-economy of her/his family has a big drawback. This has more effect on the school level rather on the higher educational level such as university or other higher educational institutions. For instance, Sirin (2005) argues, “the socio-economic status of the family is a big hurdle on the way to the students’ academic performance, and the correlation of it is stronger at the school level” (417 – 453).

Judit Kormos and Thom Kiddle (2103) state on the influence of socio-economic factors on L2 learning, “Students’ immediate environment: their family and friends, and the broader socio-economic context play an important role in goal setting ... learning task. The wider social and educational context also has considerable impact on motivational and self-regulatory variables and manifestations of autonomous language learning behavior” (399 – 412).

Therefore, it is clear that students whose parents have different socio-economic status and different levels of education may have an influence on the educational level of their children. This is applicable more on the L2 learning, especially, when it comes to English language learning in the school levels.

Methodology

The research was carried out in three schools in the Kalkudah Education Zone of the Batticaloa District where there are five education zones. Kalkudah Education Zone has the following schools:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>School Type</th>
<th>No. of Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 AB</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 C</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>83</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


For this research, only three 1 AB schools have been selected, since these are the highest type of schools available in the
zone. Further, other types of schools have lesser facilities comparing with the 1 AB schools. Three schools have been selected to carry out this research as follows:

KK/Valaichchenai Hindu College
KK/Vantharumoolai Maha Vidiyalam
KK/Chenkalady Central College

Investigation were carried out through a structured questionnaire and individual and focus group interviews. Therefore, this research follows both scientific and empirical methods where the data were collected through structured questionnaire and were analyzed scientifically with the help of MS-Excel/SPSS packages and the data collected through individual and focus group interviews have been summarized.

The structured questionnaire has been prepared to measure the information:

- gender of the child,
- the occupation of the father/mother and movable/immovable assets they have,
- highest educational level of the parents,
- the mode of transport to the school,
- whether the child goes to private tuition classes or not, and if yes, how many places does the child go,
- hours spend at the tuition,
- the amount of money is being spent for the English language learning,
- whether the tuition teacher is the same at school,
- the help extended by the parents/friends to learn English,
- desire of learning from the students: whether the child likes the subject or not, and the reason for like/dislike, and
- marks they obtained in the last 3rd term (because the 3rd term marks will indicate the competency level that the child has obtained in English language learning throughout the year).

For the survey, the following grades have been selected: 8, 9, and 10, since these three grades usually determine the G.C.E (O/L) results of the children.

Based on the data received from the questionnaire, the occupational level of the parents have been classified as follows to test the hypothesis to check the association between the parents occupation and the marks obtained by the students through scientific software, SPSS:

- Business
- Labor level
- Agricultural
- Managerial level
- Teacher and academic level
- Abroad
- No job

The received data have been analyzed with the help of the SPSS (Ver. 2.1.2.0).

Samples

The names of the selected schools, their respective population and the size of the samples are given as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of the Schools</th>
<th>Total Population</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KK/Valaichchenai Hindu College</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>132</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>KK/Vantharumoolai Maha Vidiyalam</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>166</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>KK/Chenkalady Central College</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>181</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>Population</strong></td>
<td><strong>529</strong></td>
<td><strong>49</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sample Size</strong></td>
<td><strong>479</strong></td>
<td><strong>46</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total population is 1411 and the total sample size is 150, the percentage is 10.63%. Schools have been selected based on the population, and the samples have been selected randomly and the questionnaire have been filled with their
respective class teachers. The selected samples are in their following grades viz. Grade 8 students are in Grade 9, Grade 9 are in Grade 10, and Grade 10 students are in Grade 11. But their marks have been gathered from their respective grades in their previous years, since the marks have been used for this research is the marks obtained in the third term of the respective sections, and those samples are in their first term.

Results and Discussion

Based on the numerical data received from the students, the following results have been obtained and their subsequent interpretations are given.

Gender Distribution

The following figures show the gender distribution of the samples, as Figure 1 shows that 55 students are taken from Grade – 8 and out of that males are 24 and females are 31, 49 students are taken from Grade – 9 and out of that 23 males and 26 female, and in Grade – 10, 46 students are the samples and out of them 1 male and 36 female students are tested.

Figure 1 indicates the overall gender distribution of the samples taken for this research. Accordingly, 93 female students and 57 male students have been selected which is 62% and 38% respectively on the final sample size. While we look at the gender distribution from the Figure 1 and Figure 2, female representation is higher than that of the male representation, the reason for this is that almost all the schools have more number of female students (only mixed schools have been selected for this research). It is generally observed from the interviews with the teachers that female students are more is because of the drop out of the male students when they go to higher classes, usually from Grade – 8 onwards due to poverty of the parents.

Details of the Father

The occupation of the parents plays a major role in the performance of the students. Therefore, separate questions have been employed to assess the profession of the fathers and mothers. Accordingly, Figure 3 exhibits the occupations of the fathers of the samples.
According to the above figure, the most occupational profession of the fathers are farmers which is 48 in number that covers 32% of overall occupations. Masons occupy the second most occupations which is 19 that covers 12.67%. The third occupied profession is businessmen that comes 13 in number covers 8.67%. The fourth most occupation are driver, labourer, and teachers which are 10 in number each that covers 6.67%. Out of 150 fathers, 8 are in abroad in various jobs, mostly labourer jobs except one is a carpenter, this covers 5.33%. Then comes carpenter with 5 in total population comes around 3.33%. The following professions viz. government and private officers and tailors are 3 in each category comes 2%. Fishmonger, Grama Niladari, church paster, retired persons, and self employed people occupy 1.33% which is 2 in each profession. Finally; accountant, foreign employer agent, blacksmith, electrician, goldsmith, hotel manager, vehicle mechanic, health sector, OES, store keeper, and restaurant waiter are the professions that covers 0.67% of overall occupations comes one in each category.

At the same time, fathers’ educational level also makes some kind of impact on the education of their children. Accordingly, the educational level of the fathers has been checked and the following Figure – 4 is representing it:

![Fathers' Educational Level Chart](image)

**Figure – 4: Educational level of the fathers**

Only one father got his postgraduation (MED) who is subsequently a teacher that covers 0.66%, 5 fathers have completed graduation, counted 3.33%, 39 attended G.C.E (A/L) qualification covers 26%, 51 fathers completed G.C.E (O/L), comes 34%, and finally 54 are below Grade – 10 which is the majority of the fathers that covers 36%. This shows that most of the fathers’ qualification comes either G.C.E (O/L) or below Grade – 10, which may be one of the prime factors affecting the studies of the male students.

**Details of the Mother**

In the education of the children, mothers play a vital role, especially in the school education where their children are below G.C.E (O/L). This is one of the social aspects in the region. Therefore, it becomes inevitable that the contribution of the mothers and their economic nature have to be checked whether they have any impact on the attainment of education. As in the case of the fathers’ occupation and the educational level, the mothers’ occupation and their educational level have been checked and their subsequent results have been given in Figure – 5 and Figure – 6 respectively.

First, the occupational pattern of the mothers have been checked and the following Figure – 5 is representing it:

![Mothers' Occupation Chart](image)

**Figure – 5: Mothers’ Occupation**

0.67% of the mothers occupy as having a small shop at home and government job, 1.33% of the mothers occupy as tailors, 3.33% of mother are in abroad as servant maids, 4% of them are working in the
garment factories, 9.33% of them are teachers, and the rest of the mothers which covers 80.67% are housewives. The mothers who are in abroad keep their children under the guardianship of their fathers or closed (sometimes blood) relatives; mostly with their grandmothers. Those children are not being attended either by their fathers or mothers which covers 5 in number out of the total population. Further, 6 mother who are working in the garment factories go to their work between 5:00 and 5:30 AM and return between 7:00 and 8:00 PM. They too do not attend their children’s education due to their work schedule. Monday to Saturday they work and Sunday may be occupied with their remaining house works such as washing and marketing. The teachers, tailors, shop keeper, and the government job holders which are 14, 2, and 1 in number respectively look after their children’s education to some extend, but they too have their own pros and cons in looking after their children fully. The rest of the population which numbers 121 are homemakers. Their children are the most previledged ones since they take the utmost care of their children’s education, irrespective of their educational qualifications. For instance, they take care of the trasport of their children to the schools and private tuition classes, help the children in doing their homeworks and other such helps. The above were revealed when a focul group interviews and personal interviews are held during the data collection.

Figure – 6 explains that none of the mothers hold any postgraduate degree whereas 4.67% of them have completed graduation, both internally and externally. 22% of the mothers attended below Grade – 10 education, 31.33% are holding G.C.E (O/L) qualification, and 42% of them are having G.C.E (A/L) qualification that comes 7, 33, 47, and 63 respectively in numbers.

Facilities Available

Apart from checking the professional level and educational attainment of the parents, it was found out to recheck the facilities available to the students. Based on the above the availability of the following facilities were checked: separate study room and mode of transport to the school. The reason for checking the above variables was that they too have some kind of impact on the learning process of the students. The following were the responses from the samples:

Availability of Separate Study Room

No. 1 indicates Grade 8 students, out of 54 students, 20 responded that they have separate study room, and 34 stated that they don’t have. This comes to 13.33% and 22.67% respectively on the total sampling. No. 2 shows Grade 9 students, out of 50 students, 22 said that they have separate
study room and the rest 28 said that they don't have, which comes closer to 14.67% and 18.67% respectively on the total population. Further, No. 3 indicates Grade 10 which shows that out of 46 samples, 24 said that they have separate student room and the rest 22 said that they don't have one such facility. This comes closer to 16% and 14.67% respectively on the total samples.

On the whole out of 150 samples 66 said that they do have separate study room and the rest 84 said that they do not have a separate study room at their homes. This comes about 44% and 56% respectively. This further indicates that more students do not have separate study rooms and the reasons for the lack of separate study room may differ.

In the focal group interviews, the reason for the unavailability of separate study room was raised and various responses were received such as; lack of money to build a separate study room (or rather many of them did not build their own houses but NGOs or INGOs or government had supported to build houses), some of them live in one-room houses, social sentiments to make the children study (or stay) in separate rooms in order to monitor them, etc.

Mode of Transport to the School

Further, on the facilities that the students are privileged, the mode of transport to their respective schools have been checked in the questionnaire. Accordingly, the following result has been received:

### Mode of Transport to School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 9</th>
<th>Grade 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On foot</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Bike</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-Wheeler</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Mode of Transport to Schools

On the whole, 67 students come to school on foot which covers 67.67%, 36 students come on bicycle which is 24%, 23 come by three-wheelers that comes 15.33%, by bus, it is 12 which is 8%, another 11 come by motor bicycle which is 7.33%, and only one student comes in car which is 0.67%.

This result indicates that more students come on foot and the reasons was; school is closer to their homes, lack of financial facility to purchase a vehicle, etc. The mode of transport also makes some kinds of influences on the learning process such as time of arrival and departure to school and other study environments like private tuition classes.

Range of Marks Obtained by the Students

The marks received by the students is another indicator which shows the relationship between the parental income and their learning process. The following marks range has been developed to measure the marks obtained by each grade of students, and further the gender distribution of obtained marks had been checked. Accordingly, the following range has been scheduled: 0 – 10 marks, 11 – 20 marks, 21 – 30 marks, 31 – 40 marks, 41 – 50 marks, 51 – 60 marks, 61 – 70 marks, 71 – 80 marks, 81 – 90 marks, and 91 – 100 marks.
marks. These marks were the marks obtained by the overall three schools with the sample size of 150, and the marks were obtained in the 3rd term of the samples’ previous grades. The following results had been obtained:

Figure – 9: Marks Range Obtained by the Students

The following table indicates the marks range, the marks obtained by the students, and their respective percentage:

Table – 04: Marks Obtained by Grade – 8 Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Marks Range</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 – 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11 – 20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21 – 30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31 – 40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41 – 50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>51 – 60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>61 – 70</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>71 – 80</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>81 – 90</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>91 – 100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table – 04 indicates that more students from Grade 8 fall on the 51 – 60 range of marks. That is, more than a general pass range is covered. Also it is noted that the ranges 61 – 70 and 71 – 80 cover 18% each, that is, they count a total of 36%. This indicates that more students from Grade 8 obtained more than the average marks in the English Language subject. Further, the table shown no students scored between 0 and 20 marks, which is a good sign that students from Grade 8 score more than 20 marks. However there are about 8 students out of 50 which covers 16% score below 40 marks which is noted to be the fail marks generally in the school system of Sri Lanka. At the same time there are 3 students of 6% scored marks between 91 and 100 which is also a good sign of the Grade 8 students’ affinity towards learning English language and the credits go to the teachers as well in this regard.

Table – 05: Marks Obtained by Grade – 9 Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Marks Range</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 – 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11 – 20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21 – 30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31 – 40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41 – 50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>51 – 60</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>61 – 70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>71 – 80</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>81 – 90</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>91 – 100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table – 05 given above shows the marks obtained by Grade 9 students. This results that more students, 10 out of 51, scored marks between the range of 61 and 70 that covers 19.61% of the total sample population in Grade 9. Also the table indicates that about 29.41% of the students scored above 71 marks. However, 12 students scored below 40 marks, which is below the pass marks, which covers 23.52% which is further just less than one fourth of the total sampling population that
would not be a good sign for the learning of English language environment.

Table – 06: Marks Obtained by Grade – 10 Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Marks Range</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 – 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11 – 20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21 – 30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31 – 40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41 – 50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>51 – 60</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>61 – 70</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>71 – 80</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>81 – 90</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>91 – 100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>49</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table – 06 specifies that there are no students from Grader 10 scored below 10 marks and between 91 and 100 marks. But it is mentioned that 36.72% of the students scored below 40 marks, that is the pass marks. Yet, 9 students out of 49 scored between the range of 61 and 70 marks that informs a good sign, and totally 63.28% scored more than the expected pass marks. This shows the interest of the students and the teaching ability of the teachers for the Grade 10 students. Also these and the students now following Grade 11 where they are going to face G.C.E (O/L) examination this year.

Table – 07 indicates the overall marks obtained by all three grades. This table gives a positive sign that only 25.33% of students obtained below 40 marks and the rest took more than 41 marks. That is, 74.67% of students, about three quarter of the total samples, scored more than the expected pass marks, irrespective of the profession of their parents.

The above Figure – 10 shows that 64 males and 86 female students’ marks obtained in English language in their third term have been given as grade 8, grade 9, and grade 10 respectively. Further no students scored 0 – 10 marks range, 3 males and 1 female students obtained marks range between 11 and 20, 7 and 8 students obtained 21 – 30 as their range of marks as male and female respectively, 8 and 11 males and females respectively obtained the range between 31 and 40 marks, 6 and 10 students (males and females respectively) scored between 41 and 50
marks, 12 and 16 males and females respectively obtained in each range 51 – 60 and 61 – 70 marks, 7 and 12 males and females respectively obtained the marks between 71 and 80, 6 males and 10 female students obtained the marks range between 81 and 90 marks, and 3 males and 2 female students got the highest range of 91 – 100 marks.

Figure 11: Marks Range Obtained Male Students (Overall)

Figure 12: Marks Rage Obtained Female Students (Overall)

Figure 11 says that no male student obtained 0 – 10 marks, and obtained 19% of students obtained the marks between 51 and 60 and 61 and 70. That is, 38% of male students fall in the better pass category of 51 – 70 marks range. At the same time, only 5% and 9% of male students obtained the highest range of marks such as 91 – 100 and 81 – 90 marks range respectively which could be considered as distinction pass. Also it is noteworthy that 11% of male students in all three grades obtained the merit range of 71 – 80 marks.

Figure 12 indicates that no female student obtained 0 – 10 marks range and only 1% obtained the second range 11 – 20 marks. The highest percentage, 19%, of female students obtained was 61 – 70 marks range, next was 18% of the marks range 51 – 60 marks. In total the most number of female students fall in the 51 – 70 marks range which covers 27% in total which indicates that they have a “better” category. 2% and 12% of female students obtained the considered distinction pass category of the 91 – 100 and 81 – 90 marks ranges respectively, that is 14% of the total samples.

Figure 13 represents the marks range obtained by both male and female students in all grades such as Grade – 8, Grader – 9, and Grade – 10 students. Accordingly, no student took the minimum range of 0 – 10 marks which is a positive sign. At the same time 3% and 11% of the students scored 91 – 100 and 81 – 90 marks range which is considered as distinction pass in the G.C.E (O/L) category. Further, 10% and 19% of the students scored 41 – 50 and 51 – 60 marks range respectively which could be considered a pass. Finally, 19%, and 13%,
obtained the marks range of 61 – 70 and 71 – 80 respectively which totals 32% in the total samples which could be considered a merit pass in the G.C.E (O/L) standards.

**Conclusion**

*Association between father’s occupation and student marks*

**Hypothesis:**

\[ H_0 : \text{Father’s occupation does not have an effect on student marks} \]

\[ H_1 : \text{Father’s occupation has an effect on student marks} \]

The independent variable (father's occupation) was measured in nominal scale whereas the dependent variable (student marks) was measured in continuous scale. Therefore, One-way Analysis of variance test was carried out to test the hypothesis. The output tables are shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>8109.39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1351.56</td>
<td>3.929</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>49194.0</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>344.01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57303.4</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table09: Test of Homogeneity of Variances**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Levene Statistic</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>796</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F-statistics from the ANOVA test is 3.929 with a significant value of 0.001 (see table 08). As the significant value is less than 0.05, it can be concluded that there is a significant effect of father’s occupation on student marks. In order to get an in-depth finding from the survey, Post hoc analysis was carried out. Test of homogeneity of variances (see table 09) proved that the variances are equal (sig. value = 0.574>0.05). Hence, Scheffe test was selected as the mode of Post hoc analysis. The results of the analysis are presented in table 3.

According to table 10, only the difference between agricultural workers and teacher and academic workers is significant at 0.05-significance level. Teacher and academic workers’ children get an average mark of 75.1 whereas the children of agriculture worker get an average mark of 51.4. The differences in other categories are not significant. A clear graphical description of the scenario is portrayed by the means plot in figure 14.
Table 10: Post Hoc Analysis - Multiple Comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) Father Occupation</th>
<th>(J) Father Occupation</th>
<th>Mean Difference I-J</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Labour level</td>
<td>4.274</td>
<td>4.836</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>-13.15</td>
<td>21.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>11.558</td>
<td>4.606</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>-5.03</td>
<td>28.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial level</td>
<td>7.292</td>
<td>6.558</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>-16.33</td>
<td>30.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher and academic level</td>
<td>-12.113</td>
<td>6.238</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>-34.58</td>
<td>10.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abroad</td>
<td>-8.375</td>
<td>8.466</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>-38.87</td>
<td>22.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No job</td>
<td>9.958</td>
<td>8.466</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>-20.54</td>
<td>40.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>-4.274</td>
<td>4.836</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>-21.69</td>
<td>13.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>7.284</td>
<td>3.992</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>-7.09</td>
<td>21.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial level</td>
<td>3.018</td>
<td>6.142</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>-19.11</td>
<td>25.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher and academic level</td>
<td>-16.387</td>
<td>5.799</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>-37.27</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abroad</td>
<td>-12.649</td>
<td>8.148</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>-42.00</td>
<td>16.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No job</td>
<td>5.684</td>
<td>8.148</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>-23.67</td>
<td>35.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>-11.558</td>
<td>4.606</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>-28.15</td>
<td>5.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labour level</td>
<td>-7.284</td>
<td>3.992</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>-21.66</td>
<td>7.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Managerial level</td>
<td>-4.267</td>
<td>5.962</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>-25.74</td>
<td>17.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher and academic level</td>
<td>-23.671</td>
<td>5.608</td>
<td>009</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-43.87</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abroad</td>
<td>-19.933</td>
<td>8.013</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>-48.80</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No job</td>
<td>-1.600</td>
<td>8.013</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>-30.47</td>
<td>27.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>-7.292</td>
<td>6.558</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>-30.91</td>
<td>16.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labour level</td>
<td>-3.018</td>
<td>6.142</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>-25.14</td>
<td>19.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural</td>
<td>4.267</td>
<td>5.962</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>-17.21</td>
<td>25.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher and academic level</td>
<td>19.405</td>
<td>7.297</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>-45.69</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abroad</td>
<td>-15.667</td>
<td>9.274</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>-49.07</td>
<td>17.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No job</td>
<td>2.667</td>
<td>9.274</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>-30.74</td>
<td>36.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>12.113</td>
<td>6.238</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>-10.36</td>
<td>34.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labour level</td>
<td>16.387</td>
<td>5.799</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>-4.50</td>
<td>37.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>4669.800</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>778.300</td>
<td>2.115</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>52633.69</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1432.32</td>
<td>368.068</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57303.49</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1491.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F-statistics from the ANOVA test is 2.115 with a significant value of 0.055 (see table 11). As the significant value is greater than 0.05, it can be concluded that there is no significant difference in the mean values of student marks among different mother's occupations. However, the independent variable (mother's occupation) was measured in nominal scale whereas the dependent variable (student marks) was measured in continuous scale. Therefore, One-way Analysis of variance test was carried out to test the hypothesis. The output tables are shown below:

Hypothesis:

H₀: Mother's occupation does not have an effect on student marks  
H₁: Mother's occupation has an effect on student marks
no significant effect of mother’s occupation on student marks.

Therefore, it can be concluded that fathers; occupation has a direct impact on the socio-economic background which leads to the good/poor environment of the English Language learning. But the mothers’ occupational background does not have any direct impact on the socio-economic nature which also does not affect the English language learning system.

However, the overall results indicate that there are no significant impact on the socio-economic background to the learning of English language at school level, but the different teaching methodologies of the teachers have direct impact on learning English language.

Therefore, it is recommended to give continuous training to the English teachers and continuous motivations must be given to those teachers. Further, the government must implement “good practices” adopted by the teachers.

Also, it is recommended to train the English teachers to work in the rural areas rather the urban and semi-urban setups, since the urban and semi-urban students can have outside classes (tuitions) facilities but not the rural students.
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Abstract: The quality of a product is vital in this competitive world. In the tire industry also, customers expect to consume error-free products. The tire manufacturing industry is focusing much attention on producing quality products to generate delighted customers and to reduce the production cost. This research is based on solid tires, and the objective is to identify root causes for repairs in the solid tire. Raw material issues, machine failures, employee involvement, lack of supervision, and managerial decisions were considered as independent variables of this study, and they were derived from the literature. The dependent variable was the repairing percentage of the solid tire. The research sample consists of the repairs of the tires that are produced throughout a year. The gathered data were analyzed using a Minitab statistical tool. Multiple linear regression analysis was used as the data analysis method. The results of the analyzed data indicated that all the factors, i.e. raw material issues, machine failures, employee involvement, lack of supervision, and managerial decisions have a positive impact on repairs in solid tires. Although all the factors have affected, employee involvement and machine failures are seen to have a significant impact on repairs in solid tires.
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Introduction
The tire manufacturing industry is one of the most important industries in the world since solid tires are one of the most expensive products within the world context. As a profit-oriented industry, it is important to maintain the status of the business to gain more profit. In modern society, vehicles are becoming an essential element that almost everyone needed. A tire is the most vital part of any vehicle. And also, those should have replaced time to time according to the requirement. Then, the tire manufacturing industry is one of the most important industries considering the present situation.

Delighted customers are the most important asset of any organization. Customer satisfaction may largely be affected by the quality of the product or service. Therefore, one of the main goals of the tire manufacturing industry is to enhance the quality of the tires. The quality of the tire depends on the repair rate of the tires.

Repairs in solid tires may impact the quality of the tire, profit of the organization as well as time consumption to the production process. When there is a repair in a tire, the quality of the tire is varying from the originally produced tire. It may impact the durability, physical appearance, and strength of the tire. Hence, customer satisfaction may be reduced due to the mentioned repairs.

Furthermore, other than the quality of the tires, repair of the tires have some other negative impacts to the organization. Extra time, cost, and workforce should be allocated to the repairing purpose that is
external to the basic manufacturing process. Therefore, this may impact on profit of the organization. The profit of the organization can be affected based on the rate of the defects directly and indirectly.

Reducing the repair rate should be more important when considering the success of the business since business is mainly considered about profit and customer satisfaction. Therefore, it could attract loyal customers to the organization by creating a winning environment over the competitors by identifying causes for repairs and reducing or eliminating them.

In a particular organization in Sri Lanka, the average production of the solid tires is about 1200 and the average repairing amount of the tires is about 250 per day according to the internal records. It is 20.8% as a percentage from the daily total production. Therefore, it could identify that a considerable number of tires from the daily production are sent to the repair area for repairs.

Hence, it is already identified by the practitioners and responsible persons within the organization that this large percentage of repair rate is impacted to the organization negatively since the quality of the tire can be affected by customer satisfaction. If the repair rate is high, quality comes to the low range. Therefore, one of the main goals of the tire manufacturing industry is quality enhancement of the tires cannot be achieved due to repairs are existing. Thus, determining causes for repairs in solid tires and take necessary actions to reduce the repair rate should be a benefit to the organization. This may cause to quality improvement of the tires to increase customer satisfaction.

Accordingly, the repair rate reduction is the most important thing in the tire manufacturing industry. Hence, the objective of this study is to identify root causes for repairs in solid tires.

**Literature Review**

*Tire manufacturing industry*

Considering the present environment, the tire industry can be well influenced to the economy and to the wellbeing of the human as the tires are used for many purposes in different ways. Tires are almost essential to fulfill transportation facilities as well as the agricultural fields with large capacities.

Tire products are used in many industries. Vehicles and equipment that are using tires can be divided into three different categories. Those identified categories are mentioned below.

Accordingly, tire products include:

- small implement tires: bicycle to motorcycle tires.
- motorsport, passenger car, and truck tires
- large agricultural and earthmoving vehicle tires to the field of aviation tires (Evans, 2002).

*Factors affecting repairs in solid tires*

From the beginning of the tire manufacturing process, it should go through several stages. Therefore, repairs of the tires may occur due to any stage of this process.

By considering those steps of the manufacturing process in solid tires, it can be identified that defects can be occurred in any stage of this process due to many reasons. According to the records, they have currently identified twenty types of defects that can be occurred in the solid tires. There will be many reasons for those identified defects that are,

- Using recycle
- Compounds out of standing time
- Bad dispersion of raw material
- Discharge temperature
• The irregular thickness of layers
• Incorrect application of bead strip
• High feeding speed on compound online
• High extrusion temperature
• Irregular cutting angle or blade cooling

1. Raw material issues

The tire manufacturing process is starting with raw material selection. Raw materials should be selected according to the size of the tire, the color of the tire, the purpose that the tire is going to use, etc. In this step, it should not only select rubber materials but also select materials particular to the tire as carbon, gum, bead wires, etc. The recipe of the raw materials is consisting of different weights of specific components. To produce the final product with better quality, these recipes should be more accurately measured and use relevant components to relevant tire type (Gupta, Jain, Meena and Dangayach, 2018). According to Fragassa and Ippoliti (2016) mentioned in their research paper, compounds that used to produce a tire can vary based on the manufacturer and the requirement of the tire being used. Further performance of the tire may also depend on the raw materials used in production.

By considering factors of the above-mentioned past research papers, issues of raw materials can be affected by the quality of the solid tires. But defects of the tires are not depending only on the quality of the raw materials or mixing error of the compounds used.

2. Machine failures:

Considering the study of Suripa and Chaikittiratana (2008), solid tires are used in vehicles and equipment to handle heavy materials and goods. Those should be tolerated, heavyweights. Therefore, the design of solid tires should be better improved due to the purpose of handling heavy loads. It should maintain the mechanical properties beginning with the production process. If the design of the solid tire is not up to the quality or if there are any damages it could affect the durability of the tire. Rubber mixing is one of the important stages in the tire manufacturing process. According to Abou-Ali and Khamis (2003), it uses several machines in this stage. Therefore, those machines should be in better condition to get a better result from the mixing stage.

By considering those studies, it can be identified that machine failures have an impact on quality tire manufacturing and occurring defects in the tires.

3. Employee involvement:

According to the tire manufacturing process, almost all steps should require human involvement. Therefore, they should follow specifications according to the standards. Otherwise, it may occur some defects in the final product that could be an extra cost to the organization (Abou-Ali and Khamis, 2003).

In the tire manufacturing process, tire curing time, pressure, and temperature are more important factors. It should be maintained the appropriate conditions to expect quality products. Therefore, first of all, compound designers should be aware of those factors and when the system is not automated, employees should have a clear understanding of the curing conditions (Evans, 2002).

According to the mentioned points from past researches, it could be identified that employees should involve positively in the manufacturing process as well as inspection criteria.

4. Lack of supervision:

One of the most important requirements of the tire manufacturing process is to maintain tire surface quality. For that, it should be considered about the tire molding process. Evans (2002) stated that
mold cleaning and techniques of mold surface design effect clean black and smooth product surfaces which enhance the final appearance of the tire. In that case, the tire molding process should be supervised to omit the imperfections and misleading activities of this process. According to researches Abou-Ali and Khamis (2003), by considering defects identification process during the manufacturing procedure, supervisors play a major role and it is very important to detect those defects to eliminate or reduce the scrap percentage. Furthermore, eliminating or reducing the scrap rate of the tires causes enhance productivity and the profit of the organization by reducing unwanted costs for reworks. Therefore, as an organization scrap minimization should be a strategy for the organization. Better supervision is an important factor during the tire manufacturing process as well as inspection for reducing defects in solid tires according to the above-mentioned past research papers.

5. Managerial decisions:

According to the study of Abou-Ali and Khamis (2003), defects detection of the final product as well as during the production process plays an important role in the tire manufacturing process. Therefore, management of the organization should take necessary actions to fulfill this requirement for a better outcome from their business. Accordingly, researchers proposed a managerial decision to implement an integrated intelligent defects diagnostic system for tire production and service. It is a computer-based system to identify the defects in tires. Curing the tire is one of the most important parts of the tire manufacturing process. It should be maintained appropriate curing time, temperature, and pressure. Concerning Evans (2002), to predict cure times and carry out scenarios to help reduce overall cure times, finite element computer models are now available. They can call upon non-isothermal cure data, Arrhenius reaction rates, tire shapes, and mold characteristics.

According to the above-noted factors, managerial decisions can be made a major impact on the defects rate in the tire industry by introducing new technologies to the organization and make some restrictions that can only be made by the management.

Repairs in solid tires are affected by the root causes mentioned above in the review. Occurring those repairs may harm the organization. It can be affected by the quality of the product that they provide to their customers. Therefore, the purpose of the particular organization is to identify the causes of the repairs in the solid tires as well as to identify the ways of reducing those repair rates to some extent.

As considering past research papers, researches have mentioned that the above-noted factors are affected by the repairs in solid tires. Hence, the variables mentioned above may affect the repairs in solid tires.

III. methodology and experimental design

This research is carrying out to identify root causes for repairs in solid tires. Past observations will be taken to identify the number of defective items and the frequency of occurring them according to the repair types.

The research model consists of dependent variables and independent variables.

- **Dependent variable**: Repairs in solid tires
- **Independent variables**: machine failures, employee involvement, issues with raw materials, managerial decisions, lack of supervision

In this study, regression analysis was applied to identify root causes for repairs in solid tires, by using the above-mentioned
dependent variable and independent variables.

Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of the study.

![Conceptual Framework](image)

**Figure 1: Conceptual framework**

**Results**

Descriptive statistics are used to get a general idea about the data which are collected using records. Then the final part of the analysis is to identify the relationship between variables using regression analysis.

**Descriptive analysis**

Initially, descriptive analysis was conducted to identify the behavior of data. Here, it summarizes the dataset with mean, variance, median, etc. to get an overall idea about the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Total Count</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repair percentage</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee involvement</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine failure</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw material issue</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial decisions</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of supervision</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Regression analysis**

The regression analysis was used to check the interaction between the dependent variable (repair percentage) and independent variables (employee involvement, machine failure, raw material issue, managerial decisions, and lack of supervision).

The summary of coefficients of the model can be illustrated as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.158</td>
<td>57.31</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee involvement</td>
<td>1.245</td>
<td>9.92</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine failure</td>
<td>1.171</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw material issue</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial decisions</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of supervision</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The P-value of the independent variables can be considered to identify the significances of the variables.

According to the summary of coefficients, p-values of all the five independent variables are less than 0.05 (p-value <0.05) as shown in Table 02. Therefore, all the five variables are significant at 5% level of significance.

Hence regression equation can be written as follow,

Repairs in solid tires = (1.245*employee involvement) + (1.171*machine failures) + (0.849*issues of raw materials) + (0.766*managerial decisions) + (0.937*lack of supervision) + 7.158

As considering Table 02 and the equation, it can be concluded that all five factors are
affected by the repair percentage of the solid tires.

VIF (Variation inflation factor) in the coefficient table checks the multicollinearity of the variables. As considering VIF values of all the five independent variables, it can be concluded that there is moderate multicollinearity in regression analysis since all the values are less than 5.

**Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Adj SS</th>
<th>Adj MS</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>357.46</td>
<td>71.492</td>
<td>182.78</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>78.228</td>
<td>0.3911</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>435.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The F-ratio in the ANOVA is used to check the overall regression model as shown in Table 03.

In this study, the p-value (0.000 < 0.05) which associated with F-value (182.78) is very small. Therefore, the independent variables can reliably predict the dependent variable.

**The goodness of the fitted regression**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>R-squared</th>
<th>Adjusted R-squared</th>
<th>Predicted R-squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.566582</td>
<td>82.05%</td>
<td>81.60%</td>
<td>80.93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 04, R² value (coefficient of determination) is equal to 82.05% which means 82.05% in the dependent variable can be explained by the independent variables.

**Discussion and conclusion**

All the independent variables (employee involvement, machine failures, raw material issues, managerial decisions, and lack of supervision) have an impact on the dependent variable (repair percentage in solid tires). The overall model is significant and 82.05% of the total variation in the dependent variable can be explained by the fitted regression line.

Further, according to the statistical analysis, employee involvement and machine failures have the highest impact on repairs in solid tires. Therefore, when paying attention to employee involvement, it can be more beneficial to reduce human interaction, and eliminate manual activities. It will cause to reduce the possibility of employee involvement being a root cause for repairs. And also, using new technologies as automated systems and machineries will be reduced the repair percentage up to a considerable level.

In the tire manufacturing process, employees have to work with a greater number of machines and they should have better knowledge about how to operate them. It is better to organize, training and awareness programs in planned time slots for appropriate workers. Machine failures can be reduced by paying attention to on-time maintenance and repairs of the machines.

Since all the factors are affected by the repair percentage, raw material issues, managerial decisions and lack of supervision also have an impact. Hence, there is a responsibility to maintain the standards in raw material selecting and mixing stage. There should have a proper systemized and semi or fully automated format to select the raw materials according to the recipes. And also, more responsible and effective management decisions will reduce the repair percentage. In the manufacturing process, there are
employees to supervise machine operators and other laborers. Their responsibility is taking necessary actions to remain the standards and requirements as mentioned in the standards. Accordingly, guiding employees in right way cause to reduce the repair rate of the solid tires.

By considering those mentioned factors and implementing those suggestions, the organization can reduce the repair percentage while enhancing the benefits.
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Abstract: Lean Six Sigma has become a well-known tool to improve operational excellence in manufacturing as well as service organisations. Lean Six Sigma generates a significant positive contribution to an organisation’s performance in improving processes by reducing cycle time and waste in the process. This study is focused on a real practical scenario of Hela Intimates (Pvt) Ltd, Narammala which is having lengthier time periods for the Acceptable Quality Level (AQL) Audit procedure than the Standard Operating Procedure time periods. This is a qualitative and quantitative research in nature. The main research objective of this study is to improve the process quality by reducing the current cycle time using Lean Six Sigma of the Acceptable Quality Level audit process of the sample checking process at Hela Clothing Ltd Narrmmala. Both primary and secondary data are used to reach the study objectives. Two thousand three hundred and twenty-six AQL audits in the month of June are considered for the sample. Cluster sampling method under Probability sampling method is used to draw the sample and the direct observation method is used to gather AQL audit cycle time. In addition to that, three auditors are interviewed in order to identify the waste types in the AQL process. To analyse the data, Lean Methodology and DMAIC methodology which is used under Six Sigma is used. Under this methodology Process control chart, Non-value-added activities calculations, descriptive statistics and Perato chart are considered to analyse the data. To analyse the interview data, the contents and pattern matching method is used. The results of the analysis revealed that the present AQL Audit process is stable and yet the process can be improved further. Based on its AQL audit procedure, cycle time is reduced to 35 minutes from 45 minutes and it is a 22% process improvement from the current process by using Lean Six Sigma methodology. Therefore, it clearly evident that Lean Six Sigma can be used as a process improvement tool for apparel sector in order to meet customers’ requirements.
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Introduction

Business organisations in globalized market are marching towards to improve the business processes to address the customers’ requirements by reducing the waste and adding value in producing high quality products with fewer defects with customer focus in lower cost. (Itkin, 2008; Chee, 2008, Kaushik et al 2012). They are using many business strategies such as Lean manufacturing, Six Sigma, Blue Ocean theory to overcome this business competitiveness in this highly modern competition in this market place. Six Sigma is an asset of Statistical tool, which is a process driven approach used to process improvements reducing the defect in an
organizational process focusing the customers’ requirements in greater value (Kwak and Anbari 2006, Goh and Xie 2004, McAdam and Evans 2004). Lean thinking is a set of methodologies developed in Japan which aim for maximizing the value of the product, based on value addition of the process and elimination of waste. The term Lean is defined in many ways by many lean philosophers and all are discussed with the viewpoint of eliminating waste in the system (Womack et al. 1994, Bhasin and Burcher 2006, Aitiken et al. 2002). Taiichi Ohono 1988 highlights that the main objective of this practice is to increase the production efficiency by consistently and thoroughly eliminating the waste. Further Taiichi Ohono discussed about the method to identify forms of waste in organization with his “Seven waste” model called is as “seven MUDA” which become cardinal approach in academic and industries. Seven ways of waste sources identified by Taiichi are transport, inventory, motion, waiting, over processing, over production, and defects. Recently another waste type was added to this cluster, called non-utilized talents of employees. Mura means lack of uniformity or non-uniformity, inequality and business process improvement method based on Just in Time method which indicated keeping less inventory or no inventory. The waste Muri means unreasonableness or impossible in production which can be eliminated through the standardized work. According to Stolzer and Halford (2004) studies, they have identified that this application is more sophisticated and relevant to gain more return on investment of particular air carrier organization. (Prasad et al. 2012)

The blend of these two are called Lean Six Sigma (LSS) which generate considerable amount of Contribution to the organisations and Industries are widely use it as one of the business improvement methods. (Nonthaleerak & Hendry, 2006; Schroeder et al., 2008).

LSS methodology is primarily driven through the application of the five stage six sigma DMAIC approach which stands each letter respectively Define, Measure, Analysis, Improve and Control. These five stages are defined my many researches. (Antony 2006) identified Define stage is as the identification of the problem, scope of the work effort of the project team. Measure stage is defined as measuring the current process of performance of problem identified company. Analysis stage is defined as the process of analysis the current performance data by using statistical analyzing tools. Improve stage is defined as improve the process stages by selecting proper and critical solutions based on analyzed data. Final stage control of Six Sigma methodology is defined as maintain and improve the process. All the Lean and Six Sigma tools are comprised by the DMAIC methodology toolkit and the success of them depend on ability to use these toolboxes in a systematic and disciplined manner.

This DMAIC process is widely used methodology to quality improvement and it can be extended to total quality Management (TQM) (Black and Reverer 2006). DMAIC framework is practically validated to provide significant positive contribution towards the both operational and environmental benefits (Ruban, Vinodh and Asokan 2017). This methodology was successfully applied to Indian automotive component manufacturing firm by the research team of (Ruban, Vinodh and Asokan 2017) and resulted positive overall performance and the environmental performance by reducing of defects and reducing process variation. It will lead to the leads to reduction in consumption of raw materials, energy, and reduced scrap which in turn reduces the overall environmental impacts.
They have taken the environmental benefits by improving the process and it provides path to this study to apply DMAIC methodology for process improvement. (Psychogios 2010) identified that lean Six Sigma practices can be applied in airline services industry to avoid unnecessary mistakes and costs provoked by employees which can led to continuous improved programs which is one of the main goals in air industry as well as ground process.

It is highlighted that Lean Six Sigma can be applied into any organizations (Mahanthi and Antony 2005) and it generated significant advantages to the field of Healthcare Sector (Laureani, Brady, & Antony, 2013), construction sector (Van den Bos, Kemper, & de Waal, 2014) and, education sector. (Thomas et al., 2015). According to (Laureani, Brady, & Antony, 2013) they applied Lean Six Sigma to the Irish hospital in Ireland and get generated more benefits such as better operational efficiency, higher process quality, improved cost-effectiveness and better value for money in every departments in the hospital in shorter time period. According to (Van den Bos, Kemper, & de Waal, 2014) they applied Lean Six Sigma to the Dutch constructions company and resulted that lean manufacturing system reduced the throughput time speed, and impact of it, in terms of project completion. It discussed that DMAIC process of the Six Sigma contributed to reduce the Lead time of the constructions projects. Therefore, it provides the basis for the reduction of the process time of this study. Also (Thomas et al., 2015) applied this Lean Six Sigma to the in an aerospace manufacturing company and resulted time reduction of 20.5%, improved on-time-in-full delivery to customer by 26.5%, reduced value added time by 5% and reduced Non-value added time by 44.5%. Also, estimated financial savings of over £2 Million are proposed in improving the production process by eliminating waste and reducing the lead time this research paper provides better foundation on it.

Therefore, previous researchers found that applying Six sigma in any organization can improve their business process to address the customers’ requirements. Hela Narammala pvt ltd also looking for the process improvement in their AQL audit procedure because it is a critical issue of having a lengthy process time compare with the standard operating procedure. This research paper address the requirements of the producers’ quality perspective of process development to enhance the customers' satisfaction.

**Study Objectives**

Hela clothing (pvt) ltd is a apparel industry which is manufacturing global recognized apparel brands. Their process time of the Acceptable Quality Level (AQL) audit procedure is lengthier than the Standard Operating Procedure. It is nearly Forty five minutes in average per garment. Thus, when we consider about the total orders of the Organization it is a huge waste and the cost for the organization. Therefore, organization is looking for the methodology to improve the business process by reducing the process time of AQL Audit procedure. Based on the literature review, it provides better foundation of Lean Six Sigma to apply to the process by reducing waste.

Therefore, The main objective of this study is to improve the process quality by reducing the current cycle time using Lean Six Sigma of the Acceptable Quality Level audit process of sample checking process at Hela Clothing Ltd Narrmmala.

**Methodology**

This is a qualitative study in nature. Number of monthly AQL audits conducted in last six months (Jan - Jun) in the year
2019 is considered as population of the study. Within the considered time period of six months fourteen thousand two hundred forty five AQL audits have carried out. Month of June is selected for the sample by using Cluster Sampling method under Probability sampling method is used to draw the sample. Two thousand three hundred twenty six AQL audits conducted in the months of June is considered as sample size of the study.

Both Primary data and Secondary data are used to reach the study objectives. Number of audit failures are taken from the system and The cycle time taken to proceed the AQL audits are manually calculated by using stop watches. Direct observation method is used to gather data. And three auditors are interviewed to identify the waste types in the AQL process.

To analyses the data, Lean Methodology and DMAIC methodology which is used under Six sigma is used. DMAIC is the problem-solving which has five-phase Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control for improving existing process problems with unknown causes. Measure stage is used to measure the current process of the performance. By using statistical tools and quality tools, quality problem is analyzed in the stage of Analysis. In the Improve stage the current process is improved by selecting critical solutions for the quality issue. Control stage highlights to maintain the improved process and leads to continues improvement.Under this methodology Process control chart, Non-value added activates calculations, descriptive statistics and Perato chart are considered to analyses the data. To analyses the interviews information Contents and pattern matching method is used

**Analysis and Discussion**

Kanban system under Lean philosophy and DMAIC Process under Six Sigma is applied to reach the study objectives. Current status of the Acceptable Quality Level audit process is as follows. It takes 45 minutes of working process. Table no 01 is the summary of the average time that the current process is performing.

Table no 01 Activities and current time performing- Appendix no 01

As per the AQL process the following wastages are identified through the direct observations.

Transportation waste occurs when there are unnecessary movements of products and material. Due to the improper placement gap between of packing table and the AQL table. Transportation waste was observed. It was observed.

Inventory waste is the excess products and materials which are not being processed when the packer offer the AQL audit beyond the order AQL of the carton. Motion is the unnecessary movements by people materials etc. when the ready to the audit they need style files and other detail files. When they haven’t specific place to keep the above mentioned files it creates unnecessary movements. Due to this issues in the audit process the gap between AQL table and the AQL room, motion waste can be observed through the unnecessary long distances travelled by the auditor

Waiting time occurs when time is wasted waiting for next audit. Waiting time can be observed when the auditor waiting for next audit, Andon lights on but not ready the audit. Wait for a period of time

Over processing happens when more work is been performed than what is really required. Therefore over processing waste did not prevail in the observation time.

Figure no 01 Highlights the current Analysis System chart of Audit procedure.

Figure no 01- Current Analysis of the process- Appendix no 02
To make the better understanding about the customer requirements across the process, Kanban System was used. Interviews ideas were analysed and they were highlighted in Table no 02

Table no 02- Analysis of Kanban system- Appendix no 03

**Six Sigma Methodology Application**

**Define Stage**

Reduce the current cycle time of the Acceptable Quality Level audit process of sample checking process using Lean Six Sigma up to 35 min at Hela Clothing Ltd Narrmmala, the total time reduction is expected to 22% from existing time period.

**Measure Stage**

Two types of variables are thoroughly drew into attention such as Number of audits fails and Time taken to process the AQL audit. Number of audits conducted during the sample time period and the pass and fail audits were the measureable units of the variable in order to identify whether the process is stable before reducing the AQL audit time of the process. Minutes were considered as measureable units of the variable, Time taken to process the AQL audits in order to identify the Non value added activities to reduce the cycle time.

Current average cycle time was discussed in the table no 01. And the defects calculation was identified as follows, Six sigma DPMO (Defects per Million Opportunities) was calculated under Six Sigma Methodology.

\[
DPMO = \frac{\text{Total Defects}}{\text{Total Opportunities}} \times 1000000
\]

( Mcadam, Evans 2004)

134 audits were failed (time) during the period of Jan - July 2019 and total opportunities identified were 14245. Therefore DPMO is calculated as

\[
\frac{134}{14245} \times 1000000 = 9406.8
\]

Current sigma level identified the Six Sigma level ( Mcadam, Evans 2004) is between 3.8 to 3.9.

The DPMO for the month of June is as follows, 27 audits time failures for the 2326 AQL audits \( \frac{27}{2326} \times 1000000 = 11607.9 \)

Current sigma level identified the Six Sigma level table ( Mcadam, Evans 2004) is between 3.8 to 3.9.

**Analysis Stage**

Total AQL audit failures in the period of January to June in 2019 is recorded as 1% of total audits and it is shown in figure no 01. It is due to the Random variation of the process.

It was confirmed by the data analysis of the Total AQL audit failures in the month of June 2019.

To clarify the process stability np Control chart is constructed. np chart is used that the observation data was attributes data. By using observation data it was constructed to identify the current process. Np chart of the data is shown in Figure no 03.
All the sample points were between the upper control level and the lower control level and it can be concluded that process is under control. No any assignable variation in the process. To check the stability of the process in total population Pareto Analysis is conducted. It is shown in the Figure no 04. It highlights that the process is under control without having Assignable variation in AQL Process in population time period. Therefore further improvements can be done to the process.

Non value added time for the total AQL procedure is attached in the Table no 03. If the activity or the time can be eliminated or shifted or not generating value to the process, it is defined as non-value added times in activities for this study.

Table no 03-Non value Added activities calculations Appendix no 04

Improve stage -

Non value added calculations were done in order to identify the improvement area of the process. Therefore waste types in the process identified under Lean philosophy was considered for the improvements. Time for the activity numbers 04 05 06 are critically reduced by eliminating time and time for the activity numbers 10 11 12 are critically change with allocating more time for it. Table no 05 highlights the time comparison between previous and redesigned new process after applying Lean Six Sigma.

Table no 04- Comparison between the previous and redesigned process- Appendix no 05

Figure 05 highlights that the redesigned system of the process.

Figure no 05 –Redesigned process Appendix no 06

Layout changes has done to achieved the target following Figures no 06 and 07 highlighted and previous redesigned layouts of the process.

Figure 06 – Current process layout

Control Stage -

Under this stage following control methods are suggested to follow the process in future activities. Before get the audit
arrange all necessary document to the AQL table and keep under the table.

- Remove poly bags with hanger.
- Arrange AQL table near the packing table of the line.
- Get the audit before seal the packs.
- Arrange packing trims information sheet and keep with the auditor.
- The records are taken from the ISO 9001:2015 records files and the process is identified through the inspections.
- For the control purpose which leads for the continual improvement following documents will be used.
  (System audit)
  - Internal audit.
  - Inspections
  - Ideas from Team AQL auditor and the QAGL.
  - Observations

**Conclusion**

DMAIC Methodology provides better foundation to identify the process issues and help to improve the process by reducing the cycle time. Analysed data indicate that the AQL Process of the company is running in stable position without having the assignable variation within the study time periods. Therefore future improvements can be done to the process as it was stable.

Expected time to reduce the cycle time is 22% from the current process and it is operating between 3.8 to 3.9 Sigma levels in with 9406.8 Defects per million opportunities under Six Sigma calculations.

After critical analysis of time calculation of process activity observations The Total Cycle time of the AQL audit procedure was reduce up to 35 minutes from 45 minutes by applying Lean Six Sigma methodology.

According to (Zasadzień 2017) studies, they applied Six Sigma methodology a maintenance process in Poland and improve the process in significant amount. They successfully applied DMAIC methodology for process improvement. Also (Thomas et al., 2015) applied this Lean Six Sigma to the in an aerospace manufacturing company and resulted time reduction of 20.5%, improved on-time-in-full delivery to customer by 26.5%, reduced value added time by 5% and reduced Non-value added time by 44.5%. Therefore It is a significant amount of 22% of cycle time reduction of AQL Audit procedure at Hela Intimates(Pvt) Narammala.
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### Appendix

**Appendix no 01 - Table no 01**  
**Table no 01 Activities and current time performing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>when the andon lights on (orange color for aql audits) go to the sewing line and check the aql audit data sheet.</td>
<td>0.5 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>when the audit is ready arrange the requirements to take the audit or when the audit is not ready cancel off the andon light and cancel the record in the aql audit data sheet.</td>
<td>0.5 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>arrange all the audit requirements to get the audit (teck pack/style file/packing sample/production sample/buyer tag file)</td>
<td>2 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>check the accuracy of aql audit data sheet and CTN details (time/qty)</td>
<td>1 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>get the garment from the carton according to the sampling plan (32 pcs for 180 pcs)</td>
<td>1 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>check the packing appearance/packing trims according to the style file and approved trim card.</td>
<td>2 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>remove hangers and poly bags boxes of selected garments.</td>
<td>2 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>keep aside all removed trims and placed unpacked garments on the aql table to get the audit.</td>
<td>2 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>check the all details of hang tags, upc and the label according to the approved po sheet and buyer tag.</td>
<td>2 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>randomly select 01 garment from each 12 garments and get the full measurement and record only one measurement on the spec sheet.</td>
<td>7 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>check the all other garments according to the clock wise checking method and strictly point out the constructions and the sewing defects of the selected garment.</td>
<td>15 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>randomly select 01 garment from each 06 garments and get the critical measurement and record 03 measurement on the spec sheet.</td>
<td>6 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>in this audit if there is any damages beyond the sampling plan audit is fail, if it is fail record the failure in the pre delivery audit sheet and the aql data sheet. same as the process when audit pass.</td>
<td>2 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>in the failure hand over the fail carton to the line and inform the in line auditor to recheck. (team leader/in line auditor/examiner/qa gl/production gl)</td>
<td>1 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>when the audit pass seal the carton and hand over the carton to cni team with the signature of aql auditor.</td>
<td>1 mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>total time</strong></td>
<td>45 mini</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix no 02
Figure no 01 - Current Analysis of the process

SYSTEM CHART OF AQL AUDIT PROCESS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Quality standards.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>When the Andon lights on (orange color for aql audits) go to the sewing line and check the aql audit data sheet.</td>
<td>Accuracy of the data sheet and the audits of right qty and right quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>When the audit is ready arrange the requirements to take the audit or when the audit is not ready cancel off the Andon light and cancel the record in the aql audit data sheet.</td>
<td>Accuracy of the data sheet and the audits right qty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>arrange all the audit requirements to get the audit (teck pack/style file/packing sample/production sample/buyer tag file)</td>
<td>According to customer style file all the packing trims should be correct. Correct standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>check the accuracy of aql audit data sheet and CTN details (time/qty)</td>
<td>According to customer needs ctn details should be correct. Right quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>get the garment from the carton according to the sampling plan.(32 pcs for 180 pcs)</td>
<td>According to sampling plan received from the customer 32 pcs for 180 pcs carton and there should not be any defects for the 32 pcs. right qty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Check the packing appearance/packing trims according to the style file and approved trim card.</td>
<td>Sewing trims should be correct according to the customer trim card. right quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Remove hangers and poly bags boxes of selected garments.</td>
<td>It should necessary remove all the packing trims before audit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Keep aside all removed trims and placed unpacked garments on the aql table to get the audit.</td>
<td>Prevent from mix up. Right quality and right process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Check the all details of hang tags, upc and the label according to the approved po sheet and buyer tag.</td>
<td>Accuracy of the all details related to po sheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Randomly select 01 garment from each 12 garments and get the full measurement and record only one measurement on the spec sheet.</td>
<td>For check correct measurements. Right product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Check the all other garments according to the clock wise checking method and strictly point out the constructions and the sewing defects of the selected garment.</td>
<td>For accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Randomly select 01 garment from each 06 garments and get the critical measurement and record 03 measurement on the spec sheet.</td>
<td>For accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>In this audit if there is any damages beyond the sampling plan audit is fail. If it is fail record the failure in the pre delivery audit sheet and the aql data sheet. Same as the process when audit pass.</td>
<td>Customer specification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>in the failure hand over the fail carton to the line and inform the in line auditor to recheck.(team leader/in line auditor/examiner/qa gl/production gl/)</td>
<td>Necessary to recheck and re audit before transfer to the cni area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>When the audit pass seal the carton and hand over the carton to cni team with the signature of aql auditor.</td>
<td>Customer specification due to accuracy of the audit details.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix no 04  
Table no 03- Non value added time calculations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>TIME in min</th>
<th>VA time in min</th>
<th>NVA time in min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>when the andon lights on (orange color for aql audits) go to the sewing line and check the aql audit data sheet.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>when the audit is ready arrange the requirements to take the audit or when the audit is not ready cancel off the andon light and cancel the record in the aql audit data sheet.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>arrange all the audit requirements to get the audit (teck pack/style file/packing sample/production sample/buyer tag file)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>check the accuracy of aql audit data sheet and CTN details (time/qty)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>get the garment from the carton according to the sampling plan. (32 pcs for 180 pcs)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>check the packing appearance/packing trims according to the style file and approved trim card.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>remove hangers and poly bags boxes of selected garments.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>keep aside all removed trims and placed unpacked garments on the aql table to get the audit.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>check the all details of hang tags, upc and the label according to the approved po sheet and buyer tag.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>randomly select 01 garment from each 12 garments and get the full measurement and record only one measurement on the spec sheet.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>check the all other garments according to the clock wise checking method and strictly point out the constructions and the sewing defects of the selected garment.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>randomly select 01 garment from each 06 garments and get the critical measurement and record 03 measurements on the spec sheet.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>in this audit if there is any damages beyond the sampling plan audit is fail. If it is fail record the failure in the pre delivery audit sheet and the aql data sheet. Same as the process when audit pass.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>in the failure hand over the fail carton to the line and inform the in line auditor to recheck. (team leader/in line auditor/examiner/qa gl/production gl/)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>when the audit pass seal the carton and hand over the carton to cni team with the signature of aql auditor.</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table no 04 - Comparison between the previous and redesigned process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Actual Time(min)</th>
<th>Expected Time(min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>when the andon lights on(orange color for AQL audits) go to the sewing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>line and check the AQL audit data sheet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>when the audit is ready arrange the requirements to take the audit or</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>when the audit is not ready cancel off the andon light and cancel the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>record in the aql audit data sheet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>arrange all the audit requirements to get the audit (teck pack/style</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>file/packing sample/production sample/buyer tag file)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>check the accuracy of AQL audit data sheet and CTN details (time/qty)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>get the garment from the carton according to the sampling plan.(32 pcs</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for 180 pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>check the packing appearance/packing trims according to the style file</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and approved trim card.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>remove hangers and poly bags boxes of selected garments.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>keep aside all removed trims and placed unpacked garments on the AQL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>table to get the audit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>check the all details of hang tags,upc and the label according to the</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>approved po sheet and buyer tag.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>randomly select 01 garment from each 12 garments and get the full</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>measurement and record only one measurement on the spec sheet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>check the all other garments according to the clock wise checking</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>method and strickly point out the constructions and the sewing defects of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the selected garment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>randomly select 01 garment from each 06 garments and get the critical</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>measurement and record 03 measurement on the spec sheet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>in this audit if there is any damages beyond the sampling plan audit is</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fail.if it is fail record the failure in the pre delivery audit sheet and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theAQL data sheet.same as the process when audit pass.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>in the failure hand over the fail carton to the line and inform the in</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>line auditor to recheck.(team leader/in line auditor/examiner/qa gl/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>production gl/)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>when the audit pass seal the carton and hand over the carton to cni team</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with the signature of AQL auditor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix no 06
Figure no 05 – Redesigned process

SYSTEM CHART OF AQL AUDIT PROCESS

- Measure garments and record measurement data on the spec.
- Check all the details of hang tags/UPC/label according to the PO and buyer tag details.
- Keep unpacked garments on the table.
- Remove packing trims from garments.
- Check packing appearance according to references samples.
- Measure only critical points and record data on the spec.
- If there is any defect situation fail the audit and record the details.
- If failure hand over audit to the line/If pass hand over to the CNI/FG.
- Measure all the garments according to clockwise method.
- When the audit pass seal the carton and transfer to the FG/CNI system chart of AQL audit process.
- If audit ready take the audit and if not cancel the AQL audit data sheet.
- Check the AQL audit data sheet.
- Arrange all the audit requirements to get the audit.
- Check the accuracy of the AQL audit data sheet and CTN details.
- Get the samples according to sample qty.
- Corrected AQL audit data sheet.
- Wrong AQL audit data sheet.
- Necessary documents.
- Corrected detail sheet.
- Accurate AQL audit data sheet.
- Garments (to be audited).
- Checked packs.
- Unpacked garments.
- To be audited garments.
- Measured garments.
- Checked garments.
- Measured only critical points.
- Made garments.
- Accepted garments.
- Rejected garments.
- Good garments.
- Reject carton and good carton.
- Passed carton.
- Failed carton.
- Rejected carton.
- Good carton.
- Reject carton.
- Good carton.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to develop a performance measurement framework for measuring bus transport reliability at bus stops. For this, time keepers’ records at bus stop level have been collected. They consist of four factors, i.e. scheduled arrival, actual arrival, scheduled departure and actual departure. From these data, scheduled headway and actual headway were calculated. A measure on perceived waiting time (PWT) was developed as the difference between actual headway and a half of the average schedule headway for the particular time period. The performance measure was validated for 3 bus stops. Earliness index was developed as the number of observations, which was where the PWT was lesser than half of the average schedule headway. This Earliness index was validated for 3 bus stop records, and it was observed that along with the changes in the scheduled headway in time duration, the EI value is also changed. This measure helps for policy makers to decide on the reliability of public transport at bus stops.

Keywords: Perceived Waiting Time (PWT), Earliness Index (EI), Bus stops

Introduction

There are many passengers leaving public transport because of public transport not being reliable. Reliability of transit service has been recognized as a significant determinant of quality of service (Ma, Ferreira, and Mesbah 2013). Performance measures of reliability of bus transport at bus stops portray the level of existing condition of the service reliability. Policy makers can use these measures for better decision making towards optimal use of public transportation. These measures have not been developed in most of the developing countries for evaluating the bus transport service reliability at bus stops. Data is very vital for the development of performance measurements. Collection of useful data is very much important. The main drawback in performance measurements of the public transport systems in the developing countries is that data generation, recording and being saved in a systematic approach are not existing. Developing countries should go for the development of performance measurement frameworks for bus transport service reliability based on the relevant existing data mostly manually collected and not by using advanced technologies.

This main objective of this chapter is to develop an index for perceived waiting time (PWT) as a performance measure for bus transport reliability at bus stops in Sri Lanka using the existing secondary data.

Literature Review

The buffer time indicates extra travel time required to allow the passengers on time arrival. Generally, it is defined as the difference between xx percentile and the average travel time. The planning time is defined as the xx-percentile travel time. It indicates the total time that a passenger has to budget for the trip. Buffer time index is defined as the buffer time divided by the
average travel time. Reliability buffer time, defined as the difference between the upper percentile xx, and an intermediate or lower percentile yy, is the additional time that would be required to be xx-percent sure of arriving at the destination on time. Excess reliability buffer time (ERBT) is defined as the difference between the actual levels of reliability experienced by passengers and what they should have experienced had everything gone according to plan. The ERBT indicator can be used to capture the incident-caused additional unreliability above that was caused by recurrent factors (Ma, Ferreira, and Mesbah 2013). Most importantly, the buffer time calculation depends entirely on the travel time distribution. Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) is used to calculate travel time in this study. But in terms of Sri Lankan scenario, travel time calculation using AVL is impossible and origin to destination bus arrival data are not recorded by the timekeepers too for many of the bus routes. Hence this approach can’t be applied for Sri Lankan context to model bus reliability patterns at bus stops.

Transit service reliability at the time point level has been analysed with many performance measures such as headway delay variability, departure delay variability, mean scheduled headway, boarding variability, unscheduled stop variability etc. Automatic data collections systems such as automatic vehicle location and computer aided dispatch have been used for data collection. (Kimpel 2001). The measures used here are of the same existing in the literature and they suffer from all the weakness of those. And huge data set has been collected because of the automatic collection systems which is impossible in Sri Lankan contexts at the moment and no methodology for performance evaluation has been proposed.

A probability-based headway regularity metric for bus service reliability at stops has been proposed with the view to estimate the probability the next bus would be arriving within the certain time period after the last bus had arrived. Headway between two consecutive buses at stop, previous bus travel time on link, current bus travel time on link, previous bus dwell time at stop, current bus dwell time at stop, passenger arrival rate at stop and passenger boarding process rate at stop had been used to develop this metric and they had been collected by AVL and APC (Ruan and Lin 2009). As passenger arrival counts also play an important role in this metric, this is impossible in Sri Lankan contexts since there is less possibility to find the best way to count the passenger arrivals to the stops. Passenger arrival counts at Sri Lankan bus stops are not recorded.

On-time performance measures how well actual departures and arrivals conform to scheduled departures and arrivals. This is often the case for passengers using low frequency routes. If a vehicle departs early, then it is not “on-time” from the perspective of passengers because that will mean that passengers must wait a full headway until the next vehicle arrives. On-time performance is often measured as a percentage of bus arrivals or departures at a given point within a predetermined range of time. A bus that departed no earlier than 30 and no later than 60 seconds compared to schedule departure time was set to be departing on-time (Firew, Weckström, and Mladenovic 2016). Even though delay and early arrival can be traced, this tolerance threshold is subjective and cannot be generalized for Sri Lankan context.

Headway is the time between two vehicles passing the same point traveling in the same direction on a given route. Headway adherence is a good measure of reliability for high frequency routes. Percentage
Regularity Deviation Mean is the average deviation from the scheduled headway as a percentage of the scheduled headway. Average headway deviation was taken as the difference between actual headway and scheduled headway and the coefficient of variance of headways was calculated (Firew, Weckström, and Mladenovic 2016).

Passenger perceived waiting time at bus stops was influenced by income, location, trip distance and purpose, and survey method whereas transit agencies considered reliability to be a priority, defining it in terms of OTP measures to achieve the objective of increasing customer satisfaction. They did not frequently report users’ satisfaction regarding service reliability despite its perceived importance (Diab, Badami, and El-Geneidy 2015). To take the factors that affect the passengers perceived waiting times at bus stop in the article, one has to use AVL or any automatic systems and survey has to be conducted individually which is impossible in Sri Lankan contexts.

Excess wait time was measured as the difference between actual wait time and scheduled wait time. Actual wait time was the ratio between summation of square of actual headway and 2 times summation of actual headways. The same was applied for scheduled wait time. Standard deviation of difference between actual and scheduled headway was used as a measure of reliability at bus stops. This is suitable for a normally distributed data set. It does not differentiate the delay and earliness.

The Earliness Index (EI) is defined as the percentile rank of delay/headway deviation of zero. The percentile rank of a particular delay/headway deviation is the percentage of delay/headway deviations in its frequency distribution that are lower or equal to it. Let X denote the delay (for infrequent services) or headway deviation (for frequent services) and F(x) denote the cumulative distribution function of x as follows: F(x) = P(X ≤ x). Therefore, EI can be defined as F(x) when x=0: EI = F(0) (Saberi et al. 2013). This measure is significantly varying from others in terms of differentiating the delay versus early arrivals but predefined threshold for the waiting time is zero which is subjective to criticism as all the above measures have allowed a predefined threshold for waiting time.

In conclusion of the literature review, there are three main research gaps identified for the bus transport reliability measures for Sri Lankan bus stops. Firstly, measures need to focus both delay and early arrivals. Secondly, the data cannot be collected by AVL or APC. Hence, the researchers should look for secondary data. Third and important factor is the predefined amount of threshold to be allowed for passenger waiting time.

Methodology

According to theoretical aspects a bus service can be categorized under frequent or non-frequent according to their ‘Scheduled Headway’. If the scheduled headway is 10 minutes or less than 10 minutes it can be considered as a frequent service. The buses which have a scheduled headway which is more than 10 minutes can be considered as non-frequent bus service. This methodology is applicable for frequent service buses only.

First the data is collected under four categories as scheduled arrival time, scheduled departure time, actual arrival time and actual departure time of buses. Scheduled Headway is measured from the difference between the scheduled arrival time of two consecutive buses at the stop and Actual Headway is measured from the difference between the actual arrival times of the two consecutive buses at the same stop. Headway deviation is found from the difference between actual and scheduled...
headways. After clustering the same scheduled headways together half of the particular clustered scheduled headway is taken as the tolerance. And the headway deviation is taken from deducting this value from the actual headway. This is identified as the perceived waiting time (PWT). For the particular cluster Earliness Index (EI) was found.

The EI (Earliness Index) is defined as the percentile rank of delay/headway deviation of half of averaged scheduled headway. The percentile rank of a particular delay/headway deviation is the percentage of delay/headway deviations in its frequency distribution that are lower or equal to it. (Saberi & Zockaie, 2013) The equation is modified by using the assumption of tolerance. As the assumptions were taken as the passengers are willing to wait ½ of the time of Scheduled headway for a bus the tolerance level is added to the formula.

The equation is: \[ F(x) \text{ when } x= \text{Half of averaged scheduled headway: } EI = F \left( \frac{1}{2} \ast \text{Average scheduled headway} \right) \text{; where } F = \text{Function, Average schedule Headway = percentile.} \]

When we use the above equation in Microsoft XL it is applied as

\[ =\text{PERCENTRANK.INC (Headway Deviation Data range, 1/2* Average Schedule Headway)} \]

It is how the index is calculated for the proposed method.

Here the Earliness Index being in a high value means the service reliability is high of that bus service.

To apply these following data was collected. The data is collected for three bus routes per bus time keeper records for consecutive ten days including both week days and weekends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus Route Number and Stop</th>
<th>Week day (for 10 days)</th>
<th>Week end (for 10 days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221 – At Nittabuwa stop (Giriulla-Nittabuwa)</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174 – At Borella stop (Makumbura-Borella)</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192 – At Malibun Junction stop (Maharagama – Moratuwa)</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by authors (2020)
Experimental Design

Figure 4.1 EI value for week end for 221 bus route
Source: Developed by Authors (2020)

Figure 4.2 EI value for week days for 221 bus route
Source: Developed by Authors (2020)

Here shown in graphs, the 8 minutes, 6 minutes and 7 minutes are the scheduled headways for the time intervals of buses. Comparatively in the bus route 221 at Nittabuwa halt the EI values are comparatively high in weekends to week days. The highest EI values are recorded nearly to peak times and in both week end and week days in the time slot of 7.12 a.m. to 8.19 a.m. and when it comes to off peak hours it is getting less gradually. In weekends the time slot 8.12 a.m.to 17.45 p.m. where scheduled headway is 7 minutes shows the highest EI values with a busy schedule.

The 5 minutes and 10 minutes shown in the graphs are the scheduled headways for the time intervals of buses at the stop. In the route number 192 at Malibun junction bus stop the week end EI values doesn’t have a variation. For the time phase 6.20 – 7.20 a.m. the EI index is showing 17% of early arrivals or buses. And in week days also there’s no busy schedule where varitaes among higher number of schedule headways. In the peack time from 6.20 to 7.55 where there’s 5 minutes of schedule headway shows that buses are arriving early.
Here the times shown as 10 minutes and 5 minutes are the scheduled headways for the time intervals of buses at the borella stop. Comparing the route number 174 at Borella bus stop week days are busier than weekends. Most of the EI variations are recorded high in the peak hours of the days. And comparatively can be seen getting less only in off peak hours. Most of highest EI values are recorded in 5 minutes of schedule headway time phases. For weekends the EI values are recording not too less but not in a busy schedule.

This analysis shows that by using the existing data the performances of the buses can be evaluated taking the proposed measures. The analysis shows that in the peak hours the buses are arriving to the stop early. This means passengers assume for waiting time for a bus is getting less in peak hours, especially in morning. This shows a positivity of service reliably as people are lesser waste their time for a bus at a stop concerning their tolerance time.

Discussion and Conclusion

According to the study, in Sri Lanka Reliability is not an index that taken into concern when developing service quality in public transportation of buses. Throughout the discussion the findings disclosed that there is availability of data that can be used to measure reliability and the findings can be combined with scheduling of buses and it will help to manage a reliable service in traffic blocks also.

As per the practical aspects followed in Sri Lanka reliability is out of concern when taking system evaluation decisions. Even for bus scheduling they use only the passenger demand. They demand is taken by doing a “survey” from taking times that people gets crowded in the specific routes. For high crowds and peak times they crate approximately 5 minutes headways and develop the timetables and for low crowds they expand the headways and develop the time tables. There are no schedule developments or adjustments are done through any measurements. There are more practices can be developed by using these measurements rather than these basic actions. The collected data from timekeepers provides scheduled arrivals and departures for each bus at the stop and actual arrival and departures are recorded by timekeepers. Most of recorded data are applicable for measurements. The data is sufficient for measuring EI.

This model allows tolerance. There is an improve version and the EI is also new index. This is literary improve for Saberi, K, Feng, & El-Geneidy, Definition and properties of alternative bus service reliability measures at the stop level, 2013 article. As recommendation, in here it is only considering about scheduled headway. But in future if anybody is considering about the actual headway and trying to develop a method for that, that might help for improve the development of
measuring bus service reliability at bus stops in public transport.

For future research topics can be introduce as studying characteristics of headway distributions and delays using more data, networks and knowledge; Cost variance happens along with the unreliability services at stop levels and practical side implementing of high technology BRT systems in Sri Lanka for service quality improvement of public transport. The study shows the limitations of data collection availability and the study is limited by technological systems used by other countries where Sri Lanka doesn’t have. Mostly in every research articles transport data is collected through AVL (Automated Vehicle Location) systems where Sri Lanka is doing it manually, the accurate level of the information cannot be compared with the systematic results of information.
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Abstract: Whether trade openness has a positive impact on economic growth is still open for debate. A group of researchers found in their study that it has a positive impact on the economy, whereas another group found that it has no effect or there is a negative impact. Therefore, this study examines the impact of Trade Openness on Economic Growth of Sri Lanka, over the period from 1990 to 2018, in a multivariate framework including trade openness, labour force, population, inflation and Fixed Direct Investment as repressors. Secondary data used for this study are from various sources such as the Central Bank of Sri Lanka and World Development Indicators (WDI). To test the stationarity of the data, the Augments Dickey-Fuller (ADF) (Dickey and Fuller, 19810) was used, and it uses the Auto Regressive Distributed Lag Bounds test for co-integration. The results of this study show that Trade Openness, which was the main variable, has a positive relationship with the Gross Domestic Product in Sri Lanka in the short run while a negative relationship is indicated in the long run.
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Introduction

There have been done several studies on trade openness and economic growth. But the controversial is continuing over the last few decades, whether the trade openness is a blessing for economic growth, or it is negatively affecting the economic growth. In 1990s, the Washington Consensus, a set of 10 major development policy, recommendations from Washington based institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB) regarded trade openness as essential to the achieve higher economic growth. Paudel & Perera (2009) found that in the long run, labour force and trade openness have a positive impact on economic growth of Sri Lanka. Gimhani K.W.K & Francis S.J. (2016) implies that trade openness has a positive impact on economic growth in Sri Lanka. Keho (2017) showed that trade openness has positive effects on economic growth both in the short and long run. As well as Malefane M.R. & Odhlambo N.M. (2018) found that trade openness has a positive and significant impact on economic growth and also Herath H.M.S.P. (2008) confirm a significant positive relationship between trade liberalization and economic growth in Sri Lanka. When those studies presenting a positive relationship Mizan A.N. (2019), suggested that trade openness has no effects on economic growth and there is a unidirectional relation found from Export to GDP to import while Aslam A.L.M. (2017) found that the trade openness negatively and significantly had the long run relationship with the economic growth.

When consider about Sri Lanka, Sri Lankan government liberalized its economy in the later part of 1977. After the liberalization, the geographical border of Sri Lanka which had been opened to enter other countries into Sri Lanka for economical purpose. Because of this reason Sri Lanka had to face positive and negative experiences. Figure 1
show the GDP and Trade openness trend from 1990-2018 in Sri Lanka.

![GDP and Trade openness trend from 1990-2018 in Sri Lanka](image)

Figure 1: GDP and Trade Openness trend from 1990-2018 in Sri Lanka
Source: Made by author

Against this background, the purpose of the current study is to examine the impact of trade openness and economic growth in Sri Lanka over the period 1990-2018. This study employs trade openness, inflation, population, labor force, fixed direct investment as the independent variables and Gross domestic Product as the dependent variable. The current study also takes into account the short-run and long-run impact of trade openness on economic growth using the autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) bounds testing approach. The empirical findings of this study also add to the existing body of literature on openness and economic growth in Sri Lanka and to make policy changes.

This paper is organized into five sections. After the introduction, section 2 provides the reviews literature on trade openness and economic growth. Section 3 discusses the methodology used and the empirical results for the study is presented in section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusion of the study.

**Objective**

**Primary objective**
To examine how trade openness impacts the economic growth in Sri Lanka in short run.

**Secondary objective**
To examine how trade openness impacts the economic growth in Sri Lanka in long run.

**Methodology**

This research analysis is based on a multiple linear regression model, in which Gross Domestic Product is the dependent variable and 5 other independent variables where trade openness is the main independent variable. This study uses annual data covering the 1990 to 2018 and data were extracted from well-established data source of World Bank. In this research, data has been collected from the World Data indicators. A time series econometric method is employed for the study. The regression which was built using some selected variables following a study conducted by Paudel & Perera (2009) is shown below.

$$LGDP_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 LTO_t + \alpha_2 LPOP_t + \alpha_3 LLF_t + \alpha_4 LINF_t + \alpha_5 LFDI_t + \mu_t$$

Where, LGDP, LTO, LPOP, LLF, LINF and LFDI denote respectively logarithm of Gross Domestic Product, logarithm of Trade Openness, logarithm of Population, logarithm of labor force, logarithm of inflation and logarithm of Foreign Direct Investment. $\mu_t$ is a white noise error term, $t = 1, 2, T$.

Trade Openness is the proportion of the total value of exports and imports of a country’s good and services to the total GDP.

$$\text{Trade Openness} = \frac{\text{Import} + \text{Export}}{\text{GDP}}$$
Population is the total number of people of the country. Labor force is the total number of labor force in the country. Inflation is the current inflation of the country and FDI is the foreign direct investment.

The empirical investigation involves following steps. The first step examines the stationarity of the variables using unit root tests. The second step tests the presence of long run and short run relationship. As the first step of the estimation, ADF and PP unit root tests were adopted to test the stationery property of data. When series are stationary at I (0) and I(1) Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) model which was developed by Pesaran et al. (2001) can be employed to find out the long run and short run adjustment. The advantages of this method beyond other traditional methods are clearly specified in the econometric literature. The ARDL co-integration bound testing procedure is shown by following equation.

\[ \Delta \text{LGDP}_t = \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{p} n_i \Delta \text{LGDP}_{t-i} + \sum_{i=0}^{p} \pi_i \Delta \text{LZ}_{t-i} + \gamma \text{ETC}_{t-1} + \epsilon_t \]

Where \( \gamma \) is speed of adjustment which should be statistically significant and should have a negative sign. \( \epsilon_t \) is a pure random error term. The first stage of the estimation bound testing procedure is employed in order to investigate the existence of long run relationship. Meanwhile as this methodology considers both short run and long run relationships it facilitates policy making to attain expected changes of the economy through these variables.

**Results and Discussion**

In order to confirm the visual pattern between Trade Openness and Gross Domestic Product, the Confidential Ellipse is used. The following graph shows the Confidential Ellipse between the variables.

![Confidential Ellipse between variables](image)

Based on the figure 2, it is confirmed that the Trade Openness and Gross Domestic Product are negatively correlated among them at 95% confidential level over the sample period for 1990-2018, since the regression line between the Trade Openness and Gross Domestic Product shows a negative relationship.
The descriptive statistics is the summary of all variables, which consists of Mean, Median, Maximum value, Minimum value, skewness and etc. Descriptive statistics can also be used to find the hidden features of the variables. To measure the dispersion of the data, standard deviation has been used.

The skewness value has been introduce to the shape of the bell curve. Jarque bera probability value has been described to test whether the data is normally distributed or not. The following table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GDP</th>
<th>TRADE</th>
<th>POPULATION</th>
<th>LABOURFORCE</th>
<th>INFLATION</th>
<th>FDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>3.66E+10</td>
<td>67.06213</td>
<td>19421225</td>
<td>7958380.</td>
<td>9.355182</td>
<td>473.0683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Median</strong></td>
<td>2.07E+10</td>
<td>71.26118</td>
<td>19387153</td>
<td>8129521.</td>
<td>9.214160</td>
<td>272.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum</strong></td>
<td>8.89E+10</td>
<td>88.63644</td>
<td>21670000</td>
<td>8622275.</td>
<td>22.79926</td>
<td>1610.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimum</strong></td>
<td>8.03E+09</td>
<td>46.36389</td>
<td>17325773</td>
<td>7018310.</td>
<td>0.649042</td>
<td>43.35140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Std. Dev.</strong></td>
<td>2.87E+10</td>
<td>13.28496</td>
<td>1224750.</td>
<td>500746.9</td>
<td>4.802910</td>
<td>417.0819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skewness</strong></td>
<td>0.719233</td>
<td>0.295760</td>
<td>0.093060</td>
<td>-0.584112</td>
<td>0.871421</td>
<td>1.072599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kurtosis</strong></td>
<td>1.877533</td>
<td>1.547736</td>
<td>1.962269</td>
<td>1.916301</td>
<td>4.133541</td>
<td>3.355753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jarque-Bera</strong></td>
<td>4.022679</td>
<td>2.971254</td>
<td>1.343095</td>
<td>3.068139</td>
<td>5.222918</td>
<td>5.713530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Probability</strong></td>
<td>0.133809</td>
<td>0.226360</td>
<td>0.510917</td>
<td>0.215656</td>
<td>0.073427</td>
<td>0.057454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observations</strong></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the descriptive statistics analysis, the raw data has been taken into account. In this data set there are 29 observations of the period from 1990 – 2018. In the descriptive statistics GDP’s mean is 36 billion US$ and the median is 20 million US$. The maximum value of GDP is 88 billion US$, in contrast the minimum value is 8 billion US$.

Moving on the Trade Openness, mean is 67.06 and the median is 71.26. The maximum value of Trade Openness is 88.63 and the minimum value is 46.36. After liberalizing the economy in Sri Lanka, the trade openness is less volatile, which is proved by the standard deviation of the trade openness and GDP. Since the Trade Openness has less standard deviation compared to GDP. According to the results, it denotes that there is a negative relationship.

In terms of population, the mean of the population is 19 million. The median is also 19 million. Moving on to the labor force, the mean is 7 million and the median is 8 million. The maximum value is 8.6 million while the minimum value is 7 million. In terms of inflation, the mean is 9.35 and the median is 9.25. The maximum value is 22.79 while the minimum is 0.64. In terms of Fixed Direct Investment, the mean is 473.06 and the median is 272. The highest value is 1610.54 while the minimum value is 43.35.
As mentioned in the research method, in order to test the integrated order of the variables, this study examines the stationarity of the variables by using Augmented Dickey Fuller unit root testing approach. The following table shows the co-integration position of the each variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Augmented Dickey Fuller level</th>
<th>1st difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>intercept and trend</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_GDP</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>0.8583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_Inflation</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_Trade</td>
<td>0.8383</td>
<td>0.4494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_Labour force</td>
<td>0.8232</td>
<td>0.3956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_pop</td>
<td>0.8222</td>
<td>0.4001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results of ADF test, LINF is stationary at level while the other variables of the model are stationary at 1st difference implying that variables are stationary at combination of I(0) and I(1). Thus, series are of different integrating orders, so that it is suggested to proceed with ARDL model. According to the lag length automatic selection following Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) the best model is ARDL (2, 3, 2, 3, 3) for the analysis.

Results of above mentioned diagnostic tests confirm that there is no specification error in the estimated model and disturbance term in the equation is homoscedastic, respectively. Meanwhile, recursive estimates CUSUM plot lies within the upper and lower critical bound at 5% significant level so that it ensures the stability of parameters.

As a pre-requisite for accurate estimations, diagnostic tests were employed and results are given in following table.

Table 2: Stationarity of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey RESET test</td>
<td>0.2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heteroskedasticity test (BPG)</td>
<td>0.4675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Akaike Information Criteria

Figure 4: CUSUM plot
As the next step of estimation Bound test was conducted.

Table 4: F-Test for the existence of a long run relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F-Bound test</th>
<th>95% Level of Confidence</th>
<th>90% Level of Confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-Statistics</td>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
<td>Upper Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
<td>Upper Bound</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F-Statistics</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22.903</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of bounds test show that F-statistic is 22.90 which exceeds the critical value of upper bound, 3.79 ensuring the presence of long run relationship.

Table 5: Results of ARDL (2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3) Model Dependent Variable: LGDP

Panel A: Long-run Coefficient Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>LTO</th>
<th>LPOP</th>
<th>LLF</th>
<th>LINF</th>
<th>LFDI</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1.289**</td>
<td>4.088</td>
<td>-2.211*</td>
<td>-1.0157</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.38)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.58)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: Short run Coefficient Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lag Order</th>
<th>ΔLGDP</th>
<th>ΔLTO</th>
<th>ΔLPOP</th>
<th>ΔLLF</th>
<th>ΔLINF</th>
<th>ΔLFDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.008***</td>
<td>-0.879</td>
<td>3.668***</td>
<td>0.143***</td>
<td>-0.097***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.76)</td>
<td>(0.0004)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.9044***</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>51.848***</td>
<td>3.630***</td>
<td>-0.327***</td>
<td>-0.106***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0005)</td>
<td>(0.794)</td>
<td>(0.0003)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.287**</td>
<td>22.645***</td>
<td>-0.196***</td>
<td>-0.171***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0003)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel C: Error Correction Representation

ETC(-1) | -0.586*** |
| (0.0001) |

Note: probability values are given in parenthesis, *, **, *** show significant at 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively.

According to the results, the explanatory variable explained approximately 98 percent of the variation in GDP in Sri Lanka.

The independent variables which are trade openness and labour force are significant implying that these two variables affect the dependent variable, Gross Domestic Product in the long run. In line with one of the objectives of the study, trade openness negatively affects the GDP in the long run. Further this findings consistent with the findings of Aslam A.L.M. (2017).

Results of short run relationship and long run adjustment coefficients are represented in panel B and C respectively. With regard to short run relationship, labor force, inflation and FDI has positive and significant relationship with GDP in short run.

Accordingly, as expected, ETC (-1) carries a negative sign, which is highly significant, indicating that there should be an adjustment towards steady state line in the
long run equilibrium at the speed of 58.6% one period after the exogenous shocks.

**Conclusion**

The results of this study have shown that trade openness, which was the main variable, has a short run and long run relationship with GDP in Sri Lanka. Trade openness and labor force have statistically significant relationship with GDP. This finding is consistent with Aslam A.L.M. (2017) who investigated the dynamics of trade openness in Sri Lanka. Therefore, this study conclude the reasons for having the negative relationship between the trade openness and gross domestic product that the import costing are greater than the export earnings. Therefore, this study advice to the government of Sri Lanka that the exports have to be increased rather than increasing the imports.
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Abstract: Managing perishable goods is a challenging job due to their short lifetime, the possible spoilage of the products with their nature, and the retail demand uncertainty. Majority of perishable goods get spoilage due to lack of use of Management Control Systems. This study aims to examine the impact of managing perishable goods in supermarket performances. The research draws on Simons’ (1995) Levers of Controls framework. The study is mainly based on diagnostic control systems and interactive control systems only. The quality of perishable goods assortment is becoming a core reason for many customers to deviate from one supermarket to another competitor. The MCS seems to have a critical impact on supermarkets when controlling perishable goods. A regression analysis was made on the data gathered through supermarkets based in the Western province by using a structured questionnaire, and the results revealed that perishable goods comprise a significant positive influence towards supermarket performance. As predicted, interactive control systems have a positively moderate impression on perishable goods in the direction of the supermarket performance. However, contrary to our expectation, diagnostics control systems also have a positive impact on managing perishable goods towards the supermarket performance.
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Background

The concept of supermarket is one of the blooming industries in Sri Lankan economy. The concept of supermarkets was delivered to Sri Lanka during early 1980’s. Progressively they have captured a large quantity of consumers all over the Island and have established themselves as very dynamic and lucrative business within the country. Most of the supermarkets are owned by well-known leading corporations and companies throughout the country.

Supermarkets in urban areas have a higher demand as there are less number of flea markets for customers to buy fresh, quality perishable goods. Therefore, every supermarket needs a better Management Control Systems (MCS) to keep the richness of goods. MCS runs a major role in controlling perishable goods. MCS is a measurement used to measure how well the functions of a business and performance help meeting the objectives and goals. MCS are the formal and informal structures that compare goals and strategy of a business adverse the actual outcomes (Chenhall, 2003). Both financial and non-financial measures are used in MCS (Chenhall, 2003). It is not incommensurate only consider the management control in supermarket. It should consider the chain of perishable goods from beginning to end of farmer to customer.

Nowadays, supermarkets are committed to provide better perishable goods for customers due to heavy competition in the
market, nowadays in Sri Lanka there are many number of emerging supermarkets. Therefore, it is their mandatory duty to provide better food to achieve the competitive advantage. For that there should be an efficient and effective management control system. The chain of supplying perishable goods plays a major role in influencing the efficient management control system. It is crucial for the management to identify and understand the supply chain between the farmer and the supermarket. They must be considering the quality and the freshness of goods that are brought in to the supermarket premises. After the goods are brought in the perishable foods must be taken care of, necessary food must be stored in cold environment. The quality and safety of food being produced in a high consideration conditions are to a substantial degree influenced by the measure of the air coming into contact with the perishable goods.

In the present in Sri Lanka, supermarkets are emerging at a fast rate. In the early stages of supermarkets, they were only concentrated in locations in and around Colombo city, but nowadays leading supermarkets have established their outlets all over the country. The global marketplace for perishable goods as refrigerated products and prepared meals is becoming because of the dynamic lifestyles and in general diminishing duties. Due to their common fragility and restricted period of time, dealing with those goods is far more advanced and incorporates considerably higher dangers contrasted with durable items (Thron et al., 2007). Perishable goods are not safe every time that have acceptable level of risks including freshness, taste, status of quality (Siddh et al., 2015). If organizations do not properly manage perishable goods, it will have an impact on sustainability. United Nations sustainable development goals also concern about preserving food (2007). UN evidence shows that majority of the people do not have enough food to eat and it has become very important in developing countries. One of the major reasons to arise this matter is the weakness of managing supply chain in food items. The purpose of this study is to examine how organization use MCS in managing perishable goods. The study draws on Simons's Levers of Controls (LOC) framework to examine how MCS are used to manage perishable goods. LOC consist of four controls, namely, belief system, boundary systems, diagnostic control systems and interactive control systems. Out of these four levers, this study refers diagnostic and interactive control systems.

**Problem Statement**

Majority of perishable goods get spillage due to lack of use of MCS. Specially, when transporting perishable goods to the supermarkets from villages, the quality and freshness are not in standard. But the cost of perishable goods has shown a serious increase across the world and perishable food supply chain quality is increasing rapidly but it is not still good in standard (Siddh et al., 2015). Supply chain integration has turned into a major approach for ensuring the reliable sourcing of fresh vegetables to urban supermarkets (Ruben et al., 2007). Wang Li- Juan (2012) recognized standard of distributing perishable goods in temperature controlled supply chains, namely, cold chains. Supermarkets should aware all activities in supply chain. By following the TQM supermarket can use the MCS in efficient and effective manner. In current scenario a large number of perishable goods are wasted due to lack of use of MCS. This is a common practice that most supermarkets have been experienced due to lack of understanding of their MCS.
Research Question
01. What extent MCS are used to manage perishable goods in supermarkets?
02. How perishable goods effect to the supermarkets’ performance?

Objectives
01. Examine the effect of perishable goods towards the supermarket performance.
02. Identify the effect of MCS when managing perishable goods.

Literature Review
Management Control Systems (MCS), as depicted in the English writing, obtain and utilize data keeping in mind the end goal to help the coordination of arranging and hierarchical control choices, with the objective of enhancing the aggregate choices inside the association (Horngren, Foster and Datar, 2000). MCS consider that the controls are portrayed by the utilization in business administration, covering execution estimation and reward frameworks by accomplishing foreordained levels (Otley, 1999). Simons (1995) characterizes the MCS as means for effective usage of the methodology. MCS contain formal and casual instruments and procedures utilized by associations to measure, monitor and manage with their execution to actualize techniques and accomplish their objectives (Horngren, Foster and Datar, 2000). More specifically, MCS play a significant role in (i) catching superior approaches and resources by generating new information, (ii) making dynamic competences, (iii) communicating internally in a more precise and vital way, and (iv) developing new products and services in a very systematic and strategic way. (Simons 1990, 1995, 2000; Chenhall 2003; Henri 2006; Grafton et al. 2010).

The purpose of this research is to examine how perishable goods are managed in supermarkets. Some authors have indicated to the different sorts of utilization of formal MCS (Simons, 1990, 1991, 1995a) or the different roles of MCS (Chapman, 1997, 1998) as clarifications for these clearly conflicting investigations. This research examines the use of MCS by using levers of controls (Simons,1995) in perishable goods with evidence from Supermarkets. In current time, the problem arises from the lack of freshness, quality of perishable goods.

There are four types of MCS that together work as levers of control (LOC): beliefs systems, boundary systems, diagnostic control systems and interactive control systems, which ought to be balanced so as to implement strategy effectively (Simons, 1994, 1995, 2000). These frameworks enable management to screen circumstances of improper goal setting and incompetence to achieve goals due to unexpected changes (Simons, 2000)

Below figure 1 shows the mechanism of the input, process and output functions and it is how engage with the management of an organization.

![Figure 1. Controlling business strategy: Framework analysis (Simons, 1995)](source: Levers of Control)
A. Use of MCS in Managing Perishable Goods in Supermarkets

Management Control Systems are used in every aspect of supermarkets; it is very important to manage a good Management Control System in the supermarket. While MCS can be used in various activities such as input, process and output controls. This study focuses on how MCS can be used in managing perishable goods in supermarkets.

B. Theoretical Development

The present study looks to construct upon foregoing literature reviews focused on Simons levers of control framework (1990, 1991, 1995a, 2000). It focuses on the tensions between the organizational need for innovation and the organizational need for the achievement of pre-established objectives, and it points out the important tensions among mechanisms of formal MCS that need to be managed in order to successfully deal with these organizational needs. Depending on their design allocated, Simons classifies formal MCS in two categories: beliefs systems, boundary systems are feedback and measurement systems.

Furthermore, Simons clarifies the relevance of the style of use of control systems, recognizing two styles of use of feedback and measurement control systems: diagnostic control systems and interactive control systems. In particular, interactive control systems are measurement systems that are used to focus attention on the regularly changing information that top-level managers consider to be of strategic importance. In difference to diagnostic controls, what symbolizes interactive controls is senior manager's strong level of contribution. Top managers pay every day and regular attention to interactive control systems, and get personally involved in them. (Bisbe and Otley, 2004).

1) Interactive Control System

This formal system used by top managers to regularly and personally involve themselves in the decision activities of subordinates (Simons1994). Interactive control systems are more likely to implement and encourage forward-looking creative ideas and strategic initiatives, and keep interactive relationships among employees (Simons 1995; Widener 2007).

When considered this concept to perishable goods the sale of perishable goods is vastly increasing while having considerable importance for supermarkets worldwide (Thorn,2007), due to that managing them in good manner is highly important. Further to the above discussion regarding interactive control systems (ICS), it supports to reduce the gap between managers and employees. It could also consider similar as decentralization. Decentralization is the process by which the activities of an organization, particularly those regarding planning and decision making are distributed or delegated away from a central authoritative location either group. Tee (2007, p.1355) described that decentralization must be favored because it brings top management close to new technologies, the customer and the market. Usually MCS is doing a major role in quality, freshness, taste and fragrant in perishable goods which could affect the organization performance.

2) Diagnostic Control Systems

This formal feedback system used to monitor organizational outcomes and correct deviations from preset standards of performance. Organizations also use diagnostic control systems to monitor employees to deliver tasks in line with organizational objectives by constraining their behavior (Simons 2000; Henri 2006; Widener 2007; Mundy 2010). In doing so, diagnostic control systems compare
organizational outcomes with preset standards. Therefore, diagnostic use of controls is recognized as a negative force that imposes constraints and emphasizes compliance with orders (Henri 2006).

The diagnostic control system is the formal system of organizational information that monitors results and corrects deviations from expected performance standards (Chenhall, 2007).

Levers of controls (Simons, 1995) can summarize by using the what, why, how, when and who of the four basic levers managers use to control the formation and implementation of business strategy. Within measurement based control systems, a further distinction can be made according to the attention patterns of senior managers and the effects of these attention patterns on the formation and implementation of strategy.

C. Difference between Diagnostic and Interactive Management Control Systems

Diagnostic and Interactive control frameworks are the parts of the systems that offer help in the execution of methodologies or in adjusting to concentrated conditions (Simons, 1995). The Diagnostic control framework tries to guarantee that choices line up with the objectives of the association (Simons, 1995). Oftentimes, when creators refer to MCS, they ordinarily just refer to the diagnostic data framework. The diagnostic control framework is the formal arrangement of hierarchical data that screens results and rectifies deviations from expected execution guidelines (Chenhall, 2007). Simons (1995) fortifies the significance of the interactive framework, which bypasses these issues and means to give answers to administration components that were not considered in the already created vital arranging process. Therefore, the interactive control concerns the framework that includes administrators in the choices of subordinates; this present framework's focal point of consideration is on the parts of control that don’t routinely show up in data frameworks (Abernethy and Brownell, 1999). The diagnostic framework includes two unique snapshots of control: (a) ex-ante, when goals and objectives are defined and at some point are approved for the short, medium, or long term; within the strategic planning, balanced scorecard, capital budget, and budget and rolling forecast; we can get a common view of the organization, common vocabulary, and focus on the critical success factors; and (b) the second very important moment concerns the monitoring process when the organization follows up on goals, results, reviews key measures, and enables discussion on variations and provides inputs for adjustments when they are required. The interactive control framework ought to animate the interest and discovering that make an association's new or developing procedures reasonable, not at all like the diagnostic control framework (Simons, 1995).

D. Conceptual Framework and Hypothesis Development

![Conceptual Framework](source: Developed by author)

### Figure 2. The conceptual framework of the study

Source: Developed by author
Figure 2 shows the conceptual framework and the proposed hypotheses in the study. The framework is conceptually grounded on the view of the firm and levers of control framework (Simons, 1995). We propose that the interactive use of MCS and the diagnostic use of MCS positively and negatively moderate the relationship between perishable goods management practices and supermarkets’ performance, respectively. While the framework shows a direct perishable goods management practices between and supermarkets’ performance.

**H1:** Perishable goods management practices have a positive impact on supermarkets’ performance.

When the perishable goods within the supermarket is in good condition it has a positive impact on the performance.

**H2:** The use of interactive control systems positively moderates the relationship between perishable goods management practices and supermarkets’ performance.

We propose that the use of interactive control systems acts as an internal contextual moderator to the relationship between perishable goods management practices and supermarkets’ performance

**H3:** The use of diagnostic control systems negatively moderates the relationship between perishable goods management practices and supermarkets’ performance.

Researchers proposes that diagnostic MCS have negatively moderated relationship between perishable goods management practices and supermarkets’ performance as it reflect characteristics of mechanistic and traditional control systems.

**Data Collection**

In this study, population is the total number of supermarkets located in Colombo Metropolitan Area. Based on limited resources the sample was chosen from the all supermarkets in Colombo Metropolitan will consists of 50 supermarkets. The survey conduct by handing over a questionnaire among each supermarket in the selected sample. The questionnaire rating scale was the Likert format depicting responses on a scale of 1 to 7. “1” stands for “Not at all” and “7” stands for ”To a great extent’. There was basic information as demographic factors, educational qualification and working experience. They were designed in nominal and ordinal scale. Mainly there were four sub sets of questions which was built according to Likert format.

**Data and Analysis and Discussion**

**A. Demographic profile**

Regarding the position of the supermarket, the majority of the respondents were managers (48%) as well as around 36% were assistant managers and 16% were trainees contributed in this survey. This is very reliable information that 84% of respondent were managers. They are the people that having a considerable knowledge about the MCSs in the supermarkets. We sought to find out the gender distribution of the respondents and it was found out that 72% of the respondents were male representing 36 in number while female was 28% representing 14 in number according to survey. This is a reasonable sign that supermarkets situated in Colombo territory having higher portrayal of male representatives than female workers. The respondents were categorized into three groups under different age levels of 20-30, 30-40 and 40-50. Among them age group between 30-40 accounted for the majority (40%) of the respondents, and 34% of respondents are between the 20-30 age. The researcher sought to find out the working experience of the respondents and it was found out that 56% of the respondents were experienced 1-5 years.
34% of respondents have work experience more than 5 years. While 10% representing respondents who have experience below 1 year.

B. Correlation

Correlation coefficient \((r)\) refers as a measure of the strength of the linear relationship between two variables. A positive correlation specifies that one variable increases the other variable also increase. A negative correlation shows that two variables are decreased (Bahna, 2009). Correlation value “1” indicates a perfect correlation and “-1” indicates an exact negative linear relationship. Based on the above results of correlation analysis, perishable goods and performance of supermarkets have positive correlation with other variables. The relationship between perishable goods and performance is 0.717 correlation coefficient. It is a high positive relationship. Then, the diagnostic (0.582) and interactive (0.212) control systems have positive relationship with perishable goods. Diagnostic (0.663) and interactive (0.219) control systems have positive relationship with performance. Therefore, diagnostic control systems have high relationship than the interactive control systems with perishable goods and performance.

C. Regression

In this study Multiple Regression analysis was used to verify the consequences or impact of many independent variables on the performance of supermarkets branches. As results of below Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R square</th>
<th>Adjusted R square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.717*</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.3364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sample Survey (2018)

R2 value as 51.3% implying that the independent variable describes 51.3% of variance in dependent variable. This study dependent variable is performance while the independent variable is perishable goods. There is a 51.3% impact on the supermarket's branch performance from perishable goods. Not only perishable goods have an impact on performance, there are many variables which can make an impact on supermarket performance. Such as, employee empowerment, environmental factors, regulations and policies, personal beliefs.

The Table 2 is the ANOVA table that observed the overall regression model was significant under 95 % of confidence level. There are many criteria, but for this calculation only below stated criteria used. First one is to consider the “P” value, which is the significant value it should be below zero value. P can be described as the probability of finding the observed when null hypothesis is true. According to the results of ANOVA table, there can be so many independent variables, so out of them perishable goods seem to have a significant impact on supermarket’s branch performance. It can be identified by \(P < 0.05\). F test is based on ratio of variances and used to perform a test. It is computed at mean square.

As results of below Table 2 “F” statistics computed at 5.726 and at 5% of confident level. This results implies that the regression model is sufficiently significant.
Table 2: ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>Sum of square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>7.382</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.691</td>
<td>30.012</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>3.771</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sample Survey (2018)

D. Moderate Variables

The purpose of this study is to examine the moderating role of the use of MCS on the relationship between managing perishable goods and supermarkets’ performance. More specifically with reference to Levers of Controls (Simons, 1995), the study examines the diagnostic and interactive use of MCS on the relationship.

The extent to which supermarkets appellant proper management control systems to managing perishable goods have a positive impact on performance. Yet degree to which supermarkets adopt enabling and controlling use of MCS seem to moderate the above relationship. Below equation indicates that method of calculate moderate variable.

\[ MV1 = (d.v*p.g), [MV2= (l.v*p.g)] \]

\( d.v \) – Standardized Diagnostic Variable
\( l. v \) – Standardized Interactive Variable
\( p.g \) – Standardized Perishable goods

Standardized regression coefficients are used for several purposes, selecting variables, deciding the relative importance of informative variables, examination the result of adjusting totally different variables etc. (Bring, 1994). In this study, we used standardized variables to examine the managing perishable goods toward the supermarkets’ performance by adjusting different variables.

T" test used to compare means and check the different from each other. The Table 3 shows the t value and significant level of this study. "T" value should be “-1.97< t > +1.97”. That is the standard range of t value. There is a 7.117 of "t" value at 5% of level confidence and it is greater than 1.97. In Table 3 model 2 measured the t value of all three variables as perishable goods, diagnostic and interactive control systems. T value of diagnostic and interactive control system were 4.436 and 2.952 respectively. Therefore, the "t" value all three variables are greater than +1.97. The standardized beta coefficient measured the strength of the effect of each independent variable to the dependent variable. In this study, independent variable is perishable goods as shown in the Table 3 and dependent variable is supermarket performance. By this coefficient, variable can easily compared to each other. High degree of beta coefficient indicates a high contribution to the dependent variable from independent variable. Therefore, in Table 3 model -1 indicates .717 of beta coefficient shows the high contribution of managing perishable goods effect to the performance of the supermarkets.

In model 2 of Table 3 measured beta coefficient of all three variables as perishable goods, diagnostic and interactive control systems. According that calculations beta coefficient of perishable goods is .354. Diagnostic and interactive control systems have .539 and .305 of beta coefficient respectively. Three variables have a significant contribution to the supermarket performance.

When considering the significant values of each variable all three variables indicates significant values less than 0.05 (p < 0.05) under 95 % of level confidence. The final results of regression analysis can be constructed by using all three variables that are influenced to the supermarkets performance.

This study found out that supermarkets are used diagnostic and interactive management control systems. The way these MCS are used and which extend to these MCS are factors that effects
supermarket’s performance. Thus, we have analyzed the fact that diagnostic and interactive control systems have a positive impact on supermarkets’ performance. Further, diagnostic control systems have higher positive impact than the interactive control systems were proved out.

Diagnostic control systems were identified as a negative impact on organization performance according to prior literature (Wijethilake et al., 2016). Hence, it was a surprising nature that we have identified that diagnostic control system brought out a positive impact on supermarkets performance. The reason for such an unexpected result is the study made on perishable goods. Perishable goods are fresh produce, dairy products, meat and drugs etc. Their freshness, taste, status of quality and fragrance may depend on the controlling method (Siddh et al., 2015). Therefore, tight control systems are required in order to control perishable goods.

We have understood that rather than employ empowerment and decentralization, tight control systems play a major role in controlling perishable goods as per the account of studies. As a final point. having considered above facts, diagnostic control systems includes positive impact in controlling perishable goods towards supermarket performance than interactive control systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M Interactive C.S. = Moderate Interactive Control Systems
M Diagnostic C.S. = Moderate Diagnostic Control Systems

**Conclusion**

Perishable goods are one of the main component to be found in supermarkets. This study sort to answer the questions to what extent the MCS effects to perishable goods towards the supermarket performance All the more particularly, MCS play a significant job in (i) catching prevalent methodologies and assets by making new knowledge, (ii) making dynamic capacities, (iii) conveying inside in a more efficient and key way (iv) growing new items and administrations in a methodical and vital way (Simons 1990, 1995, 2000; Chenhall 2003; Henri 2006; Grafton et al. 2010). Further, the study also focused on the Simons (1995) levers of control systems. We have concentrated only about diagnostic and interactive control systems out of four control systems in levers of control. Furthermore, it was examined that management of perishable goods and its effects to the supermarket performance.

The outcome result of the quantitative analysis was the identification of significant impact from perishable goods to supermarket performance. In light of these findings, not only interactive control systems but also diagnostics control systems both brought out a positive impact
in controlling perishable goods towards supermarket performance.
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Abstract: Inventory items play a vital role in which it relates with all aspects of the warehouse. To manage the inventory items efficiently and effectively, warehouses adopt various inventory management practices in multiple aspects. As the working environment of employees recruited to the warehouse is affected much by those practices, the researchers met with the question whether the practices do have an effect on the satisfaction and motivation of the employees. Literature reveals that many other extrinsic and intrinsic dimensions which affect employee motivation and satisfaction have been reached, but a sufficient study has not been done to build a sophisticated body of knowledge on the impact of inventory management practices on employee motivation and satisfaction. The study was decided to conduct on a qualitative manner because it deals with human attitudes and behaviours. In order to conduct the study, two parties were interviewed in-depth until a saturation of data was observed. Thereby, the collected data were analysed using two analytical tools, namely thematic analysis and discourse analysis. The analysis generated the finding in which the inventory management practices have a remote relationship on the employee motivation and satisfaction together with other findings; in the current context, traditional policies which were included in theories are not practiced in majority of warehouses, and instead they have adopted some customized practices. Meanwhile it was found that employees were focusing more on other motivational aspects such as allowances, remuneration and welfare benefits other than the inventory management practices.

Keywords: Employee motivation and satisfaction, Inventory management practices, Employee perspective, Manager perspective

Introduction

Apparel industry provides a significant contribution to the Sri Lankan GDP as exports since 1986. The percentage of contribution is about 52% of the total exports earning is from the apparel industry. Apparel industry provides a great contribution to the level of employment of the country by contributing with a significant percentage of 5% with an employment count of about 330000 employees over 1060 garments island wide (central bank report of Sri Lanka-2018).

At one time, employees were considered just another input into the production of goods and services. What perhaps changed this way of thinking about employees was research, referred to as the Hawthorne Studies, conducted by Elton Mayo from 1924 to 1932 (Dickson, 1973). This study found employees are not motivated solely by money and employee behaviour is linked to their attitudes (Dickson, 1973). One of the greatest challenge organizations face today is how to manage turnover of work force that may be caused by migration of a lot of industrial workers.
This may be because of their lack of Motivation and commitment for the organization; this point of view emphasizes the importance of the study of Motivation and its relationship to Job Satisfaction (Singh and Tiwari, 2011). Every successful organization is backed by a committed employee base, and the commitment is the outcome of motivation and job satisfaction. It is the energy that compels employees towards organizational objective. It would be impossible for the organization to generate performance without commitment. In order to create a competitive advantage organization, need to have a competitive employee policies and practices (Varma, 2017).

When considering the employee perspectives, this research mainly focuses on the outlook of the employee motivation and satisfaction. Motivation is an important stimulation which directs human behaviour. No individual has same attitude or behaviour, hence in midst of this diversity organization are supposed to frame practices which will be able to satisfy the group and not just an individual (Varma, 2017). According to Chan and Lynn, (1991), the organizational performance basis must attach the profitability, productivity, market effectiveness and customer satisfaction with the confidence of the employees, whereas the behaviour of employees holds a crucial role in the organization. As per Gungor (2011), pointed out organizations are seeking to develop, motivate and increase the performance of their employees in a variety of human resource applications.

When consider the ongoing processes in the organization, it is important to pay much attention on inventory management and warehouse practices in the inventory management systems. As per Lavely (1996), Inventory management is the active control plan of actions, which permits an enterprise to conduct its manufacturing, purchases, payments, sales, and distributions. So, to keep the inventory management in warehouse in an effective and efficient way, there are well prepared and maintained management practices in the warehouse to keep the work flow in an effective way continuously. As the part of warehouse, the management must concern on employees and implement warehouse practices which effect on employees in a better way. When the employees are satisfied with their working schedules, it is benefit to the organization. According to shell and Duncan (2000) satisfied employees are more positive work environment for organizations to create work, because job satisfaction is more important for the organization.

Statement of Problem

This research is mainly focus on the relationship of the inventory management practices in the perspectives of employees regarding motivation and satisfaction of the employees in apparel industries in western province. Here in this study it refers on inventory management practices which effect on the perspectives of employee in the operational and executive levels express the use of traditional inventory management practices on modern warehouse processes. Finally, it pays attention on the awareness of employees towards the inventory management practices.

When studying in this area, many researchers payed attention on effects of inventory management practices for development of employee satisfaction and also there are studies which concern on connection of effects of other respective areas on the employee motivation or talk about perspectives of employees such as Mpwanya, 2005 (Inventory management as a determinant for improvement of customer service (Lewis et al, 1998). But
there is no any study which concern on effects of inventory management practices on the perspectives of employees in apparel industry. It will be the gap of the study.

**Objective of the Study**

The objectives consider in the studies is to investigate the effects of inventory management practices on employee perspectives on motivation and satisfaction in garment/apparel manufacturing industry

**Experimental Design**

The problem statement will articulate how the inventory management practices will influence on the employees who are work in warehouses. Thereby, the research is adjoining with behaviours, feelings, emotions, attitudes of employees. Thus, it is better to adopt Qualitative methods since it is dealing with motives and attitudes of employees (Creswell,1998). Furthermore, McDaniel and Gates (1999) had also underscore the usefulness of maintaining the qualitative methods when the overall research objectives are interpretations and understanding of meanings.

Accordingly, the summary of Research onion can be expressed as, a qualitative research with Interpretivism philosophy, inductive approach, multiple method qualitative choice, and cross-sectional time series, respectively. Moreover, data analytical tools would be both thematic and discourse analysis which will be further illustrates in following sessions.

The researchers have gathered data about the attitudes and feelings of executive and operational level employees in relation to the inventory management practices through a semi-structured interview guide with 16 questions for managers and 12 questions for employees. The data have been gathered in cross sectional time period by the researchers for 3 months (90 days) time period

Managers and employees who are work in apparel sector warehouses in Sri Lanka has been conceded as the population. Under Non Probabilistic convenient sampling method the researchers have conducted research and after visiting sixth organization in the apparel sector the researches have come to a data saturation point because the researchers found that unique information are being provided by elements in the sample. With that the researchers have concluded the data collection.

Furthermore, Thematic analysis is an independent qualitative data analytical tool which describes methods for identifying, analyzing and reporting themes within data Braun and Clarke (2006) also researchers have followed up the basic six steps of familiarisation with data, coding, searching for themes. Reviewing themes, defining and naming themes and writing up. In order to ensure the reliability of the outcomes, the researchers have also further analysed data under discourse analysis as well.

The research was conducted with the primary purpose of finding the effect of inventory management practices on the perspectives of the employees’ mind-set in relation to the apparel industry in the western province of Sri Lanka. Thereby the researchers identified eight categories after conducting open coding and axial coding.

**Analysis**

As per the thematic discussion, the responds were recorded at the data collection was analysed using managers and the employee perspectives separately. At the manager perspective analysis researchers have recognized open codes such as Outsourced, Frequency of audits,
Base of audits Per order issue, Availability, make to order, Customized using integration of two or more above, Issuing based on a pre-planning. The axial codes which derived through the open codes utilized to conduct in-depth interviews with respondents are announced, unannounced/sudden, Order chart, Priority chart. The researchers identified that in the contemporary inventory management practices what are the salient factors considered at the inventory management. Meanwhile the managers exploited the view of them, how will the inventory management practice effect on the employee mind-set. In case the first theme identified was Warehouse Utilization. For the respective theme, the managers have responded as follows, ‘We use a decentralized structure’, ‘We have got warehouses for each sub businesses’, ‘We use a centralized structure. Because we always try to use the warehouse as minimum as possible and adopt Just in time concept’, ‘We use a centralized structure’, 'We have a centralized warehouse. As we only have 2 retail outlets we found it easy to use a central warehouse’, ‘earlier we have practiced decentralized warehouse system but now we have planned to have a centralized warehouse because, by having warehouse for each branch will cost and sometimes it may go out of control’, 'We have a centralized warehouse system because it is very much easy for us to handle all the inventories from a centralized point since it reduces unnecessary costs and wastages’

When it is considered with the employees the employees were interviewed by the researchers in deep along with a separate interview guide. When revealing with the facts it was identified that the employee intention, courage towards working in the warehouse environment are affected through the inventory management practices of the warehouse. Both positive and negative perceptions were revealed through employee responds. As an example when it comes to the first theme derived by the employees' interviews was ‘Types of Inventory Items Hold in Warehouses’ and the respondents responded ‘There are mainly 2 types of inventory items that we hold in our warehouse. They are raw materials which includes fabric and cut panels. 'We basically handle the inventories such as silk, cotton, poplin, satin, lace and finished garment items. 'We are handling women’s wear such as skirts, blouse, frocks, kids wear such as frocks, shirts, napkins, men’s wears such as shirts, trousers, t-shirts, collarless shirts and sport wears such as bottoms, body armours, tights, fancy items such as watches, shoes, bags etc'. 'We only handle the ladies wear garment items like casual wear, party wear, night dresses, under wears for female and trousers, skirts, salwar, sarees etc’. ‘Mainly inventories such as fabric rolls, cut panels, buttons, zip, polythene, hard boxes etc. also the finished garments’, ‘Basically, raw material is the main type of inventory held by the warehouse in addition to that other materials which adds the value of garments such as sequence, buttons, zip etc.’

**Discourse Analysis**

In the discourse analysis both the operational level employees and the managerial employees' responds were taken into a single platform in which the contradicting points were considered with the similar points revealed through respondents were discussed at once. The first section of the discourse analysis can be elaborated as follows, ‘Firstly, when take the information and details of the organization 1, there are gathered data from the managerial viewpoint and employee view point. So when it comes to the knowledge of what kind of inventories that holding in the warehouse, the warehouse manager he has a clear idea on
the items that holding inside the warehouse since he explains how the sub items and main inventory items that hold in the warehouse. When it comes to the employee, he knows the basic idea on the inventory items that his ware is managing. He stated as "There are mainly 2 types of inventory items that we hold in our warehouse. They are raw materials which includes fabric and cut panels." There by the knowledge on the inventory items that are handled inside the warehouse, have a little gap but both sides have the idea from different levels. Thereby through this research it can be suggested that Organizations need to take necessary steps to educate employees which lead to increase the confidentiality of the employees in order to increase the productivity of the employees in the warehouse. Meanwhile steps to increase employee literacy on inventory management should be taken in order to get the employees motivated in the warehouse.

Conclusion

The study was carried with the primary objective of finding the nature of the relationship from inventory management practices to the employee perspectives. Thereby the key finding can be concluded that the inventory management practices have a remote relationship for the employees’ perspectives in which it can be integrated with the other motivation and satisfaction aspects such as allowances, remuneration and welfare benefits in order to increase the motivation and satisfaction of the employees of the warehouse. In addition, as per the findings of the study it was found that the warehouses are currently utilizing much customized warehouse inventory management practices. Average amount of the warehouses utilize the basic concepts in the traditional practices when they are designing the warehouse practices. Meanwhile additional findings of the study reveals that the majority of the employees who are working in the warehouse are not aware on the inventory management practices but in fact they are familiar on the basic aspects of the practices practiced inside the warehouse. When considering on this study the new theory of ‘inventory management practices are minor tools for generating perspectives on employees’ motivation and satisfaction

As per the findings of the research the researchers were able to conclude the research findings through a thematic map.
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Abstract: The aim of this study is to determine the most important factors affecting the job satisfaction of employees. Job satisfaction means the amount of favourableness towards one's job. This was a case study at the National Film Corporation in Sri Lanka, which applied a descriptive research design and a cross-sectional analysis. The study involved collection of primary data from a sample of 52 employees from various departments of the National Film Corporation. This study is based on questionnaire method, and the non-probability sampling method of convenience sampling was used in the study. Through a widespread literature research, few factors were identified. Out of those factors most influential factors were identified using the collected data. The data was analyzed using SPSS and Excel software. A normality test was done to check on the data given by respondents, and a reliability test was carried out to test the degree of reliability of the data gathered from the respondents. Correlation Analysis was done to find the association between variables. This study revealed that there are five main factors associated with employee job satisfaction. They are fringe benefits, organizational structure, job security, and freedom and relationship with colleagues. Numerous recommendations of this research are emphasized and recommended to the government and stakeholders. Limitations and course of action for future direction of research were also discussed.
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Introduction

In the modern world employees have become the main strength of the company or the organization that they work for. The productivity of the company depends on the performance of its employees. So the satisfaction of employees is becoming a part of organizational strategy. Job satisfaction is a vital part of any professional organization. It affects to the attitude that one develops towards one's job in due course of time or the positive feeling one gets from the job. With the growth of industrial revolution this topic has expected tremendous significance as the success of any organization depends on the competence of its employees and it can only be achieved if a worker is satisfied with his working conditions. It is observed that if a worker is not satisfied with his work, then both the quantity and quality of his output tend to agonize. On the other hand, if the satisfaction of employees increases, then there is an improvement in both the quality and the quantity. An organization has a great chance of being successful when employees are properly directed towards accomplishing corporate goals (Gupta & Subramanian, 2014).

Promotional opportunities and learning prospects are important in an organization. Next, the employee will be motivated and satisfied if the business grows in time while expanding their operations both locally and internationally (Ozsoy, 2019). In a complex and dynamic environment, leader of the organization used to create the
environment in which employee feel trusted and are empowered to take decisions in the organization which leads to enhance motivation level of employee and ultimately organizational performance are enhanced. Smith and Rupp (2003) stated that performance is a role of individual satisfaction, organizational strategy, and resistance to change. Likewise, Luthans and Stajkovic (1999) concluded that the advancement of human resources through rewards, monetary incentives, and organizational behaviour modification has generated a large volume of debate in the human resource and sales performance field. A study done in Sri Lanka found out that pay and benefits, interpersonal relationships, and job security greatly affect the level of employee motivation and to the level of job satisfaction. That study stated that the company should motivate their employees to achieve better company bt providing higher employee satisfaction (Kumarasinghe, 2012).

Though the Sri Lankan film industry is doing a great service to the country, day by day its presence gets demolished. Due to the easy access to internet people watch films at their homes without going to film halls. This situation makes employees in the film corporation less motivated and less satisfied to do their work. Hence, when compared with other organizations, it has been identified that the Sri Lankan Film Corporation could also achieve a higher production level than the current rate, if the employees in it have a higher job satisfaction.

So the main objective of this study is to identify the factors associated with the job satisfaction among the employees in the National Film Corporation, Sri Lanka. This study also intended to reveal the current level of satisfaction among the staff members of the National Film Corporation, Sri Lanka.

### Methodology

This was a case study at the National Film Corporation in Sri Lanka, which implemented a descriptive research design and a cross-sectional analysis. The study involved collection of primary data from a sample of 52 employees from various departments of the National Film Corporation, Sri Lanka.

The non-probability sampling method of convenience sampling was used in the study. Convenience sampling is a non-probability sampling method where subjects are selected based on their accessibility and this causes less hassle for both researcher and participant to fill the questionnaire given to them (Kothari, 2004). Questionnaires were used to collect primary data. The questions covered five areas in relation to fringe benefits, organizational structure, job security, freedom and relationship with colleagues, which are the variables that affect employee job satisfaction.

The data has been analysed using statistical models so as to arrive at the established research hypotheses and objectives. The descriptive data was analysed using SPSS and Excel software. A normality test was done to check on the data given to respondents and a reliability test was carried out to test how reliable the data which was gathered from the respondents was. Correlation Analysis was done to find the association between variables.

To come up with conclusions the following hypotheses were made.

H1: There is a significant relationship between employee job satisfaction and fringe benefits

H2: There is a significant relationship between employee job satisfaction and organizational structure
H3: There is a significant relationship between employee job satisfaction and job security

H4: There is a significant relationship between employee job satisfaction and freedom

H5: There is a significant relationship between employee job satisfaction and relationship with colleagues

**Data Analysis**

**A. Demographic Features of the Sample**

This study aimed to establish the gender structure of the identified sample. So 75% (39 respondents) were male and 25% (13 respondents) were female. There were 32 married respondents (61.5%) while the percentage of unmarried respondents was 38.5% (20 respondents). Accordingly, the majority of the sample was the married respondents. The majority of the sample had more than 15 years of experience (44.23%). The second majority at 32.69% includes those who have experience of between 10 to 15 years. The lowest number of respondents had experience of less than 5 years (9.62%). Only 13.46% of the sample had experience of 5 to 10 years.

In the case of race, 92.3% of the sample was Sinhala respondents and the percentage of Tamil and Muslim races were respectively 5.8% and 1.9%. When it considering religion, 76.9% of the sample was Buddhist respondents and the percentage of Christian, Hindu and Islam religions were respectively 15.4%, 5.8% and 1.9%. When this research considered the level of education of the sample, the majority, 18 respondents (34.6%) of the sample mentioned their maximum level of education was G.C.E. A/L, 13 respondents (25%) were educated up to their first degree. The groups who had been educated up to G.C.E. O/L and obtained a diploma were similar in this sample. They consisted of 8 respondents (15.4% of the sample). There were only 5 people who have completed the postgraduate education. That was only 9.6% of the sample.

In the case of the age group of the sample, a majority of 46.15% (24 respondents) belonged to the age group of 24 to 30, 34.62% (18 respondents) belonged to the age group of 31 to 40, and 11.54% (6 respondents) belonged to the age group of 19 to 23. This sample consisted of only 4 respondents (7.69%) who belonged to the age group of 41 and above.

**B. Normality Test**

Normality of the variables of this study is measured using the Skewness and the Kurtosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Skewness Statistic</th>
<th>Skewness Std. Error</th>
<th>Kurtosis Statistic</th>
<th>Kurtosis Std. Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-0.669</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>-0.633</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringe Benefits</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-0.354</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>-0.930</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Structure</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-0.618</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>-0.588</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Security</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-0.584</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-0.174</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>-0.593</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship with Colleagues</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-0.618</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>-0.588</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey Data, 2019
The variables were normally distributed because of the average value of skewness for all the variables is between -1 and +1 while the average value for kurtosis of all the variables is between -2 and +2 (George & Mallery, 2010).

C. Reliability Test

The reliability of the questionnaire was determined using the Cronbach Alpha value which was derived from independent variables and the dependent variable of this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Number of components</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jo Satisfaction</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringe Benefits</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>0.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Structure</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Security</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship with Colleagues</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>0.792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey Data, 2019

Since the Cronbach’s Alpha is > 0.7 for all variables, we can conclude that the consistency level of the scale and sample is high (George & Mallery, 2010).

D. Correlation Analysis

To come up with the factors affecting the motivation of employees working at the National Film Corporation, Sri Lanka, the following hypotheses were tested using the Pearson’s Correlation Test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey Data, 2019

According to the results it can be identified that there are significant relationships between dependent variable of employee satisfaction and the independent variables of fringe benefits, organizational structure, job security, freedom and relationship with colleagues. All the independent variables show positive relationships with the dependent variable.

So when each and every independent variable increases, the employee satisfaction will also increase. The variable of fringe benefits shows the highest association with employee motivation. The lowest relationship shows by the independent variable of organizational structure.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Salary and the benefits are a key factor in employee satisfaction in an organization. Employees do jobs to get a salary hence how much they get paid plays a vital role towards retaining employees in a job. Organizational structure in an organization is the human resources and infrastructure facilities and logistical arrangements provided by an organization for the staff. Nowadays, most organizations are focused on achieving their business targets and hence, it requires additional commitment from staff. Hence organizational structure also should have a decent consideration in order to increase employee satisfaction. The relationship among employees and with management also plays a significant role in job satisfaction. Good supervision
will guide staff towards achieving the organization goals, whereas bad supervision can lead to heavy absenteeism and high turnover which are factors of poor motivation levels. In any company, employees should get a considerable amount of freedom too. If they are limited by many restrictions, they tend to dissatisfy over them. So its also necessary to have a favourable working conditions in a company.

The National Film Corporation of Sri Lanka should have a structured salary scheme customized for each role / job and grade. Necessary arrangements should be taken to launch actions to shift work arrangements from one to another. Regular training and mentoring opportunities should be given to the supervisors to upgrade their leadership skills. There should be a well-structured performance evaluation scheme wherein good/ bad talent is identified transparently and is recognized by ways of promotions / demotions. The Open Door culture wherein staffs are encouraged to meet the top hierarchy without prior appointments and also where the staffs are also given an opportunity to voice their opinion and partake in decision making should be done. By doing so, the level of employee job satisfaction in the National Film Corporation of Sri Lanka can be increase.
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Abstract: Textile and apparel industry occupies a prominent position in the Sri Lankan economy as the main export income earner. However, the imported raw materials for apparel industry is recorded as the second largest import of the country, while most of the apparel manufactures do contract manufacturing for world renowned brands. Accordingly, it is a challenge for the apparel producers in Sri Lanka to increase total value addition in both downstream and upstream. With this background, the study aims to identify factors behind the international competitiveness of Sri Lankan apparel industry associated with the vertical integration strategy. The secondary data were initially gathered from reliable sources, and the primary data were collected using semi-structured in-depth interviews with the industry experts. The gathered data were transcribed and then analysed using the thematic analysis. As per the findings, the two main apparel producers have successfully implemented the vertical integration strategy while other companies do not focus on such strategy. When analysing the findings, it is revealed that the sub codes, codes and themes that were found through data analysis are quite relevant to the famous theory of “Michael porter’s diamond model”. As such researchers were able to theorize the Porter’s Diamond Theory as the complement to achieve a successful vertical integration strategy.
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Introduction

A. Background of the study

1) Apparel industry in Sri Lanka: The apparel and textile industry in Sri Lanka is one of the largest contribute to the economy and the major foreign exchange earner (export.gov, 2019). Sri Lanka has traditionally been agricultural based economy but with the time government of Sri Lanka interpret the need to have an industrialization strategy for development of the economy of Sri Lanka (Embuldeniya, 2015).

According to Central bank of Sri Lanka in (2014) the improved performance of all categories of Factory Industry contributed to the overall growth, specially export market oriented industries such as textile, wearing apparel and leather products category (wanaguru, jegajeevan, & samarathunga, 2012). Among the sub sectors, Apparel sub sector is the one of leading export oriented industry and that contribute continued Sri Lanka’s growth. Individual growth of wearing apparel sub sector recorded a 19.7 percent in 2014 (Embuldeniya, 2015).

Apparel sector of Sri Lanka has been recognized for its excellence in speedy delivery and reliability. The maintaining quality and reliability to meet with global brands such as, Victoria’s secret, Nike, triumph, speedo. (Gunathilake & De Mel, 2016). Moreover, good industrial practices
(free of forced labour, free of child labour, eco-friendly international standards), and environmental conservation has made for apparel industry. Confirming to Export, earnings from exports of textile and apparel is accounted for 43 percent of total exports earnings of the country (Sri Lanka export development board, 2015).

Considering the country classification of Apparel Exports, there is a high demand for Sri Lankan apparel to export in European countries including United Kingdom, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Australia, Netherlands, etc. Also similar demand in United Status America as well as. Canada, China, Hong Kong, Japan and United Arab Emirates are also the buyers of Sri Lankan apparel overseas who bring export earnings to the country (Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 2014). Sri Lankan apparel industry can catch the global market but that is not enough prove for Sri Lankan apparel industry is can sustain for long time. The reason is price, quality and on time delivery are only be entry qualifications to enter the global market. Today, with the globalization, consumers ask more value for less money. Therefore, Sri Lankan apparel industry should increase its competitive advantage in order to be sustainable in the global apparel market. Further the integration of apparel sector within the country is at a lower level. This would cause adverse impact on competitive of the industry as well as economic implication due to less value addition.

Textile manufacturing reported growth of 3.6 percent in 2018, compared with growth of 2.3 percent in the previous year. Together, the wearing apparel and textile subsectors contributed approximately 78 percent of the overall growth in the manufacturing sector in 2018. Despite the local clothing and textile industries have the potential for further growth, the lack of economies of scale, infrastructure limitations and high input costs adversely affect the industry’s competitive power. In addition, the advent of relatively new textile production hubs in the area has continually challenged the role of Sri Lanka in a competitive global market. Even though the GSP+ system has been restored to demand in the recent past has required constructive action by the clothing industry to minimize continued dependence on such schemes, enabling increased resilience to external vulnerabilities.

Sri Lankan exports are could be copied by other competitive export countries easily because of the most of the products are simple. Value of high-tech exports in Sri Lanka have hit a low level from US $102 million in 2008 to US $ 57 million in 2010. Sri Lankan apparel industry contributes in High-tech exports averages at 1.8 percent comparing to 75 percent in Korea, 27 percent in Thailand and 50 percent in Singapore and Malaysia (Dilanthi, 2015). In the other hand lack of solid raw material base is also a huge challenge to the industry. In Sri Lankan apparel industry, it has been identifying as a major issue and it has affected the competitiveness of local garment exports and as comparison with the other competitors in Asia. 70 percent of total raw fabrics used in the industry and 70 percent -90 percent accessories used in production are accounted as imported to the Sri Lanka (Dhereasinghe, 2016). Country is in difficult situation because regard to this dependence in importing raw materials which simultaneously increases the production cost and the cost of final output. These areas can identify as main challenges to the apparel industry in Sri Lanka.

The purpose of this study is to explore the factors behind the success of international competitiveness in global apparel market using vertical integration strategy and find how to overcome the challenges in apparel industry.
2) **Vertical integration:** With the globalization there have been a drastic change in some sectors in the economy. That change could have led market to customized market requirements (Gunathilake & De Mel, 2016). In that scenario manufacturers believed supply chain management can raise customer value and achieve an enduring competitive advantage. Development of the integrated supply chain is the most considerable contribution to the delivery of goods and services in the past decade (Gunathilake & De Mel, 2016). The Organization which has adopted the vertical integration strategy can gain control over supplier, increased competitiveness, increased market share, decreased cost and secure suppliers.

Vertical integration is when a company controls more than one stage of the supply chain. Vertical integration ensure control over the supply of the raw materials to manufacture its product as well as empowered it in market place. In vertically integrated organizations, Activities which were formerly being outsourced would tend to be brought under a one roof. This means that the organizations now has to undertake the responsibility of performing all its upward and downward processes in equally efficient a manner as it was being formerly done, as the long term perspective is on information accuracy, cost saving and organizational control (Scudder & Byramjee, 2012). Vertical integration can be carried out in two ways such as backward integration and forward integration. Where as backward integration, is a business model where by a company takes direct control how its products are supplied (Sharma, Khatri, & Mathur, 2014).

Forward integration, is a model where a company takes direcly control of how product are distributed (Bawaba, 2014). Accordingly, forward integration may involve the company acquiring the retailer

---

**Literature Review**

Sri Lanka's economic growth has been among the fastest in south Asia in recent years. Apparel sub sector is one of the leading export oriented industry in Sri Lanka. It gives dynamic contribute to the economy. According to world context Sri Lankan apparel industry is at a reputed place (Embuldeniya, 2015). Today, with the globalization, consumer ask more value for less money. Therefore, Sri Lankan apparel industry should increase its competitive advantage in order to be sustainable in the global apparel market. The integration of apparel sector within the country is at a lower level. This would cause adverse impact on competitive of the industry as well as economic implication due to less value addition (Mataraarachchi & Heenkenda, 2012).

**A. Backward Integration**

Examining the Sri Lankan context, due to the higher capital requirement and lack of local raw material base having local textile miles to meet total requirements needed for apparel industry. However, it is a difficult task even with less backward linkages, the apparel industry in Sri Lankan has contribute significantly. According to these reasons expanding possibilities raw material base is very important. With the expansion of raw material base apparel manufactures can reduce the lead time in raw material procurement and also shipping cost (Fernando, 2002). This certain strategy of backward vertical integration is using for achieving two major objectives, mainly increasing the control of the business and to gain cost related advantages. Through the process of integrating backward, companies control their value chain in a more efficient manner (Gunathilake & De Mel, 2016).

**B. Forward Integration**

When firms applies forward integration it can gain control operational reach to
product retailing, tightening its grip on the demand side (Parlakt & Swaminathan, 2012). According to the industry survey the evident that most of the Sri Lankan apparel manufactures are not in a position having their own design and development units as well as market unit (Embuldeniya, 2015)

C. Porters Diamond Theory

While we collecting data and once we analyze the data we can found that, these data can be conveniently group under porter’s diamond theory, accordingly we identified porter’s diamond theory as our theoretical framework.

a) Factor Condition.

1) Human Resource: Traditionally low labor cost which is main advantage for Sri Lanka, but that factor no longer being deciding factor achieving competitive advantage. Now cost advantage moving to countries like Vietnam and Bangladesh (Mataraarachchi & Heenkenda, 2012).

2) Material: Under material factor raw material base is a major weakness for Sri Lankan apparel and textile industry. Since larger amount of raw materials are imported which wants to apparel industry (Mataraarachchi & Heenkenda, 2012).

3) Knowledge: Knowledge in design and product development technical knowledge and market knowledge, which are the important in apparel manufacturing industry (Mataraarachchi & Heenkenda, 2012).

4) Capital: Sri Lanka provide positive capital facilities towards foreign investments (Mataraarachchi & Heenkenda, 2012).

5) Infrastructure: The cost of infrastructures like electricity and water which mostly wanted to apparel industry remains higher in Sri Lanka (Mataraarachchi & Heenkenda, 2012).

b) Demand Condition.

Demand condition is based on buyer’s requirements about price, quality and service in an industry. Demand condition effect on the product development and direction of innovation of product.

Examining the local apparel industry demand conditions are not up to the standard to competing in apparel industry. Compared to USA and EU, Sri Lankan consumers do not have very fashion conscious / brand conscious (Mataraarachchi & Heenkenda, 2012).

c) Supportive and related industries.

According to porter there are no single successful industry without strong supportive and related industry. When considering international competitiveness rivalry is very important. Reason for that, when there is a strong challenging competitors, firms compete energetically and develop innovative creations (Bakan & Dogon, 2012).

d) Strategy, Structure and Rivalry.

Companies’ strategy, structure, and rivalry are circumstances that describe how a sector is formed, systematized, and controlled, and the essence of domestic competition that could help a nation attain a sustained competitive advantage.

Rivalry is very relevant in global competition when successful firms compete aggressively at home and constrain each other to grow and innovate (Bakan & Dogon, 2012).

Methodology

With the aim of understanding the situation in sri lankan apparel industry the researchers used realism research philosophy to understand the nature of study by its reality. The researchers have used deductive research approach and adopted a qualitative embedded secondary data review at initial stage and later carried out several interviews with the Industry
Experts (Supply Chain Managers, Operations Managers, merchandise manager, human resource manager) through in-depth semi-structured interviews using open ended questionnaires in order to gather primary data. Under deductive approach, Thematic analyses was used to analyses qualitative data. Secondary data have been gathered from related research articles, publications and internet search and it was necessary to verify the accuracy of the primary data specially provided by interviewee of different apparel manufacturers.

![Diagram of International Competitiveness]

**Figure 3.1 conceptual framework**
Source: Developed by researches.

According to the conceptual framework researchers measured the integration impacts mostly towards international competitiveness. These Propositions were identified as below:

i. Companies applied backward vertical integration to create international competitiveness.

ii. Companies applied forward vertical integration to create intentional competitiveness.

The possible methodological limitations can be identified regarding the sample population; the selected sample size as it was limited only to an industry among large scale apparel industry in Sri Lanka.

### Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Competitiveness</th>
<th>Vertical integration</th>
<th>Competitive advantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backward integration</td>
<td>Forward integration</td>
<td>Factor condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand supportive industry</td>
<td>Firms’s strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Own backward supply chain**

With regards to respondent 1, by maintaining an own backward supply chain process, they can improve the efficiency and cost savings rather than acquiring or merging with other outside companies.

2. **Cost cutting**

As the respondent acknowledge that they make their own price quotas and cost reductions and get more price advantages by their own fabric supplies, rather than getting supplies by outer supplies.

3. **Quality assurance**

The respondent insists that before take decisions to be fully integrated particular company needs go through a brief cost benefit analysis with equally concern about the qualitative side of the products.
4. **Profit making**

The respondent also acknowledges that the make profits in their apparel sector provide the raw materials them and meantime selling to other companies.

5. **Own Brand name manufacturing**

By making company’s own brand name it helps to achieve the home market first. After enter to the market company can increase own brands by efficient promotion and then can have access to the international market as well.

6. **Customer’s controlling power**

As per the information it has found that Most of the customers are nominated their raw materials suppliers, therefore sometimes companies cannot integrate in downstream as per it is effortless if they produce their own raw materials because even if they made their own they unable to use for production

7. **Forward linkage**

One of interviewee mention that they have their own medium for distribution process. When company able to take control of distribution channels to offer products directly to consumers it helps to eliminate the middleman cost and able to save cost

8. **Own transportation**

Respondent 2 has mention that they have their own transportation service for their employees. Through this might able to cost savings. Otherwise they may incur additional transporting cost for external transporting channels.

9. **Flexibility**

Respondent 2 has mention that they have their own transportation service for their employees. Through this might able to cost savings. Otherwise they may incur additional transporting cost for external transporting channels.

10. **Confusion within industry**

There must be wiser knowledge to conduct and good managers’ needs to take strategic decisions. according to interviewee to conduct vertical integration strategy there must be good evaluating process at all.

11. **Experience of labour**

According to respondent 1, Firms having long time running in the industry have experienced labor. Through that they can achieve working efficiency and competitive advantage too.

12. **Technology**

As per the interviewee apparel industry cannot fully automated due to some functions like designing garments. According to respondent 1 they believed that company has enough technology by compared to other players within the industry

13. **Labor cost**

in the view of respondent 2.all apparel manufacturer’s major objective is produce lower price product with high quality.to satisfy that objective it is easy if labor cost can minimize further such as taking actions to prevent labor turnover.

14. **Infrastructure**

Infrastructure is a main factor which is indirectly affect for the supply chain process. The apparel industry has been influenced by industrialization and globalization.it is need for investments in infrastructure development and process standards.

15. **skills**

The technical skills and soft skills are lesser than other countries according to respondent 2. However, labor productivity in apparel sector is improved slowly. Good working conditions and job training centers has been established in their companies in order to that
16. **Geographical location**

According to respondent it is stated that international customers intended to choose their supplier as Sri Lanka because of the location benefits.

17. **Customer relationship**

As respondent 1 said, to go for international competitiveness there must be long time customer relationship. By having long term relationship it leads to a strong bond as long as customer associate supplier for a longer period they may not be shift or change to another supplier at any circumstance. To ensure strong customer relationship it is important for having service agreements like joint ventures.

18. **Market positioning**

Market according to respondent 2 opinions, to go for that there must be home market as first. Because international customers assign their orders by reviewing home market position.

19. **Efficient marketing**

Reference to respondent 3 it is mentioned that that company own brand market failure because of lack of promotion. According to respondent 2 it is found that verbal marketing is the most powerful marketing as an example when international customer looks for garment manufacturer supplier customer looks for their website reviews as first.

20. **Customer requirement and negotiations**

Always customer looks in to lowest price from multiple choices. One of customer requirement is they nominate their raw material supplier. Also that is one of barrier to go for vertical integration strategy according to respondent 2.

21. **Determinants of supportive services**

When supply chain process expanding with vertical integration strategy Company needs supportive services like financial institutions.

22. **Rivalry among competitors**

According to respondent 2 rivalry among competitors affects for the success of the vertical integration because when there is a competition one company tries their best than other one, therefore final outcome is all are performing quality product to rise up in the competition.

23. **Strong strategies**

It is found that one of strong strategy followed by the company is there are considerable material stock is remaining when company is going to full fill the minimum order quantity because there are more excessive materials.

24. **Joint venture agreements**

Joint ventures are the One of most successful agreements to collaborate with customer and to maintain the favorable relationship at all according to respondent 2 point of view in this occasion both customer and supplier experience the benefits through industry.

**Discussion**

In this chapter concentrated on discussing the factors behind the international competitiveness of apparel industry in Sri Lanka with special reference to vertical integration strategy. By using this successful strategy company can achieve international competitiveness. In the production stage developing Asian countries cannot make adequate profits because of low value addition to overcome this problem some of the firms are vertically integrated. The main objective is to go for vertical integration is to gain competitive advantage from this study it has been identified the factors behind successful vertical integration strategy in
this research those factors is discussed through the identified propositions.

A. Proposition 1
Companies applied backward vertical integration strategy to create international competitiveness.

B. Proposition 2
Companies applied forward vertical integration to create international competitiveness.

Conclusion
Since apparel industry has become prominent industry in worldwide, Sri Lanka needs to pay more attention for strategies using to perform value added product in order to achieve international competitiveness. Therefore, Sri Lanka needs to follow specific strategies like “vertical integration”. In order to get the advantage of vertical integration there are some factors behind the success of that vertical integration. However, the functions of vertical integration are massive, it is necessary to invest high technology and automatically vertical integration becomes capital intensive. Even though it is capital intensive it is able to get more benefits. Most companies that larger in size currently understand the price offering to the customers can be controlled better by vertical integration than being traditional manufacturer in the industry. When considering the price points, the apparel manufacturer should provide the product under lowest price with high quality as per the findings it is stated that obviously manufacturer can produce profit margins and make the price advantages of it. With the development of the industry import dependency for raw materials could be reduced through backward vertical integration where fabrics are produced domestically. Accordingly, industry as a whole it is important to having joint ventures as the most sufficient strategy to minimize risk and maximize profits.

According to the findings it has identified there are various factors affect for the vertical integration in apparel industry. Most of factors are directly influence the success of vertical integration too. Companies following vertical integration strategy can achieve more advantages as well as some disadvantages due to lack of factors presence within the country. Some factors need to be developed more to achieve international competitiveness and existence of the industry such as efficient infrastructure including communication, transportation and technology.
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Abstract: This study explores a community that is less known in Sri Lanka – Afro-Sri Lankan community or Kaffirs, that is considered as the smallest ethnic minority in the country. Earlier their members were scattered in few places in Negambo, Jaffna, Kalpitiya and Puttalam, but one of the remaining and known community now lives in Sirambiadiya. It has been studied as having a distinctive culture especially focusing on their unique music and dance known as 'Maanja'. This research investigated Sirambiadiya as a marginalized space with reference to Edward Soja’s notion of Third Space. Soja’s third space insists us to look at places such as Sirambiadiya focusing on their lived experiences, rather than setting them as objective/perceived (first spaces) or subjective/conceived (second spaces) spaces. Here, in order to understand formulation of social identity and challenges of this ethnic minority, a field research with in-depth interviews and focus group discussions were done. Results revealed that the ethnic identity of Afro-Sri Lankans is neglected in the category of "other" in the official discourses and therefore their ethnic identity is at stake. Because of the lack of recognition, they are marginalized as a separate space amidst other villages. Their physical appearance reminding the African descent helps to formulate their identity. Yet, they now try to formulate their social identity while trying to exhibit their creole culture. The study concludes that in the case of people in Sirambiadiya, looking at it as a third space, their identity has become a problem in the rendering of their everyday life.

Keywords: Afro-Sri Lankans, Third Space, Sirambiadiya

Introduction

Afro-Sri Lankan community, an ethnic minority is a group lacking clear identity and consideration of governance. They live in Sirambiadiya, Puttalam in the northwestern province of Sri Lanka. They have been known to have a distinctive culture based on their unique music and dancing practices. While most studies highlight this fact, many studies have a less or unsubstantial attempt in exploring their position in terms of identity. This orientalists view elides factions and communities from an identity that is true to themselves. This research look at Sirambiadiya as a marginalized space. The conceptual foundation of this research is Edward Soja’s notion of third space. Edward Soja’s Third Space invites us to look at places such as Sirambiadiya by focusing on their living/lived experiences. This excludes orientalist notions that play to the western appetite and focus solely on the elides as a subject on its own worth devoid of west-led logocentric practices.

The third space is a perspective which can fairly employ to study the world or society based on everyday life practices. It is a lived, experiential world. From the third space (lived space) perspective, identifying the places undistinguishable by the first (perceived space) and second (conceived
space) spaces. ‘Third Space’ (lived space) is explained as multisided, contradictory, and critical to the imagination of space (Soja, 1996:74).

By definition identity is that unique introduction to who am I or who we are? Identity is people and concepts of who they are of what sort of people they are and how they related to others. With the time being, social identity of Afro-Sri Lankan has become a challengeable issue. Their identity is being formulated and created by several key features of the identities with historical facts. This Afro-Sri Lankan community is fighting for their identity while also being marginalized due to lack of unique identity in the wider spectrum. The objective of this paper is to examine the patterns and challenges of the social identity of Afro-Sri Lankan community based on Edward Soja’s notion of the third space perspective.

**Methodology**

Post-positivist researches acknowledge a world that is ambiguous and variable, research that can be intuitive and holistic, researchers that can be subjective and collaborative, methods that can be inductive and exploratory and findings that can be ideographic and qualitative (Leary, 2004:8). Therefore this research is a ‘Post-positivist’ research in humanistic geography, because this research conducted as part of a subjective world reality. In order to study such a place, starting the research framework with a hypothesis is impossible. Therefore, approach of this research is inductive and certainly grounded.

Study area of this research is ‘Sirambiadiya’ village located in the Puttalam district of the Northwestern province in Sri Lanka (See map 01). Earlier this community was concentrated in several places such as Sirambiadiya, and some locations in Puttalam, Negambo, Trincomalee, Colombo and, Galle. However, now Sirambiadiya is the only place where this community lives at present (See map 02).
Typically the unit of analysis in social research are the individuals, families, groups of a community, or social artifacts. Accordingly unit of analysis of this study is the entire Afro-Sri Lankan community in the Sirambiadiya village as a whole. Total number of population in the area is 60 representing 37 males and 23 females. All they are included in to 19 families.

A field research was conducted to gather data on everyday life practices of the Afro-Sri Lankan community. Further, field research urges the need of non-availability of data particularly related to the study context. The field research was strengthened by using a set of data collection techniques including direct observations, open-ended interviews, in-depth interviews, and focus group discussions. During the field study, researchers were able to visit the Sirambiadiya school for observing the way and nature of the children being educated and passing through their particular formative years. Fifteen open-ended interviews were conducted by selecting at least one member from one family in the Sirambiadiya village. In addition to focus group discussions, in-depth interviews, gathering data referring dairy writings of the school children, and photographs collection also were used for the analysis. The Afro-Sri Lankan community has maintained a logbook about their day today activities and researchers were able to collect some information using that log notes. A set of qualitative methods were used for data collection and analysed using qualitative techniques.

Under that, transcribed the recorded data on the same day and analyzed the data related to words, concepts, linguistic devices and non-verbal cues using thematic analysis.

**Results and Discussion**

The term 'identity' is not new to social sciences. Identity can be conceptualized as a way of making sense of some aspect or part of self-concept (Turner, 2004). Identity, defined simply, is that unique introduction to who am I or who we are? The outcome never conforms on one 'right' way. It differs from person to person, place to place and object to object. People's identity is conceptualized who they are or what sort of people they are, and how they related to others (Hogg and Abrans, 1958). Group identity is formulated emphasizing the invariable heterogeneity of the notion of identity.

Identity is one of the most significant dimensions of social and spatial analysis. Simply, identity concerns the psychological sense of self, its nature and importance, and how it is related to others, and how such links shape the boundaries of human experiences (Tuner, 2004). Identity simultaneously reflects personal phenomenon and social phenomenons as an aggregate. Further it shapes individual behaviours and collective behaviour as identity creates a collective consciousness on what they inherited as identity. Everyday life reproduces and reproduces each and everyone's identity (Warf, 1956). Identities are naturally embodied with several social and cultural fundamentals. Social construction describes this as an embodied identity which is related to historical experiences. The body is also the most personalized form of politics. Ethics, morality, personality, and even disciplines are defined in various ways but speak of identity all the same.

The notion of exhibits that identities are always social, not merely individual, with roles such as class, gender, age, and ethnicity factors. Some argue that in a social world, identities are constituted according to historical significance. Yet, it is understood that all formulations are historically significant and mostly rooted in the everyday life of people in their class, gender, ethnicity, and sexuality. Therefore
identity reproduces the way of everyday life. On the other hand, everyday life reproduces each and everyone's identity (Warf, 1956). This community is commonly known as "kaffirs" due to historical significance as migrated community from Mozambique and of course, that is the so-called unique identity which is being culturally constructed for them in the local context.

The explorations of identity led researchers to analyze its significance from multiple sides by it diasporas, disabilities, citizenships, and/or emotions. All of these dimensions include a specific identity. Thus, the term 'identity' is not merely a static phenomena. Changes are taken place always with identity, but what should be understood as important is its act of reproducing our everyday life practices. From ancient times, the Afro-Sri Lankan community went by several names. Some records were written by explorers and travelers also detailed about this community. Earlier they were known as 'Kaapiri' or 'Kaffirs'. The etymology of the term 'Kaffir' points to a non-believer, and a non-Muslim person. However, members of the community specified that they don't allow themselves to be called Kaffir. They always try to assert themselves as Afro-Sri Lankan. Therefore, it shows that the identity that they crave is one calling them Afro-Sri Lankans. The records in 'The Ceylon directory calendar and the compendium of useful information for 1883', by A.M Ferguson called this community as "Caffers". Moreover, Brohier also in his work of "The Discovering Ceylon" noted them like this, "I cannot forget the singular picture in mind of the first visit to the kaffir colony; this small ethnic group of people was the descendants of the solidary who kept the British flag over the fortlet at Puttalam" (Broheir, 1973: 40). Largely this community is seen to be named by different names like Kaffirs, Kaapiri, caffer and Ceylon Africans. According to the responses by the community it is noted that now they want their identity to be called Afro-Sri Lankans.

Afro-Sri Lankans constitute a small minority in a multicultural country which consists of Sinhalese, Tamils, Moors, Malays, and Burghers. The ethnic composition of contemporary Sri Lanka is Sinhalese 73.95%, Sri Lankan Tamils 12.70%, Sri Lankan Moors 7.05%, Indian Tamils 5.52%, Malays 0.32%, Burghers and others 0.20% (Department of Census and Statistics 2013). However, there is an exclusion in recording the ethnic identity of Afro-Sri Lankans. Their identity is hidden and introverted in the category of "other" in many official discourses (See table 1) i.e. the Afro-Sri Lankans are not properly mentioned as a ethnic group in the recent census. But there are other minor ethnic groups such as Malays, Chatty, Veddas, and other such minority groups are represented with their ethnic identity in the census. This marginalization and exclusion is really a gap to shove an identity under an umbrella term as blasé as 'other'. This may be because of the less number of members forcing the bureau to include them under the category of "other", but it doesn't deny the fact that this provides for them a lack of recognition when recognition is the very thing they need to consolidate their group identity within the larger society.

This Afro-Sri Lankans are apparently similar to the African people or the orthodox human race known as Nigro. Of course, the physical appearance is completely vary from the ordinary Sri Lankans including aborigians. They have big lips, curly hair, black skin, and a great height to boot. During the interview with a young member of their community, Sajith Gayan, said that he faced a lot of social and cultural consequences because of his physical appearance. He further
emphasized that the real problem occurs when he marks his identity in certain occasions. This problem, indeed, because of the contradiction created between his name and the physical appearance. His name goes with Sinhalese identity and the physical appearance looks like an African citizen. Therefore, their identity is at stake, subject to stigma, and at the mercy of compassion. As their identity creates problems in society, some have even resorted to changing their appearance to better amalgamate with larger context. During the interviews, it is proved that their new generation is hardly trying to change their appearance to more engage with others who are non-Afro-Sri Lankans.

Afro-Sri Lankans are marginalized spatially as a community in their creation of a separate space, which they call “watta”, amidst other villages. Adding to this is how the outsiders perceive and term their lifestyle; for they too call their home-space as “Kaapiri Watta”. While conducting interviews with some outsiders, they made connections to the Afro-Lankan space via the term “Kaapiri Watta”. This proves how this particular community is marginalized within a space created and propagated by those who aren’t self-same. They come to call themselves ‘watta’ as it is what is used to describe them. The research found that how difficult them to capitalized their identity over the cultural hegemony that confines them to the term, ‘watta’.

There is an organization called “Afro-Sri Lankan Society” which concerns itself with the social needs of the members among Afro-Sri Lankan community. The particular society maintains a music band and their music identity is known as the “Ceylon African Maanja Group”. This music tradition sometimes encompasses and described the group identity of this community and they try to exhibit their cultural identity by fighting back with the stigma placed on them. Of course, this music tradition and the Creole culture has a certain recognition at present and some performance were taken in to the national context.

Society realizes how ontologically asphyxiating it is to be reprimanded for how someone is born. This community is denied recognition and hence, acceptance simply because they apparently do not look self-same. They are stuck in their own entity in Sri Lanka, held by the gaze that wants of them to remain exotic and the ‘other’. So who are they? What is their real identity? True that they are of Portuguese descent, hailing from Mozambique and speaking ”Maanja”, their language, but this identity of past cannot be their reality now that a lot of mixing and cultural infusion has happened. (Jayasooriya, 2003).
Table 01: Number of the population by ethnicity 1911 to 2012  
Source: Department of census and Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>4,106.40</td>
<td>4,408.60</td>
<td>5,306.00</td>
<td>6,657.30</td>
<td>8,097.90</td>
<td>10,582.00</td>
<td>12,689.70</td>
<td>14,846.80</td>
<td>16,929.70</td>
<td>20,359.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Country Sinhalese</td>
<td>1,716.90</td>
<td>1,927.10</td>
<td>2,216.20</td>
<td>2,902.50</td>
<td>3,469.50</td>
<td>4,470.30</td>
<td>5,425.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up-Country Sinhalese</td>
<td>998.60</td>
<td>1,089.10</td>
<td>1,256.80</td>
<td>1,718.00</td>
<td>2,147.20</td>
<td>3,042.60</td>
<td>3,705.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka Tamil</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>517.3</td>
<td>508.9</td>
<td>733.7</td>
<td>884.7</td>
<td>1,164.70</td>
<td>1,424.00</td>
<td>1,886.90</td>
<td>732.1</td>
<td>2,269.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Tamil</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>602.7</td>
<td>818.5</td>
<td>780.6</td>
<td>974.1</td>
<td>1,123.00</td>
<td>1,174.90</td>
<td>818.7</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>839.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka Muslim</td>
<td>233.9</td>
<td>251.9</td>
<td>289.6</td>
<td>373.6</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>626.8</td>
<td>828.3</td>
<td>1,046.90</td>
<td>1,339.30</td>
<td>1,892.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Muslim</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgher &amp; Eurasian</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

The aim of this study was to examine the challenges of the social identity of the Afro Sri Lankan community living in Sirambiadiya. To undertake this, pioneering works of Edward Soja's notion of third space and concept of marginalization was used as the theoretical foundation of the study. Edward Soja's notion of third space was instrumental in unpacking their lives and experiential world brought about by their everyday life practices. Afro-Sri Lankan community is an ethnic minority that lacks and faces challenges in official recognition. Therefore their ethnic identity is misled or hidden in the category of 'other' in many formal confirmations in the state. Afro Sri Lankans’ intensity of exclusion is considerably higher than the other ethnic minorities. They are the only people who live in Sri Lanka of its kind and spatially trapped in a small geographical entity. According to the third space perspective, they are both spatially and culturally marginalized and identity is reformulated as a hybrid community. Instead of being ill-defined by names used to call them in the days of yore, they now argue for a new identity as 'Sri Lankan Africans'. This identity based on their social identification is constantly changing and remaking, in making their identity politics a contestable issue in their everyday lives.
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Abstract: 'Retranslation' is a new-born concept still under the research process, which has a number of research gaps to be fulfilled. The most curious part is that the latter is still in hypothetical form, which implies that it needs to be tested furthermore until it reaches towards a theoretical concept. Presently researchers are trying hard to determine the reasons behind this hypothesis and its features globally but not yet in the Sri Lankan context. Domestication and foreignization are such features which have been addressed by researchers as determining features in retranslation within the foreign context. The present study aims at identifying the contrasting features in the two concepts, examine the situations where these two strategies have been used in texts and also the contrasting effect that the first translation and the retranslation have produced towards readership. In the methodology, the study was based on selected extracts from the Source Text (ST) and their corresponding first translation and retranslation. Samples were selected under purposive sampling technique and were qualitatively analysed with content analysis by employing descriptive-comparative analysis method. The major difference in the translated texts were marked and analysed. The data analysis has confirmed major characteristics regarding culture specific terms, vocabulary, style, sentence structure, literal translation, free translation, readability, and extent of faithfulness. The research concludes with a distinguished margin between foreignization and domestication in the selected two translations that the first translation has reduced the otherness while the retranslation has embraced the foreignness of the ST.
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Introduction

At the present age 'Translation' is not a strange concept, but retranslation is worth defining in the local context since the scenario already exists although the theoretical concepts are somewhat alien in the academic research. Newmark (1988) states translation is about "rendering the meaning of a text into another language in the way that the author intended the text." Therefore, there is a question that if a translator has focused on rendering what author has intended in the text then why do the readership need 'Retranslations' of the same source text? The process of retranslation occurs due to various reasons and also various studies have proved significant features about retranslation throughout the evolution of versions of translation. When the process of retranslation is considered, it is about translating the same source text into the target language for multiple times by different authors. According to Koskinen and Paloposki (2010) "retranslation (as a product) denotes a second or later translation of a single source text into the same target language and when
retranslation (as a process) is thus prototypically a phenomenon that occurs over a period of time, but in practice, simultaneous or near-simultaneous translations also exist, and retranslations can occur over a period of time and also simultaneously. The retranslation concept marks its origin with the introduction of 'Retranslation Hypotheses' (RH) by in 1990’s. Bensimon and Bermon were the scholars who pioneered in introducing the 'Retranslation Hypothesis (RH). Paul Bensimon was the first theorist to state about the hypotheses among the two translations and further has claimed that there are significant differences and features between the first translation and retranslations.

First translations, according to Bensimon (cited in Koskinen and Paloposki 2001), are often 'naturalizations' of the foreign works and that they are 'introductions', seeking to integrate one culture into another, to ensure positive reception of the work in the target culture and also later translations of the same originals do not need to address the issue of introducing the text: they can, instead, maintain the cultural distance. As Bermon states, (cited in Koskinen and Paloposki 2001), 'the first translation always tends to be more assimilating, tends to reduce the otherness in the name of cultural or editorial requirements, the retranslation, in this perspective, would mark a return to the source-text, emphasis in the text.' This assimilating quality and the otherness tend to produce 'Domesticating' and 'Foreignizing' translations, the two terms were coined by Lawrence Venuti in 1995. As Lawrence Venuti distinguishes the two translation strategies, the translator can either bring the author closer to the reader (Domestication) or the reader closer to the author (Foreignization). As Venuti mentions, domestication is a translation strategy which uses 'a transparent, fluent, 'invisible' style in order to minimize the foreignness and strangeness of the target text' (cited in Munday 2008, p. 144). Foreignization, on the other hand, according to Venuti, 'entails choosing a foreign text and developing a translation method along lines which are excluded by dominant cultural values in the target language.' (Venuti, cited in Munday 2008). He also states that domestication involves 'an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-language cultural values,' (Venuti 1995, p.20) where the process makes the translator invisible due to the translated text is read like an original with a promising readability and also where the foreignization performs as its opposite.

Chinua Achebe is an award winning Nigerian novelist whose author profile starts from the publication of his trilogy including three novels namely 'Things Fall Apart' (1958), 'No Longer at Ease'(1960) and 'Arrow of God' (1964). He is considered as the father of African literature. Since his works appeared in the postcolonial periods the stories he has written were based on the identity crisis back at the time of ruling period of British in Africa during the colonisation period. His works are a result of this chaotic time where Africans were experiencing a transitional period. Clash of identity and falling apart of culture are portrayed vividly in Achebe’s trilogy. This particular study’s storyline is based on the colonialism in the British period in Nigeria, Africa. In 1974, the first Sinhalese translation of 'No Longer at Ease' as zneoafoka isodÈhgZ, (Badden Sidādiyata) was done by P. R. H. Wijesinghe. The second retranslation done by Gamini Viyangoda and was published as zysre nei .sh miqZ (Hiru Bäsa Giya Pasu) in 1999. Then the third retranslation was done by Seelawathie Manike Piyasena as zlud l<uek iñ÷ksZ (Kamā Kaḷḷamāna Saminduni) in 2008. The present study is based on the
first translation and the first retranslation of the source.

Since these features are described based on foreign text, it is crucial to study the characteristics behind domesticating and foreignizing in the local context by connecting to retranslation. Up to now no studies have been done regarding retranslation and also about the characteristics of the two terms locally. Retranslation is still new since the boom in the research studies was started within last five to ten years. At present scholars are interested to research extensively about retranslation due to its contrastive features and also because still it is under-researched and under-discussed area of study. Therefore, this study aims at addressing the research question of what are the characteristics of 'Domestication' and 'Foreignization' and compare which translation is more domesticating or foreignizing. The main objectives are to examine domestication and foreignization characteristics practically and identify translation strategies used within the local context and also to investigate the instances where the domestication and foreignization strategies have been used in the translated texts. The present study will also test what is being said in the RH and how much it is valid and will make an effort to relate RH to the Sri Lankan context.

Methodology
Qualitative techniques like content analysis and comparison was used to analyse the texts. Data collecting was done primarily and secondarily. Under primary data ST (Source Text) - 'No Longer at Ease', TT1 (Target Text 1) - zneoafoka isodÈhgZ, (Badden Sidādiyata), and TT2 (Target Text 2) - zysre nei sh miqZ (Hiri Bāsa Giya Pasu) were used. Samples were selected from the first chapter in all three text in order to explain the concepts within a narrow frame. As secondary data journal articles, textbooks, magazines, reports were used. Descriptive-comparative analysis method was used to analyse the data. The content analysis method was employed for the explanation of the research problem. Examples was selected by purposive sampling technique, where the researcher read the chapter thoroughly and mark significant and seeming differences as the first step and analyse the collected extracts to identify the strategies and features of domestication and foreignization.

Results and Discussions
The two translations display a significant difference in translating cultural specific vocabulary. In the following examples the TT1 has replaced ST word 'Palm Wine' and 'Pot of Stew' with "rd mSmam" and "uia yÜáhla" respectively by adopting to the local cultural setting, while the translator in TT2 has borrowed the foreign words into the target text and rendered keeping the foreignness just as it was in the ST and translated as "jhska mSmam" and "biagq" respectively.

ST - "Two stalwarts emerged from the kitchen area...a simmering pot of stew hot from the fire. Kegs of palm wine followed, and a pile of plates and spoons...."

TT1 - "Two stalwarts emerged from the kitchen area...a simmering pot of stew hot from the fire. Kegs of palm wine followed, and a pile of plates and spoons....";

TT2 - "Two stalwarts emerged from the kitchen area...a simmering pot of stew hot from the fire. Kegs of palm wine followed, and a pile of plates and spoons...."

The following example shows how literal or word-to-word translation will lead to lack of comprehension. TT1 has employed free translation where TT2 has translated the sentence literally without expressing its meaning. TT1 in the text has accompanied the reader with a footnote explaining the story behind the expression which is unique to African culture and communities.
Whenever Mr. Justice William Galloway, Judge of the High Court of Lagos and the Southern Cameroons, looked at a victim he fixed him with his gaze as a collector **fixes his insect with formalin. He lowered his head like a charging ram...**

**ST** - "I cannot understand why he did it," said the British Council man thoughtfully. He was drawing lines of water with his finger on the back of his mist-covered glass of ice-cold beer."

**TT1** - "Whenever Mr. Justice William Galloway, Judge of the High Court of Lagos and the Southern Cameroons, looked at a victim he fixed him with his gaze as a collector ***fixes his insect with formalin. He lowered his head like a charging ram***...

**TT2** - "Whenever Mr. Justice William Galloway, Judge of the High Court of Lagos and the Southern Cameroons, looked at a victim he fixed him with his gaze as a collector ***fixes his insect with formalin. He lowered his head like a charging ram***..."

The following extract is a pure African expression unique to Nigerians. TT1 has achieved a natural narrative style with interesting choice of words adopting to local context. Replacing the ST with the words like "**kínum**" and "**kínum dëndëndë**". Further the exact sentence structure has not been followed by the translator, instead the expression has more natural taste than TT2. The translator of TT2 being faithful to the ST considering its sentence structure, form and style, has followed ST features as a whole. The contradiction between the two translation is that TT1 has an indigenous touch and adopted into the Sri Lankan dialect with the use of specific words related to Vedda people. Therefore, the readership feel the text close to the own culture than the foreign thoughts.

"For, as the President pointed out, a kinsman in trouble had to be saved, not blamed; anger against a brother was felt in the flesh, not in the bone."
ST - "The fox must be chased away first; after that the hen might be warned against wandering into the bush."

TT1 - "The fox must be chased away first; after that the hen might be warned against wandering into the bush."

TT2 - "The fox must be chased away first; after that the hen might be warned against wandering into the bush."

The following extract clearly displays how TT1 is being creative with a rhythmical style than of literal or word-to-word rendition. TT1 reader does not feel it as a translation as it supports a fluent reading and successfully rendered the ST effect on target readers. The prayer 'Amen' has been omitted and replaced with "TFYHSH" to reduce the strangeness adopting to the thoughts of the readership during the specific time period of the publication. At present 'Amen' is not a strange word and TT2 the latest translation has used the same word without any alteration.

ST - "He that brings kola nuts brings life," he said. "We do not seek to hurt any man, but if any man seeks to hurt us may he break his neck." Amen

TT1 - "He that brings kola nuts brings life," he said. "We do not seek to hurt any man, but if any man seeks to hurt us may he break his neck." Amen

TT2 - "He that brings kola nuts brings life," he said. "We do not seek to hurt any man, but if any man seeks to hurt us may he break his neck." Amen

This extract provides the example that TT1 being adhering to the colloquial usage of terms than direct translation of the words. The TT2 translation is being loyal to the content of the ST. TT1 rendition's "TFYHSH" is a local term used by the Sri Lankan people and "TFYHSH" in TT2 is the exact term for 'catechist'.

ST - Being a Christian convert—in fact a catechist—he could not marry a second wife. But he was not the kind of man who carried his sorrow on his face.

TT1 - "Being a Christian convert—in fact a catechist—he could not marry a second wife. But he was not the kind of man who carried his sorrow on his face."

TT2 - "Being a Christian convert—in fact a catechist—he could not marry a second wife. But he was not the kind of man who carried his sorrow on his face."

Following extract provides the instance where TT1 has omitted religious reference 'blood of the Lamb of God' to avoid the reader from strangeness. TT2 has literally translated the sentence without hindering its foreignness to provide the reader with each and every information in the ST. Further TT2 has followed the sentence structure of the ST.

ST - "Umuofia would have required of you to fight in her wars and bring home human heads. But those were days of darkness from which we have been delivered by the blood of the Lamb of God.

TT1 - "Umuofia would have required of you to fight in her wars and bring home human heads. But those were days of darkness from which we have been delivered by the blood of the Lamb of God."

TT2 - "Umuofia would have required of you to fight in her wars and bring home human heads. But those were days of darkness from which we have been delivered by the blood of the Lamb of God."

This extract provides the example that TT1 being adhering to the colloquial usage of terms than direct translation of the words.
Conclusion

According to extracts, domestication and foreignization provide clear cut contrasting features. One can point out and differentiate translations and their qualities easily. As the RH denotes that first translations are more domesticating than retranslations, the present study also supports the hypotheses and showed results partial to the concept. When concerned about the features of domestication, the translator has used dialectal words and vocabulary to imply the reader that they are reading a true piece of writing without letting them to feel strange. TT1 translator has attempted to translate the text minimizing the strangeness by omitting culture specific terms, religious connotations to avoid the reader from miscomprehensions. It was common to see slight omissions and additions when adopting to the target culture. Most importantly the translator has focused mainly on free or sense-for-sense translation than following the exact sentence structure of the rendition of exact equivalent in to target language with the help of a creative narrative style. Foreignization on the other hand completely takes the opposite direction. This strategy is completely faithful to the ST and the translator has tried to follow the exact content, style, form, sentence structure strictly just as in the ST and to render it to the target language. Sometimes too much foreignness has resulted in inability to understand the meaning since the translator has been too much literal during the rendition. At some instances translator has tried to be moderate while adhering to colloquial terms in the target audience. But as a whole TT2 has kept the faithfulness to the utmost level. TT1 is difficult to identify whether it is a translation or not as it keeps the translator invisible and thus it is naturally read like an original work. In TT2, as it kept the foreignness and faithfulness towards content the readers can identify that it is a translation, as it has tried to translate foreign cultural elements and has kept the translator visible. No omissions and additions were not to be seen in the TT2 text but the loyalty and faithfulness throughout by translating each and every detail in the ST. Translators could also adopt a moderate combination of these two strategies which will lead to a successful translation in all aspect since too much foreignness will cause problems in comprehension and adequacy and too much domestication will certainly question about faithfulness.
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Abstract: This study explored the ways in which undergraduates of Colombo, Sri Lanka perceive introverted and extroverted personalities, with the main objective being to understand how the participants viewed introversion and extroversion and the possible contribution that can be made by these perceptions to form systems that are designed to facilitate only one personality type and the consequent problems caused by them. The data was collected by conducting 21 semi-structured interviews with undergraduates from public universities coming under the University Grants Commission (UGC), public universities not coming under the UGC and private universities in Colombo, Sri Lanka. In the interviews, the participants were asked open-ended questions about their perceptions of introversion and extroversion. Gathered qualitative data was analyzed using the thematic analysis method. The findings of this study show that among many other things, introverts are perceived mostly as less social people, who are more suited for individual work than group work, and extroverts are perceived mostly as social people who are capable of group work. This study is significant because by exploring the ways in which the participants perceive personality, it creates awareness of oppressing effects of social constructions of personality, and lay a foundation for the ultimate transformation of systems geared towards one personality type, be it extroversion or introversion.
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Introduction

A. Background of the Study

Introversion and extroversion explain two attitude-types characterized by the concentration of interest on one’s inner psychic activity or the concentration of interest on the external world respectively (Jung C., 1995), and is thought to be the single most important aspect of personality that influences almost all facets of life.

This study talks of ‘social constructions’ because perceptions the public has of introverts and extroverts are constructed understandings of personality that form the basis for shared assumptions of reality. Personality may also be thought of as a social creation based on behaviors and the social meanings attached to them (Hampson, 1988). Based on the therefore established fact that personality is a social construction, this study questions the ways in which the participants define the reality of personality.

Research shows that most cultures have a bias towards either introverts or extroverts. For example, American culture is one that has always at least to some degree favored action over contemplation (Cain, 2012), where action is a trait of
extroverts and contemplation a trait of introverts. Some traditional classrooms in Asian countries, on the other hand, tend to discourage students speaking freely in classes through reprimanding etc., by not allowing extroverted students to function according to their inborn tendencies. These systems, ideals, cultures as well as perceptions, that lead to introverts and extroverts being prevented from functioning according to their innate inclinations result in them not functioning at their full potential and causes a large wastage of energy and talent. This loss of potential is evident in a study which proved that introverts and extroverts need different levels of stimulation from the external environment to function at maximum efficiency (Geen R. G., 1984). It was found that when introverts and extroverts were given math problems to solve in environments of varying background sound that the extroverts performed better while listening to more sound, while the introverts performed better in quieter environments (Cain, 2012).

B. Problem Statement

An increasing number of important institutions of daily life such as, the education system and corporate office are designed to facilitate only one personality type. Examples include, open plan offices and traditional classrooms that discourage students from speaking freely. These biases stem from how people view different personalities or in other words how personhood is socially constructed. This problem affects both introverts and extroverts in varying forms in almost all cultures, and left unaddressed leads to an inefficient use of human talent and energy. Therefore, the objective of this research was to understand how undergraduates of Colombo, Sri Lanka perceive introverts and extroverts in order to draw conclusions about how these perceptions may be causing the formation of stereotypes and other challenges.

C. Rationale

The significance of this study is threefold:

1. It explores the ways in which the population perceive introverts and extroverts.

2. It creates awareness of the oppressing effects of social constructions of personality, and lays a foundation for their ultimate transformation.

3. It seeks to make an empirical contribution to existing knowledge about introversion and extroversion in Sri Lanka.

As for why this issue is worth being studied in Sri Lanka, it is because as a nation subject to heavy westernization Sri Lanka is prone to imitate the same extrovert bias present in western cultures. This study will also not only be a precautionary action taken to prevent Sri Lankan culture from potentially imitating the same bias of western cultures, but that these problems already exist in the Sri Lankan context up to a certain degree. For example, open plan office spaces that bring in high stimulation and classroom teaching methods that call for excessive group activity, active class participation, many brainstorming sessions etc. are already present in both the education and office cultures of Sri Lanka, without any consideration to their disadvantages, particularly to introverts but also to extroverts, since extroverts too require a certain amount of solitude for creativity etc.

D. Main Research Questions

How do undergraduates in Colombo, Sri Lanka perceive introversion and extroversion and how do these perceptions contribute to the formation of stereotypes and other challenges unique to the two personality types?
E. Specific Research Questions

1. How do the participants conceptualize introversion and extroversion and what indicators of these do they look for being exhibited by people?

2. What personality traits do participants infer to introverts and extroverts?

3. What are the participants’ perceptions of how introversion and extraversion relates to career and academic success?

Methodology and Experimental Design

A. Research Approach, Population and Sample

A purely qualitative, inductive research approach was used. This was mainly due the positivism of a mixed or quantitative approach being unable to account for how the social reality is shaped and maintained, or how people interpret their actions and others (Blaikie, 2007).

The population taken for this study were the undergraduates of Colombo, Sri Lanka, studying in universities under the private sector, universities under the University Grant Commission of Sri Lanka (UGC) and Other Government Universities in Sri Lanka which are not under UGC. The sample for data collection was selected using Purposive sampling. Since this research was directed at assessing the public or general perception among the participants, a diverse variety of participants were looked for in order to gain as robust an insight as possible into the perception of introversion and extroversion, with equal numbers of participants from the three types of universities considered. Bearing in mind Sandelowski’s suggestion that, in in-depth approaches a sample which is very large does not permit the deep, case-oriented analysis and Boddy’s recommendation that any qualitative sample size over 30 (per market/geography) becomes too unwieldy to administer and analyse the sample size has been kept to a limited 21 (Sandelowski, 1995) (Boddy, 2016).

B. Data collection and data analysis methods

The data gathering of this study was done using semi-structured interviews with 21 participants. An interview schedule with open-ended questions was used. However, the interview schedule was not strictly adhered to and questions were asked in the order that was felt as most suitable as the interview progressed.

It was understood prior to data collection that most participants did not have a proper understanding of the terms “introvert” and “extrovert”. Therefore, in order to avoid any biases that could be caused due to misconceptions of the given terms, it was decided to explain the terms at the beginning of the interview. Furthermore, for this explanation the definitions given by Carl Jung and Susan Cain for introversion and extroversion were used.

The thematic analysis method was used for data analysis, and research ethics were addressed by protecting privacy and anonymity by using consent forms, securely storing recordings and transcripts, and avoiding the use of the names of interviewees.

Results

A. Qualitative Data Analysis

The data was analysed by first transcribing the interviews, coding them, and categorizing and deriving themes. The analysis below is presented under the main themes derived.

1) Conceptualization of Introversion and Extroversion:

Participants definitions of the terms introvert and extrovert based solely on their own knowledge: 10 out of the 21
participants, said they had not heard the terms “introvert” and “extrovert” (in Sinhala or English) earlier and did not answer the question. Out of the participants who did answer the question, most of them referred to the social aspect of an individual when defining the terms. Out of them a considerable amount of the answers, such as the example given below, bare resemblance to definitions similar to that of Carl Jung and other definitions found in scientific literature.

An introvert is someone who does not gain energy from being around people. An extrovert is someone who gains energy from being around people.” – Interviewee 8

The other ways in which the participants described the word “introvert” were by making no references to the social aspect of a person and second, as people who are less open. The non-social aspect related characteristics describing the term introvert were thoughtful, independent, empathetic and “a person who doesn’t let other bring them down”; while they were described as less open as, people who do not show their emotions very freely, and as people who you take time to get to know. “Extrovert” was defined as a person who is social, expresses himself and works well in groups. Same as for “introvert”, some participants took special effort to attribute an extrovert being a social person to their temperament, a choice they have made or a need they have to be social, while other participants did not.

Participants’ thoughts about introverts and extroverts after the terms introvert and extrovert were explained according to definitions given by Jung and Cain:

The main characteristics, traits and behaviors used to describe extroverts could be categorized under the themes of those related to being social, those possibly inferring kindness, those related to being well-rounded individuals, those about group work, those which explained physical behaviors and those which are commonly thought of as negative characteristics to possess. The most common terms used to describe extroverts were those related to being social; and they included, talking a lot, liking to be among people, being outgoing, easy to talk to, easy to be friends with, liking to meet new people, being active on social media and engaging in a multiple number of activities. It could be seen that many participants associated behaviors such as smiling a lot, not holding grudges, showing affection and being childlike all traits that generally suppose kindness, with extroversion. Another observation was that traits which are related to being a well-rounded individual were associated with extroverts. They included, descriptions of having the confidence to work alone despite usually working well in groups, being considered as having high self-esteem and confidence and engaging in many activities. In addition to those, terms such as ‘flexible’ and ‘balanced’ were also used. Another characteristic participants used to describe extroverts, as people who have the ability to work well in groups. They thought extroverts are good team players, who can get along and work well with others. Behaviors and traits which are usually thought of as negative used to describe extroverts were listening less, not paying attention to detail, finding it difficult to live alone, needing people to be at their most creative and innovative and being bland.

The main characteristics, traits and behaviors used to describe introverts could be categorized under the themes of those related to being less social, those related to being independent, those related to being bad at team work and good at individual work, those which are positive and can loosely be categorized under humanity, and those associating mental
health related conditions. The most common way of describing introverts was as being less social or unsocial. Characteristics used for description were, being less outgoing, not having many friends, liking not going out, needing alone time, being better in one-on-one conversations, being lonely, living in their own worlds and being people who require a lot of time to really get to know. Introverts were also described as being opinionated, independent, able to do things by themselves and not needing help from others which are all characteristics which infer a sense of independence. Another recurring theme seen in how the participants described introverts is, a reference to how they are good at working alone or by themselves, and not as capable of working in groups. The greatly positive characteristics that are linked in general to humanity, associated with introversion are loyalty to friends, thoughtfulness, being understanding and attentiveness.

A recurring theme about introverts, were references to mental health related conditions. Associations were made with fear, self-loathing, depression, anxiety, low self-esteem and loneliness. Other examples include, describing introverts as people who critique themselves very harshly and ones who might be having a fear of being let down. Here, it is important to note that no associations were made with mental health when participants described extroversion. Another observation is that, there were indications of acknowledging in some way certain underlying negative views of introversion and extroversion that society has. For example, one participant started an answer by saying,

“I don't think introvert behaviours are a weakness” – Interviewee 21

Here for him to say so, without being prompted in anyway by a previous question or a comment or any such thing hinting that introverted behaviours are a weakness, he has to has to be referring to something he considers to be a norm in society. Another participant, while answering the question of what sort of people he thinks extroverts are mentioned that,

“Extroverts might be misjudged as careless.” – Interviewee 7

Here, he believes that society quite wrongly perceives extroverts as careless.

Another observation is that certain participants have had a tendency to make justifications when speaking of what they see as negative behaviors of introverts and extroverts. An attempt at being understanding with a hint of sympathy is seen.

Participants views on what it is like to work with introverts and extroverts separately:

In general, it could be seen that participants had mostly positive things to say about their experiences of working with extroverts, except one participant who felt extroverts can be domineering. The main themes seen here were, extroverts being easier to get along with, more straightforward, more capable of making the people around them work, and being reliable, honest and trustworthy. Most participants thought it is not just easy, but comparatively easier to get along with and in general work with extroverts than introverts. It was seen that they also associate qualities such as being friendly and respecting of others decisions with extroverts. They are also perceived as people who are straightforward in stating their opinions and as people who value unity and have the skill to make a group of people work, while also being able to solve issues with cooperation. Some traits that are not related to being social such as being, trustworthy, honest and understanding were also attributed to extroverts.
On the other hand, introverts were viewed in a different and not very favorable manner to work with. Except for one interviewee who thought introverts could be trusted to get a certain task completed, all other participants had negative things to say about working with introverts. They were mostly those implying negativity, and could be broadly categorized as not being expressive enough, being difficult to work in groups and more suited for individual work, keep their opinions and talents to themselves, and harder to get along with.

“On the other hand, I have seen that more introverted people only prioritize their work and wants to get their work done fast. I also feel that if a mistake happens an introvert would tend to react more aggressively whereas an extrovert will work with everyone to resolve the matter.” – Interviewee 3

As seen above, participants also see introverts as less of team players, selfish, unfriendly and better working by themselves than in groups.

The ways in which participants perceive an extrovert’s strengths and weaknesses:

The main strengths of being an extrovert are being social (meaning they perceive being social, as a strength) and having good communication skills, being cooperative when working with others, being well liked and being able to take leadership, and in some way or another believed that extroverts are social, have many friends, are good speakers, can be persuasive, and are good at working with other people. Several participants also thought that an advantage of being extroverted is that you will be well liked by others and society in general. It is seen in the following example,

“They’re labelled as normal people.” – Interviewee 21

The main weaknesses participants saw in extroverts are that they might be too social in situations that do not require it and might end up being a bother to others, less able to maintain close relationships since they have many friends, bad at keeping secrets, and might not put in a lot of effort and thought to work.

Introverts in contrast, were attributed a completely different set of qualities as their strengths and weaknesses. As for strengths, the main points brought up by participants are, they are very capable of focusing on a given task, paying attention to it and ensuring a well-done job, they can maintain very close relationships the people they associate, and can be trusted with secrets.

As for weaknesses of an introvert, or the disadvantages of introversion, the main points highlighted by the participants were, that they are not well likes by others, they cannot work well with others, they are not good at being social, their skills and talents are hidden and hence of no use, finding it difficult to build relationships, having fewer friends, not expressing their skills and abilities to the world with some participants even stating that introversion has more disadvantages than advantages.

They are further elaborated in the following examples,

“An introvert will suffer from the weakness of not being able to work with others.” – Interviewee 3

“It’s hard to say that introverts have much strengths. They may excel in certain things which need a lot of thought but in most cases whatever strengths they have won’t be of use to society if they won’t work with others.” - Interviewee 5

“When you’re introverted, you won’t know many people, you won’t know how to even get help from another person. And in reality, it is very hard to work on anything by yourself. But if you’re social, there’re more chances for you to get help from others.” - Interviewee 20
2) Trait Inference to Introversion and Extroversion: Almost all of the participants interviewed mentioned qualities or traits that are related to being less social as ones they think are possessed by an introvert. It was concluded that some of the main traits attributed to introverts coming under being less social, include being shy, quiet, keeping to themselves, not talking much, being reserved, not being friendly, not being outgoing, working alone that in groups, staying by themselves etc. Other common trait participants said would be seen in an introvert is seriousness, thoughtfulness, less humorous, guarded, not relaxed, and scared. It was also observed that there was a repetition of certain negative traits such as being selfish, proud and less confident in the answers of multiple participants. For instance, “They are a little selfish. Might not be so all the time, but about 90% of the time they come off as selfish. They can be insensitive too. When you work in a group you’ll learn to care for others, but when you perform individually you won’t care for others as long as you’re doing alright. So, they might have a bit of selfishness and insensitivity too. Their self-motivators. They might even think I can produce better results working alone than in a group with the others and motivate themselves through that.” - Interviewee 20

On the other hand, almost all of the participants interviewed mentioned qualities or traits that are related to being very social as ones they think are possessed by an extrovert. It can be seen below, “In a group of people the extroverts would be the really loud, social, active ones, who are always cracking jokes and trying to make people laugh.” - Interviewee 8

Other traits attributed to extroverts by the participants were having confidence, being energetic, being bubbly, being happy, being experienced, being straightforward, being funny and humorous, being sensitive and emotional, being kind, humble and helpful and being fun-loving. It can also be noted that no traits that are necessarily deemed as negative traits to have were attributed to extroverts.

3) Association of Introversion and Extroversion with Academic and Career Success: It was seen that participants thought of introverts as better suited for jobs, that are done individually, jobs that require attention to detail and confidentiality.

They saw them as being capable of focusing on the job and performing the given task well. However, they also thought that introverts would not be very successful career wise in jobs that require group work. In fact, the main weakness they saw in introverts in the workplace is that they are unfriendly, less open, less approachable and generally less appealing to work with, work for or work under.

As for extroverts, many participants believed that they are better suited for jobs with team work and will be capable of leadership roles, especially ones that require rallying and motivating people. They also thought they would be easier to talk to, more understandable and approachable work colleagues. It was also seen that extroverts were perceived to have better networking skills, persuasive powers and communication skills in the workplace.

Conclusion

A) Key research findings

The main findings of this study were that in terms of conceptualization of introversion and extroversion, participants viewed them mainly under the aspect of how social they are. They perceived introverts to be less social and extroverts as more social. Other ways in which they perceived introverts are as being independent, bad at
group work, better at individual work and thoughtful, attentive and loyal individuals. Negative perceptions they had of introverts were that they are selfish, hard to work with, unapproachable, having mental health related issues. On the other hand, extroverts were seen as more social individuals with good communication skills who are easy to work with, well rounded and approachable. Negative perceptions about them were that they are demanding, less attentive, do not pay attention to detail, bland, and less able to adapt to living alone.

In terms of trait inferences, extroverts were seen as again social, fun, energetic, funny, relaxed and active, while introverts were seen as reserved, quiet, selfish, independent, tense and serious.

In terms of career success, it was perceived that extroverts are better for positions in groups and leadership more appealing to work in many aspects. Introverts were thought of as better working by themselves and overall more capable of doing a task well, with more focus and attention to detail.

B) Limitations of the research

Lack of prior researches done on the topic was a limitation faced. It was required that this study be exploratory in nature rather than explanatory, as well as for an entirely new research design to be created. Most of the theoretical perspectives and previous research findings not being from very recent times was another limitation.

Additionally, the nature of the sample is also a limitation. Firstly, they are undergraduates and hence of a particular level of literacy which may not be representative of another special or ordinary group. Secondly, the sample consists of students who study in Colombo only and hence does not necessarily represent the perceptions of undergraduates hailing from or living in a particular district.

C) Recommendations of the research

According to the findings of the study it is seen that participants perceive introverts and extroverts in certain ways and that they have constructed certain stereotypes of them. These perceptions are not always true, since as seen in research extroverts do not necessarily need less talking or quiet and peace to concentrate and perform well (Geen R. G., 1984). The prevalence of these perceptions become disadvantageous in environments such as classrooms where extroverted students are reprimanded for being too interactive or when people skills and networking is given all the importance, and as a result natural introvert tendencies to perform to their potential when being by themselves are hampered. Therefore, the recommendation of this study is to not let the stereotypes, the misconceptions and the social constructions we have of personality types, give way to situations where we see qualities of only one personality type as favorable, and hence create systems and build environments that facilitate the efficient functioning of only one personality type, while another two thirds to half of the population are left struggling to function in an environment that goes against all of their inherent needs (such as a need for less stimulation or a need for more stimulation from the environment), ultimately resulting in an enormous wastage of energy, potential and efficiency.

D) Suggestions for future research

Future studies will benefit by conducting similar research on a larger and more widespread population sample that covers all age groups and areas of residence and by focusing on how these perceptions or stereotypes affect the classroom environments and work spaces of Sri Lankans, and what can be done to correct such issues in the system if they do exist.
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Abstract: The importance of distance education became very significant in Sri Lanka with the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic specially among the students who are enrolled in compulsory English courses, diplomas, and intensive courses via distance education. Hence, the assessment of the students' perception of learning English via Distance learning is essential to enrich the education process. This online survey was conducted among 253 students who study compulsory English Language courses via distance learning education. A questionnaire composed of questions on demographic information, language usage, and a four-dimensional instrument on student perceptions of learning English through distance education was shared online for a period of two weeks to collect data. This instrument was composed of 18 items which were related to Personal suitability, Effectiveness, Teachability, and Study Habits. Descriptive statistics were analysed using SPSS 23.0. The mean (±SD) age of the participants was 21.29 (±1.37) years. The majority of the participants were females (75.5%, n=191), 92.9%. Moreover, most of them were at the undergraduate level (91.3%; n=231). Many of the participants had no previous experience with Distance Learning Education (73.9% n=187). The average of all the items on the four-dimensional instrument was at the level of 'Neutral' or 'Disagree'. It was noted that various teaching methods should be utilised in the process of online teaching to address the needs of every student in the classroom. It will enhance their level of motivation and make distance learning a promising experience. Further, empowering the students in completing online assessments and activities on time is also recommended.
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Introduction

COVID-19 is the most crucial challenge that the national education systems have ever faced. Many governments have implemented policies which made the education institutions to terminate face-to-face instruction for most of their students, requiring them to switch to Distance Learning Education (Daniel, 2020). Distance learning education is used indefinitely in the modern world, and it is named as e-learning, online learning, and web-based learning as well (Moore et al., 2011). Distance learning carries both advantages and disadvantages to the English language learners. Firstly, Distance education breaks all the barriers and provides the language learner to learn a language free from the constraints of time and space (Aktunay, 2019). However, Distance learning carries its share of disadvantages as well, namely the issues with the technology, isolation, sense of anxiety and low motivation (King, 2002). The development of modern technology has expanded new horizons in education
systems all around the world, including Sri Lanka. As a result, distance learning, e-learning, the concept of smart classrooms, access to e-libraries are used as novel mechanisms in the higher education system. As the demand for English language proficiency grows at a steady pace, many higher education institutes in the world provide distance learning opportunities for English courses, and Sri Lanka is no exception to this. However, the importance of Distance Education became very significant in Sri Lanka with the outbreak of the COVID-19. As per the WHO guidelines, the best mechanism to prevent the contamination of COVID-19 virus is social distancing, hence the distance learning education is widely used by many higher education institutes of Sri Lanka as a means of continuing the academic activities. Therefore, many Sri-Lankan students of higher education institutes participate in compulsory English courses, Diplomas and intensive courses through Distance learning. Hence the assessment of their perception of learning English via Distance learning is essential.

There are some studies conducted all over the world regarding the student perceptions of learning English via distance education. However, only few studies have been carried out in the Sri-Lankan setting. However, it will be necessary to assess the student perceptions for the future modifications of the online education programs. It will enable the policymakers to pay attention to the strengths and weaknesses of teaching English via distance learning and adjust them accordingly. The research question of this study was "what is the students' perception of learning English through distance education among the students who are enrolled in higher education institutes in Sri Lanka?". Therefore, the main aim of the study was to investigate the student perceptions of learning English via distance education in Sri Lanka.

**Literature Review**

Literature indicates that there are multiple factors which affect the student’s perceptions on distance learning. One of the studies revealed that students enrolled in an elective course had rated online classes positively, whereas the students enrolled in a compulsory course rated negatively (Smart and Cappel, 2006). This highlights that the level of motivation and the self-discipline of the students regarding the specific course may influence their ratings. Moreover, the level of their competency in Information Technology is identified as a fundamental factor for the motivation shown in online classes (Smart and Cappel, 2006). It is identified that students with better exposure to technology have a higher tendency of preferring online classes (Smart and Cappel, 2006). It was noted that students' computer Anxiety (Sun et al., 2008) and the personality affects their perception regarding distance learning education. The students with extroversion personality prefer face to face interaction with the instructor and peers (Smidt et al., 2014). Moreover, some students preferred to use mobile devices on distance learning education since they think that it is motivating (Mockus et al., 2011).

Literature also revealed that the students' satisfaction on the course work depends on the perception of support (Gilbert et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2011). Further, it was noted that insufficient resources and updated material destructively affect students' perception of distance learning. Moreover, the six barriers that online learners face were identified. They are following the schedule and studying regularly; getting hold of classmates and finding a suitable time for working together; pairing/teaming up and working
collaboratively; ensuring constant engagement with the class; keeping self-motivated and being a self-directed learner and socialising (Sun, 2014). Further, a study conducted in Indonesia revealed that the students have more difficulties in learning Grammar and vocabulary via distance education when compared to direct interaction with the instructor (Budiman, 2015).

A research study carried out in Thailand revealed that students with low English proficiency remain as the most disadvantaged in the process of distance education (Kuama and Intharaksa, 2016). Another study aimed at assessing the students’ language learning strategies in a Moodle-based language learning program has identified that the involvement of the modern technology in language teaching and learning has adverse effects on learner autonomy due to the challenges in the new forms of technology (Khabbaz and Najjar, 2015).

Many studies have been conducted in Turkey to assess the student perception on learning English through distance education. One of them has revealed that the students have felt a sense of relaxation with e-classes conducted on an Advanced Reading course and it has made those students more familiarised with the new learning environment (Yuzer et al., 2009). Another study carried out among a group of university students revealed that the virtual classes conducted on distance learning education had given them an excellent opportunity to practice during the lessons without restraints of time and place. However, it was noted that they were not satisfied with the technical issues related to distance education (Altunay and Mutlu, 2010). A research study conducted among the Turkish students who were enrolled in EFL (English as a Foreign language) course revealed that they were not happy about the examinations and assignments conducted via distance education. (Ekmekçi, 2015).

Further, they were very much impressed on the distance education when considering the easiness to follow lectures at any place and at any time of the day. A study conducted among EFL learners who study via distance education revealed that the learners’ lack of self-directed behaviour towards language learning (Özüdoğru and Hismanoglu, 2016). The reasons behind the lack of self-directed behaviour were the high responsibilities attached to adulthood, insufficient skills and the experience that they have gained from secondary school (Altunay, 2013). Another research conducted among freshmen students revealed that majority of the participants preferred face-to-face instruction over distance education (Özüdoğru and Hismanoglu, 2016).

**Methodology**

The data collection of the study was initiated two months after the government announced to conduct distance teaching in the higher education institutes in Sri Lanka with the outbreak of COVID-19 and once the ethical approval for the study was granted from the Ethics Review Committee, Faculty of Medicine, K.D.U. An online questionnaire developed in English was shared on the social media networks (i.e. Facebook, WhatsApp, Viber) during a period of two weeks to receive the completed questionnaires. The survey targeted on the students who are in their freshman and second year, those who study compulsory English language courses via distance learning education. The consent for attending the study was also taken online from the participants, once the purpose and the objectives were explained through an online statement before the questionnaire. A pilot study was conducted among ten University undergraduates to determine the difficulty level of the items,
ease of understanding of concepts in the items, any discomfort when responding, and the appropriate length of the instrument before the data collection. The students who have participated in the pilot study were removed from the main study.

A questionnaire consisted of two sections (Section A and B) was used for the data collection of this study. Section A composed of questions regarding demographic information and language usage. Section B was adapted from an instrument developed in a previous study (Altunay, 2019) regarding student perceptions of learning English through distance education. This instrument was composed of 18 items and six dimensions which were related to Personal suitability (items 1,6), Effectiveness (items 7,11), Teachability (items 12,15), and Study Habits (items 16,18). The Cronbach’s alpha for the questionnaire was 0.864 (Altunay, 2019). Response to each item was scaled on a Likert scale of one to five (1-Strongly Disagree, 2-Disagree, 3-Neutral, 4-Agree, 5-Strongly Agree). The descriptive statistics, independent sample t-test and one-way ANOVA were performed in SPSS 23.0 in order to find the mean differences among the variables.

Results

Socio-Demographic Data

During the given two weeks, 253 participants had responded for the study. According to the data, the mean (±SD) age of the participants was 21.29 (±1.37) years. Majority of the participants were females (75.5%, n=191), 92.9% were Sinhalese (n=235) and 43.5% were from Western province (n=110). When considering the learning programme of the participants, 91.3% (n=231) were at the undergraduate level, and 38.3%(n=97) of the study participants were Law undergraduates. The study revealed that many of the participants had no previous experience with Distance Learning Education (73.9% n=187). However, 79.4%(n=201), 78.7% (n=199), 53.8% (n=136), 38.3% (n=97), 44.7%(n=113), 1.2%(n=3), 0.4%(n=1) were using LMS, Email, Google Class Room, Microsoft Teams, Zoom, WhatsApp, Skype respectively for distant learning purposes during this period (Table 01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic data:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>21.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std.deviation</td>
<td>1.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>24.5% (n=62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>75.5% (n=191)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinhala</td>
<td>92.9% (n=235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>2.8% (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>2.4% (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianity</td>
<td>2.0% (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western</td>
<td>43.5% (n=110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>27.7% (n=70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>9.9% (n=25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-Western</td>
<td>6.3% (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uva</td>
<td>3.6% (n=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabaragamuwa</td>
<td>3.6% (n=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-Central</td>
<td>2.0% (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1.6% (n=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>1.6% (n=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Programme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>91.3% (n=231)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>8.7% (n=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream of Study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>38.3% (n=97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allied Health Science</td>
<td>26.9% (n=68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>14.2% (n=36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>11.5% (n=29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training College</td>
<td>9.1% (n=23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Experience on Distance Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>73.9% (n=187)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>26.1% (n=66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of distance learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.M.S.</td>
<td>79.4% (n=201)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>78.7% (n=199)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Class Room</td>
<td>53.8% (n=136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Teams</td>
<td>38.3% (n=97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>44.7% (n=113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>1.2% (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>0.4% (n=1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students' Perception of Learning English through Distance Education

The Students' perception on Learning English through Distance Education was evaluated from the data received from the section B in the questionnaire. Each participant's response for each item in the relevant dimension was summed, and it was divided by the number of items to receive the participant's average score for each item (Table 02).

Personal Suitability

The first dimension, 'Personal Suitability', was composed of six items and five out of them were at the level of "Disagree" (Table 02). Further, the findings of the study revealed that both male (2.42± 0.51) and female (2.38± 0.49) students' perception of the personal suitability is at a "Disagree" level. However, there was no significant difference between male and female students' views regarding distance language learning in terms of suitability (P=0.614).

Effectiveness

The second dimension 'Effectiveness' was composed of five items, and four of them were at the level of 'Neutral' (Table 02). The findings of the study revealed that both male (2.78± 0.65) and female (2.59± 0.65) students' perception of the 'Effectiveness' is at a "Neutral" level. There was a significant difference between male and female students' views regarding distance language learning in terms of 'Effectiveness' (P=0.042).

Teachability

The third dimension 'Teachability' was composed of four items and all were at the level of 'Disagree' (Table 02). Further, the findings of the study revealed that both male (1.93± 0.67) and female (2.39± 0.68) students' perception of the 'Teachability' is at a "Disagree" level. However, there was a significant difference between male and female students' views regarding distance language learning in terms of 'Teachability' (P=0.000).

Study Habits

The fourth dimension 'Study Habits' was composed of three items, and all were at a 'Neutral' level (Table 02). The findings of the study revealed that both male (2.65± 1.01) and female (3.36± 0.91) students' perception of the "Study Habits" is at a "Neutral" level. There was a significant difference between male and female students' views regarding distance language learning in terms of 'Study Habits' (P=0.000).

Further, One-way ANOVA test reveals that there are no significant differences in all the four dimensions on their stream of study with the provinces that they are located (P > 0.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S. D</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal suitability (1-6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is convenient for me to learn English through distance education</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning English through distance education is suitable for my lifestyle</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance education serves as an excellent mechanism to gain the English knowledge I need</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance education saves my time a lot</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I need the flexibility of participating in the lessons</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

This study evaluated the students' perception on learning English through distance education with the outbreak of COVID-19 global pandemic among the students enrolled in higher education institutes of Sri Lanka. Since most of the higher education institutes of Sri Lanka have started distance education with the COVID-19 outbreak, the majority of the students have stated that this is their first experience on distance learning.

The University Grants Commission (U.G.C.) and Telecommunication Regulatory of Sri Lanka (TRCSL) have agreed with network providers in Sri Lanka to provide free access to University L.M.S. for the academic community during this outbreak (LEARN's Support, 2020). This study reveals that
students are currently taking the maximum benefit from this service as L.M.S. is the most popular learning method among the study population. The Zoom and the Microsoft teams are considered as the most convenient means of video conferencing for academic purposes around the world during this period. However, the usage of these two web applications was minimal among this study population. This might be because most of the students might have had difficulties when accessing the higher data consumption required for video conferencing. However, it was noted that the ZOOM Video Conferencing facility has also been made freely available for many academic institutes in Sri Lanka (LEARN's Support, 2020) to facilitate the students to have a better learning experience with no personal data consumption. Empowering this virtual face to face interaction method would facilitate the students to adjust to the distance learning from traditional face to face interaction in the classroom.

In terms of the dimension 'Personal Suitability', five out of six items were at the level of "Disagree". According to the responses given on the items by the participants, it indicates that the distance learning is not convenient, not suitable for their lifestyle, not serving as an excellent mechanism to gain the English knowledge and not saving time. However, a similar study conducted in Turkey stated that the study participants were at the level of 'Neutral' on the dimension 'Personal Suitability' (Altunay, 2019). In terms of the dimension 'Effectiveness', four items out of five were at the level of 'Neutral'. Further, they have disagreed with the item 'Distance education allows the students to learn English at their own pace'. It implies about the importance of obtaining student feedback on the pace of the course content delivered, whether it is tolerable or not. The study conducted in Turkey in the same context stated that the study participants were also at the level of 'Neutral' on the dimension 'Effectiveness' (Altunay, 2019).

All the items of the dimension 'Teachability' were at the level of 'Disagree' which means that the participants disagree with the perception of 'traditional face to face learning method is better than distance learning'. However, a study conducted in Turkey among the freshman students participating in foreign language courses revealed that the students prefer face-to-face learning over distance education (Özüdoğru and Hismanoglu, 2016). Further, the study conducted in Turkey in the same context revealed that the study participants were at the level of 'Neutral' on the dimension 'Teachability' (Altunay, 2019). The three items included in the dimension 'Study habits’ were 'Neutral’ and revealed that there is a high tendency of the students in skipping and postponing the assessments and activities given online by their instructors. The study conducted in Turkey in the same context stated that the study participants were also at the level of 'Neutral' on the dimension 'Study Habits' (Altunay, 2019). Moreover, another study conducted among Thailand students enrolled for a distance learning course in English revealed that the weak students would be disadvantaged by distance learning and they need self-directing guidance through a tutor (Altunay and Mutlu, 2010). Therefore, the instructors should empower each student to keep up with the deadlines on given assignments or activities.

Conclusion

The average of all the items on the four dimensions was at the level of 'Neutral' or 'Disagree'. However, there are both positive and negative aspects to be taken from this study. It was noted that the methods of teaching should be blended with various teaching methods (from sharing learning material to a virtual face to
face interactions) and to address every student in the classroom to make distance learning more enjoyable. Further, it will be necessary to pay more attention in providing the students with the necessary technical support in order to enhance their satisfaction on distance learning.

The study also revealed that the students have issues with autonomy and the level of motivation as they tend to have a delay in finishing the assignments given on time via distance education. Therefore, student feedbacks should be taken on the lessons carried out, and several interventions should be taken to empower the students regarding completing the online assessments and the activities on time. Consequently, the future studies should be aimed at assessing the students' autonomy, the level of motivation, technical difficulties and pedagogical support in order to understand the difficulties faced by the students in distance learning and to modify the system accordingly. It will enhance their level of motivation and make distance learning a promising experience.
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Abstract: Subtitling is one of the most significant sub-disciplines of Translation, yet, it is one of the under-researched and less discussed topics that hardly appears in researches in Sri Lanka. The amalgamation of technology and art of translation have made this field more fascinating, and the researchers decided to select this topic due to the urge to pay a better consideration to this sub discipline of translation in the academic field of Sri Lanka. The primary purpose of the research is to investigate the compensation strategies employed by subtitle writers when they were subtitling intimate registers and culture bound terms in Sinhalese films to English language. As per the methodology the researchers have used seven Sinhalese films rich in culture and diverse registers and then noted down the strategies that the subtitle writers have used to make the culture bound contexts and intimate registers comprehensible to the target audience to meet their expectations. The strategies were categorised under the ‘six strategy method’ of Diaz Cintas and Ramael (2007). The data analysis demonstrated that all six strategies have been used by the subtitle writers of the selected films. And they have used the strategy of transposition in most occasions. Furthermore, it was examined that subtitle writers of the selected films view cultural adaptations as the most popular strategy as it has been used in almost every selected film. As the conclusion, the research observes that subtitle writers use many compensation strategies when they confront difficulties in making culture bound terms and intimate registers appealing to the target audience.
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Introduction

Subtitling is one of the most significant areas lays under the discipline of translation. The concept belongs to the sub category of audio-visual translation; the other division being dubbing. In simple terms, subtitling refers to texts that appear in the same language of the audio visual work (Intra-lingual subtitling) or in another language (Inter-lingual subtitling). The research has only considered the inter-lingual subtitling of Sinhalese and English Languages. According to Baker and Hochel (2001) dubbing is an oral translation activity that makes use of acoustic channels in screen translation and subtitling is a visual translation activity that involves superimposition in a written text on to the screen. Gottileb (2004), one of the pioneers in the subtitling discipline defines it as a process which entails technically transferring a Source Language (SL) movie or audio visual media to a Target Language (TL), synchronized with the original verbal message. Ivarson (1992) has expressed his views about the importance of subtitling and according to him, the subtitle writer is ought to pay his or her consideration to cultural awareness of the target audience in the process.

The process of subtitling demands cognitive process that is loaded with
problems which makes it intricate to employ. There are so many constraints that the subtitle writer has to overcome since the process is an amalgamation of Technology and Art of translation. Apart from addressing to the heart of the target audience, the subtitle writer should be able to deal with some technicalities as well. In subtitling, according to Gottileb (1992), there should be only two lines with 35 characters. In general it is proven that the reading speed of the viewer is around 150-180 words per minute which may vary based on lexical density and linguistic information presented in the text.

The center of attention of the research is the way to manipulate culture - bound terms and intimate register in subtitling. Culture and Translation share an unbreakable bond. According to Newmark (1988), “Culture is the way of life and its manifestation which are peculiar to a community that uses a particular language as its means of expression”. He further discusses about culture bound term as “Culture bound terms, whether single unit lexemes, phrases or collections are those which are particularly tied to the way of life and its manifestations that are peculiar to a community that uses a particular language as its means of expression”. Many linguists have defined and classified registers in different ways. Registers can be generally defined as an area of subset of language used for a particular purpose or social setting and when considered about the classification of registers, the research has adopted Martin Joos’s classification of registers. He has divided registers into Frozen, Formal, Consultative, Informal and Intimate. The study is based on the intimate register which is associated with the language of intimates or and sexuality.

Though there are many linguistic and non-linguistic challenges that the subtitle writer has to overcome in the process, this area can be considered as one of the under researched areas of translation. There are no recorded traces that a local researcher has done a study related to subtitling which bears the witness that it has not been practiced or developed as an academic discipline in Sri Lanka. However, many foreign researches have manifested their inclination towards subtitling. Noun Alwa (2011) has done her Master thesis regarding subtitling where he discusses about culture representation through culture. Naomi Ventria has done a research on “Subtitling Strategies based on “Real Steel” movie’. Rr. Gustin Zora’s (2015) research is also based on subtitling strategies and she further discusses about the connection between subtitling and translation readability with interference to Indonesia, subtitling of Maleficent movie. Bhilad Khalid (2016) has also done a study title “An Introduction to Subtitling: Challenges and Strategies” which have been supportive when doing the research.

Therefore, the research encourages to infuse that research shortage by investing the translation strategies employed by Sinhalese films when English subtitles are used for the films. The researcher’s ultimate emphasis is to detect the approaches the subtitle writers have taken to do justice to the culture bound terms and the intimate register that have appeared in those selected films. The researchers have accompanied seven Sinhalese films with English subtitles during the research and the strategies used in subtitling of those films will be broadly analyzed using the "six strategy method" provided by Diaz Cintas and Remael (2007).

Methodology

Research Design

Researchers have used a qualitative approach for the research since the research’s purpose is to describe the concept of subtitling which comes under audio-visual translation. Utterances where
cultur e bound terms or / and intimate register do appear have been taken as the data sampling. The research has taken seven Sinhala films with English subtitles to conduct their study. Data for the research were taken from seven selected movies; Akasa kusum, Surabi Dena, Machan, Anantha Rathriya, Deewara Diyani, Baddeama and Stuti Nawatha Enna. Subtitles for the above movies were taken from online. The rationale behind selecting these films is that all of them are presumed to be rich in culture bound terms and intimate register.

Data collection method of the research is watching films, collecting utterances with culture bound terms and or intimate register and comparing them with its English subtitles. So the data is collected through observation method and as the final step, the utterances found in the movies were classified as issues confronted by subtitle writers have faced and as the strategies they have used or could have used to entertain the target audience by providing an accurate and effective output.

Discussion

In this core part of the research, the data gathered will be analyzed and results are broadly discussed. As it was mentioned, the data are categorized under six strategy method proposed by Diaz Cintas and Remael (2007). The researchers have analyzed the strategies used in the selected subtitles of the selected seven films and categorized under the above mentioned strategy. The researchers observed that the subtitle writers were dealing with many issues regarding culture bound terms and intimate registers and however most of the subtitle writers have attempted the below six strategies to get rid of those issues. Thus under the discussion part those strategies employed will be discussed with examples taken from the selected films.

The first technique introduced by Diaz Cintas and Ramael (2007) is “Calque”. The term calque or loan translation refers to the case where the translator imitates in his translation, the structure or manner of expression of the source text (ST). In the film “Deewara Diyani” (දීවර සියනි) which has fully focused on fisheries, the cultural phrase of the ST “Atha Kaduna wage” (අත්තක හගේ) has been replaced by the term “crippled”. Here the equivalent is not the same as the source subtitling, but carries the message. Similarly in the film “Stuthi Nawatha Enna” (ස්තූතියි නැවත එන්න) the literary culture bound phrase “Ahasa minissunta ochcham karanakota” (අහස් මිනිසුන්ට ආච්චම් කරනකාට) is translated as “when the sky ridicules people”, “katu attaka ellenna balanne” (කටු අත්තක එල්ගෙන් උව) as “try to cling to even a branch of thrones” and “Daivaya tawa dorak arinne na” (උවයා ආ අරින්ගන් උව) as “destiny won't open another door”. Here though the taste of the ST phrase has loosen, the accuracy of the message is preserved. Here the target language borrows an expression but translates literally its elements. This way quite clears that the selected films have effectively used calque as one of their effective strategies.

Transposition or shift as Catford called reflects the grammatical change that occurs in translation from Source Language (SL) to Target Language (TL). In Transposition, the ST cultural items are subtitled into equivalent TT cultural concepts. The TT item may not be equivalent to the ST item, yet it sounds culturally acceptable in the TL. There are many transposition strategies employed in the subtitling of selected films. In the film “Machan” (මචං) the colloquial term “hujja” (හුජ්ජ) is translated as “piss” and the term “sudda” (සුද්ා) is translated as “white man”. In the film “Akasa Kusum” (ආකාස් කුසුම්) the term “pataw” (ප෗ව්) is translated as “children”. In “Anantha Rathriya” (අනන්ත රාත්‍රිය) the terms “Appo” (අපෝ) and “keli” (කැලි) are
translated as master and daughter. Similarly in the film “Deewara Diyani” (දියණි ආදිවර), the terms “Mariyawa” (මරියාව) and “suddhek kelawenawa” (සුද්ධේක කෙලවෙනව) are translated accurately as “storm”. In the film “Shthuthi Nawatha Enna”, the term “Kiri sappaya” (කිරි නපාය) and “maddumaya” (මාදුමයා) are translated as “baby” and “second fellow”. So what the subtitle writers have done is since that culture bound terms and intimate registers do not have direct equivalents, they have been translated as culturally acceptable versions.

The next strategy is explication where the subtitle writer has made an effort to translate the untranslatable linguistic units comprehensible and accessible to the target audience by describing them. In the film “Shthuthi Nawatha Enna” (ස්තූතියි නවතා අන්න), the unique cultural and a term in folklore “mahadana muttage katha” (මහාදානා පොතටගේ කත) is something which is familiar only to the target audience thus when replacing the phrase, the subtitle writer has used “some interesting stories” which describes or explains the terms. Similarly, the terms “Wessanthara Jathaka” (වසස්ථනර යතක) since it is only appealing to the target audience they are replaced by “theatre dramas”. This is also considered as a good example for the strategy of generalization.

Cultural adaptation can be divided into three groups as, Limited UniversalizationAbsolute Universalization and Cultural Substitution or Naturalization. In adaptation, the translator changes the content and form of the ST in a way that conforms to the rules of the target language and culture. In the selected seven films the above three types of adaptation can be seen. In Limited Universalization, a subtitle replaces an ST culture bound term with another term in the TT culture which is more common. In the film “Machang” (මච්ං), the phrase “yana tanakata yamuko rattaran” (යාන මතකට අයමුක රත්තරන්) is translated as “Can’t live without you”. When talking of Absolute Universalization, a subtitle replaces the SL culture bound term with a neutral term in the TL. For example in the film “Iramadiyama” (ඉරමාදියම), the term “Bibila” (බිබිල) is translated as “far” which is accessible to the target audience. In the last one, which is Cultural Substitution, a subtitle replaces the SL culture bound term with the TL culture bound term. For example in the film “Machang” (මච්ං) the terms “kelawenawa” (කෙලවෙනව) is replaced by “fucked up” and in the film “Shthuthi Nawatha Enna” (ස්තූතියි නවතා අන්න), the colloquial phrase, “suddhek wage inna thibuna” (සුද්ධේක වඩාරි ගෙතු නිර්ණය) is replaced as “can live like a king” which is a familiar expression in the target culture.

In using the strategy of Generalization, the subtitle writer decides to use a hyponym. In the film “Shthuthi Nawatha Enna” (ස්තූතියි නවතා අන්න), the local symbol to show disgust “tuu vitharak” (තුළී විතරක) is subtitled as “nonsense”. The last strategy, loan is particularly used when SL names are translated in to the TL. In the film “Shthuthi Nawatha enna” (ස්තූතියි නවතා අන්න) the culture bound terms like “Nivan” (නිවන), “Siddhartha” (සිද්ධාර්ථ), “Yatadola” (යටගෛළ) have been transliterated. So it is proved that in the selected films, six strategy method proposed by Diaz Cintas and Remael (2007) is used to tackle with culture bound terms and intimate register.

Though it is evident that the subtitle writers have used all the six strategies when translating culture bound terms and intimate registers, the frequency of using the six strategies vary. When subtitling the twenty six utterances, the strategy that has been mostly used is Transposition. The particular strategy has been used in 10 utterances. Calque, explication, cultural adaptation, generalization and loan
translation have appeared in 05,03,05,01 and 03 utterances respectfully.

**Conclusion**

To conclude, in this study the researcher mainly aimed at examining the challenges the subtitle writers have confronted and the strategies they have used or could have used to overcome these challenges while subtitling the intimate registers and culture bound terms which appeared in these seven selected Sinhalese films. To analyse the strategies, the research has used Diaz Cintas and Ramael's 'six strategy method'(2007). The result of the study observed that the 'six strategies' proposed by Diaz Cintas and Ramael(2007) have been used in subtitling by the subtitle writers as strategies in order to overcome the challenges they confronted. Mostly in the selected films, when translating twenty seven utterances, the subtitle writers have used the strategy of transposition whereas only one utterance has been translated by using the technique of generalization. Further to this, besides successful subtitles, this study examined a number of serious errors and mistranslations subtitle writers have made while subtitling the intimate registers and culture bound contexts which made it difficult to meet the expectations of the target audience. The research further encourages executing more researches on the discipline of Subtitling to investigate more possible strategies that can be employed to deal with the intimate registers and culture bound contexts appear in the films.
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Abstract: The Glass ceiling is one of the foremost compelling metaphors, which is used to analyse the imbalance between male and female workers within the work environment. The purpose of this study is to understand the glass ceiling factors affecting on women’s career development in Sri Lankan construction industry. The study aims to get a good understanding of the underrepresentation of females in top management positions and the reluctance to cultivate their professional careers in the industry. To accomplish the objective both qualitative and quantitative research approaches were used. By means of quantitative analysis, a structured questionnaire was distributed among a sample consisting of 53 female middle managers. The results of regression analysis discovered individual factors, and gender stereotype has positively affected the career development while family responsibilities do not have a significant influence on career development. The findings reveal that some of the barriers mentioned in the literature are prevalent in the Sri Lankan context except family responsibilities. For qualitative analysis, five lady senior managers in the construction industry were interviewed. According to their perception organizational culture, social-cultural factors and environmental factors are the significant factors which affect the career development of women. The study findings further offer some strategies to break those glass ceiling factors in an organizational context as well as personal characteristics. The company should give more opportunities for female employees. Apart from that people must individually have a thirst for developing their professional careers, and they must be willing to take risks and always think out of the box.
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Introduction

Males and the females are the pillars of the society, without considering the equal participation of them in all domains of life there is no significant growth. Since the Stone Age females have been contributing to the social-economical life with males, but considerably less labour force (Sadaquat, M.B., & Quarr-tul-ain, A.S., 2010). In the past, people thought that woman ought to act as a full time housewife and takes care of her family rather than being a portion of the labour force. This understanding has changed considerably over the years as ladies have shown their capability in skills and knowledge to men (Domenico, D.M., & Jones, K.H, 2006). Meyerson (2001) also highlighted that in past men were treated as the monetary suppliers while women were seen as domestic guardians and caretakers. Only a
few or no women allowed to enter the business world and let alone to hold managerial positions. That is why the industry is dominated and run by men (Meyerson, 2001).

International Labour Organization (2018) recorded that the female labour force participation rate is only 47.88%. (ILO, 2018). In Sri Lanka, the female population is above fifty per cent of the total population, but their contribution to the workforce is only 33.6% as of 2018. Also noted that economically inactive people is about 7.8 million and the majority are females (74.1% ). According to the Sri Lanka Labour Force Survey Annual Report (2018), out of 74.1% economically inactive females are engaged in housework and, it is more than 60%.

Although the number of female entry into the labour force has slightly improved, they get significantly lower wages compared to men (Tinklin, T., Croxford, L., Ducklin, A., & Frame, B., 2005). Society looks down to discriminate the women by thinking they are only skilled to fulfil the lower managerial position (Rashid, A.M., Bakar, A.R., Asimiran, S. & Loh, P.T., 2009). In many countries in the world, women have a good rate of entering primary schools and universities. However, they are not getting equal openings at higher levels of establishments (Wentling, R. M., 2003). In (ILO, 2016) also reported that even though there is an important improvement in women’s education in past years, it has not been translated into similar advancement in the working industry where gender inequality exists.

According to Grant Thornton (2012), there was only twenty-one per cent of senior management position are universally held by ladies in both private as well as the listed businesses (Thorton, 2012). So it is vital to understand why females under presented in senior management positions in the organizations (Hoobler, J. M., Wayne, S. J., & Lemmon, G., 2009). Grant (2017) again highlighted that internationally, 1 in 4 senior points is currently seized by a woman and compared to 2016 it is a slight increment, but apart from that number of businesses with zero women in senior positions also gone up. The report reveals that only 1% of women in top management category has climbed from 2016 to 2017 (24% in 2016 and 25% in 2017) and at the same time quantity of organizations with zero female input into management has also risen at the same rate (from 33% in 2016 to 34% in 2017).

The construction industry is globally considered as one of the key contributors to the national economy. This applies to the Sri Lankan construction industry too. According to the Central Bank Annual Report (2018), the contribution of Sri Lanka’s construction industry to the country’s GDP was 6.8% in 2018. The construction industry in Sri Lanka reflects an upward drift, because of the post struggle.

Typically a construction industry is a masculine industry and female have been going steadily towards occupations, professionals and managerial jobs which were reserved for men previously. Despite this welcome, there are only very few ladies who hold higher management positions in the construction industry. It is created that ladies are stood up by noteworthy barriers to joining the industry and as well as to reach the senior positions in the organizations.

The study was conducted to obtain the following objectives. “To find out the key glass ceiling factors affecting on women carrier development”, “To determine how Individual factors, Family responsibilities and Gender Stereotype impact the career advancement of middle management female employee in the construction industry, and finally “To determine how the construction industry impact the career advancement of middle management female employee in the construction industry.”
industry” and, “To find out the strategies to overcome the above factors”. The review was done by choosing 6 key construction companies which are holding the membership of “Major Constructors of Sri Lanka” (MCSL) Association. It was found that a very low proportion of women (12.7%) reported being occupied in the construction industry. There is a distinguished difference in the top-level female managers in the industry. Percentage breakdown of male and female in senior management category is 95.3% and 4.7% respectively. Sri Lankan Labour Demand survey in 2017 stated that when considering the occupational group there is only 5.5% of managers are in the construction industry. Here the manager group contains chief executives, corporate managers, and managers who developed and coordinate strategies and activities of the organizations. Generally, they are in the higher management category. All others are middle and lower flat employees. Such as engineers, lawyers, economists (Sri Lanka Labour Demand Survey, 2017). The objective of this survey is to get better thoughtful of the factors that affect women career development in the industry.

**Literature Review**

The objective of this survey is to get better thoughtful of the factors that affect women career development in the industry. The study was reinforced by many theories and models which provide clarification of the blockades to women career progression.

**Theoretical Literature Review**

The ”Gender role theory” states that convictions be in the society regarding the roles that are suitable for every sexual orientation and males and females are need to have or develop the features steady with the one’s relegated part (Wood, 2008). “Social cognitive theory on the individual characteristic” by Browns and Hackett in 1987 recognizes the collaboration of individual attributes, exterior nature variables, behaviour in career development. The theory emphasises on the impact of self-efficacy convictions and results desired on targets and behaviours (Stitt-Gohdes, 1997). Behavioural difference between male and females are described in the ‘Social Role Theory‘ which was developed in 1980 (Eagly, 1987). As per the theory, the behaviour happens due to gender stereotype, that means the typical roles related to gender (Strodbeck, F. L. & Mann, R. D, 1956). The Feminism Theory was trying to lighten the sexual discrepancies and the overthrow of ladies. By this theory, it is trying to reach the generous and endorsement of women through the present scheme in a good way. This encounter all practice of favouritism. Generally, people think through that female worry with the stuff which are not grave and reduce affinity to sensitive answers rather than views. Generally females help men and are not good in the decision making. So according to the Feminist Liberal Theory, there is a high requirement for gender equality in financial, political and societal development (Korda, 1974). According to the theory of “Reproduction of labour”, that females are adopted to the traditional roles, may expect the irregular and smaller patterns. They have fewer ambitions when compared with a male colleague. So it is the main reason that only a few females are upgraded their career to managerial level. This reflects organizational discrimination practices. They are discrimination when appointing, upgrading and other enlargement stages. Selection and development will depend on socialization. According to the pipeline theory, there is a women shortage in the pipeline. This means there is no sufficient qualified females are available to grand top executive positions. According to Mariani (2008), male and female do not come to the pipeline in the equal root. Opportunities
that males can get is higher than the females’ chances.

**Empirical Literature Review**

The glass ceiling concept begins to present in 1986, through the journal called Wall Street Journal and after that this concept was very quickly incorporated (Jackson, J.F.L. & O’Callaghan, E.M, 2009). Glass ceiling is a figure of speech which tells the unseen, unpredictable and artificial barriers which stop female or people of colours from progressing the corporate path to higher positions (Federal Glass Ceiling Commission, 1995). It reflects the social and economic gender imbalance (Wirth, 2001). Glass Ceiling index “Glazenplafind – index” which can measure the thickness of glass ceiling was created by De Olde and Slinkman (De Olde, C. & Slinkman, E., 1999). This can measure the potential for upper functional level. Here the Glass ceiling = 100 x (b – a)/b, a stand for upper functional level and b stand for the lower level of the functionality. If the final result is too high, thicker the glass ceiling.

According to Anderson (2007) profession development is a permanent behavioural process and impact individually which hints to select the profession, formation of career design, decision-making pattern, character combination, self and career uniqueness (Anderson, 2007). Watts (2004) also stated that career development as a constant process of movement through every day learning and working (Watts, 2004). Another study by Adekola (2011) also said that career development as a lifetime process that consists of approaches or behaviour that take place in a person’s work-life to complete career goals (Adekola, 2011).

According to John (2013), in general women are less self-confident which indicate the minimum risk-taking and very careful in career picks. Furthermore, the author pointed out that they must educate to show themself unquestionably and recognise that their qualities are similar to male partners. The author too noticed women have minimum desired and ambitions (Johns, 2013). Williams and Cuddy (2012), stated that in the event if the women bearing a child, will reduce their chances by 79 per cent and she is fifty per cent as likely to be advanced as an infertile woman (Williams, J.C. & Cuddy, A.J.C., 2012). Furthermore, the income level of the person who is having children is 2 to 11 per cent less than women without children (Kmec, 2011).

Wilson in 2013, focused out there is a high possibility to give up the job due to some family matters. Anyway, it shows that women turnover rate is highly affected due to the dissatisfaction of the openings for progression, not due to family responsibilities (Wilson, 2013).

Gender Stereotype is generally backing the out-dated sex roles, and linked to the surrounding culture (Wood, 2008). Abdallah & Kartin, 2010 highlighted that stereotype states the suitability of various professions for male and females. Women are measured as caretakers, homemakers and maintenance of relationships, whereas males are breadwinners and leaders (Abdallah, M., & Kartin, O.M., 2010).

**Methodology and Experimental Design**

This section articulates the study philosophy underpinning the research as well as the techniques and strategies applied.

**A.Methodology**

1) **Research design:** This is a scientific study which includes answering the research questions, which includes planning and execution. The researchers used mixed research design consisted with both qualitative and quantitative approaches. To measure the relationship and impact of
variables, quantitative method was used. Furthermore, a structured questionnaire was used for this investigation. Qualitative data enlarges the fruitfulness of the mathematical data while fulfilling the objectives of, to investigate the key factors distressing on women carrier advancement and to find out the strategies to overcome those factors. The study population in this regard comprised all female workers in middle management category attached to the construction industry in Sri Lanka. The size of the population had to be estimated since there is an unavailability of published data about the total numbers of middle-level female employees attached to the construction industry. The study focused on the major six construction companies in Sri Lanka. The six chosen companies are the biggest and most inspiring companies in the industry and it is a realistic illustration of the whole construction industry. Hence the projected population of middle-level female employees in the construction industry is 60. Primary data were collected through structured questionnaire and in-depth interviews based on six major private construction companies. As recommended by previous researchers, if the estimated population for the study is known and limited, all elements in the population could be used for the study (Krejcie and Morgan, 1970). Thus, a sample of 52 middle-level females who are working in the construction industry were selected for the questionnaire to be given (Krejcie and Morgan, 1970). Based on the research objectives and hypotheses developed, a conceptual model was constructed (Figure 1). Accordingly, a structured questionnaire was developed to collect the data for its main variables. A purposive sample of 05 women managers representing higher level management category of those companies were choosen. For them, the researchers developed a comprehensive interview guide in order to get their in-depth opinion on remaining objectives of the study.

II) Measurements: The structured questionnaire consists of two main sections. Section 1 of the questionnaire gathered respondents’ background information such as marital status, age, level of education. Section 2 consist of four parts. Part 1 consists of eight opinions on personal/individual characteristics that hinder the career advancement of women (e.g. hesitate to take up promotion opportunities, unable to gain credibility from others, do not have enough professional qualifications, no clear idea on future career goals etc.). Part 2 of the questionnaire asked the opinion on eight obstacles on family responsibilities that hinder career advancement. (e.g. difficult to balance the family affairs and job responsibilities, guilty of not spending enough time with family, breaks in employment due to maternity leave etc.). Part 3 comprised questions on gender stereotype which asked respondents theirs on eight items which hinder career advancement. (e.g. organization does not promote to higher positions because of a woman, man has higher chance to get promotion, appraisal and incentive systems favour men, perception of that women should not be headed over men etc.). All the items in Part 1, 2 and 3 in Section 2 are based on Nchabira’s (2013) and Lun et al.’s (2012) developed measurements. Measuring items for the factors which contribute to the career advancement of women were adopte from Afza, et al.’s (2008). Factor 1: “how the appearance of a woman contributes the career advancement?” was measured by four items (e.g being a single omen rather than married, being physically attractive spending more time in the workplace, being younger than older women). Factor 2: “how the attitude towards organization
contributes the career advancement?” was measured by using three items (e.g. being cooperative and non-threatening towards others, express the interest in high stake, challenging and visible assignments, having higher education and membership in professional organizations). Factor 3: “how the career-focused contributes the career advancement?” was measured by using 4 items (e.g. willingness to take the business risks, being entrepreneurial and taking initiatives, having the right connections with top management and decision-makers, having specialized training and a variety of work experiences). Factor 4: “how the family support contributes the career advancement?” was measured by using two items (e.g. having a supportive husband or family members, balancing work home demand more effectively). All the variables considered in the study were measured by five-point Likert Scale which ranges from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5). The questionnaire was in English medium and the web-based questionnaire was directed to the middle-level female employees in the selected 6 companies. There was no need of translating the questionnaire as the respondents were professionals and were able to understand the English Language sufficiently. In addition, an interview guide was prepared with semi-structured and open-ended questions. Five interviews were conducted on one to one basis among the researcher and a single participant, so the interviewee was able to answer the topic freely.

III) Data Analysis: quantitative data were analyzed using SPSS software version 20.0 at 0.05 alpha levels. Both descriptive as well as the inferential statistical analysis methods such as correlation and multiple regression were adopted. To test reliability and validity, factor analysis and Cronbach's alpha (upper 0.70) for the internal consistency were done. In terms of construct validity, the cutoff for item loading on factor was 0.50. Qualitative data were analyzed using thematic analysis. Cronbach’s Alpha test was used to measure the internal consistency of the measurements (Sekaran, 2003). According to the values reflected in past research and the newly found values in the study are almost identical as of Table 1. Hence the selected reliability of these factors were acceptable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Cronbach's alpha Value</th>
<th>Cronbach's alpha Value</th>
<th>Cronbach's alpha Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source: Developed for Research purpose</td>
<td>Source : (Nchabira, 2013)</td>
<td>Source : (Keenawina, 2015)</td>
<td>(researchers developed values)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Factors</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Responsibilities</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Stereotype</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women Career Development</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Experimental Design

Previous research in organizational studies indicated considerable factors which determine women career development. However, in this study, researchers mainly focused on major significant factors such as individual factors, family responsibilities and gender stereotype. A conceptual model has been developed after reviewing empirical studies on how these factors predict women career development. Figure
Figure 2: Conceptual Model
Source: Developed for Research purpose

I) Individual factors and Women Career Development: According to John (2013), women are less self-confident which indicate the minimum risk-taking and very careful in career picks. She has pointed out that they must educate to show themself unquestionably and recognise that their qualities are similar to male partners. She too noticed women have minimum desired and ambitions (Johns, 2013). Williams and Cuddy, 2012 stated that in the event if the women bearing a child, will reduce their chances by 79 per cent and she is fifty per cent as likely to be advanced as an infertile woman (Williams, J.C. & Cuddy, A.J.C., 2012). Furthermore, the income level of the person who is having children is 2 to 11 per cent less than women without children (Kmec, 2011). Because of the responsibilities that women have at home and the pressure of work, their stress level has increased and it has a high impact of the success (Schneer, J.A. & Reitman, F., 2002). Thus, researchers propose:

**H1.** There is a significant relationship between individual factors and women career development in construction industry.

II) Family Responsibilities and Women Career Development: Career development of females is connected with family responsibilities, which may reduce the openings for the career plan (Wolffinger et al, 2008). The study observed that widespread of family responsibilities, structure, and work-family conflicts, the number of children are the significant factors for the development (Cross, 2009). Wilson in 2013, focused out there is a high possibility to give up the job due to some family matters. Anyway it shows that women turnover rate is highly affected due to the dissatisfaction of the openings for progression, not due to the family responsibilities (Wilson, 2013). Thus, researchers posit:

**H2.** There is a significant relationship between family responsibilities and women career development in construction industry.

III) Gender Steretype and Women Career Development: Gender stereotype is normally backing the out-dated sex roles, and linked to the surrounding culture (Wood, 2008). Abdallah & Kartin, 2010 highlighted that stereotype states the suitability of various professions for male and females. Women are measured as caretakers, homemakers and maintenance of relationships, whereas males are breadwinners and leaders (Abdallah, M., & Kartin, O.M., 2010). Gender stereotype generalizes to apply a critical impact in key ranges of career advancement of women. The stereotype is detailed to be instrumental in looming the section of ladies into management level when managerial roles are seen as more suitable for men focusing “think manager think male” (Lyness, K., & Heiman, M., 2006). Thus, researchers propose:

**H3.** There is a significant relationship between gender stereotype and women career development in construction industry.
Results

All questionnaires were reviewed and found 100 percent response rate as a result researchers obtained 52 valid responses. According to the data recorded in Table 2 for Kolmogorov – Smirnov (K-S test) and Shapiro Wilk statistics significance levels for all four variables are above the threshold of 0.05 level. Thus, it was considered as all the factors are normally distributed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>KMO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Factors</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Responsibilities</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Stereotype</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women Career Development</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the employees’ statistic characteristics and individual highlights are examined, it is seen that majority (52.8%) of the middle management level females are in the mid category while 18.9% are in the top category. This 18.9% of employees are the people whose next stage will be the senior managerial level. The researchers found that most of the employees are married which contribute 77.4%, while 22.6 % are single. Study reveals that 54.7% of females have children under 18 years and 45.3% are without children. This may generally be credited to the truth that numerous women these days delay in setting down the career progress. The findings show that 3.8% of women employees in the industry have a doctoral degree or above, 24.5% of the people had a Masters degree while 28.3% had a diploma. Here the percentage of the Bachelor degree is the dominant group in the Education category (43.4%). Findings show that women in the middle management level are highly educated and qualified, as more than 70% are attained a bachelor’s degree and above.
The respondents were inquired to demonstrate the time period with their particular company and also to indicate the period in the current position. The sample description revealed that most of the respondents (52.8%) were held in the least tenure of practice in the same company that was up to 5 years. The next level of 39.6% of respondents stated their job experience in the company from 6 to 10 years.
years. Besides that, 7.6% had 11 to 15 years of history in the relevant company. Apart from that findings showed that majority of the respondent, 29 out of 53 (54.7%) are worked in their current position for the period of 1 to 3 years. In addition, 32.1% are performing in the same position for 4 to 6 years while 9.4% are in 7 to 9 years of range. Moreover, 2 respondent did not change their position for the period exceeding 10 years.

Prior to testing the hypotheses the reliability and convergent and discriminant validity were tested. Table 4 depicts that all the Cronbach’s alpha values for variables excluding “Attitude variable” are above the accepted threshold of 0.7 (Hair, J.F. Jr, Anderson, R.E., Tatham, R.L. and Black, W.C., 1998). So the internal consistency of factors is at an acceptable level. Similarly, all the loadings were higher than the normal threshold level of 0.45 (Comrey, A. L., & Lee, H. B, 1992). Here the average variance extracted (AVE), which reflect the total amount of variance in the indicators accounted were in the range of between 0.498 and 0.549. Notably not every Average Variance Extracted was exceeded the recommended level of 0.5 (Hair, J.F. Jr, Anderson, R.E., Tatham, R.L. and Black, W.C., 1998). Similarly, the composite reliability (CR) were also exceeded the recommended level of 0.7 (Hair, J. F., Anderson, R. E., Tatham, R. L., & Black, W.C., 1998).

Each variable had a greater square root of AVE compared to the correlation within and with other variables. Table 5 shows that all the variables have met the criteria of discriminant validity (Fornell, C., & Larcker, D. F., 1981).

### Table 5: Discriminant Validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV - Individual Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV - Family Responsibilities</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV - Gender Stereotype</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV - Women Career Development</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Source: Developed for research purpose

As presented in Table 6, there is a moderate positive relationship exists in between individual factors and the women career development (r=0.399**, p < 0.01). Also it was noted that the relationship among gender stereotype and women career development has a moderate positive relationship (r=0.409**, p < 0.01). Furthermore, there is a very weak positive association between family responsibilities and women career development (r=0.097, p < 0.01).

### Table 6: Means, Standard Deviations and Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Individual Factors</td>
<td>2.535</td>
<td>.57092</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Family Responsibilities</td>
<td>2.945</td>
<td>.73768</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gender Stereotype</td>
<td>2.919</td>
<td>.74481</td>
<td>.249</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Women Career Development</td>
<td>3.919</td>
<td>.39642</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>.399</td>
<td>.097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2 tailed)

Source: Developed for research purpose

As presented in Table 6, there is a moderate positive relationship exists in between individual factors and the women career development (r=0.399**, p < 0.01). Also it was noted that the relationship among gender stereotype and women career development has a moderate positive relationship (r=0.409**, p < 0.01). Furthermore, there is a very weak positive association between family responsibilities and women career development (r=0.097, p < 0.01).
Table 7 Results of Hypotheses Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>.399</td>
<td>.36713</td>
<td>3.103</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.39839</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>.488</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>.36528</td>
<td>3.201</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed for research purpose

Table 7 reports the results of regression analyses on women career development. The multiple regression coefficient of all the independent variables with the dependent variable was 0.520 (R value) in this study. However, the R square value is only 0.27 which means only 27% is explained by the variance of the glass ceiling factors (all independent variables in the model). Hence it can be said that other barriers have 73% effect on women career development. However, the overall model was significant with sig. 0.001 (F value = 6.054, p < 0.001). Furthermore, regression analyses in the overall model show that only two predictors were statistically significant at p< 0.05. They are, Individual factors and gender stereotype which show statistically significant results of .003 and .002 respectively. Whereas the family responsibilities (P-value is 0.433) are not significantly affect career development. Furthermore, the standardized coefficient (Beta) values for the individual factor and gender stereotype are 0.376 and 0.322 respectively which indicate theses two factors nearly have an equal effect on women career development while family responsibilities has a negative and weak impact (Beta = -0.113) on career development.

As shown in Table 7, regression results for the effect on WCD by the individual factors (Beta = 0.399, p < 0.01) shows there is a significant impact of individual factors on WCD. Thus, Hypothesis one (H1) can be accepted. Hypothesis two (H2) suggests that there is a significant relationship between family responsibilities and women career development in the construction industry. However, regression results for the effect on WCD by the family responsibilities illustrates -0.97 of standardized Beta value at a significant level of 0.488. Thus, the results indicates that there is no significant relationship between family responsibilities and WCD. Finally, it is observed that there is a significant relationship between gender stereotype and women career development. Its Beta value is 0.409 (p< 0.01), which leads to accept the Hypothesis three (H3). Through the interviews with the decision-makers of the companies, some major reasons were revealed and they were identified as main themes which show obstructions for women career upward. According to the results of Thematic analysis, main themes included “Organizational culture, Social Cultural factors, and Environmental factors” of career obstructions.

Respondent 1: Organizational Culture

“Structure and the culture of our organization do not favour the expanded commitment and contribution from females, as enrolments, promotional and the salary increment policies is in favour of men over women.”

Respondent 2: Social Cultural factors

“I experience a few challenges which have influenced my advance in work such as the perception of the society towards ladies, in spite of working hard, women are not qualifies always. Men are way better than them, lack of giving training facilities, workshops, and the participation of overseas conferences”
Respondent 1: Environmental factors

“Here the construction sector is a male dominated industry, so there is no many female partners or the leaders to empower women to reach higher level of management.”

Organizational leaders’ believe that women’s quality of work is not up to the required level due to the lack of efficiency, high rate of leave-taking, minimum interest on development and poor understanding of the instructions. Under social-cultural factors, gender stereotype is one of the foremost critical impediments to women get to authority positions. The interviewees highlighted that there are some individual characteristics such as persistence and commitment which considered as more important to overcome career development. Furthermore, organizational context and culture plays an important role to break the glass ceiling effect which is different from organization to organization.

Respondent 2: Personal Characteristics

“I do not want to sit back and wait, I’m quite hunger for my own success so I always try to push myself out of the box”

Respondent 3: Personal Characteristics

“I learned what I needed to learn and developed the required skills to suit the senior managerial level. I didn’t want to rush in the position. It took me long period to come to this level ”

Respondent 1: Organizational Context

“Company can combined women and men qualities to gain more to the company. While incorporating the family friendly policies.”

Discussion and Conclusion

The study aimed to gain a good understanding of the female under-representation of top management position and the disinclination of women to grasp the top managerial positions in the Sri Lankan construction industry. The research questions underpinning this study were, what are the key glass ceiling factors which hinder the women career advancement, how Individual factors, Family responsibilities and Gender Stereotype impact the career advancement of middle management female employee in the construction industry, and how to overcome those factors that hinder the women career advancement? Previous studies found various factors affecting on women career development in construction field globally but comparatively less attention has been given to the Sri Lankan context. Thus, this study fills the research gap in the literature of women career development in the construction industry, Sri Lanka. The study concluded that a number of females in the construction industry are comparatively low as the industry is male-dominated. Women under-representation in the managerial category in all classes could result in limiting the entrance to the industry. In addition, the absence of role models is another factor which hinders the moral. Results show that a significant number of factors which influence women career progression including attitudes, gender stereotype, rewards promotions, lack of training, work-family balance, geographical factors and lack of confidence. The most common point that every respondent highlighted was the organizational culture. To overcome this matter the management can incorporate proper policy decisions. Secondly cultural beliefs such as negative perception and negative attitudes towards the female leaders. Thirdly some external environmental factors related to the industry may affect the female to leave the industry. According to the findings in quantitative analysis, there was a significant positive impact of individual factors on women career development, and
also between gender stereotype and women career development. Apart from that, it was noted that there is no significant impact of family responsibilities on women career development. Furthermore, to overcome the identified glass ceiling factors, there are some strategies to develop in both at organizational level as well as by individuals themselves. More professional training development programs should be provided to middle-level female managers and also the company can assign some family-friendly supportive working environment, networking and some mentoring program to the female employees. Dedication and passion for success would help female employees to overcome those barriers by themselves.
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Abstract: Talent management practices are one of the inspiring aspects in ultra-modern stage’s HRM practices. Prevailing conceptual confusions can be observed due to ambiguities in the underlining concepts called “Talent” and “Talent Management”. Different global manufacturing and service industries are operating numerous talent management practices. There are two key objectives of this research, and the archival method was adopted by the researchers. The systematic reviewing process has covered empirical research on talent, talent management and talent management practices, which has been published between 1990 and 2019 in academic journals and published books. Based on the “objective approach” talent was defined as the multiplication of three main characteristics of people; competence, commitment and contribution. Based on the ‘subjective approach’, talent may be exclusive or inclusive or a combination of both. Thus, “Talent” was considered as an elite subset of the organization’s population or entire employees of an organization. Talent Management was defined as a collection of functions, practices and activities categorized into talent acquisition, talent development, talent retention, career management and succession management of talent pool and talent generically in implementing the business strategies in fruitful mode. It was identified that, the global manufacturing industries, namely cement manufacturing, steel case manufacturing, coal and mining industry, energy; automotive and service sectors, namely healthcare, hospitality, fast food service, banking, education, telecommunication and IT services are operating numerous talent management practices in attracting, acquiring, developing and retaining high performing talents. Talent acquisition, talent development, talent retention, career management and succession management are the key identified talent management practices in global contexts.

Keywords: Talent management practices, Talent, Global contexts

Introduction

The concept “Talent Management Practices” is one of the inspiring aspects in ultra-modern stage’s Human Resource Management (HRM) practices. Talent management is a “blistering fresh topic” for the Human Resource (HR) practitioners and HR managers in their excessive involvement in organizational HR activities. Effective talent management involves driving of the business goals and objectives successfully while having a rewarding organizational “talent pool”. In the world, business entities are trying their level best to hire the people who can be reflected as an asset for them, specifically dealing with the talent management practices (Maurya and Agarwal, 2017). Further, the significance of talent management practices has been extensively accredited by both the scholars and HR practitioners in the world (Bjorkman and Makela, 2013; Hartmann et al, 2010; Thunnissen, 2016; Khoreva et al., 2016). The concept termed “Talent Management Practices” is established
primarily consisting with two significant underlying concepts called “Talent” and “Talent Management”. Nevertheless, prevailing conceptual confusions can be observed throughout the literature, due to having existing ambiguities to the underlying concepts called “Talent” and “Talent Management”. Although the concept of talent management was rising popularity over a decade of period with the debating nature, the construct of talent management had conceptual confusion and there was a severe deficiency of clarity on its definition, the scope and the overall goal (Lewis & Heckman, 2006; Tansley et al., 2007; Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013). When it comes to the first underlying concept called, “Talent Management”, an inherent ambiguity to the concept can be observed, because of the insufficient operationalization of the underlying construct called “Talent” (Garrow and Hirsh, 2008; Lewis and Heckman, 2006; Reilly, 2008; Tansley et al., 2007; Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013). Though, the concept called “Talent” has not been visibly defined. In evidencing that, in the numerous research articles on talent management (such as, Collings and Mellahi, 2009; O’Reilly and Pfeffer, 2000) and numerous books (such as Cappelli, 2008; Lawler, 2008) the “Talent” as a fundamental construct is taken for approved and hence is not defined openly (Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013).

All over the research history HR specialists and academics from numerous regions throughout worldwide discovered the talent management practices related to diverse industries. There is a tendency to be a discrepancy between the intended and actual talent management practices and immensely experienced particularly in Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) of the hospitality industry where there is a lack of resources, time and HR initiatives (Chung and Annunzio-Green, 2018). Currently, diverse talent management practices are operated by the HR practitioners in different levels. According to Sutherland et al. (2002) in this extremely competitive market, only attracting and recruiting talents to the business establishments are not enough, because there is a high risk of losing them to the competitors, which is reflected as a severe threat to the progress of the organizations. However, every single establishment is practicing numerous set of strategies in ending this challenging condition. Talent management practices are operated in numerous business industries in different manner and different levels. After having a keen exploration of the prevailing literature, it was recognized that, different global manufacturing and service industries are operating numerous talent management practices in attracting, acquiring, developing and retaining high performing talents specifically in achieving the organizational goals and objectives in fruitful mode. For instance, the service sectors namely, healthcare, hospitality, fast food service, banking, education, telecommunication and IT services have been identified of functioning diverse talent management practices. Along with, the manufacturing industries namely, cement manufacturing, steel case manufacturing, coal and mining industry, energy and automotive also have been identified of operating varied industry specific talent management practices in achieving the business goals and objectives in successful manner.

With this view, there are two key objectives in this exploratory study. The first objective is to resolve the existing conceptual confusions to the variable “Talent Management Practices” and to develop the working definitions for the underlying concepts called, “Talent” and “Talent Management”. Afterward, the second objective is to explore the different “Talent
Management Practices” operated in numerous global contexts including both manufacturing and service sectors.

**Literature Review**

In the talent management exploration history in year 1997, McKinsey and Company, which is a leading consultancy firm in United States of America (USA) coined the term titled "War for Talent" in response to the shortage of the skilled workers in the market place (Chambers et al., 1998). In view of that, the concept called, talent management was initially invented within USA as a finding of McKinsey and Company's 1997 survey study (Chambers et al., 1998). According to Collings and Mellahi (2009), talent management practices accomplish the necessity for organizations to encounter the future desires specifically for the high-potential organizational human capital.

Bjorkman and Makela (2013) revealed that, talent management practices can be defined as the demanding assignments which enlarge the capacity of the organizational high-potential employees in performing the universal leadership roles in future. However, the deficiency of effective talent management practices could lead to unsuccessful assignments and noteworthy financial costs (Yan et al., 2002), or else this leads to high-potential employees organization shying away from the developmental high-risk activities (Bjorkman and Makela, 2013). Numerous research displays that, the business establishments normally practice roughly the convergent, nevertheless divergent, talent management practices (Stahl et al., 2012). Accordingly, although the HR managers are not particularly aware of the talent management terminology, in truth most of them have already “talent management practices” in their place (Valverde et al., 2013). Likewise, the talent management practices are considered as the priority practices extensively used by many business entities particularly for the development of the high-potential employees (Hartmann et al., 2010; Khoreva and Vaiman, 2015; Thunnissen, 2016; Khoreva et al., 2017). According to Kuvaas (2008) talent management practices may fulfill the needs of high-potential employees and generate the satisfactory attitudes and behaviors which can result in the superior performance. Not only that, but also the organizational talent management practices permit high-potential employees of the organization in becoming more agile, which is required to complete in a modern and unpredictable world of business, as well as to expand the capacity of high potential employees of the organization (Khoreva et al., 2017).

**Methodology**

In achieving the objectives of the research study, the archival method was adopted by the researchers. Similar methodological approaches were used linked to the field of talent management throughout the prior research history (Gallardo-Gallardo and Thunnissen, 2015; Lewis and Heckman, 2006). Under the archival method the systematic reviewing process has covered the empirical research on talent, talent management, talent management practices and related areas which has been published between 1990 and 2019 in academic journals and published books. The data bases and search engines such as Emerald, Taylor and Francis, Willey Online, Science Direct and Google Scholar have been utilized during the systematic reviewing process. A total of 126 research articles were scrutinized in order to check the applicability of them for the research phenomenon, then 96 research articles were selected and reviewed finally in identifying the three key concepts named, “talent”, “talent management” and “talent management practices”, the scholarly
definitions of each concepts and various currently practicing talent management practices in different global contexts. This research study comprises in identifying the existing conceptual confusions towards the concepts called, “talent”, “talent management” and “talent management practices”, establishing definitions for them, exploring various currently operating talent management practices in different global contexts.

Results and Findings

A. Resolving the Existing Conceptual Confusions to the Variable “Talent Management Practices”

The concept named “Talent Management Practices” is established principally consisting with two noteworthy underlying concepts termed “Talent” and “Talent Management”. In the prevailing talent management literature, the concept “talent management” is growing popular among both researchers and practitioners in numerous global contexts. Although the concept of talent management was growing popularity over a decade of time with the debating nature, the construct of talent management had conceptual confusion and there was a severe deficiency of clarity on its definition, the scope and the overall goal (Lewis & Heckman, 2006; Tansley et al., 2007; Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013). However, most of the conceptual confusions are prevailing associated to the concept “Talent Management”, because of the ambiguity nature of the underlying concept called, “Talent”. In prevailing literature, the concept called “Talent” has not been clearly defined. In evidencing that, in the numerous research articles on talent management (such as, Collings and Mellahi, 2009; O’Reilly and Pfeffer, 2000) and numerous books (such as Cappelli, 2008; Lawler, 2008) the “Talent” as a fundamental construct is taken for approved and hence is not defined openly (Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013). Moreover, as there are broadly held implied theories on “what is the "Talent", quite amazingly talent management scholars are exact rarely about what precisely they mean by “Talent” (Barab and Plucker, 2002; Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013). Further, there is an insufficient operationalization of the underlying construct called “Talent” (Garro and Hirsh, 2008; Lewis and Heckman, 2006; Reilly, 2008; Tansley et al., 2007; Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013) and accordingly, the conceptual confusions towards the concept “Talent Management” has been risen. Finally, it is more vital in exploring the different schools and philosophies which defined the concept called “Talent” and decisive in discovering the numerous definitions on the concept “Talent” in exactly understanding what is meant by “Talent”. Accordingly, the conceptual confusions regarding the variable called “Talent Management Practices” can be suitably clarified for further development of the concept.

B. The “Talent” Concept

The term “talent” was originated long ago throughout the ancient history. According to Tansley (2011) the term “talent", is around thousands of years old and further specified that, lexicologists have recognized as how it has diverse highly with time, people and locality. The foremost dictionary definition of the term “talent” denotes to “a denomination of weight, which was used by the Assyrians, Babylonians, Greek, Romans, and other prehistoric people in the world” (Tansley, 2011). Subsequently, with the time edge, the “talent” was used as a measure of money. When the talent is used as a measure of money, it denotes to a talent weight of gold or silver. However, the talent became a monetary unit, when the value was endorsed to one talent of silver (Tansley, 2011). The term “talent” was entered to the English Viathe Bible.
Accordingly, in Matthew 25:14, a reference was mentioned as, “a man who, about to go on a journey, entrusts his property to his servants, giving each five talents, two and one respectively “according to his ability” (Tansley, 2011). In the thirteenth century, the term “talent”, was highly focused on “inclination” (the feeling that create an individual to do somewhat) or “disposition” (the natural qualities of an individual’s character) (Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013). In the fifteenth century, talent was related to treasure, riches, mental endowment and natural ability (Tansley, 2011; Gallardo-Gallardo et al., 2013). However, when it comes to the seventeenth century, the “talent” was related to a special natural ability or aptitudes and faculties of different kinds such as; mental orders of a superior order, mental power or abilities (Tansley, 2011). Ultimately, in the nineteenth century, the talent was considered as embodied in the talented, henceforth, an individual of talent and capability. Subsequently, with the time frame from the ancient history, the term “talent” and its meaning was developed step by step.

1) Reviewing “Talent” Definitions: All the way through the research history, number researchers have provided various definitions for the term “talent” under different perspectives. According to Tansley (2011), there is no any universal definition for the term “talent” in all languages. Gallardo-Gallardo et al. (2013) explored two key approaches for the concept “Talent” namely the objective approach and the subjective approach. According to the objective approach “Talent” is considered as the characteristics of the people or employees such as talent as natural ability, talent as mastery, talent as commitment and talent as fit. In contrast, according to the subjective approach “Talent” is considered as people or employees. Further, under the subjective approach there are two sub types namely, exclusive vs. inclusive. Under subjective exclusive approach “Talent” is considered as only high performers or high potentials of the organization. Under subjective inclusive approach “Talent” is considered as all the employees of the organization (p. 297). Throughout the research history several scholars have defined the term “Talent” similar to the objective approach which was established by Gallardo-Gallardo et al. (2013). In 2012 Ulrich and Smallwood expressed a holistic view with their definition on “Talent” according to the below equation.

\[
\text{Talent} = \text{Competence} \times \text{Commitment} \times \text{Contribution} \quad (1)
\]

According to the formulation of Ulrich and Smallwood (2012), the competence means that, individuals have the knowledge, skills and values which are required for today and tomorrow. The commitment means that, employees work hard and giving their discretionary energy to the organization’s success. The contribution means that, they are making a real contribution through their work finding meaning and purpose in their work. According to Ulrich and Smallwood (2012), competency deals with the head, commitment deals with the hands and feet, finally, the contribution deals with the heart. Further, Silzer and Dowell (2010) also defined “Talent” as the individual’s skills and abilities (talents) and what the person is capable of doing or contributing to the organization (p. 14).

Moreover, a number of scholars have defined the term “Talent” similar to the subjective approach which was established by Gallardo-Gallardo et al. (2013). In early history, Lunn (1992) defined the term “Talent” as an individual who can use their capacity to achieve a near perfect performance (p. 25). On the contrary, Williams (2000) defined the term “Talent” as the employees who have exceptional
abilities and successful in organize the activities or in a specific field. Likewise, according to Michaels et al. in 2001, “Talent” is a code or a word for effective leaders and managers which can support an organization to reach its goals and objectives. Moreover, according to Morton (2004) “Talent” is considered as the individuals, who are capable enough of creating a key transformation to the key functions of the organization. Naim and Lenka (2017) also defined “Talent” as the employees with high potentials or those holding key/pivotal positions, which directly contribute to the superior organizational performances. Axelrod et al. (2001) also defined the term “Talent” which is similar to subjective exclusive approach of Gallardo-Gallardo et al. (2013) which considered high performers. Accordingly, Axelrod et al. (2001) defined the term “Talent” as “the best and the brightest”. Similarly, the talent refers to “the best and the brightest” and many organizations adopted the term to refer to their “A level” employees who rank in the top 10 to 20% (Axelrod et al., 2001).

According to subjective inclusive approach of Gallardo-Gallardo et al. (2013) “Talent” is considered as all the employees of the organization. Similar to the subjective inclusive approach both Lewis and Heckman (2006) and Silzer and Dowell (2010) defined the term “Talent”. According to Lewis and Heckman (2006) “Talent” is essentially a euphemism for “people”. They considered all the people of the organization as “Talent” without grouping or selecting a limited number of employees. After few years, according to Silzer and Dowell (2010) “Talent” might refer to the entire employee population.

2) Working Definition for “Talent”: The working definition was established in this research study for the term “Talent” based on two definitions of Gallardo-Gallardo et al. (2013) and Ulrich and Smallwood (2012) as follows;

“There are two key approaches of “Talent”. Accordingly, there are two main dimensions; objective approach (characteristics of people) and subjective approach (talent as people). According to the “objective approach” talent is defined as the multiplication of three main characteristics of the people; competence, commitment and contribution. According to the ‘subjective approach”, talent may be exclusive or inclusive or a combination of both. Accordingly, “Talent” is considered as an elite subset of the organization’s population or entire employees of an organization”.

C. The “Talent Management” Concept

The concept called, “Talent Management” is one of the greatest inspirational aspects in the ultra-modern era of HRM practices. According to Ashton and Morton (2005), “Talent Management” is beyond a fresh language for long standing HR work, otherwise just the subsequent “hot novel entity” for both HR managers and practitioners. Ever since the emergence of the profession of HR in the business world, numerous identifiers have been employed in describing the duties and responsibilities of the cluster performs from the beginning to present as in different eras such as, personnel management, HRM, strategic HRM and Talent Management (Chuai et al., 2008). In the exploration history of talent management, the first-hand concept of talent management with relevant to the field of HRM was originally invented by the McKinsey and Company in 1997 with the invention of the term called “War for Talent” as a finding of their 1997 study (Chambers et al., 1998). Afterwards, “Talent Management” was continued to be on topmost significance for HR practitioners, HR managers and
consultants. Until then, the term “talent management” was highly manifested as a jargon among the HR practitioners and executives of the organizations in handling the regular HR functions and practices. Though, the concept of talent management is still in its infancy level as a particular field of study, along with even though the present HR practitioner community has enormously recognized the values of the concept (Tansely, 2011). Furthermore, in this current context the academic community also more slow in talking theoretical and practical gaps, with narrow considering field of training and development in HRM (Tansely, 2011). Nevertheless, according to Khoreva et al. (2017) academics and HR practitioners agree that talent management lasts to be one of the top priorities for worldwide organizations, as talent management can represent a basis of sustainable competitive advantage in this extremely dynamic as well as frequently uncertain 21st century global market environment. Moreover, according to Bolander et al. (2017) in the middle of step up global competition, weakening bonds between employers and their employees, as well as the constant shift towards the knowledge based economies, the concept of talent management has become a vital business activity and a critically significant decision making area.

1) Reviewing “Talent Management” Definitions: According to Ashton and Morton (2005), visibly there is not a single steady or concise definition for the concept “Talent Management”. After having a keen review regarding the existing literature, numerous definitions have been provided by different scholars on “Talent Management”, which belong to various schools of thoughts. As the most initial explanations, Schweyer (2004) defined “Talent Management” as encompassing all HR processes, administration and technologies. It commonly refers to the sourcing, screening, selection, on-boarding, retention, development, deployment and renewal of the workforce with analysis and planning as the adhesive, overarching ingredient. In other words, talent management is what occurs at the nexus of the hiring, development and workforce management processes and can be described alternatively as talent optimization (Schweyer, 2004, p. 38). Accordingly, it is noticeable that, “Talent Management” is apparently similar to a collection of usual HR department functions, practices, activities and specialist areas, as later explained by Lewis and Heckman (2006) in their first thought of definition regarding the concept “Talent Management” in 2006. In the same year, Creelman (2004) exposed “Talent Management” as a mindset. After around one year Duttagupta (2005) defined the concept “Talent Management”, as the strategic management of the flow of talent through an organization. Further, its purpose is to assure that a supply of talent is available to align the right people with the right jobs at the right time based on strategic business objectives (Duttagupta, 2005, p. 2). This explanation is comparable to the third key thought regarding “Talent Management”, later given by Iles et al. in 2010. Hence, Duttagupta’s elaboration is closer to the thought of talent management as organizationally focused competence development through managing flows of talent to the organization with focusing on talent pipelines rather than talent pools. Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM) also defined the concept “Talent Management” as the implementation of integrated strategies or systems designed to increase workplace productivity by developing improved processes for attracting, developing, retaining and utilizing people with the required skills and
aptitude to meet current and future business needs (2006, p. 1). Definition of SHRM (2006) carried the views similar to the first thought of Lewis and Heckman (2006) as the concept of “Talent Management” as a collection of usual HR department functions, practices, activities or else specialist areas for instance recruiting, selection, development, career management and succession management. In 2007, Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) also defined the concept “Talent Management” as the organized attraction, development, deployment and retention of high potential employees who are considered as a certain value for the organization (CIPD, 2007). The definition which is given by CIPD (2007) is analogous with the second thought of definition indicated by Iles et al. (2010). Accordingly, talent management is integrated HRM, however it is specifically focused on a certain cluster of employees who are considered as the “talented employees”.

In year 2006, Lewis and Heckman indicated that, there is a difficulty of identifying the exact meaning of “Talent Management due to the confusion regarding the definitions and terms and so many assumptions made by the authors who composed about Talent Management. The four terms called, “talent management”, “talent strategy”, “succession management”, and “human resource planning” are frequently used interchangeably (Lewis and Heckman, 2006). However, despite of the inauspicious beginning of defining the concept “Talent Management”, three distinctive strains of thought regarding “Talent Management” were evolved in prior literature (Lewis and Heckman, 2006). According to Lewis and Heckman (2006, p. 140), the first thought defines the concept “Talent Management”, as a collection of usual HR department functions, practices, activities or else specialist areas for instance recruiting, selection, development, career management and succession management (Byham, 2001; Chowanc and Newstrom, 1991; Heinen and O’Neill, 2004; Hilton, 2000; Mercer, 2005; Olsen, 2000). Afterward, according to Lewis and Heckman (2006, p. 140), the second thought focuses primarily on the “talent pool” concept and defines “Talent Management” as a set of processes intended in ensuring a satisfactory flow of employees into jobs throughout the business organization. Finally, according to Lewis and Heckman (2006, p. 140), the third thought focuses on talent generically, that is without concern for organizational boundaries otherwise precise positions. Further, it includes two general views on the concept called, “talent”; talent as an unqualified good and a resource to be managed primarily according to performance levels and talent as an undifferentiated good and emerges from the both the humanistic and demographic perspectives.

In comparable to indicating the key strains of thoughts regarding “Talent Management” by Lewis and Heckman in year 2006, after few years, Iles et al. (2010) also presented their views in three broad strands of thoughts regarding the concept “Talent Management”, but the analysis seems be somewhat different analysis. According to Iles et al. (2010), the identified three broad strands of thoughts regarding the concept “Talent Management” are, talent management as similar to HRM and re-labeling or re-branding exercise of HRM; talent management as integrated HRM with a selective focus upon “talented” employees; talent management as organizationally focused competence development through managing flows of talent to the organization with focusing on talent pipelines rather than talent pools. In time,
Iles et al. (2010) revealed that, “Talent Management” is more than HRM, leadership development initiatives or succession planning. Further, it is the collective approach to recruiting, retaining and developing talent within the organization for its future benefits and extends beyond the domains of including strategy, organizational culture and change management (Iles et al., 2010, p. 181). After seven years of Iles et al. (2010) in year 2017, Tafti et al. defined the concept “Talent Management” as a complete set of processes which is used to identify, employ and manage employees in implementing business strategies in fruitful mode and these processes are categorized into talent acquisition, talent development and talent retention (p. 19).

In the talent management literature, Collings and Mellahi (2009) suggested a fourth perspective, in which talent management is connected with identifying the key positions in the organization rather than the notion in which individuals are central to an organization’s sustainable competitive advantage (Boudreau and Ramstad, 2005; Huselid et al., 2005; Nilsson and Ellstrom, 2011). Hence, in year 2009 Collings and Mellahi defined the concept “Talent Management” as activities and processes that involve the systematic identification of key positions which differentially contribute to the organization’s sustainable competitive advantage, the development of a talent pool of high potential and high performing incumbents to fill these roles, and the development of a differentiated human resource architecture to facilitate filling these positions with competent incumbents and to ensure their continued commitment to the organization (p. 305).

By way of an intense review of the prevailing definitions regarding the concept “Talent Management”, a particular pool of thoughts has been arisen as talent management is a collection of usual HR functions, practices and activities, specifically focused upon the areas of recruitment, selection, development, career management and succession management (Schweyer, 2004; SHRM, 2006; Oehley, 2007; Lewis and Heckman, 2006; Tafti et al., 2017). Likewise, another specific pool of thoughts has been arisen regarding the concept of “Talent Management” with precisely concentration upon the “Talent Pool” concept, which concerns only on high potential and high performing employees of the organization (Lewis and Heckman, 2006; CIPD, 2007; Collings and Mellahi, 2009; Iles et al., 2010). Conversely, talent management focuses on talent generically, that is deprived of concern for organizational boundaries otherwise precise positions (Lewis and Heckman, 2006).

2) Working Definition for “Talent Management”: The working definition for “Talent Management” was developed based on three significant definitions specified by Lewis and Heckman (2006), SHRM (2006) and Tafti et al. (2017). Accordingly, the developed working definition for the concept “Talent Management” is as follows;

“Talent Management is a collection of functions, practices and activities categorized into talent acquisition, talent development, talent retention, career management and succession management of talent pool and talent generically in implementing the business strategies in fruitful mode”.

D. Talent Management Practices in Different Global Contexts

Through this exploratory review it was recognized that, different global manufacturing and service industries are operating numerous talent management practices in attracting, acquiring, developing and retaining high performing
talents specifically in achieving the organizational goals and objectives in fruitful mode. The service sectors namely, healthcare, hospitality, fast food service, banking, education, telecommunication and IT services have been identified of functioning diverse talent management practices in prior literature. Along with, the manufacturing industries namely, cement manufacturing, steel case manufacturing, coal and mining industry, energy and automotive also have been identified of operating varied industry specific talent management practices in achieving the business goals and objectives in successful manner.

Initially, focusing on to the global healthcare service sector, a “model of talent management best practices” which contains six key talent management phases has been explored with enriching the prevailing pool of literature on talent management (Groves, 2011). In view of that, the six talent management phases are establishing the business case for talent management, defining high-potential health care leaders, identifying and codifying high-potential leaders, communicating high-potential designations, developing high-potential leaders as well as evaluating and embedding talent management practices (Groves, 2011). According to the Groves’s (2011) elaborations, specifically focusing on acquiring, identifying, developing and retaining of the high-potential leaders is merely inherent to the global health care service sector.

Afterward, the hospitality sector especially SMEs in UK operate four main industry specific talent management practices in winning the war for talent in fruitful manner (Chung and Annunzio-Green, 2018). Consequently, implementation of the inclusive approach, making strategies for growing within the organization itself, cultivating the emotional connection and managing the alumni networks are considered as the four vital talent management practices functioned in the hospitality service sector, UK. Difference from other industries, due to the industry specific nature of the hospitality industry ad hoc talent management practices are commonly implemented, which is extremely influenced by daily business pressures (Chung and Annunzio-Green, 2018). Particularly, in accomplishing the service excellence, the firms of the hospitality industry host talent management practices with concentrating attracting new talents, developing existing talent, retaining talents while improving the organizational performances (Chung and Annunzio-Green, 2018). Sinclair-Maragh et al. (2017) discovered the vital prevailing talent management practices operated in the fast food service of Jamaica. Accordingly, the explored talent management practices are training and skill development, cross training and succession planning which are currently operated in the Jamaica fast food service entities (Sinclair-Maragh et al., 2017).

Once focusing on the educational service sector, investigation about the operated talent management practices is concentrated only for very fewer number of research in the pool of talent management literature. In year 2015, Rudhumbu and Maphosa discovered the talent management practices functioned in higher educational sector in Bostwana. The only responsible talent management practice which is functioned in the selected public business schools in Upper Egypt is the unbiased systematic mechanisms in recruiting the academic staff by “appointing the first in rank in the graduating class” (Mousa and Ayoubi, 2019). Accordingly, it is vibrant that, Egyptian higher educational sector specifically focuses only on the talent recruitment instead of talent development
and talent retaining, which are key steps in the talent management process.

Guerci and Solari (2012) explored the managerial practices executed for managing talents through their exploratory case studies, while focusing on banking industry in Italy. Hence, five key talent management practices namely, training and development, career planning, performance assessment and management, offering non-monetary benefits for talents as well as measuring the employee satisfaction have been identified related to the banking sector in Italy. Accordingly, the under the talent management practice called training and development, Italian banking sector implements different training and development strategies in different levels of quantity and quality, specifically for the employees who are in the organizational talent pool. Moreover, under the talent management practice called measuring the employee satisfaction, particularly Italian banking sector provides a specific employee satisfaction scheme.

Afterward, once focusing on the global manufacturing industry, different manufacturing industries such as cement manufacturing industry, steel case manufacturing industry, coal and mining industry, energy and automotive manufacturing industry are presently operating various talent management practices in managing their organizational talents. In early time, Piansoongnern et al. (2011) explored diverse talent management practices functioned in the cement manufacturing industry, Thailand. Thus, five main talent management practices which are identical to the traditional HR processes have been explored namely, talent recruitment, talent screening, talent identification, talent training and development and talent retention. With focusing specially on the Malaysian Steelcase manufacturing industry, Othman and Sumardi (2014) discovered the existing talent management practices operated in the industry. The prevailing talent management practices at Steelcase manufacturing, Malaysia is integrated into the Steelcase’s global system (Othman and Sumardi, 2014). Maurya and Agarwal (2018) explored the prevailing talent management practices operated in the coal and mining industry, India through their exploratory study. Based on the results of the multicollinearity test performed in the research, Maurya and Agarwal (2018) concluded that, among the eight dimensions of organizational talent management practices for the current sample of 197 Indian coal and mining industry middle managerial and executive employees’ population, the most parsimonious sub variables namely, remuneration and reward fairly, attracting and recruiting talent and managing work-life balance have emerged as the significant factors which play a vital role in determining the perceived employer branding in comparison with other talent management practices.

In conclusion, the prevailing talent management practices explored throughout the time line related to the numerous global manufacturing and service industries are descriptively revealed below (Table 2.6).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author &amp; Year</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Identified Talent Management Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Oehley (2007) | ICT industry, South Africa | 1) Displaying a talent management mindset  
2) Attracting and recruiting talent  
3) Identifying and differentiating talented employees  
4) Developing others  
5) Building and maintaining a relationship  
6) Providing meaningful and challenging work  
7) Remuneration and reward fairly  
8) Managing work-life balance |
| Groves (2011) | Global healthcare industry | 1) Establishing the business case for talent management  
2) Defining high-potential health care leaders  
3) Identifying and codifying high-potential leaders  
4) Communicating high-potential designations  
5) Developing high-potential leaders  
6) Evaluating and embedding talent management practices |
| Sumardi and Othman (2011) | Telekom Berhad, Malaysia | Talent management process with four stages;  
1) Talent Spotting (E.g.: performance management system)  
2) Talent Assessment and Endorsement (E.g.: Leadership Potential Inventory (LPI))  
3) Formulation of Individual Development Plan (E.g.: 70:20:10 model)  
4) Readiness Level Assessment (E.g.: Talent pool) |
| Piansongnern et al. (2011) | Cement manufacturing industry, Thailand | 1) Talent recruitment: Campus recruitment  
2) Talent screening: Career Camp mechanism  
3) Talent identification: Classified into four key levels; star, youngster, performer, need improvement  
4) Talent training and development: in-house training, institutional training, Management Development Committee (MDC)  
5) Talent retention: performance based pay, career development, give before demand |
| Chapke (2011) | IT industry, India | 1) Talent attraction  
2) Talent retention  
3) Training and development  
4) Corporate culture  
5) Internal and external communication  
6) Collaboration with the academia and universities |
| Othman and Sumardi (2014) | Steelcase manufacturing industry, Malaysia | 1) Measurable annual performance plan  
2) Succession management consist of five steps: examining key strategic issues, identifying pivotal roles, conducting talent reviews, identifying candidates for leadership pipeline and talent development |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Attracting talents: hunting of interns and graduated from leading IT universities, IT champion winners and hi-tech forums</th>
<th>Talent selection through special tracks with partner universities and “IT specific events”</th>
<th>Talent development: own corporate universities, institutional partnerships with universities</th>
<th>Talent retention: workplace diversity</th>
<th>Social programmes: job security, health care, maternity leave, inclusive programmes for employees’ families</th>
<th>Special compensation package for talents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latukha and Selivanovskikh (2016)</td>
<td>IT Industry, Russia</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>2)</td>
<td>3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4)</td>
<td>5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolander et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Different industries, Sweden</td>
<td>1) Recruitment</td>
<td>2) Talent identification</td>
<td>3) Talent development</td>
<td>4) Career management and succession planning</td>
<td>5) Retention management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurya and Agarwal (2018)</td>
<td>Coal and mining industry, India</td>
<td>1) Remuneration and reward fairly</td>
<td>2) Attracting and recruiting talent</td>
<td>3) Managing work-life balance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion and Conclusion**

This research study anticipates in resolving the conceptual ambiguities of the underlying concepts called, “Talent” and “Talent Management”. Further, the research antedates in establishing the working definitions for the key terms named, “Talent” and “Talent Management”. Based on the “objective approach” talent
can be defined as the multiplication of three main characteristics of people; competence, commitment and contribution. Based on the ‘subjective approach’, talent may be exclusive or inclusive or a combination of both. Thus, “Talent” was considered as an elite subset of the organization’s population or entire employees of an organization. Talent Management can be defined as a collection of functions, practices and activities categorized into talent acquisition, talent development, talent retention, career management and succession management of talent pool and talent generically in implementing the business strategies in fruitful mode. The global manufacturing industries namely, cement manufacturing, steel case manufacturing, coal and mining industry, energy, automotive and service sectors namely, healthcare, hospitality, fast food service, banking, education, telecommunication and IT services are operating numerous talent management practices in attracting, acquiring, developing and retaining high performing talents. Talent acquisition, talent development, talent retention, career management and succession management are the key identified talent management practices in global contexts.
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Abstract: Employee involvement and organizational consistency are very important factors for obtaining competitive advantage and sustainable performance for an organization. In Sri Lanka, public sector employees are pressed by rules, regulations and legislations. Research findings have revealed that the inefficiency has been rooted in Sri Lankan government organizations, and employee dissatisfaction is one main reason for the ineffective and inefficient service in the Sri Lankan state sector. Therefore, the focus of this study was to identify the impact of employee involvement and organizational consistency on employee job satisfaction in state sector organizations in Sri Lanka. The conceptual model developed in the present study was based on Denison Organizational Cultural Survey (DOCS) which identifies three organizational cultural traits namely, empowerment, team orientation and capability development as independent variables to measure involvement, and three organizational cultural traits, namely core values, agreement, coordination & integration as independent variables to measure consistency. While the dependent variable, which is employee job satisfaction was based on Minnesota Job Satisfaction Questionnaire. A structured questionnaire was developed and self-administered to a sample of 150 secondary level employees in the local government sector in Sri Lanka. Data was analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics. The results show that all the traits measuring involvement, namely; empowerment, team orientation & capability development & traits measuring consistency, namely, core values, agreement, coordination & integration were positively related with employee job satisfaction. Moreover, capability development is the most contributing organizational culture trait in involvement in the prediction of employee job satisfaction while agreement is the most contributing organizational culture trait in consistency in the prediction of employee job satisfaction.

Keywords: Involvement, Consistency, Job satisfaction, Empowerment, Team orientation

Introduction

Organizations contain people who are combined to one another purposively to meet the goals of them and the organization (Biswas, 2015). Employee is a leading factor which determines the success of an organization, in the competitive environment (Shah, Memon, & Laghari, 2011). The effectiveness of an organization will be limited if employees are not motivated to do their jobs well. (Delaney & Huselid, 1996).

Involvement and consistency are very important predictors when considering the success of an organization. Job involvement affects for many corporate outcomes in any organization and it is very effective on employees' efforts and their motivation (Mousavi, Hosseini, & Hassanpour, 2015). Consistency is an important factor when predicting the success of an organization.
and it provides coordination and integration. Consistency contributes to an organization’s capacity to predictable over the time and remain stable (Denison & Mishra, 1995).

When managing the employees, the most complex factor faced by managers is the employee job satisfaction. Dissatisfaction of employees cause absenteeism, less productivity and less loyalty (Aziri, 2011). Involvement and consistency traits are strong predictors when considering the employee job satisfaction (Denison & Mishra, 1995).

When considering the Sri Lankan context, studies have revealed that there is a significant positive relationship between employee involvement and organizational consistency with employee job satisfaction. Especially Government organizations have been criticized due to the inefficiency and, many research findings have revealed that, the inefficiency is rooted in Sri Lankan government organizations (Gunaruwan, 2015). Job satisfaction among Sri Lankan public sector workers has been a major concern, highlighted by the previous research studies because, job satisfaction affects for efficiency and productivity in organizations. Further studies have shown that, Sri Lankan state sector has failed to deliver an efficient and effective service due to the employee dissatisfaction (Sanjeewa & Herath, 2018).

Literature has proved that there is a very strong relationship between employee job satisfaction with involvement trait (Bhatti & Qureshi, 2007). And also according to literature, there is very strong and positive relationship between consistency and employee job satisfaction (Xie et al., 2014).

When considering the local government sector in Sri Lanka, the local authorities are self-governed by the local body which is made of persons elected by the local people. The ability of local governments to provide and maintain basic services, sound financial management, and well-managed development, has been severely reduced due to the inefficiency and ineffectiveness among the employees (Krishnamohan, 2016). A study conducted regarding the local government employees in Sri Lanka revealed that, the satisfaction level of employees is in a poor level (Selvakumaran et al., 2012). According to the literature, the efficiency, effectiveness and employee job satisfaction is very low in the local government sector in Sri Lanka (Samaratunge & Bennington, 2002; Gunaruwan, 2015). Even though there are many studies have revealed that there is a significant relationship between involvement and consistency trait with employee job satisfaction, there are very limited studies based on the Sri Lankan government sector organizations (Wickramasinghe, 2016; Velnampy, 2007). So, to fill this contextual gap, this study was focused to identify the impact of involvement and consistency traits on employee job satisfaction in local government sector, Sri Lanka.

Literature Review

Perhaps the easiest way to comply with the conference paper formatting requirements is to use this document as a template and simply type your text into it. When using

Involvement and Consistency Aspects of Culture

The highly performed organizations have engaged and empowered employees (involvement), promote behavioral consistency with core values and coordinating actions (consistency) (Denison, Nieminen, & Kotrba, 2012). Consistency and involvement traits are mostly focused on the internal integration (Denison & Mishra, 1995). Involvement can be divided into three traits namely empowerment, team orientation and capability development. Consistency can be
divided into three traits namely core values, agreement and coordination & integration. Each trait is consisted with three indexes which show the specific facets of the traits (Denison et al., 2012). Involvement is related to the changing capacity of the organization and consistency is focused on keeping the organizational capacity in a predictable and stable manner over time (Denison & Mishra, 1995).

Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction assesses the employees’ working conditions and by this, it can be measured the organizational prosperity (Zahid et al., 2017). Job satisfaction is considered as the perceptions of employees on their working environment, employee relations and, promotion opportunities (Belias & Koustelios 2014). Employee satisfaction is an emotive and optimistic feature, which supports to take maximum appraisals, also with large extent of corporate experiences (Zahid et al., 2017).

Factors affecting Employee Job Satisfaction

According to the Minnesota satisfaction questionnaire developed by Martins & Proenca (2012), there are ten factors to measure employee job satisfaction likewise: The chance to work alone on the job; The chance to do different things from time to time; The chance to be “somebody” in the community; The way my boss handles his/her workers; The competence of my supervisor in making decisions; The chance to tell people what to do; The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities; The freedom to use my own judgment; The chance to try my own methods of doing the job; The praise I get for doing a good job (Martins & Proenca, 2012).

Hypothesis Development

Based on the previous literature on the two organizational traits namely involvement and consistency with employee job satisfaction, following hypotheses were developed.

Several studies revealed that empowerment significantly and positively affects for employee job satisfaction (Rana & Singh, 2016; Ulutas, 2018; Elnaga & Imran, 2014). By considering above factors the following hypothesis was formulated.

**H 1:** There will be a positively significant relationship between empowerment and employee job satisfaction.

Some studies revealed that team orientation significantly and positively affects for employee job satisfaction (Shujaat, Manzoor, & Syed, 2014; Komer, Wirtz, Bengel, & Goritz, 2015). By considering above factors the following hypothesis was formulated.

**H 2:** There will be a positively significant relationship between team orientation and employee job satisfaction.

Several studies revealed that capability development significantly and positively affects for employee job satisfaction (Abuhashesh, Dmour, & Masa’deh, 2019; Chaudhry, Jariko, Mushtaque, Mahesar, & Ghani, 2017; Picho, 2014). By considering above factors the following hypothesis was formulated.

**H 3:** There will be a positively significant relationship between capability development and employee job satisfaction.

Some studies revealed that core values significantly and positively affect for employee job satisfaction (Abuhashesh, Diskiene & Gostautas, 2013; Kuchinke, Kang, & Oh, 2008). By considering above factors the following hypothesis was formulated.
H 4: There will be a positively significant relationship between core values and employee job satisfaction.

Several studies revealed that agreement significantly and positively affects for employee job satisfaction (Bigliardi et al., 2012; Qazi, Miralam, & Bhalla, 2017). By considering above factors the following hypothesis was formulated.

H 5: There will be a positively significant relationship between agreement and employee job satisfaction.

Several studies revealed that coordination & integration significantly and positively affects for employee job satisfaction (Sikowo, Namusonge, Makokha, & Nyagechi, 2016; Wolfeld, 2010). By considering above factors the following hypothesis was formulated.

H 6: There will be a positively significant relationship between coordination & integration and employee job satisfaction.

Methodology

In this study, primary data was collected through questionnaires because, this is a quantitative research based on the survey method (Bradley & Harrell, 2009). The survey questionnaire was developed based on involvement, consistency and employee job satisfaction. Denison organizational cultural survey (DOCS) which was developed by Gillespie et al, (2008) was used to measure involvement, consistency and it was consisted with 18 questions. Here the scale involvement measured three sub variables; namely empowerment (three items), team orientation (three items) & capability development (three items). Also, the scale consistency measured three sub variables; namely core values (three items), agreement (three items) and, coordination & integration (three items). Refer figure 01 conceptual framework for the graphical representation. Minnesota satisfaction questionnaire (MSQ) which was developed by Martins & Proenca, (2012) was used to measure employee job satisfaction and it was consisted with 10 questions. Refer table 01 and 02 for the detailed operationalization.

The questionnaire was consisted with two parts. Part one was consisted with the demographic profile of respondents with 09 questions. Part two was consisted with 28 closed ended questions to measure 06 independent variables namely empowerment, team orientation, capability development, core values, agreement and coordination & integration and the dependent variable, job satisfaction. 5-point Likert scale was used to measure the questions in part two.

![Figure 1: Conceptual framework](image)

Table 1. Operationalization of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The chance to work alone on the job</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The chance to do different things from time to time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The chance to be &quot;somebody&quot; in the community</td>
<td>Martins &amp; Proenca (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The way my boss handles his/her workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence of my supervisor in making decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The chance to tell people what to do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For this study, the target population was all the government employees in Sri Lanka. Sampling frame was consisted with secondary level employees of the local government organizations in Southern province where a pradeshiya sabha, municipal council and an urban council were selected as the local government organizations for this study. The sample was selected by using simple random sampling method. For the present study, sample was consisted with 150 secondary level employees of the local government. A pilot study was conducted for present study, by using ten respondents belonging to the same sample.

### Table 2. Operationalization of variables-Independent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Sub Variable</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Involvement</td>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>Decisions are usually made at the level where the best information is available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Most employees are highly involved in their work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Everyone believes that he or she can have a positive impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Orientation</td>
<td>Working in this organization is like being part of a team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This organization relies on horizontal control and coordination to get work done, rather than hierarchy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teams are the primary building blocks of this organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>Authority is delegated so that people can act on their own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>This organization continuous invests in the skills of employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problems often arise because we do not have the skills necessary to do the job</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Values</td>
<td>The leaders and managers follow the guidelines that they set for the rest of the organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is a clear and consistent set of values in this organization that governs the way we do business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This organization has an ethical code that guides our behaviour and tells us right from wrong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>There is a clear agreement about the right way and the wrong way to do things</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is easy to reach consensus, even on difficult issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We often have trouble reaching agreement on key issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination &amp;</td>
<td>Working with someone from another part of this organization is like working with someone from a different organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>It is easy to coordinate projects across different parts in this organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is good alignment of goals across levels of this organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data Analysis

In The demographic profiles of the study sample have been described using descriptive statistics and also different inferential statistics were employed in order to analyze data obtained from the survey. Standard multiple regressions
were used to test hypothesis and achieve the study objective that focuses on whether there is an impact of organizational adaptability on employee job satisfaction. So, the purpose of this chapter is to present the results of data, collected by 150 respondents and which were analyzed by SPSS software.

Table 3: Operationalization of variables—Dependent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Orientation</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability Development</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Values</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>0.668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>0.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination &amp; Integra</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>0.471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Correlations and VIF values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Emp</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Cap</th>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>534”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>542”</td>
<td>357”</td>
<td></td>
<td>428”</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>508”</td>
<td>526”</td>
<td>428”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>598”</td>
<td>454”</td>
<td>420”</td>
<td>553”</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coord</td>
<td>604”</td>
<td>509”</td>
<td>530”</td>
<td>622”</td>
<td>571”</td>
<td>2.276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Anova results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regressions</td>
<td>27.554</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.592</td>
<td>23.829</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>27.559</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55.114</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Regression coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficient</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>2.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>3.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Orientation</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>3.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>4.333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>43900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

Table 7: Regression coefficients

Source: survey data, 2020

Table 3 provides details on the reliability of the questionnaire. By examining conbach alpha values we can conclude that the instrument satisfy minimum requirements of reliability since all the items have values above 0.6. Further the researchers carried out tests to establish weather the model suffers from threats of multicolenearity. As per table 06 highest correlation recorded in 0.604 which is well below the threshold level of 0.8. Further when examining VIF values the highest recorded value is 2.411. This is well below even the conservative estimate of 5 and the liberal estimate of 10. Therefore, the researchers can conclude that the model is free from multicollinearity.
When the tables 5, 6 and 7 are examined it is evident that the current research developed a valid mode. The model is statistically significant and the five independent variables included in the model can explain around 50% variation in the dependent variable.

However after more careful consideration on table 07, it is evident that only two variables are statistically significant at 95% confidence level while a fourth hypothesis which explain the impact of agreement on job satisfaction can be accepted at 90% confidence level.

Accordingly the research accepts the two hypothesis which stated that there is a positively significant relationship between Capability Development and Employee Job Satisfaction and there is a positively significant relationship between Core Values and Employee Job Satisfaction at 95% confidence level. Research may accept the third hypothesis that states that there is a positively significant relationship between Agreement and Employee Job Satisfaction can be accepted at 90% confidence level.

**Data Analysis**

In general, according to the findings of the study, it can be concluded that involvement and consistency are important in improving the level of employee job satisfaction which is asserted by the positive contribution on employee job satisfaction.

When discussing the potential limitations of the study, single point/ cross sectional data collection using quantitative research design has been used to gather data from respondents but this is limited to one point in time. Due to that reason, future researchers could use longitudinal design to clarify the effect of each organizational culture traits. Secondly, the research was done by focusing a narrow context which makes it indicative but not fully conclusive. So, future studies in this area could be conducted in a wider & broader scope to include other organizations and increase conclusiveness of the findings.
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**Abstract:** In the modern era, there are many new business models that have developed because of the large inversion in the field of technology with overhead features. Especially the advancement of the internet has created many social and consumption trends. Recently with the global pandemic Covid-19, customer involvements with online activities have become a daily routine for many. They use every online business solution that makes their life easy in this critical situation. Web shopping is the most preferred online business model among Asian consumers. It is more substantial to clarify the factors that make a significant impact on the consumer’s purchase intention in this online purchasing context. Therefore, the main objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of website attractiveness and trustworthiness on online customer purchase intention. A total of 150 individuals who have purchased goods through web shopping participated as the respondents in the sample. The study measures the impact of five independent variables; three under website attractiveness and two under web site trustworthiness, on the dependent variable repeat purchase intention. The results of the regression analysis revealed that fulfilment and integrity of the website positively relate to the customer online purchase intention, while the study could not find a statistically significant impact from the remaining three variables of the study. Researchers highlight the importance of conducting more contextual studies in this growing yet relatively understudied area.

**Keywords:** Repeat purchase intention, Website attractiveness, Website trustworthiness

**Introduction**

The world has become more and more technology oriented and one of the main driving forces is the advancement of internet which has revolutionized every aspect of human life including new form of businesses like online retailing or web shopping. The recent movement from traditional business platforms to online contexts has become a global phenomenon. In the e-commerce, web shopping is growing market segment with even larger potential for growth (Wenny, 2016). Through this novel business solution, both consumers and business parties have tried to accomplish their own goals. Usually consumers hunt their requirements at low cost while businesses are trying to reach highest profitability (Yang & Jun, 2002). In the online business world, consumer’s behavior is largely distinct from longstanding bricks and mortar environment. With the revolution of intelligent consumption, consumers already armed with relevant yet updated information that has allowed them to evaluate each option comprehensively. Consumers who engage with the virtual businesses, even though there isn’t any physical access to the business place have been able to enjoy the freedom of choice at
an unprecedented scale which would have been impossible in the absence of advanced information communications technology. (Thamizhvanan & Xavier, 2012).

The e-market consisted with many influential strategies that convert the traditional consumers into active buyers who accept more price premiums and make purchases frequently (Tan & Guo, 2005). The success of web retailing relies not only on its sales achievement, but also on its ability to widely deploy without geographical boundaries, lowering costs, maintaining close customer relationships as well as the potential for innovation (Ranganathan, 2002).

Further according to Ozili and Arun (2020), the unpredictable situations, social distance and other restrictions implementation due to Covid-19 pandemic around the world, has positively effected the tendency for online transactions among people.

As far as Sri Lankan context is concerned, according to digital statistical data in Sri Lanka (2019), there were more than ten 10 million internet users and 31.8 million mobile connections. There is conspicuous growth in internet penetration in Sri Lanka that stood at 47% in 2020. (Digital; Sri Lanka, 2020). At the first sight, there has an elaboration of internet usage among Sri Lankans along the past decade. Along with the expansion of social commitment, online shopping experience is really popular among every generation people without any doubt (Ayoobkhan, 2016).

When considering the estate of online shopping portion in Sri Lanka, it is evident that few large players have acquired majority of the online market. As far as customers are concerned there are getting more and more aware about the web shopping and its related features, thus presenting a market with significant growth potential (Ayoobkhan, 2016). However it has been noted that some businesses who are already engaging in online business and struggling to manage quality web shopping experience for their consumers (Poddar, Donthu, & Wei, 2009), thus presenting a major challenge for this budding market.

Most of customers seek innovative business solutions that provided unexpected, attractive and trustworthy experience because services are untouchable and unseen (Pavlou, 2003). Their quality depends on the innovative and trustworthiness of the service. Unfortunately this is hard truth that some businesses couldn't understand, thus jeopardizing the entire industry. These lees than accepted processes has created some trivial matters like frequent customer switching, complaints from dissatisfied customers, etc for the online retailers (Ruth, Richard, Charles, & Wynnes, 2016). It has been identified that switching of existing customers to other web sites and inability and difficulty in attracting new customer due to bad word of mouth has been identifying at the most crucial (Tamuliene & Gabryte, 2014).

The main reason for online customer frustration and dissatisfaction is nullity of proper guidance for web design and poor awareness about customer preferences. The distinctive consumer relationship is based on in-depth affinity between both parties (Tamuliene & Gabryte, 2014). Even though there is several research articles which studied about this area, their results are differ from one to another. Further there are not many studies that pay attention for both observable and tangible factors that affect for online shopping decisions. Also only few have applied this to Sri Lankan context. Since the customers thinking patters in particular and behavior in general differ through cultural differences, applying knowledge gained from west directly to local context would be
problematic and the validity of knowledge can be questioned. Hence there is a theoretical and contextual gap in this research area, which current study tries to fulfill.

**Literature Review**

With the advancements of the internet, it become a space that allow individuals to engage with different parties for fulfil own desires through the available convenience features of the internet (Canzer, 2009). Along with timely updated, internet based business or e-commerce have spread around the world and many giant business transfer to e-commerce sector due its unique and lucrative competencies (Melão, 2008).

As the heart of the today’s business, e-commerce offers exclusive ways of interactions that make the live styles of the people easier. Through the e-commerce, customers could engage with any kind of businesses in a website or in a social media while open a path to businesses to create novel bond with customers, employees, suppliers and other business parties (Song & Zahedi, 2005). According to the Poddar et al. (2009), web shopping as a major unit of e-commerce used by both B2B and B2C context. Through the interactive communication that facilitate the web shopping, could be an enormous contingency for attain about customer preferences, their after thoughts about product or service considerable factors when they make purchase decision (Salunke, Weerawardena, & McColl-Kennedy, 2013).

According to Chung and Young (2003), purchase intention can connote as the probability that an individual’s desire of fulfil their any need and want through consumption of tangible or intangible object. The revolution of purchase intention into online context has added some collateral facts due to shown up the internet. The sufficiency of consumer’s intention to accomplish specific comportment through internet can be cognizance as online purchase intention (Kwek, Lau, & Tan, 2010).

Purchase intention is one of the aspect of cognitive behavior, it is more effective as a volitional measure to understand customer’s real motive (Bello, Radulovich, Javalgi, Scherer, & Taylor, 2015). Where customer willing to involve in online transaction, it can be count as the online purchase intention and variables as defection and cogitation can be used to identify the degree of purchase intention (Eastlick, Lotz, & Warrington, 2006).

The B2C market is the main that usually come over in online space so it is critical to maintain gladsome web interface that delight customers and commute the customers into loyal latters (Flavián & Kozar, 2006, 2012, 2006). Attractive objective is the diversion point of constitution the long-term congruity. Satisfactorily web design may arouse people underneath motives and encourage to more visits to the web page at the same time those motives could be affect to the revisit or retention (Wenny, 2016).

In (2003), Wolfinbarger and Gilly have disclosed the ETAILQ model which consist with measures that can be used to measure online retail quality. Every prestigious online business have unique web designs that attract people who need to recapture self-worth by using the well founded company or website. If the web store is well known in the social and widely recommend among social communities, people tend to visit to that to create identification for themselves through that website goodwill (Ruth et al., 2016).

Attractive website should be consists with the characteristics like fulfillment, security and friendly customer service. Fulfillment as a quality object, facilitate the transaction...
facilities to the customers even it is diverse situation that balk the usual business process (Osama & Fawaz, 2010). Fulfilling the customer’s requirement is the cardinal responsibility because it is positively effect to perceived service quality and customer satisfaction in the online context. Web stores must provide omission free, secure, and comfortable and user friendly service (Gwo & Hsiu, 2005).

When a customer have an issue related to the service that they have got, company need to provide sufficient platform to address those complaints. Those services need to be helpful, reliable, intensive and responsive (Yang & Jun, 2002). In 2009, Chao, Chen, Hsiang, and Yu have revealed, if a company handle their customer graveness quickly and effectively, that situation enough to measure their service quality.

Because of the deceitful businesses, many people stumble to choose online business rather than traditional business. Due to higher intangible nature, privacy has become crucial proof that consumers really attend (Hao, Kok, & Jer 2014). Customer’s personal information, transaction payment source information should be protect by using advanced security features. There are not any excuses if there is a violation of customer privacy and it may be a punishable crime presence of law (Collier & Bienstock, 2006). As an imperative characteristic, security associated act that consist other qualities like integrity, benevolence, authenticity, vulnerability and privacy. Customer's immutable confidence toward particular wen store is the best disclosure of the security level of that company (Jalilvand, 2017).

The web shopping context, the design of the web or overall quality of the web store directly affect the customers purchase intention. If it is really poor compare to another substitutes, customers become dissatisfied to abandon the futile option and switching to another option in flash (Hao et al., 2014). As the physical store internal and external atmosphere, virtual store should be attractive through novel graphics, humor features and eye catching interface. Also it should be consist with customer oriented service and security features that protect the user privacy. These factors appealing as catalytic which induce consumer’s mind for make a purchase decision (Hsin & Su, 2008).

Today people’s consumption varies time to time due to social impact that generate by influential group through their reviews full of critics, suggestions, and recommendation in online brand communities or social media groups (Hao et al., 2014). So every consumers search more information when they are flaunting in virtual business context. Influential online environment motivate the revisit to the web store and spread positive word of mouth and it's promote wealthy consumer behavior (Hoque & Lohse, 1999).

Trust is the genesis of the relationship than happen howsoever. Nowadays peoples are extremely egoistic toward their desires due to unpredictable motions in the business world (Ayoobkhan, 2016). Honesty is a rare character in this anomalous world. Though if there a company gain more trust from their customers, it can consider as a competitive capability. Hence the trustworthiness customers encourage themselves to engage with online business (Ruth et al., 2016). According to Chung and Young (2003), where the higher degree of trust there is higher purchase intention. But some studies have found there is not significant impact of trust on purchase intention.

Trust act as an inscription agent between the individual’s psychological behavior and business’s intentional behavior. Further it is reflect the whether there is opportunistic
and selfish morals of the business (Xiao & Benbasat, 2002). For maintain customer retention, main key is the trust between seller and buyer as a set of inseparable concepts like integrity and benevolence are roots of the trustworthiness (Daisy & Deqing, 2014).

As Malaika and Farhod (2012) explained that the benevolence is seller's genuine acts without self-revival. Buyer believes that seller concern about their perceptions also and always tire for customer's welfare and benefaction. For boost the benevolence of the service, web retailers usually design the website with a sufficient knowledge about customer preferences and requirements. User friendly interface and interactive communication methods are another indicators of the amiableness (Venetis & Ghauri, 2016). A set of morals, principals, ethical practices are lead to honest service and that fairness service start at the pre purchase stage and end in the post purchase stage. The integrity should consist aspects like reliable, credible, honest, fair and ethical practices (Elissar, Nizar, & Riadh, 2013). Usually every consumers navigate to the web store have an unrevealed motive about benevolence and admire the one with impartial and reliable obligations (Hao et al., 2014). Inexperienced consumers afraid to deal with online vendors due to intangibility and lack of trust. Their attitudes are also different from window shopping behavior (Gefen, 2002). In order to accelerate the acceptance of e-business, trust is a mediator that arouses the purchase intention of the customers (Kwek et al., 2010).

Customers buzz about particular web page is positive and they have recommended it to others without hesitation, it is a sign of trustworthy web store. That identity attract more customers and retain existing ones while affect for individual’s purchasing behavior (Malaika & Farhod 2012). Not as the brick and mortar store, online store consumption have considerable risk, so the trust act as a significant role in the intentional behavior of customer when they make purchase (Tamuliene & Gabryte, 2014).

Methodology
The study was conducted through focusing on a single company in the industry because the researcher wanted to get a deep understanding of the practical scenario about selected marketing phenomena. Using the convenience sampling method through a survey process primary data have been collected and nearly 170 individuals who have purchased goods from selected company has been taken as respondents. Out of 170 surveys 20 surveys are unusable due to incompleteness. In order to fit with the study type as well as objectives the data was collected through the online sources. Questionnaire was developed based on through literature survey where the respondent’s perception was tested using five independent variables and one dependent variable. Refer figure 01, the conceptual framework.
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework
Table 1. Operationalization of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Scale items</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fulfillment</td>
<td>1. Receiving the right order. 2. On time order receiving. 3. Being the same as shown. 4. Well packaged. 5. Straightforward returning</td>
<td>Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>6. Any time customer response. 7. Sincere inquiry solving.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The questionnaire as a measuring instrument consists of seven point likert scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree.

As per the above table 2, there was an internal consistency due to all values consist with the Cronbach Alfa value that are higher than 0.7 (Cavana 2001; Lance, Butts, & Michels, 2006). The content validity was established by carrying out a thorough literature review. For achieving construct validity, survey has developed through using relevant measures and indicators in the published literatures. For face validity, the survey has to deliver to the academic expertise. Through their supervision there were several adjustments in the questions. There are three parametric tests that used to test normality, independence and multivariate normality. These tests have own assumptions that need to fulfill for further statistical analysis.

Table 2. Reliability statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alfa Value</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Re-Purchase Intention</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfillment</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Service</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

According to Miles and Shevlin (2001) if the skewness values are closer to zero and kurtosis values are in between the range of +2 to -2, it can be considered as that data set follows a normal distribution. As the statistical findings of skewness and
Kurtosis test, all statistics of skewness were nearly 0 and Kurtosis have been spread between range of (-2) and (+2). So, researcher can be concluded that data is normally distributed. To test the interrelation among variables, usually use the multivariate collinearity assumptions and According to standard value assumptions of Hosmer and Lemeshow (1999), when there are VIF value that less than 10 along with the tolerance value garter than 0.2, multivariate collinearity effect does not exist. As findings indicated, tolerance of each independent variable are greater than 0.2 and VIF below the 10. Therefore this study is free from the Multivariate collinearity effects. However highest recorded correlation for this study is 0.871 well above the 0.8 threshold. Refer table 03 for more information.

**Analysis**

In order to test the 5 hypothese developed by the study a regression analysis was conducted. Table 04 explains that the model along with the independent variables can predict up to 83% of variation in the dependent variable. More over according to table 5 a p value equal to 0.000 guarantees that the model is statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Corelations and VIF values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**** Corelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>913^a</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>63353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predictors: (constant), integrity, Customer service, security, benevolence, fulfillment

Source: survey data, 2020

**Table 4. Model Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Anova</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6. Regression coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Const)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cus Ser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevol e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

When examine the table 6, it show up that only two independent variables are significant (fulfillment p value= 0.000 and integrity p value 0.005) and other independent variables namely, customer service, security and benevolence are statistically not significant. Therefore the study has sufficient evidence to accept first hypothesis which stated that, there is an impact of fulfillment of the website on repurchase intention and final hypothesis which stated that there is an impact of integrity of the website on repurchase intention. While the study do not have enough statistical evidence to accept the remaining hypothesis which stated that, there is an impact of customer service of
the website on repurchase intention, there is an impact of security of the website on repurchase intention and there is an impact of benevolence of the website on repurchase intention.

Conclusions
The rapid improvements in the technology and virtual space outbreak everywhere as variety kind of online business formats. People use internet for different activities such as for their job purpose, find new things, online shopping, building relationship with people etc. so today, online business could achieve forefront place in people’s generic life style. Further the changes of customer attitudes, behaviors, perception in online context also make huge impact on the business survival. As other scholars identified, customers are the major agent that directly decide the business success or failure. So every business in the online context try to maintain good relationship while fulfilling every customer’s requirement at least in a considerable extent. It may be decrease their customer switching and make loyal and satisfied customers. Main objective of this research was test the impact of website attractiveness and trustworthiness on customer purchase intention.

According to the findings of this study there was a significant impact of fulfilment of the website on online purchase intention. Findings of this study mostly similar to the existing literatures that have shown up about the impact fulfilling web page on customer purchase intention in the online space which disclose by Ayoobkhan (2016). According to Bandar (2018), fulfilling the customer’s requirement is the cardinal responsibility because it is positively effect to perceived service quality and customer satisfaction in the online context. Web stores must provide omission free, secure, and comfortable and user friendly service. Bello et al. (2015) illuminated, if a company handle their customer grievance quickly and effectively, that situation enough to measure their service quality. Therefore, organizations or companies who doing web shopping must target their service to meet the customer’s needs, desires, and goals. If this is considered, it will influential to the customer purchasing behavior positively.

The study identified a positive significant impact of integrity of the web page on customer purchase intention as Elissar et al. (2013) disclosed. A set of morals, principals, ethical practices are lead to honest service and that fairness service start at the pre purchase stage and end in the post purchase stage. The integrated service should consist aspects like reliable, credible, honest, fair and ethical practices (Jalilvand, 2017). So every businesses who are struggling with customer management issues, try to implement honest service that impressed the customers.

Moreover the study has identified that there is not any significant impact of customer service, security and benevolence. But this findings are could not find the same relationship which has disclosed through past academic studies. According to Ruth et al. (2016) when a customer have an issue related to the service that they have got, company need to provide sufficient platform to address those complaints. Those services need to be helpful, reliable, intensive and responsive and as a reverse effect those customer oriented service positively impact for their purchase intention. Consider about the security features, Hao et al. (2014) when a service consists characteristic like integrity, benevolence, authenticity, vulnerability and privacy, Customer’s immutable confidence toward that web store is the best disclosure of the security level of that company. The past studies that revealed about the relationship between
the benevolence and customer purchase intention have disclosed for boost the benevolence of the service, web retailers usually design the website with a sufficient knowledge about customer preferences and requirements which directly impact on customer purchase intention. While the current study couldn't find the same relationship we would like to encourage more research in this area to further strengthen the findings.

This study offers following suggestions with the practical perspective for the professionals in this field. For establishment of the attractive and trustworthy web store, the company can introduce some strategies that establish strong trust in consumer's mind toward their web store and manage customer perception of risk in the pre purchase stage, and explicate the sources that impact service experience in service encounter stage. Further try to not to satisfy the customer but to delight; that going beyond the satisfaction through impartial and reliable promises. The relationship management is all about mutual knowledge between two parties. When a business offer more value to customers, they become loyal latters. When they become loyal, it also decrease the customer switching to another substitute.

Considering the attractive web page which can identify as service innovativeness, company can provide more services that connected to the customer's requirements. Further Marketing managers can combine personal variables with knowledge about lifestyle preference, they gain customer insight allowing for a more powerful focus on each respective consumer segment as well as referring to the findings of this study for marketing managers, at least try to fulfil each customer's requirement of .Receiving the right order, on time order receiving, products the same as shown in the web store, Well packaged and straightforward returning while maintaining impartial recommendations, honest service with reliable promises.
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Abstract: Shopping in supermarkets has steadily gone up over the years, especially across the non-industrialized countries due to the benefits it provides to the customer including high quality hygiene & affordable pricing. Literature has emphasized the importance of store atmosphere in providing a quality shopping experience for the customer. When referring to the related research papers and articles, the researchers noticed that those are concentrating on the impact of atmospheric effect on buying behaviour, and customer satisfaction, customer relationship, customer perception and customer loyalty are rather lacking when considering the local/Sri Lankan context. However, as a country where modern trade is picking up with a significant speed, there is a real need for contextual studies. Therefore, through this research, the researcher attempts to study both exterior and interior factors which have an effect on customer purchasing intention. The questionnaires were based on four atmospheric variables namely, exterior atmospheric, interior atmospheric, store layout and visual merchandising while the re-purchase intention was used as the dependent variable. Data was collected from 150 respondents. Study found that there is a significant impact of exterior atmospheric on customers’ purchase intention. The study also found that there is a significant impact of Interior Atmospheric on customer’s purchase intention. Finally, the study accepted that there is a significant impact of visual merchandising on customer’s purchase intention. These findings are in consistence with retail marketing literature.
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Introduction

Shopping in supermarkets has steadily gone up over the years, especially across the none industrialized countries due to the benefits it provides to the customer including, high quality hygiene & affordable pricing. Literature has emphasized the importance of store atmosphere in providing a quality shopping experience for the customer. According to Levy and Weitz (2009), store atmosphere is referred as the attributes that aims to intensify the store environment with the combination of different cues such as lighting, colour, music, and scent. Further Milliman (1986) categorized atmosphere as a term that is used to explain our feeling towards the shopping experience which cannot always be seen. Moreover, Turley and Milliman (2000) believed that store atmosphere in fact might decide the ultimate survival of the firm. Impact of atmospherics in the conventional stores in recent years have attract a lot of interest from academics who in turn have examined the impact of these atmospheric cues on shaping consumer behavior (Turley and Milliman, 2000).
The buying decision making with respect to in-store environment is triggered when customer identifies that they have an unsatisfied need which is triggered by something in the retail environment. Especially when shoppers engaged in unplanned shopping behavior what they purchased or not can be greatly influenced by the shopping environment as well as consumer’s emotions felt during the same period. Because of that it is important for retailers to design and plan their shops to attract more customers, locate merchandise easily, motivate unplanned purchase and give a satisfying shopping experience (Levy and Weitz 2009). A research found that 87% of Hungarian retailers consider the style, color, and size of the shop in important section of practical marketing (Jozsa, Bator and Sassne Grosz 1990). Therefore, store atmospheric effects are more important for shopper behavior.

When referring the related research papers and articles, the researchers noticed that those are talking about the impact of atmospheric effect on buying behavior, customer satisfaction, customer relationship, customer perception and customer loyalty are rather lacking when considering the local/Sri Lankan context. However as country where modern trade is picking up with a significant speed, there is a real need for contextual studies. Therefore, through this research the researcher attempts to study both exterior and interior factors which effect on customer purchasing intention.

**Literature Review**

**A. Store atmospheric factors**

Store atmospheric factors or stimuli are very broad concept area for learning. Researchers have defined the store atmospherics as “buying environments that can produce specific emotional effects in the buyer that enhance his purchase probability” (Kotler, 1973, p.50). This is quite important since, increasing sales may be one of the primary objectives of any store design layout.

The previous literature classifies atmospheric stimuli into four categories, namely, exterior of the store, the general interior, the layout & design variable, point of purchase and finally decoration aspect (Berman and Evans 1995.). The current study is also based on this model where the conceptual model was based on the above conceptualization.

**B. Exterior Atmospheric factors**

When you consider a shopping experience the first thing customer notices is the exterior of the store. In fact consumers do not even need to enter to the store to judge the exterior design of the store. However upon the evaluation may decide to not to visit the store. Exterior design is really important because the outside of the store is what gets the attention of customers and entice them to enter. If the people in entity can't make the exterior atmosphere look nicer, then there won't be a much of customer attraction to the entity. Architectural properties of the building, Store front, entrance, display windows and parking facilities are normally considered under the category of external variables. There are limited researches available focusing on this area of store atmosphere. Ward, Bitner, and Barnes (1992) identified the importance of exterior window displays in attracting customers. Pinto and leonis (1994) found out about the impact of parking facilities as the importance of location in determining the customer perception of quality.

**C. Interior Atmospheric factors**

Interior design plays a very important role in creating the appeal for any retail store. It has the ability to draw a person in as well as to keep him there, till he makes a purchase decision. Interior design is an area which needs constant updating and up
keeping. The objective of making the interior atmosphere nicer is to attract customers and make them spend more money than they have initially planned before entering into the store. Interior Atmospheric variables include color usage, flooring, temperature, lighting, sounds, cleanliness, aisles and wall textures (Yalch & Spangenberg, 2000). It was found that shop owners can get more attention to the retail displays by varying different color patterns (Bellizzi, Crowley & Hasty 1983). Further it was revealed that customers are more aroused, have a distinct image of retail store and merchandise, spent more time in the retail store and finally prefer to purchase more when they like the interior (Bellizzi & Hite 1992). Furthermore many researchers have identified that “color schemes applied in the interior design of environment have been shown to have an effect on shopping behavior” (Ellis & Ficek 2001, Babin, Haedesty & Suter 2003, and Chebat & Morrin 2007). Another study explains the extent of the effect of music type on consumer behavior. For an Example it was found that foreground music had a different effect than background music (Yalch & Spangenberg 1988, Yalch & Spangenberg 2000), while the volume and the tempo of music (Milliman 1986, Milliman 1982, Oakes & North 2008), along with the age of the patron influence his or her responses towards it (Yalch & Spangenberg 1990).

D. Store Layout

Store layout can be simply described as the floor area design and how the entity has kept their items in that store. Retailers use layout to influence customers' behavior by designing the store’s flow, merchandise placement and ambiance (Turley & Milliman, 2000). Layouts also help retailers understand how much revenue per square foot they are making. Store layout helps to influence a customer’s behavior, which mean when done right, it’s a key strategy to a store’s prosperity. Owners of the store can decide where to keep different items and what are the best places to keep them to get more attraction. Created floor space factors customers to hang on longer and spend more time in a store, also join with other customers and sales associates (Michon et al., 2008). Shopping tours are simple, comfortable and more fun for consumers if there is relieve of access outside the retail store and there are very clear navigations to view within the retail store. It has been investigated that retail store layout has got a considerable impact on the final performance of the retailer or marketer through an impact on the information processing among their customers that in turn incites purchase intentions and attitude to the retail store demonstrate (Griffith, 2005). A retail store environment can lead customer’s infer from the merchandise, enjoyment and service quality at a retail store and floor space allocation can considerable influence customer’s decision to revisit a retail store (Turley & Milliman, 2000).

Many studies deal with the based-on store layout as a mean of provide customers space to shopping is more comfortable (related to the crowding) or to control traffic on the ground (Levy & Weitz 2009, Hasty & Reardon 1996).

E. Visual Merchandising

Visual merchandising is the act of making retail spaces more attractive and encourage impulse buying. Visual merchandising is all about the look, feel, and culture of your store and brand (Doyle and Gidengil, 1977). If it’s done perfectly, it will help increase the customer brand loyalty too. It is the main crucial retail strategy that maximizes the aesthetics of a product with the intent to increase and maximize sales. If this process can be implemented effectively it will be helpful to
create awareness and also it will help to increase brand loyalty. The most important thing is to get more attraction from the customer and this will help to achieve that objective. According to this category, visual merchandising sub factors are product displays (facing), Rack and shelves, posters, signs, wall decorations and cards. According to previous studies, shelf space allocated has a positive relationship to unit sales. (Doyle and Gidengil, 1977). Gagnon and Osterhaus (1985) examined that point of purchase displays increased sales of an ointment more than 300% in supermarkets and more than 100% in pharmacies. Simonson and Winer (1992) investigated that the way a product display is arranged also can have an influence on consumer preference. Further it has been identified that product displays play a significant role in any retail strategy (Berman & Evans 1995, Levy & Weitz 2009).

Methodology
In order to achieve the main purpose of this study, the researchers had to collect data from a comparatively large sample; so a questionnaire has been used as the main data collection instrument. To select 150 respondents from the defined population of total supermarket visiting consumers in Sri Lanka, the researchers used a non-probability sampling approach considering the easiness and limited timeframe available. Questionnaire consists with two sections. First section concerned with demographic variables while the 2nd section comprises with 24 attitudinal statements which were anchored using five points from strongly agree to strongly disagree. The 24 items measured five independent variables and one dependent variable. Refer Figure 01 for the conceptual framework. Detailed operationalizations of the variables are found on table 01. To validate the questionnaire; the researcher conducted a pilot study with 10% of the selected sample and based on the results minor changes were made to the wording of the questionnaire.

**Table 1. Operationalization of variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Atmosphere</td>
<td>Store front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entrance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Display windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Atmosphere</td>
<td>Flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cleanliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash register placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store Layout</td>
<td>Floor space Allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product Grouping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Department location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Merchandising</td>
<td>Product displays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racks and shelves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Posters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wall decorations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Signs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the conceptual framework the researchers proposed five hypothesis, namely there is an impact of exterior atmospheric of retail store on customer’s repurchase intention, there is an impact of interior atmospheric of retail store on customer’s purchase intention, there is an impact of store layout of retail store on customer’s purchase intention and the last states that there is an impact of visual merchandising of retail store on customer’s purchase intention.

**Figure 1. Conceptual Framework**
Heale & Twycross (2015) explained the reliability as the consistency of the result. It gives the ability to generate the same result at different times and at the same time in a study. There are different methods to measure reliability named internal consistency, equivalence, and stability. Most of the reliable methods used to measure the ability of question items to generate stable results at different times, but internal consistency explains the ability of question items to generate the same result using multiple question items (Heale & Twycross, 2015). Table 02 provides reliability measurements for the study and the lowest recorded value is 0.711, which is above the threshold level of 0.7 (Conbrach, 1957), which signals strong reliability of the study.

Table 2. Cronbach’s alpha values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exterior atmospherics</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior atmospherics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store layout</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual merchandising</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

Table 3. Correlations and VIF values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exterior</th>
<th>Interior</th>
<th>Layout</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exterior</td>
<td>.473</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>.683**</td>
<td>.372</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout</td>
<td>.643**</td>
<td>.732**</td>
<td>.380</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>.588**</td>
<td>.636**</td>
<td>.666**</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>2.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

Moreover table 03 provides the details on the correlation & VIF values. As far as correlations among independent variables are concerned, highest recorded value is 0.732 which is well below the conservative estimate of 0.8 cutoff levels for threats of multicollinearity. Further the researchers decided to conduct a VIF test. As far as VIF values are concerned highest recorded is 2.690, which is well below even the conservative cutoff of 5 (Hair, et al, 2012), thus ensuring that model does not have threats of multicolinearity.

Analysis

The conceptual framework of this study is consisted with four independent variables and a single dependent variable. Therefore to test the hypotheses, standard multiple regression analysis was employed. Asuero, et al. (2006) explained regression as a form of relationship between the variables. Multiple regression analysis can be used to predict a variable using two or more known variables. According to the data presented in table 04, around 63% of the variation in customer repurchase intention is explained by the four independent variables used by the model. Further table 05 ANOVA test depicts that the model is significant (significant value of F statistics shows the value .000 and it is less than 0.05) meaning that the researchers can interpret the regression model.

Table 4. Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.792*</td>
<td>.628</td>
<td>.617</td>
<td>.31215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

Table 5. Anova results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>27.554</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.954</td>
<td>61.103</td>
<td>.000b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>27.559</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55.114</td>
<td>149</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a. Dependent Variable: Repurchase Int
b. Predictors: (Constant), exterior atmospheric, interior atmospheric, store layout, visual merchandise

Source: survey data, 2020

Table 06 explains the coefficients of the regression model. Accordingly visual merchandising is the most contributing independent variable, meaning that when you increase the level of visual merchandising by one unit, repurchase intention increase by 0.373 (p= 0.000). Exterior atmospheric factors and Interior atmospheric factors also positively contributes to purchase intention respectively (0.273 & 0.230). Both those variables are significant (p <0.01). Accordingly research accepts the 1st, 2nd and the 4th hypotheses which respectively stated that, there is an impact of exterior atmospheric of retail store on customer’s repurchase intention, there is an impact of interior atmospheric of retail store on customer’s purchase intention, and there is an impact of visual merchandising of retail store on customer’s purchase intention. The 3rd hypothesis which stated that there is an impact of store layout of retail store on customer’s purchase intention is not accepted (p = 0.649).

Table 6. Regression coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerement</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Orienta</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey data, 2020

Conclusions

First the research accepted that there was a significant impact of exterior atmospheric on customer’s purchase intention. The finding was consistant with results of the study of Mower, kim and Childs (2012) indicating the samr type of relatireshape. Furthermore, Edwards and Shacley (1992) also found that store external atmospheric has a directly effect on customer behavior thus it is important to retailers to focus on exterior atmospherics. The study also accepted that there is a significant impact of Interior Atmospheric on customer’s purchase intention. The finding was again consistant with Bone and Ellen (1999, Crowley & Henderson (1996) and Mattila & Wirtz (2001) who also found a significant relationship between interior atmospherics and repurchase behaviour. Finally the study accepted that there is a significant impact of visual merchandising on customer’s purchase intention. This finding too is consistent with retail marketing literature (Doyle and Gidengil,1977; Simonson and Winer 1992)

As far as retail store layout is concerned our results were non significant. However this is contrary to the exsisting literature which has documented clearer positive relationship (Aghion, Bloom, Bundell, Griffith and Howitt, 2005). Becusse of this incositancy coupled with the limitation of the study researcher would like to recommend more research in this impoertant area, specially using a random sampling.
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An Evaluation on the Rehabilitation Programmes Conducted for Juvenile Delinquents in Remand Homes and Certified Schools in Sri Lanka: A Case Study Based on Southern Province
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Abstract: Juvenile Delinquency is identified as a significant issue in society. The government and some non-governmental organizations have taken many steps and procedures to facilitate those children with care and correctional programmes. The main objective of these programmes is to correct their deviant behaviours. In this research, we noticed many issues in the prevailing system, which make it difficult to achieve the expected objectives. Therefore, this research mainly focused on identifying those issues and deriving solutions/alternatives to overcome them. For this purpose, the legal procedures followed in institutionalizing the children and the background environmental system were observed and understood in detail. Since it is prohibited to meet and discuss with the juvenile delinquents in these institutions, semi-structured interviews and informal discussions were conducted with officials of these organizations. The study findings reveal that proper counselling and individual treatment plans are not included in the rehabilitation programmes, which are essential for the psychological development of these children. Researchers also noticed that education is only provided for a selected group of children. Further, it was identified that lack of space and equipment and unfavourable physical environment lead to poor efficiency of these programmes. It is suggested to address these issues in order to improve the quality of the rehabilitation programmes conducted for juvenile delinquents.

Keywords: Juvenile delinquency, Rehabilitation programmes, Social theories, Juvenile justice

Introduction

A. Background of the study.
Juvenile Delinquents or children in contact with law refers to any child below the age eighteen years who has come in contact with the juvenile justice system as a result of committing a crime or being suspected on committing a crime. Generally, the term “juvenile delinquents” or “children in conflict with law” refers to a large variety of disapprove or anti-social behaviour of children and adolescence, which does not approve of, and for which the punishment or corrective measures are justified in the public interest (Niriella, 1996). The term of delinquency also includes actions engaging in activities such as vagrancy, truancy, obscenity, begging, gambling, loitering, stealing and drinking.

Many causes of juvenile delinquency can be identified through prevailing literature. As the main reason leading to juvenile delinquency, disintegration of family and laxity in parental control over children can be identified. Further, it has proven that over 50% delinquents have the bitter experience of separation or divorce of parents. On the other hand, unfavourable exemplary behaviour at home like abusive behaviour of parents, impact of alcohol and drug addiction, smoking and gambling may
derive the child to try the same activities where they end up with anti-social activities.

To facilitate and rehabilitate them with care, protection and other needs, the government and NGOs have established many institutions with procedures of institutionalizing. Main objective of these programmes is correcting the deviant behavior of juvenile delinquents. Children and Young Persons Ordinance (CYPO) No. 48 of 1939 continues to function as the basic law dealing with the administration of juvenile justice. Implementation of the 13th amendment to the constitution of 1887 has resulted for a structural change which made the probation and child care services devolved to the provincial councils. Youthful Offenders ordinance No. 28 of 1939, Probation of Offenders Ordinance No.42 of 1944 contain some special provisions applicable to juvenile offenders including the process of institutionalizing. In the current Sri Lankan context, it has recorded that over 14 000 children have institutionalized in 414 institutions across the country including the voluntary homes (Research, 2017).

B. Problem statement

Though the procedures and institutions under separate law for juvenile delinquents exist to deal with such children and to correct their deviant behavior, the number of child (Madara Dias, 2018) delinquents was identified with an increasing trend. This has now come to a level that the authorities should pay their fullest attention more and take the necessary steps and actions in assessing and improving their programmes in order to cater the diverse nature of these children.

C. Main objective

This study examine the Rehabilitation Programs conducted for such children in Remand Homes and Certified Schools with the main objective to identify the prevailing issues in the rehabilitation programs. In doing this, the research looked into related laws and procedures of institutionalization, the differences between International Law and National Law related to juvenile justice, legal procedures, institutionalizing process and the institutional background. In summary, this research aimed at getting an in-depth understanding of the rehabilitation programs conducted in Remand Homes and Certified Schools, identifying and bringing out recommendations or alternative changes to address the prevailing issues in the Rehabilitation Programs by reaching their root causes.

Literature Review

According to the United Nation’s Children’s Fund (UNICEF), significant number of children around the world are convicted to various crimes because they are deprived of their basic needs and rights kept in detention without sufficient care. No child is ever born as a criminal, but their surroundings, improper socialization, absence of parental care and peer group influence may lead to delinquent behaviors among the children. Juvenile delinquency is described through various segments according to different views. The term 'Juvenile delinquency' refers to a variety of disapproved behaviors of children and adolescents which the society disapproves and some corrective measures or punishments are taken. This has remained a controversial subject for many years among psychologists, criminologists and sociologists. Many theorists have come up with exclusive explanations seeking to explore the tendencies in juvenile crimes.

Various theories were presented by different scholars such as Social Disorganization Theory, Power Control Theory, Subcultural Theory, Anomie Theory. Economics, Sociology, Psychology, and Criminology are some academic
disciplines which holds different assumptions about human behavior and finally causes of juvenile delinquency. There are a number of theories related to juvenile delinquency, but the fields of psychology, sociology, economics are most visible disciplines to understand why adolescents commits crimes. The previous research findings related to this research area were referred.

Most of the researches related to juvenile delinquents were foreign and there were only few researches related to the Sri Lankan context. "A study on the factors related to the recidivism of juvenile delinquency in Sri Lanka" by is a study done to identify the factors influencing the juvenile recidivism in Sri Lanka. They adopted descriptive survey research design and target sampling method. Data collection was done through delinquent’s records and semi structured interviews were conducted to obtain information where matrons were specially interviewed. It revealed that most reported fields of juvenile delinquency in Sri Lanka, theft, trafficking, disobedient to parents, suicide attempts, selling and use of alcohol, also further it reveals that lack of education, poverty and fruitless relationships effects Juvenile delinquency. According to Madara Dias and K.G.W.U. Ranaweera, most of the delinquents have association with peers which has lead them in recidivating even in certified schools. To reduce juvenile recidivism, changing attitudes of the children, soft skills training programs and the regular and continuous monitoring and assessing are suggested. This research recommends to establish separate rehabilitation institutions, training matrons for counseling, skills training programs for school dropouts and awareness programs to control the issues.

"Rehabilitation and re-integration of juvenile offenders in Sri Lanka" by Jeewa Niriella (Niriella, n.d.) GIVE THE YEAR describes and evaluates, the reasons for juvenile delinquency in Sri Lanka. The problems that juvenile offenders face when they are kept in correctional institutions such as certificate schools, detention centers, the failure of the existing system and needs of juvenile delinquents are explained. Protecting, caring for and rehabilitating the juvenile delinquents are of utmost importance in the juvenile justice system as upbring children into good social position is a prime responsibility of the society. This research highlights the importance bringing remedial measures to the existing system as the current system is not a favorable one and make number of recommendations for the development of the juvenile justice system in Sri Lanka. Finally, this research suggests the need of an institutionalized proper after-care service for the juvenile delinquents to achieve the main goals of the juvenile correction: rehabilitation and reintegration of the juvenile delinquents into the society.

"A review of the intervention strategies and approaches used with young offenders: Southhill outreach" (Tuohy, 2014) is a study which reviewed the intervention strategies and approaches used with young offenders by gaining the ideas of interventions with Southill Outreach staff members, members of the Board of Management and young people. An intervention is a series of actions or structured service for the young offenders. Local and international literature findings, three interviews findings, focus group discussion findings were used to present the findings. A thematic analysis identified relevant themes that arose during the focus group and interview group regarding effective intervention strategies used when working with young offenders. Interventions and approaches like motivational interviewing, family interventions, relationship building, importance of recognition and working to
address individual needs in order to engage young people who offend are suggested from the findings to have an effective relationship with the young offenders. The major suggestions presented through this study are effective system for measuring outcomes, encouraging the use of self-care strategies utilizing supervision as the part of the process.

“A study on factors affecting on juvenile delinquency” (Mazinani Nourollani, 2015) is a cross-sectional study with a sample of 250 participants which included 200 male juvenile delinquents and 50 female juvenile delinquents aged between 9-18 years in Tehran. Interviews and studying of records the participants helped in the process of data collection. SPSS Software, frequency distribution tables and chi-square were used in data analysis process. The crimes committed were theft, evil-doing drugs, mischief and mayhem. Gender, educational level, occupation, separation from family and educational levels of their mothers affected delinquency. This research suggest to improve the personality and the social living environment of the juveniles, ensuring health and safety facilities, implementing informal and formal educations in all areas of juveniles development will help to eradicate juvenile delinquency among the youngsters.

Methodology

Qualitative research methodology which is more relevant and consisting a set of practices to understand the social and human problems from multiple perspectives was followed in order to get an in-depth understanding about the nature of the rehabilitation programs conducted for juvenile offenders. This approach made it easier to grab out the essential information that are needed in the study.

A. Population and sample

All the rehabilitation institutes including Remand Homes and the Certified Schools located island wide were considered as the population and out of that two Southern province probation care centers located in Kithuampitiya and Hikkaduwa were selected as the sample to obtain information for the study.

B. Data collection methods.

Both primary and secondary sources were used in data collection. Primary data were gathered by interviewing the professionals in the field, following informal and semi-structured interviews. Secondary data sources were the previous researches related to the selected topic, published/unpublished documents including CYPO (Children and Young Persons Ordinance), Verite Research document- Legal and institutional assessment of Sri Lanka’s justice system and CRC (Child Rights Convention).

Since the study was based on qualitative analysis, the main method of collecting data was interviewing the selected people in juvenile justice field. Semi-structured and informal discussions were held with the Assistant Commissioner of the Department of Probation and Child Care Services, Probation Officer at Southern Province Department of Probation and Child Care Services, UNICEF and a child Psychologist to gather the information. An interview lasted for about one and half hours.

C. Ethical consideration

As this was a study which was dealing with children in conflict with law, the legal background and the procedures were strictly legally bounded. Therefore, researchers had to adhere to a high ethical procedure. It was not allowed to meet, interview or observe the juvenile delinquents. Therefore, some professionals and some institutional officers were interviewed in order to get the information we needed. Even as the information
provided by these officials and professionals were sometimes highly confidential, researchers had to get their permission before hand to record the conversations. All the interviewees were initially given with an Information Sheet and a Consent Form to ensure the ethical aspect of the research and it was support for the participants to understand for which purpose they are providing the information maintaining the transparency between two parties.

**Data Analysis**

**A. Coding**

The research followed the Manual coding method by analyzing the data generated in the transcript papers which included reading the qualitative data and manually assigning a code. The first stage was open coding, which entailed reading and rereading the data in order to have an idea of how patterns could be coded. A code book was made by getting same ideas that have provided by each participants and those ideas were numbered one by one in code book. Highlighters were used to highlight the important participant responses obtained in the transcript papers. The transcripts papers were written manually using the information collected in semi structured interviews and informal discussions.

**B. Categorizing**

After coding stage the most important stage was categorizing the codes. Names were given to each category that seems most logically related to the data. This was a process of classifying or looking for categories which should be internally consistent, but distinct from one another. We highlighted five categories according to each participant’s ideas as:

1) Issues related to institute and programs.
2) Officers and their duties.
3) Social acceptance for rehabilitated child.
4) Prevailing intervention programs.
5) Measurement about improvement or weakness from prevailing rehabilitation programs.

**C. Deriving themes**

After categorizing the data, it was derived into five themes to do a complete analysis of the data we gathered. The five themes are:

1) Nature of existing intervention programs for rehabilitation.
2) Impact of issues in probationary care centers and programs.
3) Involvement and duties of probationary care officers in the process of institutionalizing and rehabilitation programs.
4) Impact due to lack of social acceptance for the rehabilitated child.
5) Assessment of the overall development of the juvenile offender after the rehabilitation process.

**Theme 1: Nature of existing programmes for rehabilitation.** All participants of the interviews explained about the prevailing intervention programs for rehabilitation. Mental and skill development programs, educational programs are conducted to enhance the personality development of the juvenile offender. Probationary care officers mentioned that, they have treatment plans like action plan, individual care plan and these institutionalized children also take part in the competitions and other events organized by the department as an approach of socializing and reintegration.

**Theme 2 : Impact of issues in probationary care centers and programs.**

Some issues in the probationary care centers and the rehabilitation programs during the interviews and informal discussions were identified. All
participants mentioned about lack of individual counselling and individual treatment plan according to their offence. They discussed about the lack of space and equipment specially for the vocational training programs. As they mentioned, there is a need for identifying the problems faced by each offender.

Theme 3: Involvement and duties of probationary care officers in the process of institutionalizing and rehabilitation programs.

All the participants mentioned about the officers who are responsible for the juvenile offender’s rehabilitation programs and their duties. Probationary care officers play a major role in this field. They have to do a case study and make a probation report (social report) about the child offender. Based on the social report, the court decides whether to institutionalize the child or not. If the child is not institutionalized, he or she is settled back with the participants mentioned about the officers who are responsible for the juvenile offender’s rehabilitation programs and their duties. Probationary care officers play a major role in this field. They have to do a case study and make a probation report (social report) about the child offender. Based on the social report, the court decides whether to institutionalize the child or not. If the child is not institutionalized, he or she is settled back with the family or will be settled with a suitable guardian. Institutionalizing a child is the final option in the absence of a safe family environment or a guardian. This step is taken to ensure the highest security and for the betterment of the child. This whole process happens when the child offender is housed in a remand home for a period of maximum one month. A personal profile for each juvenile delinquent should be maintained by the task assigned probation officer in order to report the court about the improvements or any other behavioral change of the child. The probation officer has the responsibility about the reintegration process of the child offender. The Child Rights Promotion Officers (CRPO) have the same amount of responsibility as the probation officer in the reintegration process. This process continues during the period of child’s stay in the institution assigned by the court.

Theme 4: Impact due to lack of social acceptance for the rehabilitated child.

Every participant mentioned that there is no positive social acceptance from the society for the reintegrated children. This condition directly affects the mentality of the children. All the participants highlighted the point that the society should also be educated on how to deal with a rehabilitated child as the social support and the acceptance is poor for these children in the present society. Before reintegrating the child, the probation officer has the responsibility to examine the situation of the family background and the environment where the child is being reintegrated.

Theme 5: Assessment of the overall development of the juvenile offender after the rehabilitation process.

Before socializing the child, there should be a suitable process to identify whether the child has achieved an improvement from the rehabilitation program or whether there is a requirement to keep that child in correctional process. When we were conducting the interview with the Assistant Commissioner, she clearly mentioned that there are special methods to measure the correctional process such as discussion sessions and questionnaires.

Findings

We generated some findings after analysing the data according the method as discussed above.
Theme 1: Prevailing intervention programs for rehabilitation.

The most important aspect which was examined during the interviews and informal discussions was the prevailing intervention programs for rehabilitation. The existing rehabilitation programs include mental and skills development programs which was said during the informal discussion with the probation officer. Since the education is provided for a selected group of children in the school located nearby the institution, vocational training is facilitated for all the juvenile offenders as a support and guidance for their future career. Different kinds of programs, events and competitions like children’s day celebrations, Independence Day ceremonies are organized by department of probation and child care where the opportunity is given for the children to participate in them.

Theme 2: Impact of issues in probationary care centers and programs.

This theme elaborates the prevailing issues in the probationary care centers and the rehabilitation programs which have a negative effect on the effectiveness of the rehabilitation programs. Lack of space and equipments, unfavorable physical environment which disturbs for setting up a peaceful and calm mind can be identified as one of the major issues existing in the institutions. There is an absence in individual counselling treatment programs due to issues like lack of mentors and psychologists in these institutions.

Theme 3: Involvement and duties of probationary care officers in the process of institutionalizing and rehabilitation programs.

Probation officer plays a major role not only prior the institutionalizing process but also even after institutionalizing the juvenile offender. A Case study is conducted which examines all the information about the nature of the offense, background of the offense and social background of the offender. It follows these steps: investigation, observation, conclusion and recommendation in compiling the case study report. The court gives the decision based on the case study report submitted by the probation officer, so the probation officer has all the responsibilities on deciding the future of the juvenile offender. The personal profile document which is maintained for each of the juvenile offender includes all the information such as the behavioral skills, improvements, achievements, career skills development during his or her stay in the institution. Child Rights Protection Officers (CRPO) have assigned with the duties to facilitate the children with a school which is located near by the institution during the rehabilitation period and after the children are reintegrated, CRPO should find a proper school and guide the rehabilitated child in order to achieve the educational goals.

Theme 4: Impact due to lack of social acceptance for the rehabilitated child.

Reintegration is an important aspect for the delinquents to overcome various social and psychological problems as there is a higher tendency to drag them back to the same situation prior the rehabilitation. When a child is reintegrated, the major problem which they have to encounter is, being illtreated by the majority of the society who holds a negative perspective which will adversely affect the rehabilitated child. Lack of social awareness regarding the juvenile delinquency issue implies a higher threat of pushing the rehabilitated child back to the same position, so it is much necessary to aware the family and other closed ones on how to deal with these rehabilitated children. Living in a controlled environment for a particular time in an institution and once the children are reintegrated, the necessary support
and guidance should be given by the society. In the current society, lack of social support has affected for repetitive unacceptable behaviors and activities for these children.

Theme 5: Assessment of the overall development of the juvenile offender after the rehabilitation process.

As the methods of evaluating the rehabilitation programs, different steps and methods are followed at the institutional level. Basically, discussion sessions with the children and questionnaires filled by them are used as the methods to evaluate the efficiency and the success of rehabilitation program. The personal profile documentation which is continued throughout the institutionalized period is used as another method to evaluate the rehabilitation programs as it includes all the improvements or failures of a juvenile delinquent during the rehabilitation.

Conclusion

Primary research was carried out to collect data related to the rehabilitation programs and five themes emerged out of the information. This study revealed that there are certain loopholes in the existing rehabilitation programs and the juvenile justice law should be revised in order to develop the system.

A. Limitations

This research is related to strictly bounded legal background and procedures and researchers had to encounter with some limitations which were really difficult to deal with. The main challenge which had a direct influence on the findings of the study was the legal restrictions to meet and discuss with the juvenile delinquents housed in the certified schools and remand homes. The information related to the administration of juvenile delinquents was addressed through the interview conducted, but not any information related to the personal experiences of juvenile delinquents.

B. Recommendations and Suggestions

In the steps which are followed after identifying a child who is in conflict with law or in contact with law, the court and the police procedures should be child friendly where they do not disturb the child mentality. Under the rehabilitation programs conducted in the Probation care centers, educational facilities are provided for a selected group of juvenile delinquents and they are sent to the nearest school for the institutions. In any case, where it is unable to send the child to an outside school, there should be a proper educational system operating inside the institutions in order to continue the academic studies. Professional and well experienced counsellors and psychologists should be employed to get an in depth understanding of individual juvenile offenders. Matrons and other residential staff who spend more time with juvenile delinquents can be trained under the professional counsellors and psychologists. “Family care unit” can be established for each probation care center to increase awareness and creating a favorable family background and the social environment where the child is reintegrated after the Rehabilitation period. The “family care units” should maintain continuous monitoring programs, assessment and awareness programs with the society. “Care service programs” for the ex-juvenile offenders as an after care system should be established. Opportunities for physical activities, games, and sports can be given as an effective method to control arrogant and aggressive behavior. Rules related to these games and sports can be used to educate the children about how to adhere the law, rules and regulations, on the other hand such types of activities can be used as a platform to develop personal qualities like
coordination, unity, co-operation and leadership. Various products which are manufactured from the practical and academic knowledge which they have gained, can be sold at the market to a reasonable price or they can be given employment opportunities under well monitored background to earn an extra income. Police stations should be made more child friendly and staffed with at least one female plain clothed officer who is adequately trained in child protection. The provincial department of probation and child care services in collaboration with the health department, should establish a screening center in every province to assess psychological, social and educational needs of the child. The current legal system regarding juvenile justice should be revised as the law relating juvenile delinquency and justice are outdated comparing to the present social context. Token economy system is a behavior modification technique based on operant conditioning which can be employed in the rehabilitation process where tokens are exchanged. A punishment can be removed as a token of appreciation too.
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Developing Strategies to Improve the Performance of the Resilient Supply Chain (RSC) to Rise Back from Post Covid-19
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Abstract – The outbreak of the Covid-19 has revealed the vulnerability of the current supply chains; therefore, many researchers have indicated that supply chains have higher risks than their supply chain managers realize. The outbreak is having a significant influence on industries and institutions that are integral to modern life-style. To be successful in this pandemic scenario, the supply chain of firms should be resilient. Most of the firms realize that with a specific end goal to develop a resilient supply chain, there is a need for assessment of performance. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the Resilient Supply Chain (RSC), to identify indicators that would help to increase the performance, and develop strategies to rise back from this outbreak. Articles published regarding RSC and the effect of Covid-19 towards the supply chain were collected and categorized to filter some meaningful and valid information. Twelve performance indicators for supply chain resilience were identified after the classification and analysis of the literature collected. Supply chain resilience strategies were developed using these indicators under three categories (anticipation, resistance, and recover and response) to support supply chain managers examine and deal with the disruption. This study may influence future researchers to deeply study how a particular industry or a nation can improve supply chain resilience after Covid-19 or any other future disruption, to become more competitive with other industries or countries in upcoming years.

Keywords: Resilient supply chain, Covid-19, Risk management, Resilient framework

Introduction

Many researchers have indicated that modern supply chains have higher risks than supply chain managers realize. There are worst-case situations for them; such as terrorism, natural disasters, credit crunch, cyber-attacks and so now the coronavirus. Disruption of cross-border trade and Just-In-Time (JIT) production is unprecedented in modern days. Most of the countries only focus on getting medical supplies right now, and more than 50 nations have imposed restrictions, making a mockery of resilience in supply chains. Corona virus has not only affected human beings, but has introduced spread of disease through world markets. The supply chain vulnerability has now become a significant problem for many companies. Adequate research on the resilient supply chain is still required in today’s uncertain and turbulent markets. The term "resilience" can be described as a substance’s capacity to convert its initial structure or situation after deformation, resilient supply chain appears as a major strategy field to be explored (Christopher, 2004). But unfortunately, a lot of organizations are also unaware that a Resilient Supply Chain (RSC) will be taken into consideration in the deployment of their risk control and sustainability management as part of their strategy. The paper thus addresses effective approaches to build supply chain more resilient in order to enable businesses
to recover from failures which may effect on the high and lower supply chain sources; specially during this pandemic.

The research methodologies are mainly qualitative, taking advantage of various scientific journals, related literature, publications, as well as the experience of the publishers in management, simulation and modeling. Otherwise, the extent of loss of productivity due to incidents involving supply chain was also exploited by secondary and quantitative resources. The objective of this research paper is to recognize the essentiality of RSC and develop RSC strategies based on RSC indicators to "rule" the supply chain upper and lower stream including supplies, with the aim of helping companies to recover quickly after the supply chain has deformed (Mensah, 2013). It is necessary to have a better knowledge of the Supply Chain Management (SCM) and Risks of the Supply Chain itself before considering "Supply Chain Resilience".

A. Supply Chain Management and Supply Chain Risks

First, the term supply chain can be described as a network that links the manufacturer to the end consumer through distribution and output to insure that the flow of products, material, information and money is maintained. This is beneficial in seeking

Solutions to satisfy to meet the needs of the company. The network of supply chain can be shown in figure 1. By reference to Figure 1, manufacturers purchase their raw materials at the upper level of the supply chain from either supplier of raw materials or suppliers of raw material supplier is then the value will be added to the materials which are transformed into goods for usage in the lower supply chain stage. The companies that sell such goods through related distributors are able to pass these value-added goods to retailers and can quickly meet the target customers. On the other hand, certain manufacturers reach their target consumers though their websites bypassing dealers and retailers. Therefore, not every step in Figure 1 is required. To examine and manage supply chain networks; The necessity of Supply Chain Management (SCM) arise.

According to the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals “supply chain management encompasses the planning and management of all activities involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics management activities. Importantly, it also includes coordination and collaboration with channel partners, which can be suppliers, intermediaries, third party service providers, and customers” (CSCMP, 2013). As the business has globalized and following new approaches such as lean, efficient customer feedback, quick response programs, the market fluctuations and competitiveness; increased improvements in the supply chain day by day. Such developments improve the complexity and uncertainty of the supply chain Management. (Rao, 2013)

Different researchers and professionals have described possible reasons for distractions in the supply chain as follows;

- Various interruptions of supply
- Risk of Planning and integration of demand and supply
In the current scenario, the supply chain has become highly unpredictable and unstable due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The outbreak influences industries and institutions which are integral to modern life. Just-in-time supply chain businesses and nations which depend on imported goods are the systems most affected by Covid-19. These established trading lines control not only what customers buy, it also controls what manufacturers of all sizes and types can produce in the first place. Across the world, difficulties posed by Covid-19 are affecting the supply chains that people depend on for food, hygiene supplies and medicine (Lichtenwalter, 2020).

B. *How the Covid-19 pandemic has disrupted to the global supply chains*

During the last four decades, a great deal of worldwide development has taken place in global supply chains. (Raw materials and intermediary goods are transported many miles around the world and assembled elsewhere. The final product is re-exported to end users in both advanced and developing markets (UNIDO, 2020). But now, the outbreak of the Covid-19 has revealed the vulnerability of the current supply chains. It induced economic disruption will disproportionately impact some industry sectors more than others; the impact can be shown in figure 2.

Latest statistics indicate that China, the US and Europe have impacted by the crisis week-on-week exchange. Diverse sourcing and computerization are key for the stronger development, sustainable recovery and smarter supply chains. The Covid-19 pandemic entered exponential global commerce and expenditure. Supply disruption and disruption in demand is threatening multinational companies as more and more countries told civilians to stay at home. Governments, businesses, and actual customers immediately struggled against the fragility of the global supply chain and sought to procure essential goods and resources. One of the key lessons of this crisis was the pressing need for smarter, faster and more diversified supply chains (Lanng, 2020).

The scale of the effect on trade and demand is shown by new research from Tradeshift, (a digital supply chain network). It indicates that over the next months, the effects of the initial shock will continue. The week-by-week decline in domestic and foreign trade was 56% in China starting in
mid-February. It was followed by the United States, Britain and Europe with a combined decrease of 26% at the beginning of April and a steady decline of 17% at the end of April. In fact, the trade in any lockdown area is small. Overall weekly Trade shift sales since 9th of March have dropped by an average of 9.8% relative to pre-lockdown estimates, with invoices and orders falling considerably after the end of March.

There have been two negative impacts of global trade contractions. One thing is that payment on an invoice takes longer and a faster payment trend is reversed. Based on the data from Tradeshift, the total invoice processing period in 2019 was 36.7 days, relative to 36.8 in 2018. Average duration of payments increased 1.7% to 37.4 days in the first quarter of 2020. Secondly, the absence of orders in the supply chain leads to another issue, bringing down new orders and with the invoices dropping. Since 9 March, average weekly command volume has dropped 15.9% on the Tradeshift site. Over the same time, invoices dropped by 16.7%. Based on orders issued before the lockout, businesses still receive capital, but they are drying up. For suppliers worldwide, the coming months would be really tough (Tradeshift, 2020).

C. Supply Chain Resilience

It is important for companies that their supply chain be more resilient in order to sustain this changing market scenario. Accurate information, materials, products and money will move through the Supply Chain in order to ensure visibility, integrity and transparency, as discussed in previous segments. These are all a step in the development of a resilient supply chain strategy which will be discussed in this section.

The resilience of the supply chain can be defined as; “Supply chain adaptability to prepare for unforeseen events, react to and recover from disruptions through continuity of operations at the desired level of connectivity and control over structure and function.” (Serhiy Y. Ponomarov, 2009). Or “The ability to predict the risk, minimize the impact and quickly return to the appearance of turbulence adjustments by survival, development, adaptability and growth.” (Day, 2014).

These explanations say to a move in organizations far from risk management systems, that do not adhere to the common vulnerabilities, unpredictable disruptions of complex supply chains. When considering the current state of the Resilient Supply Chain studies, building such operating capacities along with their supply chain partners have become required in order to cope with expected or unexpected fluctuations (Pankaj Raj Sinha L. E., 2004). Although several ongoing research work has been undertaken on different perspectives and regions, the performance measurement of the supply chain has not been much considered. An organization's supply chain will not succeed; if the supply chain performance measures have not been able to improve (Uta Jüttner, 2011). Such performance measures and measurements should examine and identify the appropriate techniques without which an instantly recognizable impact for development and acknowledgment of objectives would be really difficult (Ferdoush, 2018). Recently, due to the Covid-19 Pandemic; researchers and industry experts have given more attention to the idea of Resilient Supply Chain. This concept seems to provide a means of preventing the restrictions of traditional risk and protective strategies and addressing the difficulties of global supply chains (Croxton, 2011). It has been suggested that resilience reduces
traditional risks in many businesses and it is significant (Fiksel, 2015).

In this paper, the literature and framework defines indicators for RSC and provides a roadmap for improving supply chain resilience together with findings and recommendations for further analysis. This study has three objectives:

1) Identify the essentiality and indicators of Resilient supply chain.
2) Develop resilient supply chain strategies that can contribute to increasing supply chain performance to rise back from post Covid-19.
3) Identify current work gaps to be discussed in future studies.

A systemic literature review has carried out and 17 performance indicators were collected from the literature to achieve these objectives. These indicators were used to build the supply chain resilience framework that would help to improve the supply chain’s performance. This study would enable supply chain managers in any organization to analyze and develop their supply chain efficiency and make it resilient to disruptions of any nature. Specially, During this Covid-19 pandemic.

This paper has been structured in the following way:

- **Section I**: Include the introduction of this study, explained the essentiality of Resilient Supply Chain and effect of Covid-19 towards the global supply chain.
- **Section II**: The methodology for collecting and evaluating articles.
- **Section III**: The Resilient Supply Chain indicators were listed and described.
- **Section IV**: Proposed Resilient Supply Chain Strategies/framework and discussion.
- **Section V**: The conclusions and future directions for research.

**Research Design**

Articles from different scientific publication and databases were collected to identify the essentiality of RSC, RSC indicators, Relevant to Covid-19, Its impact toward the supply chain and to be updated about latest supply chain statistics. The systemic review used as the research approach (Badhotiya, 2019). A systematic review is identified as a fair approach to minimize biases and random errors which provides a greater transparency of the literature search. The way of gathering relevant literature by using collection of keywords; Supply Chain, Resilience, Risk Management, Covid-19, Global Supply chain in different databases such as; Google Scholar, Research gate, Science direct, Springer, Emerald insight and etc. Initial searching 70 papers were gathered to analyzed for further explore the importance of the topic. A total of 45 articles have been chosen for further study after deletion of insignificant papers. The span of time for the collected articles was the time in between 2000 to 2020. Data refinement is made on the basis of the RSC indicators described by different authors after data collection. Depending on these measures, the data analysis is carried out and, subsequently, RSC approaches are prepared.
Indicators for Resilient Supply Chain

The purpose of the RSC is to handle disruptive supply chain events and recover quickly. It is clearly defined as the capacity to schedule and develop the network of the supply chain to foresee unexpected disruptions or adverse incidents and to react disturbances while retaining leverage over the network and supply chain structure. Following RSC strategies will guide an organization, to raise its role or further strengthen and be more competitive as before the interruption (Ponis, 2012). As mentioned in previous sections; these days every organization has to upgrade their resilient plan, since Covid-19 has affected global value chain. If any organization have comprised following indicators to their supply chain, they certainly imply stability of the supply chain as well as the value chain. One of the objective of this study is to identify RSC indicators which are discussed as follows;

Agility: Agility of the supply chain can be described as ability to respond fast to a rough shift in demand and supply (Christopher, 2004). And it has improved frequency to respond easily to unforeseeable demand or supply shifts (Croxton, 2011) and speeding up the response period (Hong F. B., 2020). Seems the flexibility needs agility to react rapidly and to maintain an alternate advantage for random occasions in unregulated and fuzzy conditions. Supply chains may reduce stock vulnerability by handling a large reactive supplier (Sodh, 2004).

Collaboration: Collaboration in the supply chain generally means that two or more autonomous companies are jointly planning and executing supply chain operations for mutual benefits (Sridharan, 2008). Collaborative partnerships help prevent and manage risk disruption efficiently (Pankaj Raj Sinha L. E., 2004). In a critical situation, collaboration can keep companies in the supply chain together (Barratt, 2004).

Redundancy: Redundancy means the essential and serious use of additional stocks which can be avoided in an emergency in order to adapt to demand surges or supply deficiencies (Aghaei, 2016). Furthermore, redundancy involves a duplication of the limit with a certain end goal to carry out operations in deception and can also be viewed as a course to flexibility (Inger, 2015). Redundancy often reflects a buffer stock; it may also be expensive ways of creating resilience as it accounts for holding costs (Esmaeili, 2018). Founded that redundancy creates flexibility that promotes response by means of a diverse asset of organization (Ali, 2017).

Flexibility: A supply chain should be flexible in order to be resilient, so it is defined by the willingness of a supply chain to respond to the demands of its stakeholders and the environmental situation within a limited time span (Stevenson, 2007). The literature shows various types of RSC flexibility hones such
as flexible travel, flexible market game strategies, postponement, flexible supply base, and flexibility in ordering satisfaction (Croxton, 2011).

**Visibility:** The supply chain visibility is defined as the supply chain manager's ability to see the disruptive event from one end to the other (Christopher, 2004). Visibility is a tool for intercession which enables managers to respond quickly with accurate continuous evaluations to interruptions or disturbing influences (Uta Jüttner, 2011).

**Robustness:** Robustness is the capability of supply chain's to counteract change, and implies proactive progress expectations before it occur (Wallenburg, 2013). Robustness requires a strategic planning to develop a supply chain network (Inger, 2015).

**Awareness:** Awareness can be characterized as anticipation of actual demand. Awareness includes understanding the vulnerabilities and arranging for such opportunities, and requires an ability to detect and transform opportunities through early cautioning arrangement to recognize a possible disturbance (Jain, 2017).

**Security:** Security is a basic aspect of RSC that should be written early rather than looked for during a sequence (JAMES, 2003).

**Velocity:** Velocity of the supply chain is the level of the supply chain response to announce improvements. The ability to adapt to adjustments greatly relies on the reliability of the data sharing between entities in the supply chain (Uta Jüttner, 2011).
**Market Position:** A good market position is related to improved market share, thereby encouraging improvement in RSC, which definitely helps retain consumer relationships during the unexpected incident (Filsel, 2015). With a strong market position, a company is able to recover from interruptions in the supply chain due to monetary related quality (Uta Jüttner, 2011).

**Public-Private Partnerships:** Having social capital between supply chain members and other organizations, for instance community shareholders, enhances the power of the company and encourages each other to learn. Post-disruption in the supply chain can be assisted by public-private partnership attributable to human relations and social capacity (Xun Li, 2017).

**Information Sharing:** Throughout the current complex and undefined supply chain environment, it is important that a group of active participants and that appropriate details should be provided to all partners in that particular category, to minimize the risk in the supply chain (Mostafa Setak, 2017).

### A. Supply Chain Network Design

Sometimes, when a supply chain becomes complex and dynamic, it is more vulnerable to disruption (Christopher, 2004). It is important to have a clear understanding about supply chain network design to make the supply chain resilient (Hong T.Y., 2002).

### B. Supply Chain Performance Measures

Covid-19 revealed global weaknesses (Seewald, 2020). Many businesses were unable to make their supply chains resilient, as the measures required to enhance their performances have still not been established (Uta Jüttner, 2011). Incomplete performance measures existing across industries or assessment of the entire supply chain and recommend concentrating on manufacturing lead time an inventory holding costs (Betts, 2009). Measures for all supply chain participants should be clear and supply chain members should provide the least chance for interfere (Pillania, 2008).
Many analysts investigate the supply chain indicators to improve the efficiency and resilience of the supply chain; (Azevedo, 2014) pointed out that redundancy and efficiency of transport as measures of the Portuguese automobile supply chain. (H.Elleuch, 2016) stated that the agro-food industry is tested for collaboration, flexibility and redundancy as indicators. Visibility in maritime supply chain as a resilient supply chain indicator (LamXiwenBai, 2016).

Figure 4 illustrates the frequency of and occurrence of various indicators in various supply chains and shows the most frequent indicator is collaboration. Some studies have found that to make company’s supply chain more resilient it should collaborate with others for the mutual profit. The most affected indicator after collaboration is flexibility, to meet the visibility, agility, RSC community and beyond. Resilience is an organization’s dynamic ability to react according to interruption and depends on persons, groups and subsystems (Xun Li, 2017). There are not just a few countries with respect to the idea of resilience. It is a matter of concern to companies worldwide.

Figure 5 shows that Major percentage of the overall supply chain comes from the USA and India, and the supply chain from the different areas of the world analyzed in this report. The remaining 53% falls from the United Kingdom, China, France, Portugal, Ireland, Australia, Hungary, Singapore, the Netherlands, the United Arab Emirates and Germany (Reuters, 2020). When considering The latest monthly US data, figure 06 shows the overall imports indicates a substantial decline in manufactured goods from US-Chinese worldwide supply chains relative to February 2019, including computer and telecommunications hardware, motor vehicles bodies and truck equipment and other items.

It is obvious that the emergence of COVID-19 has a destructive impact on development and world supply chains, which has implications for businesses, customers and the world’s economy. Many organizations struggle to answer critical question about how their employees can be protected, supply security ensured, the financial impact reduced, reputational risks addressed, and market uncertainty which is driven by demand (Hong F. B., 2020).
Hence, developing a resilient supply chain (RSC) within the organization and nation is highly essential to overcome any kind of a supply chain related risk including this pandemic. The resilience of the supply chain includes three parts. Those are Anticipation, Resistance and Recovery and response (Parast, 2016). Can be described as follows;

a) Anticipation for a supply chain manager, it’s the impact of the disruption must be anticipated and the supply chains can be prepared for predicted or unexpected changes in the environment. The disruption and its impact should be understood in order to minimize the probability of an occurrence. The forecast phase of the supply chain is a pre-disruption. The key indicators of supply chain resilience during this anticipating phases are awareness, visibility and security.

b) Resistance In a few situations, if any expected or unforeseen disturbance may arise, a supply chain will have the capacity to tolerate it and disable the negative impact before it comes (Alkaff, 2018). For the stability of the supply chain, that will play a vital role. The impact can be withstood by a well-organized supply chain. It is known as a period of disruption. The key indicators in this step of supply chain stability are flexibility, redundancy, collaboration and robustness.

c) Recovery and response Frequently disruption has ability to affect the supply chain. The immediate and appropriate solution based on resources is important to reduce its disruptive impact on the supply chain (Bittencourt, 2018). In addition to being able to regain the position prior to the interruption, a well-planned supply chain will help to restore market positions to a higher level, which will lead to the competitive advantage. Strong market position, information sharing, velocity, agility and public-private Partnership play a significant role in keeping the supply chain resilient.

Proposed Resilient Supply Chain Strategies / Framework and Discussion

The concept of RSC was analyzed and a conceptual clarity framework was proposed by (Ali, 2017). Their framework revealed three main structures for the definition of RSC: resilience strategies, resilience phase and capacity. The structure outlines the definition and explains the components required to improve the RSC’s capabilities as well as details the practices needed to utilize them. (Mandal, 2014) has carried out a systematic analysis of RSC and recommended the framework that defines resiliency and problems in the supply chain performance. (Christopher, 2004) did an RSC development investigation and tried to detect the current state of work. They suggested a structure which defines RSC’s values and indicators. The frameworks suggested for RSC in the literature unable to provide a detailed understanding of RSC’s metrics that can help improve the supply chain’s efficiency. A conceptual framework as strategies has proposed in this study to overcome the gaps and drawbacks in literature. The framework also shows various Supply Chain performance measures and provides knowledge about indicators that contribute to increasing the effectiveness of the supply chain. Strategies proposed allows management to understand the connections between indicators and number of performance indicators. As an example, if a Supply Chain Manager needs to anticipate the right demand during this
pandemic, for example, awareness and collaboration are the two metrics. If two companies collaborate, it will help to minimize costs for holding inventories and, by shipping in on-time improve consumer responsiveness.

Figure 5 Overall Supply Chain Performance
[Source: (Reuters, 2020)]
Visibility
- Create systems in place to provide visibility across the extended supply network.
- Create transparency on multi-tier supply chains.

Security
- Multi-sourcing key commodities or strategic components to reduce reliance on any supplier.
- Should immediately develop a treasury plan for cash management.
- Prepare for potential channel shifts.

Awareness
- Developing and implementing supply chain risk management and business continuity strategies.
- Educate employees on prior the disruption. [symptoms and prevention.]
- Distribution networks to quickly reconfigure and maintain supply to global demand.

Flexibility
- Diversifying supply chains from a geographic perspective to reduce the supply-side risks from any one country or region.
- Enhance in-house materials visibility.
- Develop informed measures.
- Understand and activate alternate sources of supply.
- Adjusting the operating model to allow for a decentralized manufacturing organization with a consistent risk management system in place.
- Adoption of new ways of working and governing to increase manufacturing resilience.

Redundancy
- Enhance allocated available inventory to promote capability.
- Understand the demand impact and confirm short-term demand-supply synchronization strategy.

Collaboration
- Build strong relationships with key suppliers and stakeholders.
- Focus on key suppliers and identify their ability to meet supply requirements and potential risks.
- Enhance allocated available inventory to promote capability.
- Collaborate with all parties in supply chain to leverage freight capacity jointly.

Robustness
- Investing in supply chain planning and control tower solutions to better sense and respond.
- Optimize production and distribution capacity to ensure employee safety.

Information Sharing
- Increase remote work policies and flexible workforce arrangements.
- Enhance inbound materials visibility.

Public-Private Participation
- Adapting the overall supply chain setup by carefully managing interdependent levels such as dual sourcing, complexity reduction and localization.

Agility
- Considering inventory strategy to buffer against supply chain disruptions.
- Rapid tailoring of manufacturing and supply systems to changing consumer behavior.
- Focus on production scheduling.

Velocity
- Enhance focus on workforce planning.
- Evaluate alternative outbound logistics options and secure capacity.
- Run supply-chain stress tests vs major suppliers’ balance sheets.

Market Position
- Capturing new opportunities from cross-industry collaboration models.
- Reviewing and challenging the product portfolio to reduce complexity and refocus on key strategic directions.

Figure 6 RSC Strategies based on RSC Indicators (Developed by researcher)
The proposed strategies (in figure 6) have tremendous potential for managing a company's or country's strengths, its weaknesses and its priorities. Managers / Supply chain expertise should provide clear knowledge about their capabilities by recognizing top graded measures. These strategies will also expose existing vulnerabilities in their supply chain. New technologies are evolving in the supply chains that will significantly improve the visibility across the end-to-end supply chain, which encourage even more agility and resilience in the supply chain without “overhead”. Hence, to implement suggested strategies of this study; the traditional supply chain network (Mensah, 2013) would be insufficient (as mentioned in the figure 01).
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**Figure 7 Digital Supply Network (DNS)** Source: (Deloitte, 2020)

(Deloitte, 2020) stated that the traditional solutions to the linear supply chain and to optimize for the company itself are transforming into Digital Supply Networks (DSNs). Figure 7 shows how digitalized supply network should work with a digital core. In this manner, organizational silos are separated into an organization linked to a global supply network that offers end-to-end visibility, collaboration, awareness and optimization. Such DNS are progressively being developed and configured to avoid interruptions, respond to mitigate bad impacts of any disruption and make supply chain more resilient.

At last, proposed strategies provides administrative guidance and setting needs to make a methodology for improve RSC. Implementing these strategies within business may show the path to rise back from this Covid-19 pandemic as well.

**Conclusion**

The pandemic of Covid-19 is not simply a short-term epidemic. It has long-term impacts on the working of people and supply chains. Companies need to develop their supply chains more resilient to overcome future challenges in the long term. The definition of resilience is a broader concept than integrated control of supply chains, congruity planning, risk control or combination. RSC can be categorized into three aspects from the study of literature, including anticipation, resistance and response and recovery which help supply chain managers to analyze the supply chain and in resisting disturbance.

This research aims to suggest strategies to create an essential managerial tool for increasing performance of supply chain and make it more resilient specially after the Covid-19 pandemic. The outcome this paper is not limited to rise back from this pandemic. Suggested RSC strategies can be used to face any disruption may arise in near future.

This research has some limitations. The RSC indicators were divided into three stages, but apart from those stages, there were other indicators. The investigation of these unexplored indicators should be aimed at further research. Since this study was done during the quarantine period of Covid-19 pandemic; There was no access to collect data from outside. Hence, collection
of previously published literature are the main indicators which are taken into consideration in this study. The review is only limited to 31 research papers in its quantitative material analysis. Thus, the results cannot be generalized on the basis of this study. This study focus only on theoretical side of RSC; practical side should reveal and evaluate how far these theoretical strategies can be implemented to the real world scenario.

However, in future research, should focus on empirical research of supply chain resilience indicators and explore new indicators. Also, this study can be considered as an initial research for anyone who would like to increase and evaluate the performance of RSC indicators either local or global level.
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Abstract: Bankers in Sri Lanka recently introduced new self-banking technologies including automated teller machines, cash/cheque deposit machines and bill payment machines where customers can directly engage with banking services without employing service people. As per the exploratory study, the researchers found that the usage rate of Self-Banking Services (SBS) in Sri Lanka is invariably low. Therefore, the research was carried out to identify the factors affecting consumer intention towards SBS in Sri Lanka and to identify the most important factor to promote SBS in Sri Lanka. The conceptual model was developed using the existing theories such as the Technology Acceptance Model, Diffusion of Innovations Theory, and Theory of Planned Behaviour. Accordingly, perceived security (PS), perceived ease of use (PEU), perceived trust (PT), perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived risk (PR) were identified as independent variables, whereas attitudes towards SBS and intention to use SBS were identified as mediating and dependent variables, respectively. An online questionnaire survey and a printed questionnaire survey were conducted to collect data and 252 full responses were obtained in return. As per the multiple regression analysis and sobel test, attitude mediates the impact of all independent variables, while PU was identified as the most important factor to promote SBS. Finally, by understanding the consumers’ perspective towards SBS, this study will assist bankers to plan and implement appropriate strategies to promote SBS in Sri Lanka.

Keywords: Self-banking services, Consumer attitudes, Consumer intention

Introduction

Background of the study

Due to rising employment costs and improvements in service offerings, service firms are encouraged to consider substituting technology-based self-service options for labor to serve consumption (Dabholkar, 1996). Retail banking is one of the sectors that has quickly embraced this reengineering phase and is committed to offer innovations. Changes in financial conditions such as globalization and privatization have caused a high level of competition in the banking sector. Combativeness in rising banking market rivalry is the key issue for these banks to find various options and possibilities to enhance their services. Introducing self-service banking technologies (SSBT) to consumers is one of the excessive solutions implemented by the banking sector. SSBT are technologies that enables customers to use a service at their own, irrespective of the direct involvement of service employees. (Meuter, et al., 2003).

SSBT provide automated teller machines (ATM), cash/cheque deposit machines (CDM), bill payment machines (Kiosk machines), internet banking and mobile banking facilities to both banks and
customers (Gerrard & Cunningham, 2003; Laukkanen, et al., 2008; Walker & Johnson, 2006). The advantages of using ATM, CDM and Kiosks have motivated the dimensions of service quality, and banks are offering new choices to consumers. Opportunities for growth, cost reduction, customer satisfaction and efficiency are recognized as reasons for building and adding new technologies to the existing banking networks.

Even though, there are several banks that provide self-banking services (SBS) currently in Sri Lanka, these services were first introduced to Sri Lanka by the Peoples’ Bank. To become the most digitalized bank by the year 2020, Peoples’ Bank commenced establishing self-banking units around the country equipped with the most modern ATM, CDM and Kiosk machines. The automated machines are accessible 24 hours, 365 days in the year further enhancing convenience for customers empowering them as to where, when and how they would like to conduct their banking needs in order to create a comprehensive revolution in the Sri Lankan banking industry. In this context, most of the Sri Lankan banking customers have not adapted to the new facilities as expected, regardless of the various advantages they provide.

Research problem

While various banks in Sri Lanka have rapidly spread new self-banking units across the country expecting their customers to use the facilities provided by them, not all customers have adopted the self-banking facilities as they tend to avoid or fail to follow them. Most of the customers are in a dilemma and they hesitate to move towards the adoption of new technology. They remain stuck with traditional methods of performing banking and financial operations than using the new technology, despite the numerous advantages it offers including convenience to the general public and significant long-term savings for the banks’ operating costs as prominent advantages. Unless consumers encompass and use self-banking facilities to the expected level, it is difficult to realize savings and benefits. It is essential to make almost all consumers self-banking facility users. Therefore, studying the factors affecting consumer intention towards SBS in Sri Lanka are predominant to make a contribution to the body of knowledge in this area.

Innovation data is the first step in the adoption process to raise awareness and interest that leads to the decision which is to adopt or not to adopt the innovation (Rogers, 1962). Data on self-banking facilities is a major factor affecting the purpose of embracing facilities or not. Such factors are very relevant to practitioners who are preparing and promoting new models in the current competitive market as well as traditional forms of banking. Therefore, against this background, the researchers are prompted to investigate and find out the factors affecting consumer intention towards SBS in Sri Lanka.

Research objectives

Objectives of this study are two fold; to identify the factors affecting consumer intention towards SBS in Sri Lanka and to identify the most important factor to promote SBS in Sri Lanka.

Literature Review

The extensive use of ICT in the Sri Lankan banking sector first began in late 1980s (Jayamaha, 2008). Self-banking and internet banking are the current distribution methods developed for banking services in Sri Lanka. In contrast, they are the newest, most creative and most competitive services that banks offer (Sathye, 1999). Previously, customers interact directly with service organizations
and service meetings between front-line service workers (Bitner, 1990). This conventional relational emphasis of company meetings have been largely replaced recently by innovations including new self-service facilities for customers (Bitner, et al., 2000).

Attitudes are one of the most important factors affecting the purchasing behavior of consumers and can therefore attract significant attention from researchers investigating banking customers’ actions and their relationship with banks. In recent years, the emergence of technology-based self-service platforms have changed the way consumers access many services, including banking services (Bobbit & Dabholkar, 2001). In addition, Berta & Mann (2000) stated that ‘privacy and security’ is one of the most important factors to be considered when storing data in ATM, CDM and Kiosks which are the applications of self-banking units.

The research model for this study was developed using an extensive review of literature on Theory of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Diffusion of Innovations Theory (DIT) and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) which are the mostly used theoretical frameworks to explain the consumer intention towards SSBT.

**Theory of Technology Acceptance Model**

TAM was originally developed by Fred Davis and extended by Richard Bagozzi (1989). The model forecasts the acceptability of a system and identifies the advances that need to be made to the system in order to make it acceptable by users. Further, the model suggests that there are two major factors affecting an information system’s acceptability: perceived ease of use (PEU) and perceived usefulness (PU).

The main objective of TAM is to provide a thorough explanation of conditions typically affecting the acceptance of technological applications, and it also helps practitioners to define why a precise organism is unacceptable and rejected. In addition, Marina, (2009) suggested that the usage of any kind of information system should be in a straight line defined by the conduct purpose of its use, which is influenced by consumer attitudes towards the usage of the system and perceived usefulness of the system which are, in effect, persuaded by perceived ease of use.

**Diffusion of Innovations Theory**

‘Diffusion’ extends beyond the concept of two-step flows, focusing on factors which increase or decrease the likelihood of embracing an invention, a new idea, a product or an action by the members of a given culture. DIT was first developed by Rogers (1962) to describe how an innovative idea or service is promptly driven through a specific population or social system and diffuses over time.

The model categorises ‘the adopters of innovation’ as: innovators (a group’s first 2.5% to embrace a new concept), early adopters (next 13.5% to embrace an invention), early majority (next 34% of the group to adopt the invention after early adopters), late majority (next 34% of the group, who tries an innovation only after the others) and laggards (the last 16%, who are conservative and stuck with past generations’ choices when adopting an innovation.

**Theory of Planned Behavior**

Theory of Planned behavior which was originated as Theory of Reasoned Actions (TRA) was proposed by Ajzen & Fishbein (1977). The model, extends the TRA model where Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC) is introduced as a new parameter. In essence, PBC is determined by the
availability of resources, opportunities and skills and the perceived value of those resources, opportunities and capacity to achieve results. Although the behavioral intention of both TPB and TRA are believed to influence the conduct of a person, TPB uses PBC to act for the individual that is not under volitional command. When incorporating PBC, there are not only practical limits, but also an element of self-efficacy. Three main factors have been considered in TPB model to determine the factors affecting behavioral intention for this study – interpreted by Taherdoost & Masrom, (2009): behavioral attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control.

**Methodology**

Eleven hypotheses were developed with a mediating effect of attitudes towards SBS by reviewing existing theories. Scope of the study is restricted to SBS provided by commercial bank units in Colombo Metropolitan Area. The rationale for selecting Colombo metropolitan area is the existence of a well-organized and a larger inter network of banks operated equally in rural & urban areas, increasing usage of modern technology and surge in e-literacy among the people. Deductive approach method was used for this study with the positivism research philosophy. Research technique used for this study was the survey questionnaire, which is used widely in business and management related researches. According to Saunders, et al., (2009), this type of technique is generally related to the deductive method which enables the collection and interpretation of quantitative data using concise and inferential statistics. Further, the study adopted quantitative approach since it allows the researcher to examine the underlying connection among variables described in the model providing evidence to support the hypotheses (Carter & Bélanger, 2005). A cross-sectional survey design was used in the research as it collects data on a wider range of variables at a given time using structured questionnaires.

The population of this study equally included experienced and inexperienced banking consumers relative to SBS. 350 respondents were selected for the sample size based on convenience sampling method which is the most applicable sampling technique to collect complete information which will concentrate comprehensively on the selected sample. A questionnaire was used to collect primary data. The researchers initially carried out a pilot test with 25 respondents to ensure the items used in the questionnaire were reliable, clear, and appropriate. Results acquired from the pilot test were used in addition to improve the final questionnaire. Finally, 252 appropriate questionnaires were considered to test the proposed hypotheses. 'IBM SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) Version 22' software was used to analyze data. Secondary data linked with SBS, including types of services provided by banks, number of users from sources, pattern of users & etc. were mainly gathered through discussions held with top-level personnel engaged in the Ratmalana branch of Peoples ' bank, Sri Lanka and from the bank's official website.

**Conceptual Framework**

According to the conceptual framework illustrated by Figure 1, PU, PEU, PT (percieved trust), PS (percieved security) and PR (percieved risk) have been considered as the independent variables (IV), consumer intention has been considered as the dependent variable (DV) and the attitudes towards SBS has been considered as the mediate variable (MV). Corresponding to the conceptual
framework, research was examined under the following hypotheses.

H$_{1a}$ – Attitudes towards SBS mediate the impact of PU towards consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1b}$ – Attitudes towards SBS mediate the impact of PEU towards consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1c}$ – Attitudes towards SBS mediate the impact of PT towards consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1d}$ – Attitudes towards SBS mediate the impact of PS towards consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1e}$ – Attitudes towards SBS mediate the impact of PR towards consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1f}$ – Attitudes towards SBS impact the consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1g}$ – PU impacts consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1h}$ – PEU impacts consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1i}$ – PT impacts consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1j}$ – PS impacts consumer intention to use SBS.

H$_{1k}$ – PR impacts consumer intention to use SBS.

Results

Along with the intention of evaluating the indicators of the respective variables, some demographic characteristics and general characteristics were analyzed through the questionnaire in addition, as an attempt to display the answers of the right population and right respondents. Regarding their ages, majority of them were between 18 to 25 years, which was 194 respondents in total. Next, the research examined the level of their education. Among the 252 respondents, majority (107) had obtained a Bachelors’ degree as their highest level of education. Regarding occupations, it was discovered that majority of the respondents were undergraduates with a quantity of 84 (33.3%). General characteristics of the respondents were examined next in descriptive analysis. Out of the 252 respondents, most of them (86%) were aware of SBS. Even though, researchers identified that only 82% of them were using SBS. Out of the above 82%, majority were using only the ATM in self-banking units and 18% do not intend to
use SBS in any way as they distrust technology and innovations when managing monetary whereas 13 respondents face the same problem due to the difficulties involved in the process. The most significant finding is that, out of the 252 respondents, 40% had a general opinion, which was, human contact is more important than technology when handling finances through banks.

The research aimed at determining the internal consistency of the scales used to calculate the variables. Cronbach’s Alpha is used to determine the reliability of a study and according to Nunnally (1967), if the value is greater than or equal to 0.6, the collected data can be considered as reliable and acceptable.

Table 1. Reliability test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEU</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey data 2019

According to Table 1, the variables of the current study are highly reliable. Therefore, the data can be used further for the purpose of acquiring the impact of the factors affecting consumer intention towards SBS.

Descriptive research methods were used to investigate the hypotheses which is difficult to test experimentally. Alternative hypotheses were built to show both direct effect and indirect effect of the observations.

Table 2. Correlation analysis – Direct relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Significance value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1g</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1h</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1i</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1j</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1k</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey data 2019

As per the results of correlation analysis illustrated by Table 2, PU, PEU, PT, PS and PR (independent variables) are not significantly correlated with the consumer intention to use SBS (dependent variable) since the above hypotheses indicates a significance level above 5% (0.05) individually and therefore, they can be rejected.

Table 3. Correlation analysis – Indirect relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Significance value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1b</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1c</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1d</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1e</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1f</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey data 2019

Hypotheses built for the correlation analysis which was carried out to demonstrate the indirect relationship among variables as illustrated by Table 3, indicates a significance level below 5% (0.05).

Hence it can be concluded that attitudes towards SBS mediate the impact of PU, PEU, PT, PS and PR individually and
therefore supports the expectations of the researcher regarding the nature of the interrelation among independent variables, attitudes towards SBS (MV) and consumer intention to use SBS (DV).

When concerning the correlation – coefficient, perceived ease of use, perceived security, perceived risk, perceived trust and attitudes towards SBS have recorded a moderate level of positive correlation with consumer intention to use SBS whereas perceived usefulness has recorded a weak positive relationship with consumer intention to use SBS.

Multiple regression was performed since there were more than one independent variable. The linear relationship between intention to use SBS and attitudes towards SBS were analyzed initially by identifying PU, PR, PEU, PT and PS as the independent variables. To analyze the linear regression, Table 4. was generated using SPSS.

According to the Model Summary (Table 4.), Regression value was calculated as 0.937 showing a positive linear relationship with the dependent variable. R² value should be straightforward and it should always stand between 0 and 1.0. Higher the R² value is, the association between variables is better proved. The adjusted R² which is 0.875, is statistically significant as it suggests that the variance of the independent variables determines a value of 87.5% for the variance of consumer intention to use SBS. Standard error in the model summary reveals how much the mean of the sample deviates from the mean of the population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.937</td>
<td>.878</td>
<td>.875</td>
<td>.481</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predictors: (Constant), Perceived security, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Risk, Perceived Trust, Perceived ease of use

Source: Multiple Regression Output – IBM SPSS Statistics Viewer 2019

ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) table which is also an output of regression analysis, confirms the significance of the linear relationship by carrying an F value of 35.324 as demonstrated by Table 5. Significance of the relationship is also proven by the ANOVA table where p<0.05 at a confidence level of 95%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>2041.725</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>408.345</td>
<td>35.324</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>277.44</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2319.165</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: Consumer intention

Table 6. Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.086</td>
<td>.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
<td>.377</td>
<td>.395</td>
<td>7.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risk</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>-.090</td>
<td>1.628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.108</td>
<td>1.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Trust</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>1.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived security</td>
<td>.332</td>
<td>.322</td>
<td>5.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: Consumer intention

Source: Multiple Regression Output – IBM SPSS Statistics Viewer 2019
Table 6. interprets the standardized beta coefficients which is the next output of regression analysis that is used by researchers to determine the relative importance of independent variables on the dependent variable and therefore the following equation can be obtained as per the beta values of the above table.

**Consumer intention to use SBS** = 0.395(\(PU\)) + -0.90(\(PR\)) + 0.108(\(PEU\)) + 0.064(\(PT\)) + 0.322(\(PS\))

The above equation depicts; increase in one unit of \(PU\) while holding all the other variables constant, will increase 0.395 units in consumer intention to use SBS in average. Likewise, increase in one unit of \(PR\) while holding all the other variables constant, will decrease 0.90 units in consumer intention to use SBS in average, increase in one unit of \(PEU\) while holding all the other variables constant, will increase 0.108 units in consumer intention to use SBS in average, increase in one unit of \(PT\) while holding all the other variables constant, will increase 0.064 units in consumer intention to use SBS in average and increase in one unit of \(PS\) while holding all the other variables constant, will increase 0.322 units in consumer intention to use SBS in average.

"Sobel test" which is also known as the mediating analysis, was also carried out by the researchers to confirm the mediating effect, further ensuring the conditions proposed by Baron & Kenny, (1986). To test the significance level of the mediating effect, Sobel z-statistics (developed by Sobel in 1982) were used. According to Sobel z-statistics shown in Table 7, mediating effect of the five models used in the study are significant at \(p < 0.05\). Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a mediating effect of attitudes towards SBS on consumer intention to use SBS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Sobel's test Statistics</th>
<th>P Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(PU \rightarrow Atitudes) towards SBS</td>
<td>2.833</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PR \rightarrow Atitudes) towards SBS</td>
<td>3.413</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PEU \rightarrow Atitudes) towards SBS</td>
<td>1.994</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PS \rightarrow Atitudes) towards SBS</td>
<td>2.078</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PT \rightarrow Atitudes) towards SBS</td>
<td>2.212</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey data 2019

**Discussion**

The main objective of this research is to understand the key factors that could affect the intention of banking customers to use SBS in the context of Sri Lanka. In order to achieve this, a model was proposed including variables namely \(PU\) and \(PEU\) from TAM with three other extended variables (\(PS\), \(PR\) and \(PT\)). Statistical findings confirmed the predictive power of the proposed model to justify enough variation for the intention to use as the overall value of \(R^2\) was measured at 0.878 (87.8%), which is beyond the proposed minimum acceptable value of 30%. In addition, result of this study has been similarly mentioned to some extent by several self-banking studies conducted in other developing countries.

Conveniently selected samples were used in this analysis, which is the most appropriate sampling technique that can be used to reach customers who use SBS since the researchers were limited when obtaining accurate details of banking customers in Sri Lanka as banks were
unable to provide the expected details in order to protect the confidentiality of their customers, agreeing the conditions proposed by Sekaran & Bougie, (2016). Even though, convenience sampling approach includes issues related to justifications and sampling partiality, this study addressed these problems to some extent by providing a moderately large sample size and data was collected covering the entire Colombo metropolitan area including respondents with different levels of education, occupations & etc.

Second objective of this research is to identify the most important factor to promote SBS in Sri Lanka. Since statistical findings have highly demonstrated that PU, with its regression weight of 0.395, is the significant factor predicting the intention to use SBS, it implies that Sri Lankan banking customers are more likely to use self-banking units if they are felt it as an advantageous technology and consuming SBS carry a greater efficiency and productivity. Therefore, PU is the most important factor to promote SBS in Sri Lanka. With its regression weight of 0.108, PEU determines that these customers are more likely to adopt SBS if the systems are not problematic and requires no extra exertion and energy. Nonetheless, a particular level of skills and knowledge is required to use such software properly, based on the available self-banking framework. With a regression weight of 0.322, the study has found PS has a positive impact towards the intention of customers to use SBS in Sri Lanka, suggesting that, greater the security provided by banks, greater the intention to use SBS. PR, with a regression weight of 0.090, determines that these customers are more likely to adopt SBS if they’re ensured the systems secure the confidentiality of their personal information and security features are highly incorporated in self-banking units.

As the regression weight of PT determined a value of 0.064, it is considered to be the model’s lowest influencing factor. It further implies that customers in Sri Lanka would be more motivated if they are ensured SBS are trustworthy and their operations can be carried out as planned.

These results will assist banks to implement appropriate strategies by understanding the main concerns of consumers towards SBS and as a result, suggestions for more effective and efficient SBS to retain more consumers can be provided.

**Conclusion**

According to the Diffusion of Innovations theory, it is important to understand the concept of SBS in the early phases of adoption. Active presentations using all forms of media promotions will be beneficial when introducing the services to a broader audience and educating prospective consumers on benefits of SBS which are linked to time saving, comfort at any time, low cost and information availability. Several other important implications have also been identified while conducting the research which can be recommended for banks in order to provide better strategic perspective to design and implement SBS in Sri Lanka. Security issues related to SBS must be addressed to ensure SBS’ performance in Sri Lanka. More precisely, problems related to perceived risk including error-free transactions, reliability of SBS and relative security features must be addressed as well. Further, banks must communicate to their customers regarding how they will be guided to solve the difficulties that occur while engaged with SBS. Finally, according to the findings of this study, it can be concluded that banks must play a prominent role in shaping insight, and thus the attitude and purpose towards SBS on potential users of technology-based
banking facilities. In addition, these suggestions can be implied practically for banks and their guidelines.
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Abstract: In the current media landscape, advertisers use different celebrity personnel as brand ambassadors. As per the secondary evidences such advertisements with celebrities, are favourably judged by the viewers. Therefore, the primary objective of this study is to identify the influence of celebrity endorsement on customer purchase intention of skincare products. Accordingly, likability, credibility, personality, attractiveness of the celebrity is taken as independent variables, whereas consumer purchase intention is taken as the dependent variable. Primary data were collected through a survey using an online questionnaire. A sample of consumers were identified from Ratmalana area using the convenience sampling method. The study employs pure quantitative analysis using the SPSS 23 version software. As per the findings, credibility, personality and attractiveness were identified as the characteristics of a celebrity that have an effect on the purchasing intention while likability of a celebrity showed no effect. As implications, marketers need to hire more attractive celebrities, and they must make sure that the celebrities will not harm or disgrace the product that they are endorsing.

Keywords: Celebrity endorsement, Consumer purchase intention, Likability

Introduction

This study focuses on investigating the impact of endorsement of celebrities on purchasing intention of consumers. Celebrity endorsement or celebrity branding is a form of brand advertising campaign that engages a famous individual using their frame to assist or promote products or services. Manufacturers of beauty culture related products, perfumes and clothing are few of the mutual business users of typical techniques of celebrity endorsement, such as television advertisements and annual launching event appearances, in marketing their products (Business Dictionary, 2019). Skincare is the range of applies that care to skin integrity, improve its presence and dismiss skin circumstances. When it comes to skincare products, people are more concerned about purchasing, because it matters to everyone in maintaining their physical appearance. A renowned quotation by Aristotle “Beauty is a greater recommendation than any letter of introduction”. So people try to be good in physical attractiveness in front of the people they meet. Skin caring is a daily routine technique in many sceneries, such as skin that is also too dry or too moist and anticipation of skin damages. Skincare is at the edge of cosmetics and dermatology. Nowadays skincare has become a need instead of a want. This study is based on celebrity appearance on TV commercials behalf of skin care products and how it
affects to the buying behavior of consumers.

Credibility is an important role to attract large number of target audience. When the impact on the aimed audience becomes greater, recognition of the brand and emotional unity with the aimed group becomes faster (Datta, 2010). The celebrity endorsement concept can help to improve the image of the brand and thereby the sales of a product too, as a consequence of the value connected by the celebrities are transmitted to the brand.

Objectives of the Study

Primary Objective: To identify factors of celebrity endorsement which affect to the purchase intention of consumers.

Secondary Objective: To identify most influential factor of celebrity endorsement towards consumer purchase intention.

Research Questions

What are the factors of celebrity endorsement which affect to the purchase intention of consumers?

What is the most influencing factor of celebrity endorsement towards consumer purchase intention?

Literature Review

Celebrity Endorsement

Celebrity endorsement promote products and not all products pledge to the conception, it’s grounded in quite easy logic. Well-known people which are called as celebrities are seen in commercials endorsing a fresh product and audience are provoked to purchase them. “celebrity endorsement is the forming of a relationship between a brand and an influential individual who fits with the brand and whose personality resonate with the target consumer” (WARC, 2019) The celebrity endorser can be described as "an individual who enjoys favorable public recognition and who uses the recognition on behalf of a consumer good by appearing with it in an advertisement. (McCracken, 1989) The extent of recognition is very high and it can be depleted to promote the product as highly recognized individual celebrity. If the celebrity is the best match for the product or service, advertisements can meet the objectives.

Likability

Likability is "affection for the source as a result of the physical appearance and behaviour of the source" (McGuire, 1985). McGuire also said that when people love a celebrity, they like the brand that celebrity accompanies. So celebrities are involved in advertisements (McCracken, 1989). It is believed that celebrities can even change the view of the consumer has about the company. Likability of an advertisement increases if people find something interesting in it. Sanders (2018) have expressed that friendliness, relevance; empathy and realness are the elements that can improve likeability and success. Likability of an advertisement increases if people find something interesting in it.

Credibility

Simple idea of credibility is "the quality of being trusted and believed in". Expertise and trustworthiness are two major elements of traditional modern credibility (Freebase, 2019). Marketing and advertising will not succeed without credibility. According to Fogg, as cited by Papantoniou (2011), 4 kinds of credibility can be identified; presumed credibility, earned credibility, surface credibility, reputed credibility. Under credibility we can further discuss credibility dimensions; credentials, experience, reliability, quality, performance, fidelity, precision, evidence, accuracy, process, confidence and conviction, norms, culture, diligence,
empathy, charisma, visual appeal etc. (Spacey, 2018). "Source Credibility Theory" can be used for measuring credibility. It declared the audience or receivers are more willing to be influenced when the source present itself as credible. Because of popular celebrities (model, singers, actors, actresses, sport stars) have important place in consumer's hearts, companies spend a lot of money on signing contracts with celebrity endorsers. Credibility can be referred to a person's consciousness of the truth information (Hovland, 1951).

McCracken (1989) presented the purpose of celebrities with credibility by launching an endorser as an effective promoter for creating value to the brand, as it is pondered that celebrity endorser create their own, symbolic value to the brand. A celebrity who has higher credibility can make effect on customers’ reaction about brand which are advertised. Employing a popular celebrity as an endorser helps to enhance the rating of the advertisement (Singh, 2018).

Personality

Popular personalities can turn into best salesmen and because of that companies use celebrities to increase consumer purchase intention. The basic reason for the consumers starting to accept celebrity endorsed cosmetics is that those products make them look like stylish and enchanting (Kelman, 1961). In the attempt of understanding the buyer traditions and his main concerns, it is necessary to be aware of and be familiar with the personality of the consumer. Personality signifies inner psychological characteristics that reflect how a person reacts to his environment. According to individual traits, likes, dislikes, personality can be categorized. Celebrity must have confidence and strong determination. When products use celebrities with weak personality, the consumer will lose their interest towards the certain product and the company. It is important to consider more about personality of a celebrity endorser before taking them into an advertisement and having loses.

Attractiveness

Attractiveness is physically the amount to which physical features of a person are considered visually beautiful. In this era, most of the companies market their product using internet, social media and television which are the ideal ways to promote their products or services (Said & Napi, 2015). Celebrities have gone to the minds of people by their attractiveness. And also it is believed that the popularity exposed by those particular celebrity endorsement can be featured to the capability to take hold of the attention from the consumers (Zipporah, 2014). Many celebrities use their social media accounts to promote beauty products. Physical attractiveness is the first thing which captures the minds of the consumers when they are watching an advertisement. So it is very important for the companies to use physically attractive celebrities to promote their products. Physically the attractiveness for the endorsed celebrity can be categorized as their height of the figure, amount of weight and the attractiveness of the face which is frequently judge by public that speaks about celebrity endorser's physical attractiveness physical attractiveness (Bardia, et al., 2011). Attractiveness doesn’t only consider the attractiveness physically showed out. It also consists of way of living, intellectual skills, properties of personality, day to day routines and performances of athletic activities (Edrogan, 1999). It is believed by the sellers that beauty helps to sell anything. Customers need to see the existing sample, so that they can imagine how they will look like after using that
particular product in the advertisement. The attractiveness of the endorser can also affect the brand perception image. It is easy to catch the attention of the consumers by showing them that there is something common between the endorser and the consumer. By advertising using attractive endorsers, the product will spread widely among the society.

Consumer Purchase Intention and Purchase Probability

The consumer's willingness and desire to buy a product is known as consumer buying intention. Consumer's buying intention is an important fact to consider when improving the buying behaviour. Celebrities do not always impact on the purchase probability, but somehow they are capable to do a considerable change in the minds of the society. One of the fastest and safest ways of developing a brand is, converting famous characters to brilliant businessmen because people always tend to follow familiar and famous characters. Skincare products play a major role in cosmetics industry. So it has a huge marketing opportunity to increase consumer purchase intention and purchase probability. Perceived value is important to achieve this. Perceived value of a skincare product influences buying intention of a consumer. There are different factors of perceived value and when the manufacturers identify factors, they can adjust their product according to those factors. According to the belief of manufacturers, celebrity and brand mascot endorsement are effective for consumer purchase intention and purchase probability. They have faith in celebrity endorsement and brand mascot would deliver a high chance appeal, responsiveness and recalling customer compared with not using this techniques. Celebrity endorsement has a huge power to grab the attention toward the brand. And also it can damage the brand because of the misbehavior of celebrities. Manufacturers must be prepared for these incidents properly from the beginning.

Methodology

In this chapter, the methodology has described which is used to develop the model of the study. Throughout this chapter mostly focused on the multiple linear regression analysis technique. Also conceptual framework, hypotheses, data collection method, sample size and analysis techniques are covered by this chapter.

Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses

According to the conceptual framework, four main hypotheses were identified in this study. Likability (L), credibility (C), personality (P) and attractiveness (A) are independent variables of the study. The dependent variable is consumer purchase intention (CPI). The conceptual framework ascertains a straight relationship between the independent variables and the dependant variable.

$H_{1a}$ – Likability impacts towards consumer purchase intention

$H_{1b}$ - Credibility impacts towards consumer purchase intention
H₁c  - Personality impacts towards consumer purchase intention
H₁d  - Attractiveness impacts towards consumer purchase intention

**Experimental Design**

Research Sample and Sampling Technique

Sample is a set of individuals, objects or elements that are occupied from a bigger population for the evaluation. The sample must be symbolic of the population to make sure that we can simplify the results from the sample of the research to the population as an aggregate. Target population of this study was Ratmalana area which is located in the district with the highest population of the country. This area was chosen because most residences of well-known celebrities are located around Ratmalana. A questionnaire was sent to 200 contacts as the sample of the study. The sample included respondents with a wide range of age, different income levels, different residential areas and both males and females from different job sectors. Generally, sampling can be divided into two categories as probability sampling and non-probability sampling. Non-probability sampling is often associated with case study research design and qualitative research (Taherdoost, 2016). This technique is used when the likelihood of selecting a person for a sample is unknown. But in this quantitative study, non-probability sampling method was used instead of probability sampling method. Convenience sampling technique was used under non-probabilistic sampling in order to gather data as this study has no significant sampling frame. Convenient sampling is an easy and more convenient way to recruit the primary data sources for the research (Saunders, et al., 2012).

**Data Collection and Analysis**

According to business dictionary (2019), data is information in raw or unorganized form that refers to, or represent, conditions, ideas or objects. Data can be collected by two methods; qualitative and quantitative which identified as data analysis methods. Quantitative data is the value of data in the form of count or numbers where each data set has a unique numerical value associated with it. Data which can observe and record are qualitative data. This type of data is in non-numerical nature. Qualitative data is usually gathered through observation techniques, one-to-one interviews, focused groups and similar approaches (QuestionPro, 2019).

As the study is based on the impact of celebrity endorsement on consumer purchase intention with reference to skin care products in Sri Lanka, quantitative approach is used for the data collection. Quantitative research is used to populate statistics from a high volume sample size to gain statistically valid results in customer insight (Peppercreative, 2015). For the analysing purpose, it required to collect more reliable statistical data. In this methodology, a questionnaire was used as the survey study including 27 questions covering both research variables and demographic data. A link was sent to the contacts of the sample through social networking websites individually and 194 responses were received. 188 responses were used for the final data analysis after removing outliers.

**Results**

This chapter describes and indicates the evaluation and circulation of the data in combining with the research area clarification determined. Prepared and accumulated data is introduced into
analysis kits and it allocates discovering data, locate arrangements in it for the purpose of attaining the impact of celebrity endorsement on consumer purchase intention (Sridhar, 2018).

According to the collected data, celebrity endorsed skincare products were not used by most of the respondents. Celebrity endorsed skincare products were used by 46.28% respondents. The respondents were allowed to choose one of the products among few popular skincare brands in Sri Lanka. The brands for choices were Facia, Lia Products, Fair and Lovely, Off Marks, 4rever, Nature’s Secrets, Himalayas, Ponds, Janet and other products. Most of the respondents answer was other products while Lia products were the least favoured skincare product. It was believed by 61 of the respondents that sales get increased because of the celebrity endorsement. And the statement was not approved by 25 respondents and neutralized by 102 respondents. It was stated that the quality and the quantity of the skincare products were the most important thing consumers consider when buying the products. Least vote was given to the other influencing factors than factors such as cost/price, celebrity advertisements and past experiences.

Reliability in scientific research usually means a measure’s reliability and repeatability, or the ability of an experiment to yield the same results under the same conditions (Statisticsolutions, 2019). According to standard conditions, the percentage of reliability must be a value above 0.6. A co-efficient of 0 means no reliability and 1 means perfect reliability. The Cronbach’s alpha values of the variables of this study are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likability</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Purchase Intention</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by authors using survey data

As all of the above variables have Cronbach’s alpha values above 0.6, they can be considered as reliable.

Table 2. Multicollinearity Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likability</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>1.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>1.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>1.840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>1.734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by authors using survey data

According to the standard levels, tolerance value should be greater than 0.1 and if the tolerance level is “0” it indicates a perfect multicollinearity while the tolerance is “1” it indicates there’s no multicollinearity. According to Field (2005), The value of VIF should be lower than 10. When considering the above table, all the tolerance levels are greater than 0.1 and all the VIF values are less than 10 which denotes that there is no multicollinearity.

Correlation is capable of acquiring any value within the range of -1 and +1. The mark of the correlation coefficient specifies
the direction of the relationship, while the extent of the correlation specifies the intensity of the relationship. If the correlation is -1/0 or +1 it shows that there is a negative linear relationship/ no relationship or a perfectly positive linear relationship respectively.

Table 3. Correlation test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Pearson's Correlation</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H_{1a}</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H_{1b}</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H_{1c}</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H_{1d}</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by authors using survey data

Pearson’s correlation coefficient is greater than 0.1 in all of the above hypotheses. Therefore, it can be considered that H_{1a}, H_{1b}, H_{1c} and H_{1d} have positive linear relationships. H_{1b} has a Pearson’s correlation value of 0.476, which means there is a moderate correlation. Other three hypotheses have their Pearson’s correlation values between 0.1 and 0.3. Therefore it can be considered as those three hypotheses have a weak correlation. When it comes to significance values except H_{1a} all other significance values are less than 0.05 and those are highly accepted. H_{1a} is rejected because its significance value is greater than 0.05.

Multiple regression is executed by finalizing linear regression reflecting the collection of linear links at assumed time. In this study, likability, credibility, personality and attractiveness were identified as independent variables. According to the below table, it can be suggested as there’s a positive moderate linear relationship because the R value is 0.506. Having 0.240 value for the R^2 can be considered as 24% of variance of consumer purchase intention can be verified by the changes of likability, credibility, personality and attractiveness.

Table 4. Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R Squared</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Attractiveness, Credibility, Likability, Personality

Source: Developed by authors using survey data

Anova table makes sure the importance of linear relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable by bearing an F value of 15.752.

Table 5. ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>37.382</td>
<td>4.9345</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>108.569</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>145.951</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention
b. Predictors: (Constant), Attractiveness, Credibility, Likability, Personality

Source: Developed by authors using survey data

When considering the results of the multiple linear regression, two variables (likability and personality) show negative B values which indicates the greater likability (B= -0.027) and greater personality (B= -0.074), are related to lower the consumer purchase intention. And also both likability and credibility are not significant as the values are greater
than 0.05. The correlation test also shows that the above mentioned variables have lower values than credibility and attractiveness; which means that those two hypotheses \( (H_{1a} \text{ and } H_{1c}) \) have weak correlation. Other two variables (credibility and attractiveness) show positive B values which means when the credibility and attractiveness increase; their effect on consumer purchase intention also increases. In the correlation test, it was revealed that the credibility has the highest Pearson's correlation and in this test, it has the largest positive B value \( (B= 0.462) \). When it comes to attractiveness, it has shown a weak correlation in its hypothesis in the correlation test but has achieved a moderate positive B value \( (B= 0.220) \) in the multiple linear regression model. Following equation can be obtained according to the results of beta values of the below table. It says a change of one unit in likability results a change of -0.024 units in consumer purchase intention.

\[
\text{Consumer Purchase Intention} = -0.024 \times \text{Likability} + 0.473 \times \text{Credibility} + -0.071 \times \text{Personality} + 0.221 \times \text{Attractiveness}
\]

To check the significance among variables, collinearity test was conducted to identify whether the independent variables are showing multicollinearity or not. In the collinearity test it indicates the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). The VIF values of the variables are less than 10. So it can be considered as no multicollinearity among those independent variables of this study.

According to the results of the normality test, all the skewness values were within the range of -1 and +1 and all the kurtosis values were within the range of -3 and +3. Therefore all the variables involved in this study are normally distributed.

**Discussion**

**Achievements of the Study**

First objective of this study was to identify factors of celebrity endorsement which affect to the purchase intention of consumers. According to the results, credibility, personality and attractiveness were identified as which affect on the purchasing intention of consumers. Results did not show that there’s any relationship between likability and consumer purchase intention. As per the literature review, it was found that all the variables affect on the purchase intention. McGuire (1985) and McCracken (1989) have stated that when people love a celebrity, they like the brand that celebrity accompanies and therefore celebrities are involved in advertisements. But according to this study, likability does not make any effect on consumer purchase intention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.297</td>
<td>.276</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likability</td>
<td>-.027</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>-.24</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.273</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>.462</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.473</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by authors using survey data
Second objective was to identify the most influencing factor of celebrity endorsement towards purchasing intention. As per the results, credibility was found as the most influencing factor among the accepted variables. The result of the survey of 194 respondents near Ratmalana area, supported the three expected hypotheses out of four. It was found that majority of the respondents do not use celebrity endorsed skincare products. And the survey found that most of the respondents like to purchase skincare products which are endorsed by a common man as brand ambassador. According to the results, most consumers prefer using Nature's Secrets skincare products than other well-known skincare products. So it can be considered as most Sri Lankan's appreciate skincare products made in Sri Lanka, even though marketers of foreign skincare products use most popular celebrities.

**Conclusion and Recommendations**

The uttermost conclusion of this research was that celebrity endorsement doesn't have that much of impacts on consumer purchase intention of skincare products. The best recommendation is to supply better tactical perspective to make attached consumers in Sri Lanka. Marketers can hire more attractive celebrities to promote their products, and they must make sure that the celebrities will not harm or disgrace the product they are endorsing. And also the marketers can assure that the celebrities are also using the product they are endorsing. So they can grab the trust and attract the consumers more. Hiring Sri Lankan celebrities is better than hiring foreign celebrities to gain the trust of consumers. Because the results of imported skincare products will not give the same positive results; as Sri Lanka's a country which was located near the equator and have different weather conditions than other countries. So the products can react differently to different skin types. Manufacturers can include natural ingredients instead of chemicals and artificial ingredients, when manufacturing skincare products. As Sri Lanka has a great history of Ayurvedic skincare treatments, if the manufacturers can go towards with the products which are riched with herbal ingredients, it will convince more consumers to purchase such products than other skincare products. As the ancient Ayurvedic practices are fading away from new generations, it will also support consumers to achieve wealth through health.
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Abstract: If a person can hoist his/her spiritual, political, social, or economic forte, that is where you find empowerment. Per UN Women, empowering women is what you contribute fully to economic life across all sectors and it is essential to build stronger economies, achieve internationally agreed goals for development and sustainability. To achieve your career goals, your gender should not matter. This paper focuses on women’s empowerment in aviation sector. It discusses the factors influencing gender inequality, job quality, leadership, and glass ceiling. Global measures of gender equality show that in Sri Lanka the gender-based inequality is increasing despite the nation’s dramatically improving economy and poverty levels and meeting some Sustainable Development Goals. To explain this situation in aviation, a sample of 40 was taken to explore how they experienced gender and empowerment and to explore synergies, or lack thereof, with measures of women empowerment. What the data revealed was a complementary relationship between leadership and job quality where it direct to break the glass ceiling. The Glass ceiling referred to the phenomenon where men dominate the upper limit of management. The research clearly shows that in nations like Sri Lanka, women experience ‘modernization’ and globalization in complex ways that are influenced strongly at workplace especially in transportation sector. The candidates who participated in the research are personnel in aviation field and their experiences indicated that gender inequality and empowerment require far deeper analysis. As findings it is exposed that experiences could not be captured by global measures of gender equality and empowerment and suggest women empowering activities such as gender equality, leadership, job quality, job satisfaction, promotions, standards, personal growth, glass ceiling and competence have a positive relationship over women in aviation sector. As the efficiency of these functions are increased in relation the aviation sector women’s empowerment will also be increased.

Keywords: Women, Empowerment, Aviation

Introduction

If a person can hoist their spiritual, political, social, or economic forte that is where you find empowerment. It evolves around self-development and sureness. Per UN Women, empowering women is what you contribute fully in economic life across all sectors is essential to build stronger economies, achieve internationally agreed goals for development and sustainability, and improve the quality of life for women, men, families, and communities. The conversation of women’s empowerment came to the table in an era where there was "no place for women". (Turnbull, 2013) But
today the tables have turned, and we talk about gender equality as a sustainable development goal around the world. For a sustainable development role of the woman is important as a man to every sector.

Transportation is a major sector in a country’s economy where we see a lesser number of women reputations, as for the records LABORSTAT data indicate that while women constitute only 1-in-7 transport workers they experienced three-quarters of the job losses in transport between 2008 and 2011. When it comes to the Sri Lankan context there is a fifty-seven percent women representation out of twenty-one million populations and out of economically active eight point five million, thirty-three-point four percent are women. Where seventy percent of the labor force constitutes of economically sedentary women. (Affairs, 2015) This gap reflects in the transportation industry as well as per the 2013 Sri Lanka labor force survey.

The fewer women involvement in the economy indicates the need for women empowerment to a sustainable future, where is gender inequality in the field. Legal, social and cultural situation in which sex and/or gender determine different rights and dignity for women and men, which are reflected in their unequal access to or enjoyment of rights, as well as the assumption of stereotyped social and cultural roles is known as gender inequality. (Commission, 2004) Especially in the transportation industry, where mainly we can recognize aviation, port, and land transport. Out of these three sectors, roughly aviation leads to the high participation of women in comparison to other sectors, as pilots, air hostesses, ground staff, and administration. But this is comparatively low to men. To fill the gap there is a need of finding a cause to the low involvement of women in the aviation industry and facilitate women’s empowerment to overcome the subjects.

This research covers the aviation industry’s women’s employability in Sri Lanka. This seeks the ratios of male and female representation in the Aviation industry in administrative, managerial, and executive levels specifically. The importance of identifying the gender representation in the industry will encourage to fill the unseen imbalance and break the glass ceiling. Here the researcher identifies the components where underlay to the above scenario. The research will be mainly based on the aviation industry which is one of the main sectors that contribute to transport internationally and the economy of Sri Lanka.

**Methodology**

This study uses an emergent, exploratory, inductive qualitative approach. Because the basis of such an approach is that one does not predetermine or delimit the directions the investigation might take, it is especially important to detail the specific stages that this research will follow in addressing the research question by identifying the influence of women in the aviation sector and the necessity of women’s empowerment. To achieve the core objective of the current study conceptual framework is based on the relationship between gender inequality, job quality which is defined as the degree of satisfaction, or the pleasantness associated with the process of working (Coulibaly, 2006), glass ceiling effect, and leadership as independent variables and women’s empowerment as the dependent variable. Gender representation in a specific area of work in the workplace as indicated by the gender inequality index and the researcher based its findings from direct answering questionnaire. Laeken indicator analyzed the direct answer questions for the degree
of satisfaction associated with the process of work of female employees. The phenomenon where men dominate the upper limit of management of the aviation sector was indicated by the glass ceiling index through the Likert scale data collection method. The challenging model and confirming model of the alpha female inventory indicators were used to analyze direct answer questions and Likert scale data to identify the matter of equality and the right to have the same opportunity as men in the industry of aviation. Because of the complexities involved in this type of research, the proposal is divided into several broad stages with funding and time estimates provided for each. The research will be secondarily based on secondary data which will be collected through Sri Lankan Aviators. This sample was selected as it is convenient to conduct surveys and gather more specific data with the support and contribution of the selected executives, managers, and employees, which were given a survey form to collect primary data. This method of data collection is inconsistent with the researcher Gary Gereffi (2010) who also collected data using questionnaires. The data will be collected per the Primary method by conducting a survey using questionnaires and interviews as this method helps to get more accurate and up to date data which was also adopted by the researcher Gary Gereffi to conduct his research.

The relevant data and variables will be evaluated through multiple regression analysis, percentage analysis, and coefficient of correlation and factors analysis with the use of SPSS software. Which will be an advantage to minimize data analytical errors. All the data collected by the researcher is analyzed per application or model. In SPSS the data are analyzed using the sum of each profile in the questionnaire except for profile 'A' and the rest of the profiles consist of three univariate and two bivariate statements in which the response is taken six-point Likert scale. The reliability test is measured using Cronbach's Alpha. Analysis of data relevant to the study begins as soon as the data collection is finalized. The relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable will be identified and calculated in this process per the significance of the study. This process will be conducted using an analytical tool such as MS Excel, which was also used by Gereffi et al in 2010. Data interpretation and presentation will be done in the means of a textual method, graphical method, and tabular method for a clear and precise declaration.

Data is analyzed descriptive, quantitative, and qualitative methods. Data is univarial, bivarial, and multivariable. The significance is measured using 90% confidence interest. Grounded theory is a qualitative research approach that was originally developed by Glaser and Strauss in the 1960s. The self-defined purpose of grounded theory is to develop a theory about phenomena of interest. For this study, several key analytic strategies were used based on ground theory. The strategic process of Memoing was used for recording the thoughts and ideas of the researcher as they evolve throughout the study. Early in the process, these memos tend to be very open while later they tend to increasingly focus on the core concept. Finally, Integrative diagrams and sessions are used to pull all the detail together, to help make sense of the data concerning the emerging theory of women's empowerment.

Discussion

The participant-approved close-ended interview transcriptions were analyzed using a modified grounded theory method (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
When the data is analyzed by the research questions to identify the job quality which is defined as the degree of satisfaction or the pleasantness associated with the process of working of the participants, 41.46% highly satisfied with their job designation while 56.10% satisfied and 2.44%, not in the least satisfied.

67.5% of the candidates think that people should be rewarded based on their performance, regardless of whether they are men or women. 22.5% agree on it but 5% disagree on that statement too. 35% believe that women and men can perform the same work equally well while 2.5% very disagree on that statement. 35% agree and 30% somewhat agree on that. A person who devotes extra time to the job can be a better employee than who does not as per 40% where they somewhat agree on. 5% highly disagrees while 20% agrees and 2.5% highly agrees. Per 2.5% an employee who has geographically relocated for the job has a chance to get promoted. But 12.5% highly disagree and 20% agree on that statement.

A woman must perform better than a man to be promoted according to 2.5% but 40% very disagreeable on that statement. 40% think that standards are not higher women than men in the workplace. 50% agree on the viewpoint of a woman is often heard at a meeting. Per 44.7% women are not placed in positions beyond their level of competence. 41% disagreed that women face the barrier of the glass ceiling at the workplace, but 12.9% say she does. Out of 20 characteristics, 8% think making decisions make you a leader, 14.4% thinks a
good leader is a good communicator, 8.5% see a person who pulls people together is a good leader and 8% agree that a good leader sets a good example.

93.9% of candidates highly agree that a leader can be taught and learned while 6.1% see that a true leader is born. 51.5% of the candidates consider themself as a leader in the organization despite their job title. Contenders were more likely to seek out leadership opportunities in the workplace. 60.6% of them pursue learning and professional growth opportunities and 54.5% think strategically about their career. The data illustrate that a quality job complements the leadership ability of women. Have a balance personal and professional life leads to break the glass ceiling effect in the workplace. Per department in the organization, they have flexible working schedules to accommodate female employees. In the aviation sector management, does have a moderate perception of female’s career progression.

Results

The focus of the conduct of this study is to identify the women’s empowerment need in the aviation sector which is not given much focus. The mastering of the above four independent variables will ensure women’s empowerment. The positive effect on gender equality, job quality, and leadership will lead to breaking the glass ceiling. These may influence regardless of the department, the number of years worked in the organization, the gender, the designation, and marital status. Therefore, if the foundation of something is laid properly the outcome of it would also be impressive. In this study, the foundation is the women’s empowerment which determines the gender balance in the aviation sector Sri Lanka. As stated in this study if the country wants to regain its lost position in the International markets the organizations must do something extraordinary by seeing into different aspects of the workplace.

Describing what they valued about their careers, most participants said that their work provided a sense of goal fulfillment as well as interpersonal support and comraderies. Half to most of the women cited other benefits of their careers, including interpersonal rewards resulting from helping others, career self-confidence, the enjoyment of challenging work, and money/financial independence. Finally, twenty-seven of the participants emphasized their preferences for careers that provided personal fulfillment in contrast to external rewards based on performance. Most of the women in the sample (seventeen participants) spoke about a feeling of accomplishment arising from the fulfillment of long-term or short-term career goals. The gender imbalance of the sector is showing where a high number of male representations in the industry. The job quality is identified through job satisfaction and confidence in the workplace. According to sixteen participants, the glass ceiling is a barrier to female employees. Leadership can be taught and learned where communication is a basic skill to pursue it.

Conclusion

The outcomes of the present study highlight the need for research in several less reputable areas. The theory of life meaning, until now represented by partial constructs in the disparate research literature, deserves attention as a variable in its own right, one that adds an important dimension to the study of career development, and women’s career development. Most expressively, the life meaning construct may help in explaining the often-non-linear path of women’s life
and work decisions. As seen in this study, our models of career expansion for women and men must mirror the multiple and interdependent roles/sources of meaning that shape individuals' lives and the non-linear career paths that result from those multiple obligations. Another variable that may be of significance to the study of women's career choices but that has not been explored much in the literature is autonomy.

Finally, it is critical that career development models explicitly acknowledge the significant contributions of structural and cultural (broadly defined) factors to individuals’ particularly women's career decision-making (Fitzgerald & Betz, 1994). These include economic and sociopolitical climate, workplace barriers, and supports e.g., glass ceilings, job quality, and leadership. These recommendations include individual career counseling interventions that explore clients' career questions and decisions in the context of sources of life meaning, that expand individuals' horizons about what careers and life roles might be possible, and that assist clients in emerging strategies for assimilating family and career along their life/career paths.

The outcome of this specific research would have been more accurate and specific if the researcher were able to gain more knowledge through a bigger sample survey. Also, the meeting of all department employees is recommended. It is also recommended to survey every aspect of the aviation sector rather than the managerial side. Further research can be carried out to see the impact on other transport sector's needs of women's empowerment. Also, research on what are the current practices done in the transportation sector to encourage women to enter the industry. Studies can be done to identify other factors that influence women's empowerment broadly. Likewise, many other types of research can be conducted in relevant to women's empowerment.
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Abstract: Defining a ‘State’ and the criterion for ‘Statehood’ was found to be ambiguous due to legitimacy issues. State as a subject of international law is enabled with certain rights and duties obliged to perform. While the political relevance of the recognition of states is beyond doubt, the rules of law which apply to this aspect remain uncertain. The establishment of the modern state system in the world roots back to the Westphalian treaties. Montevideo Convention of 1933, initially identified qualifications for a state and subsequently accepted by many states, regional and international institutes with codification. Declaratory and Constitutive theories on the criterion for statehood debated on relevance of ‘international recognition’ over the other factual qualifications of population, territory, government and the capacity to enter into relations with other States. Admission as a member to the UNO recognizes a new state as a part of the globally organized community by way of co-optation. The globalization and related changes along with humanitarian considerations have created various types of status for states. International recognition for a state expressed through diplomatic relations and the influence of UNSC is found to be prominent aspects over the other domestic settings for statehood except the ‘effective control’ over its territory. This paper is meant to clarify ambiguities on the legitimacy of a state and the criteria for statehood with reference to sources of international law cases and secondary data analysis methods.
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Introduction

“There are only very few branches of international law which are of greater, or more persistent, interest and significance for the law of nations than the question of Recognition of States... Yet there is probably no other subject in the field of international relations in which law and politics appear to be more closely interwoven.”

Hersch Lauterpacht

When looking at the map of the world, it appears as if almost the whole world is neatly divided into separate parts, with each part representing a defined territorial entity, known as a State. Three different waves that took a role in the establishment of more than 200 new states. The first wave was the First World War which brought the collapse of the Ottoman Empire; the second was the Second World War which put an end to the Europe’s overseas sovereignty; and the third wave was the expiration of the Cold War era which ended up with the collapse of USSR and the Eastern Bloc countries. As a result, of these 3 waves, many of the new states existed today have emerged with independence breaking away from ancient system of monarchs and empires (Orman, 2016). But a closer examination of the present status of states reveals that the concept of statehood is shrouded in many ambiguities. Is that the Palestine, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Tibet are states? If not, what are those? What is a Nation and the Nation State? What is the criteria of statehood? What are the rights
and duties of a State? What is the status of Libya, Yemen and Syria at present? These questions will not be precisely answered by the majority due to the level of understanding and the complexity of those terms.

Primarily, it is important to define, differentiate and understand the general meanings of different terms related to a state and the statehood.

1) A state: State is a territory with its own institutions and populations (Rosenberg, 2020).

2) A sovereign state: Sovereign state is a state with its own institutions and a permanent population, territory and government. It must also have the right and capacity to enter into treaties and agreements with other states (Rosenberg, 2020).

3) A nation: A Nation is a large group of people who inhabit a specific territory and are connected by history, culture, or another commonality. Nations that hold territory but are not sovereign states include: The Indian Nations of the United States, Bosnia, Catalonia (in northern Spain), Quebec, Corsica, Sicily and Tibet. In addition, some nations govern no territory at all. Sindhi, Kurds, Yoruba, Rohingya, and Igbo people share histories, cultures, and languages but have no separate territory (Rosenberg, 2020).

5) A Country: A country can be used to mean the same thing as the state, sovereign state, or nation-state but not officially used due to vagueness. A country also use to refer a region or cultural area that has no governmental status. Examples include 'Wine Country' which is used to mention the grape-growing area of northern California (Rosenberg, 2020).

CONCEPT OF STATE

A. Westphalian System and the Nation State

Significant identification for a state was established days back to the Peace Treaty of Westphalia, signed in 1648, which ended the 30 years of religious wars in Europe; with the concept of ‘nation-state’. This concept was and is associated with the rise of the modern Westphalian system of states in the world. This system is based on the principle of international law that each state has sovereignty over its territory and domestic affairs, to the exclusion of all external powers, on the principle of non-interference in another country’s domestic affairs, and that each state no matter how large or small is equal in international law (UKEssays, 2018).

A nation-state: Nation state is a cultural group (a nation) and that is also a state. It may be a sovereign state too.

![Figure 1. Creation of a Nation-state (Source: slideplayer.com)](slideplayer.com)

The narrow definition of nation state presumes the existence of the “one nation, one state” model. Consequently, less than 10% of states in the world meet this criteria today, due to the presence of minorities. According to a wider working definition, a nation-state is a type of state that conjoins the political entity of a state to the cultural entity of a nation, from which it aims to derive its political legitimacy to rule and
potentially its status as a sovereign state. The concept of a nation-state can be compared and contrasted with that of the multinational state, city-state, empire, confederation, and any other state formations; key distinction being the identification of people with a polity in the nation-state (Watts, 2020). The European colonization of Asia and Africa in the 19th century and two global wars in the 20th century dramatically undermined the principles established in Westphalia pertinent to nation state.

Max Weber defined the state as the monopoly of the legitimate use of force under three characteristics. Accordingly, there is only one government in a state (there is a monopoly in the provision of public governance), the state governs unconditionally, which means that it coerces its citizens into behaving in certain ways and the third characteristic is, the use of coercive force has to be legitimate, which means that it has to be either legal or accepted in some way by the citizens (Orman, 2016).

In the modern day context the term ‘Failed State’ came into discussion with the evolvement of some states who have failed to perform duties and responsibilities of a state in various ways. Key aspects of failed state when summarizing the definitions developed by scholars are; failed states are tense, deeply conflicted, dangerous, and bitterly contested by warring factions, cannot or will not safeguard minimal civil conditions, can be defined in terms of their demise of the practical operation of governmental functions for an internationally recognized state, could be expanded if one were to include states facing serious internal problems that threaten their continued coherence or significant internal challenges to their political order, failure can be also based on cultural indicators such as the restrictions on the free flow of information, the subjugation of women, the inability to accept responsibility for individual or collective failure, the extended family or clan as the basic unit of social organization, the domination by a restrictive religion, the low valuation of education, and the low prestige assigned to work (Orman, 2016). There are various of failed states have identified in the world today with examples as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failed States</th>
<th>Representative Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repressive States</td>
<td>North Korea, Cuba, Iran, Iran and Libya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak States</td>
<td>Sri Lanka, Vietnam, Yemen, Zimbabwe, Montenegro, Haiti, East Timor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-States</td>
<td>All failed states in the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian States</td>
<td>Djibouti, Somalia, Cote d’Ivoire, Chad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amputated States</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guised States</td>
<td>Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandoned States</td>
<td>Angola, Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failed States</th>
<th>Representative Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People States</td>
<td>Somalia, Sudan, Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falling States</td>
<td>Liberia, Georgia and Eritrea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsed States</td>
<td>Angola, Barbados, Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quicks States</td>
<td>Pakistan, Yemen, Korea, the Philippines, Grenad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandoned States</td>
<td>Angola, Liberia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Various versions of failed states (Orman, 2016)

B. **Fundamental Rights of a State**

The formulation of a list of the so-called fundamental or basic rights and duties of a State has been a persistent preoccupation of international conferences and bodies. The Montevideo Convention of 1933 on the Rights and Duties of States was initially attempted for such and subsequently followed by the adoption of Resolution 2625 of 1970 in the General Assembly of the United Nations (UNGA) entitled the ‘Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation Among States’. Accordingly, States are entitled to enjoy certain fundamental rights and bound by certain duties under International Law (General Assembly, 1970).
1) **The Right of Independence:** Independence as defined by under the Rights and Duties of States is the capacity of a State to provide for its own well-being and development, free from the domination of other states. The right of independence in International Law includes a number of rights, such as, the right of territorial integrity, and the right to have an exclusive control over own domestic affairs.

2) **The Right of Sovereignty:** Sovereignty has twofold meaning. Primarily, sovereignty means that a State has the supreme undivided authority over its territory which is known as territorial sovereignty. Secondly, sovereignty means the capacity of a State to enter into relations with other States which is connected with the concept of ‘International personality’. These rights includes; sending and receiving diplomats, engaging in treaty making, and the enjoyment of certain immunities and privileges from the jurisdiction of other States. Today, state sovereignty is not seems absolute and there are limits due to the emergence of powerful national States. A State has subjected its sovereign powers to several limitations by virtue of treaties or decisions of international organizations of which it is a member, or by virtue of its consent.

3) **The Right of Territorial Jurisdiction:** The Right of Territorial Jurisdiction is derived from the right of sovereignty. This right entitles a State to have the absolute and exclusive authority over all persons, property and events within the limits of its national territory. This authority implies jurisdiction of the State to enact the law, to enforce the law and to adjudicate persons and events within its territorial land, its internal and territorial water, and national air space.

4) **The Right of Sovereign Equality:** Sovereign equality means that all states have equal rights and duties, have the same juridical capacities and functions, and are equal members of the international community, notwithstanding differences of an economic, social, political or other nature. Sovereign equality is mentioned in the Charter of the United Nations as the principle on which this Organization is based.

5) **The Right of Self-Defence:** The right of self-defense to which a state is entitled is recognized by Customary International Law as well as Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations. However, this right cannot be exercised by a State unless an armed attack occurs against it and or until the UN Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. In invoking this right, the state must comply with the requirements of Customary International Law, which are the use of peaceful procedures if they are available. Due consideration for the ‘Necessity’ and ‘Proportionality’ when taking actions is also a must (General Assembly, 1970).

C. **Fundamental Duties of a State**

In correlation to the rights of the states mentioned in above UNGA’s resolution 2625 of 1970, there are duties binding the states. Non-compliance of a state with its duties constitutes a violation of International Law (General Assembly, 1970).

1) **The Duty to Refrain from the Threat or Use of Force:** A State is under a duty to refrain in its international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State. This duty includes within its scope certain recognized duties, such as, the duty to refrain from propaganda for wars and
aggression, the duty to refrain from organizing or encouraging the organization of irregular forces or armed bands for incursion into the territory of another state, the duty to refrain from organizing, assisting or participating in acts of civil strife or terrorist act in another State and the duty to refrain from forcible action which derives peoples from their rights to self-determination, freedom and independence. However, the use of force is accepted and considered lawful under International Law only if it is exercised in case of self-defense and in accordance with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.

2) The Duty to Settle International Disputes by Peaceful Means: A State is under a duty to settle its international disputes with other States by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace, security, and justice are not endangered. The Charter of the United Nations, in Chapter 6, provided the machinery for the fulfillment of this duty by the States. Accordingly, States must seek a just settlement of its international dispute by any of the peaceful means stated in the Charter or by any peaceful means agreed upon by them. In case of their failure to reach a peaceful settlement by themselves, they are under a duty to comply with the actions taken by the United Nations.

3) The Duty not to Intervene in the Affairs of Other States: A State is under a duty not to intervene, directly or indirectly, for whatever reason, in the internal or external affairs of any other State. It constitutes a violation of International Law when in any use, encourage the use or threat to use of military, economic, political or any other form of intervention against a state or against its political, economic and cultural elements.

4) The Duty to Co-Operate with One Another: A State is under a duty to co-operate with other States, irrespective of the differences in their political, economic and social systems, in various spheres of international relations, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.

5) The Duty of a State to Fulfill Its Obligations in Good Faith: A State is under a duty to fulfill in good faith the obligations assumed by it under the Charter of the United Nations and the International Law, including international treaties. The concept of good faith implies that a State should perform its assumed obligations honestly, without malice and defraud, and without seeking unconscionable advantage (General Assembly, 1970).

D. Qualities of a Sovereign State

A sovereign state, sometimes called an independent state has following qualities:

1. Space or territory that has internationally recognized boundaries.
2. People who live there on an ongoing basis.
3. Regulations governing foreign and domestic trade.
4. The ability to issue legal tender that is recognized across boundaries.
5. An internationally recognized government that provides public services, security and police power and has the right to make treaties, wage war, and take other actions on behalf of its people.
6. Sovereignty; no other state should have power over the country’s territory (Rosenberg, 2020).

E. Non-Sovereign States and Entities

Many entities have geographical and cultural significance and many of the qualities of a sovereign state, but are not independent sovereign states. These include territories, non-sovereign states,
and nations. Many entities have most of the qualities of sovereign states but are officially considered to be non-sovereign. Many have their own histories, and some even have their own languages. Examples include: Hong Kong, Bermuda, Greenland, Puerto Rico and non-sovereign parts of the United Kingdom (Northern Ireland, Wales, Scotland, and England). The word state is also used to refer to geographic sections of sovereign states that have their own governments but are subject to a larger federal government. The 50 United States are non-sovereign states in USA (Rosenberg, 2020).

F. State Sovereignty and the Diplomacy

The Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, which was agreed in 1961 and went into force in 1964, sets out how sovereign states can establish, maintain and, if need be, terminate diplomatic relations. It defines who is a diplomat and thus entitled to special privileges and immunities. These include immunity from civil and criminal prosecution in the host state and exemption from all dues and taxes (Ottawa, 2019). One best latest example for this diplomatic sovereignty is the interrogating of Michael Kovrig, who was on leave from the Canadian foreign ministry and working for an international organization when China detained him in December 2018. In questioning Mr Kovrig, the Canadian Prime Minister says that, China did not respect “the principles of diplomatic immunity” referring to the Vienna Convention. Mr Kovrig’s immunity under the convention, which includes exemption from arrest or detention, said to be ended when he took a leave of absence from the government to work for the International Crisis Group. Yet it partially remains as it covers activities performed while he is still a diplomat. This is what led to Canadian accusation. China points to a different part of the convention, which stipulates that diplomats should not interfere in the internal affairs of the host country. This Diplomatic spat can be brought to the International Court of Justice, which the US did in 1979 when Iran held more than 50 Americans hostage for more than a year (Ottawa, 2019).

STATEHOOD

The Statehood plays an important role in the International Law when empowering states with ‘Legal Personality’ which has the authority to file cases at the International Criminal Court (ICC) and International Court of Justice (ICJ) and to be accepted for entering into International agreements. The modern state being a political form that has been singularly successful featured with mechanisms of;

1) Monopoly: control of the means of violence,
2) Territoriality,
3) Sovereignty
4) Constitutionality: the quality of being in accordance with a political constitution
5) Impersonal power: Not influenced by or involving personal feelings,
6) Public bureaucracy
7) Authority/legitimacy
8) Citizenship
9) Taxation (Pierson, 2004)

A. Legal Status of a State - Montevideo Convention

In general, a subject of law is an entity to whom the law provides rights and assigns obligations. The requirements to be met for an entity to be considered a subject of International Law are the ability to have rights and obligations under International Law, the capacity to enter into relations with other subjects and to stand before international courts. States are, in this sense, clearly subjects of International Law
since they fulfill all of these requirements. A State is the primary legal subject or person in International Law.

There is no exact definition of the term “State” in International Law. However, the essential criteria for statehood are well settled. Article 1 of the Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States of 1933, indicates that, the state as a person of international law should possess the following qualifications:

1. A permanent population,
2. A defined territory,
3. Effective Government
4. The capacity to enter into relations with other States.

The Convention, and the law at that time, viewed States as a kind of legal entity operating and existing under its own authority and power. Article 3 of this convention provides, “The political existence of the state is independent of recognition by the other states. Even before recognition, the state has the right to defend its integrity and independence, to provide for its conservation and prosperity, and consequently to organize itself as it sees fit, to legislate upon its interests, administer its services, and to define the jurisdiction and competence of its courts”. Article 6 of the same convention states that, “The recognition of a state merely signifies that the state which recognizes it accepts the personality of the other with all the rights and duties determined by international law. Recognition is unconditional and irrevocable” (Davids, 2012).

1) The Declarative theory:

The Declarative theory of statehood, defines a state as a person in international law if it meets the criteria mentioned in the Montevideo convention. It however fails to adequately describe the creation of “States” in international practice, as there are entities in the world that ‘de facto’ satisfy the criteria of the Montevideo convention but do not benefit from the rights that come with such a status due to lack of recognition. One example is the nominally Moldovan territory of ‘Transnistria’. The new practice of recognition of the recently established states of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union since 1991 is said to have overridden the traditional principles of public International law regarding recognition. Indeed, the predominant declarative theory cannot explain this new practice convincingly (Hillgruber, 1998).

2) Constitutive theory: Constitutive theory of statehood, defines a state as a person in international law, only if, it is recognized as sovereign by other states. This theory also have lapses as it fails to explain why certain entities that have received numerous recognitions yet, are not considered as States and also raises the question of how many recognitions are necessary in order for an entity to become a State. One clear example of this problem is the 'State of Palestine'. As of July 2011, the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) had received up to 122 recognitions of its 'Statehood'. That means around 63%, of the United Nations recognizes Palestine as a State. However, it could not obtain the full membership. The regulatory function of states in the world is to administer a portion of the planet where people live. If they cannot serve that function due to lack

constitutive theories of Statehood (Davids, 2012).
of authority over a territory or people, they will lose the statehood. In the Palestine; neither PLO nor Hamas in the Gaza strip have the effective control over the territory they claim. So, it seems that “Statehood” is the product of a balance between the Montevideo criteria and the recognition. (Davids, 2012). In case of Taiwan, an island 180km off the coast of China; Its democratically elected leaders say they run a country called the Republic of China. Yet, to the Communist government in Beijing the island is the ‘Taiwan Province of China’. International organizations, desperate not to offend either side, struggle to name it at all. Many opt for the deliberately ambiguous “Chinese Taipei”, after its capital city. Taiwan is not a member of the WHO. Between 2009 and 2016, when a China-friendly government held power in Taiwan, it attended assembly meetings as an observer. But when the other party is in power, it has been prevented from participating, at China’s behest. Though, America and most of the allies have backed its bid to attend WHO assembly, an invitation could be extended only if a majority of the WHO’s 194 members vote in favour; which is unlikely due most countries will fall in line with China’s demand as China is trying to step up pressure on other countries to freeze out Taiwan. Hence, they do not challenge the view of the government in Beijing that it alone represents China, and that China includes Taiwan. In 1971 the UN voted to recognize that government as China’s sole representative (H, 2020).

Hence, it is understood that, requirements mentioned in the Montevideo Convention are not exhaustive; other actual requirements including sovereignty, Independence, self-determination and recognition; are considered in correlation.

B. Understanding the Requirements for Statehood

It is noteworthy to understand actual meanings of the said requirement for the statehood.

1) A Permanent Population: The existence of a permanent population is naturally required as an initial evidence of the existence of a State. This requirement suggests a stable community. The size of the population, is not relevant since International Law does not specify the minimum number of inhabitants as a requirement of statehood. Nevertheless, an acceptable minimum number of inhabitants is required with regard to self-determination criterion.

2) A Defined Territory: The requirement of a permanent population is intended to be used in association with that of territory. What is required by a defined territory is that there must be a certain portion of land inhabited by a stable community. A defined territory does not suggests that the territory must be fixed and the boundaries be settled since these are not essential to the existence of a State, although in fact all modern States are contained within territorial limits or boundaries. The past practice shows that, what matters is the existence of an effective political authority having control over a particular portion of land. Israel was admitted to the United Nations as a State in spite of disputes over its existence and territorial delineation. The existence of a particular territory over which a political authority operates is
essential for the existence of a State. For this reason, the “State of Palestine” declared in November 1988 at the conference of Algiers was not legally regarded as a valid State since the Palestine Liberation Organization had no control over any part of the territory it was claiming. The size of the territory of a State and alterations to its extent, whether by increase or decrease, do not change the identity of that State. A State continues to exist as long as a portion of land is retained (Zadeh, 2012).

3) A Government: For a stable community to function reasonably effectively, it needs some sort of political organization. It is required that an effective government be created, and this political authority must be strong enough to assert itself throughout the territory of the State without foreign assistance. The existence of an effective government, with some sort of centralized administrative and legislative organs, assures the internal stability of the State, and of its ability to fulfill its international obligations. However, in modern practice, the requirement of an effective government was not regarded as a precondition for recognition as an independent State. The State of Croatia and the State of Bosnia and Herzegovina were recognized as independent States by the member States of the European Community, and admitted to membership of the United Nations at a time when substantial areas of the territories were outside the control of each government. On the other hand, in the cases of Burundi and Rwanda, the requirement of an organized government was unnecessary or insufficient to support statehood. These States had arisen before government was very well organized, yet, were admitted as States to the membership of the United Nations in 1961. Moreover, a State does not cease to exist when it is temporarily deprived of an effective government because of civil war or similar upheavals. The long period of de facto partition of Lebanon did not hamper its continuance as a State. The lack of a government in Somalia did not abolish the international personality of the country. Even when all the territory of a State is occupied by the enemy in wartime, it continues to exist as in the cases of the occupation of European States by Germany in the Second World War and the occupation of Germany and Japan by the Allied powers after that war. Nevertheless, the requirement of effective government remains strictly applied in cases when part of the population of a State tries to break away to form a new State (Zadeh, 2012).

4) A Capacity to Enter into Relations with Other States: A State must have recognized capacity to maintain external relations with other States and is essential for a sovereign State. Lack of such capacity will avert the entity from being an independent State. Capacity distinguishes States from lesser entities such as members of federation or protectorates, which do not manage their own foreign affairs, and are not recognized by other States as full members of the international community.

C. Supplementary Requirements of Statehood

Independence, sovereignty, self-determination and recognition are other requirements of statehood identified in recent times, used either as separate criteria or in association with the above major requirements.

1) The concept of independence: means that the State is subject to no other State. Many jurists stress on independence as the decisive criterion of statehood. Some consider independence as the essence of a capacity to enter into relations with other States, in association with the requirement
of effective government with own executive and other organs, and conducts its foreign relations through its own organs.

2) The concept of sovereignty: This denotes, internally, the supreme undivided authority possessed by a State to enact and enforce its law with respect to all persons, property and events within its borders, and externally, the capacity of a State to enter into relations with other States, such as sending and receiving diplomats and engaging in treaty making, and the enjoyment of certain immunities and privileges from the jurisdiction of other States. Sovereignty, in this regard, is the indication of the international personality of an entity seeking a status of a State in the community of nations. Lack of sovereignty suggests that an entity is not independent and has no international legal personality.

3) Principle of self-determination: In the practice of States, the principle of self-determination has been used as a criterion modifying the requirement of effective government. The evolution of the right of self-determination has affected the level of effectiveness a concerned government required to exercise in order to fulfill such requirement of statehood. Moreover, the principle of self-determination has been used as an additional criterion of statehood in certain circumstances, such as, in the case of Rhodesia when it unilaterally declared independence on November 11, 1965, and in the cases of the successor States of the former Yugoslavia. This additional criterion may be required in the future in cases of certain national minorities seeking independence and the creation of their States (Hillgruber, 1998).

D. UN Recognition of States

Recognition of a new state is an act that confers the legal status of a entity under International law. In this sense, a (new) state is not born, but chosen as a subject of international law. When the new state has been recognized by certain amount of states, it become a subject of international law, only with respect to the existing states recognizing it. On admission as a member of the United Nations, the new state then becomes part of the globally organized community of states by way of co-option. After the decision has been taken to admit a state to the United Nations, its statehood cannot be called into question with the effect of contesting the validity of mutual rights and obligations arising from co-membership (Hillgruber, 1998).

United Nations Organization is the world’s largest International Governmental Organization (IGO) which was established aftermath of WWII. As of 2020, 193 out of 195 sovereign states in the world are members of the United Nations (UN) whilst the Palestine and the Holy See has only the Observer status (Non-Voting membership). Taiwan and Kosovo, are recognized by most but not all members of the UN specifically by China and Russia respectively (Rosenberg, 2020).

The criteria for admission of new members to the UN are set out in Chapter II, Article 4 of the UN Charter. Membership in the UN is open to all peace-loving states which accept the obligations contained in the present Charter whilst accepting its judgements. Any such admission will be effected by a decision of the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council. The Security Council’s recommendation requires affirmative votes from at least 9 of the 15 members, with none of the 5 permanent members using their ‘Veto’ power. This recommendation must then be approved in the General Assembly by a two-thirds majority vote. The ‘Veto’ power rested with the five permanent members is one of the main barrier for new states to be recognized and to practice its sovereign
The issue with the status of Taiwan and the Hong Kong is due to the negative influence of China and the status of Palestine is affected by the USA's support to Israel being permanent members of the Security Council.

**Conclusion**

The definition of the State and the Statehood itself considered complex and changed with the time since its first appearance through the peace treaty of Westphalia in 1648. Yet, there are accepted criteria for consideration through Montevideo convention, UN Charter and the Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation Among States agreed on 1970.

A permanent population, A defined territory, Effective Government and the capacity to enter into relations with other States are identified as major requirements for statehood. Independence, sovereignty, self-determination and recognition are the other requirements used either as separate criteria or in association with major requirements. Criteria for addition of new members to UN being the largest International Governmental Organization and the recent examples are well suited to understand the present practice State recognition in the world.
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Sustainable Competitive Advantage through Disintermediation with Special Reference to Supermarket Chains in Sri Lanka

T A A Gamage, I P R Vidanapathirana and S G S D Karunathilaka

Abstract: There has been a significant improvement in the Sri Lankan retail industry over the last ten years. Supermarkets have become increasingly popular, along with other modern retail outlets offering a wide variety of products under one roof. Therefore, the market is becoming highly competitive day by day and it is a common aim of each and every supermarket entity operating in Sri Lanka to increase their profitability mainly by reducing costs and to improve their market share. Disintermediation in supply chain eliminates the position of middlemen between producers and customers, which avoids conventional distribution channels and the business goes direct to the consumers, making the supply chain processes more transparent and straightforward while generating many benefits for both the Supermarket chains and to the customers. This study was conducted to explore how the disintermediation is related to obtaining sustainable competitive advantage by supermarket chains in Sri Lanka. Both quantitative and qualitative studies have been done to achieve the research objectives. A questionnaire comprising of relevant questions has been developed and distributed among 103 respondents and also 5 supermarket managers were interviewed in-depth for greater precision. The results of the multivariate analysis found that social impact has the highest influence towards disintermediation on sustainable competitive advantage. Further, disintermediation can be recommended for supermarkets as an efficient and effective practice to adapt with the modern market conditions, and it has many benefits towards stakeholders in achieving sustainable competitive advantage in the industry.

Keywords: Disintermediation, Sustainable Competitive Advantage (SCA), Cost reduction, Value creation, Social impact

Introduction

The supply chain consists of manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors and customers. Disintermediation eliminates the position of middlemen between producers and avoids conventional distribution channels with intermediates such as distributors, dealers, brokers or agents. In the case of disintermediation, one step is eliminated, e.g. the manufacturer goes directly to the customer, thereby removing the need for the wholesaler. Simplified, business goes in direct to the consumers, although the elimination of any single point within the supply chain can make the process more transparent and straightforward (Moore, 2001). Companies and also manufacturers can deal directly with consumers or end-users, which is a significant factor in reducing the cost of service to customers. Disintermediation leads to a high market visibility which allows customers to pay less as they deal directly with the supplier, bypassing the entire distributor and the retailer. Additionally in another way consumers can also purchase directly from wholesalers. Supermarket industries...
around the globe therefore regarding direct sourcing as one of the best tactics to achieve sustainable competitive advantage (Ritchie & Brindley, 2000). The primary objective of this study is to explore how the disintermediation related to sustainable competitive advantage. The Secondary objectives of this study is to identify which factor is most influence on disintermediation, to identify the benefits of disintermediation for the supplier and buyer and to recognize the issues with the disintermediation of supplier in the supermarket chain. Attributes of disintermediation are as follows,

A. Cost Reduction

Cost reduction can be defined as a reduction in the unit cost of goods and services provided by the company, most importantly without sacrificing its performance or suitability for the projected use, with the aid of new and improved approaches. Many firms use it in a systematic and preventive manner to reduce the inessential costs of goods produced solely in order to increase the overall profits. There are several intermediaries engaging in the supermarket industry all across the supply chain. They create different kinds of costs for their added value. Such costs may be removed or further minimized by disintermediation (Stevenson & Spring, 2007).

B. Value Creation

Value creation can be defined as an upgrade in overall performance by analyzing each connection or node of the entire food supply chain systematically to see how the overall speed, cost effectiveness and reliability and can best be enhanced. Nowadays, supermarkets are introducing goods and services under their own labels as a strategy in value creation. The phrase 'own-label' brands often referred to as 'personal brands', 'store brands', 'retailer brands' or 'home brands' is described as consumer products manufactured by or on behest of distributors and selling under the distributor’s own name or trademark via the distributor’s own outlet. Removing intermediary parties and direct sourcing practices has an impact on this value creation. Most supermarkets are committed to offer its valuable customers quality product at affordable prices through this. Supermarkets can design their goods to have a standard design, plain, clear packaging while ensuring that all cost savings from disintermediation are passed on to the Customer. In the selling of own-label brands, supermarket entities has number of advantages such as increase the customer attraction towards their companies while promoting healthy eating and lifestyles which will generate many sales toward their companies (Riera, 2002).

C. Social Impact

Nowadays customers and consumers are increasingly concerned about the social and environmental effects of production and consumption. This has led businesses to renew their interest in matters related to reverse logistics, greener supply chains, environmental conservation and sustainable supply chains. Greener supply chains and sustainable supply chains are frameworks embraced by many supermarket chains today that reflect the overall environmental footprint of the supply chain on resources and ecological footprints are Greening the supply chain can lead to many benefits, such as saving money by minimizing or reducing waste, while at the same time improving efficiency and competitive advantage (Porter & Linde, 1995). Also Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a well-known concept implemented by supermarket chains which reflects the attitudes and beliefs about the
nature of the relationship between business and society vary from day to day with the relevant issues arising due to the disintermediary practices conducted within the supply chain. Practices like empowering farmers and their families to engage in more cultivation, providing latest technological equipment with proper technological knowledge to improve their cultivation, providing loans at low interest rates for cultivation purposes facilitated by supermarket chains can be identified as current actively engaged CSR practices. In addition to CSR, other values supermarkets can develop includes business ethics, sustainable development, corporate citizenship, responsible entrepreneurship and the triple bottom line etc. (Marrewijk, 2003).

D. Sustainable Competitive Advantage

A sustainable supply chain approach incorporates the connection between upstream and downstream. Focusing on buyers and sellers, you can see how each will have an impact on the processes and practices of the supply chain. In reducing middlemen, reduced costs are typically the result, supply chain management must concentrate on leveraging the skills, resources and strengths of the companies that make up this strategic network. Supermarket managers have recognized the importance of getting closer to their main customers. So, they can understand the needs and desires of the consumers and what they are actually looking for. The relevant upgrades can then be made to meet the needs of the customer. (Rossetti & Choi, 2008). This reasoning has also been applied downstream, and it is also important to forge close ties with one of the main suppliers. Therefore a supply chain approach must be built after disintermediation by recognizing the elements of the sourcing process, internally and externally generated knowledge flows, new product Management, parallel procurement, partnering arrangements, commodity / component approaches, long-term demand planning, business cooperation and staff creation in order to obtain sustainable competitive advantage (Pepe, Abratt & Dion, 2012).

Methodology

E. Research Design

The purpose of this study is to know the impact of disintermediation in the supermarket chains. An inductive research approach with a qualitative method has been used to examine the relationship of variables. Researcher has followed mix method. The research was conducted in a longitudinal manner. Research theory and hypothesis are developed and tested according to positivism approach. In this research the target population comprises of the super markets in Colombo metropolitan area. The researchers focus on identifying the impact of disintermediation towards sustainable competitive advantage in the supermarket chain; the target population is identified as supermarket managers. Considering the topic of the research, it has been narrowed down to Rathmalana, Kiribathgoda and Maharagama areas. Hence, the sample size consists of 100 Supermarkets. Snowball sampling technique is being used to create a sample which is a non-probability sample. This sampling method is convenience to create strata or layers that are highly representative in the population. Both primary data and secondary data collection tools used in the study. When collecting the primary data, a questionnaire which included only close ended questions is used and in-depth interviews with managers has been conducted. The questionnaire was distributed among the selected sample area’s supermarket outlets. When collecting the secondary data related to this
study, previous literature from journal articles, web sites and books has been thoroughly studied and referred.

Figure 1 Conceptual Framework  
Source: Developed by Authors (2020)

F. Hypotheses of study

H1: Disintermediation mediates the impact of cost reduction towards sustainable competitive advantage.

H2: Disintermediation mediates the impact of value creation towards sustainable competitive advantage.

H3: Disintermediation mediates the impact of social impact towards sustainable competitive advantage.

H4: Disintermediation mediates the impact of cost reduction, value creation and social impact towards sustainable competitive advantage.

G. Data Analysis Method

The analysis of data is done through multivariate analysis through the SPSS software. Findings of the researchers will be evaluated and analyzed using quantitative and qualitative methods. In this task of analyzing data, correlation and multiple regression measures are calculated by using the collected data. To use the correlation Statistical, represent linear relationship between two variables that is expressed numerical value and relationship of variables. And also, the studies that wish to use Multivariate analysis are focused on the dimensionality of the problem. Such problems are often resolved by the use of alternative models, which are highly accurate approximations

of the physics-based approach. Therefore, Multivariate analysis (MVA) was selected to analysis the data.

Results

Based on the study, the result for social impact is identified as the highest impact to the mediating and the dependent variable. The findings that was interpreted in the fourth chapter shows a linear relationship with a significant value of (p<0.05) and a confidence level of 95%. Therefore, we can conclude that social impact has the highest impact on disintermediation towards sustainable competitive advantage. As per the linearity analysis the R square value which is 0.828 (82%) affects the disintermediation and sustainable competitive advantage. Furthermore, the result of the coefficient of the independent variable, mediating variable and the dependent variable has an influence of 0.910, which means it has a strong positive relationship among the variables. Furthermore, when looking at the sobel test, all independent variables were accepted by the mediate variable. As a result, cost reduction has 2.0916, value creation has 1.9643 and social impact has 2.1813 respectively at 95% confidence level. Among them it can be concluded that social impact has a higher influence on disintermediation towards sustainable competitive advantage. Finally, with the use of the data analysis it was proven that the social impact has the highest influence on the disintermediation.

Table 1 Sobel test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Sobel test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost reduction</td>
<td>0.00075</td>
<td>2.09161351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value creation</td>
<td>0.00024</td>
<td>1.96436597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>0.00086</td>
<td>2.18136396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by Authors (2020)
When looking at the B values of the coefficient analysis, we can conclude that if the cost reduction variable increases by one unit while all other factors are held constant, then the effect of disintermediation will increase by 0.13 resulting a positive relationship. Likewise, when value creation increases by one unit while the other factors are constant, the effect of disintermediation will decrease by -0.010 resulting a negative relationship. This is due to value generated throughout the supply chain will reduce when there are more intermediary parties involved. Next, the effect of social impact (b=0.918, p=.000) is significant and its coefficient is strongly positive out of other variables, indicating that, greater the social impact, the higher the disintermediation. Thus social impact variable is highly related to disintermediation and functions more as a proxy for sustainable competitive advantage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>1.795</td>
<td>1.040</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost reduction</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value creation</td>
<td>-.010</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>-.009</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effect of disintermediation= a + 0.013(cost reduction)-0.01(value creation)+0.918(social impact)+ e

Additionally when concerning the in-depth interviews of the research sample, the majority of 51% strongly agreed that supermarket is the best way to satisfy customers as a retailer market, while 46% agreed and 3% remained neutral.

Figure 2: Supermarkets as a mode of customer satisfaction

![Figure 2](image)

Source: Developed by Authors (2020)

According to the survey, 63% agree on that the entity is currently reducing suppliers in it's supply chain. Nearly 23% strongly agree and only 14% remain neutral.

Figure 3: Reduction of suppliers in the supply chain

![Figure 3](image)

Source: Developed by Authors (2020)

Majority of the respondents (47%) agreed that the company is focused more on producing goods under their own brand name. A considerable proportion of (43%) strongly agreed while a minority of 10% remained neutral.
According to the survey results, almost half of the respondents (49%) agree on the fact that their company aims to increase quality of goods while reducing suppliers. However, 38% agree on this while only 13% are neutral.

The majority of respondents (44%) agreed that there is high customer attraction towards the products which is producing under the company's own brand name. 38% of them strongly agreed while the minority of 18% remained neutral.

Discussion

Sri Lanka is a developing country which is now highly concerned about social welfare and environmental friendliness. When discussing the hypotheses of this study, it was identified that there is a positive influence of the social impact on disintermediation towards sustainable competitive advantage with regard to supermarket chains in Sri Lanka. Therefore that hypothesis is clearly accepted. The cost reduction and value creation variables are rejected since one party has to bear the cost while the other party enjoys the benefit. Therefore, due to the lack of benefits supermarkets are moving towards the social impact as it is a win-win situation for both the parties which is recommended by this study. Considering the study, it is possible to recommend the supermarket entities to be more focused on social and environmental effects of production and consumption. In order to enhance the Social impacts, activities such as corporate social responsibility (CSR) can be put into practice which will benefit both the society and the entity in many ways. Supermarket chains can embrace frameworks like Greener supply chain and Sustainable supply chain that reflects the overall environmental footprint of the supply chain on resources and ecological
footprints. Greening the supply chain can lead to many benefits, such as saving money by minimizing or reducing waste, while at the same time improving efficiency and achieving competitive advantage (Marrewijk, 2003).

H. Benefits of Disintermediation

1) **Speed/ability to deliver in a timely manner:** Through disintermediation, supermarket chains may boost their speed and ability to produce in a timely manner through decreasing the intermediary parties involved in the business process and therefore it takes less time for the product or service to reach the final customer or consumer. This can lead to higher sales, earnings, customer loyalty and gain high market share (Yusuf, et al., 2004). Such steps indicate reliability, but quick delivery is not so important unless the organization is highly associated with the reliability of the delivery. Furthermore, supermarket chains that focus on speed can deliver products in a reliable manner as they are promised that they might gain a competitive advantage over others (Hult, et al., 2006).

2) **Flexibility:** Disintermediation helps consumers to meet their needs by improving the ability to deliver personalized goods within a short period of time. Most supermarket chains are offering products/services under their own brand name. Flexibility can be defined as a metric to determine the quality of the supply chain after elimination of intermediaries. There are two cost outcomes within the consistency measures, namely flexibility in orders for extra volumes and flexibility in supplying extra sales points. Supermarkets should therefore be flexible enough to meet customer needs and requirements that are always changing with the synchronization of its flexibility and reliability elements which creates value (Aramyan, et al., 2007).

3) **Product quality:** The main objective of the chain of supermarkets should be to offer high-quality products in a reliable manner. Material quality can be addressed with elements such as quality of the raw material, quality of the product manufactured by the company, period of preservation of the product, continuity in the use of the traceability process, processing and performance of the packaging and distribution conditions for the products of the company etc (Ketchen & Hult, 2007). Not as in other industries when it comes to food, customers are seeking increased food safety, improved quality, trustworthiness and convenience compared to other similar demands from rivals (Chow, et al., 2008). Supermarket chains use a traceability program including any step in the food supply chain to maximize food product safety and it is found very beneficial for controlling quality. Usage of good packaging practices, processing and distribution methods can lead to the safe transport of goods from suppliers to the final consumer without compromising the quality of the products (Wognum, et al., 2011).

I. Issues with Disintermediation

It is a complex process to disintermediate a node within the supply chain. The removal of the middle man also means that companies must reproduce the functionality of the intermediary’s core expertise and replicate the flow of information, the flow of products and the flow of knowledge, as well as the cash flows of that particular node. The most common example of older versions of intermediation and disintermediation is Outsourcing. It is having the expertise, abilities and technologies of an outside company that makes a certain activity cheaper than working on its own (Pinto, 2000a). A more reasonable view on the influence of disintermediation in
distribution channels is that it will alter, but not eliminate the distribution channels. The producers need to create that value addition which was satisfied by the middleman prior to the disintermediation. Consumers are very demanding in added value to most of items before they can purchase and use them. But producers cannot provide this added value as it does not have the resources needed and may not have all the skills needed. This value must be given by the distribution channel, which is here to remain, but not in its current state. There are many problems that can arise directly from the customer itself, such as minimal order size, refunds, inquiries, delivery and all the issues that make up customer service etc (Pinto, 2000b). In order to cope with these new conditions, the business must have careful access and understanding of the causes and effects and be subject to change. It must find new ways to add value to the businesses of its customers through its engineering and design and financial capabilities in a way that its competitors cannot (Nordin, Brozovic & Holmlund, 2013).

Conclusion

Nowadays, customers and consumers are increasingly concerned about the social and environmental effects of production and consumption. Based on this study, it is a possible to recommend the supermarket companies to practice disintermediation within their supply chains to enhance their Social impact towards the stakeholders. This will give them Sustainable Competitive Advantage within the operating market. Supermarket chains can renew their interest in matters related to greener supply chains, reverse logistics, environmental conservation and management. Furthermore the companies can think of practices such as corporate social responsibility (CSR), supply chain sustainability, triple bottom line, business ethics, corporate citizenship and sustainable entrepreneurship in supply chains which are currently receiving an amplifying attention in corporate business world.
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Abstract: The Government of Sri Lanka has identified SME as an important strategic sector for balanced regional development in Sri Lanka. As such, with the purview of the Central Bank, Sri Lanka, several banks have launched numerous facilities to gear up the SME sector in Sri Lanka. However, during the last three years, it is evident that those banks have not achieved the targets of their SME lending portfolio. Accordingly, this study focuses on the analysis of factors affecting the growth of SME lending portfolio in banking industry with special reference to consumer perspective of XY bank PLC. A sample of lending portfolio was selected from the lowest pull through rate indicated districts of SME lending of XY bank, such as Anuradhapura, Ampara, Kegalle and Kurunegala. Along with the findings of the exploratory study and past research studies, the researchers tested four types of factors affecting the SME lending portfolio growth in the banking industry, namely bank staff related factors, bank credit policy related factors, bank SME customer related factors and country economic related factors. The survey was conducted using questionnaires and the data were analysed using quantitative data analysis techniques. As per the findings of the parametric tests, three predictor variables of staff, policy and customer related factors indicated significant influence on XY bank’s SME lending portfolio growth while staff related factors were identified as the most significant ones. Therefore, the study recommends XY bank to improve staff related factors, policy related factors and customer related factors to achieve SME lending targets in future.

Keywords: SME, Banking, Staff, Policy, Customer

Introduction

The Government of Sri Lanka has been acknowledged that the SME industries as a significant strategic segment and as the backbone of the economy in the country. It identified as a key area of change for comprehensive economic development, provincial growth, creation of employment & poverty eradication. SMEs accounts over seventy-five percent of the total number of enterprises, offers forty-five percent of the occupations and contributes to fifty-two percent of the GDP.

XY Bank is a premier commercial bank which contributes major part for SME sector in Sri Lanka and currently operates through a largest branch network across the Island. The bank has over 2.5 million customer base across the country and the bank is delivering an entire range of financial services for them. From the inception of the bank has been deeply.
engaging with SME financing. During this period bank has partnered with so many of SME’s and success stories created.

This study has been more focused on factors which have been directly affecting to growth of SME lending portfolio success in banking industry with special reference to consumer perspective of XY Bank & how the aforementioned further strengthen to sustain the highly viable business environment today. SME lending activity is one of the most profitable arms of XY Bank. The bank SME clientele contribute twenty percent of operating income, twenty-five percent of whole assets and eighteen percent of overall liabilities when compared with entire bank PNL. A high level of asset quality has also been maintained with the SME. In addition, one third of the lending portfolio contains of SME which reflects substantial effect to the overall profitability and the balance sheet growth of the organization. (XY, 2020). Considering economic value of SME industry in Sri Lanka and SME segment contribution for bank performance authors have selected SME industry and SME customers in XY bank for research.

However, considering last three years’ statement of the financial position of the XY Bank, the researcher has recognised that they have not been achieved set targets for SME lending and identified particular performance gap. Since previous studies in Sri Lanka related to subject area & in view of the review of literature in this study, the researchers have not been identified direct related, similar studies. Hence, it can state that very limited studies done previously. In this connection, this study is significant when compare to other SMEs related studies in Sri Lanka.

The research is based on the Sri Lankan Banking sector and there are about 26 licensed commercial banks and 7 specialized banks such as savings and development banks currently operating in Sri Lanka. When the growth of SME sector is considered, customer perspective can be identified as one of the key perspectives. Other factors such social factors, economic factors, political factors, etc, can have direct and/or indirect impact towards the customer perspective. Therefore, it is highly possible that the financial requirements of consumers are fluctuated depending on these areas. However, SME customers in the market not aware about entire information within the banks and in the bank perspective bankers also don’t know about all information about customer side. Hence, adverse selection occurs among both parties. Other mean, adverse selection happens when bank or client (one party) in a negotiation has related information from bank or client (other party) lacks. The asymmetry of information repeatedly occurs to creating adverse selection in both side or one party. Furthermore, bank and customers are involving doing business with less-profit and riskiest market. Identification of the all aspects are more important to finalized good business with win-win situation among both bank and client.

To avoid the adverse selection occurs, both parties must know about each and every one splendidly prior to a deal. This research is more focused on understanding and knowing, getting of the factors that affect in both side of client and bank. As such there is a strong need of understanding financial providers and its’ customers to expansion and development prospects of the Island. The purpose of this study is avoid the adverse selection between both parties and recognize the factors affecting to the SME lending growth/success of financial providers.
Research objectives

Main objective of study - The main objective of the study is to identify the factors that affect the growth of the SME lending portfolio of XY Bank.

Specific objectives of study - To identify main factor that affect the growth of SME lending portfolio of banking industry with special reference to consumer perspective of XY Bank PLC.

Research questions

What are the factors affecting the success of SME lending portfolio of banking sector with special reference to consumer perspective of XY Bank?

What is the main factor affecting the growth/success of SME lending portfolio of banking sector with special reference to consumer perspective of XY Bank?

Literature Review

The literature reviews mainly focused on background of SME, review the factors affecting to the banking industry SME lending growth or success and critically analyzed the key factors which affected to SME portfolio growth/success of banking industry in customer perspective.

Defining of SMEs and its background

There is no broadly accepted definition of SMEs. The most widely used working definitions are based on either the size of employment or the value of fixed assets or both. In addition, there is no accepted size of a firm to classify it either as small, medium or large (European Commission, 2020). A common mistake observed in SME studies, particularly at the international level, is cross country comparison without considering the factors influencing their performance. In some countries, firms employing 50 employees may be regarded as Large Scale Enterprises (LSEs) where as it may be a small or even cottage scale industry in another country. Thus country specificity is key aspect of any SME definition (European Commission, 2020).

Considering world largest multinational organizations such as World Bank Group, IMF, IADB, African Development bank, ADB, and UNDP, they are also using different definitions for introduced SME segment can be identified that deficit of common policy for SMEs in world level, these organizations inserted their own thinking for context of the official definition (DC-MSME, 2020). In addition to that, considering individual country they have also used their own official definition for introduced SME. Hence geologically & economically different set of nationals used own definition for SMEs.

Sri Lankan’s definition for SME

In 2017, Government of Sri Lanka has been introduced worldwide accepted SME policy framework for SMEs. That is give definitions of SMEs in Sri Lanka. Before introduced Sri Lankan National Policy Framework, there was no usually recognized definition for SME in Sri Lanka. As per policy framework using define SMEs based on, I. Number of employees II. Annual turnover. Below mention table 1, specified that how government create business categorized as a micro, small and medium as per the National Policy Framework for SME Development (Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 2017).

Table 1: Definition of SME in Sri Lanka

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size Sector</th>
<th>Criteria*</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Small</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Sector</td>
<td>Annual Turnover</td>
<td>Rs. 750 - 750 Mls</td>
<td>Rs. 61 - 350 Mls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No of Employees</td>
<td>51 - 800</td>
<td>11 - 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Sector</td>
<td>Annual Turnover</td>
<td>Rs. 301 - 750 Mls</td>
<td>Rs. 61 - 200 Mls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No of Employees</td>
<td>51 - 209</td>
<td>11 - 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: National Policy Framework for SME
Key challenges faced by SMEs & banks in SME lending.

When compare to other sectors, financial services providers are facing plenty of challenges in SME sector lending in comparison to other lending such as personal, financing, corporate & midmarket industries financing. Bank point of view, as per Fernando (2020) banks are lending to high risk and high sensitive market. Most of the SMEs have lack of collateral, poor management, one man show management, poor sustainable plan, lack of R&D, poor technology with poor innovation, lack of financial management, shortage of labor & poor skill labor, lack of infrastructure and utilities, rigid and unfavorable regulations, influence by public sectors, lack of information, problems of raw materials supply, inadequate market demand & adverse economic policies.

The researchers have identified listed common constrictions among SAARC regions counties SMEs lack of productivity, poor ability to accessing proper financial service, lack of skill man power, poor regulatory support (labor lows, trade policy, fiscal & tax policy, etc.), lack of technology sub-stranded products, poor inferior product quality, poor management, lack of risk management, poor access to resources (land, row materials, employees, other infrastructure facilities), poor communication and lack of information and analysis (market, demand, supply, productivity, cost, etc) (Buddhadasa, 2018).

Key factors affecting to SME lending portfolio banking industry

The researchers have identified key factors that affecting to the banking industry SME lending portfolio growth by discovering previous literature. The key variables included I. Bank staff related factors, II. Bank internal policy related factors, III. Economic related factors, IV. SME customer related factors. The staff related factors mainly focused on XY bank staff qualities and throughout questionnaire, the researchers collected data on personalized customer service, friendly staff with positive attitudes, appropriate knowledge & Skills of staff, professionalism and excellent relationship management of staff. These variables measure staff qualities toward SME customers and it directly impacts on SME growth of the bank. As well as, bank internal credit policies are also having an impact on SME growth and throughout the questionnaires, the researchers collected data for identify policy related factors of the XY bank by using variables of bank loan granted and approval duration (speed), worth of credit approval standards & terms, viability loan securities. The customer friendly credit policies are directly impact on SME growth of XY bank. Furthermore, stable economy also increases credit of banking sector and concessionary interest rates, favorable tax policy on SME sector, exchange rate fluctuations and government economic policy variables also tested in economic related factors in the research. In addition to that, SME customer's internal capacity also impacts on SME growth and throughout questionnaire, the researchers collected data for analysis of customer related factors by using variables of client’s strategic plan to grow business, skills, knowledge and innovation of the client. Finally, SME growth of the bank identified by using variables of loyalty of SME customer, positive perception towards the bank, satisfied level of overall service extended by the bank and outside recommendation of the SME customer, non-performing loans, YOY growth of SME portfolio.
Critical reviews on Staff related factors.

Banks and other financial services providers are operating their business in highly competitive and risky market environment offer best quality and high oriented services in relating to customer need and expectations. The KPI indicators in banking industry such as service level quality, satisfaction of internal staff, satisfaction of external consumers and customers, product portfolio range, effectiveness and efficiency, productivity, cost and risk management, operational management, business growth is being directly link with skilful employees of the organization.

Most of the business entities have not been giving staff growing activities considerable value and they main focus on accomplishing revenues and profitability. Any organizations if more focus on employee developing actions which will be enhancing, capacity of the employees such as knowledge and skills (Chay et al., 2003). When they improved skills, this is naturally developing business growth of the organization and it would be career path of employees. Maintain strong relationships with the clients is a key factor of a high customer service providing organization (Panda, 2003). Further, this will be directly affecting to customer fulfilment and faithfulness (Dissanayake, 2019). Satisfied customer is always bringing new business opportunities to the bank and will not be a cost burden to the entity in view of profitability terms. Mainly through this research analyses credit skills, knowledge & staff attitudes, customer service and relationship management of the banking employees in consumer perspective.

Critical reviews on Policy related factors

Credit policies are another important factor. In order to assure superiority of the transactions & proper monitoring aspects, the bank, is adhering to the, local and international policies and guidelines. These policies will mitigate the risk and help to control NPLs of the bank. A strong credit risk policy supports to grow the bank's business plan and maintain the financial strength. The bank credit policy related factors included documented credit policy of the bank, credit approval procedures, credit standards and terms.

Scheufler, (2002) has pointed out that a credit policies of the bank generates a collective set of goals for the business and recognizes the credit functions as an important contributor to the organization. If the credit policy is correctly formulated, carried out and well understood at all levels of the financial institution, it allows management to maintain proper principles applied in bank loans to avoid unnecessary risks and correctly consider the opportunities for business development to a greater extent. Lengthy and drawn-out credit policies have been primary challenged for the SME’s to enter financial services (Harvie, 2005) also it influences on operation of the sector. Further, Financial limits on SMEs create obstacles for growing businesses in the industry.

The benefits and values of using proper credit approval procedure are presently existence by using all around the world's banks. They have been implementing duly created approaches of deal with risks related advances. Many financial institutions are using the 5Cs model other than PESTE model, SWOT model, 3Cs model, etc. assess a customer’s credit worthiness to grant facilities (Abedi, 2000). In addition to that banks also comply credit scoring models for client evaluations to grant advances.
Critical reviews on Economic related factors

Economic related factors are always affecting the business environment in which the firm operates. Hence, financial institutions need to carefully analyze the pricing methods and interest rates are offering to the clients separately in view of monetary changes in the country. According to Nichter (2009) economic factors are always influencing changes in prices of production, charges of the products, salary rates. Interest and inflation and would finally affect the profitability of the organization. Gul (2011) highlighted that relationship between macro-economic facts on the bank productivity by way of considering data of premier fifteen commercial banks in the period 2005 to 2009. He has investigated the influence of assets, inflation, economic growth, loans, deposits, equity and market capitalization on productivity by measuring of main aspects of ROE and ROA. The results have indicated that equally internal & external economic connected influences have a strongly effected to success of the business.

Tax, interest and exchange rates fluctuation are another key portions which affects sustainable SME growth (Robertson et al, 2003). Over interest rates & levy rates decrease the revenue margins in any business organization (Belliveau and Sandberg, 2009). The same number of SMEs don’t have the volume for manage tax payments and therefore essential to refer specialists for a payment in order to encounter these legitimate requirements (Luiz, 2011). This has discouraged business operations. However, the bank needs to educate them on external economic changes and effectiveness of the same to the business activities conducted by the bank, in order to meet the challenges in proper way.

Critical reviews on Consumer related factors

Identification of SME success is more vital area of studies and nonetheless study become further complex when try to understand to regulate influences that lead to success. However, success of the SME business mainly depends on key person’s characteristics such as knowledge & skill and strategic planning, innovation, management capability of the client.

Every SME business have right of entry to a wide group of skill & knowledge. This can be in SME’s empathetic of buyer wants & industry background with skills & capability of workers. Technique a SME encounters, stakes and deftness mentioned knowledge will be fundamental for its capability to grow effectively. Considering entrepreneurial knowledge, the existing (within business) knowledge in the business are more important and that can be identified as i. The experience of workfares in the entity ii. The policies and procedures of products & services iii. Internal sources which are stock knowledge (documented or digitally held information) iv. Strategic tactics v. impression of new product development. The challenge is connecting said understanding in an intelligible and creative methods (Babu, 2012).

Introducing somewhat new to market says innovation in SME. This can be, improving or replacing business processes to increase effectiveness and output beautify spread the range or excellent of current merchandise. Developing completely new and progressed products and offerings. Adding fee to present products, contributions or industry to separate the trade from its competition and boom the superficial price to clienteles and marketplaces. Novelty can suggest a sole foremost advance consisting of small, incremental changes (Dissanayake, 2019).
Management capacity of SME client define ability to manage resources such as human resources, capital resources (machineries are accustomed production), financial resources (the cash endowed by the higher management in shopping for product and services for the corporation) and raw materials (the materials accustomed turn out the product). This resources manager effectively to realize a plus over competitors mean managed capability of business key person. Moreover, structure capabilities ought to be distinctive to the organization to forestall imitation by alternative competitors. Increasing and growing capabilities be able to support tiny business managers gain a profit during a competitive atmosphere (Kelchner, 2020).

The Research Model

Considering the limited studies on this area, research model of this study has been developed by analyzing a wide review of literature which are behind in the research. literature review on study described that there was limited direct studies on this area. However, conferring to the analyzing the factors affecting to the SME growth/success of banking industry ware mainly focus on development of research model in this research.

Conceptual Framework

![Conceptual Framework]

**Figure 1: Conceptual Framework**

Source: (Author Developed, 2020)

Hypotheses

H1a - Staff related factors affected on SME business growth

H1b - Policy related factors affected on SME business growth

H1c - Economic related factors affected on SME business growth

H1d - Consumer related factors affected on SME business growth

Research Methodology

Research is associate degree organized analysis that uses appropriate scientific methodology to answer issues and generate contemporary incontrovertible fact that is applicable normally. Scientific approaches comprise of method observation, sampling, grouping and clarification of information. During this analysis qualitative strategies are accustomed collect information. The entire research has planned and designed in a proper way (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012).

The research philosophy of this study is realism, since the researchers want to identify the existing nature of customer related factors on SME loan portfolio. As per the review of literature, researchers hardly found any similar study in local and global context. Hence, create new findings of this area researchers selected inductive approach for study. Survey strategy is more economical research strategy and it was used this study to find out huge information to given solution to why, who, what, where, when and how of the research. In addition to that through this strategy researchers collected rich and reliable data. As per the main purpose of this study, researchers basically collected primary data by using questionnaire. Hence only quantitative method used for collecting data. Hence, author has considered mono method as a
choice for this study. This study mainly focusses on analysis of factors affecting to the SME growth of banking industry in present moment. As well as, cross-sectional studies have been using to describe what is happening at the present moment. Hence, the time frame for this study used cross-sectional.

A satisfied sampling method has been used to collected data as a random sampling from the SME clients where this sample was representing the entire bank in line with the Likert scale questionnaire. Further the questioner was circulated among the SME clients of the bank on following basis and the sample size consists of 200 SME owners as it is more accessible and convenient for this study.

In addition to that, measure the growth of SME lending portfolio of XY bank, sample considered using pull through rate. Hence, the lowest ratio percentage indicated district of Kegalla, Kurunegala, Ampara and Anuradhapura SME consumers have carefully chosen for select sample to this study. Further, Sample size calculator, the confidence interval has entered as 10% and confidence level has inputted as 95%. The calculator results predicted the least possible needed sample of SME client size as 96. Nevertheless, so as to realize higher outcomes, the researchers selected as 200 SME customers for study. However, solely 173 questionnaires collected throughout the gathering of questionnaires. During the primary groundwork of data, the researchers have abolished seven incomplete respondents from 173 respondents. Further, rest of 166 respondents, after that the researchers follow through box plots analysis and researchers carried out box plots and another 14 respondents removed as outliers. Therefore, remaining 152 respondents selected for the final analysis.

Data Presentation and Analysis

Demographic factors have been identified through questionnaire for identify scope, background of the correspondent. Consequently, among 152 respondents, 132 were male borrowers and solely 19 of them are male. And majority of seventy-seven (51%) SME customers completed their studies up to A/Ls. The second highest was indicated from studies up to O/L (18%). The bulk of the SME customers are within the age vary of 30 years to 40 years. Survey data also indicates that 64 SME borrowers who have 5 to 10 years’ experience in industry and 53 respondents have over 10 years’ experience. As well as, 50 SME borrowers in XY bank (33%) who has been engaging their business in manufacturing industry and second highest 26% in trading business. As per questionnaire results, it shows that bulk of 131 times participant have obtained term loans facilities and 115 times permanent overdraft facilities from bank. And majority of the SME clients are registered their business as a sole-proprietorship that represent 48% and other majority of 33% of business are managing under partnership registration.

Correlation Analysis

Based on the correlation summery, R value for three independent variables are having positive values. They are staff factors, bank internal policy factors & customer factors. These R values represent .458, .320 and .208 respectively. Based on this results, the researcher has identified that there are having positive correlation with dependent variable of SME growth. However, highest correlation of significant strong level positive correlation identified from staff related factors & second highest correlation of significant moderate level positive correlation identified from policy related factors. Customer related factors
have significant week level of positive correlation and considering economic related factors, it has R value negative -0.185. Therefore, it indicated significant week level negative correlation with variable of SME growth. However, all variables have significant values with depended variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation @</th>
<th>Significance Value (P)</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff related</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Significant Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Policy</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic related</td>
<td>-0.185</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>Significant week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer related</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>Significant week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Author Developed, 2020)

Multiple Regression Analysis

The research worker verified the relationship between employees connected factors, policy connected factors, client connected factors and economic related factors exhausting multiple correlation model.

Table 3: Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
<th>Durbin-Watson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>2.0359</td>
<td>1.925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Independent Variables- Staff related factors, Bank internal credit Policy factors, Economic factors, Consumer factors

Source: (Author Developed, 2020)

Model summary of multiple regression method analysis show above table and as per the generated values of the table, R Square is 26.4% and comparatively indicate less value, however, the model is useable since “ANOVA” result has been significant (Sig. 0.000) and addition to that, ‘Durbin & Watson’ test indicator is 1.925, which is between 1.5 and 2.5. Finally, the researchers identified that the regression model has been valid.

Table 4: ‘ANOVA’a Table for Regression Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>218.704</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54.676</td>
<td>13.191</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>609.296</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>4.145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>828.000</td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: SME growth
Predictors1: (Constant), Independent Variables- Staff factors, Bank internal credit Policy factors, Economic factors, Consumer factors

Source: (Author Developed, 2020)

As per the outcomes from the ANOVA regression model investigation shows that sig. value is 0.000 & that is indicate highly significant position. Consequently, considering both analysis the regression model is jointly significant and can be stated that the model is suitable to take decisions. Hence, model indicate staff, policy, customer and economic related factors influence on SME growth. In addition to that, the researchers supplementary tested, individual effects of supposed variables creating coefficient table.

Table 5: Coefficients Table for Multiple Regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Ind. Variables</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>Sig. value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Related Factors</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Related Factors</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Author Developed, 2020)
As per the above table, four independent variables were tested in multiple regression. Accordingly, the first independent variable was staff related factor, it was having Sig. Value of .001 and B value of .369. Based on that staff related factors had significant positive impact (highly significant positive influence) on SME growth. As well as, second variable of policy related factors also had significance positive impact (Significant positive influence, Sig. Value of .0.047 and B value of .211) on SME growth. Furthermore, third variable of customer related factors also has significance positive impact (Sig. Value of .0.046 and B value of .151) on SME growth. When considering economic related factors, it was having insignificant value of .145 and negative B value of -.094. Based on that economic related factors had insignificant influence on SME growth.

The research consists of four hypotheses. As per the data derived out of the statistical analysis, the following results were generated.

Hypothesis H1a is accepted (B Value = 0.672, P Value = 0.000)

Hypothesis H1b is accepted (B Value = 0.221, P Value = 0.037)

Hypothesis H1c is rejected (B Value = -.094, P Value = 0.145)

Hypothesis H1d is accepted (B Value = 0.151, P Value = 0.046)

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Achievement of research objectives

**Table 7: Rank wise Research objective achievement.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Multiple regression analysis</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Rank as per the relationship strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corr.</td>
<td>Sig. Value (P)</td>
<td>B value</td>
<td>Sig. Value (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff related factors</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy related factors</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer related factors</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic related factors</td>
<td>-0.185</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>-0.094</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Author Developed, 2020)
customer and economic factors. As per the above table and to fulfil the main objective of the study, the researchers identified that staff related factors, policy related factors and customer related factors have impact on XY bank SME loan portfolio growth. Throughout the above factors, staff related factor has highest impact on XY bank SME loan portfolio growth. In addition to achieve specific objective of the study, the researchers also identified that staff related factors has highest impact on XY bank SME loan portfolio growth. Economic related factors haven’t impact on SME growth of the bank.

**Main objective achievement** - Staff related factors, policy related factors and customer related factors have impact on the growth of the SME lending portfolio of XY Bank.

**Specific objectives achievement** - XY bank staff related factors has highest influence on growth of SME lending portfolio as per consumer perspective of the bank.

Based on the findings of this research it is recommended that Improve staff, policy and customer related factors to grow one of profitable arm of SME lending portfolio of the bank XY bank (Staff- Credit skills, knowledge & Staff attitudes, Customer service and Relationship Management / Policy- Credit Policy of the Bank, Credit approval procedure, Credit standards and terms / Customer- Knowledge & Skill, Strategic Planning, Innovation and Management capability) In addition to that government policy takers can take this research as an example for SME policy development.
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Abstract: Developing a public speaking personality of impromptu style is a battle that a second language learner is confronted with, where fear and anxiety act as enemies. This research is devoted to investigate how some preparation strategies could amour the learner to fight it. One hundred second-year undergraduates of the Faculty of Technology, Wayamba University of Sri Lanka received instruction on brainstorming ideas, preparing brief outlines, filling the outlines with examples, and speaking based on them. Ten sessions were created consecutively in which the learners practiced strategic impromptu speaking. The topics were drawn from university life, and the initial five minutes of each session were used for whole class discussions to assist the learners with ideas and vocabulary through a map on board allowing them to identify a unique focus for the individual speech. An initial questionnaire was administered after the second session to measure how the participants felt about the experience, and a post-questionnaire after the tenth session to measure whether, in their view, the speaking personality had grown. Six questions out of each were analysed, and the findings were encouraging. Further, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was applied on a question which required participants to rate their ability to speak in English, knowledge over speaking strategies, level of confidence and enjoyment of the exercise prior to and after the intervention. The p value of 0.00 (P < 0.05) revealed that there is a statistically significant improvement in public speaking personality. Feedback from the reflective journals was coded, and it proved the approach to be productive.

Keywords: Strategic impromptu speaking, Brainstorming, Speech outline, Public speaking skills

Introduction

Sound public speaking skills determine the success at presentations, speech tests, and multiple other forums at university and afterwards at job setting and everyday life. Yet, most undergraduates who start English medium courses only at tertiary level not only lack such skills, but they are also not motivated enough even to try. Unlike the traditional definition that limits impromptu speaking only to ‘delivering a speech without preparing in advance’ (Beebe & Beebe, 2009), Puteh’s (2006) definition of it as ‘a mini speech delivered with little or no immediate preparation time’ provides the creative language teacher with some insights as to how to exploit the situation to build up the speaking confidence of the uncertain second language speaking community. Most importantly, Nawi, Yasin & Champion (2015) state that impromptu speaking can involve planning, preparation and practice if the teachers want the leaners ‘to be ready at all times to speak impromptu’.

The little preparation time allowed within impromptu speech can fruitfully be used to activate the learner schemata over the speech topic since lack of ideas and vocabulary often hinder the flow of the speech. The leaners can also be trained to have a narrow focus over
the broad topic making each speech unique and attractive. Thirdly, each speaker can prepare a brief outline, and if time permits can fill the outline with interesting examples mostly in short hand style. Even international exams like TOEFL and IELTS provide quick preparation time and encourage using notes prior to speech. So, strategic impromptu speaking is realistic and meaningful and holds the power to remove the unnecessary fear or inhibitions of the novice speaker facilitating the speech.

A major reason why impromptu speeches are not accommodated in ELT courses is because teachers perceive it to be a misfit with the majority of learners. Interviews reveal that most learners have not delivered many public speeches even in mother tongue let alone in the second language of English. So, it looks reasonable by teachers to resort to prepared speech. Yet, the vital fact that they have overlooked is that even impromptu speeches can mean preparation and practice in certain ways, and moreover; teachers too have a role in making grounds for its success. Further, the prepared speeches alone cannot make the undergraduates ready for the demands of the wider world outside the university in which spontaneous speech is required as a major skill. Therefore, the need arises to find out some appropriate strategies through which impromptu speeches could work out in Sri Lankan ELT context. Further, the very challenging nature of it may arouse the interest of the adult learner to fully engage into it.

The strategic impromptu speaking sessions which were designed for this study initially attempted to equip the learners with effective impromptu speaking strategies. Then, they also focused on creating opportunities for learners to practice speech while applying the planning strategies. A further intention of the sessions was to obtain data on anxiety associated with public speaking to see whether it declines over time with consecutive exposure into the experience. Moreover, it targeted at obtaining the learner views over the intervention to measure whether strategic impromptu speaking had positively transformed the public speaking personalities of the undergraduates. Since public speaking in English was an alien experience to majority of the learners, a few skills such as spontaneity, flow of speech, content, structure, clarity of presentation and quality of speech were specifically focused during the intervention while giving feedback at the end of speech sessions.

Research Problem

Poor speaking skills negatively affect the confidence of the undergraduates and developing those is vital at tertiary level. Though method of impromptu speaking has an unsurpassing capacity to develop the spontaneous speech, the very challenging nature of the activity casts doubt on whether either teachers or learners would welcome it as a right tool to uplift their public speaking skills.

Research Objective

To identify the perceptions of the learners over the effectiveness of strategic impromptu speaking in removing the speech related anxiety and developing public speaking skills

Review of Literature

Second language anxiety can have a debilitating effect on performance (Woodrow, 2006). Fear of speaking in a second language termed as 'social anxiety', as per Leary (1982), is made up of several constructs: speech anxiety, shyness, stage fright, embarrassment, social evaluation anxiety (feeling that you are being judged by the audience) and communication apprehension (fear associated with interacting with others). Public speaking is an event a speaker has to combat all these psychological factors in an effort to perform successfully. Tobias (1985)
Introduces two models to explain the causes of anxiety during public speaking: retrieval interference and skills deficit. Retrieval interference occurs when anxiety inhibits recall of previously learnt material at the output stage while skills deficit occurs when poor language proficiency and poor study habits impair performance at input, processing as well as output stage. Hurwitz, 1986, who studied in-class speech anxiety, identified three negative emotions confronting public speaking: fear, worry and emotionality, and produced anxiety scales which is currently practised widely at research contexts as reliable tools to measure speech related anxiety. Ajeng (2006) who used the same scale in English as a foreign language context in Indonesia found discomfort, worry, fear and shyness to be the four major causes of anxiety.

Speaking confidence over a second language (L2) emerges out of the two affective and cognitive constructs of ‘language use anxiety’ which occur at the speech context and the ‘perceived L2 confidence’ which is a self-evaluation over one’s L2 proficiency (Clemant, 1986). So, it is vital for a learner to believe in his language skills to speak confidently. As per Bandura (1986) a person’s innate cognitive capacity, which directly affected on public speaking personality, is enhanced through environmental factors, and this is where the language teachers can positively intervene.

**Methodology and Experimental Design**

This research was based on two structural designs: survey questionnaire and quasi experimental design. Hundred second year undergraduates of the Faculty of Technology, Wayamba University of Sri Lanka participated in this. The introductory session was conducted with a view to expose the learners into planning strategies that could facilitate impromptu speaking. Individuals received feedback on preparing brief outlines to be used as the structure of the speech. The themes for the sessions were related to university life such as leisure time activities, part time jobs, sports, job skills and community service. Ten impromptu sessions were arranged within two months, and the first five minutes of each session produced a whole class discussion on the theme during which the teacher mapped the vocabulary and ideas on the board out of which the individuals selected their focus or narrower topics for the speech. Then, the class was divided into three groups and the speeches were delivered in 3-4 minutes, and the sessions were concluded with a common feedback. When the participants have finished two speech sessions under the targeted procedure, a questionnaire adapted from Horwitz (1986) was administered to identify whether they felt confident or nervous at the initial speaking contexts. Next, a second questionnaire was administered to identify whether the learners experienced a development in their public speaking personalities. Finally, the learners also recorded their spontaneous thoughts over the experience in reflective diaries.

The rationale for using this methodology was that the attitudinal questionnaires and open feedback by adult learners were perceived as appropriate tools to measure the success of a novel approach into a speaking course. Further, any comments if were positive, would provide as evidence to see whether the learners had perceived a transformation in their public speaking personalities and those of their peers. In addition to that, administering the first questionnaire after two speech sessions instead of administering it prior to the sessions was so planned because for most learners impromptu speaking in English was a novel experience, and it was thought that without such exposure, they would not be able to accurately comment on it.
### Table 01: Learner perceptions on the issues faced while delivering the initial impromptu speeches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I never feel quite sure of myself when I am making impromptu speeches.</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I worry about making mistakes while speaking.</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I fear about failing in my speaking sessions.</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Even if I have prepared a brief outline, I feel anxious about speaking.</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I can't speak long as I forget the things I know due to nervousness.</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I keep thinking that other students are better at English than I am.</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 02: Learners perceptions on how strategic impromptu speaking helped develop the public speaking personalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Speaking sessions gave me confidence to speak in public.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I learnt to speak without worrying about mistakes.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I enjoyed making impromptu speeches.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Speaking sessions helped me to talk well on a given topic with a brief preparation.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Speaking sessions helped me to speak continuously on a given topic.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I enjoyed listening to other speeches and learnt from them.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results

Six questions from both questionnaires (Table 1 & 2) were analysed both qualitatively and quantitatively to see whether the intervention had achieved its expected outcomes. Initial questionnaire (Table 1) focused on identifying whether anxiety had an impact on speaking whereas the post questionnaire (Table 2) focused on identifying whether the
Impromptu speech sessions were effective. The selected questions in each table were arranged in such a way that for a specific issue related to anxiety focused by a question in table 1 could be compared with the response given to the corresponding counterpart in table 2 to gain some general insights over the process. For instance, the first question on both tables addressed 'lack of confidence/confidence' and the data received on table 2 could be used to generally observe whether the intervention had helped the students to remedy the situation by gaining confidence over it.

Moreover, four statements from the post questionnaire which asked the participants to denote values from 1-4 (1 means very little, 2 means little, 3 means much and 4 means very much) considering the situations prior to and after the intervention such as 'the ability to speak in English, knowledge about speaking, confidence about speaking and enjoyment in speaking in English' were analysed by using Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (Table 3).

\[ H_0: \text{Public speaking skills of the students has not been improved} \]
\[ H_1: \text{Public Speaking skills of the students has been improved} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test for</th>
<th>N for test</th>
<th>Wilcoxon statistics</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>5151.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As per the statistics, the p value recorded is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected, and in the perception of the learners their public speaking skills have been uplifted at 5% significance level.

The feedback received from reflective diaries too was quite encouraging and could be coded under nine themes: built confidence, provided practice, developed speaking skills, learnt speech techniques, improved vocabulary, enjoyed public speaking, used speech outlines, achieved fluency and helped other academic activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Thoughts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A: Built confidence | A1: "Impromptu speeches make our confidence specially to talk to an audience"  
A2: "It make me strong and now I don’t have any fear for speaking"  
A3: "now I can speak without shiver" |
| B: Provided practice | B1: "Impromptu speaking is a challenging task, but is interesting when practicing it continuously."  
B2: "It was fun to speak because of repetitive sessions"  
B3: "Giving ten impromptu sessions was very useful." |
| C: Developed speaking skills | C1: "This lesson helped to improve my speaking skills"  
C2: "One of the most valuable sessions. My friends who did not speak even a word at the first day spoke more than the best students the last day"  
C3: "It improves speaking skill as we prepare and deliver the speech in a short time" |
### Discussion

The first questionnaire (Table 1) focused on obtaining learner views over the issues they confronted while delivering impromptu speeches in a second language, and it was administered after two strategic impromptu speaking sessions in order to obtain the genuine feelings of the fresh experience. The data revealed that even after receiving help through speech strategies like brainstorming ideas and outlining the speech, there was still anxiety (social anxiety) towards public speaking (Leary, 1982). 49% were not sure of themselves while speaking either due to language deficit (Tobias, 1985) or due to other psychological phenomena connected to social anxiety (Ajeng, 2016), and 48% worried over the mistakes they would make. A reality with regard to public speaking in a second language is that the speakers forget the content due to language barrier or retrieval interference (Tobias, 1985). Accordingly, 57% either agreed or strongly agreed that they forgot due to nervousness. Further, there was evidence to show that performing before an audience affected the self-conscious adult second language learners. 44% feared the idea of failing in performance while 54% were conscious of the level of performance compared to the more competent peers (social evaluation anxiety: Leary, 1982).

Another interesting finding was that though the questionnaire was administered at a very early stage of the intervention, many participants were neutral in their position rather than being negative; thereby, indicating a growing confidence towards impromptu speaking. For instance, according to the data received for statement 3, only 15%
disagreed that they felt anxious about speaking after being prepared with an outline while 41% neither agreed nor disagreed. This can be attributed to the help provided through effective speaking strategies.

The analysis of the second questionnaire (Table 2) which was administered at the end of the ten impromptu speech sessions revealed that there was clear evidence that the learners had developed their public speaking skills. 96% either agreed or strongly agreed that the sessions built up their confidence while another 94% believed that it improved their fluency. While observing one's progress over the sessions, reflecting over it & recording in the diaries, the learners had been able to reduce their 'language use anxiety' and confidently deliver the speeches towards the end with the existing language skills (Clemant, 1986). Further, 87% enjoyed the sessions rather than dreading them and 93% also enjoyed others' speeches and learnt from each other. The environmental factors such as conducive classroom atmosphere and the attitudinal changes created though right feedback had helped learners to enjoy the activity, enjoy the performance of peers and to benefit through it (Bandura, 1986). Moreover, 93% felt that the practice helped them to talk with a brief preparation and further to talk without worrying about mistakes, thereby; rewarding the strategies employed during the intervention.

The six questions from each questionnaire were purposely organized so that the situation during early stages of intervention and after it could clearly be observed. The findings proved that all issues such as lack of confidence, fear of making errors, anxiety, poor self-esteem and nervousness which were identified initially had disappeared significantly towards the end. Interestingly, the statistics depicting negative attitudes as well as un-deciding responses which had been marked as ‘3’ in the Likert five-point scale as responses to questionnaire 1 had turned into positive and deciding figures in questionnaire 2. Quite importantly, this change could be observed with regard to all six statements.

The analysis conducted on the four statements (table 3) explaining their speaking personalities prior to and after the intervention further confirmed that the learners benefitted from the strategic impromptu speaking sessions. The participants claimed that they developed various aspects of a public speaking personality such as ability to speak in English, knowledge about public speaking including the strategies, confidence to speak and the ability to be relaxed and enjoy the speech.

The learners recorded their feelings and thoughts over speaking sessions regularly and also included a final overall comment considering the whole experience. The sample comments on table 4 were selected from the final comments. Compared to the responses presented in table 1, which showed that lack of confidence, worry, fear, nervousness and speech anxiety impaired the performance, the final open feedback was quite positive. Many participants believed that the sessions built up their confidence (A1, A2, A3) and the ability to speak spontaneously, (C2) fluently (H1, H2) and effectively (C1, C3, G2). The introductory session had exposed the learners into strategic impromptu speaking styles (D1, D2, D3, G1, G2) while brainstorming sessions had enriched their vocabulary power (E1, E2, E3) creating a path for making impromptu speeches a pleasurable experience (F1, F2, F3, B1, B2). The principal of continuous practise too accounted for the success of the programme (B1, B2, B3) enabling the participants to apply the public speaking skills earned into other academic contexts (I1, I2). Overall, the intervention has been effective and the learners have found it to be a quite positive experience.
Conclusion

The data received for post questionnaire (Table 1) and the statistical analysis conducted on statements (Table 3) revealed that in the learners’ perception their public speaking skills had developed proving the methodology applied and the theories underpinning it to be effective. Further, the data from questionnaires 1 provided evidence that anxiety impacted on the performance considerably at the beginning; however, those of table 2 proved that the anxiety which affected the performance of the speaker initially had gradually disappeared through correct strategies and continuous practice. In other words, strategic impromptu speaking which in-cooperated planning, preparation and practice paved way to eliminate the inhibitions that would otherwise be present during impromptu speaking context. Finally, though challenging a task it initially seemed to be by both the parties of teacher and the students, it has proven to be favourable approach to develop the public speaking skills of the learner majority.
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Abstract: This research paper will focus on investigating the determinants of boundaryless career for employee satisfaction. The results of the study will help employees to identify how to acquire employee satisfaction through boundaryless career and to highlight the most significant factors of boundaryless career. This study will guide society to follow a new career path which leads to creating multi-skilled employees. In order to examine the data, this study will use the quantitative method. Western province, managerial level employees were the target population. The research was conducted in a cross-sectional time horizon. A mono method study was done to reach the final conclusion. Initially the researchers carried out a pilot testing with 35 managerial level employees to investigate whether the questions are relevant, exhaustive and accurate. Finally, 184 responses were gathered to test the planned hypotheses. Finally, with the results of the analyzed data, it was determined that a boundaryless career will influence on employee satisfaction. The findings suggest that mainly there is no unique identity for boundaryless career concept in the local setting.
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Introduction

Boundaryless career is a new career concept that suggest numerous potential boundaries which is beyond the limits of the modern career, hence the career actor becomes aware of multiple number of opportunities. Boundaryless Careers are the careers which stretch across a set of different organizations, sectors, domains and not a single organization. The people who are following such careers have no specific scope of operation and their jobs range across several parameters.

Modern labor market is saturated with multi skilled university graduates. Consequently, unemployment rates according to the report of Department of Census and Statistics in 2018 was 3.8 %. In local context the most prominent career setting is based on resources as a result it creates a deficiency in skilled based career setting which compel to brain drain. Currently, employees are practicing hierarchical highly organized and rigid organizational structure. The promotions are given by considering their experience and seniority instead of Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSA). The job market is saturated with the increment in literacy rate therefore there is a high competition in job market.

As the initial step in the evolution of career concept there was a resource-based view. This model emerged in 1980s and 1990s to achieve competitive advantage, after the major works published by Wernerfelt (1984), Hamel, Barney (1991) and others. The presenters of this model argued that organizations should mainly focused, inside the company to find the sources of competitive advantage instead of focusing at competitive environment for it. With the industrial revolution competency-based
view emerged. In this concept scholars mainly focus on knowledge, skills and abilities (KSA). Further each section of an organization’s competency suggests a matching section of career competency which is introduce as Know-Why, Know-How and Know-whom respectively.

**Problem Statement**

In the business world there is a significant number of employees who do not follow their career paths according to their Knowledge, Skills and Abilities. Therefore, employees are in a confusion state when finding a suitable job and lack of job satisfaction encourage them to leave their jobs.

In local context employees are stressed with enormous amount of work, consequently turnover rates are drastically increasing currently scholars are developing retention strategies to reduce the turnover rates. Since 1990s British American society have discussed how to reduce the stress within the work place and how to develop the skilled employees. Due to the observation in the prevailing generation gap skills in elderly generation are obsolete because of the high capacity and potential of younger generation. Therefore, organizations should give up their traditional organizational strategies and need to follow new career concepts like boundaryless career which will direct the employees to acquire satisfaction through career performance. In the current scenario scholars have examined only about the turnover and retention intensity but not the underpinning factors. Therefore, researchers mainly focus to reveal the influence of boundaryless career to employee satisfaction.

**Research Objective**

The primary objective of this paper is to identify the determinants of boundaryless career on employee satisfaction in context of Sri Lanka.

**Literature Review**

This section of the study is displayed with the intention of addressing the research objectives in conducting the study "Determinants of Boundaryless career for employee satisfaction" based on previous studies.

A. organizations cultural differences and boundaryless career

Cultures can be differentiate according to a bipolar variable known as individualism and collectivism (Hofstede, 1984). Individualistic culture reflects personal goals and equity-based rewards, promotions and social networking. Job security, group goals and rewards are emphasized in collectivistic cultures. Employees in collectivistic culture have a greater possibility to remain within their work groups or organizations and it reveals psychological mobility in contrast employees in individualistic culture have a greater possibility to change work place or organization and it reveals physical mobility. Individualistic organization should define work that supports the exchange between social individualism, human rights and equality (Diener, 1995). Individualists base their description on their own (Hofstede, 2001), therefore they tend to feel that their own company conducts tasks (Bandura, 2001). This viewpoint was shown by studies showing that individualism is associated with greater respect for human rights (Basabe & Ros, 2005) and self-management preferences which encourage the society to follow boundaryless career. The purpose of this research paper is therefore to determine whether individualism and collectivism have an impact on
boundaryless career to achieve employee satisfaction.

B. changes in socio-cultural conditions and boundaryless career

With the enactment of knowledge and service-based organization new employee practices were developed and it paved the way to boundaryless career. With reference to social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986), once values, attitudes, behavior and motivation are influence by social norms and expectations. Significantly, two important changes in socio-cultural norms and expectations played a major role in the emergence of boundaryless career concept. The first concerns the decline in full-time jobs and growth of contingent employment practices in societies. A transformation from long-term employment practices to more flexible and short-term practices is observed in the public sector. As a result, findings have revealed that employee expect low employer engagement and employees are less committed to single organization. The growth in contingent practices and work styles encourage employees to follow up boundaryless and self-reliant approach in their career development, and it leads to interorganizational mobility. The second concern is related to a substantial increase in the global supply of highly skilled workers due to educational expansion and a rising middle class in developing countries.

According to a research carried out by Bergeman (2010) the lack of worker participation was the primary reasoning provided by the 74 percent of respondents who select to accept a conditional work style. The above results indicated that workers perceived less stable bonds in jobs and grow into less loyal to any individual organization. The adjustment described above echos the desire for workers to follow in their career development a more boundless and self-reliant approach, leading to inter-organizational flexibility. Such attitudinal changes in conditional job practices are similar to improving the kind of job attitudes and behaviors associated with individuals pursuing boundaryless professions.

C. Changes in organizational strategy and boundaryless career

Literature suggests that addition to the above-mentioned transformations in social norms and principles of employment bonds, developments in business environment and corporate approaches in present decades have also directed the route towards the growth of boundaryless career.

In the latter part of the industrial era strategies for business organization were expanded rather than downsized and to stimulate independence rather than collaboration (Pfeffer, 1978) with the development in technology highly unpredictable and unstable competitive environment was created. Consequently, business organization tend become more flexible and fluid. Organizations tend to partition for self-governing units and encourage the departments to challenge with external suppliers (Bridges, 1994). Presently inter-firm networks, employee mobility, new-firm formation and flexible specialization are primary keys for advancement of organization's success (Sexenian, 1994).

D. Networking and learning and boundaryless career

' Cultivating networks' (Hirsh, 1987) is a principle free agent of career conduct, presenting get entry to other human being knowledge and resources. As an end result, network relations concurrently serve the profession pursuits of an individual actors.
and the strategic pursuits of organization firms. Networks additionally serve as learning structures (Powell and Brantley, 1992), once more with outcomes for both individuals and using firms. Gaining knowledge of over the route of the profession prospectively provides to someone's employment cost, or human capital (Becker, 1964). In the meantime, getting to know via 'groups of exercise' (Brown and Duguid, 1991) could have a two-manner impact, as human beings draw gaining knowledge of from and infuse getting to know into the work businesses they be a part of.

E. Employee satisfaction

Job satisfaction at its most fashionable conceptualization, is simply how content material a man or woman is along with his job. The following job satisfaction theory which is traceable to employee overall performance inside the company are hereby indexed and examined:

Implementation of Herzberg’s two-factor theory

Two-Factors Theory's groundwork is focused on the reasons for the job satisfactions of employees. Job satisfaction is characterized like "the degree to which people desired (satisfaction) or do not desired (dissatisfaction) their work roles," according to Spector (1997). It has been recognized as having a positive influence on the quality of the organization and on the actions of employees (Levy, 2003)

Figure 1. Conceptual Frame Work

Source: Author

According to the conceptual framework researcher has come up with nine hypothesis.

H1- Boundaryless career mediates the impact of organization's cultural differences towards employee satisfaction.

H2- Boundaryless career mediates the impact of changes in organizational strategy towards employee satisfaction.

H3- Boundaryless career mediates the impact of changes in socio cultural conditions towards employee satisfaction.

H4- Boundaryless career mediates the impact of networking and learning towards employee satisfaction.

H5- Boundaryless career impact on employee satisfaction.

H6- Organization's cultural differences impact on employee satisfaction.

H7- Changes in organizational strategy impact on employee satisfaction.

H8- Changes in socio cultural conditions impact on employee satisfaction.

H9- Networking and learning impact on employee satisfaction

Data Collection

In this study researchers have used quantitative method and the study is a cross-sectional analysis. And also research is based on deductive approach which is concerned with building up hypotheses which is relevant to an existing theory and
measure the hypotheses. The sample will represent the population of Managerial level employees in Western Province of Sri Lanka. Initially the researchers carried out a pilot testing with 35 managerial level employees to investigate whether the questions are relevant, exhaustive and accurate. Finally 184 responses were gathered to test the planned hypotheses. As per to Usman (2016), questionnaire is an important data collection tool to collect primary data. Accordingly the data were collected using questionnaires with five point likert scale questions. Researches used ‘Solvin formula’ (n = N/1 + Ne²; n = Sample size, N = Total population, e = Level of precision (Margin of error), Confident level = 95%) to identify the sample size and used simple random sampling to deliver the questionnaire.

**Data Analysis and Discussion**

The reliability test was conducted through Cronbach’s alpha test. Study can be considered reliable according to Cronbach’s alpha so the data set can be generalized with the population.

To determine the validity Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test can be used and generally KMO should be lie between 0 - 1. If the KMO value is closer to 1 means, that collected data set is acceptable (Kim and Mueller, 1978). The value 0.90 in KMO test shows excellent while 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 and 0.5 are define as meritorious, middling, mediocre and miserable respectively. According to the KMO test the validity of the study is 0.895 (meritorious), so that it can be considered as data set is scientifically valid.

The researchers tested the normality of the data and the Skewness and Kurtosis values of each variable including their standard errors using SPSS as given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: Author(2020)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

All the skewness and kurtosis values of variables are within the acceptable level provided, according to the study findings. Therefore, the data are considered as approximately normally distributed.

Linearity was tested between boundaryless career and four variables including organization’s cultural differences, changes in socio cultural conditions, changes in organizations strategy and networking and learning respectively. According to the results of the analysis the relationships between the variables shows a linear relationship. The adjusted R value for organizations cultural differences and boundaryless career is shown as 0.502 which implied that 50.2% of variation in boundaryless career is explained by organizations cultural differences likewise, all the other factors namely changes in organizations strategy, changes in socio cultural conditions, networking and learning and boundaryless career with employee satisfaction indicates 53.9%, 34.6%, 40.2% and 35% variations respectively. Furthermore, when considering the significance values all relationships show a high significance level.

Pearson’s coefficient of correlation is usually used to determine the correlation as a tool. The coefficient(r) should range from -1 to + 1 for a proper correlated relationship.
Pearson correlation coefficient is greater than 0.5 in most of the hypotheses above. So that it can be concluded that, Organizations cultural differences, Changes in organizations strategy, Changes in socio cultural conditions, Networking and learning and Employee satisfaction have moderate positive relationships.

Regression is a statistical tool which is used to study relationships between variables. The linear relationship between Boundaryless career and Satisfaction of employees will be analyzed initially. Organizations cultural differences, Changes in organizations Strategy, Changes in Socio Cultural Conditions and Networking and Learning were identified as the independent variables which represents employee satisfaction. According to the study R value indicates a positive linear relationship with the dependent variable because it is a positive value which is 0.644. The adjusted R square which is 0.636, is statistically significant and it suggests that the variance of organizations cultural differences, changes in organizations strategy, changes in socio cultural conditions and networking and learning determines 63.6% of the variance of boundaryless career. Reflecting to the value of standard error is .40453 which indicates that the sample (n= 184) could be representative of managerial level employees of the Western Province of Sri Lanka. The overall regression model is relevant, where F=81.072 and p<0.05 are below the confidence level of 95 percent.

So, it can be concluded that in the above case the linear regression is significant.

By using beta coefficient of Table:3 we conclude the following equation

\[
\text{Boundaryless career} = 0.319(\text{OCS}) + 0.298(\text{OC D}) + 0.269(\text{NL})
\]

According to the above equation, if Organizational cultural differences increases by one unit while holding all the other factors constant, boundaryless career will increase by .298 units on average. Likewise, when Changes in organizations strategy increases by one unit while holding the other factors constant, Boundaryless career will increase by .319 units on average, if Networking and learning increases by one unit while holding all the other factors constant, Boundaryless career will increase by .269 and when the changes in socio cultural conditions increase by one unit while holding all the other factors constant the boundaryless career will decrease by .047.

The second regression test to check the mediating effect would be understanding the impact of boundaryless career to employee satisfaction. The most important SPSS output in regression to conclude the mediating effect in this situation is the Coefficient table of the linear relationship which boundaryless career is added as an independent variable.
According to the table there is a significant relationship between boundaryless career and employee satisfaction.

The mediating research was carried out to ensure that Baron and Kenny (1986) suggested criteria. Sobel z-statistics (Sobel, 1982) has been used to check the significance of the mediating effect and prove that the mediating effects of all three models are important at p<0.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Sobel test statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizations cultural differences</td>
<td>3.8663425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in organizations strategy</td>
<td>3.65865172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in socio cultural conditions</td>
<td>0.7164259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking and learning</td>
<td>4.23514658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Author(2020)

Discussion

a. To identify the factors that affecting boundaryless career

The findings conclude that organization's Cultural differences, changes in organizational strategy, networking and learning held a positive relationship with boundaryless career. This was due to the linear relationship between organization’s cultural differences, changes in organizational strategy, networking and learning and boundaryless career initiate to have a significant effect (at p<0.05).

b. To identify the factors of boundaryless career on employee satisfaction.

Boundaryless career helps to develop new career platforms unless stagnating in the same career development cycle this will lead to Win-Win situation for both parties. Due to the prevailing competition individuals are talented, the most deciding factor is the motivation to follow up something that is fascinating to have satisfaction. Boundaryless career path creates a skillful and knowledgeable employee and even the employee will gain so many opportunities, it will direct them to enjoy and finally they are satisfied with the career.

c. To identify the factors influencing boundaryless career in local setting.

The findings declare that the organization's cultural differences, changes in organizational strategy and networking and learning have a linear relationship with boundaryless career in local setting.

**Conclusion**

Researchers mainly focus in this study to examine the impact of employee satisfaction in organizational setting. Among the independent variables Organizations cultural differences, Changes in organizational strategy and Networking and learning were proven as statistically significant whereas Changes in socio cultural conditions was proven as statistically insignificant. Arguments build with respect to Changes in socio cultural conditions interpret that, there is lack of part time engagement of employees in job market, solid connection between employer and employee and significant degree of firm commitment in employees towards the organization. With reference to Herzberg's two-factor theory the statistically significant independent variable factors are Organization's cultural
differences, Changes in organizational strategy and networking and learning. Among these independent variables Organizations cultural differences, Changes in organizational strategy and Networking and learning have an impact on employee satisfaction through boundaryless career.
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Abstract: Human capital generates greater value for an organization and presently modern organizations highly focus on their human capital. Work-life balance is common in employee job satisfaction. The main objective of this study is to determine the impact of work-life balance on job satisfaction of banking employees in Sri Lanka. The indicators of work-life balance are organizational factors and individual factors. Organizational factors consist of work demand and organizational support. Individual factors consist of family demand and family member support. There were 123 respondents selected as the sample, and primary data were gathered through questionnaire method. Gathered data were analyzed through the SPSS Statistical Software. Multiple Regression analysis and Correlation analysis methods were used to analyze the research data. 84.7% variation of job satisfaction is explained by the independent variables. The correlation analysis reflects that work demand, family demand, organizational work-life balance support and family member support are significantly and positively correlated with employee job satisfaction. The findings of the regression analysis highlighted the impact of each independent variable on employee job satisfaction.
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Introduction

Human resource management is a vital managerial function in modern organizations. Quality of the service, customers’ friendly service and competent employees generate a competitive advantage to organizations (Batarlène et al., 2017). Human resources practices enhance the employee motivation and employee competencies which generate sustainable competitive advantage (Pe’er, 2016). Highly satisfied and hardly stress employees are an invaluable source of company productivity (Deivasigamani & Shankar, 2017). Today context work-life balance and job satisfaction of the employees become much important research area related to human resource management (Kottawatta & Arunika, 2015). Work-life balance is the satisfactory level of an employee who engages with multiple roles in his/her life (Judith, 2016). Profession related activities and personal related activities need to manage by an employee. The proper balance between professional life and personal life enhance the employee's quality of life as well as the productivity level at the workplace.

Banking sector contributes to the Sri Lankan economy with strong financial aids to individuals and business entities. The banking sector has 69.5% market share based on assets in financial system Sri Lanka in 2017, there are 25 licensed commercial banks and 7 licensed specialized banks to distribute in the country (Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 2017).
According to central bank statistics, there are 13 numbers of licensed commercial banks, 158 licensed commercial bank (LCB) branches, 181 other licensed commercial banking outlets and 339 total licensed commercial branches and banking outlets in Kurunegala district of the second quarter in 2018 (Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 2018). Sri Lanka labour survey conducted by Department of census and statistics revealed that 160,000 persons employed in the financial and insurance industry around the country (Department of census and statistics, 2017). With this strong establishment research on the banking sector will useful for further development. This study aims to enhance the knowledge regarding work-life balance and job satisfaction with the banking sector in Sri Lankan context. This study aims to investigate the research topic considering both public and private sector banks in Sri Lanka with special reference to Kurunegala District.

Researchers found that the absence of the work-life balance enhance the job dissatisfaction among employees and there is a strong relationship between work-life balance and job satisfaction (Shujat et al., 2011). In Sri Lanka banking employees need to work mostly from 9 am to 5 pm. But tight deadlines and unpredictable workflow pressure to employees work in long hours and many employees reported that they experienced job stress and work-life imbalance (Adikaram, 2016). Kottawatta and Arunika empathized that study on work-life balance and job satisfaction is much important in the current context to create an efficient and effective workplace. They addressed that bankers in Sri Lanka became more competitive and public bankers also more customer-oriented. Bankers have implemented strategies to attract more customers through long opening hours, opening more branches, more workload and high work pressure. It creates a poor work-life balance among employees and high dissatisfaction on the job (Kottawatta & Arunika, 2015). Researcher encouraged with these justifications to investigate this matter on both private and public banking employees in Kurunegala district. In Sri Lankan context there are few types of research on this subject and this study contributes to fill up the research gap and facilitate future researchers with great support. The objective of this study is to determine the impact of work-life balance on job satisfaction of banking employees in Sri Lanka with special reference to Kurunegala District.

**Literature Review**

Job satisfaction is widely considered subject in the research field. Job satisfaction highly refers to an individual’s attitude towards his/her job. Job satisfaction is a complex phenomenon and it is resulting through assessment of various job elements (Ciarniene et al., 2010). As per (Ciarniene et al., 2010), when employees have higher job satisfaction their attitude towards the company and job is positive. Researchers have found that job satisfaction enhances employees’ performance through enhancing their productivity, responsible for their task, mental and physical health (Ahmed & Ramzan, 2013). Employee satisfaction highly associated with employee engagement and only satisfied employees more tend to become an engaged employee (Wiseto, Hubeis, & Sukandar, 2016). Researchers revealed that a low level of job satisfaction is associated with a high level of absenteeism, employee turnover, poor commitment, and employee stress (Judge & Ilies, 2004; Shadab & Arif, 2015). Job satisfaction of employees significantly and negatively related to employee turnover intention (Rajapaksha & Kappagoda, 2017). As cited in (Azeem & Altalhi, 2015) Samavi, 2011 addressed that employee job satisfaction significantly contributed to enhancing employee
commitment towards the organization. Further Lambert et al., 2006 emphasized that work-life balance can be achieved if employee satisfaction with their work and personal life only. Job satisfaction is effected through salary and remuneration package, workplace conditions, organizational culture, physical environment, and administrative control (Judge & Ilies, 2004; Shadab & Arif, 2015). Job satisfaction is influence by extrinsic and intrinsic factors. Extrinsic factors refer to pay, working conditions, job security, and nature of the job, team cooperation, promotions, coworker support and leadership. Intrinsic factors are employee autonomy, recognition, meaningful work, responsibility, training and development, responsibility, skill variety, job involvement, job feedback, and task significance (Godfrey, 2014).

The work-life balance concept was first used during the 70’s in the United Kingdom (Prasad, 2012). Later on, it began in the United States as well and in 80’s and 90’s organizations were began to implement work-life balance policies. The main purpose of such policies is enhancing employees focus on their families since they were highly focused on achieving organizational goals. Work-life balance is not limited to family members support. It includes other areas of employee’s life such as travelling, sports, studies, leisure, entertainment, and personal development. According to (Zedeck & Moiser, 1990) work-life balance has been explained through segmentation, spillover and conflict models. Segmentation model identified that family and work are two different areas and there is no relationship and influence between these two areas. Currently segmentation model doesn’t work in the real scenario. Spillover model reflects that work and family life affect each other and the effect may be both in positive and negative directions. Conflict model denoted that work, personal and family life creates demands to satisfy by competing with a resource like time and energy (Benito-Osorio et al., 2014).

The work-life balance consists of three components called time balance, satisfaction balance and psychological involvement balance (Anuradha & Pandey, 2016).

- **Time Balance** - Employees should have adequate time to spend on their work roles as well as their family roles. It is not enough to satisfy with either job role or family roles.
- **Satisfaction Balance** - Employees should keep balance satisfaction among both job role and family role satisfaction.
- **Psychological Balance** - Emotional involvement should be equal among work role and family role.

**Work-Life Balance**

Researchers investigate the impact of work-life balance on employee job satisfaction with special reference to private sector commercial banks in Sri Lankan context and they considered working hours, working conditions, work pressure, change of job, and work-life balance programs as the work-life balance dimensions (Adikaram & Jayatilake, 2016). According to (Poulose & Sudarsan, 2017) work-life balance dimensions are personal life strains, personal life to work strains, personal life to work gains, and work to personal life gains. Further supervisory support, colleagues support, and the perceived organizational support considered under dimensions of work-life support (Yahya & Ying, 2014). Work-life balance can be divided into four dimensions namely work demand, family demand, work-life support and family support (Nishanthi & Thalgaspitiya, 2015).

**Work Demand**

As cited in (Sheikh et al., 2018) Boyar & Mosley, 2008 explained that work is the task and activities that an individual needs to perform at the workplace. Work demand
means the commitments and obligations required to perform a given job including time spent at the workplace and the workload amount that employee should perform in his/her job role. (Poulouse & Sudarsan, 2017) found that workload significantly and negatively related to work-life balance. Most of the time employees face work and family conflicts because of insufficient time to dedicate to work responsibilities as well as family matters. Overtime working hours and high workloads are the indicators of work demand. Work demand is positively associated with work-family conflicts and reduces the work-life balance (Lu et al., 2008). Long working hour’s effect on employees performance and work overload have consequences on employees as well as their families. Further researchers found that work-family conflict has a significant mediating effect on the association between work demand, home (family) demand and work-life balance (Sheikh et al., 2018).

Family Demand

Family demand means the commitments and obligations of the family including children, parents, and spouse. Family demand highly involves married employees since they have to care for their children (Lu et al., 2008). Further, they found that family demand positively related to work and family conflicts. As per (Boyar et al., 2008) family demand indicators are hours in care, children at home, dependent at home, and marital status. The latent constructs of the perceived family demand are family role conflict, family role ambiguity, family support and family to work support. Home demand has significant and negative effects on employee work-life balance (Sheikh et al., 2018).

Organizational Work-Life Support

The organizational work-life support means strong support (organizational policies and procedures) provide by the employer to the employee in helping achieve a balanced work life. According to (Eisenberger et al., 1986) it is more important than the employer or organizational support on employees’ socio-emotional needs by providing an adequate resource to manage role demands, provide enough appreciation for the employees, and concern employee’ well being to maintain a better work-life balance. Further organizational support is recognized as an important factor for employee work-life balance as well as employee job satisfaction. Organizational support has a positive correlation with employee work-life balance (Yahya & Ying, 2014).

Family Member Support

The family support means the support from employee’s family members like spouse, parents, and children to maintain a balance between work and personal life. Researchers found that family support provides positive energy to achieve work-life balance (Russo et al., 2015). The role of family support in balancing professional and personal life is more significant. Especially women who are having adult children easily balance their work and personal life than women with young age children and kids. Similarly, employees who have to take care of their parents also reflecting work-life imbalance. Therefore they need support from their partners, siblings, friends to handle children and parents (Padma & Reddy, 2013).
Methodology

In depth literature review is assist to identify the theoretical background and dimensions of work-life balance and job satisfaction. The independent variable of this study is work-life balance and the dependent variable is job satisfaction. Figure 01 represents the conceptual framework of this study.

Result & Discussion

The researcher has selected 123 respondents from the total population of banking employees who are working in the executive category and residing in Kurunegala district in Sri Lanka. The researcher has used simple random sampling to collect the data since there is a larger population who are working in the banking sector in Kurunegala District. The primary data was gathered using a questionnaire prepared by the researchers. The researchers have used SPSS Statistical Software to analyse the research data. Multiple Regression analysis and Correlation analysis were used to further justify the validity of the research objectives. Reliability and validity are being considered as measurements to the accuracy of research findings. The researcher has used Cronbach’s Alpha (α) by using SPSS Statistics to measure the reliability of the data set. Cronbach’s Alpha value is 0.693, which indicates a high level of internal consistency for the data sample. This implies that the data sample can be used for further analysis.

Generalizability is being considered as an assessment criterion for measuring the quality of research work. As explained by (Smith, 2018) “when properly applied quantitative methods can produce reliable results from a representative sample of participants that can be applied to a wider population or different contexts”. The researcher has used a sample representing the banking industry who are permanently engaging as the banking employees in Sri Lanka. However, the captioned work-life balance is a common requirement for all the working organizations and the findings of this research would be able to apply to a wider population easily.

The descriptive statistics has been undertaken to understand and to get an idea on the minimum and the maximum values of each variable together with the mean and the standard deviation of each variable as shown in Table 01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 01. Descriptive Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Correlation analysis was done as shown in Table 02. It can be concluded that all the interrelationships between the variables are significant except the correlation between the variables working demand and organizational work-life support and between the variables family demand and organizational work-life support.

Table 02: Correlation Analysis of the Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JS</th>
<th>WD</th>
<th>FD</th>
<th>OW</th>
<th>FMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.370*</td>
<td>.152*</td>
<td>.760*</td>
<td>.754*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>.370*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.309*</td>
<td>.138</td>
<td>.303*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>.152*</td>
<td>.309*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.005</td>
<td>.166*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OW</td>
<td>.760*</td>
<td>.138</td>
<td>-.005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.680*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>.754*</td>
<td>.303*</td>
<td>.166*</td>
<td>.680*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).

Table 01 mentioned the needed values of the variables and all are under the specified ranges and suitable for undertaking the analysis.

Table 03: Multiple Regression Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Std. Coeffi.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>.793</td>
<td>.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OW</td>
<td>.201</td>
<td>.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>.161</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: JS

As per the analysis, as shown in Table 03, the independent variables and the dependent variable relationships are mentioning and the working demand is having a significant positive relation with the job satisfaction with the beta value of 0.079 and the t value of 3.3999 and the p-value of 0.001 which is less than 0.01. Hence they are significantly related at 0.1 level of significance. In the same time, the variables organizational work-life support and the job satisfaction also have a significant positive relationship with the beta value 0.201 and the t value of 7.243 and the p-value of 0.000 which is less than 0.01 and hence they are significantly related at 0.01 level of significance. Further, the variables family member support and the job satisfaction also having a significant positive relationship with beta value 0.161 and the t value of 5.087 and the p-value of 0.000 which is less than 0.01 and it can be concluded that the two variables are significantly related at 0.01 level of significance. Further, the variables family
demand and the job satisfaction are not significantly related with each other since the beta value is 0.017 that is quite low and the t value is 0.749 which is low value proving the insignificance and more importantly the p-value is 0.455 which is greater than 0.05. Hence, the two variables are not significant at the 0.05 level of significance.

Table 04. Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.847a</td>
<td>.717</td>
<td>.708</td>
<td>.13777</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As per the model summary results shown in Table 04, the R squared value is mentioning as 0.847 which is a higher value. This explains that 84.7 per cent of the variation of the dependent variable (job satisfaction) as explained by the independent variables (working demand, family demand, organizational work-life support, family member support) around its mean. Thus, the model can be explained as more fitted and can be used in the estimation.

The model fit can be identified further by looking at the ANOVA table also. Table 05 explains the ANOVA output of the analysis.

As per the Table 05, the F statistics can be understood and value of the F statistics needs to be in the higher value and the here it is 74.837 which is considerably higher and the p-value is 0.000 which is considered to be significant. Thus, the model can be considered as correct and reliable enough to use in the estimation.

Table 05. ANOVA output of the analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of df</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Regression</td>
<td>5.682</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>74.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>2.240</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7.922</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 05. ANOVA output of the analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of df</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Regression</td>
<td>5.682</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>74.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>2.240</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7.922</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Dependent

Conclusion

The study has been undertaken to determine the impact of work-life balance on job satisfaction of banking employees in Sri Lanka with special reference to Kurunegala District. The impact of the factors like working demand, family demand, organizational work-life support and the family member support on the job satisfaction has been measured in this study to increase the performance of the employees through the job satisfaction.

The study has been used the primary data and the data has been collected through self-administered questioner and the population was the banking employees in Kurunegala district in Sri Lanka.

The multiple regression has been given the results for the independent and the dependent variables and the results are showing that the working demand is having a significant impact on job satisfaction. Working demand is explaining how much time they spend on the work and the family comparatively. If the employees are missing the family time because of the tie spend in the working place, the satisfaction will be reduced. Thus, there is a relation between those two measures and the management needs to take steps to make the steps to allow the employees to have the needed time with the loved once. Further, there is a significant relationship between organizational work-life support and job satisfaction. This explains that how is the feasibility of the working place to attend the family matters in urgent situations and normal situations. Accordingly, if the company management is allowing the
workers the freedom and easiness in the management in urgent situations, the workers will be more satisfied with the working. Thus, the banks need to increase the procedures and should make the steps easier for the employees to make life easier with satisfaction. If so, satisfaction can be achieved. The family member support and job satisfaction also having close relationships with each other. If the family members are understanding the situation and the job type, the employee will be more satisfied. Accordingly, not only the organizational factors are impacting on the satisfaction but the personal factors also do have an impact on this. In the same time, there is no relation between family demand and job satisfaction. The family needs to understand the nature of the work and if so the employee will be more satisfied to work.

Accordingly, there can be many suggestions for the banking sector of Kurunegala district to enhance the satisfaction of the employees and to achieve the objectives and the success of the business. The company factors are not the only concern but the personal factors do impact on this. Thus, the company management needs to take the proper steps like not to be much harsh on the employees and having the humanity side with them. Having the processed work plan to handle the employee's issues and aiding them in urgent cases and providing full support for the employees on behalf of the working organization.

If such a practice is not undertaking the job stress will be there and it leads to the working imbalance of the employees and it will be a mental disturbance for the employees. The present times, most of the banks do have a stressed working environment and tied schedules. This needs to be changed in a way that satisfaction can be achieved successfully.

As this research study found that the family is a critical sector in the employees to make a satisfying working life. Thus, the company management needs to understand the working load given to a worker and the number of hours of the working of every employee. All the actions that are undertaken need to be in the order. If the employees are getting what they are expecting, the satisfaction of the job can be achieved successfully and it will be impacting the working quality and the working life of the employees also.

This study has helped the banking sector to understand the working balance of the employees and accordingly, the banks need to follow correct steps to make the employees motivated.
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Abstract: When compared to researches about job performance, a little attention has been given to academic performance. Psychological capital (PsyCap) and study stress are major concepts when it comes to academic performance. During the first year, many undergraduates find it difficult to adjust themselves to the new university environment and to face unexpected study stress suddenly due to exams and continuous assignments in their second year as well. Therefore, very few may overcome those challenges due to their strong positive psychological resources. Others may get affected due to their unbearable stress. Therefore, this study examines the impact of PsyCap and study stress on academic performance among second year undergraduates of KDU. The study adopted the mixed research design. A random sample of 128 students (n=128) were given a structured questionnaire and interviews for key informants. Regression analysis using SPSS in quantitative approach and thematic analysis in qualitative approach were used to analyse the data. Study results indicate that PsyCap of second year undergraduates has a significant and positive impact on their academic performance. However, a higher level of study stress affects negatively on academic performance, but it was not a significant impact. Furthermore, this study highlights the ways in which PsyCap of undergraduates could be further enhanced. Nevertheless, maintaining a moderate level of study stress is possible to generate better academic performance. As future research, researchers intend to consider other state and private university undergraduates in all streams. More importantly, key informants stress on the importance of mitigating higher stress levels among undergraduates.
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Introduction

Psychological Capital (PsyCap) was first introduced by Dr. Fred Luthans in the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. He found a concept called positive PsyCap. Psychological capital is known as the positive psychological development of an individual which includes four main components as HERO. Hope is a feeling of trust, Efficacy is the ability to achieve a target, Resilience means ability to overcome quickly from barriers and Optimism is the confidence. The term HERO is used to introduce psychological capital as an abbreviation of components and generally HERO is a person who is admired for achievements and courage. PsyCap can be varying from one person to another in every person as well as in every undergraduate with related to study.

Due to continuous assignments, exams and class tests and lack of social relations many undergraduates are undergoing with study stress. However, a student with higher PsyCap can defeat the negative outcomes of study stress. But some may suffer with depression and phobia because they cannot control those academic pressure or stress and those will...
directly affect for their academic performances. This study aims to examine the impact of Psychological Capital on academic performances while testing the relationship between study stress and academic performance among second year undergraduates. As second year undergraduates are well experienced from their first year due to continuous exams, assignments and not being familiar the university surrounding. Further due to lack of social relations and separation of parents, the study has focused on their first-year academic performance. Considering about the problem statement, in order to fulfil objectives people should have the confidence and as well as positive thinking, but some circumstances like stress, depression and phobia etc. may cause as a barrier in fulfilling individuals’ tasks. But also, positive stress can be help to create moral thinking in student mind, helps to work effectively and efficiently, to make strategic objectives, easy to handle work breakdown success. Even though, positive stress may even help to develop a student, most of students may suffer with negative stress. Previous studies have found that the most of the undergraduates undergo with phobia, depression and stress due to their academic work load and maybe for some other causes as well, like lack of social relations in the university surrounding and also the separation from the parents. But some are having the capacity to solve these situations and achieve their objectives. We are predicting that kind of people have high psychological capital in order to overcome the situations like stress. In this study we are examining how capable were the second-year students dealt with study stress by their psychological capital and the impact of psychological capital towards their first-year academic performances due to changes in the surroundings. The moment this research was conducted, the second-year undergraduates have not received the results for the second-year academics. Therefore, this study is focussed on their first-year academic results with all experiences in first year. Our Research is based on both research questions and hypothesis as it is conducted by using both quantitative and qualitative approaches. Quantitative approach will be used to recognize the ground level of study whereas the qualitative study will help to realize its philosophical understanding.

A. Field of Study

Luthans, states that the concept of psychological capital is known as an individual's positive psychological state of development. When focusing further about the concept of positive psychological capital, Psychological capital is focusing on the last decades with the concern of present working conditions and expectations of employees in gaining competitive advantage. It is said that there is clear evidence that positive psychological capital has contributed a lot to gain employees' desired outputs and to supply new ideas to understand and to manage potentially the negative and stressful organizational situations. Therefore, when it comes to disciplines of organizational behaviour and industrial and organizational psychology, the concepts of psychological capital and stress are most important. At present, Study stress is considered as a deep concept which has driven further from the field of stress. There can be several kinds of stress but for a student, study stress is one of the most suffering situations which they may face at school or at university. There is eustress and distress which are main concepts of stress, so, the psychiatrists believe that the stress should be in a moderate level for a person to perform well in something that they engage.

The rationale of the research is that the most researches are completed mainly based on the PsyCap among employees in several organizations. But this study is worth because
it has proved that if PsyCap is measured in organizational basis to improve employee performance which has a greater positive level, it can also make effort for a student performance towards their academic performance. If students undergo with stress, this study examines whether it is possible to deal with the stress and overcome from the problems to perform well in academics. Also, it has explained the remedies which a university can take in order to build PsyCap as in positive individual among undergraduates by reducing stress. As this study is a mix research the research questions can be created as:

Research Questions:

1. Which factors determine the level of Psychological Capital among second year undergraduates?
2. How Psychological Capital of students’ can be further improved in a defence university.

Literature Review

a. Foundation for PsyCap

About a decade ago, the positive psychology movement emerged as a reaction to the obsession that psychology has traditionally had with the pathological, predominantly negative aspects of human functioning and behavior. Therefore, as the former president of American Psychological Association Martin Seligman and some of his colleagues believed that too much attention in their field was centred on what was wrong with people and little attention was being directed toward the positive qualities and characteristics of individuals or what was right with people. The purpose of the positive psychology movement is to use as a scientific method to examine and wellbeing, make people’s strengths rather than being concerned about their weaknesses. So, the emphasis is on optimum functioning of humans as opposed to pathological functioning of humans. (‘Seligman_2000_Psych’, no date)

Dr. Luthans found a concept called Positive Organizational Behavior (POB) and described as the “the analysis and application of positively focused human resource strengths and psychological skills that can be assessed, built and managed effectively to enhance performance in the workplace of today” (Luthans, 2002) and also he identified a specific inclusion criteria to distinguish POB and its mainly constructs from the popular self-help or even traditional positively oriented organizational behavior constructs (Luthans et al., 2007) The positive psychology movement and the subsequent POB, PsyCap also identified as going beyond traditional economic capital, human capital, and social capital and also consist of who you are and what you can become (Luthans, Luthans and Luthans, 2004)

While there are several applicants who can be drawn from positive psychology to operationalize this PsyCap, those have been selected to best meet the above mentioned inclusion requirements includes hope, efficacy, resilience and optimism and are described as a core construct is defined as, an individual’s positive psychological state of development mainly characterized by having confidence (self-efficacy) to take on and put in the necessary effort to succeed at challenging tasks, making a positive attribution (optimism) about succeeding now and in the future, preserving toward the goals and when necessary, redirecting paths to goals (hope) in order to succeed and when the best by problems and adversity, sustaining and bouncing back and even beyond (resilience) to attain success. (Luthans, 2002).

The best definition for PsyCap can be found in the literature can be viewed as follows:

“an individual's positive psychological state of development characterized by: (1) having confidence (efficacy) to take on and put in the
necessary effort to succeed at challenging tasks; (2) making a positive attribution (optimism) about succeeding now and in the future; (3) persevering toward goals and, when necessary, redirecting paths to goals (hope) in order to succeed; and (4) when beset by problems and adversity, sustaining and bouncing back and even beyond (resilience) to attain success” (Avey et al., 2010)

b. Psychological capital and student academic performance

When it comes to the relationship between the various psychological contracts that make up PsyCap individually (i.e. hope, efficacy, resilience or optimism) or sometimes two of them on the impact regarding the impact of student academic performance. For example, according to Bandura's (1997) social cognitive theory and defined for application to performance as “one’s conviction about his or her abilities to mobilize the motivation, cognitive resources or courses of action needed to successfully execute a specific task within a given context” (Hobfoll, 2002) was shown to be a strong predictor of first year college student academic performance and also through a meta-analysis, Valentine, Dubois and Cooper (2004) found efficacy was shown to be a strong predictor of academic success.

So, along with the psychological construct of optimism, an individual makes and the explanatory style an individual uses in response to situations and events and it linked to academic performance as well. For example, several studies shown, that students with more positive perspectives considerably outperform those with negative perspectives in the classroom (Ruthig et al., 2004) As the third psychological resource in the core construct of PsyCap hope is characterized as a “positive motivational state based on an interactively derived sense of successful and pathways. As the final PsyCap variable resilience is defined a person’s ability to bounce back or rebound when faced with disappointing outcomes, failures or even positive changes and events. (Luthans, Youssef and Avolio, 2007) According to the above literature findings, the following hypothesis can be created;

H1: There is a significant positive relationship between PsyCap and students’ academic performance.

c. Study Stress and Academic Performance

Considering about the Academic Performance and Study stress, Academic problems have been reported as the common kind of stress when it comes to the students in schools and universities,(Aldwin and Greenberger, 1987) As an example, (Schafer, 1996) questioned about the stressful daily life from the college students. Then he observed that most irritating stresses were by school related stresses like studying workload pressure, limited time, writing exam papers, taking tests and future plans as well as boring instructors. The stresses which are associated with academic activities has been engaged into various negative outcomes such as poor health, (Armsden and Greenberg, 1987) depression (Armsden and Greenberg, 1987) and also poor academic performance (Saipanish, 2003). Aldwin Greenberg in 1987 found that the perceived stress of academic was related to the depression among college students. Therefore, many studies have proved and found a relationship between academic performance and study stress (Akgun and Ciarrochi, 2003). Students are experiencing high level of academic pressure because of continuous assignments, exams, time pressure, grade pressure and uncertainty. So, as a summary, this stress has an impact on their academic performance. So, in this study we are examining the relationship between study stress and academic performance of second year undergraduates of our university KDU.
Therefore, this following second hypothesis can be created.

**H2:** There is a significant negative relationship between study stress (higher level) and students’ academic performance.

**Research Model**

![Research Model Diagram]

**Experimental Design**

1) **Philosophy**

The beginning of the field of psychology was started with some of concepts regarding to examine what was right with people and what contributes human flourishing and growth capacity. Mainly the positive focus was emerged in the field of clinical psychology which was then extended to workplace by influencing in both the value of micro oriented positivity in individually as well as macro-oriented positivity in organization. PsyCap is already existed in the organizational background and personal development. It distinguished PsyCap from other concepts. PsyCap helps to share a positive relationship among individuals and firm besides motivating organizational and individual performance. Forbes discovered a positive relationship between efficacies which is a basic component of PsyCap with entrepreneurial performance as well. On the other hand, well-being can be defined as a secondary related to optimism with a positive relationship (D.P.Forbes, 2005). As a conclusion related component of psychological capital, there are different and inter-related relationships between concepts and basic components of psychological capital. The positive relationship between self-efficacy and satisfaction bring along the positive relationship between self-efficacy and performance.

The main concepts which have been used in this study are psychological capital and study stress. It is true that the negative effect of study stress will affect an individual’s performance but the positive stress is also can be taken as a motivator to work hard when considering about the factors of this particular study.

**Research Approach**

The research study is based on a Mix Approach which consisted with both quantitative and qualitative in order to get more accurate and in-depth data as findings. The survey was conducted using structured questionnaire with related to quantitative data and the case study-based questions were asked in the interviews when gathering qualitative data. The data analysis was done through SPSS software for quantitative data and thematic approach was used to analyse qualitative data. Therefore, both inductive and deductive methods were used to get results from the study.

**Data Collection Methods, Tools and Analysis**

For the quantitative data collection procedure, the population of research is chosen as the Second Year Undergraduates of KDU among private universities because of the convenience due to the limited amount of time. Second Year is the well experienced year after handling the first year with sudden academic pressure, which they get to know the university surrounding better. Among Second Year Undergraduates of KDU, the sample is taken from the main three faculties due to the higher rate of undergraduates.
Main subgroups were selected by using stratified sampling in order to get more accurate data and to highlight specific subgroups according to the interest of the study. Sample (n=100%= 128 Undergraduates).

From the total amount of second year 583 undergraduates, the strata were identified from the faculties which have a higher rate of students as, from the Faculty of Engineering: 45%= 111 undergraduates, Faculty of Allied Health Sciences 25%= 05 students from each five of their departments and from the Faculty of Management, Social Sciences and Humanities as 12%= 08 Logistic Management Undergraduates, 2% = 02 Management and Technical Science Undergraduates and 8% = 2 Social Sciences Second Year Undergraduates to the total sample of n=100% which is 128 undergraduates. This research used Online Survey method which is an online structured questionnaire. Judgemental Sampling was also used in order to collect qualitative data from a Senior Lecturer / Mentor at KDU and from a Psychiatrist of KDU Hospital based on in depth interviews.

The quantitative data collection was followed by a five likert scale online questionnaire. The questionnaire was consisted with three statements with related to Hope, Two statements in Self-Efficacy, three related to Resilience and six statements regarding Optimism in five likert scale questions. (1= strongly disagree to 6= strongly agree) and the analysis was done by using SPSS Software.

2) Measures

Demographic Data Analysis

The demographic analysis was focused on mainly the age, faculty, gender, hometown, daily transport method, GPA rate, religion, nationality, the way they got to know about KDU and hobbies etc. in order to check whether these demographic factors affects second year undergraduates’ academic performance and study stress.

In the quantitative analysis, the study aims in finding how strong and the negative the relationship between PsyCap, academic performance and study stress is. Therefore, the research has used SPSS software in order to show the appropriate measures. Those can be represented in a table mentioned as follows.
Table 1. Measurement model assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Loadings</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PsyCap</td>
<td>PsyHo1</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyHo2</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyHo3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsySE1</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsySE2</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyR1</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyR2</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyO1</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyO2</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyO3</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyO4</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyO5</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsyO6</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>SS1</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stress</td>
<td>SS2</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS3</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS4</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS5</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS6</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS7</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ac.per</td>
<td>Ap1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ap2</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ap3</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ap4</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations of Study Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std.Deviation</th>
<th>Ac Per</th>
<th>PsyCap</th>
<th>Stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AcPer</td>
<td>3.230</td>
<td>0.60070</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.462*</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsyCap</td>
<td>3.751</td>
<td>0.50164</td>
<td>0.462*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>2.984</td>
<td>0.71152</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Regression (R²) Results for PsyCap, Study Stress and Academic Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>F. Value</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>34.124</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>0.221= 22 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

We have tested three factors like how related the questions in the questionnaire succeeded to find the impact when it comes to α value, the co-relation of three factors PsyCap, Academic performance and Study Stress and the regression analysis in order to check how significant is the relationship between PsyCap and Study stress as well as PsyCap and academic performance.

A) Results from Quantitative Analysis

Table 1 presents that all the loadings were responsively higher than nominal threshold of 0.5 but here in the variable of academic performance, the average has become 0.4, so, it interprets that there is a quite small relationship in the items of academic performance Variables such as in PsyCap and study stress similarly gained the scores concerning composite reliability a higher rate than the recommended value (0.70) these scores are basically noted to assure the convergent validity and so the results have shown its achievement in Psycap and study stress as the main determinants of academic performance. Table 1 indicates that the study has responsively attained significant convergent reliability and scale validity.

Table 2 represents the correlation, there is signification relationship between psychological capital (independent variable) and academic performance (dependent variable) with the rate of 0.462**. So, it means that there is a positive and significant
relationship of PsyCap towards academic performances of second year undergraduates. With the comparison between PsyCap and study stress, study stress looks like that there is no significance but negative weaker relationship. But it predicts that when the stress is increased, undergraduates will demotivate to perform well in academics. Between study stress and academic performance there is a negative relationship as -.049 and there is a lower relationship between PsyCap and study stress as 0.081.

When referring to the Table 3, β value is 0.553 between PsyCap (Independent variable) and academic performance (dependent variable). In addition, the independent variable of PsyCap: the R2 value, β value, F value is high as well as the significance is also 0.000. If the β > 0.5, it shows that there is a high impact, so, this study indicates that the PsyCap has a high impact towards second year undergraduates’ academic performance. It clearly shows that when students’ PsyCap increases the academic performance also increases. So, the independent variables explain 22% of dependent variable. Therefore, the alternative hypothesis (H1) was acceptable and null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected. When explaining each theme in detail, the following explanations can support as qualitative findings in order to show the how PsyCap is important for an undergraduate as well as how an undergraduate can overcome study stress.

a. Factors determining PsyCap
b. Remedies for build-up Psychological Capital in universities
c. Study stress as a motivation
d. Developing PsyCap along with stress among undergraduates’ factors determining PsyCap

When explaining each theme in detail, the following explanations can support as qualitative findings in order to show the how PsyCap is important for an undergraduate as well as how an undergraduate can overcome study stress.

According to the information gathered from in depth interviews, the determinants of Psychological Capital can be listed as, fulfilling desired goals, Leadership goals, building confidence, Goal orientation, Accepting challenges, Motivation and Successful planning.

b. Remedies for build-up Psychological Capital in universities

Regarding the concept of PsyCap as an individual university surrounding can play a major role to build up PsyCap on undergraduates like academic staff should give challenges to students. Along with this kind of things students will get know people start making their own plans as well self-motivating them toward success. The other remedy is organizing academic programs to develop and open up leadership opportunities. For example, give them to conduct a first aid camp. These factors tend to increase their engagement. The other factor is creating the university system as a challenging system. This tends to motivate students bear up the challenges and get experiences and also through these remedies they can increase their PsyCap.

B) Results from Qualitative Analysis

In the qualitative analysis, this study has used thematic approach in order to take appropriate results. Therefore, there are five main themes which are created with related to answers given by the interviewees that can be help to explain the determinants further.

a. Factors Determining the PsyCap
b. Remedies for build-up Psychological Capital in universities
c. Study stress as a motivation
d. Developing PsyCap along with stress among undergraduates’ factors determining PsyCap

In the qualitative analysis, this study has used thematic approach in order to take appropriate results. Therefore, there are five main themes which are created with related to answers given by the interviewees that can be help to explain the determinants further.
c. **Study stress as a motivation**

The qualitative analysis proved that the study stress is not always negative, it is quite positive because to achieve study goal a person should have the stress and also it will be led to plan and motivate towards building inner PsyCap.
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**Eustress** ——— **Distress**

The stress which can be bearable

According to this curve when stress increases academic performance also increases. So, stress is a helper regarding our studies. If we cannot get stress, we cannot do our studies in a best manner. So, stress motivates us do our studies well and also it may also reduce our academic performance. Everyone should have a particular stress level in their bodies. When stress become lower, we call it eustress and when stress become higher, we call it as distress. So, as the conclusion study stress is not always negative it helps to perform our academics well.

d. **Strategies taken by policy makers, educationalists and parents**

In order to develop PsyCap in students the policy makers, educationists and parents should play a major role since their childhood. As policymakers they should be aware of the psychological capacity and the interest of the students rather than failing them in exams, they should be able to do researches and identify the mistakes and get analytical knowledge for students in an applicable manner. As educationists should actually do a survey to see the education system and should take proper decisions.

e. **Developing PsyCap along with stress among undergraduates**

Our analysis proved that the study stress should need up to a certain level for a student in order to motivate. Doing a sport, engage in meditation, doing music and dancing are the actions a student can take when he/she get stress and also student should make a deadline for their own work as well as they should be able to plan all their studying time and other activities because it proves that students should make plans and have little bit of stress in order to do a better and effective performance by motivation.

**Disscussion and Conclusion**

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of PsyCap and study stress both on academic performance. It was hypothesised that academic stress can have a significant negative impact towards studies and PsyCap can have a significant effect on academic performance. The quantitative results shown proved that there is a significant effect of PsyCap as an impact on second year undergraduates’ academic performance and there is an effect of study stress as well but it is not a significant negative impact which means study stress also should be there as a motivator. In the literature we found that many of the studies have proved the importance of PsyCap when it comes to the performance of human being and also how a stress can be a motivator not only for academics but for office work as well. Therefore, the Students should need to increase their PsyCap for good academic performance by taking bearable stress as a positive factor which will motivate for good performance. From the findings it can conclude that the second-year undergraduates have a greater impact as a
percentage of twenty-two (22%) on PsyCap towards their academic performance and other factors may influence the remaining from the quantitative data which we analysed. But this means that it has a greater influence in their studies.

Even though we believe that the study stress is demotivating and depressing students. But it proved that study stress also should be there in order to motivate and to direct to their academics. Therefore, this study suggests that the university surrounding should be friendly to the undergraduates and the staff, parents should identify the students’ capacity and they should give more and more challenges to deal with so that the student will develop her/his PsyCap on own. Parents should not force their students to study they should let their children to take challenges of her/his own. It will directly influence the psychological strength of an undergraduates as well as a school student as we identified from the qualitative data.

Therefore, as mentioned in the qualitative data in thematic approach we can consider that the university should let the undergraduates to organize events, build up new challenges and bonds, aware about their psychological strength when dealing with them. The policy makers should hardly focus to change the system which will not affect a student who failed in mathematics has no future.

a. Future Research Directions

This study is inclusive with few of general limitation. First, the research is based on only two factors which affect academic performance of second undergraduates. There are also plenty of mediators in influencing when determining the academic performance from PsyCap. And also, lot fourth year undergraduates may face problems due to finals. Those can be done in future research studies. The study is also based only on study stress not considering the symptoms of depression and areas like phobia in deeply. Though there are other private and state universities operate in Sri Lanka, some issues may occur relates to the generalizability of the study findings. Thus, the model needs further extension, and critical evaluation in terms of other educational institutions, schools, or other private universities in Sri Lanka to provide useful insights. Thirdly, this study has completed within a short period of time, comparatively this period of short time may not enough to get more accurate data or reliable data So, it is worth to spend more time in the area of the study.

Finally, the study was based on quantitative approach and qualitative approach and collected data based on a structured online questionnaire following survey as well as in-depth interviews. Since this study mainly deals with positive emotions, psychological resources, attitudes, on favourable job behaviours at academic, and only on study stress structured questionnaire and few interviews may not fully capture them. Therefore, future research needs to more fully examine the nature of causation between PsyCap, Study Stress and academic performance as well the factors which may affects all undergraduates’ academic performance.
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